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ARE now at the end of the line of investiffa-

tion proposed for this series. Let us look over

the ground whence we came. We have been

considering the growth of man in cidture.

Our first volume is devoted to the considera-

tion of the prehistoric period of man's life

on the gh)l)e. This period, which is widely diiferent in the various

nations of the world, covers by far the largest portion of man's life.

Aside from gathering information of a Riost interesting character

on the antiquities of our own country, we wish to establish the

general proposition that man's life on the globe dates from a most

profound antiquity, going back indeed to a previous geological

age; and we Avished to show that man has lived a life of progress.
The second volume we divided into two parts. We discussed

the divisions of men into races, the basis of classification, the most

jjrobable place of man's first appearance, and the condition of prim-
itive man in culture. We aimed to trace out the origin of various

social and governmental institutions. Not resting satisfied with the

general statements that tribal society preceded our present form of

government, we sought for the origin of tribal society itself. We
took up and discussed various questions relating to primitive cul-

ture and primitive religion not usually considered in historical

books. Yet their consideration is most essential in a history of

culture.

(3)



4 PREFACE.

W'c then ]):is>((l
in review tlie early history of the Yellow

Races. The main position souglit to be established was, as in geo-

looieal history of the past one form of life slowly grows into prom-

inence, culminates, and then deelines; so did the Black Races, after

long ])ossession of the world, give place to the Yellow Races, and

these in their tn^rn give place to the Whites. The early period of

half legendary history in Western Asia sliows us the closing stages

of this conflict between the Yellow and the White Races. W^e then

give a further outline of the history of the Hamitic and Semitic

people in Western Asia and in Egypt. Their outline, we consid-

ered, closed the ancient period of the culture history of the world.

In the third volume we entered on the Aryan age of the world.

We sought to establish the European origin of the Aryans; and

we aimed to show that the intellectual unfolding of Europe is like

that of a cvmiferous flower, the terminal blossoms are the first to

unfold. Beginning with Greece, we watched the successive unfold-

ing in culture of that country, then of Rome, and finally of Teu-

tonic Europe. We devoted a separate chapter to Aryan religion.

We do not think the Aryan race has had justice done it in this

department of culture. We found that the first system of religion,

world wide in its aim, sprang from Aryan beliefs.

In the present volume we have aimed to show that our present
culture is simply the developed form of the culture of the Medieval

World. We can not jxnnt to the merging of a new race into the

light of history, possessed of the energy and buoyancy of youth,
who take up the culture of the world and hurry it along to new
and more exalted heights, but we can point to a combination of cir-

cumstances which resulted in starting the Aryan world forward

with renewed energy in the paths of progress. These were the

revival of learning, and the discovery of a new world. The revival

of learning was very much assisted by the invention of printing.

In our opinion, the time has come when the general ideas as to

the past of man on the globe must be reviewed and very great

changes made in the current conceptions of the same. The history
of man is almost the only field which has not responded to the

great discoveries of modern times. Astronomy, geology, biology
in both of its two main divisions, have all felt the influence of this

spirit of modern learning and have accustomed themselves to new
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and daring theories the comprehensive sweep of whose la\Vs are

almost startling to contemplate. It is high time to correct the

exceedingly narrow views of man's past life, his progress in culture,

and his destiny as a race.

This series is an effort to accomplish this work. We trust Ave

have made it clear, that man lias lived (ui the earth for a very long

while, that his starting point was very low in the scale, that he has

lived a life of progress, and that nations and races, no less than in-

dividuals, enter into the struggle of life with diverse fiiculties ;

they fulfill their allotted task and then decline in importance.

Everything that goes to make up our present culture, all our gov-
ernmental and domestic institutions, all our arts and sciences, the

very language that we speak, are but the result of long ages of ex-

perience. It is useless to flatter ourselves that the position now
reached in any of these departments of culture is the final one.

When there is nothing more for man to learn, then, but not until

then, may we look for change in any department of culture to cease.

A true idea of the dignity and worth of man is gained only when
we take these broad general views of his antiquity and his growth
in culture; when we reflect on his career in the past, we may hope
to prophesy of his growth in the future. .A citizen of ancient Rome
in the first century of our era, could not foresee the culture of our

day. It is fully as difficult for us to realize the possible civiliza-

tion of one thousand years hence. Of one thing only we are sure,

that advance in all departments of culture will continue. Of his

life here, no less than of his life hereafter, it is true that "
It doth

not yet appear what we shall be."

We do not, of course, flatter ourselves that we have conclusively
established every position stated. Perhaps the time and labor spent
in certain directions of inquiry might have been more profitably de-

voted elsewhere. We believe, however, that take the entire series it

will fully answer the purposes intended
;
that is, give full and suf-

ficient information to those who desire to gather in a brief form the

thoughts of our best scholars on these various points. We have

also freely indicated to those who care to pursue the subject further

where information can be obtained.

The duty of returning thanks is none the less a pleasant duty,

although the same names re-appear. Again we acknowledge our
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indchtc'tliu'ss to Emfl Ueicii, 1). ('. L., and WiLLlS BOUGIITON,

r>. A., and wo wish once moi'c to make iiR'Utioii of" the kind services

of Mk. a. W. Wiielplev, of the Cincinnati Puhlic Lihrary.

In coiKdiision, we can only hope that as time passes on and we

uain ( learcr lii^ht into the history ot" nations and races who have

hniii' vanished from the stage of action^ that it will become more

and more clear that the positions we liav(> here snpported as to tlie

proirress of man in culture are in the main the con'cct ones.

Cincinnati, October 15, 18<S8. ^, <^, CXX^^c.^

iifii

-»-Hi'^—r^t^-
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Part I.

An Ouitline of Nlodern

Political History.

I. History of Discoveries.

II. Modern European History.

III. American History.
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The Old World bended low beneath a load

Of bigotry and superstition dark,

When Liberty, amid the tottering thrones

Of despots born, with gladness filled the home&

Of nuMi, e'en the Eternal City bade

Her gates imperial open wide
; and, like

A cloud, the darkness lifted from the land.

Then Freedom's gentle, buoyant spirit, like

The Magi's wand, extended far across

The sea, and thereupon the gloomy flood

Was parted wide asunder and revealed

A glorious paradise for Freedom's sons.

Columbia, beneath thy banner's stars,
•

The mind of man in rare luxuriance blooms,

Unfolding, one by one, the attributes

Of deity. In vision, we foresee

The perfect man. In form, the image of

His Maker, God. In toleration filled

With charity for all. In Reason's ways

Profound. In thought, he mounts the throne of power

And sways the world. He tries from Xature's grasp

To lure her secrets still untold till we,

Amazed at his bold course, recoil abashed.

Willis Boughton.
18



CHAPTER 1.

HISTORY OF DISCOVERIES.

Introduction—Navigation among tlie Ancients—Among the Pliceni-

eians—Among the Egyptians, etc —Greek Age of Discovery—Roman
Age of Discovery—Saracen Age of Discovery—Voyages of the Norse-

men—Discovery of Vinland—Icelandic Sagas—Voyages of other

people to America—Venetian Explorers—Theories as to shape of the

Earth—ChristopherColumbus—Sources of his Knowledge—Improve-
ment in Navigation—Outline of Discoveries.

GREATEST events in the world's

history are never sudden in their

origin. They are preceded by a

long train of causes, and many
years of slow preparation go by before the time arrives

for the final consummation. On a large scale, we see this

law exemplified in the slow changes of centuries ushering
19
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ill a new g-eoloii-'icnl
era. Our scliolars are now ready to

admit that some siicli a law as this j^revails in the animal

and veijctablc worhl. Investio-ators are hard at work on

this inq^ortant snhjeet, and we may liopo some time to

ck'arlv understand it. Enouuli is now known to render it

l)rol)aV)le tliat advance has been by slow, almost impercep-

tible changes, sjight modifications to tit slowly changing
environments. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that

man's advance in culture is subject to the same procedure.

No great and suddeii changes seem anywhere percep-

tible. Slowlv, with a certain maiestv of movement, has

one age of culture taken on the distinctive peculiarities of

another,

To-dav, we are livina* in a verv advanced sta2:e of so-

ciety. The morning's sun brings to our doors fresh pages
of the world's history

—acted, written, read within a day's

span of time ; while ever the delicate, electric nerves of

the busy commercial world are silently wafting to our re-

ceptive senses the echoes and instantaneous pictures of the

most eventful 'deeds of men throughout earth's greatest

circumference. When we compare this wdth the most

brilliant culture of the Medieval World, we are conscious

of a wonderful advance. Yet we err wdien "sve conclude

that this great advance was the result of any sudden re-

vival of learning, or followed fast the discovery of a new

world, or a reformation in religion. These are but the sta-

tions reached in the course of the ever advancino; intelli-

gence and civilization of mankind. Great discoveries and

marvellous inventions, advances in learning and changes
in religion are not so much the inciting causes as the per-

fected fruits of advancing intelligence in general.
Ancient learning was one-sided, local, and territorial.

It lacked that breadth of view which comes only with a
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knowledge of the great world on which we live. Every
ancient people, even those most advanced, thought their

province or empire was the richest and fairest portion of

the globe, they themselves the only civilized people, their

god or gods the only true and powerful one or ones. These

egotistical notions were great obstacles in the way of grow-

ing civilization. They are unfortunately very strong to-

day ; but, from the very earliest times, they have been

fjraduallv undermined bv increasing knowledge of the

world and its people. Only when we understand this, can

we fully appreciate the importance of those gradually ex-

tending expeditions for trade and discovery which finally

culminated in the discovery of the New World. In this

chapter, we wish to trace the rise and progress of exploring

voyages and show that an increase of knowledge as to the

world and its people has always been accompanied by an

increase of civilization.

Even in our own land, so full of restless people, the

horizon that bounds the world in which the ordinary indi-

vidual i^asses his life is very limited. To the great mass

of maidvind the knowledge of an outer, larger world is only

hearsay. To the average man, a trip to a neighboring state

is the event of a lifetime, the subject of many a fireside

tale. Yet, when we regard the condition of early people,

when the savau'e trail was the hiuhwav and the caravan

the railway train, we can see that this knowledge was much

more limited.

The yeoman was wont to stare with jealous wonder-

ment at the daring individual who had chanced to journey
a hundred miles or more and had safely returned to relate

his adventures and hair-breadth escapes. A i)ilgrimage to

Rome or to the Holy Land was so fraught with danger
that the wise deemed it expedient to settle their earthly
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affairs, and record their last wills and testaments before

enterin<r upon nnv such journevs. In those days a knowl-

edge of the world's doing, outside (tf each one's neighbor-

hood, was blank or else obtained after a long period of

waiting.

It was similar in the case of villages, communities,

tribes, and nations. The inhabitants of ancient Athens had

little knowledge, so far as we know, of the opulent cities

of the Orient, though the advance guard of Aryan immigra-

tion must have reached the shores of the Troad while yet

Chaldean cities were flourishing in their Oriental arandeur.

But we cannot detine the boundaries of the world in those

ancient times with any degree of certainty, for we know

not from what distances the old Chaldean and Babylonian

traders brought the wares that contributed to the luxury of

that pristine civilization.

In tracing the growth of geographical knowledge from

the dawn of history to the present time, we are apt to for-

get that the Egyptians, Hittites, Trojans, PhaMiicians, etc
,

each in turn, must have had an extensive commerce, and

thereiWe-an extended geographical horizon. Starting from

a classi<tal stand-point, the geographical historian is apt to

forget that nearly all the discoveries of classical (jr southern

European nations arcj but re-discoveries, including even the

discovery of America. We must remember, therefore,

that the Arabs were perfectly familiar with the fact that

Africa could l)e circumnavigated, that East Indian geo-

graphy was thoroughly understood by Buddhist i)riests,

that the commerce of the Jews extended from the Azores

to China, from the Baltic to ^lozambique, at a tinu> when

Europeans contined their \ovaues to the ^lediterranean

regions.' But classical writers did much to reduce the

1 Praper. "Tntt'lU-ctiial Development of Europe," ]> 454.
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knowledge of geography to its present scientific basis.

• In tracing the graiUml growtli of discovery, we go
back to the fifth millenary before the birth of Christ and

tind ourselv^es before the gates of old Eridu in Chaldea,

situated in that happy, fertile Mesopotamian valley, so near

the storied ''Crarden of Eden," it had become a holv city

when the first glimmerings of historical light fall upon
that region. We there meet with extensive systems of

€anals
;
with enormous buildings, the materials from which^

they were constructed of necessity being brought from dis-

tant countries (for there is neither building stone nor wood

in the ^lesopotamian region) ;
with beaten caravan routes

;

And with many other indications of a mature civilization

and an extensive knowledge of the world. Perhaps the

Tigris and Euphrates were navigated to their sources
; per-

liaps there was traffic with India and China
; perhaj^s vast

<3aravans, loaded with merchandise and accompanied by
devout pilgrims, may have been seen, winding their sepa-

rate ways toward this sacred shrine.

Though we have reached the limits of historical in-

vestigation, we must realize that we have by no means

found the beginnings of commerce and navigation. From
this point backward, mankind is led to theorize upon the

infancy and growth of discovery. The savage is repre-

sented as too timid to venture upon the waters of even a

neighboring brook, and so we are told that overland travel

and discovery must have preceded river navigation. But

if a Byron could swim the Hellespont, we can not see why
the daring nomad of j'l'imitive times should not venture

upon such streams as happened in his course. Still until

canoe building had reached quite a degree of advancement,
it is reasonable to suppose that commerce was carried on

1 Vide this series, Vol. TI, p. Ool-o.
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by means of the beast of burden, and (liseovery by the

more i-apid travel on horseback.^

Among all peojdc and in all ages, traders seem to have

been regarded with favor: even among savage tribes their

appearance was welcomed with joy, and their safety from

injury guaranteed. This was, of course, the case in the

Orient when history first dawns upon the world. But rest-

less bands of nomads, who exist by plunder, have always

roamed over the great deserts of Asia. Then, too, fatal

A Coracle.

sand-storms might arise at any moment upon those desert

wastes and overwhelm the lonely traveler, sometimes en-

dangering whole com})anies. So we see that the only safety
for traders in desert countries was in traveling in bands.

Tliereforc great comi)anies of merchants, with armed es-

corts, were formed from time to time at tlie various centers
of trade . Trains of camels, laden with the produce of the

1 Yates: "Growtli and Vicissitudes of Coninierce," p. 7.
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land, were doubtless wont to file out of the gates of ancient

commercial cities, and thread their way across the desert

to a neighboring people. Such companies of merchants

were called caravans and were the predecessors of the

modern railway train.

In early times, distances between commercial centers

must liave appeared much greater than at present. The

ancient traveler or merchant entered upon his journey ex-

2^ecting to spend many weary nights under the open sky,

with the barren sand for his bed. This led such eminent

and wealthy monarchs as David and Solomon' to construct

highways over the deserts and mountains, and build pub-
lic houses, about a day's journey apart, for the accommoda-

tion of caravans. These were called caravansaries^ now

represented by the inns of modern times. Such caravan-

saries would in time become centres of trade, from which

roads diverged in every direction and where merchants

met to exchange their wares. Many of the most flourish-

ing cities of ancient times were at first nothing but cara-

ransaries.^

When history dawns, there were caravan routes reach-

ing to the remotest corners of the Old World. Since the

dawn of history, Asia Minor and Egypt have been thus

joined with Bactria, the Hindoo Koosh region, the Cabul

valley, and India and China, while to the south and west

the caravan penetrated Arabia, Ethiopia, and the heart of

Africa.

During the uncertain centuries that followed the dawn

of history, as the political power shifted from })oint to

point, new routes of trade arose, and one city after

another became a commercial center. It is the story of

1 Vide Farrar: "Solomon, His Life and Times,," p. 121.

2 Taylor: "History of the Factory System," London, 1881, p. 184-186.
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every eitv re-told—a fertile eoiintrv, an industrious people,
a superabundance of produce drawing riches from the ends

of the world, and transforniing the desert into a thriving
mart of commerce. We may imagine the busy scenes in

the streets of Sirgulla, Ur, and other Chaldean cities—the

mingled voices, the varied languages, and the strangely
attired foreign merchants, earnestly engaged in bartering

their wares or making purchases preparatory to departing
for distant regions.

When, at last, maritime commerce is introduced, in-

tercourse not only between different nations, but between

parts of the same country as well, must have become much
easier and more frequent. But we are still dealing with

prehistoric times, for savages in the Neolithic stage of cul-

ture had comparatively safe and well made boats. Ancient

inscriptions make mention of the "Ships of Ur."' Sar-

gon of Accad, who lived about thirty-eight centuries

before our era, tells us of the ark of reeds with asphalt

lining, in which he, as a child, was cast away to perish.^

Then, recalling to mind the fertility of Chaldean soil and

the absence of all manner of raw material for the manu-

facture of clothing and other articles, and stone and wood

for architectural purposes,^ we can perceive how necessar}'-

the ships of Ur must have been to Chaldean commerce
and prosperity. Enormous blocks of building stone could

have been brought into the rich Mesopotamian valley in

no other way so easily as by water. All these evidences

point to an extensive knowledge of the art of shiplmilding
in those most ancient seats of civilization.

We know that Kgypt was foremost as ]>atron of a

1 Hawliiison : "Egypt and Babylonia," New York, 1885, p. 109.
2 This Series, Vol. II., p. 665.

8 Ibid: p 650; also Kawiinson, Op. eit., pp. 99, 104.
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-caravan commerce.' A\ e have seen how early she was

called iii)on to defend her coasts from invaders hy way of

the sea.^ There has been found a bas-relief i\i Thebes,

supposed to represent a naval battle between the Egyptians
and the Indians that occurred about 1400 ]'.. c."' But the

Egyi)tians give no evidence that tlu»y were a nation of

sailor^;, for they, in later times even, emplo^^ed Phoenician

sailors to conduct their maritime enterprises. Such a great

commercial peojile as the Phoenicians were, no doubt, skil-

ful ship-builders and expert sailors, venturing upon any

voyage that promised them a sufficient rcAvard. The storm-

ing of Ilios by sea proves that the more advanced nations

of the twelfth century j}. c. understood how to build a

strong and durable class of ships.

With the advent of the Phoenicians, we begin to notice

improvements in the science of navigation. The nautilus

of the Mediterranean, so the poets say, first taught man
the use of the sail, and the single square sail appeared

upon the Mediterranean at the close of the thirteenth cen-

tury B. v} Still the oar continued for many centuries

more the principal means of propelling a ship. The great

ship of Ptolemy Philopater is said to have carried four

thousand rowers.' Then the Tuscans invented the anchor,

and soon the chains gave place to cables made of hemp,

flax, or some such material manufactured in Egypt.
^ The

first lio'ht-house was erected near Alexandria at the begin-

ning of the third century b. c. It was "a white marble

tower, one hundred and thirty-five feet high, on the top of

1 Yeats: "Growth and Vicissitudes of Commerce," p. 7.

. 2 This Series, Vol. H., p. 598.

3 Parker: "Fleets of the World," New York. ISTi;, p. 11.

* Low: "Maritime Discoveries," Vol I., p. 7.

6 Lindsay: "Mercliant Shipping," Vol. T.,p. 61.

6 Low: Op. cit., p. 11.
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wliicli tires were constantly maintained for the direction of

ships along the coast.
'"^

Pharos at Alexandria.

•Still life upon the water was tuU of danjrer and un-

1 Ibid : p. 36.
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certainty. There was no mariners' compass then ;^ and

the sailor hugged the hind as closely as possible, or trusted

to the guidance of stars. Sometimes birds were taken on

board and at intervals were thrown into the air, the sailor

knowing full well that they would take the shortest course

to land. If no land were in sight, the frightened bird would

soon rest again upon the vessel's deck. But oft the super-

stitious rover of the seas felt the need of the watchful care

of deity, and so he prayed to the " Twin Gods "^for help.

When he saw the fires of St. Elmo playing about the vessel's

spars, he knew that he was in their immediate presence.

Improved methods in ship-building kept,pace with the

increased knowledo-e of navio-ation. Princes and kino-s

began to pride themselves on the magnificence of their

"vessels. Ptolemy Philopater built two that exceeded in

size many of more recent construction. King Hiero of

Syracuse built a veritable palace upon water, and sent it

as a gift to Ptolemy.
As we pass over era after era of ancient history, we

j^erceive that the centers of political power were constantly

changing from one portion of the world to another. So,

likewise, were the centers of commerce, but we cannot point

to a time when we can assert that these ancient cities had

lost or forgotten any portion of the earth's surface known

to their ancestors. Assyria and Babylonia arose into

power and controlled, for a time, the commerce of the

world. The luxury loving people of Babylon must have

ivory and pearls from India, delicate fabrics and carpets

1 For though the Chinese may have understood some of the properties
of the magnet at an early date, we are in error to suppose that they had

anything like the mariners' compass. Vide Lindsay : "History of Ancient
Commerce and Ancient Shipping," London, 1874, Vol. L, p. xlii and
xliii

;
also Yeats: "Growth and Vicissitudes of Commerce," p. 94.

2 Gemini—^.c., Castor and Pollux.
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from K.isliiinr, their spit*es from Arabia, wares froirr

Ethi()i)ia, their Tvriaii purple robey, and enormous (juan-

tities of gokl, silver, tin, ancj copper. The demand for all

these foreiii*n articles made Babv Ion, in the eves of the

prophet, a "land of tratfic, a city of merchcints/'^

8u('h was the case, too, in Egypt, whose cities com-

manded both the Occidental and Oriental trad(>. The trav-

eler in Memphis might have met Ethiopian, Arabian,

Babylonian, Indian, ]\ledian, and perhaps, Chinese mer-

chants, bartering their wares in her markets. We must

not forget the great Hittite confederacy, whose capital was

the flourishino- citv of Carchemish,^ the date of whose

power carries us back to the fourth millenary before Christ.

We are told that they were a great commercial people in

the earliest times. Thev seem to have been the carriers

for the nations of the world. The fact that they stood at

the head of the commercial world is indicated by. their intro-

ducino- a svstem of standard weights that, for manv cen-

turies, was the principal system used by the trade. ^ Al-

though we are not aware how extensive a knowledge
the Ilittites had of navio-ation. we can not believe that

they were too timid to explore their own coast-lines and to

utilize their knowledo-e of the sea in carrvino- articles of

trade from one point to another. There is little doubt but

that they were well accpiainted with the coast-lines of those

parts of the Euxine, ^Mediterranean, and Indian seas that

touched tlicir territory.

Aiic-ieiit liios must also linve been quite a commercial

center, for the ruins that have been unearthed there prove
that the Ilittites were long accustomed to bring to her

1 Ezek. xvii., 4.

2 This Series, Vol. II., p. .390.
» Wright: "Empire of the Hittites," p. 67.
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markets articles of Assyrian and Babylonian manufacture.^

Even the Chinese put forward a claim to n share in this

ancient commerce. Le Fangi)ao, Chinese ambassador to

Berlin, has recently claimed and interpreted as Chinese,

an inscription upon a vase found in the lowest stratum at

Hissarlik.^ Be this as it may, llios must have commanded

An Ancient Ship.

the trade of the w^orld, and must have had an extensive

knowledge of the world's geography. She no doubt had

amassed so much wealth that it aroused the avarice of the

piratical Greeks, by whom she was sacked. In fact, her

1 This Series, Vol. III., p.
2 European scliolar, however, ridicule the idea that anj-thing Chinese

can have found its way to His&arlik. Still there is no reason why the

Chinese, even ar. that early time, may not liave shared in the commerce
of Western Asia. Such a conclusion would be directly in keeping with
our ideas. Vide Low: "Maritime Discovery," Loudon, 1881, Vol^

I. p. 54.
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wealth may have been the j)riine incentive to her destruc-

tion by the Greeks. There is little doubt that she had con-

stant commercial intercourse with her ancestral kinsmen,
the Thracians, and, perhaps, with many other people of

Southern Europe. This is evidenced by the fact, that the

traces of the same Ilittite influence, unearthed at Ilios,

have been discovered in the pre-historic ruins of some of

the cities of Southern Europe.^

The extent of ancient commerce is indicated also by
one of the earliest Biblical records. The sons of Jacob

sold their brother Joseph to a company of Midianites, who
took him into Egypt where they sold him.^ Thus, no

doubt, did companies of traders thread their way from

the cities of one country to those of another
; and, even if

no Egyptian found his way to distant China, there is no

good reason for supposing that Egyptian merchants did not

meet Chinese traders at some mid-way caravansary, and

there exchange wares, and learn of the customs of the far

Orient. In the eleventh Egyptian dynasty, the first recorded

voyage to that mysterious land called Punt was made.

One Hannu^ was commissioned " to conduct ships to the

country of Punt, to bring back odoriferous gums."'' Just

wdiere this Punt was, is open to conjecture. It may have

been in Arabia, where the air is redolent with the perfume
of spices, or it may have been in Ethiopia or India. The

rarity of the occurrence, however, drew from its com-

mander the boast that " never had a like thino- been done

since there w^ere kings." The Egyptians w^ere thus among
1 Vide Thi.s Series, Vol. III. p. 195.
2 Geii. xxxvii. 27-36.

3 It is claiiued that he was a Phoenician. The name would indicate
as much. The name Punt has also been traced back to Phoenician origin
in tlie words Porni, Punici and Punic. Vide Rawlinson: "Ancient
Egypt," Vol. II. p. 132 and 222, note 3; also This Series, Vol. II. p. 725.

< Wilson: "Egypt of the Past," p. 132.
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the earliest i)atrons of discovery, thougli they usiuilly em-

ployed PlKeiiicians to conduct their voyages. The name

of the classical god of the sea. Xeptune, is even said to be

of Egyptian origin.'

We have alreadv said much about the Phoeni(.'ians^

and their extensive commerce, but we can probably never

know the extent of their knowledge of the world. They
<-onducted the ships of Solomon to Ophir^ and Tarshish ;*

and, if they visited both places in one continuous voyage,

we must allow them a knowledge of the entire coast-line

from India to the inmost harbors of the Euxine Sea.

They succeeded the Hittites, and, as carriers for King
Solomon, must have visited eveiy known land, if the

•stories of his wealth and luxurious court life be true.^

Tyre and Sidon were, however, flourishing commercial

<*enters long before the time of Solomon. Whether the

Phcenicinns had thus earlv reached China and Britain is

i\ matter for conjecture.

About the middle of the seventh centurv n. c, we
learn^ that Xecho II., of Egypt, fitted out vessels, manned

them with l^luenicians, and instructed them to follow the

coast of Africa from the Red Sea around to the Straits of

Gibraltar, and thence to the Egyptian capital.'^ It required

nearly three years to accomplish the voyage. In Summer,

tbey are said to ha^'e baited long enough to raise a crop of

grain, before proceeding on their way. In sailing around

Libya, these daring voyagers were surprised to observe the

sun rising upon their right
—a fact which Herodotus-

1 Villiers .Stuart: "Nile Gleanings," p. 290.

•1 This Series, Vols II. and III. '^ India. 4 Spain.
; Vide Farrar: "Solomon, His Life and Times," pp. 129-138.
•> Herodotus iv. 42.

' Wilkinson: "Ancient Egyptians," Vol. I. p. 108.

8 iv. 42.

8

I
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doubts, but wo now cbiiui this statement ns the most con-

vincing proof that the voyage was made. As a punish-

ment, Xerxes is said to have commanded one Teaspes to

uiake a sea-^'ovaire around Africa, from the Mediterranean

to Arabia, but this is said to have been a failure.' Plinv^

mentions the voyage of one Ilanno, a Carthagenian, who,

wlien Carthage was at the height of her power, was com-

man(kxl to make the vovaae from that citv to Arabia,

whicli he was successful in doing. AVe judge from all these

accumulated bits of evidence that the entire coast of the

African continent was frequently visited by the Phcenicians

nearlv two thousand A^ears before Da Gama's memorable

voyage.

In a northerly direction, the Carthagenian, Hamilco^

hatl been sent upon a voyage to explore the remote i^arts

of Europe." This voyage was made about the same time

as that of Ilanno. But now, just when they were extend-

ing their voyages in all directions, they themselves became

the prey of their more warlike contemporaries, and at last

they lost their nationality, utterly destroyed by the jealousy
of Rome. Though thev carried a knowledge of letters to

other nations, unfortunatelv they left no records of their

own voyages, hence it is impossible for us to decide how^

much thev knew of the extent and resources of the world.

We have now to place ourselves alongside of the risings

Europeans, and go with them while they re-discover those

parts of the world that were doubtless familiar to the

more ancient people of Africa and Asia.

The tirst Grreek historian (of whose writings any great

portions are extant), Herodotus,^ gives a description of the

world as known to the Greeks.^ If we look at the w^orld

1 Ibid. 2 "Natural History," ii. 67; V. 1.

3 Pliny: Op. cit. * About 450 B. c.
5 The geographical books of Homer are very blind and indefinite^
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through the eyes of Herodotus, it will assume the shape

and proportions of the accompanying map/ and we can at

once see that the knowledge of the world outside of the

Mediterranean region among the early Europeans, was very
limited. The probabilities are that almost any one of the

earlier Phoenician traders could have furnished a more

perfect chart of the Old World coast-line. In fact, the

Greeks, at the time of Herodotus, were just beginning to

re-discover what had for manv centuries been familiar to

older civilizations,

Xenophon's account of the retreat of the ten thousand

Greeks who accompanied the expedition of Cyrus the

younger against his brother, iVrtaxerxes, was a great con-

tribution to Greek knowledge of Asia. Between Xeno-

plion and the time of Alexander the Great there appeared

other works on geography and kindred subjects, chief

among which was the Periplus of Scylax, the first purely

geographical treatise.'- It shows a more accurate knowl-

eda'o of the coast-lines of the Mediterranean as well as the

more familiar parts of Asia and Africa. Geographical

knowledge among the Greeks made a great advance when

Alexander the Great pushed his conquests into Asia. He
took with him scholars, philosophers, and scientists, and

the information that they carried back to Greece, together

with that obtained on the voyage of Nearchus down the

Indus and along the southern coast of Asia, gave their

countrymen a much clearer knowledge of Asiatic geography
than they had previously enjoyed. This knowledge was

still further increased when Megasthenes returned from

The writings of the historian and geographer, Hecatseus, who wrote

about the close of the sixth century B. c, exist only in fragments.
1 P. 40.

"^ Vide Bunbury: "History of Ancient Geography," Vol.1, p. 379.

et seq
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the court of SaiKlrocottiis with iiiforination as to the Hin-

doos and their country. The Ptolemies tinally succeeded

to the throne of Egypt, and pushed their explorations into

Africa, so that, in the third century b, c, the horizon of

the classical world became greatly enlarged, though still

vague and indefinite.

Magellan.

Corinth and Athens became at one time the great
<!enters of eastern and western commerce. Miletus, Pho-

ciea, Ephesus, Smyrna, Syracuse, and Massilia, though of

less importance, vied with one another in commercial

cnterprize.' About the close of the fourth century B. c,
1
Taylor: "The Factory System, "p. 192.
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Pytheas, of Massilia, made his voyage to Northern Eurojie,

exploring Britain and the Baltic regions. It only remained

now for Southern Europeans to familiarize them-

selves with the regions already vaguely known. This

result was brought about by the conquests and government
of Rome. Though the Roman Empire never embraced

as much of Asia as did Alexander's, their system of gov-

ernment familiarized them with every portion of Roman

territory ;
while their system of roads furnished protected

highways for commerce.'

Roman luxury has ever been the wonderment of the

world. Vast fortunes were spent ))y her epicures for

rarities for their dainty palates. The markets of the

world were searched for the luxuries of all countries.

Though we can not commend the spirit which initiated

these expeditions, we can exult in the resulting increase

of knowledge. A writer of the Imperial period says :

"If a man will eat daintily, he must indulge in Lamian

peacocks, Phrygian fowls, Melian cranes, J^tolian kids,

Chalcedonian jiorpoises, Tarentine oysters, Chian mussels,

Egyptian dates, Spanish acorns, sea-eels from Tarshish,

pikes trom Pessinus, sea-fish from Rhodes." They drank

pearls dissolved in vinegar and killed nightingales for their

brains alone They wore the costliest purple robes, the

rarest silks that the factories could produce, and the finest

furs that the Scvthian forests could furnish. Thus we can

gain an idea of the world's horizon to Imperial Rome.

With a greater store of facts to draw upon, books on

geographical subjects and charts began to appear. In this

direction the philosophical Greek took the lead. The first

charts were rude and imaginary. The earth's surface was

regarded as rectangular in shape, or circular, surrounded by
1 Yates: "Growth and Vicissitudes of ('oninierce,".pp. 61-2.
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that endless stream, called Oceaiiiis. Still, as early as the

time of Aristotle and Euclid, the s})herical 1'orm of the earth

had many advocates.' Eratosthenes appears as the first who

made the attemi)t to reduce the study of geography to a

8cientitic basis. Accepting the spherical form of the earth,

he attempted to locate places by means of a system of

latitude and longitude which has been perfected into our

present system of geographical measurement.^

Henceforth we are not wanting in chroniclers of the

more important events of the world's history. Such

writers as Polybius, Cjesar, Tacitus, Strabo, and J*liny

have given us measurably full and accurate ideas of the

manners, customs and knowledge of the world during the

Roman j^eriod though they knew little about the far Orient.

Constantinople and Alexandria became the great commer-

cial centers of those days, especially after the fall of Tyre
and the division of the Empire. Then came the rise of

Mohammedan power, but fortunately the Arabs were

friendly to the merchant, and even i)atrons of commerce.

In the seventh centurv a. d., thev gained the ascendency

in Asia and Africa, and thus they not only commanded

the caravan routes over which the rare luxuries that the

Roman epicure demanded must be brought, but even occu-

pied tlie countries where spice and incense bearing |)lants

grew. This trade was very flourishing. So great was the

demand for spices at Rome in the time of Nero, that we

are told that the emperor
" burnt at the funeral of his

wife, Papjea, a quantity of cinnamon and cassia greater

than the countries from which they are imported were

capable of producing in one year."'^

On the whole the period of Arab power in Western

1 Bunljury: "History of Ancient Geograi)liy," ]>. 019.

2 Ibid. •' Lindsay: "Merchant Sliipping," Vol. T. p. 110.
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Asia and Xortlieni .Vfriea was one of tlio happiest and

most prosperous that these regions have ever enjoyed. The

Arabs seem to have been the merchants and navigators of

that period, and added

considerabk^ to geo-

graphical knowledge.

The monsoon or period-

ical winds of the Indian

Ocean were utilized,

and thus \()yages were

made di rectiv across

the Indian Ocean. ^ Da-

mascus and, later, Bag-
dad became centers of

Arab commerce. From
these [)oints, caravan

routes diverged toward

all known lands, three

of wliich eventually
Vasco Da Gama.

reached Canton,- while Arab merchants of India pene-
trated to the Indian Archipelago. Of especial importance
were the caravans that penetrated Africa even to the

banks of the Niger in search of gold, shiA^'es, and wild

beasts to supply an ever increasing demand. The eastern

coast of that continent, even as far as the island of Mada-

gascar, was well known to them. A love of travel was

thus engendered. Wealthy Arabs w'ere accustomed to

send their sons to distant lands to complete their educa-

tion. Thev were in tliis wav able to select teachers from

amoni;- the scholars of the world. It shouhl be known

1 Tlie first voyage was made by one Harpaliis, about 50 K. c. Vide
Xow: ":Maritiine Discovery," Vol. T. p. 101.

2 Yates: "Op. fit. p. SG.
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that the ohk\st written account of China extant comes

from the jKni of an Arab traveler.^ But, unfortunately,

the reliirious feud that existed between Christian and

Mohammedan grew in strength witli i)a.ssing time. All

connection between the two gradually became severed.

The Christians wanted nothing to do with the "
infidels/'

while the ^Fohammedans spurned with scorn the ^' Chris-

tian dogs." The long and dangerous caravan route from

Constantinople around the Caspian Sea, thence into China

and India, rendered Oriental luxuries very expensive to

the Christians, but since they regarded it infamous to have

even commercial dealings wdth unbelievers, this was the

only road open for eastern commerce. The Saracens more-

over held territory on both sides of the Straits of Gibral-

ter, and cut off much of the traffic through this gateway

to the ocean. One people, however, the A'enetians, con-

tinued to trade with the Saracens, and by the fruits of this

trade grew into the most powerful and opulent state on th(^

Mediterranean coast.

We must now turn our attention in an entirelv diifer-

ent direction. While Moslem.and Christian were fightings

for possession and supremacy over the lands and waters

alreadv known to the world, a new race of sailors sud-

denly made their aj^pearance in the Mediterranean. These

were the hardy giants from the north, who, we haveseen,^

played such an important part in settling the affairs of

Eur()pe and building up modern nations. If we would f(>l-

low the i>rogress of discovery through the next few cen-

turies, we must follow the Northmen as their shii)S plowed
the trackless ocean. Charlemaune had watched their

ships sailing the seas, and had foretold tlie destined power

1 Kerr's ^'Voyaircs and Travels," \'ol I. j).
4s ,t. .swy.

2 Thi.s Series* Vol. HI. eh. v.
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and influence of this people. We have already seen how

they visited the shores of Britain, France, Spain, Italy, and

Greece, how they settled Russia, and controlled the Baltic

regions. Even before this, they had taken possession of

the fiords and islands of Scotland and the coasts of Ire-

land. The vessels which they used were of an improved

style, distinguished for their strength and the ease with

which they could be handled. We find recorded in the

Sagas a description of an old Xorse vessel called " the

Long Serpent," which was one hundred and fifty feet

long,^ but still dexterouslv handled in battle.

When, by the consent of King Aelfred, large num-

bers of Danish Northmen became English subjects, they
seemed to bear with them the spirit of discovery and ad-

venture, besides furnished the king with the best material

from which to construct a navv. But his voyages of dis-

covery concern us the most. Aelfred had, no doubt, heard

much of the homeland of these daring Northmen and his

first voyage was mainly iji that direction, and was com-

manded bv a Dane named Othere. As a result of this

voyage, the English were made acquainted with the Bal-

tic shores and the coasts of Norway and Lapland.* Nor

did King Aelfred's enterprise stop here
; for, learning of

the distress of some Christians at St. Thomas, on the

Malabar coast of India, he is said to have dispatched ves-

sels, loaded with supplies for them, and thus established

a trade with India'^ which was kept up during his entire

reign.* In such ways, Aelfred gained much information,

which he embodied in a geographical history of the world

that exists among his other literarv works. ^

1 Vide Lindsay: "Merchant Shipping," Vol. T. p. 3.'!4. For a transla-

tion of the Sagas, see Parker: "Fleets of the World," p. 1(58 H neq.
* Low: "Maritime Discoveries,'' Vol T. ]i.

124,

^ Probably via .lerusalem. 4 Lindst.y: Op. cit. p. 350.

* Kerr: "Voyatres and Travels," Vol. I. p. 22.
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By the close <»f the ninth centurv, then, these Xorth-

men had formed permanent homes in Britain, France,

Russia, and leehind, while few places near the sea-co.ist or

laru'er rivers of Europe were safe from their ravac'es. In

what direction could thev now turn th-^ pi'ow.s of their loner

ships? The answer to this (Juestion is Iceland, "thcland
of fro!^t and tire." This island has an interestino: historv.
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which wc must glance at for a moment. We must remem-

ber that it was the ha\en towai'd which persecuted North-

men turned, sure of lU'oteetion if onlv by the isohition of

the phice.

Icehmd had become known to the Northmen as earlv
t/

as the last years of the ninth century, and was colonized

before the tenth century bcQ-an ;
but there is a tradition

that eyen these Northmen expelled from that island some

Irish settlers who had preceded them there.
^

So great became the desire to migrate to Iceland, that

it was at last forbidden by royal proclamation.
~ Here in

their isolation dwelt for a long time a peculiar j)eople.

They breathed the air of independence and deyeloped into

a flourishing little republic. Iceland, esj)ecially the south-

western part, was a much more attractiye country then

than'now. It was a fertile, alluyial district, for Hecla had

not then burst forth in flame, and showers of sand and

floods of laya were unknown. It was a veritable Eden to

the Northmen who had liyed in snow-bround Norway.^
There several families grew in wealth and influence, equal

in their little sphere to many petty princes of the continent.

In 983, they colonized Greenland, and thenceforth com-

munication between the two countries was kept up.* In

the place of books,' however, they had their professional

reciters who were expected to memorize and relate, from

time to time, the events that transpired in tlieir lonely

home, and the deeds of heroism with which their lives

abounded.

1 De Costa: "Pre-Colninbian Discovery of America by the Norse-

men," Albany, 1868, p. xxii. ct neg ;
also Humboldt: "Cosmos," Vol. II.

p. (>08.

2 Sclafter : "Voyages of Northmen to America," Boston, 1S77, p. 13.

3 Dasent : "Burnt Njal," Vol. 1. p. Ixviii. ct seq.
4 Humboldt: "Cosmos," Vol. IT. p. 004.

5 Except, perhaps, Runic writing.
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As time went on, just as in tlie case of their classic

bretliren, there arose a r;ice of j)oets, \vho gathered all

these sacred tales tos-ether, and, beautifvina- them with

song and poetic coloring, were wont to follow, with their

listening groups of hardy Northmen, the heroes of their

songs on long and jierilous journeys. A mass of traditions

thus arranged was called a Saga, while the reciters were

called Sagamoi. The republic grew and throve
;
and

these sagas and sagamen increased in like proportion.

Every prominent hearthstone ])robably echoed oft repeated

songs, and thus the long and bitter winter evenings were

happily whiled away. Time passed on, and pious monks
arrived in Iceland bringing- with them Christianity and

letters. One of the tirst results was to reduce the sagas
to writing. The monks were busy copying and embellish-

ing the epics which they heard at every fireside. Their

task was not a tedious copying of dry annals, Iheir pens
noted beautiful thoughts, charmingly expressed ; thrilling^

adventures told with life-like power ;
true historical

sketches ; and even fiction—in short, all forms of litera-

ture, heightened by the i-ythm and metre of the poet's art.

]\rany volumes of literature were thus produced in

Iceland. They were not hastily written, but carefully

transcribed on parchment and l)eautifully embellished.

Every page is a perfect specimen of the penman's art.'

The thirteenth century was the '' o()lden age
'

of Icelandic

literature. A vast numberof sagas were reduced to writing.

Each class of literature was a master})iece of its kind.

The fictions are complete works of the novelist's art. The
historical sagas have, many of them, been verified by in-

scriptions and other evidences, so that historians have

1 Vide fac-siniile of tlies" ])a;climent manuscripts in Tfafii : "An-

ti<iuities Anii'ricatinjv," Hafnie, Ifs.il
; also Sclafter, Op. cit. )).

H>.
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felt inclined to place reliance in them. During our own

century, the most of these old volumes have been gathered

into the libraries of Copenhagen and Stockholm, where

modern scholars have interjireted their contents for us. It

will interest us, perhaps, to glance at some of these old

sagas.
^

Among this mass of literature, there are two sagas

that have revolutionized early American history. These

are the "Saga of Erik the Red" and "Saga of Thorfinn

Karlsefne
"

(the Hopeful). The former is supposed to

have been written in Grreenland, but the manuscript was

transferred to the island of Flatey, near Iceland. There

it has been preserved for us. From the manuscript itself,

historians have fixed the date when it was reduced to

writing as between the years 1387 and 1395.^ The latter

saga is thought to have been written by Hank Erlenson,

who was chief govei-nor of Iceland in 1295. It forms a

part of the Arme-Magnean collection of old Norse manu-

scripts, consisting of tw^o thousand volumes, now stored in

the royal library at Copenhagen.^
The Saga of Erik relates, first, his own voyage to

Oreenland and subsequent colonization of that country.

Then we are told of one Bjarni, who attempted to follow

his father, one of Erik's companions, to Greenland.* None
of the sailors with Bjarni knew the way, but they did not

doubt that they could find the country. Knowing that it

was a mountainous, icy land, they determined to sail until

they found such a country. They put to sea (a. d. 986) and

1 Vide Solafter : "Voyages," p. 15. '

^ Vide Rafn: "
Antiquitates Americaniue," p. 4; also Sclafter, Op. cit.

p. 4.5, note 44.

3 Sclafter, Op. t-it. \). 17, uote 5.

4 These facts about Erik tlie Red, and otlier Greenland discoveries
are found in Old Norse, Danish, and Latin, in Rafn, Op. cit. pp. 3-76.
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sailed before fair winds for three dnys, then there arose

north-winds and fogs, and for many days they knew not

where they were. When it cleared \\\> they continued

their westward journey for anotlier day before they saw

bind. They sailed close to this bind which was covered

with wood, but was mountainless. Bjarni claimed that it

was not Grreenland,
" because in Greenland are said to be

hio-h ice-hills."' So he bade his men sail on. They sailed

again for two days, when another land came in sight, but

it was flat and wooded. So he bade them again sail on.

They put out to sea, and, before a south-west wind, sailed

for three days more, when they sighted land which, to

Bjarni, appeared
"

little inviting." They spread their

sails to the breeze again and spent four days more upon
the sea, when they reached a fourth land, which, Bjarni

pronounced to be Greenland, and such it proved to be.

The subsequent career of Bjarni does not interest us.

He i)aid a visit to Erik, Earl of Xorway, became one of

his courtiers, but afterwards returned to Greenland where

he dwelt with his father. It was always a matter of regret

that he did 4iot land and explore the three countries which

he siohted when he was searchino- for Greenland. Curiosity

in regard to them grew apace, and a spirit of adventure,

having for an object voyages of discovery, sprang up. This

spirit finally reached Brattahlid, where dwelt Erik the

Red and his three sons, Leif, Thorvald, and Thorstein.

Leif, the oldest of these sons, determined to explore the

lands which Bjarni had discovered. So he bought the

hitter's shi}) and engaged thirty-five men to accompany
him. Among them was one Tyrker, a German, who had

dwelt in a land where the vine was cultivated.

They therefore prepared their ship and put to sea.

They first touched an ice-bound coast, upon which was no
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grass; but a Hoor of liat stuuo.s lod from tlio sea to tlic

neighboring mountains. Tlicv landed, and Leif called

this country Helluland/ Tlicy sailed on, and found another

land, flat and covered with wood. They cast anchor, went

ashore, and named the country Markland,^ Thev imme-

diately s.-iiled out to sea again, and continued on their

English. Ship of Fifteenth Century,

journey for two days before a north-east wind. At last

they reached a sound with a large island on one side and

a high promontory on the other. They landed and felt

that it was good for them to remain here for the winter.

So at high tide they ^^assed up a river to a lake, and there

1 "Flat Stone Land," Supposed to be Newfoundland, vide Rafu^

Op. cit. 2 "Woodland," Nova Scotia.
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cast aiiclior/ ^^^<^y Ijusjied tlieinsolvcs for a few
<l.-iys,

erecting liouscs and booths to shelter tliciii from the win-

ter storms
;
and then they set abont ex^doring tlw snr-

roundinii; country.

This was indeed a fortunate hand in the eyes of these

Nortlimen. The rivers were full of large salmon, and the

•climate was so mild that they judged that cattle would not

need house-feeding in winter, for the grass was scarcely

withered by the frost. Then, too, the days were of more

equal length than in Greenland,
"
for on the shortest day

was the sun above the horizon from half-past seven in the

forenoon till half-past four in the afternoon.'"^ It happened
one evening that Tyrker, the German, did not return to

the houses, and much fear was entertained for his safety.

But when they went to search for him, they met him re-

turning in a drunken condition, from grapes that he had

discovered and eaten. When he had sufficiently recovered

from his drunkenness, he explained to them about the

grape and its value. From this circumstance they called

the country Yinland. They spent the balance of the

winter loading their vessels with grapes and gra2)e wood.

When their ships w^ere loaded they put to sea and sailed

direct to Greenland. This w^as a. d., 1000-1001.

This wdnter Erik the Red died, and Leif came into

jiossession of his father's estate. The next year, Thorvald,

the second of Erik's sons, determined to visit Yinland.

He spent a j^lcasant winter m the houses that Leif had

built. But in the summer following, he was killed in a

battle with the natives,^ and was buried on the coast of

1 Probably in the vicinity of Kantucket. Rafn, Op. cit
2 Blufter: "Voyages," p. 33. P>om this statement the latitude has

been reckoned at 4r, 43
,
10" (Ibid, note 28). I'rofessor Rafn calculated

it41<>, 24', 10". Vide "Antiquitates," xxiv. cf. Horsford : "Discovery of

America by Northmen," Boston, 1888, p. (17 rt nrrj.
^ The description of these natives seems to show that they Mere Es-
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Viiilaiid. Tlio tliird .son, I'lior.stciii, tUoi attt'iiiptcd t<> go
•to A^iiilaiid, to brino- his l)i-()tlior'« Ixxlv liouic . But it was

a triU[)Ostu()U.s summer, and lie made no licadway. At

last liis Aossel drifted to a settlement on the western (•(»ast

of (TreenL-ind where lie also died. His wife, Gudrid. re-

turncNl to Leif witli his hody and the sad tidings.

In the f;dl of 1006, there cann^ to Brattahlid an Ice-

lander named Thortinn Karlsefne, wlio shared the liospi-

talitv of Leif Erikson durinLT the winter. He Avas a sue-

•cessful trader and an lionoi'ahl(> man. So wluMi, at Yule-

tide, he askc'd Leif if he and Gudrid miiilit marrv, the

nuptials were celebrated without delay. In the spring,

Karlsefn;^ and his Avife, Gudrid, determined to make a

Y(jyage to ^'inland. They organized a company consisting

of one liundi-(Ml and sixty men. The company visited

Helluland and Markland, and, at last, lande'd in the

vicinity of ^[artha's Vineyard.^ It was not all harmony

among the company and a part turned homeward. Tradi-

tions are divided as to whether they were lost or readied the

coast of Ireland, where they were made slaves. But Karl-

.sefne remained in various parts of the land for three win-

ters, trading witli the natives. The first autumn (1007)

there was born to him a son whom he called Snorri. At

last (1010), they became discouraged at continual fighting

with the natives, and returned to Greenland. Thence

Karlsefne sailed to Xorway Mith a ship
" so nicely laden

that it was generally admitted that a more valuable cargo
h:ul never left Greenland." He, however, removed to Ice-

land where he purchased an estate. There his descendants

dwelt for several centuries ami were ranked amonii- the

!::nios, whicli at that time probably inhabited the ea.sterii (M.ast of the

Fiiited States. Vide Tliis (Series, Vol. I. p. 299
1 The Saga of Karlsefne is given in three languages in ]{afii :

" An-
tiquitates, pp. 79-200.
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iiobk' iiibabitaiits of the inland. After lii^ death, Oudrid

made a jiiliiTimage to Home. Tii the meantime, Snorri

built her a ehurch, and upon her return she became, for the

rest of her life, a nun and a recluse.^ In 1011,Frcydis and

her liusl)a]id conducted another small fleet of vessels to

Yiidaiid, >\liere they Avintered in the dwellings erected by
I^eif. 'Phis company seems to have been gathered from

the scum of society, and Freydis was about the worst fiend

among them. She caused a large number of the party to

be killed, cA'cn murdering the women herself. The balance

of th(^ i)artY returned to Greenland where Frevdis M\ into
J. I. •

disgrace because of her crimes in A^inland.-

Such are the contents of the two Saiias that are now

in the library at Copenhagen, But there are other very

interesting sagas, one of which refers so prominently to

this newly found country that we should become acquainted
with an outline of its contents.^ In the latter part of the

tenth century, there dwelt on the western coast of Iceland

a ladv named Thurid, who, though married and much re-

spected, chanced to shower so many favors on Bjorn As-

brandson, the champion of Breidavik, as to cause evil

reports to be circulated, and lead people to susjiect that

Bjorn was the father of Thurid's son, Kjartan. These

reports coming to the ears of that good dame's brother,

who was prefect of that province,* he went to Bjorn and

1 Slaftcr: "Voyages." Vide his translation of Icelandic Saga.s, pp.
43, GO, 110; also Rafn: "Antiquitates," p, xxxiv.

2 We may mention among tliose w-ho accept those sagas as historical.

Prof. Viglusson, of Oxford, Eng. ; Konrad Marer, of Germany; Paul

Pliant, of France; J. Elliot Cabot and Edward Everett of this country.
Horsfoi-d: Oi). cit. p. 18.

^ This narrative is taken from "The Eyrbyggja Saga, or early an-

nals of that district of Iceland, l^'ing around the promontory of Snicfells,

on the western coast. It is clearly shown to have been written not later

than the beginning of the thirteenth century."—Slafter, p. 79, note 91.

4 Tliis was Snorri Godi, a really historical personage, and a promi-
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advised liim to leave the country. Bjorn sailed aw.-iy but

his ship was never after heard from.

Thirty years afterward, one Gudleif Gudlaugson made

a trading voyage to the western coast of Ireland, but when

he undertook to return to Iceland he met with north-east

Sir Francis Drake.

winds. The ship was thus driven far away to the west

and south-west. At last the unfortunate sailors sighted

nent man in Icelandic historj-.

sen, born 964, died 1081.

His real name was ThorgriniThorgrini-
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laml. Ilie suiumcr was tar spout, so tlioy clctermiii(.'(l to

land and at least refresh themselves. Thev had been <>n

shore only a short time when a great band of natives fell

upon them and made them prisoners. Then there was a

counoil held as to their disposal. 8ome advised ma'king

them slaves, others were for killing them outright. While

they were yet wrangling, there appeared in the distance a

much larger company of natives in whose midst rode a

large, dignitied chieftain. As they approached the pris-

oners perceived that he was white, though very old, pos-

sessing- long white beard and hair. Their f;ite was left to

his decision. He addressed them in the Xorse language,

and in particular enquired concerning Thurid and Kjartan.

He told them to enter their ships and sail away, for it was

not in accordance with the laws of the natives to irive their

prisoners freedom. He consigned to Gudleifs care a ring

for Thurid and a sword for Kjartan, advising none of his

friends, should they suspect who he Avas, to attempt to find

him, as his age was so advanced that he might expect

death at any hour. Of course this could have been none

other than Bjorii, the champion of Breidavik.

Xow a word as to the position of the country visited

by Grudlaugson. If Ave should draw two lines — one

from the western coast of Ireland toward the south-west,

and another from the western coast of Iceland toward the

south-west, marking the jn'obable routes along which

Bjorn and Gudleif had respectively sailed in going to this

<'ountrv, these two lines would intersect on the southern

coast of our countrv near the shores of Georgia or Caro-

lina. 80 we are to conclude that it is somewhere in these

regions that Bjorn was found, and that there he was left

to die among the natives. This reiiion seems to have been

known to these early peoide, as well as to the inhabitants
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of Irebiiul ms ''White Man's Land "
or "

Clreat Ireland."

Professor Rafn thinks that it was south of Chesapeake

Bay, including North and South CaroliiiM, Georgia, and

East Florida.'

Thus far we have i>iven in a condensed form the con-

tents of the more prominent sagas relating to westward vt>y-

ages of the Xorthmen from Iceland and Greenland. Now
it is evident to every one that the land that these explorers

visited and attempted to settle could have been none other

than that of North America; and, if these records be true,

it is evident that the Northmen were acquainted with our

shores from Newfoundland to Florida for five centuries

before Christopher Colund^us made his memorable voyages.

As to the truth of these reconls, not only is it a fact that

few historians are now found who dispute them, but there

is considerable circumstantial and corroborative evidence

to uphold the truthfulness of their contents.^ Although
various nations have sought stolen honors by claiming a

knowledge of America before the time of Columbus, these

records from the north deserve more than a passing notice.

The voyage of Leif Erikson to
" Vinland the Good" is

recorded in both the Ileimskringla, <»r historv of the Nor-

wegian Kings, the author of which was Snorre Sturleson,

born in Iceland in 1178, and called the Northern Hero-

1 81after: "Voyages," p. 9(5, note 108. Also Rafu: "Autiqliitates

Americannye," p. xxxviii.

2 Alex. Von Huiuboldt refers to the discovery of America by the

Northmen as "undoubted." Vide "Cosmos," Vol. 11. p. 608- In regard
to these Northmen discoveries, Horsford writes as follows: "Somewhere
to the southwest of Greenland, distant at least a fortniglifs sail, tliere

were, for three hundred years after the beginning of the eleventh ce^i-

tury, Norse colonists on the coast of the continent of America, with
which colonies the home country maintained commercial intercourse."

He also quotes from a letter from Nordenskjoll, as follows: "The Norse-

men made numerous long voyages out from Greenland for centuries,

and established colonies on the American continent." "Discovery of

America by the Northmen," Boston, 1888, pp. 17-19.
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<.lotut<,' .111(1 ill the History of Olaf Trvggvason. The for-

mer fixes the date by stating that it was the same year

that Christianity was introduced iiit»» Icehuid, aiul that

was A. i>. ICKK). This was fourteen years after Bjariii dis-

covered Yinland.

The 8aii'a of Thortinn Ivaidsefne intnxhiees us to

sueli i»roininent historical characters tliat we can not pass

it bv as mere fiction. Thorfinn was a wealthy Icelandic;

merchant "descended from an illustrious line of Danish,

Sw^edish, Norwegian, Irish, and Scottish ancestors, some

of whom w^ere kings or of royal blood." His son, Snorri,

was born in Yinland and lived there until three years old.

He inherited his father s Icelandic estate. A grandson of

Snorri became Bishop Thoslak, and gave Iceland its first

code of ecclesiastical law which is still extant. A great-

grandson was raised to the episcopal dignity; another des-

cendant was similarly honored. In our own century, we can

mention, as lineal descendants of Thortinn Karlsefne,

Professor Magnussen and the great sculptor, Thorwaldsen

of Copenhagen.^
Neither ixvv we entirely dependent upon this oii<' saga

for our knowledge of Thortinn and his voyage to Yinland.

There is a fragment from a' geographical treatise, written

near the end of the fourteenth century, which describes

the location of these \\q\\ lands as follows: "South of

Greenland is Helluland ; next lies Markland ; thence it is

not far to Yinland the Good. ... It is related that Thor-

tinn Karlsefne, cut wood here to ornament his house. . . .

Leif the Lucky first discovered Yinland." Then there ex-

ists another geographical fragment^ under the title of

' Vide "North Anierioan Koview," Vol XLVT. p. IS.'",.

a Vide "North American Keview," Vol. XLVl. IS.'W, pp. ITfi, 1S4.

3 Vellum Codex, No. 194.

* Codex, No. llTj.
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Ori[)l.i, written before tlie time of Coliiiiil>us, whieh

describes the location of \'iiilan(l in about tlie .same

words/

While all these evidences are of Icelandic origin, we

are not lacking corroborative evidence from other sources.

Toward the close of the eleventh century, one Adam,

canon of Bremen, was attracted to the court ot King

Sweno, of Denmark, by that monarch's reputation as a

patron of letters. While there, Adam collected materials

for an ecclesiastical history which he published at the

close of the eleventh century. In that history, occurs the

following passage :

" Besides it was stated (by the king),

that an island had by many been discovered in that ocean,

which was called Winland, because vines grow there spon-

taneously, producing excellent wine
;
for that fruits not

])lantcd grow there of their own accord, we know, not by

vague rumor, but by certain testimony of the Danes. "^

With such testimony staring us in the face, it is use-

less to deny that the jVorthmen were aware of the exist-

ence of the American continent for a number of centuries

before the time of Columbus. How frequently they uiade

voyages across the ocean is a question open to conjecture.

It is claimed that Bishop Eric Upsi, the first Bishop of

Greenland. '• undertook in 1121 a Christian mission to

Yinland."^ And a ^el•y recent writer claims that there are

records in the Cliui-ch arc-hives ai Rome, not oidv of this

mission but also of the visit of Ladv Gudi'id to Rome
immediately b(^foro slie (Altered the convent that lier son.

1 Slafter: "Voyages,'" j). 70 e< .s^^.

2 Translated from the Latin of Rafn : "Antiquitates Anierictinna',

p. .-^.38.

^ The Ici'laiidu- Churt'h records substantiate this chiini. Horsford,

Op. cit. p. 12. lliiniltoldt: "Cosmos," Vol. II. p. 005.
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8n<)n-i. Kuilt in Iceland.' Tlie extent of the xSortlimen's

knowledge of the American coast-line is further indicated

by the Runic inscrijition discovered in 1824 on one of the

Woman's Islands, Baffin's Bay, at the latitude of 72° oo'.

It tells us that it was placed there ''on the Saturday be-

fore the day of victory,"'^ in 1 L'i"). Wo are further told

that,
" more than six hundred years before the bold ex-

peditions of Parry and Ross, the colonists (of eastern

coast of Baffin's Bay) very reoularly visited Lancaster

Sound and a part of Barrow 's Straits for the purpose of

iishinii-. The locality of the tishini;- around is very

definitely described, and Greenland priests from the

Bishopric of Gardar, conducted the first voyage of dis-

covery (1266).''^ The last recorded voyage from Green-

land to Markland (Nova Scotia), occurred in I'ilT/

There is no doubt that the honor of beino- the dis-

1 Vide Marie A. Brown: "The leehuuiic Discoverers of America,"

London, 1887; also see article "Who Discovered America,'' in Cincin-

nati Coinmerciid Gazette, Feb. 5, 1888.

2 The 21st of April. This was a lieathen festival in ancient Scandi-

navia, wliicli, at tiieir conversion to Christianity, was changed into a

Christian festival. Humboldt: "Cosmos," Vol. IT. p. <)<••"),
note.

3 Humboldt, Op. cit.

* In i)assing, a word about the decline of Greenland may interest our

readers. Greenland retained communication witli Scandinavia for four

centuries, and a flourisliiug commerce existed between these countries.

But Queen Margaret (18-5^-1411*, vide Vol. HI. }). 4()4) forbade intercourse

with Greenland exceptui)on royal permission. Tliis was a death-blow

to that island, which early in the fifteenth century became lost to P"uroi)e.

It was re-discovered in 1721 by Hans Egede ;
vide Slafter: "Voyages,"

p. XXXV. By referring to This Series, Vol. ITT. p. 404 <t scq., it wiU lie

seen that Sweden was, for the next two centuries, busied freeing herself

from the Danisli yoke, and in tigliting her wars in fJermaity, Poland,
and Russia, and that Norway and Denmark were united under one

sovereign who became more and more involved in the troubles of

Kunipe. It can scarcely be assuming too much, tlien, to believe that

these restless Northmen had warlike employment enough for their sub-

jects to keep tliem at home, and thus wouhl expeditions to fJreenland

and Vinland become less and less frecjuent, and. tiiiaMy, a knowledge
of the way thither be forgotten.
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coverers of the American continent has led other nations

to put forth false claims. But we detect nothing of that

kind in regard to the claims of the Northmen. Their

sagas are Ijeautifidl}^ and simply written and force the im^-

press of their truth upon the mind If it be asked why a

knowledge of these earl
3^ voyages has been so long kept

from the pages of our histories, we must say with Pro-

fessor Rafn that it is the fault of the historians themselves.

These numuscripts have existed ever since the close of the

fourteenth century. Their contents formed the folk-lore

of Iceland in her most flourishing davs, and the savants

of Copenhagen have ever since known of Vinland the

Good.

Adam of Bremen knew of Yinland, and told the

world about the new country. ]\lalte-Brun claims that

"to entertain a doubt of the truth of accounts so simple

and })robable would be an excess of scepticism."^ And
now we are informed that the records have been for seven

centuries buried in the archives at Rome. Whether it

has been the policy of writers among Romance nations io

disregard these records, whether it has been the policy of

the authorities at Rome to bury the records of every enter-^

prise not conducted by Christians,^ it is not in cur province

to state. They are generally accepted as reliable records,

and the Northmen are at last receiving the honors so long^

illegally borne by southern navigators."'

1 Vide "North Anierieau Review," Vol. XLVT. p. 1(>7 auil refereuces.

Also Malte-Brun: "Universal Geography," Philadelphia, Vol. III.

p. 182.

2 The Nf)rthnien were still i>agaiis when their first voyages were

made, and the above is the opinion, positively and rather spitefully ex-

pressed, of Miss Marie A. Brown. Op. eit.

3 As stated, many nations have claimed the honor of discovering

America, and to our surjjrise considerable can be said in favor of some.
For instance, vide Vining: "An Inglorious ("oluml)Us,'' New York,
1885, for the claims of the Buddhist priests. Bowen : "America Dis-
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\Vo will HOW turn our attention once more to Southern

Europe. While the Xorthnien were buyy with their

northern .-ind western vova2:es, and with their settlements

in En<>huul, Xormandv, and Ru.ssi.-i, the Mon-zols were

•overrunnino- the Mohammednn cities of Asia and inter-

ferinji" with their commerce. Pisa, (jrenon. and \"enice now

assumed control (^f the trade routes throughout Mediter-

ranean rciiions. Traders followed the crusaders to the

East, and these armies of crusaders, th(nriselves, in march-

ing across Europe, made it possible for merchants to follow.

As the Moors, however, held both shores of the Straits of

Oibralter, it was dangerous for merchantmen to attempt

to carry their wares to the northern shores of Europe by
water.

When Venice miined the ascendency and controlled

the trade of the Levant, li(>r tieets were dispatched, neces-

sarily in large companies, one to the Black Sea, one to

Cyprus and Egypt, one to Greece, and the all-im-

portant
" Flanders Fleet

'"

to r>ruges. Each of the latter

expeditions occupied a year or more. As soon as the

Flanders fleet reached the Downs, the ships separated and

spent the year in visiting the ports of Britain, Normandy,

Flanders, and Holland, exchanging eastern wares for west-

ern produce. In the Xorth, the llanseatic League was or-

ganized probably in the twelfth century.'

covered by the Welsh,"' Philadelphia, 1876; and Humboldt : "Cosmos,
"

for the claims of the Irish. In fact the oldest sagas relating to America

speak of the claim.^ of the Irish. E\vl)aiik, in "Historical Magazine,"

August, 1S67, concludes tbat there is enough evidence in ancient record.s

"from which to infer that an active European navigation in the noj-th

seas was carried on in the fourth and succeeding centuries, eciualling that

of the Scandinavian rover.s " of later times. But in genera!, the claims

of these other various people do not rest on any good historical ground.
Future discoveries may however give them greater value.

1 For the dispute about the date of the organization of tlie Hanseatio

Xieague, vide Taylor: "Factory System," p. 20H, note
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The origin ot" lliis great commercial league may
probably be traced to \\\c uncertainty of protection from

the existing governments. Among the petty, quarreling

princes who tried to rule Europe at this time, there was

little safety for any trader who carried wares worth seiz-

ing. The llanse League was one of those organizations of

cities for the protection of commerce, that were so com-

Hanseatic Ship.

mon at that time. It finally came to embrace "
eighty of

the most considerable places
"

in Northern Europe. Lu-

beck, Cologne, Brunsw^ick, and Dantzig were the leading

towns. In foreign parts, they had four principal factories,

one each at London, Bruges, Bergen, and Novgorod.^

Now this ora'anization was not a club of merchants,

.such as we would now expect to find, but it was a strongly
1
Taylor, Op. eit. p. 208.
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»org;niizt'(l ]><>litical and coiiiiiKTcial 1)(mI\ . Liibcck was iU

(;aj>it.iK
and jnv^sidod oxer all the discussions of the League.

It Ttecanie powerful enough to keep its standing army, and

waue wars to enlarae or protect its influence. Its man-

agers, especially in its foreign stations, wei-e suV)ject to the

strictest discipline. Marriage was forhiddcn them, and

absolute secrecy as to the workinjis (,f the Leauue was en-

joined. T^pon the decline of the Jlanse lA'ague, the

Netherlands rose to a commanding place among the com-

nu^rcial nations of the world.

During all this time,.

howe\'cr, there appeared U>-

be no particular advance in

discoveries. But there was

a decided advance in the

science of navigation, the-

art of ship-building, and the

invention and inn)rovement
of n a u t i c a 1 instruments..

Tlieir ship yards were now

able to turn out such ships
Cortez.

j,^.; 1],^. Bncentaur. in which

the Doi;e of Venice went out annuallv with great pomi)

and rejoicing to espouse again tlie Adriatic,' and in th(>se-

stronger ma(h' vessels, seamen dared ^'enture further

from the land. ]>v construction and improvement in the

use of sails, givater speed could be attaine<l than ever be-

fore. Ibit above all in usefulness was the discovery of the

mairnetic needle and ihc imcntioii of the mariner's com-

It was llic cu.Hiom in ^'^•lli(•«• f:r llic Uojic lo cuter tliis -\x'ssfl oneo

.'i year, .Mini ciuisr it lo \a' lowi «1 out into llie A(h-iatic Sea, ami then t(>

cast a rini,^ into the sea \\ ilii these words, "We wed thee witli tliis rin<^

in si<;ii of a real and ]>eri>etual dominion."— Tiindsay: "Merehant Ship-

ping," Vol. I. ]). 47.",.
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pass, whereby the sailor could watch his course in the

darkest night and in the severest storm. There was no\y

no danger of becoming hopelessly lost, though still there

seems to have been many suj)erstitious fears regarding the

unknown borders of the ocean world. Ikit there had al-

ready begun to dawn upon the Avorld a new era. Science

and education took a great leap in advance. Such men as

Albertus Magnus, Roger Bacon, and A^icenzius Beauvais

had lived
;
and they liad dared to think for themselves in

spite of the anathemas of Church.' 'I'l^^T dared to use

every source for obtaining information, whether it were to

learn of science from the Arab unbelievers, or to search

for truth side by side with the older Greek philosophers.

They dared further to give the results of their investiga-

tions and speculations to the superstitious world.

As a consequence, geographers now began to study the

speculations of the Alexandrian, Greek, and Latin philoso-

phers of centuries before, and reason upon the shape of

the earth. They dared follow Pythagoras and Aristotle

in believing the earth to be a sphere. They dared follow

infidels into the field of astronomy, and study the move-

ments of the heavenly bodies. They dared busy them-

selves in the occult science of chemistry, and thus was

gunpowder discovered, that completely revolutionized

military weapons and the science of war. The printing-

press appeared. Such travelers as the Polos and Mande-

Adlle had demonstrated that there were many powerful

nations in the East, and the storied wealth of these

Oriental countries excited the cupidity of all. Freedom

of thought was springing up among Euro2")ean people.

Formerly it had been considered impious to have any

1 Roger Jjju-ou was by two popes imprisoned on the accusatiou of

practising magic. Vide Humboldt: "Cosmos,'' Vol. II, p. 615.
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dealing.-^
\\ iili intidi'l;?," iiuu Europeans .sought .some iiR'tliod

whereby !•» secure a share of the g<>]<l .ind pearls and

precious stones, out of which the Ivhans ot' Cathay are

said to ha\ e built their idol temples.'^ Then, too, as wealth

and culture, with their accompanying demands for rich

food and fine clothing, spread toward the north, there was

increased demand for spices, silks, pearls, gems, and

evervthina of this kind.

Pizarro

The problem that now troubled the Christian nations

was how to reach these lands—Cathay, Arabia, Ethi-

opia, India, China, Chipangu. Unbelievers jealously
i Taylor: "Factory System,'' p. 206.

2 For a »lescri{>ti(>n of the travels and diseoveries of Marco Polo, vide
Yule: "Travel of Marco Polo," London, 1871.
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guarded the gates to tliesc wealth producing regions, and

levied a tax upon all the luxuries that flowed along these

channels of commerce. Travelers to these regions, like

Polo, were detained for nianv vears, and only with difii-

culty brought back anything w^ith them. In this dilemma,

it is not singular that commerce turned anew to the sea.

When the Moors were driven from the Straits of Gibral-

tar, and even before that. Prince Henry the Navigator, of

Portugal, conceived the idea of reaching Cathay (China)

by sailing around the coast of Africa and procuring thus,

first hand, the spices of Arabia and the jewels of India.

Thus was instituted a season of re-discovery, for, as we

have seen, the Phoenicians had, eight centuries before,

sailed from the mouth of the Nile to Arabia ;
and Asiatic

waters have ever since been known to their successors, the

Arabs.

We are down to a most interesting time in the

wm'ld's history, la 1435, Christopher Columbus was

born in the city of Genoa.^ He enjoyed the benefits of a

most liberal education for his times. Of course, Latin was

the all-essential language, and he was early taught to read

it fluently. At the University of Pavia, he studied

geometry, geography, astronomy, and navigation ;
and he

was proficient in drawing and designing. Nourished in

such a maritime center, it is not strange that we find such

an enterprising spirit as that of Columbus anxious to be

upon the water. He was therefore connected with the

navy of John of Anjou in his unsuccessful attempt to

seize the throne of Naples, an ancient inheritance of the

Angevins.^

As Prince Henry of Portugal was by all odds the

1 Vide Washington Irving: "Life and Voyages of Christopher
Columbus," New York, 18G7, Vol. I. p. 20.

2 Vide This Series, Vol. III.
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most enterprising patron of discovery at this time, we are

not snrpriscd to learn that Columbus soon found his way
to Lisbon. There he married the daughtei' of a Portugese

navigator, and thus became acquainted with the jjlans of

Portugese sailors. Sometimes he made Aova^es to the

coasts of Africa or the islands in African seas, but the

most of his time was spent in making charts. In this

way, he could prosecute the stud}^ for which he had the

Raleigh.

greatest liking and which was to prepare him for his later

success in discovery.^ This profession, besides, introduced

him to the most enterprising and learned men of the

Mediterranean regions.

He accepted the theory that the eailh was i-oiiiid ; and

'

Jrving, <
)[). eit. p. A'l
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"by ail .•u-(|Liaiiitaiico
with the travels of Polo, he })erceivG(l

how little a portion of the earth was known to Europeans.

Then the thought that the riches of Cathay (China), the

home of the great Khan, whom Polo visited, and whose

towers were plated with gold and silver,^ could V)e reached

by sailing west came into his mind.^ Xow that there were

lands wav out in the western ocean, was no new idea among
the people of Southern Europe. Here were the " Isles of

the Blest," and here was the Atlantis of Plato, and so the

nes})erides had ever been striving to entice to their realm

each rising Hercules in search of the golden apples^ of

Juno. So, likewise, the happy hunting grounds of the

American Indians were situated far to the west. It seems

that mankind has ever striven to follow the sun to its bed

as it nightly sinks from sight beneath the ever receding

horizon.

Columl)U8 began to treasure up every rumor or bit of

infoi-mation that tended to corroborate his theory. A
stray bit of wood that drifted to Madeira or the Azores

was unlike anything growing in known lands. It came

from the west. Then the so-called idle tales of mariners

(Iriveii out at sea sighting land in the western ocean were

1 Yule: "Atart'o Polo," Vol. II. p. 7;j.

2 Here we mnst distinguish between the discovery of Columbus and

that of the Norsemen. As early as 1474, he had reached the conclusion

that by sailing west he could reach India, and so expressed himself in a

letter to Dr. Paulo Toscunelli, of Florence. As we shall see, three years
later he visited Iceland. But the knowledge that Columbus had arrived

:it was scientific. The knowledge of western lands among the Norse-

men was accidental. They sailed the seas in search of lands to plunder;
and thus discovered Vinland. The knowledge Columbus undoubtedly

gained in Iceland must have greatly strengthened his j)reviously formed

theory.
3 The eleventh labor, which Eurysthenes imposed upon Hercules,

was to visit the Hesperides or •'western maidens," and gather the golden

apples of Juno.
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of vtiliK' to liiiii.' But more signilicant to us than any of

these enticing allurements is the statement of Christopher

Columbus, in a work on " the Five Habitable Zones of the

Earth," that, in 1477, he visited Iceland.^ It does not de-

tract anything from the great navigator's genius to suppose

that there he learned of the voyages of the Xorthmen to

Yinland, but it does detract from his thoroughness as a

student to suppose tli;it he could thus visit the very hot-bed

Cabot .

of northern maritime enterprise without enquiring into the

knowledge which these people possessed of the western

ocean. He drew his information from every possible

source. He may e^eu have seen the records of these voy-

1 These might well have been founded on facts; as witness the dis-

covery of the coast of Brazil by Cabral in 1500.

2 Humboldt: "Cosmos," Vol. II. p. 611.
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aires that are said to be filed away in tlie libraries at

Rome.

Finally (1481), there eanie to the tlirone of Portugal

a monarch (King John), who was determined to prosecute

still further the plans of his illustrious grand-uncle. Prince

lleiirv the Xavi^'ator. John eneourao-ed men of science

and learning to gather around his court. He became im-

})atient at the slowness with which his seamen crept down

the western coast of Africa, so he ordered his ablest

astronomers and geographers to hold a counciP for the

discussion of the best methods of advancing discovery.

The result of this conference '' was the application of the

astrolabe to navigation, enabling the seaman, by the alti-

tude of the sun, to ascertain his distance from the equator."^

Xow with the compass to direct his course, and the astro-

labe to tell his distance from the equator, the seaman ban-

ished much of his fear of the trackless ocean. Xo mat-

ter how long the storm, as soon as the sun did appear, he

could at least find his way to land. It was at such a time

that Columbus brought his plans of western discovery to

maturity. He thought it useless to attempt such a voyage
without royal authority. He laid his plans before King
John, but the latter's counsellors, after trying to rob

Columbus of his cherished desire of being the first to

make this voyage by sending a ship to give the route a

trial, ridiculed the idea of there being antipodes. There-

upon Columbus left Lisbon in disgust, and took his journey

into Spain. .

Columbus is first' noticed in Spain in conference with

the DlUvCS of Medina Sidonia, and Medina Cell, who in

1 These were his two physicians, Roderigo and Joseph the Jew, and
Martin Behem.—Irving: "Columbus," Vol. I. p. 65. 2 ibid.

3 In 1485, vide Irving's "Columbus,'' Vol. I. p. 75, note.
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wealth and power raiikeil next to royalty itself. Though
he met with encourngeineiitfrom them, they tin ally refused

aid through feai' of the jealous displeasure of their

sovereigns in case of its success, lie, however, bore a letter

from the latter to Queen Isabella, recommending the

voyage. Columbus now became a follower of the court of

Ferdinand and Isabella, who were too busv with their war

against the Moors to have time to consider his petition or

cive him an audience. But here Columbus formed valu-

able acquaintances, and to whcmisoever he demonstrated his

plans and theories, he carried conviction. Six years were

consumed in a ain endeavors to gain a decision from these

sovereigns. Then, disgusted and discouraged, Columbus

turned from the court determined to seek aid elsewhere.

Then it was that he appeared at the gate of the Convent

of Santa Maria de Rabida, and asked food and shc^ltci- for

his child.

From that time, the tide seemed to turn in his favor.

He was again summoned to the Spanish Court
; and, at

sunrise, on the 3d of August, 1492, we find liiiu in com-

mand of three small vessels sailing out of the port of

Palos in search of a new route to India. He took the

course from Palos to the Canaries. Tlience he sailed to-

ward the west. It mattered not if the needle of the com-

2)ass did vary, it mattered not if his crew did become

descouraged and mutinous, he kept toward the west.

Over the "grassy sea" they sped and over such an expanse

of water that the most daring seamen gave up hope of

ever returning. Ten long weeks passed since they left the

port of Palos. But at last the signs of land became more

and more encouraging. The songs of the warblers re-

sounded from their mastheads and cheered them on their

way. On Friday morning, October 12th, 1492, amid the
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.prayers and rejoicings of both admiral and crew, the small

party of Kuropearis landed on the island of Giianahani,

one of the Bahama Islands, and dedicated a new world to

Spanish rule and to Christianity.

Columbus made three other voyages to the New

World, in the third (1498), only, touching the continent.

l^ut he died in the belief that it was onlv a new route to

Frobiaher.

Cathay that he had found for the Spanish monarch. The

news of his first voyage spread rapidly over Europe.

Henry VII. of England immediately authorized John and

Sebastian Cabot to discover lands in the western ocean.

They touched the eastern coast of our country (1497),

even before Columbus had found the mainland. The

Spaniards followed the voyages of Columbus with further

expeditions of discovery and colonization. This was to
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them Cathay, the hiiid of gokl and jewels, where might be

fouiul the fountain of everla.stino: youth. They sou'dit

these eyerywhere. In the hast year of the tifteenth century,
an expedition sailed from Spain hearing- among its numher
ii Florentine merchant and iieourai)her, hy name Amcri"-o

A'espucci. He made otln^- ^•oy.^g(\s lo lli(> Xcw A\'nrl(l, all

of which he described in letters written at the time. Sonic

A i iC; Ot i fed o Aidlij'.

of these letters passed into print, and the name <>f that

Florentine merchant has eyer since clun2* to our cDuiitry.

Now eyerv American is so familiar with these early

vovaii'es of discovei-v and colonization, th;d an (wtended

account of them would be (»ut of ]>lace in a woi'k of this
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i'haractor. We can refer to onlv a few of the more im-

portaiit voyages that gave to Europeans a knowledge of

the worUl almost as it exists to-day. In 1497, A aseo da

^Gama, sailing under the auspices of the King of ]*ortugal,

doubled the Cape of Good Hope, and found the nearest

•way by water from Europe to India. Portugal then for a

.time eommanded the trade of the Orient.

The Spaniards pushed their discoveries in the west.

Brazil, Yucatan, Florida, the Pacilic Ocean, ^lexico, and

Peru were all discovered and taken possession of in less

than two score vears from the time that Columbus first

saw the American shores. The Portuii'ese did not wait

long before they also sent an expedition to this continent

under the command of Cortereal, but their object seems to

]iave been to capture natives to be sold in the Spanish
markets as slaves. It proved to be an unfortunate venture

and the Portugese never gained a lasting footing on the

northern part of the continent.^

The French earlv entered the field of western dis-

•covery. The names of Verrazzano,- Cartier, Rol)erval and

Champlain established the French claim to American ter-

ritory, although the Cabots had at an earlier day discovered

these regions for Elngland. This was in the vicinity of

the St. Lawrence. These explorers were at once followed

by tishing \essels. Three years from the date of the tirst

French voyage, there were observed in lh(> haven of St.

Johns, Xewfoundland, eleven Xoi'man sails, and one

Breton, engaged in the fisheries there. The expeditions

of Ponce de Leon and of Ferdinand do Soto (S|)aniards),

1 Vide BaiK'ioft: "History (>f tiu- rnited States," Boston, lSo4, Vol.

I p. 14.

2 Edward P^verett Hale, in ins "History of tlie I'nited States," New
Yorlv, 1887, most eini)liaiiealiy donbts tlie voyage ol" Verrazzano to Amer-
ica. ]Most authorities mention it as undoubted.
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Inid tlic ^vllolo southern i)art of our country^ oj)on to-

Spanish (•oh)nization. lUit tlic l-'roiich Iluauenots iore-

stalh'd thrui in establish in li' a setth'uicnt (Hi the coast of

Florid-i. Th(> religious zeal, jealousv, or u-ener^il blood-

thirstiness of the Spaniards led them to murder these

(•oh>nists and occui)y the location, founding there the first

permanent settlement of Europcvins on the American con-

tinent. They called it St. Augustine.

An Ircn Ship.

Early in the sixteenth century Magellan started out

on his memorable voyaue of discovei'v. Thouah he did

not live to see Spain again, in less than threi^ years,

liis ships returned l)y the way of India and the Cape of

(xood Hope, thus being the first to circumnavigate the

globe. The c\{>editions of John Hawkins and Sir Francis

Drake, though under the lOngiish flag, seem to haA'e been

little more than buccaneerinii- adventures in which it is

1 Vide Shipp: "De Soto ;m<l Florida," PliiUideipliia, ISST.
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claimed that
" Good Queen Bess

"
shared. They captured

negroes in Africa, and sold them as slaves to the West

Indian colonies.' The voyages of Frobisher and Davis-

,;5^^^^V.^^XV^^^^^XV^^^^^V:«,.^Vx-^ ^---^?^^:f^'"

Balboa Taking Possession of the Pacific.

made the northern shores of the New World known to

1 Low: ''Maritinu' Discoveries," Vol. T. p 'll-l-'A. Lindssay: "Mer-
chant Shipping," Vol. IT. j). Vll^ et .^eq .
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Eur«)i)(>;iiis, Tlic J*ac-itic coast li.-ul Ixmmi explored l)y Gri-

jalva, Alvaradt*. and Cabrillo in the first part of the six-

teenth centiirv ; but toward the elose ol'that eenturv, Drake

•entered the ]*aeiti(; and ex})lored the coast to al)out 48°

nortii hititude, thence returning to Enghand by the way of

the- Cape of Good Hope. The cargo and prizes that he

had caj)tnred from the .S[)anish netted the owners of liis

ship, the Golden Hind, two ndllion dollars of our money.
^

For his success and uallantrv. Queen Elizabeth \ isited his

ship, when \w reached Jiondon, and conferred upon hiui

the order of knighthood The close of the sixteenth

century ushers in the period of colonization in what is now

the m'eatest nation of this Xew World, ^^'e will learn of

its history in another chapter.

From the limited horizon of ancient Chaldea, we have

Avatched the growth of discovei'V until it has embraced the

Avurld. We must not, however, conclude that civilization,

€ven in the most ancient times, was continiMl to any one,

limited spot. Though we have but here and thei-e a ray

of historical liulit to iiuide us in a knowledii'e of distant

times, we see that everv Ghaldea has had its Elam : e^erv

Egypt, its conteuiporary Ilittites; every Ilios. its neigh-

boring Hellas ; everv Ronu', its v\\;\\ Persia. As every

rising nation has had to (lis(•o^•cr for itself much of the

woi'ld that is really old in culture, so Japan, in our own

(lay, is learning that theiv are many civilize<l ])eoj)les out-

side • )f its own sea-girt isles
;
so is England discovering in

India many signs of a culture more ancient than its )wn.

Hilt we can safely say that the number of contempo-

' Tlic I'ortuucosc elaiiii tliat as early as 1.5l'(), wlu-ii Majrellun was just

tiiulitig liis way into the I'acitic, sonic of tlu'ir ships, sailini;- cast I'roia

Molucca, crossed the Pacific and struck the coast of Talifornia. Vide

Winsor: ''Narrative ami Critical History of America," Boston, Vol.111,

p. HS, note 2
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rary, cultivated nations has been constantly on the increase,

since history began. As soon as one continent became

occupied, a limitless poi)ulation spread into another.

When the Old World became crowded, the glittering gold

and sparkling jewels of unknown lands formed an enticing-

bow of promise wdiose widening span lured the more ven-

turesome spirits onward until it surrounded the globe.

And now mankind settles to rest again, as it did eight

centuries ago, as firm as ever in the belief that there are now

no more worlds to find. The Age of Discovery reached its

zenith when the happy Columbus entered the harbor of

Palos with tidings (jf a Xew World.

Miles Standisii Relics.
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MCCERM EUHCPEAN HISTCRY.
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tt!t't()rate—The Age of Louis XIV.— Rise of Sweden—Of Russia—
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Spanish vSuccession—Charles XI I. of Sweden—The Bourbon Faniilj

Coinpaet—England in the Seventeenth Century—Wars of the Aus-

trian Succession—Rise of Prussia—The Seven Years' ^Var—Fred-

erick the Great—Joseph II. of Austria—Causes Leading to tlie

French Revolution- The Grievances of the People—Louis XVI —
The Reign of Terror—Career of Napoleon Bonaparte—The Russian

Campaign—European History Since the Abdication of Napoleon—
The Revolutionary Struggles in Euro))e—The Franco-Prussian War

—TheRusso-Turkish War—General Conclusion.

wiieral wav, tlic iriedieval period of

Europt'aii hi^stury is said to liavc ter-

niinatod with the discoverv of Ainer-

iea, the invention of printing, and the

Protestant Reformation under Luther.

But we have taken exee})tion to this

view, regarding thes(^ inij^ortant move-

meuts as the results of advancing intelligenee in general.

We can. however, willingly adniii; that, beginning witli the

sixteenth century, the intellectual development of Europe
had r(\aclie(l Mich a stage of growth that advance in many
dire<-tions was exceedinLily rapid.



Peter the Great after the Battle of Pultowa.
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We desire in tlii.s chapter to ubtciin a general view of

political movements in Europe during the last four cen-

turies, drawing from them, of course, such results as are of

especial value for our general inquiry, the rise and progress

KUrr^T'^^^^;^

0)

M
o
(U

o

of our present state (jf culture. The era commences with

the subserviency of the masses of the people to privileged

classes. The di\'ine rights of kings and the general idea

that lords ami knights of various degrees were in every
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way siiporioi- t(» tlic geiicr.-il in;i?<.s of the
])t'(>|»l(', were-

the piwailiiii;' ideas of Kuropt' at the o})ciiiiig of tlic six-

teenth century.

Xow tlie present day is not inajitly called the reign of

the common people. We have shown that in a former

stage of culture the tendency of advancing civilization was

to brino; to the front individuals and individual riiihis.

That law still holds good, with the further idea now tend-

ing exj)ression that one individual's rights were not differ-

ent from, or superior to another's. Along that line of

thought, the conflict v\^as waged for some centuries, and,

unfortunately, is not yet finally settled. Wt^ ys'xW, liow-

ever, see running through European history of the last

few centuries the rising importance of the common people.

Turning now^ more particularly to Europe, we resume

the historical thread dropped in a former volume.^ At
the beginning of the sixteenth century, Louis XII.

occupied the throne of France. He had inherited the

Italian wars of Charles YIII. with Sj^ain. Each

king claimed authority over a number of Italian cities,

which led to constant wars for their possession. While

this exhausted the resources of both France and Spain, it

was still more ruinous to the unfortunate cities themselves.

The deaths in succession of Henry YII. of England, Louis

XII. of France, and Ferdinand I. of Spain gave the

European v*"orld three great rulers who may be appropri-

ately called the tres magi of Euroi)ean history during
the first half of the sixteenth century." These were, re-

spectively, Henry VIIT.. Francis I., and Charles I. The

1 Vide Vol. TIT. ell. v.

2 T,()i(l iiacoii liiive tliis title to tlirce other rulers, viz.: ITenry VTT.,
Liouls XI., and Ferdinand the Catholic. \'ide Patton: "Mediaeval His-

tory," p. 7G.
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Hapsburg princes had l)y this time come to regard the

Imperial crown as theii- iiilicritance. Charles I., being a

Ifapsburg. soon succeeded to the Imperial throne (as

('harles Y.) S])ain was now the controlling power of

Europe, altliough Francis I. invaded her possessions as

often as he could find the least excuse for so doine-. As a

Francis I.

result of one of his invasions of Italy, he spent a year as

a royal captive at ^Madrid.

When Charles V. abdicated his throne, he gave the

Imperial crown to his brother, Ferdinand I., the Spanish
crown to his son, Philip II. Although the Spanish king-

dom and the empire were thus divided, Spain continued,
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uiKler IMiilijt 11., lo hold the jisccikIchcv over other Euro-

pean ])ou'e]':s. The secoiul half of the sixtcHMith century
witnessed nianv other chaniies anionii- the i^reat rulers of

Euro})e. Ilenrv I J. ruled the Freneh for thirteen years

when the sovereign power i)jissed iido the hands of the

infamous Catherine de Medici, wife of Henry, who by in-

trigue had been named as regent for the minor heirs. Her

sons, Francis II. and Charles IX. were crowned in

succession but speedily removed by the connivance of their

mother who is also re2:arded as the instigator of that hor-

rible butcherv of Protestants in Paris and throucrhout

France, known as the massacre of St. Bartholomew. Her
third son, Henry III., ruled for fifteen years, when ho

was succeeded by Henry of Navarre, under the title of

Henry IV., who by the celebrated Edict of Nantes pro-

clafmed religious freedom to all his subjects (1598).

Thus much bv wav of review.' Turning to England we

find before us v. most interesting age. The English throne

wa^ occupi(Ml in rapid succession by the three children of

Henry Till.—Edward VI., son of Jane 8eymoui-; Mary,

daughter of Catherine of Aragon and wife of Philip II. of

Spain; and, finally, Elizabeth, daughter of Anne Boleyn,

who wore the crown into the next century. Elizabeth's

reiiin was remarkable for its length, for almost universal

peace and prosperity throughout her possessions, and for

the great number of eminent men whom England pro-

duced during this period. Shakespeare, Bacon, Spenser,

Ben. Tonson, Knox, Drake, Raleigh, and others, by their

literary genius, their enterprise, and their advanced ideas,

won for her reign the appropriate title of " Elizabethan

Age."
Now Elizabeth was V)y no means a ])erfect sovereign.

1 Vide This Series, Vol. III. p. 390 et mq. and 4i';5.
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She Avns, oil the utlier liuuil, Meak and injudicious iu luany

respects. As far as personal character was concerned, she

certainly was not in advance of her times, thougli history

records no court scandals. Jilxceedingly avaricious, she

did not hesitate to bestow honors upon Hawkins and

Drake (the most notorious freebooters of the age) for a

share iu their spoils, reaped from the sale of unlawful

prizes, and the gains from cargoes of negroes, ca2)tured in

Africa r.nd sold in the West Indies contrarv to existing-

treaties with 8pain.^ Partially as a result of a long series

of trespasses upon treaty rights, and of buccaneering

against Spanish commerce, at the close of Elizabeth's

reign, Philip II. fitted out the greatest fleet the world had

ever seen for the conquest of England. This was the

great Spanish Armada. A kindly storm, however, by

Avrecking the armament, saved the trembling (pieen and

her frightened subjects from an invasion that would

probably have proved disastrous to the British. The

Spanish fleet was alnu)st annihilated (1-388).

iS^or was Elizabeth free from the fears and jealousies

of many a person of meaner station. Ruled by these

baser passions, we find the "Yirgin Queen" treating her

kinswoman, ]Mary Queen of Scots, in that cruel and ille-

<>-al manner which has forever tarnished her name.

Jealous of the hitter's beautv, and fearful of her title to

the English throne, Elizabeth kept her in unlawful con-

finement for a long period of years, and finally sent her to

the block. The empty accusations of conspiracy against

the sovereign's life and opposition to reform were the only

excuses that could be advanced to cover the act.- Still

Queen Elizabetli was unusually successful in holding popu-

1 Lindsay: "History of ilercliunt Shipping," Vol. II. p. 128 r^ scq.
2 Vide Knight: "Pictorial History of England," Vol. II. p. 539 ct seq.

6
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lar f.-ivor, and usually found, among licr tools and favorites^

a seapc-goat for licr misdeeds or mistakes.

Xow M'e are iiot concerned in writing a full and exact

history of the succession of the various princes to tlie dif-

ferent Eurojiean thrones. It is sufficient to state that the

century closed with the Ilapsburgs still in possession of the

Elizabeth,

Imperial (Germanic-Roman) throne. But the supremacy of

Spain in European atfairs was giving way before the rising

power of France. We must, however, note the change
in favor of toleration which was at that time spreading

over Europe. The Northern German states were the cen-
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ter of religious agitation, and Ciiarles Y. had been so occu-

pied with his wars with France that he had not been able

to enforce the decrees of his own diets. Emjieror Maxi-

millian II., who succeeded Ferdinand I., was the "
first

European sovereign to adopt toleration, not from policy

but from principle.''" The English had cast oif allegiance

to the pope, and Elizabeth was on the whole extremely

tolerant, although English Reformers were from the first

clamorous for the blood of Mary Queen of Scots, because

she was a Catholic. The Edict of Xantes promised the

French religious freedom. Reform had ti'iumphed in

Scotland, Poland, and Sweden.^ This was the dawn of

better times for Eurojie ; though, as the result of dissen-

sions arising among the reformers themselves, the follovv^-

ing century witnessed much cruel fighting among the

various religious factions. Each sect, as a general thing,

submitted itself to the protection of a political ruler who
had some personal aim in espousing the cause of religion ;

and thus "religion was made subordinate to politics."^

Soon after the seventeenth century opens upon Europe,

Queen Elizabeth was succeeded by James TI. of Scotland,

son of Mary Queen of Scots, who, as James I., introduced

the Stuart kings to England (1603). The Britons were

not well pleased with their foreign king and his Scotch

courtiers, but were somewhat appeased by the cessation of

the border warfare between the two kinadoms, for England
and Scotland were henceforth united. The Catholic ele-

ment in the kingdom, however, was far from being satis-

fied with the Stuart king, because James had renounced

1 Labberton: "Historical Atlas and General History,' New York,
1887, p. 124. This subject will be treated more extensively In a subse-

quent chapter.
2 Gregory: "Handbook of History," p. 33.
3 Ibid.
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the faith of his mother and adopted the established re-

ligion. This course of action h'd to the "gunpowder

plot," in which conspirators, under the lead of one Guy
Fawkes, planned to blow u[) the Protestant king and his

entire parliament. Fortunately a timely warning led to

the arrest and execution of the conspirators instead of their

intended victims.^

Subsequently, James gained the ill-will of his Protest-

ant subjects by justly declaring that, whereas this small

band of conspirators were alone cognizant of this plot,

only the guilty should be punished. The fact is, ideas of

toleration were so narrowed by the sjoirit of the times

that the reformers had at least hoped for an extensive

j)ersecution of the Catholics. In this, the English king

seems to have been in advance of his age. But there is

another side to his character^ For, while he could have

materially hindered Queen Elizabeth in her persecution

and criminal slaughter of his mother, Mary, he contented

himself with too tardy and idle remonstrances. And later,

bv withholdinii: his aid from his son-in-law, he caused the

ruin of Frederick Y., elector of the Palatinate,^ the first

leader of the Protestant cause in the Thirty Years' War.''^

Also on mere accusation of having been connected with a

conspiracy to dethrone the king, that eminent navigator,

Sir Walter Raleigh, was confined to the Tower for thir-

teen years, and then ordered to the block. Thus do we

gain a true picture of a king who is further described as

a pedant and a believer in the " divine right of kings.
"^

When his sgn, Charles I., came to the throne, as

i A good account of this conspiracy is contained in Hmue: "History
of England," Vol. IV. pp. 400-405.

2 The Palatinate was a small territory along tlie lihine. Vide Vol.

III. p. 343. 3 See helow.
4 Vide Hume, Op. cit. p. 494.
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might bo expected, he . entertained still more strongly

these same ideas. In trying to enforee them, the king,

found himself involved in a dispute with Parliament which

tinally ended in his deposition and execution. In attempt-

ing to assert his supposed rights, Charles tried browbeat-

ino-. arrestinii", and imprisoninii' mendjers of Parliament.

Then Parliament was dismissed, the king trying for eleven

Mary Stuart.

years to rule without its aid. Money, however, must be

raised
; and, among other schemes to procure it, was his

plan for raising
"
ship money," really a tax for the sup-

port of the navy. This brought into prominence the cele-

brated patriot, John Hampden, who resisted the collection

even in the .courts, though, of course, he was defeated.^

1 On this subject seeKnight:" Pictorial England," Vol III.p.l97e<seg.
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The iiiiinodiate fau?^c of tlio oiitbivak against Charles

was a rebellion of his Scottish subjects, because the king

had tried to enforce a new liturav in their churches. To

put down this rebellion, money Avas necessary. To raise

Execution of Charles I.

inoneA% Parliament must assemble. Another Parliament

was therefoi'e called, Init shortly dissolved. Another call

was soon issued and the celehrated "
Long l\-'.rli.-inient

"

(so called from the length of its session) began its work.
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Instead of turniiiu- its nttoiition to a s(>ttloimMit of the

Scottish difficulty, this Parlinmcut began, at once, to adopt

measures for resisting the tyranny of tlie king. Almost

the tirst act was the arrest, trial, (v)nviction, and execution

of his chief adviser, Stalt'ord, whom Charles ignominiously

•deserted to his fate.^

Thouiih the king made manv i)romises to Parliament,

he did not hesitate to break them whenever he saw tit.

Still Parliament removed one barrier after another that

stood in its way. At length, the crisis arrived. Parliament

submitted to the king nineteen pro])ositions which tended

t( ) gr(\atly increase its power. These were ( )f (•< >urse rejected ;

anel Parliament forthwith appointed a •' Committee (»f Pub-

lic Satety," raised an army, and civil war began.
•" Charles

unfurled the royal standard at Xottinghani.'" His fol-

loW(>rs were called "cavaliers," and the rebellious subjects
•' roundheads."

The parliamentary army was victorious at Marston

Moor and at Xaseby, Oliver Cromwell having greatly

distiniiuished himself. Finally, Charles surrendered to

the Scotch, who sold him to Parliament, by which latter

authority he was kept in confinement until a dis[)ute

between the Puritan and independent factions was settled

by placing the latter into i)ower. The Inde[)endents con-

trolled the army, with Oliver Cromwell as general. They
carried matters with a high hand : oljtained possession of

the king; utterly defeated the Scots at Preston I'ans ; and,

finally, tried, condemned, and executed the king himself— 

an act that has since betMi condemned by all mankind

(1649).^

' For tbis trial, see Macaulay : "History of Knglaiid," Vol. 1. (>. 'ts.

2 Vide Labberton : "CJeueral History," j) 1;>1. This verdict is just,

though this conflict and its results eventuated in great good for the

cause of constitutional liberty.
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For the sixteen years following:', Kiiglaiul was ruled

\)\ Oliver Croiiiwell, wlio exercised all llie })owers of a

king, even to tlie appointment of his son as liis successor^

though he would accept no other title than tliat of Lord

]*rotector. This period in Englisli history is, therefore^

called the Protectorate. The House of Peers was abolished

and the CVmimons constituted the only po])ular assembly.

Charles I.

Cromweirs government was vigorous both at home and

abroad, and is an honorable epoch in English history. But

Richard Cromwell was a failure as a ruler; and, after a

few month's trial, withdrew from public life. Charles II.,

the profligate son of Charles I., though he had previousl}'

made several futile attempts to seize the throne, was

called from his wanderings to l)ecome King of England,

though made entirely dependent upon Parliament for his

revenue.
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In the reign of Charles II., there occurred in London,

the "great phxgue
" and the "great tire."^ The supersti-

tious regarded these as visitations of Divine wrath because

of the shameful profligacy of the king.^ Aided by the

Cabal,-'
" a most tyrannical and unscrupulous agent of

royal prerogative," the king was able to extort money from

Parliament for purposes of defense, only to waste it in

riotous living, while he was usually a joensioner of the

French kinu". England sank to so low an ebb that the

w^ar vessels of Holland, with whom a war arose, even

entered the Thames and threatened the British capital.

Still it is claimed that this was a season fruitful in reforms

and that the very profligacy and wantonness of the king-

left Parliament free to legislate for the people/

Upon the death of Charles, Protestant England was

thrown into a state of fear and anxietv bv the accession of

Catholic James II. His declaration of toleration (a just

measure), followed by the arrest and trial of seven bishops

for not reading it from their pulpits, was a further cause

for alarm. Then began that train of events which led to

William of Orange, husband of James' daughter, Mary,

being called to the English throne. James took refuge in

France, and England thus became involved in the long-

existinir strucii'lc between Holland and France. Still the

reign of William has been called, all things considered,
" the most successful and the most splendid recorded in

the historv of any country.""

1 For a description of these calamities, consult Knight: "Pictorial

Enghmd," Vol Til. pp. ()95-(j99. Macaulay: "History of England,"
Vol. T. p. 181. Hume: "History of England," Vol. VI. p. 50

2 Vide Buckle: "Civilization in England," Vol. T. pp 27!)-S0.

'' 8o called from the initial letters of the names of his cabmet, viz.:

Clifford, Ashley, Buckingham, Arlington, and Louderdale.
i Vide Buckie, Op. cit. p. 276 et seq.

•' Buckle, p. 290.
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Such is an outline of oAonts in England durinir the

seventeenth century. During this period in France, we

learn of the rule in succession of tliree statesmen who
must be ranked among the few great men of all times.

These were Richelieu, Mazarin, and Louis X1A\ The

first two were cardinals and were in succession raised to

the office of prime minister of France, during the reign

of Louis XIII. and the minority of Louis XIV. Mazarin

was a pupil of Richelieu, and Louis XIY. a pupil of

Mazarin. As long as thev followed the teachings of their

great master, Richelieu, France tirmly held a ruling

place among the powers of Europe ; but when at last

Louis ventured to strike out a new course of action for

himself, his power began to decline.

As Richelieu cuts so important a tigure in French

history, we must glance at the succession of events lead-

ing to his rise in power. Louis XIII. had ascended

the throne upon the death, by assassination, of his father,

Henry W . Louis was nine years old at this time, so his

mother, Mary de ]Medici, was made regent. Under Henry

IV., the great linancier, ISully, had restored the credit of

France aiul had paid a great share of the debts of the

crown. Rut the regent mother could not lirmlv control

the nobility who forced 8ully to retire. Affairs became so

turbulent that the rei>-ent asseml)led the lireat council of

the people, the nobility, and the clergy, known as the

States-Cieneral. Its deliberations was a scene of stormy

disputes, and it was finally dissolved. This was its last

meeting- until the troul)lous times of the Revolution, n(>ai-]v

two hundred vears later.

At this council, a[)peared a young ])riest, who soon

arose to the rank of cardinal, and two years more saw him

prime minister of France. This was Richelieu. He at
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once gained complete control over the young king, even to

the banishment of tlie rewnt mother and another son

from court. He put down the nobk's and made the king's

power absohite throughout his kingdom, before interfering

with general European affairs. Tlie greatest internal

troubles were the rebellions of the Huguenots, though

they were at last forced to yield to the laws of the lands,^

Cardinal Mazarin.

not simply because they were Huguenots, but because they
were rebels. This is evident from the fact that thev were

still guaranteed the protection of the existing edicts of

toleration.^ Both the king and his distinguished minister

died within the same five months. Louis XIY., at the

age of five years, succeeded to the throne (1643). Another

cardinal and a pupil of Richelieu, Mazarin, became prime

minister, and the queen mother, Anne of Austria, regent.

But Mazarin had not his master's abilitv, and his season

1 Russel: "History of Modern Europe," Vol. III. jj.
144 et seq.

2 Buckle: Vol. I. p. 416.
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of power was a tiirV)uleiit one. llo soonis to have been hated

by a large share ef tlie })()})uhiti(>ii. During the civil war

known as the Fronde, the court was driven, not only IVonti

Paris, but Mazarin was forced to lea\e the kingdom. But

he was recalled again when the war had been brought to

a close.

When Mazarin died, Louis took the reins of govern-

ment into his own hands, and ruled for tittv vears with

such success that the "
Age of Louis Fourteenth

"
is some-

times called the most brilliant era in the history of France.^

His ambition, however, led him into many wars, which

will be mentioned hereafter. He erred in departing from

the policy of the great statesman, Richelieu, for he re-

voked the " Edict of Nantes," and forbade the Hui:uenots

to leave the kingdom. Thus was begun a cruel, religious

2:)ersecution which, in spite of the care of the king to pre-

vent it, drove a hundred thousand families into foreign

countries, where they were gladly welcomed on account of

their wealth and industrious habits. It was indeed a

great loss to France for which no mere brilliancy of reign

could atone. The century closes on that country with

Louis XIV. still in the vigor of his reiiin.

Holland and the Spanish Netherlands were a bone of

much contention among the powers of Europe during this

century. The latter, though often the battle ground for

the armies of France and Spain, remained at the close of

the century, as at the beginning, in the possession of Spain.

On the other hand, the Dutch had jealously guarded their

freedom so dearlv boui:ht by William the Silent. The

' Gregory: p. o7. Biitofthis same reicii Buckle more justly remarks

(Vol. 1. p. 4!)I et scq.), that it "mu^^t be utterly condemned if it be tried

even by the lowest standard of morals, of honor, or of interest." Prob-

ably the greatest blot on it is the cruel religious persecution that he
sanctioned.
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princes of Orange were usually the leading figures in

Dutch liistor}^, though in the third quarter of the century
the republican element under John De Witt dominated.

The Dutch became uiasters of the sea, formed the great

Dutch East India Company, and vied with England in

commerce and colonization. This was the period of their

settling our own country in the vicinity of Xew York and

the Hudson River. At the close of the century, through
two successive marriages,^ William and his wife, Mary,
succeeded to the English throne, thus uniting the fortunes

of England and Holland against Louis XIY. of France.^

J^forthern and Eastern Europe began to take a more

active part in international affairs during the seventeenth

century than previously. The young Gustavus Adolphus
ascended the throne of Sweden and, early in the century

(1611), became the leader of the Protestant League. He
raised his country to a height of power that she had never

before enjoyed, and one winter held his court at Mayence,

uj^on the banks of the Rhine. He added greatly to

Swedish territorv, but was killed in battle at the moment

of his greatest Adctory, and while still in the prime of life.

He had, however, already rescued Protestantism from an

early death, and thus rendered an immortal service to civil

and religious liberty. At the close of the century (1697),

Sweden again flashes out before the world like a meteor,

wdicn Charles XII. arms himself against his allied

enemies.

He was only fifteen vears of age when Russia, Poland,

and Denmark thought it an opportune time to snatch from

him some of his cherished possessions. Their dream of

1 Williiim IT. of Oi'ange and IVIary, sister of Charles II.; and their

son, William III., of Orange, and Mary, daughter of James II.

- For the history of the struggle of Holland against the usurpation
of France, see Russell : "Modern Europe," Vol. II. p. 461 et sea.
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easy coiiqiu'st ^vas rudely broken. They found that they
had clialleno'cd one of the 2:reatest generals of the age. He-

did not wait their convenience, but was first in the field.

He compelled the Danes to sue for peace, and defeated

forty thousand Russians at Xarva with a force of but nine

thousand Swedish soldiers. He placed a king of his owa

Charles XII .

choice upon the throne of Poland
;
and then he entered

Russia to dethrone Peter the Great. But here his star

suddenly waned, ho suffered such a terrible defeat before

Pultowa that he was never again able to rally an army
of conquest. This brings us down to the opening of the

eia'hteenth century.
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The seventeenth eeiitui-v (•h)j?e(l on Russhi rising in

culture and taking her i)h\ce anieng the powers of Europe
under its great sovereign, Peter tlie Great, who introduced

many reforms and many new branches of industry. He
built for himself a capital, our present St. Petersburg.

Henceforth, international aftairs of Europe cannot be

settled without consulting the interests of this new power.

Near the close of this century, the Turks invaded Hungary
and for the last time laid siege to Vienna (1683). When
almost upon tlie point of victory, John Sobieski appeared
with a Polish army and drove them farther back from the

borders of Germanv than where thev hail stationed them-

selves for vears.^

From her position as the foremost power of Europe^

Spain witnessed a gradual decline all through the seven-

teenth century. Philip III. was the tirst ruling sovereign.

He it was who drove the remnant of the Moriscoes, or de-

scendants of the Moors, from Spain. They were given

thirty days to leave the kingdom on pain of death for non-

compliance. Vessels were ordered to transport them to

the shores of Africa, where they bore with them five-si:jfths

of Spanish wealth, for they were the merchants of the

kingdom, peaceful and industrious.^ Such a course as this

inflicted a greater blow on Spanish prosperity than could

have been wrought by an armed invasion of some hostile

power (1609). Philip IV. was sixteen years old when he

became king of Spain. He busied liimself and drained his

treasury with useless wars against France. Spain speedily

became so weakened that Portuoal was enabled to again

assert her freedom, the jiowers of Europe acknowledging

i To give c-ompleteness to our present review, weliave here briefly re-

touched some topics already treated iu Vol. III. ch. v.
2 Patton : "Modern History," p. 216.
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her independence (KUO). Charles 11. succeeded to the

Spanish tlirone at the age of four years with his mother

as regent. This whole reign was a season of disputes

about the regency. The queen-regent's favorites^ became

unpopular. Don John of Austria, natural son of Philip

TY ., was called into power as prime minister. IJut, upon
his death, the queen returned to power. Then, too, it be-

came probable that Charles would die childless, and as he

was the last of the S^^tanish Hapsburgs, the subject of

Spanish succession became of international importance.

Before this question was settled it involved Europe in the

convulsions of war.

Even before the death of the king, there were three

claimants to the Spanish throne—The Dauphin (crown

prince of France) ; Joseph, the Electoral Prince of Bavaria
;

and the Emperor Leopold. The Prince of Bavaria, though
named by Charles as his successor, died before the king.

Then Charles named Philip of Anjou, second son of the

Dauphin, as his heir. He was indeed the nearest male

heir, for his grandmother was the oldest daughter of

Philip III. and his mother, the oldest daughter of

Phili]^ IV., but both of these princesses, upon marrying
into the roval familv of France, had solemnlv renounced

all claims to the throne of Spain. Emperor Leopold was

son of a younger daughter of Philip IV., who had not re-

nounced her claim to the throne of her father. He was,

besides, a Hapsburg. In the first year of the eighteenth

century, the Spanish king died. Louis XIV. had his

grandson croAvned at once as Philip V., while Emperor

Leopold declared his second son king, under the title of

Charles III. Thus opens the "War of Spanish Succession."^

1 The Jesuits, Mitard and Valenziiela. 2 Ou this question see

Labberton: "Historical Atlas and General History," pp. 135-6.
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A^^e have thus far been learning the names and

.stations of the chief characters who were upon the stage

of European history in the seventeenth century. I.ct us

now turn to review those grent international struggles that

shook the civilized world. Combining the two, we will

then have a fair idea of the political development in

Europe. Heretofore the wars of Europe, excei)t the

Crusades, wa^re petty struggles for supremacy among the

princes of some one kingdom, or at most between two

nations. JNTow we are to view Europe in a state of tur-

moil, where a number or, perhaps, all the great powers

were constantly involved. The idea of a balance of i)ower

was liainino- ground. It had tirst been advanced bv Henry

of K'avarre, but he died before he could execute his i>lans.

It simply means that the territory of Europe had become

so adjusted among the rising modern nations that every

established power was interested in the succession of the

princes and the plans of conquest that transpired in nil the

other countries.

In 1(318, w^ar linally broke out in Europe. It lasted

for thirty years and is known as the "
Thirty Years' A\'ar."

The real cause of this w^ar was of a religious nature. The

Protestants of the Empire were fearful of intolerance on

the part of a promised succession of emperors. There

bad already been found two strong parties in the empire

the Protestant Union, headed by Frederick V., Elector

Palatine and son-indaw of James I. of England ;
and the

Catholic League, headed by Maximillian, Duke of

Bavaria.

Emperor ^latthias w^as childless, and w^as likely to be

succeeded by his cousin Ferdinand, a strong Catholic.

Indeed the Emperor hadalready secured f(n* Ferdinand the

crowns of Bohemia and of Hungary. The Bohemians
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liow('\('i; (k'jKtscd liiiii and callrd FivcU'rick A', to tlicir

tliroiio. In tliomo.-m time, Ferdinand liad la'coim* ciuiRTur
as Ferdinand II., and called npon ^Maxiniillian and the

Catholic Leagne to (rlianipionliis eause in Hoheniia. Then
followed f(mrv(\ir.s ofwarknown as the IJoheniian-ralatine

period. Frederick, looking in vain for aid from England,
was defeated in nearly e\'erv battle, and tinallywas driven

from his hereditary })ossessions in the Talatine. The most

distinguished general ofthis [>eriod was Tilly who led the

troops of ]\Iaximillian.'

Xew leaders of the Profestant cause arose in M'hat was

called the circle of Lower .Saxonv. These states chose as

their leader Christian IV. of Denmark, who forthwith

warned the Emperor against rpiartering troo}»s upon the

jn-inces ofthis circle. Ferdinand continued the practice

as well as took occasion to increase his forces. Thus be-

gan the Danish period of the Thirty Years'War (1625)

Count Ernest of ^Nlanstield entered into the war, but in try-

ini;- tocarrv it int(» Austrian territorv was utterlv defeated

and died. The Danish king marched to meet the imperial

armv undei' Tillv but was defeated.

The greatest military commander, unless we except

Gustavus Adolphus, ofthis age now offered his services to

the Emperor. This was AVallenstein. duke of P^riedland,

who raised a large army at his own expense and made war

against the Frotestant princes. Everything fell before

him. Denmark was overrun and the king driven out

upon his islands. All of Northern Germany submitted

and jieace was established (1()29.) Xow the Emperor de-

termined to kill'Protestantisni, and to reduce the German

imnces to the condition of the nobility in other monarchies.

1 For this period see Kohlrauseh : "History of Gerniauy," New York

1876, p. 318. ft Kcq
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Bohemia felt the extreme force of his anger where many
were executed, and Catholic worship was restored. So

zealous was Wallenstein in carrying out the edict of resti-

tution, restoring all lands that had been seized from the

church by laymen during this Danish period, that even

the Catholic princes clamored for his dismissal. He was

at last retired from command of the army.

Gustavus Adolphus.

It is said that on the same dav that Wallenstein was

dismissed by the Emperor, Gustavus Adolphus crossed from

Sweden into Northern Germany to champion the Protest-

ant cause (1630.) Heretofore, success had been with

Ferdinand and his Catholic armies. The great statesman

Richelieu, had at last become alarmed at the power of the

Hapsburgs, and had promised material aid to the young

king of Sweden. Gustavus met Tilly at Leipsic where the
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im2:>crial army was utterly defeated. The next winter

Gustavus held his court at Mayence on the Rhine, "the

head of Protestant Germany."' Success followed the yountr

king everywhere and now the Protestant princes flocked

to his camp. The next Fall in an c^ngag-ement Avith Gus-

tavus, Tilly, the imperial comnumder, was defeated, and in

a subsequent battle he not only suffered a defeat, but re-

ceived his death wound.

Wallenstein w^as now recalled to aid the P^mperor, He
came on the conditions, that he be made supreme com-

mander, that he be allowed to raise his own trooj)S, and that

he be not subject to a second dismissal at the will of his

enemies at the imperial court. The Emperor was willing

to concede everything for the assistance of his greatest

general. Again enormous numbers of soldiers flocked

toward Wallenstein's camp, attracted by the scent of rich

jolunder. For it was of necessity granted that Wallen-

stein's army should support itself from forage gathered in

the countries through which it passed.

Gustavus seized and fortilied iVuremburii-, and Wal-

lenstein pitched his camp near by. But no battle was

fought there. Then the Swedish king led his forces into

Bavaria while Wallenstein entered Saxony. Gustavus

turned about and followed the imperial army into Saxony.
The armies met on the jilain between Lutzen and Leipsic,

and the greatest battle of the w^ar was fought. Although
Gustavus lost his life, the Swedish army was victorious

and the greatest imperial general of the age was defeated.

The great Protestant leader was gone, however, and Ger-

many was at the mercy of Wallenstein. Jealousy on the

part of imperial princes, and fear lest he were planning to

build for himself a kingdom in the heart of Germany, led

1 Labberton "General History," p. Vl\i.
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nu-aiii to his dismissal from tlio chief eomm.-n id. niid at Last

to his assassination (1634).

N'ow Franco coidd oppress her own Huguenot subjects,

but at the same time support the Protestant princes of Ger-

many and thus reduce the power of the Ilapsburgs/ 8till

Richelieu did not engage actively in the war. He sought

ratlier to keep the flames of wnr burning in order that

they might destroy the Austrian royal house. Twelve

years before the end of the war, this great statesman

boijran to negotiate^ a treatv that Avould benefit France.

About this time, Ferdinand III. became emperor, and a

speedy settlement of affairs \vas looked for. But the

Swedish general, Torstenson, kept up the struggle with a

considerable degree of success, although it is claimed that

now such geiKn-als as Torstenson, Banner, and Wrangel,

Protestants; and Piccolomini and Merci, imperialists, were

fighting for glory rather than for any particular cause.^

The death of Richelieu and Louis XIII. postponed the

proposed treaty until the Hapsburgs had tested the

stren2:th of their successors.

The Spaniards, hereditary enemies of the French,

joined the ini})erial cause." This led to renewed activity.

The French general, Coiide, won the great battles of Frei-

burg and Xordlingen, while the great Swedish generals,

overran the whole of Xorthern Germany, and made even

Vienna tremble. The Fmperor was at last willing to come

to some terms. Envovs from the various states assend^led

1 Tliough this is the usuaUy accepted idea, Buelvle shows very plainly
that liichelieu, though a cardinal, did not advocate intolerance, hut that

the French Protestants were allowed perfect freedom of worship, de-

nied ("atholics in their midst, and that Richelieu's policy Mas to suppress
rehellion but to conlirm all articles of religious freedom allowed by ex-

isting edicts. Vide Vol. T. p. 412 et aeq.
2 T^ahherton, Op. cit. ]).

180.

3 Kohlrausch: "History of CJermany," p. o4U ct .scq.
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at Osimburg, and, after \\\v vcars of
wi-aiii;liiig, Geriaaiiy

and the enipiro M'cro forced to submit to the dictation of

foreigners anxious for spoil. Sweden, and particularly

France, which had stood aloof but had iiguretl every way
to keep the cauldron of war boiling on German soil, now

put in claims for heavy damages.
As a contemporary Ciferman writer said al>ont these

delegates at Osnaburg,
"
They already, in the very heart

of Germany, discuss and disi)ute together over Germany,
as to what they shall take from, and what they shall con-

descend to leave us, what feathers they shall pluck from

the Roman eagle, and therewith decorate the Gallic cock."^

At last the peace of A^^estphalia was signed, closing the

war (1648). It established the individual independence
of German 2>rinces, so long as they formed no alliance

detrimental to the interests of the empire ;
it provided for

the j^ayment of indemnities to Sweden and several other

states
;

it legalized the independence of the Swiss states
;

it restored the heir of Frederick \ . (who had died) to the

greater part of his possessions in the Palatine, and made
him the eighth elector;" it gave Sweden a part of l\)me-

rania, Wismar, and the Bishopricks of Werde]i and Bre-

men, and three votes in the German Diet.^

But France did not forget her own interests. She

"received the bishopricks of Metz, Toul, and Yerden, as

much of Alsace as had belonged to Austria, the Sundgan,
and the important fortresses of Brisach and Philipsburg.*'

And Germanv Mas forced to destrov a nundjer of fortiii-

cations along the Upper Rhine, thus leaving the way ch'ar

for further concpiests in the empire.^ Thus (Mided the wai-

which had devastated (Jennanv, season aftej- season, for

' 11. id. p. :U-). 2 Vide Vol. ITI. \k 376.

^ Labbertou, Oj). cit. p. IMl. *
Kohlrau.scli, Op. cit

, ji. .iJo.
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tliii'tvloiiir vo.•u•r^, ;iiul iiiiiiuallv cowt \\vv luillioiis of (loUai's.

All that was gained by tlio war as a heritage to iiiaiikiiul

was a spirit of greater toleration. A\'e can but regret,

however, tlie state of bigotry and i)ersecution that neees-

sitated this pearl of priceless ^aliie being bought at such

.a cost of life and bloodshed.

Cromwell.

;S[)ain had not been a party to the treaty of West-

phalia, and so hostilities did not cease between that

country and Louis. On the other hand she had assisted

the Frondeurs in their rebellion against their king and

especially against his minister Mazarin. This was suffi-

cient provocation for war. In fact hostilities had never

Teallv ceased. Tlie French general, Conde, for siding with
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tlic r('l)cls. Iind boon torcod to find n hoiuc in Spain. Smart-

ing under a .sense of injustice, lie afterward led a Spain.sli

army into France/ Cromwell was now at the head of

aifairs in England, and formed an alliance with France.

The English fleet swe])t the seas of Hpanish vessels, and

e\en blockaded some Spanish ports." This war was

closed by the peace of Pyrenees, whereby Louis obtained

the Spanish princess, Maria Theresa, in marriage and

large additions of territory. Conde was pardoned and re-

stored to his possessions.

Seventeen years later, this marriage led to another

war with Spain, for Louis supported his wife's claim to

the Spanish Xetherlands and to Burgundy, although one

of the terms of the marriage was that she give iTp all

claims as heir to S[)anish possessions. The spirit of ambi-

tion thus displayed by Louis aroused the nations of Euro})e
and led to the formation of the Tripple Alliance, or the union

of England, Holland, and Sweden against France, which

finally resulted in the treaty of Aixda-Chapelle (1(368).

Louis had to content himself with French Flanders;'' but

he was onlv abiding his own time for revenge. Mazarin

died, and Louis gTasped the reins of government, deter-

mined to rule alone. lie called to his assistance the great

financier. Colbert, who managed to supply the king with

means for accomplishing his vast schemes.

The storm first broke over Holland. Louis was en-

raged at the Dutch for the seeming obstruction U\ his

plans, and so he began to scheme for the conquest of Hol-

land. Fii-st he ])urchased the neutrality of Sweden and

of Charles II. of Eniiland. Then he sent his armies under

1 Patton: "Modoni History," p. .S47.

- llusseU: "Modem Europe," Vol. II. \^.
;;!»s ,t s<

ij.

3 Vide Tjal)i)erton : "General History," p. -47.
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Condo aii<l Tuiviiue into IIoIIiukI, where William of

Oraniio was rapidlv risiim' throuali tlio coiiiidfMico of the

people to the ]Ki.sition of leader. By cutting dykes and.

Louis XIY.

flooding- largo portions of his eountr}', the latter checked

the advance of the French (1G72). The Dutch fleet was
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now »)\('i-iii;itclio(l l>v tlio com billed French and Enulish

navies. \'an Uheiit and De lluyterwere the connnanders

of the one, tlic Duke of York and Karl of Sandwich of

the other.'

llolkind wa.s making e\ ery eii(U'a\(>r to obtain help

in this unequal struggle. Sweden was in the pay of Louis,

but the Prince of Orange enlisted the sym})atlii('s of

Sparn and Austria, or rather they saw that their own

peace and safety were connected Avith those of Holland.

England Avithdrew^ from the coalition with France. The

strui2:iile ra^ed Avitli A'arvin<2- success. Frederick William,

the Great Elector of Brandenburii- joined the allies and

defeated the Swedes
;
but Duquesne, the French admiral,

defeated the S^^anish and Dutch in three naval battles in

the Mediterranean, in one of which battles De Ruyter was

killed. Turenne, one of Louis' best generals, Mas also

killed shortly before this time. Finally Louis signed the

treaty of Ximeguen (1678). France gained possession of

Franche Conite(the Burgundies) "and many large fortresses

and towns in Flanders,"' and the Great Elector, Frederick

William, restored his Swedish conquests in Pomerania.

The sleepless ambition of Louis soon brought on another

war. Anxious to have a share in the business of all other

European pow(M-s, he put forward the claim of his sister-in-

law, Charlotte Elizabeth, to a portion of the Palatinate.

In the meauAvhile, the League of Augsburg had been

formed among the states of tlie Empire, Spain, and Hol-

land as a protection against the power of Louis." Because

this league protested against this claim of I>ouis and

urged the fidfillment of the treaties of A\'(>st})halia, the

^ Itussel: "Modern l-'iirnjic," A'i>l. II. pji. 4(i4-o.

-
( Jn'.i;()ry, )>. 1")7.

^ On this see Kiissi'll : '•Modern I'.iiroix'," \'ol. 11.
ji.

."):.'4.
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Tyrcnecs, and jN'iinogueii, Luuirf onlerecl his armios to dcv-

ii.stato the Pahitinate. Wllliaiii of Orange had now be-

come king of Enghind, so that the natural English senti-

William, Prince of Orange.

mentof enniitv ai2:ainst France was nourished .-nul iiiliamed

l)y tlieir king. Tln^n, too, Louis liad enlisted himself in the
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cause of the deposed Enulisli king-, Janus II., and lioped

to i-estorc liiin (KjSG).

]>ut Louis had passed tlie suinniit of his power. .VII

Europe Avas uniting against him. The forces of Holland.

Spain, the Empire, Sweden, Denmark, and Savoy, known
as the (if rand Alliance, were united against I'rance. Louis

was not at all dismayed, l)ut marshal hnl his armies and

sent them into the field. Fate was for a time kind to him.

His generals, Luxembourg and Catinat, were victorious in

a number of battles: but France felt unable to continue

the unequal contest. Louis ceased hostilities and retired

into his own kingdom. This was but a prepai-atory step

to the peace of Ryswick which closed the war (1G97).

Louis restored all of his conquests and acknowledged the

Prince of Oram>'e as William III. Kinii' of Eniiland.

The motives that Louis had in dropping this contest

were probably two-fold. First, France had become com-

pletely exhausted by her continued wars
; and, second,

Louis was planning to place his son, the Dauphin, or at

least his grandson, Philip of Anjou, u})on the S[)anish

throne. Just as the seventeenth centurv was closino;,

('harles II. of Spain breathed his last, willing his throne

to Philip of Anjou, who was crowned Phili}) V. The
house of llapsburg was changed for the house of Bourbon.^

We have once more arrived at the A\'ar of the Spanish

Succession, and have now considered under two aspects

the political events of the seventeenth century. AW' will

commence the eiiihteenth centurv with this war. Leopold

Considered his son, Charles, entitled to the Spanish crown.

While lliilii) was acknowledued as king at ]\L-idi-i(l and

in Castile, Leo[>okrs son was declared Charles III. and

his standard was I'aised in Catalonia, .Vragon, and the

1 Al)()Vi' )). 100.
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Balearic Islands. Louis reigned for fifteen years in the

eighteenth century, thirteen of which were occupied with

this "War of the Spanish Succession." William III.

died in the second year of the century and Louis supported

the son of James II., or the Pretender, in his claims to

the Eno^lish throne. Thus Louis soon found himself in-

Prince Eugene.

volved in another war with the allied powers of Europe,

under the lead of three great men—Marlborough, the

English general ; Eugene, the prince of Savoy and Im-

perial general ;
and Heinsius, grand pensionary of Hol-

land.^ This was the war of the Spanish Succession. In

addition, Louis had internal troubles, for the Calvinists of

i VideLabbertou, Op. cit. p. 136.
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Ceveii Ill's were in open and arined rcbellidii. ^larll){)r(»ii<ili;'

and Euiiene are spoken of as sin)rt'nie in their own coun-^

tries. •"Ill the sunnner they fouaht, and in the winter

thev u'overned and neii'otiated."' 8ueh were the leaders

with whom Louis had to contend. W'liile one Freneh

armv was trying- to subdue the Calvinists, another, under

Talhird, met ^Marlborough and Eugene at Blenheim, where

one of the most terrible battles of history was fought. The

sLiuahter w^as so i>Teat that only a fraction of the French

army reached the Rhine.
t.'

France was now^ almost exhausted, and Louis was

willing to })urchase peace at almost any price. But the

terms offered by the allies, one clause of which was that

Louis should send an army into Spain to dethrone his

own grandson, were, of course, rejected. HowcAcr, after

the fall of Marlborough in England, after the death of

Emperor Joseph, and the Hapsburg claimant to the Spanish

crow^i became Emperor, the alliance dissolved and the-

various powers formed separate treaties with France,

which are comprehended in the Treaty of Ftrecht (1713).'

Philip A', remained king of Spain : Emperor Charles Y.

received Mantua, Naples, Milan, and the Spanish Xetlier-

lands ; Italy and Flanders became alienated ; Victor

Amadous of Savoy received Sicily ; and England was

secured in the j^ossession of the fortress of Gibraltar, com-

manding the entrance to the Mediterranean.

Thus was ushered in the eighteenth century. While

Louis XIV. was almost dictating to the great powers of

Western Euro})e, the world was astonished by the sudden

appearance on the stage of action of two soldier-rulers in

Northern and Eastern Europe. A\'e have already men-

tioned their names—Charles XII. of Sweden, and Peter

I Ibid. ^)id. 137.
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tho Ciivat (if Iviissin. The lirst decade of the century

witnessed the brilliant ])art of the former's career. We-

have already seen him dictatins,- to the Danes, the Saxons,

and the Poles. A\'e have seen him defeating the armies

of Peter the Great at Xarva, but have also seen his army
almost annihilated bv the Russian Tzar at Pultowa,

Hoi)ing foi- a turn of the tide, Charles spent live years in

^'ain endea\'or to arouse the Turks against Russia, and

then returned to his kingdom to organize new armies and

plan new \'ictories in the Baltic regions. Prussia, Russia,

and England had, in his al)sence, taken possession of some

Swedish territory along the Baltic, and Charles, though

overmatched, was about to trv to reco^'er his territory

when he was killed—shot, it is thought, by one O'f his own

attendants. This Northern war was ended by the peace

of Xystadt, which gave Russia her Baltic provinces.^

Peter was vested with the title of Emperor of all the

Russias, and styled "the Father of his country," ]*eter

the Great (1721).

The Swedish crown now jiassed to a succession of

weaker monarchs, the king loosing much of his hereditary

power, until the last third of the century, Avhen Clustavus

II. occupied the throne. He restored the power of the

king, and waged a successful w;ir against Russia, the old

enemy of Sweden. After Peter the Great, none of the

sovereio-ns of Russia were remarkable for strength or

energy until Catherine II., dethroning her husband, Peter

III., usurped the powers of the throne. "She reigned

with great sagacity and brilliancy,""^ and we might add very

despotically as well. Another Turkish war occurred during

her reign.-' Holland, Belgium, and Denmark played unim-

1 Labberton : "(ieueral History," i)p. 141-2.

2 Gregory: "Handbook of History," p. VIA.

3 For which see Russell: "Modem Europe," pp. 521-2.
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portaiit parts in the affairs of this (•oiitury. Italy was

mostly divided among the other powers of Europe. Spain
had come to occuj)y a secondary place in the affairs of the

-continent, although her power was l)y no means to be

ignored. Philip \. ruled nearly half a centui-y. By seiz-

Catharine II.

ing Sardinia and Sicily, he brought the great Quadruple
Alliance (England, France, Holland, and the Empire)

against him, forcing him to give up these two islands, and

to dismiss his prime minister, the ambitious and offensive

Alberoni (1718). The last years of his reign were occu-

pied by a war with England, arising on account of his

punishment of English smugglers captured on his coasts.
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Philip left one son, Don C-irlos, king of Naples;

5inotlu>r, Philip, Duke of Parma
;
and his ^Spanish cntwn

to another, Ferdinand A' I. Thirteen years afterward, Don

Carlos became King of Spain as Charles III. These

three Bourbon kings instituted i-eforms that were gradu-

ally I'aising their country in prosperity and power, and

would have linally resulted in elevating Spain tt^ its former

place among European nations, had their successtu's pur-

sued the same wise' policy/ In the reign of the last of the

three, was formed the Bourl)on Family Com[)act by which

the kings of France and Spain bound themselves to pro-

tect each other ft-om all enemies. The enemies of one

Avere the enemies of the other and the possessions of the

different branches of the house of Bourbon became as one

nation—the subjects of any part were admitted to natural-

ization in all other B()url)on dominions. It was under

Charles III. that Spain allied herself with France to

assist the American colonies in gaining their independence.

An attempt was made during this war to drive the Eng-
lish from Gibraltar, but the fort was besieged in ^'..'lin.

•Charles W . wore the crown when the century closed.

Let us now glance at England. We have already
noticed the connection of this country with the Avars of

Louis XIV. William III. was succeeded by Anne,
another daughter of James II., and wife of the Danish

prince, to the exclusion of the Pretender (son of James

II., acknowledged by Louis as James III.)? ^^iicl the

war dragged along. Her reign^ was rendered remarkable

by the number of brilliant authors who wrote at this time.

Such were Addison, Steele, Swift, Pope, Thompson, Young,
and A\^atts. Though Anne was the mother of seventeen

1 Vide Buckle : "History of Civilization," Vol. IT. p. Wirt srq.
2 Buckle culls her a "foolish and ignorant woman.'

8
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cliiUlivn, iiono of tlioiii lived to succeed lier. C'oiit>eqiicntl}%

on li(>r dentil, George of llMiiorer, a descendant of Eliza-

beth, daughter of James I., was crowned king. In his

i:>erson, England had a king who could not speak the lan-

guage of the people over whom he A\'as called to rule

(1714).

Anne.

Wo are to notice another effort of the Pretender to

secure the crown. He landed at Peterhead, but soon re-

turned to France. During the reign of Geora-e I., Ene:-

land became a pnrty to the Quadruple Alliance against

Si:)ain, mentioned above. The South Sea^ Scheme, a wild

speculating plan for creating an extensive trade with Span-
ish South Americn. and by its profits paying the public debt,

1 Consult Knight,: "Pictorial England," Vol. TX. pp. 372-3.
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was one oi the unfortuniite events of this reign. Bat at

last Sir Robert Walpole became first lord of tlie treasury,

and premier of the English cabinet. His long term of

twenty-one years was a season of jirosperity to England.

His was a jieace policy. Being a whig, his measures met

with bitter ojiposition from the tories.

Here then we are introduced to the two political par-

ties in England who were striving for supremacy. The

tories were the conservative party believing in the old in-

stitutions—the ancient constitution, the divine rio'ht of

kings, etc. The whigs were the progressive party. The

latter came into power in the time of William III. (Prince

of Orange), and maintained itself at the head of affairs

for half of a cen-tury. Bolingbroke, one of Queen
Anne's favorites, who had exiled himself upon the acces-

sion of George I., was soon j^ardoned and became one of

the most bitter leaders of the tories against the govern-

ment of Walpole. Still the latter continued to rule the

kingdom until long after the accession of George II.

(1727).

George II. became inv^olved in a war with Spain, to

which we have already referred, although Walpole was

always for peace. In the war of the Austrian Succession,

that distracted the powers of Europe during the middle of

the century, England sided with the Austrian Queen,
Maria Theresa, this too, even while the war with Spain
continued. King George accompanied the troops. At the

battle of Fontenoy, in Belgium, the English army suifered

a great defeat. Once more England suffered from the

ambitious dreams of a descendant of James II. His

grandson, Charles Edward, supported by the French,
landed in Scotland, captured Edinburgh, was victorious at

Preston Pans, and then advanced on England, but was
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utterly roulcd at C'ullocloii, barely tvscapiiig to the Con-

tinent. The Treaty of Aix-la-Cliapelle restored peace to

Europe (1748).^

Scarcely eight years passed before England became

involved in another continental war known as the Seven

Years' War.*^ France, of course, sided with the enemies

Walpole.

of England. This war extended to the colonies that these

two nations had planted, side by side, in both America

and the East Indies, known in American history as the

French and Indian War. In fact, the American colonies

had been fighting for two years when war was declared

(1756). William Pitt, the Great Commoner, was at this

juncture called upon to form a ministry. The success of

1 This treaty must not be confounded with the earlier Peace of Aix-

Ja-Chapelle. See above. ^ Described below.
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Eiigbuul during- this part of tliu century is greatly due to

his skillful nuinaii;emeiit.

In India, the famous Surajah Dowlah was induced by
the French to march U2)on Calcutta, and the story of the

prisoners in the deadly Black Hole is connected with his

name (IToT). But Lord Clive^ at last conquered this

native chieftain, drove the French from CJalciitta, and

"laid the foundations of the great empire of the English

George III.

in the East Indies."^ The English were successful upon

the sea also, under Admirals Boscawen and Hawke. J>ut,

in the midst of this war, George II. died, and George HI.

"the best of the Hanoverian kings,'' succeeded to the

throne (I7o0 ).' Tlie war in America also finally turned in

1 Vide Maeaulay : '-Essays," Lord Clive. Gregory, p. 94.

3 The following is Buckle's estimate of George II 1. : "Every liberal

sentiment, everytiiing approaching to reform, nay, even the mere men-
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favor of the English. Ilav.-ma was taken and the Frciifh

possessions conquered. At the Peace of Paris between

England, France, and Spain, England obtain(Hl tlie French

possessions east of the Mississippi, and from Spain,
Florida (1763).

William Pitt had retired from the premiershi]), to l)e

succeeded by the Earl of Bute, and then by George Gren-

ville, who was the author of the "Stamp Act," which was

William Pitt.

the iirst act that led the American colonists to resist the

English government. The second term of William Pitt,

now Earl of Chatham, was short. He came into power
too late to prevent the American war. But it was in the

premiership of Lord Xorth that the war of the American

Bevolution occurred. A^'e will treat of that in a future

tion of inquiry, was an ahoniination in the eyes of that narrow and

ignorant prince. Without kno.vledge, without taste, without even a

glimpse of one of the st-ienees, or a feeling for oneof tlje tine arts, educa-

tion bad done notliing to cliange a mind which nature had more than

u.sually contracted."
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<-lia[)tor. During the. ten years of this struggle for inde-

pendeuee, however, Eugl.-uul beeaiue iuvoh'ed in wai- with

France and Spain. Tlie exereise of her assumed right to

search vessels belonging to neutral countries for articles

contraband of war, led to the formation of the great

''Armed Neutrality" for the protection of neutral vessels.

By the terms of this league, Russia, Prussia, Sweden,

Denmark united tor the protection of their merchants.

The Peace of Versailles closed this war and established

the independence of the United States.

At the close of this war, William Pitt,
'' the younger,"

became prime nunister of England at the early age of

twenty-four. In India, Tippoo Sahib, Sultan of Mysore,

rose in arms against the English, but Warren Hastings

concluded a satisfactory treaty of peace with the Sultan.

Upon the return of Hastings to England, however, he

was impeached for maladministration. After a trial

of seven years, in which Burke, Fox, and Sheridan

4istinguished themselves by their eloquence, lie was

^acquitted.* At the close of the century, England, as well

as the rest of P^urope, was disturbed by the great French

Revolution, and clubs of sympathizers were formed

throughout the country. Fox and Sheridan favored

France, while Burke bitterly denounced the violence of the

republicans.

From the tirst, the English government had sided

Against Republican France, by forming a league with

Prussia.^ Three years later, a general coalition was formed

by the monarchs of Europe against the spread of rejiublican

ideas and particularly against the new Fren(th govern-

1 Vide Macaulay's essay: "Warren Hastings."
2 Vide the Freueh History of M. 'JMiiers: "Histoire y\v la Revolution

Franeaise," Vol. i. p. 2\'l rt ncq.
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nuMit. iMmlaiid nvus the
]»riiiic' auciit in tiiis iiKixoiiiciit.''

Jjord Nelson, one of tlie greatest admirals that the world

lias e\'er known, connnanih^l the Knglish fleet during this

troublous time, lie succeeded in di-i\ ing Napoleon's fleet

from the ^lediterranean, aud, at the Ijeginuing of the new

cejitury, the Danish fleet was defeated hx him in the har-

bor of their own capital, Copenhagen.- Lord Xelson was

killed at the battle of Trafaliiar iust as he was o-aininji;

another great victory over the French (^^>()•")).

Toward the middle of the eighteenth centurv, the

German states became involved in a wai- over the succes-

sion to the Austrian possessions of the Km|)eror. This

war has been <*alled the '"War of the Austrian Succession."

Charles W. of Austria, knowinu* that the male line of the

Hapsburg })rinces would become extinct u[)on his death.,

laid his plans to place the succession u[)on his daughter,

Maria Theresa. In order to avoid trouble. Charles had

issued his celebrated "
Pragmatic Sanction." appointing

his daughter heir t(» his thrones. The closinii' vears of his

life were occupied in securing the consent of other Kuro-

])ean powers to this arrangement, and the Emperor died

believing that there would be no opposition to his disposal

of the Hapsburg crowns.

l>ut, as we have noticed before, there was i-ising in

Northern Cermanv a comi)arati\('lv new state, whose
a, Li

king was destined to vie with the Ilapsburgsin jxiwcr and,,

finally, to secure the Ini})erial crown. This was Prussia,,

w'hose king, Frederick Will iim I., had organized a j)ower-

fnl and well-disciplined army. He died the same year as

Charles YI. (1740). H(> left his crown, army, and a full

treasury to his son, Fi-edei'ick 1 1., bettei- known to history

' op. cit. 'I'oiiu' III. ])]). '11 *'•>-' .

> Viilt' Soutlu-y : "liitV-of Lord Nelson," Tiomloii, ISfiT.
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as Frp(U'i-ick tlic Great-. rrederk-k, not regarding him-

self as a party to the Pragmatic Sanction, at once demanded

Sih'sia as a possession of the Prussian crown. On Maria

Theresa's refusal to give up that state, Frederick poured

his armies into Silesia and took it bv force.
^

This act of Frederick let loose the "dogs of war," all

the nu)re as the powers of Euroi)e, except Russia, seemed

to tliink the time had come to dismember the Austrian

empire. The elector of Bavaria, a descendant through the

female line from Emperor Ferdinand I., modestly claimed

the Austrian possessions as his own ; France claimed Bel-

gium ;
and Spain, Milan. Finding herself thus surrounded

by greedy enemies, M^aria Theresa threw herself upon the

loyalty of her Hungarian subjects, who rallied at once to

her aid. Although she found that a secret alliance had been

concluded by France, Spain, Bavaria, Saxony, and Prussia,

her armies were soon in the Held, and fought with consider-

able success, l^russia tinallv withdrew from the alliance, and

England came to the assistance of the Empress-Queen.
Her armies met w4tli one success after another. But Fred-

erick again joined the alliance, and the French gained a

rictorv at Fontenov.- Bv this time the elector of Bavaria

had died, and his jiossessions had passed to his son, who

consented to the election of Francis Joseph, husband of

Maria Theresa, to the Imperial throne; so that, after

eight years of war, the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle was

signed. ^laria Theresa was confirmed in her Austrian

possessions: her husban Francis Joseph, was made

emperor: Frederick II. held Silesia; and nearly all other

conquests were restored. Thus was ended theW arof the

Austrian Succession.

I Ou this, vide iSIacaulay's Essays, and Kohlniuscli : ''History of

Gierinany," pp. ;J7(i-7. ^ Above p. l-'l.
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Eight years <it" coinparative peace followed, but there

seeiTi.s to have been a restless spirit abroad in Eiirops.

]\laria Theresa with regret saw Frederick occupying the

rich tield of Silesia. George II. of England feared lest

his Hanoverian possessions would be snatched from him.

So France, Prussia, and Sweden quietly i)lotted together,

while Austria, England, and Saxony were as busily form-

ing counter-plots. Each faction was endeavoring to gain as

many allies from the other powers as possible.' In

the shifting around that followed, England was induced to

break with Austria and unite wdth Prussia. France and

Austria, who had been enemies for three hundred years,

w^ere constrained now to unite their forces. Sweden was

controlled by France, so that Frederick at last realized

that a powerful coalition of Austria, Russia, France,

Sweden, and Saxony was forming to humble him. There-

upon he demanded of Maria Theresa a plain statement of

her intentions. Her answer being evasive, Frederick

poured nearly seventy thousand admirably disciplined

soldiers into Saxony, demanding passage-way into Bohemia,

and the great
" Seven Years' War" was begun. This

proved to be one of the most unfortunate wars of modern

times, and it presaged the future greatness of Prussia.

Great battles were fought in rapid succession. Fred-

erick astonished the world. His armies gained victories

at Prague, Rosbach, Leuthen, Breslau, Crevelt, Schweid-

nitz, Zorndorf, ]Minden, and Torgau. Rut he met with

many severe defeats, and his resources became so exhausted

that, had not Russia, under Peter III., indirectly aided

him by deserting the allies, Prussia would almost certainly

have been overthrown. Frederick was able to form a not

dishonorable treaty, for the Peace of HuT)ertsburir closed

1 Vide Kohlrausch, Op. cit. j). .*iS2.
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the war Ly replacing everything as it was at the close of

the previous war, and thus Silesia remained attached to

Prussia. German}', however, had been completely dev-

astated, and nearly nine hundred thousand lives had been

^pent to settle the aflfairs of Europe (1763).

The last third of this century witnessed the disgrace-

ful partitions of Poland among her more powerful neigh-

bors. Surrounded by Russia, Austria, and Prussia, her

rich fields were envied bv the monarchs of tliese countries.

Her crown was elective and the cause of much (piarreling.

Finally Russia, Austria, and Prussia, agreed to share

among themselves the better part of her territory. By the

first partition Russia obtained twenty-five hundred square

miles; Austria, thirteen hundred; and Prussia, seven hun-

dred. Twenty years later, Prussia received more than a

thousand, and Russia more than four thousand square
miles of Polish territory. Before the close of the century,

the remainder of Polish territory was une(|ually divided

among these three greedy neighbors. By these j^artitions

c^ Poland, Russia increased her territorv bv one hundred

and eighty one thousand square miles
; Austria, by forty-

five thousand
;
and Prussia, by fifty-seven thousand.

Joseph II. succeeded his father, Francis I., as emperor
of Germany, and finally succeeded his mother, Maria

Theresa, in her Austrian possessions. Joseph II. was un-

fortunate in many respects. He endeavored to raise the

condition of his subjects, but failed in many of his most
cherished plans. He joined Catharine II. of Russia in a

war against the Turks, but the powers of Europe were

alarmed at the possible growth of the members of this

new alliance. Therefore the Christian nations, England,
Holland, and Prussia, formed a coalition to assist the

Turks. But upon the death of Joseph and the accession
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of Ills brolliiM'. L(M)])()Ul 11., Austria
;i(l(»]»t('(l

a
]»(\-\C'(^

•policy and ;i groat \var was averted. Austria bt'caino in-

volved in the wars of theFreiieli lievolution (for tlie iin-

Early Turkish Warfare.

fortunate French queen, Marie Antoinette, wa.s a sister of

Leoj»old) and at times was left almost alone to face the

armies of ]Srai)()l('on. Tn the heiiinnim;- <if the next ceii-
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tury, Leopold became, first Emperor of Austria, giving up

Ills title as Euiperor of (xermany. The German Empire,

as successor to the old Roman Empire, cea.sed to exist,

and the German states were severed for threc-fourth.s of a,

century, when they were re-united under the lend of

Prussia.

The greatest event of European history during the

eiditeenth century was the French Revolution, of which

we will now attempt a connected, account. We have

alreadv traced the historv of that nation down to the close

of Louis XIV. 's long and active reign (171o). His great-

grandson, Louis XT., a hoy five years old, was his suc-

<'essor, with the profligate Duke of Orleans as regent. The

government of France adopted a peace policy toward Eng-

land.^ Though a Bourbon occupied the Spanish throne,

Ave have seen how the powers of Europe became alarmed

at the ambitious plans of Alberoni, Philip Y.'s minister,

and how France became united Avith her hereditary

enemies, by joining with England, Holland, and the Em-

i:>ire
to form the great Quadruple Alliance against Spain.

This alliance soon brought the Spanish monarch to his

senses. Ho dismissed his minister and accepted the

terms of peace that the alliance ofl'ered him.-

The spirit of speculation AA^as rife in Western Europe
about this time. Great schemes Avere daily formed for the

rapid accumulation of Avealth. We have already seen

liovv financial ruin was brought upon many wealthy people

in England by investing their money in the South Sea

Bubble. \\\ France, this was preceded by a scheme

equally as ruinous. It was about five years after the

-accession of Louis XT. that the Scotchman, John LaAv,

1 See Russell: " Modem Europe," Vol. III. p. 99.

2 Above.
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aiiiioiuiccd his givnt Mississippi 8cli('iii('. It w.-is proposed
to form ;» eonij)aiiY for working tlie iiiiiios of fMl)u]ous

wealth that wore supposed to exist ahjiig the Ijanks of the

great Ainoricau river. Shares were soUl at enormous

prices, but proved to be worthless 2>iipcr. The money was

squandered, and the speculators l)(\o-gared, while T^aw wa&

forced to flv for his life.^

John Law.

Philip. Duke of Orleans and regent of France, died,,

after having ruled for eight years. He left a reputation
as " one of the most elegant, accomplished, and dissipated
men of his time." After his death, France was ruled by
Cardinal Fleury, whose policy was peace. Such too was

that of Walpole across the Channel, so that Europe was

1 Vide Russell, Op. cit. pp. 142-3.
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blest with comparntiv-e rest for nearly twenty years.'

Then the French king tried to force his father-in-law,

Stanislaus, upon the people of Poland, as king. This

family scheme was objected to by both Russia and Austria.

The brief war that followed closed by making Stanislaus

Duke of Lorraine, with the proviso that, upon his death,

the duchy should become a French possession, which

accordingly it did some thirty years later.

Louis XY.,by this same treaty, became a party to the

Prao-mati(! Sanction. But no sooner had Charles VI. died,

than the French, claiming Belgium, supported the elector

of Bavaria, in his struggle for the Lnperial crown. We
have already given the results of this struggle in which

all Europe became involved. During the last years of his

reiixn, Louis was S'overned bv a succession of abandoned

mistresses, most noted of whom were Madame de Chateau-

roux, Madame de Pompadour, and Countess du Barry.

But in those days, kings looked upon such a dissolute sort

of life as did George IL of England,
" that gallantry was

becoming a prince.'""^

In her struggle with England, about the middle of the

centur}^, for American possessions, France lost Canada and

most of Louisiana. Louis XY. was the originator of that

family compact between the Bourbon rulers that united

other powers against that taniily.'^ But just as the last

quarter of the eighteenth century began, Louis died, and

the crown passed to his grandson, Louis XVI. lie is

mentioned as an "amiable, Init awkward young man of

twenty." Though free from many of the vices of his pre-

decessors, he was lacking in those ([ualities necessary for

one who would wear the crown durino- yueh troublous

1 Ibid. 148. 2 Knight: "Pictorial Englaiul." Vol. II T. p. 397.

3 Above.
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times as wcj-o now ii])ou Franco. For, on the wliolc, tlie

young king liad come into possession of no enviable iicri-

tage; the treasury "was exhausted, and tlie countrv was on

the verge of civil war.

The king seems to have Leen bent on uivinir Ids sul)-

Jects as good m government as ])ossible, so he made the

aged Maurepas prime minister. First Turgot and, after-

ward, Xecker were called to the chair of minister of tinance.

But the nobility had set their influence against all the re-

forms proposed, and these able linanciers were forced to give

place to others more popular. Since the later years of

Louis XIV., the spirit of oppression had been gaining*

strength in France until no\v " a supa-eme and irresponsible

control was exercised over the whole countrv b\' the cleriry,

the nobles, and the crown.'' ''

Evervthing was for the

governors, and nothing for the governed." Had Louis

wished—and he seems to have endeavored to do it—to

give his peo[)lG more liberties, the influen(;e (»f the clergy

and profligate nobility in governmental circles would have

forbidden it. As it was, "there was neither free jiress,

nor free parliament, nor free debates.''^ Such were the

times in Avhich Louis XA^I. was called to the throne of

France. One gleam of light shines out in the darkness

of these times, though here we have to thank the feeling

of enmitv toward England, Avhich led France to aid the

American colonies in their stru^'gle with England. But

this point will be considered later.

In spite of the persecution against freedom of thought

instituted by Louis XIV.,^ there had ever been a few fear-

1 Buckle, Vol. I. pp. 539-543.

2 Vide Buckle, Op. cit. p. 494 ct seq. for a scathinij; thouL^li just re-

view of the "Age of Louis XIV. and the resulting intiuence that led down
to the French Revolution.'
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less writers, who, tliuugli knowing full well the dangers of

their course, were bold enough to proclaim advanced ideas.

'J*lirough a long line of unfortunate authors, whose martyr-

dom had given strengtli to the cause of freedom, there had

arisen a class of writers who w^ere fearless and tireless in

their criticisms of both Church and State. Such were

Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau, They pictured to

the people their deplorable condition. The unequal divi-

sion of the land, the arbitrary nature of the government,

and the injustice of taxing only the industrious classes, as

Avell as the burdensome tax on certain necessary articles,

such as salt, etc., were all held up as grievances to the

people who were ever Avilling listeners.^ Xothing but a

violent revolution that would stir up the whole social

fabric of the kingdom could change the nature of things

in France. Even at the cost of the torrents of blood that

were shed, we can but see the justness of the cause that

led the oppressed and dow^n-trodden people of all occupa-

tions to rise against an idle, profligate nobility, who lived

in ease and luxury, who reaped the profits of the labors of

the industrious, and who, by their corrupt lives, disgraced

the laws of civilization.

When, however. Parliament refused to sanction the

measures proposed by Louis' new minister, Colonne, it was

banished to Troyes, though speedily recalled to Paris.

Xecker was at last re-appointed minister of finance, and

he united with Parliament in demanding that the States-

Grcneral, that had not met for nearly two hundred years,

should be assembled. This demand was finally cranted.

The delegation consisted of twelve hundred members,

representing the people, the nobility, and the clergy, though
the representatives of the first were just equal in num-

t

1 Pattou: "Modem History," p. 898.

9
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Lcr lo tli(»sc of tlic other two. The King and tlu'
n(»l)ilit)r

wciv desirous of foi-niing two assemblies, and so demanded

that the 2)o})ular representatives vote by theniseh es. TlTis

th(\v refused to do. Finally the popular delegation organ-

ized themselves into a
" Xational Constituent Assembly,"

and eompclled such representatives of the nobility and

(lera'v as were desirous of le2;islatin£^' at all. to unite with

them in deliberating upon public affairs.' Rut a nund)er

Storming of the Bastiie-

of the nobility, alarmed by popular risings in their

provinces, hurridly emigrated to foreign lands. An indi-

cation of the intensity of popular feeling at this time was

the storming of the Bastiie or state prison, because of

rumors that the King was assembling at Versailles an

army to march
\\])0y\.

Paris. The prison was left a mass-

of ruins, and the commandant was killed.

1 Vide Thiers: "Histoire de la Revolution Francaise,'' Vol. T. p. 39.
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Tlii.s Xatioiial Constituent Assembly linally prepared a

new constitution, which it })resented to the king. Louis

accepted it and confirmed it with his oath, though it strip-

ped him of Ids most cherished prerogatives, depriving him

of the support of the nobility and of such executive power
as miirht control the excesses of the Assembly.^ After

establishing this constitution, the Assembly dissolved, de-

claring themselves ineligible to membership of the Legis-

lative Assembly for which the new constitution provided.

Thus, by their own act, did they deprive their country of

the help and counsel of her ablest men just when she was

most in need of such help.

At last, the royal family, terrified at the course affairs

were taking, attempted to escape into German territory,

where the King knew that the Emperor and other rulers

awaited him with troops and assistance to enforce his

authority at Paris. But through the suspicion of an official

at Varennes and the mild disposition of Louis, they were

stoj)23ed and returned to Paris, prisoners. It must be ob-

served that, during all this trouble, the most radical Revo-

lutionists could not honestly charge their king with a desire

to avenge insults or assert his rights by the shedding of

blood ;
but he calmly and manfidly attempted to maintain

his authority without violence. He was from this time,

however, a virtual prisoner in his own palace.

The new national Legislative Assembly of 1791 con-

vened October first. It was by no means a body of the

ablest men of the nation, because they had baiTed themselves

out. The nation was at the mercy of some seven hundred

inexperienced men, who were divided into the most hostile

factions, willing to enact the most extreme measures sub-

mitted bv their leaders. The Assembly soon became
1
Thiers, Op. eit.
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divided into four bodies—the FeuilL-iiit.s, tli(^ Center, tlie

Girondists, and the Cordeliers or the ^Mountain. Mlic last

two parties were tlie ruling spirits of the Assendjly. The

Girondists were moderate republicans, while the Mountain

were the fierce democrats. The former gained a majority,

forced the Kins; to form a Girondist cabinet, and thev ruled

France.

Execution of Louis XYI.

Thev then forced Louis to declare war against Em-

peror Francis II. v/ho, as the queen's brother, was naturally

endeavoring to unite the sovereigns of Europe in some

jdan to aid the French monarch. In addition, the sover-

eigns of Austria and Prussia were harboring manv of the

French nobility who had fled from their homes, and whom
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the more radical members of the Assembly wished to have

declared traitors. This action of the Em'opean sovereigns

alarmed the Revolutionists to such a degree that a Parisian

mob stormed the royal palace. The King was forced to

throw himself upon the Assembly for protection ;
and the

members of the royal family were thrown into the Temple
as prisoners. One month later, the mob butchered the

inmates of the various prisons. As the first month of the

new year was drawing to a close, the King himself, calm

and manly to the last, was guillotined. Before the year

closed, Queen Marie Antoinette was beheaded, as was also

the King's sister, Elizabeth.

In the meantime, the National Legislative Assembly
had given place to a National Convention,^ of which the

Girondists and the Mountain were the leading factors. The

former were losing their power, while the latter were in-

creasing in strength. The power of the latter lay not in

their numbers, but in the fact that they were "
supported

by the Jacobin Club,- the Commune,^ and consequently the

Parisian mob, which was then the chief power in the

state."^ In September previous to the death of the king,

this convention had abolished royalty and declared France

to be a republic ; and, in the following March, a "Committee

of Public Safety
" was appointed under the presidency of

Marat. Scarcely two months passed when he fell by the

^ On this point, vide Labberton : "General History," p. 146.

- This was one of the most celebrated organizations of the Hevolu-

.tionary period. It was organized soon after the assembling of the States-

General, and advocated the extremest revolutionary measures in govern-
ment. Its name came from the place of assembly, a convent of the

Dominican Friars of St. James.
" Commune is the French word for municipality. Every town and

village in France has its Commune, in which is vested the corj)orate

proi)erty.
^ Ibid.
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hjiiicl of the assassin, Charlotte Corday, who sult'oreil deatli

iis a })ciialty for the deedJ

Next the Girondists fell before the increasing ])o\vor

of the Monntain, and more than a score of them were sent

to the block. The "Reign of Terror'' began ( 1 79;i).

8til], at this time, there were three parties: one led by

Herbert, clamorons for terror and blood : another by Des-

monlins and Danton, and the third under llobes])ierre.

The last named character was at the head of the Jacobin

Club. He represented Paris in the National Con\"(>ntion,

and soon became the leading tignre in Fi'ance. It is hard

to conceive of his strange position. He is said to liave

remonstrated against the frightful massacres that were

occurring. Still he claimed that '"there are i)eriods in

revolutions when to live is a crime." With this as a motto

Jie directed the hand of Charlotte Corday against his rival,

Marat; advocated the deaths of the Girondists: and over-

threw^ the Ilerbertists and Dantonists, sending their leaders

to the guillotine.

Robespierre now, ruled without a rival. Military tri-

bunals were erected, and France swam in the blood of her

citizens. No distinctions were made. All offences were

punished alike with death, and the command of Robes-

pierre Avas often the only form of trial allowed the victims.

Titles of rank and fortune had from the beainnini!: been

forbiddc^n. Citoyen and ciloyeime took \\w\y place. The

King was tried as Louis ('aj^et, and the assumpti(»n of any
distinctive rank was ecjuivalent to a death warraid. Rut

these bloody measures at last rec()iled on their chief sup-

porter. Robespierre fell l)y means of the same methods

he advocated. His enemies becoming ])owerful, led him

without trial to the same scaffold from which the blood of

1 Vide Thiers: "Histoire de la Revolution Franoaise," Vol. TV. p 251.
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thousands of lii.s victims liad tor iiKJiitlis almost incessantly

j)ourc(l ( 17^)4).

The fall of Robespierre led to a new order of things.

A new constitution was adopted. Tlie go\'ernment now

became vested in a Directory of five men, assisted by two

<.-hambers or legislative assemblies
;
the lower chamber was

styled the Council of Five Hundred
;

the upper, the

' '
'

'•'.•AV.vv?Jw;AVa^^^^

Rcbespier-re.

Council of tlie Ancients, consistino- of two liundred and

fifty members. For nearly five years France enjoyed a

better form of <i-overnment than at anv time since the fall

of the monarchy. But the whole nation was in a deplor-

able state of ruin. Throughout the country agriculture,

art, and mamifactures were neglected. The State had

ab.<?oIutely no resources, and the roads, canals, etc., were

fast falling to ruiii. Yet, <luring all this tinu>, the unpaid,
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unfed, and nnclotlicd armies of the Repnblic were lidding"

their enemies at bay ; for, all the crowned heads of Europe
had early become alarmed at the spread of re})ul)lican

ideas. There was, from the day of the death of Louis

XYI., organized opposition, throughout Europe, to the

new government. Among the tirst commanders of the

French army, was Marquis de Lafayette, but, as he sym-

pathized with the king and the nobility, he was soon

obliged to seek safety by flight into Belgium.^ Carnot

managed the military affairs for the Republic for a long
time. He adopted the plan of promoting to higher rank

such soldiers as from time to time distinguished themselves

in actual service. And thus we always find the ablest men
in command of the armies. Such were Hoche, Pichegru,
and Kleber, who Avere everywhere successful over the

allied powers.

While this revolutionary spirit centered around Taris^

we must bear in mind that all the cities of France were

imbued with the same spirit ; and the communes of Lyons^

Rheinis, Orleans, and Versailles acted in unison with the

commune of the capital, butchering such of the nobles a.s

had not previously sought protection in flight to foreign

states. The military tribunal at Nantes put fifteen thou-

sand people to death, while at Paris, the number of execu-

tions averaged three hundred and tifty per month." Li the

mean time, the English and Spaniards had occupied

Toulon, and the French government determined to compel
them to withdraw. Duii'ommier conducted the seiae, and

Xapoleon Bonaparte was in command of the artillery.

>

I^afayette was a pure patriot. But any appearance of an inclination

to show Justice was regarded as a sign of enmity to ]»opular interests.

Vide: "Student's Modern Europe," pp. 520-7; also Buckle, Vol. I. p. 3^^7^

M'here Burke's opinion of Lafayette is criticised.

2 Patton: "Mo(4ern History," p. 405.
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Here it was that this joung ('orsicaii came first into such,

promiiieiice as to be marked for promotion. Just as the

]S'ational Convention was transferring its i)ower to the

Directory, there occurred great popuhir uprisings in Paris,

and Bona]^arte, who was present as a subordinate officer

of tlie republican troops, gained an easy but a bloody vic-

tory over the popular mob.

The Directory pre})ared for a vigorous prosecution of

the war with the allied European powers. A triple cam-

paign against Austria was decided upon. This was the

war that witnessed the meteor-like rise of Napoleon. The

oeneral outlines of his life are so well known that we need

only refer to them in general terms. From this time, for

twenty years the history of France and that of Europe
centers around this militai-y oenius, whom it took the

allied forces of all the powers of Europe to check in his

career of success. At the head of his army. Napoleon

entered Italy ; and Savoy, Milan, Lombardy, Parma,

Naples, [Mantua, and Romo were either conquered or

obliged to sue for peace. Finally the Peace of Gampo-

Formio closed the campaign by giving Belgium to the

French, and Venice to Austria (1797).

Napoleon's next great campaign was directed against

Egypt, planning to make this his center of operations, and

seize from England lun* Indian possessions. But the anni-

hilation of liis fleet by Nelson in the harbor of Alexandria

compelled him to change his i)lan and attempt the conquest

of Syria. Thence he returned to Paris where the Direc-

tory was unable to govern in harmony. A revolution

occurred at this time, and the Directory was supplanted

by the Consulate (1799). Three consuls were chosen with

Napoleon Bonaparte as First Consul for ten ^^ears. He
soon submitted a new constitution to the vote of the
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pe<)|)l(\ It WMs adopted and made FiMiicc in n^ality a

militarv nioiiarcliv. Xaixtlcoii was then the ruler of

FraiK-e. About two years later, he was iiiaiU' eoiisul for life,

witli th(^ ricflit of naminii; his sueeessor. And two vears

more saw liini hereditary Eiiii»eror of Fi-ance ( 1)S()4).

Jkit when Napoleon was made l^'ii'st Consul, he found

France surrounded bv bitter enennes. A second coalition
ft.

had been formed amonii' the })owers of Kuroi)e to o[)pose

French encroachment. The last year of the eiuhteenth

•century saw Xa])oleon's armies a^'ain crossinu' the Al{)s,

and at the same time iinading (xermany. Xajtoleon's

star was now in the ascendant
; apj)arently nothinu' could

stand before him. The yictories of Marenu-o and llohen-

linden' led to another treaty of ])eace and gaye Xapoleon
a chance to prepare for a proposed inyasion of England.

An army of one hundred thousand men was organized

undoubtedly with this end in \'iew. Knuland made i>reat

preparations for defence, and was seemingly as anxiou.s for

the Avar as France. Hut the other ])owers of Furo])e were

as much alarmed as was Filmland, and a third coalition

bctAveen England, Austria, Russia, and Sweden was formed.

Na])oleon \vas, of course, obliged to change his plans and

guard his inland Ixmndaries tVom the attacks of the allied

j\Tmies.

Three years of war occurred, in which Napoleon's

4\rmies won great yictories onci" Austria, Russia, and

Prussia, at Austerlitz, .lena, Auerstadt, and l-'i-icdland
;

compelling Austria to the humiliating ])eace of Presburg

(1<S().")). Russia to that of Tilsit (1807), and wresting a

large tract of territoi-y from Ri-ussia. Still it was not all

victory for the aTcat Napoleon, for Xc^lson auain crushed

the French navy at 'I'rafalgai': and at the battle of Fylau

1 Here the French were eoinmiiiideil by Moreau.
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Czar Alexander, of Russia, also claimed the victory.

England, too, energetically persevered in her liostilities

against the Emperor.

Napoleon, however, was master of Western Europe.

He made Holland a kingdom, with his hrother, Louis, as

king; his brother, J(M'(Mne, was made king of Westphalia;

liis brother, Joseph, was given the crown of Xaplcs ;
while

Lord NelBcn.

Napoleon himself became king of Italy, Then he united

with Spain in a ])rqject to divide Portugal detween them,

the soverei2:n of the latter countrv fleeing to ]>razil. Soon

after this there arose a dispute over the succession t<^ the

Spanish crown, and the French Emperor conceived the idea

of drivintr the Bourbons from that throne. The kintrdom

of Naples was taken from his brother, Joseph, and given

to his brother-indaw, ^lurat. Then a French army entered

Madrid, and proclaimed Joseph Bonaparte king of Spain.
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But this act aroused tlic (loi-in.-uit patriotis^m oftlio .Spanish.

'I'licv arose aii'ainst the foreiiiii kiuu'. Eiiiilaiul sent an

army to assist them, one of tlie commaiuh'rs heiiiii' Sir

Artliur AWllesley, afterward Lord A\'elliiiatoii, mIiu soon

succeeded to the chief command in Spain.

Wellington.

As long as Xnpoleon himself could be present to direct

the alfairs in Spain, the French cause was successful. Rut

when ho was called away to conduct a campaign against

Austria, evcMi the victori(>s of liis generals were weakenings

to his cause. Although some fourteen German states had

formed the confederation of the Rhine, with Napoleon as-
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protector, England, Prussia, Austria, and Russia, resumed

liostilities against Napoleon almost as soon as his armies

retired from their various territories. Called from his

Spanish conquest into Austria, he conducted the battle of

Wagram that forced Emperor Francis I. to sue for

peace. This same year Napoleon divorced his wife, Em-

press Josephine, and the next year Maria Louisa, daughter

of Francis I., Emperor of Austria, became his wife

(1809).

For three years after the battle of Wagram, Napoleon
was busy trying to solidify his empire. In fact, he gave
the French people a much better government than they
had previously enjoyed. "Western Euro2:>e received in

the Code Napoleon, a law, which to an extent hitherto un-

known in Europe, brought social justice into the atfairs of

life. The privileges of the noble, the feudal burdens of

the peasant, the monopolies of the guild passed away."^

And above all, the law was a protection to the ordinary

•citizen, although there was little of what we call liberty

known to the French people under Napoleon.
Alexander I. of Russia, was the first monarch who

dared to defy Napoleon by violating his Berlin Decree,

which blockaded the ports of Europe. In 1810, he opened
the ports of Russia to all ships bearing neutral flags, and

even placed a duty upon some French imports. Napoleon
could not brook this seeming challenge, and began at once

to prepare for war. Two years later, at the head of six

hundred thousand men he began his march for Russia.

He met the Czar on the field of Borodino, and was success-

ful. Then Alexander, by a well j^lanned retreat, led the

Emperor into the heart of Russia. At last the spires of

Moscow met their sight, and amid cheers the French

1 Labberton : "General History," p. 148.
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marched u[)on the citv. 'riiov found it ontiroly desortod,.

Jill tlio inhabitniitjs liaviiig followed tlio lUi.-^.siaii army.
Two day.s later, flames burst forth in several places

ill the citv, and it was soon a uiass of smolderiiio- I'uins.

It was winter and the French army was forced to retreat.

'I'hcji it was that the Czar and his army appeared. They
followed the French closelv. Thev were accustome<l to

this severe weather which killed the French bv thousands.

Naj)oleon reached France almost alone. 80 complete was

the Emperor's control over his subjects that another army
was soon raised for him. But his disastrous Russian cam-

paign proclaimed to Europe that this great
"
military

phenomenon
" was not invincible. All Europe now

united against him. The tinal struiiule occurred the

next year. The Emperor met the army of the allies at

Leipsic, and was defeated. He retreated into France. As
the year 1813 closed, the allied army crossed the Rhine.

Two months later, Paris surrendered and Napoleon him-

self became a prisoner of war. He was banislied to the

isle of Elba in the Mediterranean, there to dwell with the

empty title of emperor. The Bourbons were restored, a

brother of Louis XVI. becoming Louis XYIIL, king of

France (1814).

It lacked only a few days of one year from the sur-

render of Paris, before all Europe was alarmed by the re-

port that Xapoloon had escaped from his island prison.

Landing at Cannes with fifteen hundred men, he marched

toward Paris where his name was enough to draw all his

old soldiers to his side. His entrv into Paris was in the

nature of a triumph, Louis XYIIL withdrawing to Ghent.

Twenty days from his landing at Cannes, he was again

dwelling in the Tuilleries, and again ruling France. Thus

besran his "
reicrn of one hundred days." More confident
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of success, and more dctcriniiiod than ever to free tlie con-

tinent from such a (h-ini>-erous ruler, the soverei^'us and

princes of Europe united tirnily to drive Napoleon from

liis throne. 13 ut the Emperor's movements were rapid,

lie raised a lariie armv, determined to crush the Eniilish

Abdication of Napoleon.

and Prussians before thev could unite with the Austrians

and Russians. For this purpose he marched into Belgium,
and met the English under Wellington at Waterloo. The
allied army under Blucher, however, arrived on the field
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in time to render most material assistance. The smoke

arising oit* this memorable Held forever obscured the

rapidly setting star of Napoleon, lie Mas defeated and

further struggles were useless. He surrendered to the

British government, and the ship, Bellerophon, carried

liim iirst to London and then t(^ the lonely, ocean isle of

St. Helena, where the allies decreed he should spend the

remainder of his life under the guard of the English. His

captivity was ended by death six years later.

After the Peace of Paris, the great powers of Europe
set about adjusting the aifairs of that continent. jVow the

Pentarchyof great powers—Austria, Erance, Great Britan,

Prussia, and Russia—was recognized as controlling the

aifairs of Europe, but, in special cases, Spain, Portugal,

and Sweden were consulted. At the Cono-ress of Vienna,

these eight powers took measures for the division of the

booty accumulated by Xapoleon. France 'w.is <ut down to

xibout the boundaries of 1790. The masterjneces of art

which Xapoleon had brought from Rome and elsewhere to

decorate his capital were ordered to be torn from their

places and returned to their original owners. Austria I'c-

ceived large Italian possessions. Prussia was given in-

creased German territory. Russia extended her boun-

daries to the north, to the west, and to the south.

Belgium and the Dutch provinces became the kingdom of

the Xetherlands.

In Spain, the Bourbons were restored in the person of

Eerdinand TIL, who j^roved to be an oppressive des})ot.

The i)ower of Spain had steadily been waning, and since

the death of Eerdinand, few nations have witnessed as

great and continuous internal troubles as has that once

powerful state. The rulers have never been noted for

their strength or for their brilliancy. In Italy, the new
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tiiTangcmcnt of the great powers caused iiiucli internal

trouble. The spirit of independence and the demand for

a united Italy had not been entirely stifled, and there were

usually secret organizations for the furtherance of these

ends.

Germany and Austria were in a very unsettled state.

As we have seen, the German Empire had for a time been

Isabella II.

suspended. Emperor Francis II. had resigned his Ger-

man Imperial crown, but had become Emperor Francis I.

of Austria. The German states were clamorous for con-

stitutions vesting some political rights in the people at

large. Though the princes were ever ready to promise,

and even grant, such constitutions, few ever meant to see

them enforced. Austria, under both Francis I. and Fer-

dinand II., was in a state of constant turmoil. The cen-
10
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tral guveriiiiu'iit was opposed bv all the various cleinenti*

of which the jtopiUatiou of the empire was composed.
There were the Manvars of Huimary, and there was a

large Shivic popuhition. The Magyars were divided into

two2>arties
—thcOhl INI agyar party and the Xew Hungarian.

I^arty.^ The former were for depriving all others, except
members of their own race, from all share in the govern-

ment. The latter, led by Kossuth, were in favor of admit-

ting all Hungarians to office. The Slaves were boldly

advocating Panslavism, whereby all the Slaves or" Europe
were to become united as one people under one ruler.

Then, too, German liberalism was sj^reading also intO'

Austria. Prince Metternich "was at this time prime
minister of Austria, though virtually ruler of the Empire,,
and wished to be dictator of all the German states.

Thus matters stood when the revolutionary period

dawned upon Europe. About the year 1848, there began
in Europe a great revolution. This was but the breaking-

out of the sj>irit of opposition on the part of the masses

of the people against the hereditary rulers and privileged

classes, the people demanding a share in the government.
In some cases, the movement was crushed, yet the agitation

there started was not in Aain. The trouble commenced in

France. Louis XYIII. had been succeeded (»n the throne

of France by Charles X. and he by Louis Phillippe, who

sought at one blow to deprive the French peoj^le of many
of their j^olitical rights which were so dearly bought by
the blood of the great Revolution. The people demanded

reform, and this was refused by the king. The re2:)ublican

spirit was aroused, and the king was driven from his
'

throne. France now entered u})on her second })eriod as

a republic. The Commune and the rabble again tried to-

1 Labbertoii: "General History," p. 151.
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gain the power that they hekl during the Reign of Terror,

but the citizens and the national guards held firmly the

ruling power until Louis JN^apoleon, nephew of Xapoleon

I., was elected president by an overwhelming majority
of popular voters (1848).

The president was assisted by a legislative assembly,

consisting of seven hundred members, elected by a vote

of the people. Thus the Revolution in France was com-

pleted. Although not eligible to a second term of office,

Xapoleon, by a bold stroke, caused himself to be elected,

under a new constitution, for a term of ten years. This

was accompanied by the midnight arrest and imprison-

ment of the leading republicans and Orleanists, by dis-

solving the Assembly, by crushing a revolt in Paris,

and by submitting the question to a vote of the people.^

President Napoleon was so popular that many wished to

make him emperor. So the following year the question

of the restoration of the Emjoire was carried by a vote of

the people, and Louis Napoleon was made Emperor
Napoleon III. (1852).

The Revolution in France was a signal for revolutions

throughout Europe in general. The various factions of

Austria also demanded a constitution. The Hungarians
had placed themselves under Kossuth, and had gained

possession of both Pesth and Vienna. Ferdinand fled

to the Tyrol, and sent an Imperial army to subdue the

Hungarians. The Slavic subjects now rose in insurrection.

The Imperial forces, commanded by Windischgratz and

Jellachich, besieged Vienna and reduced it to subjection.

Trouble then arose at court, and the Emperor w^as forced

to abdicate. His nephew, Francis Josej^h, accepted the

crown. But Hungary, refusing to recognize a change of

1 Ou this see Pattou; " Modern History," p. 421.
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monarclis, ruse in rebellion, clio^c Kossuth governor, and

drove the Imperial army out of the kingdom. Thereupon
Russia interfered. The Hungarians still fought with ter-

rible vigor, but the armies of the two emjierors forced

them into submission, and Francis Josej)!! became emperor
amid horrible acts of cruelty toward the rebellious

subjects.

M. Thiers,

The German people also arose against their jorinces

find demanded a German parliament, and the rulers were

forced to yield to their demands for constitutions. But in

many cases the same rulers felt at liberty to violate the con-

stitutions thus granted. A "
preliminary parliament

"
of

the German states was held at Heidelberg for the purpose of

drafting a German constitution. The old German Empire
was revived, governed by an emperor assisted by a j^arlia-

ment. The new Parliament, when it assembled, chose
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Prcdcrick Williciin I^'. of Prussia, Emperor. But lie de-

clined the lioiior offered liiui iu this way, and the Parlia-

ment gradually grew iu disfavor M'itli the peo2)le. The

remnant Avas finally dispersed l)y the Wurtcmberg govern-

ment.

Still the King of Prussia was not averse to wearing

the Imperial crown of Germany. But the Emperor of

Austria was anxious to revive the old Empire with Austria

at its head. So that a couple of years later there were two

congresses in session—one at the Prussian capital, Berlin,

and one at Frankfort, under the lead of Austria—for the

jmrpose of organizing a German, confederation. War be-

tween iVustria and Prussia seemed inevitable, but Czar

Xicholas, the most powerful ruler in Europe at this time,

interfered in favor of Austria. England and France

sided with the smaller German states, and matters were

adjusted as they stood at the close of the first imperial

period in French history.

England had avoided war by making occasional con-

cessions to the demands of her subjects from the time of

Xing John down to that of the four Georixes and William

lY. But the nineteenth century has witnessed greater

strides in reform than ever before. The reigns of the last

two Georges were filled with clamors and public meetings

for granting greater privileges to the commonalty of Eng-
lish people. Sometimes these enormous meetings were

dispersed by military force,
^ but the spirit of liberty in-

creased in strength and determination.^ Such was its

influence that it threw the English people on the side of

Greece, in her fight for independence. The Catholics, too,

1 As at INlAiichester in 1819.

2 Tliis was strongly manifested in the jtarlianientary jiiotion of 1823,

<-oii(lemning slavery and hoping its sjieedy abolition. This was consmu-
mated in 1883. Bee Gregory, pp. lo.')-?.
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were granted political frecduiii, and Daniel (/('onncl Ix'-

camo a incnihor of Parliament.

AVilliani JX. had hardly ascended the throne (1830),

when Lord Russell introduced his great lleforni Bill,

allowing political privileges to what have been termed the

middle classes. It finally passed Parliament.^ Th.us

England was revolutionized without war, sixteen years

before agitation on the continent had reached a climax.

The agitation did not cease here. Althouiih the vounii-

and everywhere popular queen, Victoria, ascended the

throne (1837), the question of greater reforms was kept

before the people. The reformers were called Chartists,

and demanded universal suffrage, vote by ballot, aniuial

parliaments, equal electoral districts, no 2:>roperty qualifi-

cation for Parliament, and jiayment of members. The

second, fourth, and fifth of which demands have since

become laws.

Six years after the accession of Queen Victoria, ilie *

^'

great agitator," O'Connel, began with renewed energy
the agitation of the Irish question, which has not yet been

settled. The question then was for the repeal of the union

of Ireland with Eni»land. Great mass meetinas were

held all over Ireland to discuss this question. Then, too,

the 2^oorer people in the kingdom demanded the repeal of

laws imposing duty upon breadstuffs. Sir Robert Peel

was prime minister, and during his administration the

"Corn Laws
"
were repealed." AVhile the continent Avas

settlins; its affairs, Prince Albert^ was holdini'- the i-reat

exhibition or world's fair in London
;
and such men as

Gladstone and Disraeli were rising to commanding ])laces

1 See jNIackenzie : "The Nineteenth Century," London, It^SO, p. 144.

2 Vide Irving: "Annala of Our 'lime," irCT-Ti, \.. 102.

i Prince Albert, Duke of Sax<'-('ol)ur<j:-(;otha, to ^vhoni the (^ueeu
Avas njarrie<l, Fv\t. 10, ls40.
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camoiig English legislators. The last half of this century
has witnessed many 2)olitical changes, at which we will

now glance. In Italy, the people had forced the rulers to

grant constitutions, and to lead them against the Austrians

in hope of driving the latter out of Northern Italy.

The Pope was driven from Rome, and deposed as a tem-

poral ruler. The and:)ition of K'apoleon led him to inter-

fere in this quarrel. In the final settlement of Italy,

Victor Emmanuel became king of Sardinia, but the Pope
was re-established under French ])rotection. Denmark was

having trouble over the succession of its sovereigns and

the <lisposition of the duchies of Scleswick and Holstein.

The German states then interfered. Czar Xicholas finally

stepped in and adjusted affairs by establishing the law of

male succession, and by naming Prince Christian of Glucks-

burg as heir to the crown.

The Czar of Russia was about the only monarch from

"whom his subjects did not force concessions. Indeed

jVicholas was the autocrat of Europe at this time, but he

•overreached his power when he sent his armies south to

conquer the Balkan Peninsula. Thus he brought on the

Crimean war, which united England, France, and Turkey
against Russia. The Czar's forces were exhausted in less

than two vears, and he was forced to a treatv which ex-

eluded his ships from the Black Sea. Then he planned
to weaken his neighbor, .Vustria, l)y encouraging Sardinia

to renew the war with that power for Italian independence.
France gave more material aid, and the future unity of

Italy was guaranteed by uniting Lombardy and (^entral

iind Southern Italy under Alctor Emmanuel, King of

Sardinia.

Shortly afterward, Xicholas was succeeded by Alexan-

der II., who so occupied himself in the adjustment of his
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internal alfairri^ as t(^ be unable to earrv out the 2>lans for

Denmark that his predecessor had made. Xo sooner had

Prince Christian become Christian IX. then there was

trouble in Germany over the duchies of Ilolstein and

Schleswick. Prussia and Austria, conjointly, wrested

them from the Danish king ;
but then they quarreled over

Nicholas I.

the division of the spoil. William I. had become King of

Prussia, and Ilerr Otto von Bisman-k-Sclioeidiausen had

become his leading minister.

Prince Bismarck at last warned Austria that further

communication in rciiardto theSchleswick-IIolstein matter

1 This great work was tlie aholition of serfdom. See Ranibaud :

•'Popular History of Russia," Vol. III. p. 221 cf seq.
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would be unnecessary.
'

The Austro-rrussian war of*186G

resulted. Bismarck first assured himself of the neutrality of

France, while Austria tried to stir up the German states

against Prussia. The great Prussian victory of Konigsgratz

decided the war. Austria lost her Italian possessions,

and the result w^as all Italy, except Rome, became

united under one kino-/ Austria was also obliu'cd to agree

Bismarck.

to the dissolution of the Germanic Confederation, and

obliged to consent to the " Xorth German Confederation."

Returning to France, we find the popularity of Em-

peror jS'apoleon III. on the wane. Then, too, for various

reasons, trouble with Prussia was brewing, because of the

result of the Austro-Prussian war, which so greatly

enlarged Prussian power, Xapoleon demanded " the ces-

sion of the left bank of the Rhine" to France. This.
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•ilemaiRl was, of (-(jiirso, rejected. Four years later, tlie

•crown of Spain was offered to Prinee Leopold of ]lolien-

zollern, who was a relative of King William. As tliis

would increase the power of the ITohenzollern })rinces,

Xapoleon objected, and, in the interests of peace, the prince

retired. Still Xapoleon was not satisfied and demanded a

2)ledge from the I'russian king that he would not again

allow Leopold to urge the claim. This was refused.

.Vll this Avas child's 2>lay. The fact is, the two

nations had made up their minds to test the question of

strength, and were simply casting about for some excuse

to give the civilized w^orld for beginning w^ar. The French

representative at Berlin, Benedetti, was finally made the

cat's paw to 2)ull the chestnuts out of the fire. An

imaginary insult to France by Bismarck was made the

occasion. To such a poor shift as this were these two civil-

ized nations put for an excuse to offer to the world at large.

Xapoleon believed that a Avar w^ould make him poj)ular.

His ndnisters and generals assured him that everything
was in readiness for wnr, but the opposite proved to be the

•case.

Ucrmany, on the other hand, was thoroughly i>re[)ared.

King William and Prince Bismarck knew well the ];ower

of Prussia, There were a million men at the disposal

of the Prussian authorities Avhen war was declared, for

many of the German states ottered to aid King A\'illiam.

France was not prepared, and had only about one third as

large an army. Marshal ^NFacMahon was the greatest mili-

tary leader that France could boast of, l)ut he was defeated

by the Germans, uuder the Crown Prince of ]*russia, at

Weissenburg and at Worth. Xext another French armv,

under Bazaine, was defeated at Gravelotte. The French

then concentrated their forces in Sedan, where, two months
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and a-lialf after he had dechxred war, Xapoleoii .surrendered

with eiuhtv-four thousand men. The four months sie^'e of

Paris tlien ensued, and peace followed the fall of the

French capital.

As^i result of this Avar, France lost Alsace and Lor-

raine, agreed to pay Germany one billion dollars, and her

government was revolutionized. Napoleon was de2:)0sed, and

France has ever since nominally enjoyed a republican form

Victor Emmanuel.

of government. But to Prussia, the result a\ as still more

momentous. Ten days before the Peace of Paris was

signed, all the German princes met in the Hall of ^Mirrors

in the palace of the French kings, at Versailles, and there

they organized the present German Empire, with the

king of Prussia as hereditary emperor. King William

became Emperor William I. of a united Germany.
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I'lic effec-t of this war Avas felt v\v\\ in Italv. wliere-

French troops were statiouecl to protect the temporal [)os-

sessioiis of the Poi)e. Under the j^atriot general, Gari-

baldi, the Italian arniv h.ad driven out of Italy all foreian

powers, and had nnited the ]>eninsula under Yi(;tor Em-
manuel of .Sardinia. When war l)etw"een France and

Prussia became unavoidable, the French troops wdiere

withdrawn from Kome, and a few weeks later those of

A ictor^mmanuel entered the Imperial City, though under

the imprecations of the Pope, and made it again the capi-

tal of a nnited Italv.

One other European war has occurred since the Franco-

Prussian war. and that is the Russo-Turkish "svar. "Iran

and Turan have ever been at feud."" and Ivussia cannot help

looking with a longing eye at thi> Turkish capital, to-

occupy wdiich has been the ambition of her princes since

Rurik first led his bold Xorthmen across the Baltic. The

Turkish states of Ilerzeo-ovnia, Bosnia. ;iiid Bulgaria were

continuallv defvini:' the centrad liovernment and often in

a state of open or semi-rrbellion. This caused the sui*-

roundiniri>owers—Austria, Crernianv, and Russia—consider-

able uneasiness. Then, too. the cruel and even barbarous

methods of warfare eninloved hv the Turkish li'overnment

rendered its existence, in the heart of ( "hristian Europe,

obnoxious.

\X last, the three surrounding })0wers drafted a "Xote,'*

demanding of Turkev that, in administerinir the o-overn-

ment of Ilerzegovnia and Bosnia, five points must l)e ob-

served—"unlimited reliuious freedom: abolition of the

system of farming the taxes; the application of the direct

revenue of Bosnia and Ilerzeiiovnia for the benefit of those

j^rovinces; establishment of a special commission, consist-

ing in equal i)arts of Moslems and Christians, t(» watch
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-over the execution of the reforms
;
and improvement of the

industrial condition of the country popuhition."

Enghmd is too much interested in the affairs of Turkey
to allow the other European powers to overpower that

government, seemingly foreign to Aryan Europe. So she

demanded that the integrity of the Osmanli Empire must

be res2:)ected. When . the other powers presented the

Berlin Memorandum demanding an armistice of two

months that the demands of the insurgents might be re-

President Grevy.

spected, England refused to unite with them in presenting

this memorandum. But the Sultan accepted it, was de-

posed, and was succeeded by Murad Y. and he, soon, by

Abdul-Hamid II.

But the revolt in Herzegovnia and Bosnia continued,

and it was countenanced by the government of Servia whose

army was recruited from the Czar's forces. The Sultan's
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trooi>.s were successfully pressing onward into Servia until

Russia ordered tlieni to halt. In the meantime, Alexan-

der II. had demanded abetter government for the Sultan's

Christian subjects. A "conference of the great powers"
was held in Constantinople and it urged the Sultan to adopt
reforms in government. The Czar intimated that, if steps

for a better administration of affairs were not taken soon,.

lie would use force to compel such steps.

The Sultan was assured bv Eni:land that, as far as

England was concerned, there would be no compulsion.
The Sultan objected to such interference on the part of

other powers as contrary to the treaty of Paris, for Turkey
had had no voice in the conference at C/onstantinople where

the demands made upon her originated. Two weeks after

the Porte's reply to the Protocol (demands of the Constan-

tinople conference of great powers), Russia declared war,

and before niiiht tiftv thousand troops were niarchino-

toward Turkey. And, in January of the following year,

they demanded, at the gates of Constantinople, submission

on the ]»art of the Sultan to a treaty, which, after modifi-

cation by the famous Berlin Congress (1878), gave Herze-

govnia and Bosnia to x\ustria, declared Servia and Rou-

mania inde})endent, made Bulgaria a self-governing tribu-

tary, granted Montenegro enhirged territory, gave Cyprus
to England, gave Russia portions of Asiatic Turkey, and,

in fact, broke the power of Turkey in Europe.

We will not continue this sketch of l^uropean history

farther. At the moment of present writing (1888), no

great changes have taken phice in the political map of

Euro2)e, since its reconstruction at the hands of the Berliu

Congress. But every one knows that Europe is one vast

military camp. All the nations have put forth their

greatest exertions to be prepared for a storm which seems
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to })c gntliering in the
|^)olitical sky. He would l)e indeed

a bold prophet who would undertake to forecast the future^

It only remains for us now to review this entire j^eriod

and see if we can not make out some great, general for-

Avard movements. If such prove to be the case, then we

may await with confidence the future results of jiassing,

years.

Nations and races have a life historv no less than in-

dividuals. In this brief review, we have seen several

nations successively reach the summit of power, and

apparently enter their period of decline and everdessening

influence. Intermixed in this matter, there is also an

interesting point for the anthropologist to consider. That

is the question of race. Now we have seen that the three-

great branches of European Aryans were the Celts, the

Teutons, and the Slaves, and have indicated the Teuton as

the parent stem. If we observe that Portugal, Spain,.

France, and Italy—the so-called Romance nations—are also'

the ones most Celtic in ethnology, itAvill not escape us that

they all have apparently passed their period of greatest

power. If Italy appears to be an exception, we must re-

member that Italy has but recently succeeded in uniting

under one government a number of separate states.

The Teutonic branch is the most important figure in

the history of Europe. As an historical fact, it was Teu-

tonic power that overthrew the Western Roman Empire,
and in the confederation of Germanic states that Empire
was afterwards revived. To-day, the Teutonic nations of

Europe stand at the summit of power. There remains to

be considered the Shnic branch. Russia is the Slavic

nation of Europe. While Teutonic Europe is divided into

a number of nations, such as Germany, Austria, England,

etc., the Slaves, except a few unimportant provinces, are
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imited. Ever since pre-historic- times, \\\r 'routoiis and the

Slaves hiiYQ faced each other in Enrope, and often in hos-

tile array. AVe anticipate tliat the great confli<-t of the

future is to be along that line. Xot only the political

supremacy in- Europe, but that in Asia as well, hangs in

the balance.

Glancing over the conflicts of the past few centuries,

we see that great movements, involving the welfare of the

race, go forward with almost irresistible force. To the

immediate onlooker of the time, or to the casual historian,

the Images of history seem largely taken up with the petty

deeds of individuals. But individual intrio;ues, wars for

personal aggrandisement, even if they result in the

momentarv elevation of this or that state, are but trifles

borne along on the surface of the current.

Take, for instance, the idea of toleration in reliiiion.

Do we not see this idea continually gathering force and

making- areater headwav until it carries all before it ? AVe

see Europe deluged in blood, that this idea may prevail.

Many of these wars were undertaken for seltish, dynastic

2>urposes. History seems to be full of the doings of this king
or emperor, of the great battles of this general or admiral.

But after all, when we stand off and survev the whole

movement, those wars and intrigues are but conflagrations

incited bv the fi-iction of the onward march of the idea of

toleration. They may appear in history as the efforts of a

De Medici to chanae the succession in France, or, as the

"
Thirty Years' War,'' but the real cause lies deeper.

Probal)ly a more striking illustration can be drawn

from the development of the idea tliat the rights of the

masses of the jieople are superior to those of the privileged

classes. Recall the long train of events, extending over a

century of time that led up to the French Revolution. It
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was but the gathering Ibrce of thi.s idea. What a great

conflagration thence ensued. In that lurid ghire, how

strongly stands out the tigure of jVapoleon l>ona})arte!

But look again, as the smoke of Waterloo clears away,

Napoleon, the individual, has disappeared. But not so

the idea leading up to the Revolution itself. The rights ^

of privileged classes received a blow, and scarcely fifty
'

years later we see nearly every country in Europe wrest-

ing constitutions from their rulers. And in this case, the

end has not been reached. The agitation still continues,

and let us hope, without accompanying bloodshed, more

glorious results will soon be reached.

This is the lesson we would draw from European his-

tory. It is no slight task to bring, in an at all connected

way, within the short compass of one chapter the story of

political life and times in Europe during the last three

centuries. Of necessity, wo have had tt» be extremely
brief, omit many important points, have had to overlap
the accounts here and there; but in the path here marked

out, Ave hope the reader can gather a connected idea of the

main thread of events, and see the force of our conclusions.

11
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SHAPTER tli

DEVELOPMENT CF THE UNITED STATES.

Intkoductoky—Voyage of Colli nibu.^— Discoveries of the Caliots^ Eng-
lish Colonization—Virginia—Plymouth Colony—Formation of tlie

Thirteen Colonies—Colonial Troubles—Royal Usurpation— Wars wit la

the French Colonies—French and Indian War—The Causes of (he

Revolution—Outline of the Revolution—P\)rmation of the T'nited

States— Organization of the North-west Terrritory—Purchase of

Louisiana—War of 1812—Explorations of the West— Purciiase of

Florida—Annexation of Texas—War with INIexico—The Mexican
Concession—The Gadsden Purchase—Settlement of the Northern

Boundary—Purchase of Alaska—Growing Importance of Slavery—
The Causes of the Civil War—Outlines of the Civil War—Conclusions.

TIME has now come when we are to

N — turn from the deveh>pment of Aryan
life in Europe and the East, and watch

it as it crosses the Athmtic and takes possession

'^7" of the New Workl. This is a most important

epoch in the history of culture. We have seen the Hel-

lenic Aryans assimilating the culture of the Orient, and

carrying it forward to greater heights. We have watched

the successive unfolding of other parts of Europe in the

light of this culture. Grown bolder, we have seen the

enlightened nations of Europe fitting out their expeditions

\^n^ ti-ade and discovery. We want now to follow those ex-

peditions across the Atlantic, and study in particular the

development of our own country ;
watch the growth of the

small settlements alon^ the shore, until thevform a nation
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and (tlaiiii as their possession the fairest portions of the

New World.

As we have seen, the port of i*ah)s had been chosen

by Spanish oflficials as the point from which Columbus

should sail on his voyage of discovery. Thither he jour-

nied, full of joy, bearing a royal order from Ferdinand and

Isabella for that almost ii'isignificant port to furnish him

with vessels, and to man them for this foolhardy enterprise

of a madman—for such was Columbus and his expedition

considered to be. But royal mandates must be obeyed,

though this took the flower of the population and drew

some loved one from nearly every family in the village.

For seven and a-half months, the little port was, in mourn-

ing for those whom they daily imagined were being con-

sumed by the hideous monsters, with which their supersti-

tion peopled the trackless ocean. But one Spring day,

nearly four centuries ago, one might have heard the joyous
tones of ringing bells floating out upon the mid-day air of

Andalusia's most ha])py port. The garments of mourning
were changed for the gay attire of festive days. For in

the harbor of Palos rode at anchor the storm-worn caraval

of Columbus, just returned with tidings of a newly-found
world.

A thrill of wonder ran through the Old World as the

rumor spread, that the dark and restless waves of the

Atlantic, far to the west, broke on the shores of another

world. People flocked from far and near if only they

might gaze uj)on the countenance or touch the garments
of the greatest navigator that the world had ever seen.

The learned discussed the almost incredulous existence of

antipodes. Embassadors hastily wrote long letters to their

monarclis, describing the strange discovery, and descanting
on its importance. Kings and princes paused in their
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])laii.s
of war and conquest t(» listcMi to tlic lnal•^(;]lous talcs

of tlicsc M'ondrous iviiions. 'I'lic once iiionrniiiir Palos now

prided itself on being the home of those mariners who had

aeeonipanied the great explorer n]K»n his e.\])e(lition. Fer-

dinand and the fair Isabella impatiently waited at Bai-ee-

lona in state for Columbus to visit them, that they miiiht,

fi'om his own li})s, learn of the most wonderful event of

their reign. Like the triumj;!! of a Koman conqueror was

the journey of Coluudjus to the Spanish court. ]S^o honor

Avas lacking in the showers of favors that N\ere cast upon
him. Xo courtier was })referred V)efore him. The rabble

Tomb of Ferdinand and Isabella.

that cried madman at him some months before, wei-e now

ready to fall down and worship iiim.^

It little concerns us whether the C1iinesc> Uwui Shan

•or Prince ^ladoc, of Wales, first xisited our country. It

matters not how long the Xorthmeii w(>re sailing to and»

from cfur six )res. Jt nuikes little difference where Colum-

bus gained his information of our Western land. The

truth or falsity of traditions oii these points ought not to

detract from the merits and even uenius of the one nuin of

his time who, through reasoning, proved and insisted,

1 Irving: "Life of Columbus," Vol. I. p. 281 et seq.
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airainst the flippant argviiiients of tlio s^o-cMllcd learned men
of liis a<i'e, that land could be reached bv sailinir west : who

per.se\"ered until he had demonstrated the truth of his

theory, and bi'ought to Europe a knowledge of a new

wc>rld when her people were ready to enter and possess
the same. All glorv to the Northmen vovaiiers Avho found

and forgot the way to our shores, but America will never

forget the man who finally opened her ports to the onward

i>ressure of Arvan mifiration.

After Columbus hatl pointed out the way, the Spaniards

spent nearly three (piarters of a century in searching for

gold in this new world, in exploring the coasts of America,
and in establishing settlements, before their colonists

reached the territory of the present ITnited States. It is

true that De Leo'n, De Soto, and others had explored the

wilds of our Southern States and found the great
" Father

of Waters ;" but the sixteenth century was more than half

gone before the town of St. Augustine was founded on the

banks of the St. John's River, in Florida, and before the

Franciscan monks had planted their mission at Santa Fe,
in Xew ^Mexico. As is well known, these Avere the first

two permanent settlements in the territory of the United

States.

At that time, Spain and T'ortugal were leading the

p(»wers of Europe in enterprising discovery. It is not at

all stranue that other nations were backward in ioinino- iu

these enterprises when we learn that the Pope (Alexander
VI.), had issued a bull, generouslv contirming to Portugal
nil new lands that might be discovered east of a certain

meridian, and to Spain all territory to the AS'cst of same.^

' Tlie lirst meridian chosen was to be one hundred leagues west of
the Azores and ("ape de Verde Island. But subsequently the line was
removed two hundred and seventy leagues further west. Vide Low:
"Maritime Discovery," Vol. J. p. 253.
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But ns souii ;is llic siiiril <»t' r('liui<»iis iVccddin l)('i;";iii U)

spread <>\(r J\iiro[)(',
otlici" iiati»»i,s dctcn. lined to s(H!k a

share ill the western discoveries, and the
J*o|)(>'s bull

droj)j)e(l out otsiiiht. I^jij^laiid was tii-st. as we iiave seen,

Cabot Discovering Labrador.

in following S])aiii across the Atlantic' TT])on tlu^ dis-

coveries of tlie Cahots. Kiiuland hased lier cLaini to iriudi

1 Portujral sent out f-onu' sliips, l>ut tlie greatt'r jiortion of lier cal«-

nists Kettled iu .South Aiuerica.
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of tlie territory of the present United States east of tlie

Mississippi.'

Tlie FreiH-li were woi long in following the example
of England. Five years after the Cabots made their voy-

ages (1497), numbers of French tishing smacks made

annual expeditions to the coasts of Newfoundland for the

tish that there aboun<l. French exj)lorers, Innvever, con-

tined their vovaoes mostlv to the region of the St. I^aw-

rence and its bav, Thc^v called this territory New France.

But the Huguentjts, unal)le to bear the })ersecutions at

home, were the lirst to seek that religious freedom which

it is our proud boast that the shores of America have

always (extended to the persecuted. Three years previous
to the founding of St. Augustine, a jiarty of French

Huguenots, or Protestants, landed on the shores of Florida,

and there sought to build them homes where thev could

worship God in peace.

No persecution is so cruel as religious persecution.
In this instance, it followed the colonists across the Atlantic.

The Spanish surprised the settlement, and killed the colo-

idsts sim])ly because thev were Protestants. Thouuh this

was avenged (though not officially ) by the French, it resulted

in the founding of St. Augustine by the Sjxiniards (1565).
In the North, the French were more successful. Durinir

the tirst decade of the seventeenth century,they laid the

foundations of permanent settlements at Annapolis (then
Port Royal Nova Scotia) and Q.uebec.

The period of English colonization l)egan with the

attempts, though unsuccessful, of Sir Walter Raleigh to

plant a colony on the coasts of the Carolinas. Though
failurrs, these vovages led to such a knowledu'e of America

1 Vide .rustiii Wiiisor: "Xarrativt" andCritieal History of America."
Boston, Vol. irr. article by Charles Deaiie, ]\\k 1-.59.
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and its ro.sourccs, tliat tlu' Eimlish l)c'<;-an to foriu sv.stcinatie

plans for coloiiizinir the New World; and, while the

French were settlinu' the St. Lawrence reiiion, the En<>-li5>h

were sendinc* colonists into the more teniptinir ren'ions of

Yiriiinia and the Potomac A'allev. After llaleiiiirs Aai'ious

attempts to settle .Vmerica had faiUnl, and after tlw ivist

India Company, by its unheard of success, had demon-

strated the Aalue of co-operation in prosecutinii' plans for
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coTumercc or settlement, companies wore funned for colo-

niz'in.i;" America. '
•

-

Xow England cliose as the scene of lier tirst colonial

enterprise tliat region of North America lying between

the tliirty-fonrth and forty-fifth parallels of north latitude.

Early in the seventeenth century, two companies^ were

formed for the purpose of huilding up a colonial empire
in America. It was not known then that wealth could be

drawn from these new shores onlv by hard labcn* and

drudixerv ;
on the contrary, it Avas believed that never fail-

ing mines of gold existed in ready reach of all, but ex-

perience was soon to teach them ditferently.

The territory between the thirty-fourth and the forty-

first parallels was granted to the London Company consist-

ing of ''west country gentlemen and traders''. The Ply-

mouth Company Avas permitted to settle between the thirty-

eighth and forty-fifth parallels. Thus it will be seen that

there were three degrees common to both, Init, in case a

settlement was formed in this middle territory by one

company, the other was forbidden to settle within one

hundred miles of that point. It is interesting also to note

that the territory thus claimed by England extended from

the Atlantic to the Pacific.-

Both companies immediately set about organizing
colonial exi)editions. In the affairs of the northern com-

pany, Ferdinand Gorires figures very larii-elv, but meets

with failure throughout. The London Company, owing

largely to the executive ability of Captain John Smith, whose

1 Or rather, perhaps, one company with two subdivisions. Doyle:
"Englisli Colonies in America," New York, 18Sli, \'<)1. T. p. lOit.

- The second charter granted by James I. to the Ijondon Company
fixed tlie l)oundaries of their teriitory at two lumdred miles north and
soutli from Old Point Comfort, extending; from sea to sea. Vide Lucas:;

"Charters of Old English Colonies in America, London, LS-IO, j). VI.
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history i.s known to all, wns far iiioro sncoosst'ul; .-ind. Ix'forc

the first docacle (jf the st'\ oiitcoiith ceiiturv had passed, had

firmly estaldislie<I at Jaiiiostown Viro-ini.-i tlic first per-

manent Enirlish settlenient in tlie New World (H)07). No

Wir.T.hrcp.

onenationofEiiro}>e was permitted to monopolize the eoIo»i-

zation of the New World. The Nether! anders, it vrill

be T'ememhered, had reached considerable prominence as

Sk commercial people ; consequently soon after the English
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•settleiriciit had Ik'cii Mu'-civs.sfiilly cstalilisilicdat .I.iiiic.-^tovvn,

they turned their attention to tlie Xew ^\'orUl also.

The ship, Half-moon, sailed from Holland, under the

command of Henry Hudson, and established the Dutch

claim to the Hudson ^ alley (16()1>). As the A'oyage was

Winslow.

Bfiadc under tlie auspices of the Dutch East India Com-

pany, their vessels began from that time to i)ay regular

visits to America. Turning their attention to commerce,

they found much more gold in the valuable peltry gathered
from the natives along the banks of the Hudson, than the
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p:ei)trv(»t' Jnmcstowii did in their \\\\\\ s^oarclifor licddininos^

III H vcrv few voars, llic tradiiiu' .stations in tiic Ihulsun

A'allcy ijccanie sctllcnR'iits and centers of coloinzation ; and

thus were h-iid the loundations of Xew York .-ind Xew
.l('i-s('V, at tliat time ealled Xew ^'etiu-rlands.

«

Tlie X(»rth A'irginia, or IMyiiiouth ("onij)any, did not

hegin its career of successful colonization until sctnie ten

years after the settlement at Jamestown had ))een estah-

lished and then under a new charter, .Just as reliuious

persecution drovethe lirst colonists from France to Florida,

so religious intoleranci' led to the tirst permanent settle-

ment in the ^»'ew England States. As a result, we find

the earl V settlers of Xew England dilferent in character

from the impoA'erished nohles who came to Jamestown in

search of riches or adventure; for they sought a home in

the wilds of the Xew A\'orld, for the sake of principle.

Being dissenters from the Eniilish church, thev had, earlv

in the seventeenth century, sought religious freedom in

Holland, which thelong struggle of A\'illiam the Silent had

made a harhor for the })ersecuted from all lands. These

refugees from JMiglish intolerance were called J^uritans,

which epithet their lives rendered a title of honor. Loath

to lose themselves among a foreign jiopulation, they were^

encouraii-ed bv the success of the Jamestown colony to seek

homes in America, where there was room for them un-

molested to fashion a communitv free from interference.

The vovage of the iMavtIower and the landinu* of the

PilgiMuis upon ]Mymouth Rock followed (1(320). U})on
teri'itoi-v helonginu" to the Plvmouth Comi)anv, thev built

th<'ir tirst settlenuMit. Theiv thev found the freedom that

they sought. Hills and valleys, U})land and lowland,

trackless woods and fertile i-i\"er A'alleys
—all proclaimed

wt'h-ome and libcrtv to those \\h(» would come and occupv
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them. The plan was a success, and colonists began, at

once, to pour into New England. ^Massacliusetts, JS^ew

Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island were colonized

in rapid succession by these honest, industrious people
—

either immigrants from England or emigrants from exist-

ing colonies

William Penn.

In the time of Gustavus Adolphus, Sweden sought a

«hare of the American continent. Her colonists settled

in what is now known as Delaware. But, toward the close
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of the ((Mitui-y, Charles II. of Engl.-nid i;TMiite(l this same-

territory with a large tract further west to William renii

and others whoreallv laid tlu^ foundations of both Delaware

and Pennsylvania, the latter as a refuge for perseeuted

Quakers/ The Catholics, no less than the Puritans, felt

the 'weight of jjcrsecution in England. This led to the

colonization of Maryland as a place of refuge for Catholics;

^NTorth. Carolina was settled bv emigrants from Virginia :

the tirst settlers in South Carolina were French ITuiiuenots

and Enjzlish colonists; Georgia, the last of the thirteen

colonies, became a home for the poor who w^re oppressed
and imprisoned under the severe laws that existed in those

days against debtors. James Oglethorpe was the projector

of this scheme tor colonization, and the patron of this

colony.

It would seem as if the vast Atlantic slope could

have furnished peaceful, happy homes for the few thousands

who had found their wav to these reiiions. But the colo-

nists were doomed, in a measure, to disappointment.

Their troubles were, almost from the beginning, of a three-

fold nature—the oi)pressive forms of government that

were forced ui)on them; the spirit of intolerance that ex-

isted among themselves
;
and the struggle of the different

nationalities for supremacy in the New World. The first

was bv far the most serious source of trouble to the strug-

gling colonists, though their distance from the home gov-

ernment caused much delay in carrying out plans for inter-

ference in colonial affairs. Had they been left to govern

themselves, they would, no doubt, have enacted w4se and

wholesome laws. Indeed, it often happened that some of

the several colonies were at times thus left to themselves,

1 Tlie charter of tlie Virf^inia company was withdrawn \n 1624. Stith:

'History of Virginia," p. 304, et aeq.
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and then there would follow years of peace and happiness.

But it was more often the ease that the home government
of each coh)ny claimed the privilege of interfering in its^

management, almost always to the detriment of the colony ,.

Cecil (Lord Baltimore).

This, too, gave disaffected colonists, upon returning to their

home-land, an opportunity to work injury to the colonial

government by misrepresenting the condition of affairs in

the colonies. On the strength of such reports, the crown
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often sent over n diansje of officers without ;iiiv ucod

reason for so doing.

Xow, at various times in colonial history, there were

live different forms of government in force among the dif-

ferent colonies/ but all forms sooner or later merged into

three principal ones—Proprietary, Royal, and Charter.

The other two are illustrated bv the tirst a-overnment of

Virginia, Avhich was a sort of "commercial corporation ;"

and the governments of Plymouth, Connecticut and Xew

Haven, and Rhode Island colonies, which were rather
"
voluntary associations that formed tlieir settlements first

and later became vested with other forms of c'overnment

imposed upon them by their sovereign."

Proprietary government originated in a grant of a

tract of land, by the king, to some person or persons, who

thus became proprietors of large American estates which

they jiroposed to settle and govern. The names of A^'il-

liam Penn and Lord Baltimore— the one leading the

Quakers into Pennsylvania, and the other the Catholics

into Maryland—will forever remain as memorials of this

form of o-overnment. Charter 2,'overnments vested certain

legislative powers in a company, or colony, so that the

government was more or less of royal authority, and in a

sense representative. This form of government was valued

above all others by the colonists, who were willing to fight

for their chartered rii;lits. The Xew Enolnnd colonies

were nearly all governed by chartervS, and had their legis-

lative assemblies.- Those, who i-cvcre the strict, pure

lives of our Pilgrim Fathers, will cherish the names of

Carver, Bradford, Endicott, "VVinthrop, and many others

who figured prominently in the governments of the Xew

1 Vide Swinton :
'' Condensed United States History," p. 84 ct seq.

2 See Lucas: "Charters of Old KngHsh Colonies."
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Englaiul colonies. Tlio'«e, who cherish the pnuciples of

religious toleration, can recall with admiration the names

of RoQ'er Williams and his earnest follo'svers.

In the royal form of government, the kings or gov-

ernments of the mother-countries selected their own agents,

or governors, who ruled the colonies according to royal dic-

tation. Every one of the thirteen colonies became, sooner

or later, a royal province, hut the original form of govern-

ment was in some cases restored. We can, however, see

how uncertain the liberties of the colonists were when we

perceive that they were subject to royal restriction at any
time. And the power of royal oppression has become

personified in the name of Sir Edmund Andros, the tyrant

of New England; as has the character for incomj^etency,

in the names of Peter Stuyvesant and the other Dutch

governors of JN^ew Netherlands. Thus did the actors

stamp their names upon the age in which they lived. In

mentioning the names of the prominent characters of

colonial times, we must not forget the Odysseus of American

history, Captain John Smith, whose zeal in exploring the

shores of our continent gave the Old World the first

accurate knowledge of our coast-line
;
and who played such

an important part in the colonial history of Jamestown.

Royal duplicity is conspicuous in American colonial

history. It mattered not what rights had been guaran-

teed the colonists in their various forms of government,

they were often rendered null and void at the whim of the

sovereign. But it was not in the internal government
alone that the English colonists were oppressed by a fickle

and unjust king. Barely a score of years had passed after

the first Puritan foot had pressed Plymouth Rock, before

restrictions were placed upon colonial commerce. Orders

were forwarded to Virginia that all exports mubt be
12
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ii\n\)\)Q(\
to English ports, to be sold in Kiiiilisli inarkcts-

Tlien, ten years Inter, it was further ordered that these ex-

2^orts nuist be earried in English vessels.' Thus did the

oppression begin that finally led to the rebellion of the

colonies against European government.

Peter Stuyvesant.

In spite of the care that the gi-asping sovereigns of

European nations (more especially England) tried to exer-

cise in order to confirm their power in the Xcav World,

the spirit of independence that, led these colonists to our

shores found rich soil in which to grow. The home gov-

i See Bancroft: "History of the United States," Vol. I. pp. 145-6.
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erninents, several weeks' journey from American shores,

were found incapable of governing the growing colonies.

Thirteen years after the founding of Jamestown, Governor

Yeardly created a legislative assembly to assist him in

governing the colony. From this germ, has grown our

Sir Edmund Androa.

republican form of government. But another element

Was introduced into American life so seemingly at enmity
dth this boasted independence, that we can but wonder

it its rapid growth. We refer, of course, to the system of
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slavery that grew from the hindiiig of a cargo of Negroes
in Jamestown, the same year that the Mayflcjwer anchored

in Boston harbor (U)20). Tliese Xegroes were quickly

pm'chased by the tobacco phmters, and shive labor from

that time became a prominent feature in colonial life.

It has been truly said that " whoever Avill study the

character of the earliest immigrants to this country, will

find the same indomitable love of liberty among the Epis-

co2~)alian adventurers on the Roanoke ;
the Puritans who,

in the fear of God, established their congregation upon the

rock of Plymouth ;
the Quakers, on the Schuylkill ;

the

Catholics, on the Susquehanna; the Netherlanders, on

the Hudson
;
the Germans, on the Lehigh ;

and the Swedes

and Finns at Cape Henlopen. He will be ready to say

that God in his providence seems to have collected from

the nations of Eurx)pe, men of sturdy limbs, free minds,

and bold hearts, to lay broad and deep the foundation of a

state which, for the benefit of the human race, was to

prove, under the most propitious circumstances, the ex-

periment of a j^opular representative government."^

Still, when we turn to consider the next important
source of trouble to the colonists, we can not help regard-

ing the population of these early times as an anomalous

mass, out of which to build our present free institutions.

There was the rigorously strict Puritan of New England,
who fled from the intolerance of the Old World, but even

he had no charity for one who did not worship according

to Puritan doctrines. There were the gentry of Virginia,

many of them recruited from the pens of Newgate, and

from the streets and slums of London. Still they prided

themselves on their lovaltv to the established church of

England. But Salem burned its witches
;
Massachusetts

1 Seward quoted in tSwiuton's "History," p. 87-8.
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banished R(>ger Williams, and hung Quakers ;^ Virginia

imprisoned Quakers and Baptists, and banished Puritans
;

and none of them would allow Catholics to live at peace

in their borders.

Yet all these A^arious sects could dwell side by side

and flourish, and de\'elop that spirit of scepticism in the

Endicott.

infallibility of any established set of doctrines, until the

more serious trouble of wars between the various nation-

alities led them to strangle this 2)etty, antiquated spirit of

intolerance, and seek their common safety in the strength
^ On tbis see Doyle: "Tlie Puritaii Colonies," Vol. I. p. 123,
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of uiiitv. Tills briiiiis ii"s down to .-i tiiiio wheii the most

serious source of et)louiMl ti"oul)le beiiau to lu.-inifcst itself.

We liave seen how EnL>l<ui(l claimed almost tlie 'Mitire
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Atlantic coast on the strena'th of the vovaucs of the

Cabots. Although the Spanish claimed the southern ])art
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of this vast region, and France the northern portion
—by

right of exploration and colonization—and, by a similar

title, the Dntch claimed the Hudson A'alley, the English

kings went right on portioning out these regions to English

subjects regardless of any other rights.'

There were then four prominent contestants for

su[)remacy in America in earlytimes—the Englisli, French,

.kSpanish and Dutch. As these colonists thought it the duty
•of loyal subjects to espouse the (piarrels of their mother-

countries, we tiiid the ditterent nationalities lighting on

American soil as often as the Atlantic breezes brouizht

rumors of wars at home. When, therefore, Enghmd and

Holland were engaged in their commercial war, the colo-

nists were also in o[)en hostility. As a result, Charles II.

gave Xew Xetherlands to his brother, Duke of York, for

the conquering. In this he was successsful and thus New
Netherlands became an English province, and its name

became New York in honor of its royal governor (1(>()4).

There was henceforth one less contestant in the lireat

stru<2:«>:le that was soon bciiun for the possession of the

North American Continent.

As we have seen, the French were among the earliest

Europeans to establish colonies in America. Though they

attempted to settle the Carolinas and Floridas, their suc-

cessful enterprises centered in the 8t. Lawrence region.

From Annapolis, Quebec, Acadia, Montreal, and other

points which the French occupied, such explorers as

Chamidain, LaSalle, Htninepin, Joliet, and Marquette set

out on their long expeditions of discovery or trade. Thus

the French became acquainted with the shores of L.ike

Champlain ; they followed the 8t. Lawrence up to the

1 For an ace<»iiiit of Swedish t-oloiiizatioii, \i(k' Feniow's article

"Narrative and Critiial History (»f America," Vol. IV. p. o'Jo ct seq.
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great lakes, and rowed up its tributaries to gather furs

from the Indians ; they sailed over the great lakes to the

tisheries of Mackinaw and the copjx'r regions of Lake

Superior; they crossed the Michigan peninsula and lake,

and sought the sources of the great Mississipi)i ; they

floated down the Illinois to its mouth ; and on the bosom

of the "Father of Waters," they drifted to the Gulf of

Mexico.

All this western region was claimed for Louis XIV.,
and, in his honor, named Louisiana.' But the French

were not permitted to enter and occupy unmolested the

lands which England claimed by right of discovery.

Eight years after the first French colony was planted in

America, a ship from A irginia appeared in Acadia, took

by force a few French colonists off of ^It. Desert Island,

and carried a portion of them to Virginia. Sixteen years

later, Quebec was conquered by the English and held for

three years." When William of Orange became King of

England, he involved the English in his strua'^le with

France. The English and French colonists were quick to

take up the Old A\Orld quarrel. Then there occurred in

America what has been called King William's War (1G89).

The French colonists at this time numbered about twelve

thousand, and the English, perhaps two hundred and forty

thousand."^ But the Frencli had thousands of Indian

allies, so that the American wars amounted to more than

a petty struggle between a few colonists. Owing to the

])resence of the Indian allies, every war was accompanied

by frightful Indian massacres. The theatre of o|)erations

1 In 1717 Illinois was detacli^d from New France and incorporated
with Louisiana. Under these two names aU the French posses.sions in

America were included. Vide Davis in "Narrative and Critical History
of America," Vol. V. p. 35.

^ Ibid. ^ Swinton, p. 02.
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was usually in Canada, or, if the French invaded English

dominions, it was usually in the Lake Chaniplain region.

The eighteenth eentury had barely opened when the

American colonists ai>ain became involved in war, called

Queen Anne's War, but in Europe it was the War of the

Spanish Succession. In this war, fighting occurred between

the Carolinas and Florida as well as between New Ens;-

land and Canada. The result, after an eleven vears'

struggle, was the surrender of Nova Scotia and the Hud-

son Bay region by France to Enoland. In like manner,

the War of the Austrian Succession had its counterpart in

King George's War among the colonies. Louisburg, the

Gibraltar of America, was stormed and taken by the

English, but no territory was allowed to change hands by
the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle which closed the war. One

extremely valuable result was that the interests of the

English colonists became knitted together, and thus did

they test their strength and unconsciously prepare them-

selves for the o-reat stru2,'ole that w^as to follows During

all this time, the French were extremely active in extend-

ing their dominions in the West, and thus forestall the

English in taking actua;l possession of this vast territory.

The lake shore region became dotted with forts, missions,

and trading posts, the more important being Frontenac,

LaPointe on Lake Superior, Sault de Ste. Marie, Mackinaw,
Green Bay, and Niagara.

Ere the seventeenth century closed, the Mississippi
had been explored to its mouth

;
LaSalle had failed in his

attempt to plant a colony on the shores of the Gulf, but

settlements had been started—one on the Illinois, by La-

Salle, and one at Biloxi (southern shore of Louisiana) by
Iberville. For another half century, the French were busy

building a line of forts to conneot Biloxi with Quebec, and
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thus establish tlicir jiowcm* in the Mississip})! basin and tlie

great lake region. (.'adillae eonuiieneed a permanent
settlement at Detroit, and Bienville founded Xew Orleans.*

In time, the French had a chain of sixty forts and

trading stations joining the two extreme points.
" As the

trade of the A\dley of tlu> ^lississippi (U'\eloped, routes of

travel began to be detined. Three of these woi'e es})eeially

used—one by way of Lake Erie, the ]Maumee, and the

Wabash, and then down the Ohio; another bv way of

Lake Michigan, the Chicago River, a portage to the

Illinois, and, down that river; a third l)y way of (ireen

Bay, Fox River, and the Wisconsin—all three l)eing inde-

pendent of LaSalles route from the foot of Lake ^lichi-

gan to the Kankakee and Illinois rivers.'"" Thus did the

first part of the eighteenth century witness the develop-

ment of this western region.

But England watched \\'\X\\ a jealous eye these move-

ments of the French. To offset the fort at IS'iagara, the

English garrisoned Oswego, whereupon the French built

a fort at Crovv'ii Point. Although the French governor

had warned the governor of Pennsylvania to prevent any

Eno'lish from tradinii- bevond the Alleghanies on iienaltv

of seizure, although the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle provided

for a commission to decide the dispute over this western

boundary, the English government granted to a company six

hundred thousand acres in the Ohio Valley, and traders were

encouraged to enter there. The dispute for this rich terri-

tory then assumed warlike ])roportions.

Loth sides began to make arrangenu'nts to ineet the

comiuir storm. Another line of forts, extending from

Niagara to the juiictmv of the Alleghany and Mononga-

1 Drake:' "I'lic Makint^of the (Ireat West," New York, 1S.S7, \^. 128.

- "Nari-ati\e and Critical lli.storv of Aiiieriea," \'<)1. \' • p. 7.
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helii Rivers, was coiiiiiicTiccd by the French. The latter

was an important point for both parties, as it fully com-

manded the disputed region. The English were the first

to reach this place, and began the erection of a fort
;
but

the French soon appeared on the scene, and compelled the

Montcalm.

former to withdraw, and thereupon began the erection of

Fort Duquesne, now Pittslnirg. A bloody struggle for this

region now became inevitable. In fact, the French and

Indian War, that lasted nine j^ears, wa.s now begun.'

At this time, the English colonists numbered eleven

1 Known in European history as tlio "Seven Years' War."
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hundred and sixty thousand whites, while the French in

both New France and Louisiana could muster only about

one-half as many;^ but as usual the latter were much more

closely allied witli the various Indian tribes, and had alsa

fortitied their territory. In this way, the forces of the two-

Death of Wolfe.

were rendered more nearly equal. It was at this time that

liie name of the grandest character in the early annals of

<»ur country ajipears \\\mm\ the pages of history. George

Wasliinuton, commander (»f the Yiruinia militia, had

1 Vide Parkiiiau- "Montcalin and \y<.ltV." Boston, 1884, Vol I. p. 20,
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^already performed his daring mission to the French com-

mander to warn him to leave the Ohio Valley, when the

latter began the erection of Fort Duquesne. The events of

this war can not be given in detail. It was long, and cost

both Eni^land and her colonies manv brave men and much

money. One of the bloody incidents of this war was the

celebrated Braddock's Defeat, the details of which can be

learned from any school history. The great and crowning
event of the war was the daring capture of Quebec by the

English General Wolfe, in which battle both Wolfe and

the French commander, Monticalm, lost their lives.

The results of the war were of great moment to our

country, for the French power in America was completely
broken. By the treaty of Paris, New France as well as all

of Louisiana east of the Mississippi, except New Orleans,

was ceded to the English. Now Spain had joined France in

this war and the English had captured Havana. In order

to regain that city, Spain was forced to cede Florida to Great

Britain. As a compensation to Spain for this bad luck,

France ceded New Orleans and all of her vast possessions

west of the Mississippi to that nation. Thus we see how,

for the time being, Spain and England shared unequally
between them the entire American continent.^

The French and Indian War was of still greater im-

portance to the English colonists themselves. They
learned that there was strength in unity, and that they,

united, could raise a formidable army, capable of coping
with some of the powers of the Old World. When nego-

tiations were pending for the Peace of Paris, when the

Ensflish envoy demanded the surrender of so much of

French territory as a condition of that treaty, the French

minister of forei!2,'n affairs frankly warned the British that

i "Moutcalm and,Wolfe," Vol. II. pp. 404-6.
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the cession of Canada to Englajid meant, at no distant

day, tlie independence of the JVorth American colonies/

The Englisli, insisting upon their demands, did not heed

tlie warning, and that train of events that led to such

momentous results lor all Americans was soon c-om-

menced.

Samuel Alams.

English statesmen could but see the growing spirit of

independence among the colonies, and consequently took

measures to counteract the same. Those who suj-tposed

that the inborn spirit of freedom could bo checked by

oppression and hostility seem, for the time being, to have-

1 Bancroft, Vol. IT. p. 564.
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been in tlic .nscciuk'ncy in I'arlianiont. The goNennueiit

listened, nut to the warnings of Burke, Pitt, and other

humane and able statesmen, but continued to enact op])res-

sivc measures. We have already noticed the jVavigation

Act, bv which the British jiovernment restricted colonial

trade by coni[)elling all exports to be shipped in English
vessels. To enforce these laws restricting commerce,
"writs of assistance" were authorized, commanding and

empowering the colonial officials to enforce tliem.^ These

acts aroused the fiery eUxpience of James Otis, and the

fearless opposition of John Adams, and other illustrious

patriots of those times.

When at last the famous ''

Stamp Act "
becam^^ a

law, which asserted the right of the English Parliament

to tax her colonists although they had no representation

ill that Parliament, the whole colonial population denounced

its injustice. All the prominent colonial legislative

assemblies declared their opposition to this act. All of

the colonies were willing to tax themselves and thus help

bear the burden of the debt incurred by the Erench and

Indian War, but tliey denied the right of Parliament to

tax them, while they were unrepresented. Benjamin
PVanklin of Philadeli)hia was chosen to bear this message
to the English government, while the eloquence of Patrick

Ilenry and of Samuel Adams urged the people to protect

their rights at all hazards.

In 1705, a colonial congress was held, in which nine

colonies were represented, to deliberate upon methods for

opposing the enforcement of the Stamp Act. The stam[)

officers resigned; but at this moment Parliament, listening

to the arguments of those friends of the colonists and of

justice, Pitt and Burke, and having equal regard for the

1 Ibid. 54G.
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feelings uf the London inereliants whose trade was injured,

repealed the obnoxious act. The question was not, how-

ever, settled. The right of taxing the colonists was still

held by England, and as persistently denied by the colo-

nists. As if to test the question further, Parliament put
a tax on tea and several other articles.

Faneuil Hall, Boston.

Troops were finally quartered upon the colonists to

enforce the law^s. This led to the shedding of the first

blood of the Revolution in New York, during a riot

between the soldiers and the " Sons of Liberty." It also

led to the "Boston Massacre," in which a number of per-
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sons were killed or woimded (1770). The tax was finally

removed from everything except tea, but it was not the

amount of the tax that the colonists were contending for,

but the principle of the thing. According]}^, when the

East India Company's ships appeared in the American

John Hancock.

harbor, they had no sale for tea although it was oifered at a

lower rate than its current price in England—but there was

one fatal objection, there was a tax upon it. The famous

Boston tea party convinced Parliament that the colonists

were in earnest (1763).

The changing of the port of Massachusetts from Bos-
13
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ton to Salem was an act of revenge on the part of Parlia-

ment. The first Continental Congress finally met (1774),

and "agreed npon a declaration of rights, recommended

the suspension of all commercial intercourse with Eng-

land, and sent a petition to the king."^ General Gage was

at once made military governor of Massachusetts, but his

force was not sufficient to enforce the laws. At Concord

Bridge, near Boston, the first engagement of the w\ar

occurred, known as the Battle of Lexington (1775). The

result is a common-place of American history.

It is not necessary, nor would it be in keeping with

our object to do more than recall a few salient points in

the Revolutionary w^ar that now^ ensued. George Wash-

ington was appointed to the command of the military

forces of the colonists, and soon gathered twenty thousand

recruits around Boston, fortifying Bunker Hill or (Breeds'

Hill), commanding that city. Though the Americans

were worsted in the battle that followed, the British were

compelled to evacuate w^ithin a year. IS'ext England hired

German mercenary troops, known as Hessians, for service

in America; but the colonists retaliated by publishing

their Declaration of Independence. The struggle that

now ensued was a long and burdensome one for the colo-

nists, but the Continental Congress was inspired with

couraire to defend American liberty to the last.

We are not able to record any brilliant successes for

the Americans until Burgoyne surrendered his entire force

to the American General Gates, at Saratoga (1777). This

however w^as a double success, for it induced the French

to recognize the independence of the colonies and to send

them some assistance. Indeed, LaFayette had already

offered his services to the colonists and was fighting in the

I S'.viuton, p. 118.
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American ranks. In the South, the American force under

Nathaniel Greene was by no means capable of meeting
the British under Cornwallis, in open battle

;
but he did

inflict many heavy blows on the Royalist cause. Every one

knows how Cornwallis had intrenched himself in supposed

security at Yorktown, but here he was suddenly besieged

by the American land forces, under Washington, while a

Prench fleet prevented escape by way of the sea, and con-

,Washington Crossing the Dela'ware.

sequently he was forced to a humiliating surrender. This

event insured success to the American cause (1781).

It was two years after the surrender of Cornwallis

before a treaty of peace was ratified and the army disbanded.

By that treaty, England retained only Canada, Nova Scotia,

and Newfoundland, while Spain received Florida. The

United States was acknowledged as free and independent.

Thus a new nation had been brought into being—a nation
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that was destined to occupy a greater stretch of territory

than any other (except Russia) and to rival the powers of

the old world in culture and im2)ortance. The territory of

this Rei^ublic, at first, however, extended only from the

great lakes on the north to Florida on the south and from

La Fayette.

the sea to the Mississippi from east to west. When the

eighteenth century closed upon this new nation, its poj^ula-

tion numbered over five and a quarter millions,^ and set-

tlers were pouring over the AUeghanies into the Mississij^pi

Valley.

I Labberton Op. cit. p. 173.
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The States were at first governed by Articles ofConfed'

eration, but these were, after a few years' trial, replaced by
the new constitution (1787), under which George Washing-
ton became first president and John Adams first vice-pres-

ident, while Hamilton, Knox, Jefferson, and Randolph
formed the first cabinet. The finances were placed upon
a solid basis by Hamilton and the first national bank was

established within two years. With the retirement of

Washington, the old Federalist party elected John Adams
to the office of president. His single term of office was

rendered unpopular by the passage of the Alien and Sedi-

tion Laws and the revision of the Naturalization Laws, as

well as by trouble with the French Directory. In the last

year of the century, the capital of our country was removed

from Philadelphia to its present site, the newly built city

of Washington.
With Thomas Jefferson,the old Republican party came

into power. At this time, negotiations began with France

for a great strip of territory west of the Mississi^opi, known
as Louisiana. At the close of the French and Indian War,
it will be remembered, all this territory had been ceded to

Spain, and it remained a Spanish possession during the re-

mainder of that century. As our present century dawned

upon the young republic, rumors reached the halls of Con-

gress to the effect that Spain was secretly conveying to the

French government a large portion of her North American

territory, in fact all that portion bordering on the Missis-

sippi river. This was likely to greatly interfere with the

commercial interests of the States, and measures were at

once adopted to protect our rights and interests.

The transference of the territory had indeed taken

place two years before France would acknowledge it, for

Spain was authorized to hold and govern Louisiana for
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France until such a time as the latter would deem it advis-

able to make the transfer known. Xow, by a former

treaty, Americans were permitted to land and store their

goods atlN'ew Orleans until they could be shipped to foreign

markets, but this ri^-ht was suddenly denied them. When
we realize that in those days, this was the only easy out-

let for the commerce of this western region, we can calcu-

John Adams.

late the great amount of damage that this was to the North-

west Territory and the Ohio Valley. France was at this

time on the A^erge of war with England. It took no great
amount of argument to prove to Naj^oleon that America,

by joining with the British, could easily snatch all this

territory from him, and the American government seriously

contemplated such a step.^

1 For a full account of this transaction, vide Gazarre: "History' of
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Napoleon suddenly determined to cede the whole of

Louisiana and West Florida to the United States govern-

ment, in order to prevent it falling into English jDosses-

sion. Knowing well the value of this territory, he remarked;
" This accession of territory strengthens forever the power
of the United States, and I have just given to England a

maritime rival, that will sooner or later humble her pride.
"^

This remark shows the motive that Napoleon had in ceding

this territory to the United States. The price paid for

this additional territory was eighty million francs, or

twenty million dollars, one-fourth of which was offset by
an American claim against France.

The territory thus gained by the United States em-

braced our present states of Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri,

Iowa, *!Nrebraska, and parts of Kansas and Colorado
;
also

Dakota and parts of Montana, Wyoming, and Indian ter-

ritories—a region remarkable for its resources and the fer-

tility of its soil. The present state of Louisiana was

organized into the "Territory of Orleans," and the balance

of the purchase into the "District of Louisiana."^ Orig-

inally a number of the Atlantic states claimed possession

of broad belts of western land upon the terms of their old

English charters, which gave them territory reaching from

the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Three years after the close of the Revolution, this

western territory was ceded to the general government ;

and one year later, all that portion surrounded by the

Ohio, the Mississippi, the great lakes, and Pennsylvania
was organized into the North-west Territory, Congress at

the same time declaring that slavery must not be intro-

duced into this region. Now, while emigrants from New

Louisiana," New Orleans, 1885, VoJ. III. pp. 899, 447 et seq.
1 Ibid. p. 525. 2 Swinton, pp. 220-1.
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England were pouring into this new territory, settlers

from Virginia and North Carolina were finding homes in

the regions south of the Ohio. Among these latter pioneers,

Daniel Boone stands formost/ Their settlements centered

around Lexington in the " blue grass region." The result

of this westward migration was the admission of two new

Benedict Arnold.

states into the United States—Kentucky, nine years after

the close of the Revolution, and Tennessee, four years later

still. The balance of the territory between Geor2:ia and

the Mississippi became the "Mississippi Territory."

In 1800, the Xorth-west Territory had a population

of forty-five thousand iidiabitants; two years later, the

1 Drake: "The Making of the Great West," pp. 165-6.
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eastern portion, possessing a population of sixty thousand,

became the State of Ohio. Fourteen and sixteen years

later, Indiana and Illinois, respectively, were organized

into separate states. The Territory of Orleans became

Paul Jones.

the state of Louisiana nine years after the j^urchase of

Louisiana from France. Mississippi and Alabama were

also states before the close of the second decade of the

present century. Thus we see nearly the whole region
east of the Mississippi forming into a compact union of

states.
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The Rei)iiblit' was allowed to enjoy only thirty years
of peace, before trouble arose with England. Xapoleon's
"Berlin Decree," followed by England's "Orders in

Council," closed the points of Europe to American com-

merce Then, too, England's claim of right to search all

vessels for English-born seamen, whom she might force

into service, caused much greater ill-feeling between the

United States and that nation. At last, the American

ports were closed against the offending European jwwers.
This action further injured American commerce. Many
men were thrown out of employment, and "grass grew
on the idle wharves of New York and Philadelphia." The

country was divided upon the subject of w^ar. The hostile

faction ruled, and the war of 1812 began.

For two years, the Americans were successful enough
on the seas and great lakes to gain at least the res^^ect of

England and foreign j^owers. In fact. Commodore Perry

sw^ej^t the British from the lakes and captured Toronto.

Upper Canada was occupied. The following year, the

Americans were victors at Chippewa and Lundy's Lane,

but were tinally forced out of Canada. Then, the new

cajoital being left unguarded, the British General Ross sail-

ing up the Potomac, captured and burned it. The peace

party was now in the ascendency, and the treaty of Ghent

was signed to close the war (1814) ;
but before the news

had reached the far South, GeneralJackson had fought his

famous battle of New Orleans, in which the British were

repulsed with great loss.

This war had involved Spain ;
because the Spanish

governor of Florida had not only rendered the British

some assistance, but had also incited the Indians to make

war against the Americans and had furnished them with

arms. General Jackson was for four years engaged in
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conquering these hostile 'tribes. At hist, he captured the

Spanish town of Pensacohi and Fort Barrancas. Soon

after this, a treaty of peace with Spain was signed, by the

terms of which, upon the payment of certain claims by
the United States, the Floridas were ceded to the latter

James Madison.

power. Florida, however, did not become a state until

1845.1

The Louisiana purchase had not been completed, be-

1 Vide Fairbanks: "History of Florida," Pliiladelphia, 1871, p. 260

et seq.
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fore our government took steps to learn what sort of a

region this great West and Northwest was. Xapoleon had

believed that it abounded in all manner of wealth
;
while

Jefferson believed that through this region lay the long

sought westward path to China. ]S^o one knew the dis-

tance from the Mississippi to the Pacific, for this whole

region was a trackless wilderness to the white man/ Long

previous to this time, Russia had sent her explorers to the

coast of Alaska, thus founding her claim to that fur-pro-

ducing country, while the Hudson Bay Company was

becoming familiar with all that is now British Xorth

America.

Above ]S'ew Orleans, St. Louis was the only town of

any note in the great region of Louisiana. It was peopled
with a great medly of mankind, drawn thither by the

profits of trade with this western region, whose only paths
were the Indian trails or the streams that brought its

waters to the Mississippi. Beyond this, the only whites

were the trapper, the trader, and that harbinger of civilisa-

tion, the solitary pioneer. How extensively these inglori-

ous trappers and backwoodsmen explored the great West,
we cannot tell; but Jonathan Carver was the first to set

his face westward from the great lake region for the sole

purpose of exploration.^ Still he barely reached the

western boundary of our present state of Minnesota.

About four years after the birth of our country, when
American commerce was springing up, a company of New

Englanders, forming the j^lan of opening trade between

the Pacific coast and China in order to procure tea first

hand for American consumption, sent two vessels around

the Cape to gather cargoes of furs from the northwestern

1 Drake: "Making of the Great West," p. 154 et seq.
2 Drake, Op. cit. p. 150.
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coast and trade them in China for tea. About four years

later, uj)on a second voyage, Captain Gray, of the ship

Columbia, entered the Columbia River from the Pacific,

naming it from his ship. Upon this voyage the United

Andrew Jackson.

States based its claim to the territory, that now forms

Oregon, Washington Territory, and Idaho. There was,

however, at a later day, some dispute as to our title to this

region.

1 Vide H. H.Bancroft: "History of tlie Pacific States," Vol. XXII.

p. 259 et seq.
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Even then, more Avas known about Ivanitcliatka or the

JN'ile than about this region west of the Mississippi. The

T^orth American continent was occupied by four govern-

ments when Jefferson became president. He had long

cherished the plan of exploring the Missouri to its source,

hoping to find an easy passage across to the Columbia

River, and thus a short, practical western route for com-

merce with China. ^ Thus originated the expedition of

Lewis and Clark. They left St. Louis for their long jour-

ney while that town was yet a French, or rather a Spanish

possession.^

T^early four years were occupied in making the trip to

the Pacific and returning to Washington. It was a

memorable expedition, and opened up an enormous region

to immigrants who were ready to follow. It furnished our

government wdth the first reliable information as to the

extensive and valuable possession it had purchased from a

foreign pow^er.^ As a further result, this expedition was

followed by the organization of the Pacific Fur Company,
which built the first trading post in Oregon, naming it

Astoria, in honor of the j^rojector of the company, John

Jacob Astor. The territory of Colorado and the Arkansas

valley had already been explored by Lieutenant Pike who

first brought back the information that gold had been

found in the Rockies.

The troublous times of the Najwleonic era in Europe
'and the tedious task of adjusting affairs afterwards gave
Mexico a chance to declare its independence from Spain.

This was done six years after the final banishment of the

first Napoleon. Then Mexico included Texas and all of

1 Drake Op. cit. p. 187.

2 That is, Spain still held Louisiana for France,
s Bancroft, Op. cit. Vol. XXIII. pp. 6-86.
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what is now South-western United States. It was an im-

mense region, abundantly rich in the precious metals.

During the early years of the eighteenth century, the first

settlement was made in Texas by Spaniards. During the

latter part of the same century, San Diego, California, was

Tyler.

founded, noting the first occupancy of California by the

Spaniards.^ It wdll be further noticed that,although Drake

had been the first to discover the northern coast of Cali-

fornia, the English lost their claim to the territory by fail-

ing to occupy it,

1 Hittell: "History of California," San Francisco, Vol. I. 309.
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When Florida was ceded to the United States, many
of our statesmen understood that the Rio Grande was to

be the north-eastern boundary of Spanish America, but the

Sabine was finally settled upon as such. So that Texas,

as a jiart of Mexico, remained under Spanish rule until

the two became indej^endent. Presidents John Quincy
Adams and Jackson tried to buy Texas from Mexico, but

failed. At last, the Texans asserted and maintained their

inde2:)endence of Mexico. General Sam Houston was

made President of the " Lone Star State," So loudly did

it clamor for admission to the United States, that our

country became divided on the question. When Polk was

elected President, however, it was regarded as a A'ictory

for those who favored the annexation. Finally Congress
took the matter up ; and, in spite of warning from Mexico

that such an action would be considered a ground for war,

passed a resolution annexing- Texas as a state among the

states of our Union.

About this time Captain J. C. Fremont had been sent

by the government to find a new or southern route across

the continent to Oregon. While in California, he received

word to protect the interests of those Americans who had

drifted across to the Pacific coast.
^ Even before the

pioneers in these regions had heard of the trouble between

Mexico and the United States, the Californians had raised

the standard of revolt against the Mexican government.

The Americans were foremost in this action, and, no doubt,

Fremont and other American officials countenanced it and

favored the independence of California
;
and it must fur-

ther be remembered that there were agents from both

1 Bancroft ("History of the Pacific States," Vol. XVII,) and Hittell

("History of California,") cast serious reflections on the actions of Fre-

mont, intimating that he turned his expedition into a filibustering one.
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Prance and England anxious to gain a foothold in this

region for their respective governments.
The war with Mexico that followed the events just

mentioned lasted about two years (1846-1848). Generals

Taylor and Scott were usually victorious, and our flag

Fremont.

was soon floating over the Mexican capital itself. When
Greneral Kearney, who commanded the Californian expedi-

tion, reached the Pacific coast, he found Fremont and

Stockton already in possession of that section. The treaty

of Gaudaloupe Hidalgo, which closed the war, transferred

Upper California and New Mexico to the United States,
14
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and fixed the Rio Grande as the boiindaiy between the

two republics. Mexico was paid fifteen million dollars

for this immense territory. Five years later, the " Gads-

Taylcr.

den Purchase" was made, by which, for ten million dollars/

our government received further concession of territory,

including a large part of Arizona, and fixing the southern

boundary of the United States as at present.**

1 The United States also relinquished several nulliou dollars in

claims against Mexico for depredations committed by raiders.

-Labberton: "General History," p. 178.
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The Pacific Fur Company was using capital without

stint in order to make the enterprise a financial success
;

but it was regarded with an evil eye by the British

North-west Company. When, thererefore, the war of 1812

began, the North-west Company took measures to crush

its American competitor. The small band of traders at

Astoria, receiving no protection from its government,
at last sold the entire interests of the Company to its

rival.
^

Very soon disputes arose between the British and

American governments as to the territory of Oregon. The

United States claimed it by right of discovery, explora-

tion, and first settlement. Still the two governments

agreed upon a joint occupancy for a term of years. Then

came the celebrated " Monroe Doctrine." President Mon-

roe, in his annual message, declared " that the American

continents, by the free and independent condition which

they have assumed and maintain, are not to be considered

as subjects for colonization by any European power."^

It became all the more necessary, then, to settle the ques-

tion at issue between our government and that of Great

Britain. After a series of negotiations, lasting nearly a

quarter of a century, the forty-ninth parellel of north

latitude was fixed upon as the boundary of this western

region.^

In this way, the United States gained another vast

addition of territory, comj^rising the present state of

Oregon and the Territories of Washington and Idaho.

This gave us a compact territory, and it seemed as if the

great American republic had at last attained its growth in

1 Greenhow: "History of Oregon and California," New York, 1845,

p. 301 et seq.
2 President's Message, Dec. 2, 1823.

3 Barrows: "Oregon," Boston, 1884.
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territory, but such was not the case. Shortly before the

breaking out of our Civil War, it became a common belief

that Russia was not finding her American possessions

j^rofitable, as they Avere too far from the central govern-

ment.

James Monroe.

Almost since the discovery of Alaska by an expedi-

tion sent out by Catharine I., the territory had been occu-

pied by the Russian-American Company. Quite a trade

had sprung up with the Americans of the Pacific coast

after the discovery of gold in California, so that western

traders and fishers knew the value of that territory as a fur-
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producing region. About the time that the Russian

American Company's third charter expired, there was an

attempt made to organize a Pacific company that might
control a share of the Russian-American trade. The

agitation of this subject caused the American government
to study the resources of Alaska, and finally led to nego-

tiations for its purchase.^

The Civil War intervened, and our government was

fully occupied with weightier matters. At the close of the

war, while Mr. Seward was secretary of state, the subject

of purchase was again brought before the people ; and, after

considerable diplomatic maneuvering, Alaska, free from all

charters and incumbrances, was ceded to the United States

for the sum of seven million, two hundred thousand dol-

lars. Thus our country was enlarged by four thousand

miles of coast-line,^ five hundred and seventy thousand

square miles of territory,^ by valuable fishing tracts, and

by mining and timber lands of unknown value—in fact

that was no mean bargain by which a territory was added

to the United States that already pays a yearly revenue

of over half a million.^ There were those who at the

time, however, considered it a foolish waste of money.
In tracing the growth of our country from the thir-

teen original colonies that rebelled against Great Britain,

to its present vast dimensions we have necessarily avoided

much of the internal history that was of moment to our gov-
ernment. We must glance at these important movements.

We have seen that the question of slavery was, early in this

1 Vide H. H. Bancroft: "History of the Pacific States," Vol.

XXVIIT. p. 590 et seq.
2 This is exclusive of islands. Including the numerous islands, the

coast-line is estimated at over eleven thousand miles.

3 See Sumner's speech in his "Works," Boston, 1875, Vol. XI.
* Vide Seward : "The Diplomatic History of the W^ar for the Union,"

Boston, 1884.
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century, agitating Europe more or less. Early in the seven-

teenth century, the emancipation of slaves had its advocates

in America.^ From slight beginnings in old colonial times,

the question grew to enormous proj^ortions. When the

Xorth-western Territory was organized, a clause, as we have

seen, was inserted in its articles of organization forbidding-

slavery within its boundaries. From that time, the ques-

tion was sure to arise whenever a portion of that territory

ajDplied for admission into the Union as a state.

In this way, there arose the custom of pairing off states.

When one was admitted on condition of no slavery in its

borders, another territory was sure to apply demanding
the right of fostering slavery in its midst. Thus were

admitted the pairs of states—Vermont and Kentucky,
Tennessee and Ohio, Louisiana and Indiana. Then Ala-

bama was admitted as a slave state. When Maine was

finally admitted as a free state, Missouri had already ap-

plied for admission as a slave state. But the balance, de-

stroyed by the admission of Alabama, was now restored,

and there was a bitter fiaht over the admission of any more

slave states.

Four sessions of Congress were occupied with this

question. Finally Henry Clay offered a resolution which,

when modified by amendments and restrictions, became a

law. By it Missouri became a state " on equal footing

with the original states."- But Cono-ress at the same time

declared that there should never be slavery in that 2:)ortion

of the Territory of Louisiana north of thirty-six degrees

thirty minutes, north latitude. This was the celebrated
" Missouri Compromise." In this way, a line was drawn

1 Vide Wilson: "Rise and Fall of the Slave Power," Boston, 1872,

Vol. I. p. 9. et seq.
2 Colton: "Works of Henry Clay," Vol. I. p. 282.
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between the free and slave portions of our country. If it

were in our field to dwell upon the agitation of this question

both jNTorth and South, our space would not permit it. We
can only note that the North was pretty generally opposed
to the extension of slavery, and the South favored it.

It is evident that in the growing importance of this

question is contained the germs of that great conflict which

was soon to convulse the land. The question was kept
alive in Congress by frequent applications of territories

for admission as states. Thus Arkansas and Michigan
were paired. After a few years Florida and Texas became

states, and they were soon ofl'set by Iowa and Wisconsin.

In 1850, further compromises between the opposing fac-

tions were brought before Congress. We have reached

the day of great men in the history of the life of our

Republic. Cla}^, Calhoun, Webster, Chase, Davis, Sum-

ner, Beecher, Seward, Stanton, Lincoln, and hundreds of

others stand conspicuous in the annals of the time. The

halls of Congress then resounded with burning words of

eloquence such as are wont to inspire only remarkable men
in the support of questions of great moment.

The various sides of the all-absorbing questions of

those days were supported by men of almost equal powers
and eloquence. At last, the Missouri Compromise was

undermined by other compromises that rendered it, in

effect, null and void
;
for Congress empowered all terri-

tories to control, by a vote of their residents, the question

of slavery within their borders. And as a fazale to the

heated discussions on this point, California was admitted

as a state. It was not until four years later, however,

that it became established that the adoption of these later

compromise bills abrogated the Missouri Compromise.^
1 Op. cit. Vol. II. p. 231 et seq.
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The organization of Kansas and JN^ebraska into terri-

tories (1854) marks another stage reached in the decision

of this ever rising question. The hill for organization was

passed, but it was especially provided that the inhabitants

John Brown.

of the territory should decide by vote the question of

slavery in their state. As a consequence, the two political

factions centered tluMi- energies upon Kansas. Societies

were formed foi- the ex}u*(\<.s ])urpose of sending emigrants
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into this new territory,' who were expected to vote in

accordance with the wishes of the section from which they

came. From the South and from the Xorth, streams of

immigrants flowed toward the west, filling the territory

with a divided population and almost causing civil war.

Indeed, John Brown and his four sons (one killed in the

battle of Black Jack) had several skirmishes with bands

of raiders from Missouri, in which a number of lives were

lost.^ But the career of that enthusiastic leader was

brought to a sudden close by his foolhardy invasion of

Virginia and seizure of the arsenal at Harper's Ferry, in

hopes that the slaves would rally around him, and he

could thus enforce their freedom. Kansas, however, allied

itself with the free states.

Before Kansas became a state, a presidential election

occurred, in which the leading issue was virtually Slavery or

no Slavery. The election of President Lincoln was regarded

by both political factions as a signal for civil war. This

was followed by the secession from the Union of South

Carolina and preparations for a civil war that cost more

lives and joroperty than the most gifted in prophecy could

have foretold in those first days of strife. Before the time

came for the inauguration of Lincoln, six other states—
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Georgia, and

Texas—had joined the standard of secession, had organized

themselves into the " Confederate States of America," and

had elected Jefferson Davis president of the Confederacy.

The first act of the Confederate government was to

gain possession of the arsenals and military stores in the

South. This led to the attack and surrender of Fort

Sumter, recorded as the first event in the War of the

Rebellion
;
while a week later, a mob attacked a regiment

1 See Greeley: "The American Conflict," Vol. I. p. 281.
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of trooi^s ill Baltimore, and there the first blood of the

Civil War was shed. Within two months more, A'irginia,

North Carolina, Arkansas, and Tennessee had joined the

Confederacy, while in the remaining slave states—Dela-

ware, Maryland, Missouri, and Kentucky—the majority

Jefferson Davis.

for the Union was fortunately sufficient to hold them from

that step. Richmond, Virginia, was then made the capital

of the (confederate States.

It would be useless for us to attempt to give in detail

the events of this great struggle. Nor is it necessary,

bearing in mind the object of our j^resent writing. We
will content ourselves with simply sketching the course of
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events. Our object is only to gather a birds-eye-view, so

to speak, of tlie growth of our country; only incidentally

are we to note the great struggle between the two sections,

to learn enough of its history only to understand the story

of its growth in culture, to be told later. Many great

names in history now make their appearance. The veteran

General Scott was still commander-in-chief of the Union

forces, though he soon gave way to younger officers who

were better able to take the field. Generals Butler,

McClellan, Pope, and Burnside were conspicuous among
the early leaders of the Union forces, while Beauregard,

Johnston, and Jackson were just as prominent Con-

federates.

Later, ^v^e hear of Grant, Sherman, and Sheridan, and

the Confederate General Robert E. Lee, to whom John

Brown surrendered at Harjoer's Ferry. In civil life, we

find such names as Stanton, Chase, Seward, and Sumner.

Of course there were a host of others who still live en-

shrined in the memories of their countrymen. It was a

period of great men, and the above were great among
the great. The war centered about the Confederate capital

Richmond, in the East
;
while Kentucky, Missouri, Ten-

nessee, and the Mississippi regions were the theatres of

military operations in the West. The first important battle

was that of Bull Run, and through the defeat of the Union

forces, Congress was led to appropriate five hundred

million dollars, and to call for half a million troops. Then

it was that both sides bei^an to realize the enormitv of the

breach that had occurred.

While General Grant was busy planning the conquest

of the West, the opening of the Mississippi, and the sever-

ing of the Confederate territory, the seaports were block-

aded
;
but the attempts on Richmond were failures.

*

Then,
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too, on account of the Trent affair, Great Britain came

l^erilously near declaring war on the North. The Confed-

eracy was recognized as a belligerent power by both Eng-

lift
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land and France
;
and hopes of recognition as an inde-

pendent power cheered the Confederates in their des-

perate Struggle. During these dark days, the best friend
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the United States hacl in Europe was autocratic Russia,

then under the enlightened government of Alexander

II. When, during the second year of his administra-

tion, Lincoln issued his celebrated Proclamation of

Emancipation, every northern man realized that there was

no longer any compromise short of submission by the

South that could settle the breach. The early part of the

second year of the war witnessed the remarkable naval

battle between the Merrimac and the Monitor, resulting

in a victory for the latter and for the Union cause.

The third year of the war was ushered in by a long,

discouraging series of disasters for the northern army.
In fact, the plans of the Union commanders had failed at

every point. But this was just before the dawn of a

series of brilliant successes, destined to break the power
of the Confederate government. The northern army,
under Greneral Meade, centered a strong force at Gettys-

burg, where it confronted the Confederate army invading

the JN^orth under General Lee^ A two days' battle

decided the victory for the Union forces. The next day,

news came of the surrender of Vicksburg to General

Grant. Five days later. Port Hudson surrendered to Gen-

eral Banks, and the Mississippi at last
" ran unvexed to the

sea."

The Confederacy came near winning a great success in

I
East Tennessee this same year, where, by the fortunes of

war, Rosecrans' forces were besieged in Chattanooga, and

were nearly starved out. General Grant was however

placed in command of the Union forces, and ably seconded

by Hooker and Sherman, raised the siege and drove the

Confederate forces to the south. At this time, occurred

the famous Battle of Lookout Mountain. The movements

of General Grant had been so successful and decisive that
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he was made Lieutenant General and commander of all

the Union forces; and thereupon began those great ma-

neuvers that brouo-ht the war to a close. While the Com-

mander-in-chief was busy on the Potomac, conquering the

forces of Virginia and hemming in the capital city of Rich-

Farragut.

mond, Sherman was making his celebrated "march to the

sea." Then the two armies were in shape to cooperate

against the Confederates.

Early in April of the fourth year of the war, the stars
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and stripes were again unfurled over Richmond, and the

Civil War was rapidly drawing to a close. A few days

later, Lee surrendered to Grant at Appomattox Court

House, and Johnston, knowing it was useless to continue

the struggle, surrendered his army to Sherman. By the

end of May, the few remaining, straggling southern forces

had surrendered, and the Civil War was over. A gloom of

sadness was cast over the North in the midst of rejoicing

over the surrender of Lee and the promised end of the

war, when tidings were borne over the land with electric

rapidity that the great leader of the nation had been shot

down by an assassin.

Abraham Lincoln had gained the love of the North

and the respect of the South; and it is gratifying to the

historian to record that the hand that so brutally murdered

our President was not instigated by the leaders of the

rebellion. It was the act of a band of fanatics who had

conspired to slay the successful leaders in this struggle.

It is also gratifying to note that amnesty was granted to

nearly all those who had rebelled against the government
and that no executions followed the victory of the Northern

States.

What we have had to say of our Civil W^ar is scarcely

deserving of the name of an outline even, but it will serve

our purpose. Let it be noted that a difference between

these two great sections of our country can be traced back

to the very beginning of colonization in America. We can

hope that the new Union, cemented by so much blood and

treasure, will prove to be founded on the rocks so as to

with-stand the storms of centuries. In the course of the

war, two questions
—slavery and state rights

—were forever

settled. But the work of reconstructing the Southern

States was a long and arduous task, in which President
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Johnson and Congress could not agree. But Congress had

its way ;
the states that had seceded were organized into

five military districts
;
the freedmen were at last vested

with full powers of citizenship ;
and to close the whole

drama of rebellion, the various states have been re-admit-

General Sherman.

ted into the Union upon complying with certain require-

ments imposed by Congress. These terms were that the

states should adojot the fourteenth amendment, and should

present to Congress an acceptable constitution framed by
a convention of delegates

*'elected by the male citizens . .
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of whatever race, color, or previous condition", upon the

acceptance of which by Congress they became states.

Tennessee was the first to comply with these terms, but

some of the states preferred to submit to military rule for

five years rather than accept the same. ij

The great Civil War closed with the government bur-

dened with a debt of more than twenty eight hundred

million dollars. It was indeed at an enormous price of

blood and treasure that our country was re-united into one

whole, whose bands of union, let us hope, can never be

broken and whose dimensions dwarf every other nation on

the globe, except the British and the Russian Empires.

Although shaken from sea-coast to mountain summit by
this great internal struggle, the growth of the great nation

as a whole was scarcely checked.

At the breaking out of the great war, Kansas was

knocking for admission as a state
; and, with her free con-

stitution, she had only a few months to wait after the slave

states had withdrawn. She became one of the most

prosperous states in the Union. By the side of California,

was springing up a new and rapidly developing territory,

whose rich silver mines were inviting multitudes of

pioneers into her dominions. Before the war had closed,

this territory had become the state of Nevada. Nebraska

followed next. Though this territory had been urged into

prominence when Kansas was organizing, the near prox-

imity of the latter to the South had led to its earlier de-

velopment. Nebraska, embracing a territory larger than

all New England,^ became a state two years after the close

of the war.

Another indication of national vigor is manifested in

the great schemes for the internal improvement of the

1 Drake: "Making of tlie Great West," p. 321.

15
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country when the government was straining every nerve

to quell rebellion. IS^otable among the great enterprises

of this century, was the plan of joining the extremities of

our country by railroads. One source of fear for the unity

of our country was the great distance and almost insur-

mountable mountain barriers that separated the Atlantic

General R. E. Lee.

from the Pacific sea-coast. In the darkest days of the

war, however, encouraged by liberal grants of land from

the government, a company was formed that had no less

object in view than the uniting of the West with the East

by a great railway line across the continent. The Pacific
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railway was constructed. The distance between the

national capital and its remotest state was lessened from

eighty to less than six days travel. In fact, the long sought

for western route to the Indies was thus at last discovered.

Sheridan.

What an enormous territory was in this way opened

up to settlement ! Out of it has already been carved the

opulent state of Colorado; while Dakota, with its vast

granaries and herds of fattened cattle, has long been

knocking at the door of the Union for admission. The

social system of Utah, cursed by polygamy, is barred out
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of the sisterhood of states until that excrescence shall have

been removed. Washington, Idaho, Wyoming, Arizona,

and even Indian territories will probably, at no late day,

demand an equal voice with other states in the govern-

ment of our countrv.

Of course, in all this long period of four centuries of

American growth, there have been many and cruel wars

against the aborigines, whom the civilizations of the Old

World had looked upon as their lawful j^rey. Patriots

have existed among this down-trodden j^eople, who deserve

a place by the side of the j^atriots of ancient Greece and

Rome; but we have concerned ourselves only with the

growth of that race which seems to be destined to supplant
all others on the face of the globe. We have seen how

they occupied our shores amidst dangers and privations.

We have seen how the dominant j^rinciple of liberty and

independence ins2:)ired them, while yet a handful, to cast

off the oppressive yoke of foreign government. We have

seen how the love of freedom has made all men within the

boundaries of our great nation free and equal. We have

further seen how these efforts for freedom have grown and

developed until our nation stands i:)roudly among the

powers of the world that are foremost in all manner of

civilizing influences, and foremost in the advancement of

true enlightenment. While, however, other countries are

filled to overflowing, while other nations must be reaching

the limits of their resources, who can measure our resources

yet undeveloped? Who can limit our future develop-

ment? Who can even 2:)rophesy what another generation

may evolve? Our nation is yet in its infancy, may the

historian of it's old age have as little to decry as he has

who attempts to describe the beginning of a wonderfully

favored people.
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" Civilization has not taken place fortuitously, but in

a definite manner, and under the control of natural law
;

the procession of nations does not move forward like a

dream, without reason or order, but there is a predetermined,

solemn march, in which all must join, ever moving, ever

resistlessly advancing, encountering and enduring an

inevitable succession of events
;
individual life and its

advancement through successive stages is the model of

social life and its secular variations."

J. W. Draper.
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SOCIAL AND POLITIOAL INSTITUTIONS.

Introduction—Subject Outlined—Institutiou of Ranks and Classes—
Aristocracy of Birth—Nobility in Greece—In Rome—Distinction be-

tween Ancient and Modern Nobility—Tribal Origin of Nobility—
Parties in Ancient Rome—Titles of Ancient Nobility—Comparison
with Modern Titles—Growth of Modern Nobility—Aristocracy of

Mind— Levites in Israel—Druids in Gaul—Poets in Ireland—Man-

darins in China—Peculiar Features of Chinese Nobility—Aristocracy

of Wealth—No Permanent Classes—Growth of Territorial Sover-

eignty—Distinction between Nation and State—Ancient and Modern

Citizenship
—Banishment in Ancient Times—Modern Governments

Territorial—Ancient and Modern Titles of Rulers—Diversities of

Sovereign Powers in Small States of Europe—Growth of Parlia-

mentary Authority—Development from Ancient Times—Hungarian
Peculiarities—Outlines of this Development in England—Develop-
ment of Constitutional Government—Co-workings of the Three De-

partments of Government—Analysis of American Constitution—
General Conclusions.

XOW enter upon the final stage of our

|Si^ work, and desire to study the civiliza-

*^^ tion of the present day. This is in-

deed a wide and interesting field
;
vol-

umes could be most profitably filled with a

study of this question. But if we can not

enter into details, we can at least take note of the

more important elements of this culture, show their deri-

vation from a culture of an earlier period, and draw some

conclusions as to their probable course of development in

the future. We should now be well qualified for this

work. We have spent considerable time in tracing out
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the general course of human development, and have paid

especial attention to Aryan history and culture.

Knowing the difficulties in our way, our first nim

must be to grasp the real, significant points, consider them

well, and be content to let drop those of little moment.

With this object in view, our subject falls into three great

divisions. The first is a study of Social and Political In-

stitutions, and herein is contained the real history of cul-

ture after all. By that phrase we understand the organiza-

tions for government and social purposes, and the peculiar

customs resulting therefrom. That question considered,

we must next study the present development of those two

great factors which, by their co-working, result in the

gradual advance of man in civilization. We refer to

Religion and Science.

Though the field be extensive, and it be necessary to

condense, yet this study ought to be of great interest to all

thouuhtful men and women. The work we are now to

enter upon is the finishing piece, and the test of all that

has gone before. If our previous conclusions be confirmed,

then we may venture to prophesy of the future. It will

be necessary, however, to show that our present culture

is in all respects an advance out of previous conditions.

In a former chapter,' we traced the origin and develop-

ment of those social and political institutions, which, in point

of time, were the first to be established, and which, in point

of quality and rank, form the very foundations of society.

These are the various tribal organizations together with

the different systems of relationship, and tribal and family

divisions. W^e will now resume that study and will treat

of the growth of social and political institutions as de-

veloped in historical times down to our own period. Since

1 Vol. II. ch. ii.
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however, the topics to be treated are of a somewhat dry

character, and probably not quite familiar, it will be found

of great advantage to present a preliminary view of the

issues and questions to be considered.

Of all social and political institutions of the Classical,

Medieval, and Modern Worlds, the most prominent, and

by far the most influential, has been the institution of

ranks and classes. This, then, shall have our first con-

sideration. It will be found, in the sequel, to naturally

divide into a history of Aristocracy of Birth, Aristocracy
of Intelligence, and Aristocracy of Wealth. It is in these

three forms of social prominence that ranks and classes

have chiefly manifested themselves, IS^ext in importance
is the growth of Territorial Sovereignty. Here we intend

to treat of the various princely and royal dignities evolved

by nations. In connection with it, stands Parliamentary

Authority, exhibiting the share claimed by the people in

the administration of its affairs. In modern times, parlia-

mentary authority has well-nigh superseded the absolute

ruling power of single dynasties, and it, therefore, requires

an elaborate treatment.

Finally, we shall try to obtain a full understanding
of the various " Constitutions

"
of Republican committees

and Confederacies. This, however, will be achieved the

more readily, the better we have grasped the spirit and

drift of various constitutions, and, therefore, the compara-
tive method, which has been our guide throughout the

whole of this work, shall likewise assist us in attaining to

a comparative view of Constitutional Law.

Let us turn at once, then, to the consideration of our

first subject, which is an inquiry into the origin of classes

and ranks. Why should there be such social divisions?

It seems to be more natural and more in keeping with the
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regular drift and tendency of the human feeling and

thought to regard and treat every individual alike, and

there seems to be little reason in any other arrangement

than one of perfect equality. Theoretically, Ave should

expect to see the communities and commonwealths of men

constructed on the basis of equal distribution of rights,

with no difference in ranks. This, too, has always been

the dream of those philosophers who have tried to im-

prove on the present condition of mankind.^

But when we apj)eal to the answer of positive facts,

the response of actual history, quite another picture is

held up to view. It is the unanimous experience of all

time, that no sooner have men united in some form of

government, than more or less marked differences of rank

or social standing are established. This statement can be

safely and broadly made. There is nothing to contradict

it. Even if there be some apparent exceptions, they will,

on closer examination, invariably turn out to be a corrob-

oration of the general statement. It is true there are

cases where such ranks and classes can be discerned only

with difficulty, and in other instances they are very incon-

spicuous. Yet they still exist, and upon investigation will

be shown to pervade the whole structure of the state, or

community. In fact, we observe such ranks forming, as

it were, strata all over the world. Even in those tribes

of Africa or Central Asia, which we generally call savage

and barbarous, we can still make out such tiers of socinl

arrangement. We may even go a step farther and assert,

that real development, real progress in civilization is

almost impossible without a corresponding change in the

1 As, for instance, by Plato, in his "Republic," More, in his "Utopia,"

Harrington, in "Oceana," and the works of Fourier. This is also the

feverish dream of communists and anarchists of to-day
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different classes of society. Where there is no difference

of classes there is no development, no progress.

In short, civilization is a continuous process of differ-

entiation. This process manifests itself in the formation,

alteration, and abolition of social classes, of ranks, of

divergencies of all kinds. It typifies itself in various

social centers around which the most diversified interests

are clustering. It begets varieties and all possible descrip-

tions of unions, of religious institutions, of political and

commercial associations. It is the vivifying power of the

whole organism. If, therefore, we intend to study the

later developments of society at large, we need not be

astonished at the vast array of social classes and ranks

which meet us, and which form the ever-rising tiers of the

grand amphitheatre of the past.

In this country, it must be conceded, there is a gen-

erally prevailing idea that progress is largely benefitted by
a lack of classes and castes

;
and that it is a consumma-

tion devoutly to be wished that such social distinctions

should be abolished
; and, pointing to history, it is claimed

that the marvelous prosperity of the American Union is

owing largely, if not exclusively, to the absence of ranks

and social differences.

We must consider this opinion and reduce it to its

proper value before proceeding. A j^roper study of the

growth of classes cannot be carried on unless we first come

to a solid understanding of the historical value of such

institutions. If we were to look upon these formations

with contempt, or if we regard them as the half-civilized

product's of inferior ages, we will fail to rightly measure

them. There is nothing, or very little, in the institution

of ranks and castes, which is deserving of contempt, and

besides, to judge everything by the standard of our own
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times and country, betrays a poor knowledge of history,

and shows a one-sidedness of mind.*

JVothing can be better established, for scarcely any
other statement can stronger proof be proffered than for

the fact, that nations have the same needs and wants, and,

consequently, meet them by more or less similar con-

trivances. If, tiierefore, some nations do, and others do

not establish classes, this will invariably turn out to be a

case of what might be called disguised classes. In other

words, it will be seen that with some nations the class-

system appears in a strange garb, concealing the usual

aspects of classes, and revealing itself to none but

the initiated few. This represents the facts of the case in

our country. In law, it is true, there are no classes, nor

do we meet with the external appearances of the well-

known distinctions of Europe. But no close observer can

avoid noticing the fact, that here, as well as in every other

country, there are sharply drawn lines of demarcation be-

tween man and man. Leaving this, however, for the

present, let us now try to obtain a fair understanding of

the growth of an Aristocracy of Birth.

Aristocracy of Birth, or, what is equivalent, Aristoc-

racy of Blood, is an historical phenomenon of almost

universal character. AVe constantly read of some portion

of a tribe, or of a nation being considered of a superior

origin, of better blood, of nobler parentage, than the rest

of the communitv. The characteristic feature of such an'

aristocracy consists in the fact, that the non-aristocratic

portion of the people willingly concede their superiority,

that the claims and privileges of the "aristocrats" are

gladly and fully recognized and acknowledged by the

1 Vide This Series, Vol. II. pp. 96-7, which shows us how much local

usages and customs influence our judgment.
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lower members of the nation. They will point to the

tmdotcbled fact, that their nobles can trace their origin

directly to a divine ancestor, as in the case of the ancient

German nobles, who were both the aristocrats and the

priests of their nation.^

The heroes of Homer were more or less of a " divine
"

origin. Thus Agamemnon boasted of his ancestor, Tan-

talus, who
" sat at the table with the gods." ^Eneas was

the son of Venus
;
Achilles was a direct great-grandson of

Jupiter, etc. And even in historic times, it was held that

the nobles of Athens, and of Sparta, were slightly, if not

directly connected with the gods of Olympus—the rulers

of the universe. Their very name in Athens is expressive
of this opinion. The aristocrats in Athens were called
"
Eupatridae," that is, people descending from "good

fathers
"—

superior fathers."

If we would understand the nobility of Greece and

Rome, we must constantlv bear in mind the framework

of tribal society out of which it originated. We must

remember that the Eupatridse in Athens were the

original invading and conquering tribes.^ But away
back before the dawn of authentic history, the subject

tribes had risen to a condition of almost equality. Con-

sequently, the part that the Euj^atrid^e played in Attica,

after the dawn of history, w^as chiefly one of social, and

mot of political distinction. Democracy made rapid head-

way in Greece, and the Athenian noblemen were unable

to claim privileges in preference to the rest of the citizens.

1 Vide Eichhoru ("Deutsche Staats u Rechtsgeschichte," p. 63, 5th

ed.) for the customs of the ancient Germans. Amongst the Goths, for

instance, the Amali were at once the oldest and noblest family, and
boasted a divine origin.

2 The word "aristocrat," although likewise a Greek term, was not
used in the sense of the modern "nobleman." It had a decidedly politi-
cal meaning, of which we shall speak later on. •* Vide Vol. II. p. 188.
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But although democratical equality was tearing down one

wall of class distinctions after another, the general recog-

nition of a certain superiority inherent in the Eu2;)atrida3

was never entirely refused
; or, to use Mr. Freeman's

words: " The Eupatrid gentes remained as religious and

social unions, cherishing the sacred traditions which each

traced up to its legendary patriarch. Some special priestly

offices still remained hereditary in particular families.^

But every office that carried wdth it any shred of j^olitical

power, was open to every citizen, without distinction of

birth and fortune. Yet it is no less true that, long after

the establishment of the pure and perfect democracy, the

assembly which disposed of every office according to its

sovereign will, did, as a rule, choose men of ancient houses

to direct the counsels and command the armies of the

commonwealth, ^"o more speaking proof can be found of

that inherent influence of birth and wealth, which survives

the wij)ing out of all legal distinctions, an influence which

legislation cannot give, and which legislation by itself

cannot take away."'^

In Sparta, we do not meet with an aristocracy or no-

bility the equivalent of the Athenian Eupatrida\ We
must remember that Sj^arta was much more conservative

than Athens, and hence the subject tribes had made little

or no advance to equality with their conquerors. In

Athens, there was alongside of the nobility a number of

citizens fully equipped with the rights and privileges of

citizenship, conceding and granting only a moral ascendency

to the members of the gentry. In Sparta, on the other

hand, there was no gentry, because there were no com-

1 The goddess Athene of the Acropolis at Athens belonged to the

family of the Butadse. The Demeter of Eleusis remained the special di-

vinity of the family of the Eumolpidse. Cf. Vol. III. p. 202-3.

2 "
Comparative Politics," pp. 252, 253.
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moners. There were, properly speaking, but two classes

of people
—rulers and serfs. The serfs, again, were divided

into two classes—the Perioeci and the Helots. Of these,

the former lived in small cities and were granted a certain

amount of independence in the administration of their own

municipal affairs. They had, however, no share in the

government of the Spartan state, although they frequently

participated in the wars of the Laconians.^

The latter, the Helots, were kept in a condition closely

bordering on slavery. They could not be sold out of the

country, but their lot was, nevertheless, a very oppressive

one. Spartan haughtiness, coupled with the callous sacri-

fice of human feelings to political expediency, had intro-

duced among the Spartans a usage of most horrible nature.

Every year, a number of resolute Spartan youths were

commissioned to range over the country, hiding in day-time

and assaulting the Helots in the darkness of the night

with deadly weapons. Thus many, sometimes thousands,

of the unfortunate Helots were summarily disposed of in

order to quell the spirit of rebellion, even before it ventured

to manifest itself. The name of this horrible custom was

Crypteia ;
and although a few scholars^ have tried to tone

down the frightful aspect of this, the offspring of the unre-

lenting spirit of the Spartans, it is now universally accepted

that tlie cruel custom was practiced with all its unmitigated

terrors. In Thucydides, the greatest of all classical his-

torians, we read^ "that the majority of Laconian institu-

tions against the Helots were made with a view to the

1 Thirlwall: "Greece," Vol. I. p. 307; in Clinton ("Fasti Hellenici,"

Appendix, p. 22.) a computation is made as to the number of this class

and it is placed at over sixty thousand.
2 Particularly O. Muller.
3 "Peloponnesian War," Bk. IV. oh. 80, 1-3. Other passages are Bk. i.

2. 27; 128; 1, aud Bk. ii. 2, 3. 54,
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safety of the Spartans," and in connection with this remark,
he tells the revolting story of over two thousand Helots

being at one time destroyed in cold blood, simply to pre-

vent their uprising against their masters.

This short sketch of the two subdued classes in

Sparta will help us to understand the peculiar superiority
of rank enjoyed by the ruling tribes. They were no aristo-

crats, noblemen proper, for there were no burghers to set-

off against them. They w^ere simply the ruling class,

without any further distinctions among themselves. And
this is a general characteristic of classical nobility in con-

tradistinction to medieval and modern aristocracy. It has

no gradations within its circle. In modern, or rather in the

nobility of the middle ages, there is a gradual intensification

of nobility. A count is considered a nobleman of higher de-

gree than a baron, and a baron is held to be more noble than

a mere gentleman. But no such gradations were known in

classical antiquity. The Eupatridse were all of an equal

rank, and among the Spartans we do not see a difference be-

tween one citizen and another. They all lived a very easy
life as far as the money-making part of life is concerned.

For their wants and necessities were amply furnished by the

farmers (thePerioeci), and their Helots. Consequently they

could, and they did, also, devote their lives to non-com-

mercial objects, hardening their bodies as well as their

minds for the unique purpose of their existence—for the

perils and dangers of war.

The difference between nobility in Athens, and nobility

in Sparta can be measured by the fact, that while even a

Helot could eventually become emancipated and hence a

free Spartan,^ enjoying all the privileges of the ruling
1 Thucydides tells us (Bk. v. ch. 34) that the Helots who had fought

with Brasidas were declared free citizens, and allowed to settle wherever

they pleased.
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class in Sparta, such could never be the case with the

Eupatridee, in Athens. A stranger, when naturalized, be-

came a citizen of Athens, but by no means a Eupatrid,

unless one of the high-born families chose to adopt him.

The peculiar character of the Athenian common-

wealth, as far as the question of privileged classes and

their relation to the general masses of the people is con-

cerned, may be gathered from one of the funeral orations

of Pericles.^ On the whole, the oration is laudatory of

pure democracy, but it also argues the good eifect of privi-

leged classes, in that it tends to " tolerance of each other's

diversity of tastes and pursuits." Where there is complete

equality, the weight of public opinion presses heavily on

the individual. It is claimed that it was owino- to the

happy mixture of aristocratic and democratic institutions

in Athens, that we are indebted for such characters as

Themistocles, Cymon, Socrates, Pericles, and those pro-

found thinkers whose works still exercise an influence on

the world at large. ^

Another remarkable trait in the character of the

Athenian, and in general of Grecian nobility, consists in

its being almost entirely apart from the political party-

struggles of the communities. Wherever there is a stirring

political life, there parties will form, and people will draw

sharp lines of political creeds and partisanship. That is

the very element of politics. The Grecians being of a

highly political turn of mind, it is but a matter of course

that, in their city commonw^ealths, party life assumed the

most vigorous forms. In all the smaller and larger cities

of Greece, in Argos as w^ell as in Corinth, in Thebes no

less than in Athens, we meet wdth party struggles, which,

as a rule, were brought to a bloody issue. We might ex-

1
Thucydides: "Peloponnesian War," Bk. ii. ch. 35-46.

16
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pect that these party strifes would be conducted by the

nobles on the one hand and by the lowly on the other.

But this was not, or very seldom, the ease in Greece.

There, parties did not recruit their members from either

the nobility or the common burghers exclusively. They
were formed by motives different from the usual animosity
between highborn and lowborn people.

In Rome, we see two, and only two, parties from the

legendary time of King Servius Tullius down to the times

of the emperors ;
in other words, during a period of

several centuries. These two political parties were not

opposed to each other on the ground of difference in prin-

ciples, or of divergence in political views, as are modern

political parties. On the contrary, they generally agreed
in the choice of political measures concerning the conduct

of state affairs. Their internal opposition to each other

rested exclusively on the fact, that the members of the

one party belonged to the Patricians, that is to the ruling-

tribes of an earlier dav, who still regarded themselves as

of nobler blood than the members of the other party who
were Plebeians, that is descendants of the subject classes.^

In medieval Venice, the contending parties were like-

wise the noblemen (nobili) and the burghers (cittadini).

The strife of internal politics in the other cities of medieval

and modern Italy,
^ and of Germany was similarly a constant

warfare between the "Geschlechter" (patricians) and
"
Spiessbuergcr "(commoners). Even in Switzerland,

generally held to be the home of equality and freedom,

there have been, and in a measure there still exist, the

1 Vide Vol. 11. p. 200 et seq.
'^

Italy, during the middle ages, but also as late as the end of the

eighteenth centurj', was divided into 'a number of city-states (/. r. old

tribal states), in which were either members of a gentry (descendants of

a ruling tribe), or else common citizens.
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most vehement party-struggles between the Patricians and

the Plebeians of the different cities. Thus, in the city of

Berne, the spirit of exclusiveness was carried to such an

extent, that, during the greater part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, but sixty-nine families had a legal claim to magis-

tracies or to any position in the government of the city-

state.^ The vast majority of the people were entirely di-

vested of political rights and benefits, until a fearful con-

spiracy, under Henzi, broke out against the ruthless

leaders of the aristocracy, compelling them, in the end,

to yield to the just demands of the people.

If we will keep in mind the difference between aris-

tocracy in Athens and aristocracy in Rome, we will under-

stand the difference in the internal dissensions of the two

states. In Athens, democracy had made such headway,
that the nobility were not the ruling class. But in Rome,
the ruling classes were, for many centuries at least, at the

same time, the nobility of the city. The other constituent

part of the Roman people, the Plebeians,^ occupied a sub-

ordinate position in the commonwealth, until their press-

ing claims for a greater share in the administration of the

state were, with great reluctance, acceeded to. But these

contests between Roman Patricians and Plebeians have one

feature which marks them off very favorably from the

party struggles of Greece. In the latter country, the

intestinal wars of the citizens were carried on in the most

cruel way, with relentless bloodshed and massacres. The
G-reek historians^ are full of the sad tales of civil war

;
and

as soon as one party got the ascendency over the other,

1 The same explanation here applies. See Vol. II. p. 174.

2 Vide Vol. II. pp. 200, 201.

3 Remember these were fierce struggles of one faction of all classes

of people against another faction also including all classes of people. See,
for example, Thucydides, Bk. iii: 69-81, 84, 85; Bk. iv. 46, 48.
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absolute havoc was made with the vanquished opponents,

and their lives and fortunes were seldom spared.

Not so in Rome. There, the fierce contests between

the two parties were struggles between statescraft and per-

severance on the one side, and conservative resistance of

time-hallowed institutions on the other.^ The contest

lasted over some centuries,^ but very few victims are men-

tioned, and, with the exception of an occasional loss of life,

no bloodshed was committed.^ Parties in Rome were

somewhat similar to the Whigs and Tories in Eng-

land, or to the present Republican and Democratic

parties in the United States. The Plebeians never thought

of cancelling everything that had been done by the Patri-

cians. In this respect, again, they were unlike the parties

in Greece, who, on attaining to temporary supremacy,
never hesitated to repeal all the acts and decrees of the

vanquished ]3arty and to disfranchise the members of the

same. JN^ot so the Plebeians
; they never planned a com-

plete overthrow of the Roman Patriciate. What they

wanted was a share in the government. While they most

persistently endeavored to fill all places of public dignity

with their friends, they never tried to secure public offices

for Plebeians only.

The old Patricians of Rome, were, like the majority

of aristocracies, not long-lived. Toward the end of the

seventh century of the town, but few Patrician families

were in existence. But, meanwhile, another kind of no-

bility had arisen. They were the 7iobtles^ properly so

called. They consisted of members of the Equestrian and

Senatorial orders. Originally, any onewho had the requisite

1 See This Series, Vol. III. pp. 545, 599.

2 For an outline of which see Vol. II. p. 195 ei seq.
3 The bloody times of which mention was made in a former volume

(Vol. III. p. 295 et seq) were long subsequent to these events.
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fortune for service in tlie cavalry was a member of the

Equestrian order. The Gracchi considerably enlarged

the political sphere of this order by making it the only

class of citizens from whom judges could be selected/

Since that time it was also called the judicial order. This

privilege, however, was taken away by Augustus ;
never-

theless the Equestrian order still enjoyed great privileges.^

It is not easy for a modern reader to fully understand

the peculiar character of Greek or Roman nobles. In

modern times, we distinguish the members of the nobility

by many an outward and external sign, and more especially

by their titles. We must spend some time on the subject

of titles. Titles seem to be a trifling thing, a mere ap-

pendix and label, as it were, to the supposed pre-eminence

of the bearer. In reality, however, titles are the exponents

of a deep change in the whole structure of the social

organism. Given a certain state of things, titles will most

certainly arise, no matter whether the letter of the law

encourages or altogether forbids their use. Titles will

certainly be applied to certain classes, provided they

separate themselves from the rest of the people. They
will invariably typify that separation by the use of out-

ward signs in language, clothes, armors, utensils, etc., of all

these signs, the words coined by the language of such a

people will generally be the most significant. Languages
are the faithful depositaries of a nation's spirit. In this

respect it is instructive to compare the English language
with other languages. In England, there never has been

that peculiar form of nobility that prevailed in France or

1 In Rome, the contending parties elected the judge to try the case.

(Vol. III. p. 603).
2 They were, for instance, exempt from several laws, both civil and

criminal. See Digest I. 9, XLVII. 18, 1 sec. 2.
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Germany ;^ it differed materially and essentially ;
and so

did the language when applied to topics of nobility. In

France and Germany, the very name of a nobleman dif-

fered in construction from the name of a common citizen.

In France, the word de, in Germany, the word vo7i was in-

serted between the Christian name and the family name of

the nobleman. In England, no such custom ever arose,

nor could arise
;

for in England, the son of a nobleman

was not necessarily a nobleman also. The name Cavendish,

for instance, is no gentry-name in itself. There is a Lord

Cavendish, but his very brother may be, and very fre-

quently is, a mere Mr. Cavendish. Whereas in Germany
and France, all the sons of a nobleman are noblemen of

the same degree.

If, on the other hand, we try to compare modern or

medieval titles of nobility with those that obtained among
the Romans, we will find that the language of the Roman

peoj^le is just as faithful a repository of the institutions of

the nation, as is th© idiom of Britain. In Rome, the title

of nobility was not a noun-substantive, like count, duke,

earl, but an adjective expressive of some pre-eminence,

like egj'cgius (egregious) f perfectissitJius^ (most perfect);

spectabilis (shining, glorious) ;
clarissi77i2is^ (most cele-

brated).

1 There is a plentiful supply of nobles of various degrees in Great

Britain, but it is not the nobility of France or Germany. The reader will

find this question discussed in Freeman: "Comparative Politics," p. 233;

"Growth of the English Constitution," pp.82, 162; "Norman Conquest,"
Vol. I. p. 102. See also Stubbs: "Constitutional History of England,"
Vol. II. pp. 185-186, 192-193.

2 This adjective title of Roman nobility appears, for the first time, in a

deed of the second half of the second century. "Berlin Collections of

Latin Inscriptions," Vol. V. p. 532.

3 This title was chiefly applied to the chief functionaries of the Eques-
trian order. Cf. the "Code of Theodosius," Bk. viii. dis. 4, 3.

^ The title of members of the Senate.
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These linguistic divergences are at once not only the

best indicators, but the best interpreters of institutions.

In England, and likewise in other countries of Europe,
and in some of Asia,^ the manner of addressing high-born

people consists in using some adjective like those just men-

tioned. But this refers to the manner of address only.

The title of the noble person addressed is different. We
say:

" Your Grace," or " Your Honor," but the respective

titles of the persons addressed are "
Duke," and " Mar-

quis." JSTo such titles existed among the Romans. Cer-

tain persons were considered ^'

egregious," or "eminent;"
but not being- a birth-aristocracy, they did not attach a

proper name to their class. They had these titles more in

virtue of their office, than as indications of excellence of

birth."

If we now sum up the peculiar features of classical

nobility, we see what strong traces it bears of its origin

from tribal society of ancient times
;
and we are also to

notice that it was not at all like the nobility of medieval

and modern times. In Sparta, we see nothing but the

ruling and subject tribes. In Athens, we see the subject

tribes winning their way to a substantial equality, though
the EupatridjTS were still regarded as in some way superior

to the other class. In Rome, the scene is but little changed.

The Patricians, the ruling tribes, were the nobility, though

compelled from time to time to grant concessions to the

commonalty—the Plebeians. In process of time, this dis-

tinction was lost sight of to a large extent, and now the

1 In Japan, there is a nobility the members of which are distinguished

by titles exactly equivalent to earl, count, baron, etc.

2 The office-holder in Rome acquired a never-ceasing dignity for him-
self as well as his descendants. The coveted right called jus imaginum
(the right of keeping the portraits of one's ancestors in the hall of the

house) depended on the fact of office-holding. .
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nobility was simply the office-holding class
;

it was no

longer an aristocracy of birth.

When we turn to consider the state of affairs in

medieval and modern Europe, a confused field is before

us. Unless we are wrong in our premises, however, no-

bility, in the first instance, must have originated in sub-

stantially the same way, and must, therefore, leave clear

traces of its orio-in. But the many tribes of Central and

Western Europe, outside the boundaries of classical lands,

underwent a slightly different development. In the first

place, they did not dwell in so contracted an area, and they
breathed in more the spirit of freedom. But the first stage

of nobility in Europe we have already treated.^ We have

also treated of the gradual undermining of this state of

affairs.- Modern nobility roots itself, to some extent, on

these old customs, but it more largely rests on letters of

nobility granted by sovereign power. This custom seems

to rest largely on chivalry.'^ The first letters of nobility

were granted about 1190.

The growth of this modern nobility is treated, to con-

siderable extent, by constitutional writers. From them, we

learn that the title of duke, in England, was first bestowed

in 1337. The king's oldest son, or heir apparent, was

made Duke of Cornwall. This is still one of the titles of

the Prince of Wales. But still other scions of the royal

blood had to be provided for, and so other dukedoms were -

created. Before the century was closed, three other duke-

doms were created for the support of younger sons of

royalty.*
" The dignity of marquis was of somewhat later

1 Vol. III. p. 613 et seq. 2 Ibid. 641 et seq.
3 Vol. TIT. p. 648.

i Stubbs: "Constitutional Hi.story of England," Vol. III. p. 448

et seq.
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growth and less frequently bestowed. The title, derived

from the old imperial office of markgrave, or count of the

marches, had belonged to several foreigners who were

brought into relation with England in the twelfth century.

But in France, the title was not commonly used until the

seventeenth century ;
and it is possible that it came to

England directly from Germany. The title was not legally

and formally given, as it might have been, to the lords

marchers, or to the earl of March
;
and the fact that,

within a century of its introduction into England, it was

used in so unmeaning a designation as the Marquis of

Montague, shows that it had lost all traces of its original

application. The marquises were invested with the

golden circlet, and the girding of the sword, and from the

year 1470 by the gift of the cap of maintenance." The

origins of the titles of earl and viscount were similar;

the latter title, by the way, was a novelty in the fifteenth

century.

It is probably somewhat difficult for an American to

fairly decide on the merits or otherwise of an aristocracy of

birth. Looked at through the whole range of European his-

tory, and what does it amount to ? In the first instance, it

was a relic of conquest, which it took some centuries of time

for the people of Greece and Rome to remove. In the

second instance, it arose partly by the same means, partly

by the people allowing elective rights to become heredi-

tary, and partly from that strange combination of circum-

stances which brought on the Age of Chivalry. This form

of nobility still remains in Europe, but, happily, has never

been introduced into this country.

Probably the case is not altogether one-sided. Some
have supposed that the mere fact of there being an aris-

tocracy of birth tended to make society more permanent;
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but, it seems to us, this argument is very poor. Of course,

such an aristocracy includes a large share of the wealth of

the kingdom. This makes them, as a whole, the patrons

of arts and sciences, and leaves them free to devote their

services to the State. But it may be more than doubted

whether these supposed advantages are not more than

overbalanced by the objectionable features of the case.

We now approach the second form of aristocracy ;
the

Aristocracy of Mind, which has likewise exercised a vast

influence on society, and which, in a modified form, still

continues to sway the w^orld. First, as to the peculiar

meaning implied in the expression, aristocracy of mind.

By this term, we do not intend to imply all individuals of

highly developed mental activity, like scientists, poets,

artists, authors, etc. They undoubtedly do belong to the

aristocracv of mind in a certain sense of the word
;
but

they do not constitute a separate and organized class of

men. It is the class character, the organized, systematized

co-operation of a number of individuals to which we refer.

We understand by that term a class of people who enjoy

certain social and political privileges on the strength, and

in direct consequence of their supposed possession of men-

tal superiority
—a higher state of spiritual development.

As examples, we will refer to the Levites in Israel, the

Druids in Gaul, to the "Poets
"
in ancient Ireland, and to

the "Officials
"
(Mandarins) of China.

Before considering these various instances more par-

ticularly, it may be well to refer to the causes giving rise,

in many cases at least, to the same. Their origin will

nearly always be found to go back to tribal religion. We have

already said all that is necessary on this point.^ In the

case of the Children of Israel, this body of tribal priests

1 Vol. J I. p. 389; Vol. TIL pp. 103, 163.
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had coalesced in the form' of a tribe, and is known in history

as the tribe of Levi. Derived thus, from all the tribes

of an early period, they had no distinctive territory or in-

heritance as their own. But they had succeeded in draw-

ing to themselves all the priestly offices of the people,^

and were supported by tithes.

It may be interesting to remark the gradual decline

of the importance of this priestly tribe. Its decline com-

menced in the Persian period, and went forward during
the Greek and Roman j^eriods. The Pharisaical school

elevated the Scribe above the Levite in importance.

Knowledge became of more importance than hereditary

right. In the synagogues, at the time of Christ, if a priest

were present, he might be asked, as a matter of courtesy,

to read the law, but he gave place at once to the learned

scribe who happened in. The official religious rites in the

temple were of course j^erformed by jjriests down to the

destruction of the Second Temple, but a large section of the

Jews had ceased to have any regard for the temple service.^

In short, the Levitical aristocracy among the Jews was

going the way of all aristocracies, depending on birth and

not on merit. It was a relic of the past, getting more
and more out of joint as time passed on.

The Druids in ancient Gaul (France) and Ireland

are a second example of an aristocracy of mind. It is

not very easy to form a correct idea of Druidism. In the

last two centuries, many a volume has been published on

the government and philosophical systems of the Druids.

The writers of these books indulge quite freely in fancy

1 Num. xviii : 22.

2 The Essenes did not visit the temple and did not sanction the

bloody sacrifices. The Pharisees ranked the synagogue higher than the

temple.
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descriptions of the profound wisdom and the ehxborate

systems of the Druids.^ Later and more cautious investi-

gations, however, have proved the groundlessness of many
of these statements.

Csesar, in his "Commentaries," and Pliny, in his

works, give us the first and, perhaps, the most accurate

accounts of Druids. In these accounts, however, we must

make allowance for "mental distances." We will take

the liberty to both quote and comment on Caesar's descrip-

tion.'

"Over all Gaul," writes Csesar, "there are only two

orders of men in any degree of honor and esteem, for the

common peoj^le are little better than the slaves, attempt

nothing of themselves, and have no share in the public

deliberations. As they are generally oppressed with debt,

heavy tributes, or the exactions of their superiors, they
make themselves vassals to the great, who exercise over

them the same jurisdiction that masters do over slaves.

The two orders of men with whom, as we have said, all

authority and distinctions are lodged, are the Druids and

the nobles."

Here we w^ish to call attention to the nobles and the

common people. Is it not patent to all that we have here

the same classes as we found in Greece—the Eupatrida? and

the common people ;
or in Rome, the Patricians and the

Plebeians ? We have here to deal with ruling and subject

tribes.
'

" The Druids preside in matters of religion, have the

care of the public and private sacrifices, and interpret the

will of the gods. They have the direction and education

1 The acme of these phantastic histories may be found in the works
of the French scholar, Reynaud.

2 Vol. II. p. 171. Csesar: "Gallic War," Bk. vi. chaps, xiv. and xv.
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of the youth, by whom they are held in great honor. In

ahnost all controversies, whether public or private, the de-

cision is left to them
;
and if any crime is committed, any

murder perpetrated, if any dispute arises touching an in-

heritance or the limits of adjoining estates,—in all such

cases they are the superior judges. They decree rewards

and punishments, and if any one refuses to submit to their

sentence, whether magistrate or private man, they inter-

dict him the sacrifices. This is the greatest punishment
that can be inflicted among the Gauls, because such as are

under this prohibition are considered as impious and

wicked; all men shun them, and decline their conversa-

tion and fellowship, lest they should suffer from the con-

tagion of their misfortunes. They can neither have recourse

to the law of justice, nor are they capable of any public

office.

" The Druids are all under one chief, who possesses

the chief authority in that body. On his death, if any one

remarkably excels the rest, he succeeds
;
but if there are

several candidates of equal merit, the aifair is determined

by plurality of suifrages. Sometimes they even have re-

course to arms before the election can be brought to an

issue. Once a year, they assemble at a consecrated place

in the territories of the Carnutes, whose country is sup-

posed to be in the middle of Gaul. Hither such as have

any suits pending flock from all parts, and submit im-

plicitly to their decrees. Their institutions are supposed to

come originally from Britain, whence they passed into Gaul,

and even at this day, such as are desirous of being perfect

in them travel thither for instruction.

"The Druids never go to war, are exempted from

taxes and military service, and enjoy all manner of immu-

nities. These mighty encouragements induce multitudes
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of their own accord to follow that profession, and many
are sent by their parents and relations. They are taught

. to repeat a great many verses by heart, and often spend

twenty years in this institution, for it is deemed unlawful

to commit their statutes to writing ; though in other

matters, whether i:)ublic or private, they make use of Greek

characters. They seem to me to follow this method for

two reasons—to hide their mysteries from the knowledge
of the vulgar, and to exercise the memory of their scholars,

which would be apt to lie neglected had they letters to

trust to, as we find is often the case. It is one of their

principal maxims that the soul never dies, but, after death,

passes from one body to another
; which, they think, con-

tributes greatly to exalt men's courage, by disarming death

of its terrors. They teach, likewise, many things relating

to the stars and their motions, the magnitude of the world

and our earth, the nature of things, and the power and pre-

rogatives of the immortal gods."

We must notice from the foregoing that in the case of

the Druids, though they had succeeded in arrogating to them-

selves the priestly rites and duties, yet they had not so closely

coalesced as to form a tribe. Their rights and privileges

did not pass by inheritance. Their members were recruited

from all the tribes. They were but a slight advance on

the priesthood among savage tribes generally. They pre-

sent an interestingstep in the development of priestly bodies

like the Magi, or the Brahmans, from the savage priest-

hood. We want to observe, also, the distinction between

exoteric and esoteric knowledge here observed.' Their

mysteries were carefully guarded, and were not allowed to

be placed in writing.-

1 Vide Vol. III. p. 725.

2 Pliny, Bk. xvi. 99, 95 and Bk. xxiv. 6, gives us an interesting bit of
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The third example of an aristocracy of the mind is

the " Poets
"

of ancient Irehmd. They played a very

prominent part in the society of old Ireland
;
and they, as

well as the Druids, serve to show the great power com-

manded by a class, the main resources of which are their

ingenuity and mental superiority. ,
Our chief source con-

cerning these Poets is the Senchus Mor.^ This is one of

the oldest and one of the most important portions of the

ancient laws of Ireland which has been preserved. Its

main contents date from the first centuries of our era.

These laws were the composition of Poets^ that is, singers,

wise men, chanters, who were both the lawgivers and

judges of Ireland They, no less than the Druids, were a

privileged class. Their origin must have been the same

as we have discussed, and reached about the same degree
of coalescence as the Druids. It was purely a mental

aristocracy. We meet, all over the globe, with "
singers

"

and "bards," and the "divine singer," Demodocus, in the

Odyssey, is a well-known figure in Greek prehistoric his-

tory. But such singers were merely expounders of poetry :

narrators of history. No judicial, legislative, or political

power was part of their prerogatives. Their influence was

of a moral cast. The Poets in Ireland were singers, in-

deed, but they were likewise the administrators of justice;

nay, more than that, they were the sole depositaries of the

law of the country. We read in the Senchus,^ that " land

having been walled or trenched by a person, or persons,

or the possession of it attributed to him by the Poets in

their songs, was legal evidence of his title." So high was

the position, and so universally trusted was the memory
folk-lore of the Druids. He relates the great veneration for mistletoe
found growing on the sacred oak.

1 Edited by N. Neilson Hancock (Dublin, 1865).
2

," Senchus Mor," Vol. I. p. 46, note.
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and uprightness of the Poets, that the prosaic, but all-im-

portant question of title as to land-pro})erty was legally

decided by a verse or line in one of the poems of the

singers.^

The Irish had very elevated notions about the dignity

of their Poets. Their profession, in its judicial capacity,

seemed to be held in intimate connection with divine power.
It is interesting to read the passages in the Senchus Mor,

referring to Poets acting as judges. It is written :

" Before

the coming of Patrick (St. Patrick) there had been re-

markable revelations. When the Brehons (the name of

the Poets as judges) deviated from the truth of nature,

there appeared blotches upon their cheeks
; as, first of all,

on the right cheek of Sen Mac Aige, ^vhenever he pro-

nounced a false judgment, but they disappeared again,

when he had passed a true judgment. Connla never passed
a false judgment, through the grace of the '

Holy Ghost,'

which w^as upon him. Sencha Mac Col Cluin Avas not wont

to pass judgment until he had pondered up»on it in his

breast the night before. When Fachtra, his son, had passed

a false judgment, if in the time of fruit, all the fruit of the

territory in which it happened fell off in one night ;
if in

time of milk, the cows refused their calves
;
but if he

passed a true judgment, the fruit w^as perfect on the trees
;

hence, he received the name of Fachtra Tulbrethach

(hastily judging). Sencha Mac Aililla never pronounced

a false judgment without getting three permanent blotches

on his face for each judgment. Morann never pronounced

a judgment without having a chain around his neck. When

1 In the legal writings of Rome, we do occasionally meet with quota-
tions from poets and especially from Homer. But such quotations are

not only very rare, but they differ in spirit from the quotations to which
we refer.
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he pronounced a false judgment the chain tightened around

his neck. If he passed a true one, it expanded down

upon him.^ «

If, liowever, the rewards and the dignity of the Bre-

hons were great, so were, also, their punishments. We
read that every crime they commit is "full crime," and

"they shall be without honor-price until they do penance,

and pay eric fine
;
but when they have done so they shall

have the same honor-price again, though they have not

moved from their grade.
"'^

It is characteristic of the

elevated position occupied by the Poets, that the reason

given is, that "Protection may be aiforded for the dignity

of the Poet."3

To the aristocracies of mind that have hitherto occu-

pied our attention we have now to add the most remarkable

example—an example which, both from its unparalleled

duration and its bearing on an immense population, stands

unrivalled in general history. We mean the mental, or

literary aristocracy of China. This wonderful country is

at the present, just as well as one thousand years ago, one

of the least known civilized countries in the world. Num-
berless travellers here visited it, and their reports fill

whole libraries. But for one reason or another the abso-

lutely reliable books on the Chinese Empire and its insti-

tutions are extremely few.'* The divergence of Chinese

customs^ from ours is so great, the prejudice of travellers

so biases their judgment, that statements concerning the

institutions of the "
Heavenly EmjDire

" must be accepted
1 ''Senchus Mor," Vol. I. p. 25.

2 Ibid. p. 63. 3 Ibid. 4 Vide Vol. II. p. 423.

5 A'recent French writer on China says, on this point: "There would

appear to exist between our civilization and that of China the same dif-

ference as between the written characters. The one is alphabetic and

analytic, the other is ideographic and synthetic."
—Simon: "China,"

1887.

17
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with the utmost caution, and only after suffieieni cross-ex-

amination of the various reports. With regard to our

present question, however, we are better situated. What-

ever doubt and uncertainty may clog our steps in other

directions, in the department of Chinese "nobility of

mind," we can move with perfect ease and safety. Con-

cerning that question, we possess ample and satisfactory

material, and curious and interesting it is.

The Chinese have no hereditary nobility. In fact,

they have a law in their penal code denouncing death, not

only to him who recommends the elevation of a civil officer

to an hereditary title, but to him in whose favor the recom-

mendation was made.^ Such is their aversion to all kinds

of hereditary aristocracy. In partial explanation of this

state of aifairs, we have only to refer to the fact before

noticed,^ that society in China is virtually tribal to this

day, and one of the lirst principles of tribal society is j^er-

fect equality. But for all this, we do meet with a system
of nobility in China quite in keeping with the genius of

the Chinese, in so many respects different from our own.

Remember that China is the country where children are

expected to be decorous and sedate, while old men fly kites,

shoot fireworks, and indulge in other sports. So, in China,

we find a system of retrospective aristocracy, which appears
to us very stranc-e. The first civil and military mandarins

who have distinguished themselves in the administration,

or in war receive various titles, such as Koung^ Leon^ Phy-i

Tze, and Nan} These titles or grades are, however, not

hereditary, and give no right to the sons of the individual

rewarded by them, but they may be carried back to his

1 Davis: "Tlie Chinese,"' Vol. T.
}>. 205, New York, 1855.

2 Vol. II. p. 447 et>ieq.
3 These terms being taken from a French work, have to be i^ronounced

like French words.
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ancestors. This custom, , says the French missionary,

Hue, was introduced with reference to the funeral ceremonies

and the titles which the Chinese bestow on their defunct

relatives. An officer who has been raised in rank by the

Emperor, cannot accomplish the funeral rites of his family
in a suitable manner, if his ancestors have not been

decorated with a corresponding title. To suppose that the

son is of higher rank than the father, would be to over-

throw the hierarchy, and attack the fundamental princij)les

of the Empire.^ It will probably strike an American that

the Chinese custom is decidedly better than the European
one.

Wealth, or great ancestry, is of little or no avail in

China. Wealth, indeed, is rather a rare occurrence in

that country, and thus its influence is not as strongly visible

as in Aryan countries. The only remaining source of pre-

eminence, therefore, is the greater excellence in literary or

scientific attainments. All the officers and magistrates

in China have to pass rigorous examinations in the various

departments of Chinese literature before they can think of

running for an office. These examinations are held

publicly, and engross, for the time being, all the attention

of the vast country. No office being attainable without a

previous success in the examination hall, it is quite natural

that the issues of these examinations should be an intensely

interesting topic of conversation. In private and public

discussion they make up for the excitement generally

prevalent at our state, or national elections.^

It is in perfect harmony with the Chinese tendency

1 Hue: "Chinese Empire,' Vol. I. pp. 89, 90.

2 Davis ("The Chinese," Vol. I. p. 204) says : "Wealth alone, though,
of course, it has some necessary influence, is looked upon with less re-

spect, comparatively, than in any other country, and this because all dis-

tinction and rank arose almost entirely from educated talents."
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of letting the learned and lettered class have the upper

hand, that the chief tribunal of the legislature, as well as

the administration of the Empire, is lodged in the hands

of the Academy of Sciences of Pekin. The members of

this learned body approve of laws and amendments, su-

jDerintend all examinations, have the supervision of all

governors, lieutenants, and other officials
;

it is, in short

the very moving spring of the whole state machinery in

China. The Academy numbers two hundred and thirty-

two members, recruited by themselves from among the

literati and most eminent scholars, and women are not ex-

cluded—several have been members. The State guaran-
tees to each of them the use of a house and garden, with

a small money allowance. The surplus of the Academy's
resources comes from ancient j^^^^lic endowments and

gifts. It is entirely independent of the government, in

spite of the assistance rendered, which cannot be with-

drawn.^

The great power wielded by the Academy will be

better 23erceived when we proceed to contemplate another

remarkable institution of the Celestial Empire; the

Court of Censors, This high tribunal for the adndnistra-

tion of ethics is formed of forty members taken from the

Academy. Some are placed with the Emperor, and suj^er-

vise not only his public acts but even those of his j)rivate

life, which may seem incompatible with the fundamental

principles of the State. They command a power equal, if

not superior, to the power of Roman censors
;
but their

2)Osition is the more remarkable in that they pronounce
their coercive measures on the actions of a monarch, and

not simply, as the censors in Rome, on private citizens.

Their censure they frequently couch in A^ery severe words,
1 Simon: "China," p. 136.
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and we must regard them as a truly elevating proof and

illustration of the power which can be compassed by mere

intellectual superiority/

In China, therefore, we see the principle of mental

aristocracy carried to its legitimate effects. He, who is

more advanced in knowledge, enjoys a greater chance of

attaining to dignity than they who can boast only w^ealth

or the merits of their ancestors. Bacon's assertion that

knowledge is power is realized in China. For the

historian, the fact that it is knowledge that leads to power
in China, is sufficient in itself. The question as to the

value of Chinese knowledge is a subordinate one. They

certainly do not cultivate the kind of knowledge we have

embraced
; they most assuredly have not left the empirical

stage. But if inferior to ours, their knowledge has the

great advantage of giving a superior standing to those

who cultivate it.

The case is well stated in the following remarks con-

cerning the Chinese Classics :"
" If Confucius had trans-

mitted to posterity such works as the '

Iliad,' the ' De
Officiis

'

(by Cicero), or the '

Dialogues
'

of Plato, he would,

no doubt, have taken a higher rank among the com-

manding intellects of the w^orld
;
but it may be reason-

ably doubted whether his influence among his own country-

men would have been as good or as lasting. The variety

and minuteness of his instructions for the nurture and

education of children, the stress he lays u^jon filial duty,

the detail of etiquette of conduct die gives for the inter-

course of all classes and ranks in society, characterize his

writings from those of all philosophers in other countries.

1 Simon: "China," p. 136. He cites a case where ttie Academy, by
its bold interference, in 1860, forced the Emperor to give up liis contem-

plated departure from Pekin.
2 See Vol. II. p. 417.
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. . . The 'Four Books' and the 'Five Classics' would

not, as far as regards their intrinsic character in com-

j^arison with other productions, be considered anything
more than curiosities in literature, for their antiquity and

language, were it not for the incomparable influence they
have exercised over so many millions of minds. "^

We now turn to discuss the third form of aristocracy—that of Avealth. Wealth being one of the princij^al ob-

jects of men's ambition and activity, it is but natural that

it should largely determine the shape and character of

social institutions. We have had frequent occasion to

trace the influence of wealth on the j^olitical and social

structure of peoples, and have noticed its influence in de-

A'eloping civilization. We have found the idea of property
to be oneof the main asients in advancins; man in culture."'^

We noticed the interesting rise of cities in medieval

Europe as one of the direct consequences of higher organ-

ized manufacture and industry; and, finally, we are daily

witnesses of the unparalleled increase in wealth and its

social results in this great Union.

Great and profound as the influence of wealth is, its

bearing on the formation of classes cannot be put on the

same level with the influence of the principle of ancestry,

or that of mental superiority. Wealth certainly has a

vast influence on the destinies of mankind. Without it

there is no leisure, and in default of leisure men are un-

able to cultivate the higher pursuits of intellect and the

noble problems of art. But classes are seldom originated

by mere w^ealth. In other words, wealth has no tendency
to form j^ermanent classes, and it is in this very important
circumstance that it difl'ers essentiallv from both the

1 Williams: "The Middle Kingdom," Vol. I. p. 232.
8 Vol. I. p. 237

;
Vol. II. pp. 193, 203, 220, 222 et seq.
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aristocracy of birth,
'

and the aristocracy of mind.

The shifting character, or, to use a familiar phrase,

"theups and downs" of industrial wealth are naturally
unable to create a permanent aristocracy. Enterprises of

a commercial and industrial character, while they have a

tendency to a rapid accumulation of wealth, have also a

sad tendency of decay. It is rather a rare case when in-

dustrial wealth continues through more than three genera-

tions of the same family. This, then, is, historically speak-

ing, the great difference between an aristocracy of blood,

and an aristocracy of industrial wealth. When, in conse-

quence of the Crusades, the cities in Italy were rapidly

acquiring boundless wealth, and, consequently, an aristoc-

racy of wealth—the noble Patricians of Venice, of Pisa,

of Genoa, of Ancona, etc.—was formed, it might have

been easily foretold that this aristocracy had no assurance

of long duration. JSTo sooner did the trade of the East and

West begin to be appropriated by Spaniards, Frenchmen,
and chiefly by Dutchmen and Englishmen, than the famous

republics of Italy with all their pompous aristocracy of

wealth commenced to disappear. Three centuries were

sufficient to end the existence of the rich merchant-nobles

of Italy, whereas eleven centuries could not efface the

numerous stems of the blood-aristocracy of the feudal

countries of Europe.

There is, besides, another reason why wealth, and

more especially industrial wealth, is unlit to form social

classes of lasting duration. Wealth, more particularly in

modern times, tends to the establishment of corporations.

These, however, are essentially impersonal, and cannot

impart a class-personality to their members. In none of

the older countries do we perceive that as distinctly as in

the United States. The overpowering corporations of this
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CGUiitrv have iindoubtedlv a vu.st influence over the leois-

lature, city administration, and, generally, the politics

of states where they exist. But in none of the states do

they form, a social class, the members of which are marked

off from the balance of the citizens by personal privileges

of the kind enjoyed l)y the members of an aristocracy of

blood.

Our next great topic is the Grrowth of Territorial Sov-

ereic'ntv. Before enterino- into details, let us clearly lix

the meaning of the term. By territorial sovereignty, we

understand the dignity of rulers whose territorA" is lars'er

than a single city and, in the majority of cases, smaller

than the ancient empires of Asia and Europe. Their titles

differ greatly, and so do their characters, their rights, and

privileges. In the aggregate, they form all the dynasties

exercising a power of government in Europe and in

America at the present time. The form of government
varies considerably with different nations, and still more

so with the different periods of history. There are no better

means of understanding the peculiar character of medieval

and modern Europe and America, in contrast with Greece

and Rome, than a comparative view of the modes of gov-

ernment and the nature of sovereignty in these two

periods.

Ill modern times, we have the following kinds of sov-

ereignties : czars and sultans, kings and emi)erors, grand-

dukes, dukes and niarkgraves, princes, and presidents of

republics. None of these dignities were known to the

ancients. They had and used the same words, the same

terms, but these terms did not imply the meaning they

have at present. This is, broadly stated, the firsi great

difference between modern and ancient states. A^'e will

presently enlarge upon this point of great importance in
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the study of society. .For the sake of greater clearness,

we will add the second great divergence from the nature

of antique states.^

We speak of the French nation, of the English or

German nation, and in doing so, we do not mean to identify

the nation with the state. On the contrary, we have a

good idea of the divergence in meaning of these two terms.

We know that a nation is not one and the same with the

state of that na:tion. Nor is it one and the same with the

dynasty that happens to rule the nation. The nation has

a well defined existence of its own, and state, govern-

ment, and dynasty are subservient to the supreme concep-

tion of the nation. In the present century, especially, the

question of nationality has assumed a tenor of such acute

character that it may fairly be considered the moving

spring of politics. The governments of Europe no longey

think of conquering new territories for the simple reason

of addinc; to their dominions new districts of fertile land.

They plead another reason. They invariably claim to

wage war for the sake of re-uniting portions of their nation

that have been illegitimately detached from the body of

the mother-nation.

This was the plea of Germany in 1864 with regard

to Schleswig-Holstein ; this was also the plea of Germany
with regard to Alsace and the German part of Lorraine

;

this is the constantly repeated pretext of Russia with re-

gard to the numerous Slave nations in Austria, Servia, Bul-

o-aria, etc. They all want to extend the boundaries of

their states as far as the limit of kindred nations go. It

was in the name of nationality, that over two hundred

thousand Poles were lately driven from Germany. It is,

similarly, in the name of nationality that the Irish insist

1 Vide Vol. II. pp. 89, 90.
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on home rule. In short, the term nationality includes

personal relations, it does not rest down on territory. But
the modern state and the relations thence arising rest on

territory.

This idea of statehood was unknown to classical an-

tiquity, though in both Greece and Rome the j^ressure of cir-

cumstances had been such as to compel the people to take the

first stejjs in this direction.^ The ancient idea of nationality
came far short of the breadth of the modern idea. The
modern idea includes in its grasp all people w^ho speak

languages belonging to the same great stock of languages.

A number of states in Europe are included in the idea of

Teutonic nationality. But the ancient idea of nationality

included at most but a few tribes, and more often confined

itself to one.

This idea colored all the ancient ideas of fatherland

and country. The home and fatherland of all citizens of

the vast Roman Empire was the city of Rome. On this

point, it is remarked that Scipio, at Liternum, was held

to be in exile as much as if he had banished himself to

Spain or Syria.^ And when Tiberius removed his dwell-

ing from Rome to Capreee, men wondered that a Roman

citizen, a Roman prince, could so long carere pah'ta—a

phrase which, if we translate it
"
to be without a country,"

sounds strange indeed when applied to one who had simj^ly

moved his dwelling from Rome to an island off the coast

of Campania. In short, for the ancients the idea, the

conception of nationality, of fatherland, centered in their

city-states; for the Roman citizen in Rome, and for the

1 Vol. II. pp. 194-5 and 204.

2 Freeman; "Comparative Politics," p. 85. Livy (Bk. 38, ch. 53)

says that he was under the necessity either to submit to the sentence

about to be passed on him by his enemies or to leave his fatherland.

Seneca (Epist. 13 : 1) pities him for dying in exile. (Vide Vol. III. p. 301-5).
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Greek citizen in Athens, or in Sparta, or in Thebes. A
nation independent of the city^ did not exist—was not as

much as thought of. This result followed as a direct con-

sequence of ancient tribal society.^

If we now closely follow up the consequences and

natural results of these two sets of ideas reorardins:
"
nationality

"
(the one entirely identical with the city-state

itself, the other essentially independent of it), we will

understand the causes, the workings of which created the

sovereignties of medieval and modern Europe. Where
the whole nation is supposed to be comprised within the

walls of one city, there it will evidently be of little sig-

nificance, whether the conquests of this nation extend over

large or small territories. The city being the habitat of

the nation, it matters little how large the conquered prov-
inces may, or may not be. Unless a man be a citizen of

this city, he does not belong to the nation. The inhabitants

of the conquered provinces are "provincials," "municipes,"
but not citizens.

This thorough-going diiference between modern and

ancient nationality and sovereignty (one essentially per-

sonal, the other territorial) can be still better illustrated by

comparing two other institutions of ancient classical times

with their modern analogues. We mean our modern

citizenship on the one hand, and the ancient right of ex-

communication or ostracism on the other. In modern

times, the conquest of a new territory generally leads to

a full bestowal of citizenship upon the inhabitants of the

conquered land. Nay, more than that, when Germany
had conquered Alsace and Lorraine, far from denying the

inhabitants of these newly-acquired provinces the rights

1 That is to say, the ruling tribe or confederacy. Vol. HI. p. 436.
•^ Cf. Vol. HI. pp. 436-8 and 520-1.
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and privileges of German citizenship, she rather forced

them upon the reluctant people.^

Xo such thing was possible in classical antiquity.

They not only did not force their citizenship upon their

defeated enemies, but they rather strenuously refused to

grant them any of the rights of citizenship.- To do so

would most certainly have seemed an act of political im-

practicability, of sheer foolishness, to a Roman. To the

modern German government, it appeared to be a measure

of the greatest political i:)rudence. Such is the change in

the opinions of nations and in the circumstances of dif-

ferent ages that, Avhat to one appears as the height of good
sense and advisability, is discarded by the other.

As to excommunication or ostracism, the contrast be-

tween classical and modern society is still more glaring.

In Greece or Rome, it was one of the established modes of

depriving citizens of their 'rights by interdicting them

''''aqua et igni^'^ from water and lire, as the Romans said,

or by ruling them out b}* means of a public ballot, as was

usual among the Greeks.^ In other words, both Greeks

1 Within two years after the conquest, every grown male person had
to declare whether he intended to stay and adopt German citizenship, or

whether he preferred to leave the country.
^ Rome was constitutionally averse to granting citizenship. Even

her allies had to resort to arbitrament of war (90-89 B.C.) before they
could obtain this privilege. Laws were passed as late as the first century
B.C. to exclude the allied nations from this privilege. Conquered nations

were sometimes given a restricted citizenship, such as Vespasian con-
j

ferred upon Spain. But the immense majority of the provincials of the -

Roman Empire were non-citizens. It was not until the beginning of the

third century that Caracalla declared all the inhabitants of the then em-

pire to be citizens of Rome.
3 The classical nations had no workhouses or jails suitable for ex-

tended imprisonment. (Cf. Boeckh : "Public Economy of Athens,"
Lewis' Edition, p. 389 et seq.) They preferred to rid themselves of ob-

noxious persons by banishing them from the city. In Rome a per-

son thus banished could not return to the city unless permitted to

do so by a law passed in the Assembly, as in the case of Cicero, recalled
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and Romans found it advisable to punish certain crimes

with expatriation, with the k)ss of civic rights and with

the banishment of the culprit from the soil of the father-

land.^

No such punishment has been adoj^ted by modern

governments. While almost all countries divest certain

convicted criminals of their civic rights, none of them

think of banishing them from the country. Many modern

constitutions^ have made explicit provision for this case,

prohibiting the banishment of a citizen of their country

from his fatherland under any circumstances. Both institu-

tions show us very clearly how very intimately connected

modern statehood is with the idea of a certain territory.

To be a citizen means to have a permanent right of dwell-

ing in a certain land, and vice versa, any one residing

permanently in a certain land becomes thereby a citizen

of the country.

Both modern and classical states arose from the basis

of old tribal or ancient society. The subject is so im-

portant that we feel justified in presenting once more an

outline of their different development. In the case of the

classical nations, they had commenced to assume the im-

portant position they filled in history while they were yet

mere tribal societies, consequently their history shows us

a Ions; continued conflict before the idea of territorial rela-

tions overcame the idea of personal relations. But the

from banishment in 97 B.C. In the time of the emperors, banishment
was exchanged for deportation. The Athenian ostracism prevailed also

in Argos, Miletus, Megara and Syracuse.
1 But remember the limited extent of the fatherland i. e., city

This was simply a survival of the tribal punishment of casting them out
of the tribe (See Vol. I. p. 677).

2 The German constitution, as well as those of Austria-Hungary,

Italy, and modern Greece, explicitly provides that no citizen shall be

banished from the territory of his country.
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tribes of medieval Europe, whence came tho modern na-

tions of to-day, early settled on a definite expanse of land.

From that time, the land became more and more the basis

of society.^ The tract of land on which the tribe settled,

became known as the gau} In time, this gau took the

place of the tribe. Gau and tribe became co-extensive.

Just as in classical lands, city and tribe became co-exten-

sive. Other tribal divisions became known by the names

of territorial divisions of the gau.^ As now, modern na-

tions commenced to grow, we can see at once that the

unit of growth was always a territorial one, the gau.*

This is a most important conclusion to keep in mind.

Knowing the unit of modern society, we wdll or ought to

be enabled to understand its character. Modern sovereign

territories are the result of a combination of smaller ter-

ritories.^ Without bearing this in mind, it is difiicult to

comprehend the peculiar divergence of modern social and

political institutions from classical ones. The unit of

Greece and Rome was the city. The unit of modern

Europe and America is a tract of land essentially differ-

ing from a city. The city of Rome, or any city in Greece,

was the be-all and end-all of their existence. There was

nothing beside, beyond, above, or beneath it. Hence it

w^as not only the unit of the state—it was infinitely more

1 Vol. I. p. 164.

2 Pagus in Italy. Shire in England. Vol. I. p. 173.

3 Hundreds, mark, gemeinde, commune, and parish. Vol. II. p. 173.

< In strictness we might find a lower unit still. For the unit of tribe

was the gens, hence the territory of a gens—mark, parish, etc.—might be

called the unit of the gau. The language used in making general state-

ments must not be too closely criticised. In nicety, it may be that gau
and shire, for instance, are not identical, etc.

5 Freeman says : "The whole history of our land and of our race will

be read backwards, if we fail always to bear in mind that the lower unit

is not a division of the greater, but that the greater is an aggregate of

the smaller."—"Comparative Politics," p. 119.
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than that—it was the state itself. Hence, territorial

aggrandizement could not add a title to the state as such.

The new conquests did not alter the old state. They
were additions to, not parts of the old state. They were

provinces, not federates.

Five centuries before our era, the territory of Rome
did not extend over an area larger than any other ordinary

city. A few centuries later, she had brought under her

rule vast countries, covering almost the whole of the then

known world. Did all these new conquests alter, augment,
or enrich Roman nationality ? Not in the least. Did the

Romans increase the number of their officials or their

duties ? Not in the least. The same small number of

public offices were filled in the third century b.c, when
Rome was a comparatively small city, with very few

dominions, and in the first century, when Rome had suc-

ceeded in subduing the whole of Mediterranean Europe.
There were two consuls, the censors, the praetors, the tri-

bunes, asdiles, and qusestors. And that was all. No need

was felt of creating new offices to meet the exigencies of

the enormous conquests. As it was before that time, so it

still continued to be for many more centuries.

What, on the other hand, do we find among modern

states? The very reverse. Along with the spread of

territory, goes a constant augmentation of political organs.

Offices are added, old offices are expanded, the whole

official structure of the state is enriched, developed,

changed. The heretog^ herszog^ earl^ of the smaller terri-

tory, develops into the gra7id-duke^ or into the markgrave^
or landgrave. The offices become hereditary

—a thing

utterly unknown to classical times. The different dignities

of count, earl, duke, markgrave begin to crystallize into

a hierarchy of the strictest form, where the great question
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of precedence plays a jjroiiiiiieiit part. The office of sov-

ereign power, instead of being a position fur some one of

several families, become the property of some one family.

These are some of the marked chano-es in the strne-

ture of modern political sovereignty. They are the direct

outcome of the under-lying principle of territoriality. For

all modern sovereigns are but the sum-total of those

smaller territorial rulers who in the previous centuries of

the middle ages occupied the several parts of the present

great monarchies and empires of Europe. They grew

organically, smaller cells uniting with larger ones into

tissues, these again into organs, and organs, finally, into

one compact body. It is a bold, yet a true saying of

Aristotle, that the state is before its parts. And was not

the classical state of the time of the great Greek philoso-

pher actually so organized as to be said to exist before its

parts? Did not Rome exist before her provinces and the

other parts of the empire were created? Was not every

joint in the structure of Roman sovereignty fully devel-

oi^ed long before she had made those enormous conquests

that were to make up the Roman Empire ?

Such, however, was not the case with modern Europe.

The German Empire, France, or England were not ex-

istent before, but after their constituent parts came into

existence. Thev orew out of them. First came the dukes

of Brunswick and Oldenburg and Weimar and the land-

graves of Thuringia and the markgraves of Moravia etc.

etc., and then, by a union of these constituent parts, Ger-

many sprang into existence. It was the same case with

France, where the dukes of Xormandy, Britanny, Bur-

gundy, etc., long preceded the creation of the kingdom of

modern France. It was, likewise, the case with England,

which first consisted of a number of "kingdoms," (like
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Kent, Sussex, Essex, Wessex, etc.), which in 827 wei'e

united in the hands of Egbert.

This most essential point of diiference is most aptly

illustrated by the usage of classical nations in naming
their rulers. In this case, also, languages prove faithful

depositaries and archives of national institutions. The

Romans or Grreeks never spoke or wrote of a king of

"
Persia," but invariably of a king of the "Persians."

They never called the emperor, in Rome, "Emperor of the

Roman Empire," or "
Emperor of Rome," but simply

"
Emperor," or "

Emperor of the Romans." In modern

times, on the contrary, the custom is just the reverse.

Victoria is not "Queen of the English," but "Queen of

England." The sovereign is named after his territory.

To call, for instance, in an official way, Umberto the
"
King of the Italians

"
would be just as incorrect and as

ridiculous as to call our president the " President of the

Americans." The territorial origin of these modern sov-

ereignties has so thoroughly imbued them with a character

of dependence on the territory they rule, that everything
shows it. Having grown out of smaller territorial rulers

the modern sovereigns still bear the unmistakable mark
of their origin. In order to show this still clearer, we

shall 2^1'oceed to a comparison of the official titles of

modern monarchs with the official titles of Roman

emperors.

The Roman emperors had no official title, like our

modern "Your Majesty," "Sire," and the like.^ They
were sometimes called Optimus, Pius, Felix (the best, the

jdIous, the happy), but these appellations have no official

significance.^ To their names, they usually added the

1 Mommseu: "Roem Staatsrecht," Vol. II. \^. 724.

2 Ibid. 723.
'

18
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words "
Imperator" (from which our word "Emperor" is

derived) and "Ciesar" (one of the family names of the

Julian gens) or "
Augustus

"' and sometimes "
Princeps,"

(prince). But these words did not participate of the nature

of a title, but that of a proper name. This can be proved

conclusively by the fact that the appellative,
"
Caesar,"

was added to the name not only of the emperor himself,

but to that of the heir apparent, and to those of his

agnates.^

Yet it would be an historical error to say that the

Roman emperors used no titles. They did not use the kind

of titles our modern sovereigns attach to their dignity;

they used others. It is in these very titles that we see

the salient point of difference between them and our

modern sovereigns. Their titles were not taken from

the territories they owned, but from the offices they filled.

We will try to explain this at some length, contrasting

it with the usage existing among our own kings and

emperors.

Already, Augustus had divided the whole of the

Roman provinces into two large masses, one of which was

assigned to him, and the other to the Senate.^ These

provinces were not considered as mere administrative beats

or districts. The emperors did not stand at the head of

these provinces in the capacity of mere rulers orgovernors.

They were the owners, the 2)roprietors of these districts.*

These large provinces were their patrimony, their private

property.
> Tl)i(l. 7li!»-7.;i'. 2 Ibid. 730, notes 1. 2, 3, 4, 5.

3 Our sources for this remarkable partition are Suetonias: "Life of

Augustus," cb. 47. Dio Cassius, Bk. llii. 12. Strabo, Bk. xvii.

* Egj'pt, for example, is frequently called the emperor's largest

estate. (Cf. "Philo Against Flaccus,"2: 19; or Tacitus: "Hist.," I. ii.)

The most decisive passages occur in the Roman jurist, Gains, in the sec-

ond book of his Commentaries, div. 21.
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According to our modern notions of sovereignty,

nothing would be more in accord with the system of im-

perial titles than the assumption that the Roman em-

perors named themselves after the vast tracts of territory

which they not only governed, but actually owned. If

Trajan, amongst other titles, had taken up the title of

King of Bithynia or Duke of Gaul or Pharaoh of Egypt—
all the three being provinces he owned in fee-simple

—we

would find that as much in keeping with our conceptions

oi' sovereignty as the fact that the ruler of the territory of

Wurtemberg calls himself King of Wurtemberg.*
No Roman emperor, however, thought of adding his

territory's name to his own. The official titles he used

were of an essentially different character. They had no

reference whatever to his landed property, to his terri-

tories. They were taken from his dignity as a consul, as

a prnetor, or as a pontifex maximus. These ancient

republican offices, previously assigned to as many single

persons, were all united in the person of the emperor, who,

by thus preserving the semblance of republicanism, con-

trived to have all the rights of an Eastern potentate with-

out using the obnoxious title of King or Lord (Dominus),

On inscriptions and epitaphs, we find the names of Roman

emperors with the following titles :

" Pontifex Maximus.

Tribunicia Potestate, Imperator, Consul, Censor, Pater

Patriae, Proconsul." The sequence of these titles was

established by law.^ The titles, used by the Roman

Caesars, were thus purely office-holding titles
;
and had

nothing to do with their territories and dominions.

How essentially different are the titles of a modern
i The King of Wurtemberg is a purely territorial title

;
there never

was a German tribe named Wurtemberg.
2 Vide the inscriptions in "Corpus Inscript. Latinar.," Vol. III. p.

904 et seq.
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sovereign. He has quite a number of them. Over

thirty in some cases, and all of them are taken from

strictly territorial offices. Let us take, for instance, the

Emj^eror of Austria-Hungary. He is Emperor of Austria-

Hungary, King of Jerusalem, Bohemia, Galicia, Hungary,

Lodomeria, Croatia, Slavonia, and Dalmatia
;
Archduke

of Lower and Upper Austria
;
Duke of Salzburg, Styria,

Carinthia, Carniola, Silesia, Bukowina
;
Count of Tyrol ;

Markgrave of Moravia
;

Grandduke (Grossfuerst) of

Transylvania, etc., etc.

Each of these titles is taken from a distinct territory,

with sharply defined geographical boundaries. They have

no reference to office, to obligations, to duties. They are

expressions and indications of territorial dignity. We
may fairly say, that the Emperor of Austria-Hungary is

the sum-total of all the kingdoms, duchies, countships,

and markgraviates just enumerated. How utterly inap-

propriate would it seem, when, in an official allocution for

instance, the Emperor of Austria w^ould be addressed,

according to the law and fashion of the Roman emperors,

with :

"
Highest Minister of the State and Commander

of the Army, Provincial Governor and Chief Justice,

Supreme Auditor and First Treasurer of the Country ?
"

By thus placing their titles alongside of each other we see

at once, and with great precision too, the deep difference

between classical and modern sovereignty.

But there is still one more interesting point in con-

nection wdth the smaller sovereigns of Europe which shows

how territorial rights carry w^tli them sovereign rights

also. We have reference to the numerous dukes, princes,

granddukes, landgraves, markgraves, etc., etc., forming as

they do the germ and the constituent parts of the greater

sovereigns. In the time of Charlemagne, his vast
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dominions and provinces were ruled by"missi" (sent,

'commissioned officials) and "
counts," who were chiefly of

a military character, and as such were imposed by sover-

eign will on subject tribes, and we can at once see that

the tribes w^ould keep in their own hands as many of their

liberties as possible. Owing to the weaknesses of Charle-

magne's successors, and the negligence of the subject tribes,

the usual result followed, and these office-holders came to

be considered as the hereditary incumbents of their offices,

and by degrees managed to claim quite a number of sov-

ereign rights and privileges that were foreign to their

original position. Among these were the right of levying

troops, of administering justice, of claiming tithes, taxes,

and the like.

But in many cases the real origin of their power was

apparent. A landgrave of Thuringia, or an elector (kur-

fuerst) of Brandenburg, did not, as such, and by dint of his

title, possess all those powers, which nowadays are con-

sidered as the natural and necessary outflow of sovereign

power. He had not, for example, the right of administer-

ing justice to all the inhabitants of his country. Many
classes of persons, who otherwise did not refuse to call

themselves his subjects, most strenuously refused to have

their lawsuits decided by the landgrave's or elector's

officials.^ Nor were they (as late as the thirteenth and

fifteenth centuries) always entitled to levy taxes on their

subjects. All these, and similar rights of sovereignty they

acquired singly and by instalments, so that one duke's

sovereign rights may have very considerably differed from

the rights of another duke. We think it quite a matter of

1 The topic now under discussion is one of the most complicated in

history. The safest guide in this tangle is Eichhorn: "Deutsche Reichs
u. Rectsgeschichte," especially sees. 299-314, 418-434, 540-541.
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course that a state should be possessed of the sole and ex-

clusive right and power of administering justice to all

living in its territory.

Such was, howevpr, not always the case with the

smaller sovereigns of previous centuries. Their rights of

sovereignty, as we now understand the term,
^ were acquired

by slow and persistent labor in two directions. They had

to coax or force the Emperor to grant them portions of

his sovereignty ;
and they had to contend with the

"
Estates," and people of their countr}^ to assent to new

claims on their good will as subjects. The j^rocess of the

formation of European territorial sovereignty (especially

in its lesser aspects, like the diverse small sovereigns of

Germany, or those of Savoy, Naples, Servia, etc.) lasted

several centuries and, in fact, the relation of ruler and

ruled was in such an unsettled condition as to lack a

definite name, the name " territorial sovereignty
"
(Landes-

hohcit) not obtaining general acceptance before the treaty

of Westphalia (1648)."'^ It was not until the seventeenth

century that the claims of the diverse cUdves, granddukes,

markgraves, and electors came to be fully recognized, so

as to give them a real right of sovereignty, instead of a

number of single, unconnected privileges resembling the

easements in private law, which, while giving us certain

detached rights to the property of our neighbor, never

make us the real owner of it.

Since that time, the idea of territorial sovereignty

was laid on a firm basis. The people permanently dwell-

ing in one of these sovereign's territories were, by force

1 Sovereignty comprises the right of legislation (or of concurrence in

legislation), judiciary, taxation, military command, appeal, and, if vested

in a certain family, irresponsibility of the sovereign.
s Vide Eichhorn; see 299 note a, and K. Maurer in article "Landes-

hohcit of Bluntschlis "Staatswoerterbuch."
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of this fact alone, subject, to the sovereign power, just as

every citizen of Ohio has to comply with the law of this

sovereign state. The exemptions of former centuries^

were abolished, and all classes of people were "
subjects

"

of their territorial sovereign.

We now turn to consider the Growth of Parliamentary

Authority. In our days, the word Parliament is of such

common occurrence, and is found as the name of an actual

political institution in so many countries^ that it excites

neither wonder nor calls for particular explanation. The

whole institution seems to be such a simple structure; it

answers so reasonably to the wants of society ;
it is in such

happy and obvious harmony with a state of healthy liberty,

that instead of wondering at its existence, we are far more

inclined to wonder at its non-existence in former centuries.

That the will of the people should be taken into considera-

tion whenever laws or ordinances affecting the })eople are

passing, seems to be the very element of political fairness.

It is a matter of the commonest experience that for the vast

majority of citizens it is practicably infeasible to attend

the meetings of legislative bodies in person.^ Hence a

system of representation will arise, and a set number of

citizens will commission a delegate of their choice, and the

aggregate of these delegates will form a Parliament.

' Such exemptions were enjoyed by many cities,by the "Landsassen,"
of convents, by many rural communities with i-egard to forest, dike, and
nilH litigations. See Moeser: "Osnabruck Geschichte," I. sec. 42, 43;

P^ichhorUj sec. 302.
2 At present, there are Parliaments in Greece, Turkey, Italy, Spain,

France, Switzerland. Germany, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Holland,
England, Denmark, Sweden, United States, Mexico, Brazil, etc.

^ In the canton of Appenzell, in Switzerland, the citizens still attend
the legislative meetings in person, each with his sword, and when a bill

has been approved by the Assembly, they all, in a loud voice, pledge
themselves to obey the law. Vide Freeman: "Growth of English Con-

stitution," p. 7.
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This institution, however, like everything else, is a

growth, a development out of a pre-existing state of aifairs.

In its modern form, it was unknown to the ancient world,

and was unknown in Europe before the thirteenth century.

It must arise from institutions of tribal society. The

council, we found, was the constant phenomenon of

tribal society. Each division of a tribe had an elective, or

hereditary, head to represent it in the council of the next

higher division. Each member of a gens had a right to

meet in the council of the gens to deliberate on affairs of

moment to the gens. The chiefs of the various gentes

formed the tribal council, and the whole tribe assembled

in council to discuss the proceedings of this tribal coun-

cil.' Of course, as time passed on, the general outline

here presented became variously moditied, but the main

outlines remain
;

thus we found legislation in Sj^arta,

Athens, and ancient Rome resting substantially on this

basis.
^

Many interesting points come up in tracing this

gradual development in Greece and in Rome. Two great

and growing obstacles constantly confronted the jieople.

It is manifest that all the voters could not meet in assembly
when their number became at all large, and as the great

struggle in antiquity was by the subject tribes for a share

in the government, this time must soon come, and we have

noticed the various expedients of rulers to meet this de-

mand. In both Athens and Rome, we saw the formation

of classes. In Rome, at least, the people voted by classes,

each class representing one or more votes.^ Modern repre-

sentative c^overnment took its rise when tribal society had

1 Vol. II. p. 206 et seq.
2 Vol. II. pp. 183-18G, 197-199; Vol. III. pp. 477 et seq., 595-599.
3 Vol. II. pp. 208-4.
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long been a thing of the past. But we will still detect

traces of the old order of things.

Especially is this remark true of Hungary. The

Magyars of Hungary to this day retain many traces of

their old tribal life, and also of tribal independence and

liberty. Hungary enjoyed representative government

at a time when many of the nations of Europe had lost their

old tribal liberties and had not yet succeeded in winning

new ones. The center of Hungarian politics is laid in their

county-institution. A Hungarian county, megye, is very

different from its American synonym. It is much more

like the ancient gau. Each megye represents an old tribe,

and preserves clear traces of its former independence, hav-

ing always had the power of passing and enforcing statutes

of its own. Since 1867, great reforms, all in the lines of

stricter centralization, have been made, and Hungary no

longer consists of fifty confederate " small states," as the

counties of Hungary were called. There is, however,
still a very considerable remnant of the old independence
of the times before 1867.

This comes out clearlv in considerine- their rio-hts and

privileges before the great revolution of 1848, in which

the well-known Louis Kossuth played such a prominent

part. It is well to glance at the most prominent. They
had, first, the right of electing deputies to the Diet (Con-

gress), and of recalling the same. For it was part of the

duties of a delegate to correspond with his constituents,

and inform them of any new subject of interest which

might be brought before the " Table
"

(Diet), in order that

they might be debated in the "
Congregation

"
(County-

meeting), and the result of such debate be forwarded to

him for his guidance. Should he not follow the instruc-

tions furnished him, or otherwise fail to give satisfaction,
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he might be recalled at any time, and another delegate be

sent in his place. In one word, the counties were every-

thing, in the Diet as well as out of it. They also exercised

the right of local administration, and of j^assing statutes

(not contrary to the common law of the realm) having
force within the bounds of the county. Further, they had

the right of electing their own magistrates, and the right
of watching over the integrity of the law

;
thus controlling

not only the procedure of their own magistrates, but even

of the central authorities.

In the following descrij^tion from one of the greatest

of Hungarian historians,^ the fact, that in the megye we

are dealing with the remnants of a once independent tribe,

still possessing a good share of such independence be-

comes very clear: "The county-meetings of Hungary ac-

quired a character so peculiar that an exact i^arallel to

them can be found nowhere in Europe. The English

public meetings only express their opinions upon some

question or other
;
but the fact of their not being invested

with any official authority at once distinguishes them from

the Hungarian 'congregations.'. . . The '

congregations
'

not

only debated and expressed their opinions upon political

questions, but had other functions which gave them a sub-

stantial share in the government of the countrv. To them

as administrative bodies, were addressed the orders of the

crown and the central government boards, z. ^., the coun-

cil of lieutenancy, which sat at Buda, and the Hungarian
court chancery, which sat at Vienna. These orders they

either carried out by handing them over to the magistrates

whom they concerned, or, if they considered them contrary

to the laws and spirit of the constitution, they laid them

1 Michael Horvath ;

" Huszonot ev JNIagyarorszag torteuetebol "

("Twenty-five Years of the History of Hungary. ")
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aside 'with respect,' and petitioned the Crown or the gov-

ernment boards for their withdrawal or modification."

For the purpose of illustrating the rise of modern

representative government, we can not do better than refer

with some fullness of detail to England, where is to be

found the greatest and most momentous example of Parlia-

mentary government. The international importance of

Great Britain, the fact that over three hundred million

people are directly or indirectly ruled from London,
attaches a significance of the very highest order to all the

broader political institutions of England. It has frequently

been called the mother of Parliamentary life, and while

this is, in strict historical truth, not correct, England will

always be considered the country, where the whole system
of representation has been fostered and cultivated with

a success evidently superior to that of any other country.

Since in this finite world of ours, nothing succeeds like suc-

cess, it is, if not strictly correct, yet expedient and conven-

ient to take the English Parliament as the most typical

form of representative government. And, no doubt, it is

to her Parliament, that England owes her steady growth

and enormous development of power. The foundations

of this, the central political institution of England, date

back to a number of centuries; and having thus struck

their roots in the deepest layers of national soil, they

continue to preserve a vigorous root-life, totally undis-

turbed by the stormy gales which at times bluster

through the foliage of the trees growing on the surface of

the soil.

If we compare France with England, we cannot fail to

see that the spontaneous, slow, and unforced growth of the

Eno-lish Parliament stands out in strono- contrast with the

artificial, unstable 2;rowth of fits and starts of the French
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"Three Estates." The functions of the English Parlia-

ment have in France, in the course of five centuries, been

intrusted to an amazing diversity of ever new-fangled,

experimental systems of all kinds of boards, commissions,

bodies of deputies ; meeting in one, sometimes in two, at

other times in three chambers
;
based on every variety of

principles
—

ecclesiastical, feudal, territorial, and philo-

sophical. It is no wonder, then, that the constitutional

history of France abounds with the full register of Parlia-

mentary, despotical, aristocratical, and ochlocratical (mob)

governments. The changes follow each other with astound-

ing rapidity, and only time can tell whether the future is

to be one of peace and security.

In England, on the other hand, we find a steady

homogeneous growth, and it can be said without dread of

exaggeration or historical incorrectness, that England, as

far as its political center, Parliament, is concerned, stands

at the present day exactly where it stood at the time of

Edward L, in the thirteenth century. No essential change
has been introduced, the structure of the building is still

the same, and the precedents and customs of the time

of the king just mentioned are still a matter of daily

query and discussion of the latest members of the Eng-
lish Parliament. This peculiar continuity of an his-

torical institution, dating far back into the middle ages,

has been admirably and tersely characterized in the say-

ing: "Up to the reign of Edward the First, English his-

tory is strictly the domain of antiquaries. From the

reign of Edward the First, it becomes the domain of

lawyers."^

The Parliament of Enoland, like manv other institu-

tions of the public life of that country, and first of all,

i Freeman: "Growth of the English Constitution," p. 87.
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like the constitution of that reahn, does not rest on a

written document, as does the Congress of the United

States. No such document exists. The whole immense

apparatus grew up like any other organic creature, by

nearly imperceptible steps, and its foundations are " un-

written law." It is a well-known fact, that the common-

law of England (which, to a very great extent, has also been

accepted as the common law of the United States) rests

exclusively on "unwritten" sources, that is, on single

judicial precedents, and not on a comprehensive code of

law expounding the principles of jural relations. Now it

is just so with the law of Parliament in England. It rests

entirely on " unwritten law," on precedents. The vast in-

fluence of this apparently unsatisfactory description of law

will be perceived most strikingly by putting one of the

outcomes of Eno-lish Parliamentarv o'overnment to a

closer examination. In our daily papers, we constantly

read of the English "Cabinet." We know, that for the

time being Mr., or Lord So-and-So is prime minister, and

stands at the head of aifairs, selecting the members of his

" Cabinet
" from the adherents of his party. To these

"
ministers," he assigns the various departments of gov-

ernment, and the whole work of the political machinery.

It will be easily seen that such a Cabinet plays a very im-

portant part ;
in fact, it is, if not the soul itself, the visible

fand audible expression of the soul of Parliament. What
should be more readily expected than that the Cabinet in

the English Parliament should have a safe legal founda-

tion ? That the law of the country should fully recognize

the existence and functions of such Cabinets ?

But the fact is, the law of England does not know of

such things as Cabinets. The writers on the constitutional

law of England in the last century never mention the
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" Cabinet." To them, such a thing evidently had no legal

existence, and even at the present day Englishmen

habitually sj^eak of " Lord Palmerston's Government," or
" Lord Salisbury's Government," meaning thereby a cer-

tain knot of privy councillors, of whom it would be im-

possible to give any legal definition. The names of the

persons who compose the Cabinet for the time being are

never officially announced, nor are there even any official

records of its meetings, or of the resolutions which may
have been adopted by the members. But the English

Cabinet, virtually nominated by Parliament, has never yet

been formally recognized by any act of Parliament.

The Parliament of England consists of two Houses :

the Upper House or House of Lords, and the Lower

House or House of Commons. The Upper House con-

sists of a varying number of members as regards the repre-

sentation of England, but fixed with respect to Scotland

and Ireland. All the peers of England, as well as those

whose patent of peerage is for the United Kingdom, have

seats and votes in the House of Lords, but the peers of

Scotland and Ireland are represented only by delegates ;

those for Scotland being elected for every new Parliament,

and those for Ireland for life. In 1878, the official
" Roll

of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal" returned exactly
five hundred members, the list comj^rising, five members
of the royal family, two archbishops, twenty-one dukes,

nineteen marquises, one hundred and thirteen earls, twenty-
nine viscounts, twenty-four bishops, two hundred and forty-

eight barons, sixteen Scottish representative peers, and

twenty-eight representative peers of Ireland.

The actual functions of the House of Lords are very

indistinct; they exercise a general right of supervision

over the bills passed in the Lower House. The House of
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Lords, as a rule, is very poorly attended, and there are two

reasons for this rather remarkable fact. In the first place,

the attendance of three members is sufficient to constitute

a quorum, while forty are required in the Lower House. In

the second place, the Lords are entitled to vote by proxy,

instead of in person, a right of which they very frequently

make use. Two other members being present, the " Lord

Chancellor
"
may take his seat on the woolsack, and order

business to proceed at any hour during the day.

The House of Lords is at the same time the highest

court of appeal in the country. This dangerous union of

legislative and judicial power, in one and the same body of

men, has, however, proved beneficial and the severest

critics of English Parliamentary government have con-

curred in the general praise of the impartiality of the

Lords. Delolme writes as follows :

" In the exercise of

their judicial authority with regard to civil matters, the

Lords have manifested a spirit of equity nowise inferior to

that which they have shown in their legislative capacity.

They have, in the discharge of that function (which of all

others is so liable to create temptations), shown an incor-

ruptness really superior to what any judicial assembly in

any other nation can boast. Even that privilege which

they enjoy, of exclusively trying their own members, in

case of any accusation that may afi*ect their life (a privi-

lege which we might at first sight think repugnant to the

idea of a regular government, and even alarming to the

rest of the people), has constantly been made use of by
the Lords to do justice to their fellow subjects ;

and if we

cast our eves either on the collection of the State Trials, or

on the history of England, we shall find very few examples,

if any, of a peer, really guilty of the ofi^ence laid to his

charge, that has derived any advantage from his not being
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tried by a jury of " commoners.'" In the process of time,

the House of Commons became the very soul of Parlia-

ment, and, consequently of the whole body of the English

realm. It is there that the idea of representative govern-

ment has reached its full maturity; it is there that the de-

mands of the people no less than the desires of the Crown

have found a just hearing, and a satisfactory settlement.

It has been and still is the model of all similar bodies and

its precedents are freely resorted to not only in England
but in foreign countries also. It rests on a nearly univer-

sal suffrage and consists of six hundred and fifty members

elected in the counties, cities, boroughs, and universities

of the realm. The great importance of the House of Com-

mons will justify a more elaborate inquiry into its origin.

It is one of the strange things in the history of Eng-
land that the capital institution of the country was inau-

gurated, if not created, by a foreigner, by a man of that

nation with which the English were engaged in constant

wars for many centuries, by a scion of the French nobility.

We hav^e said that the English constitution as well as the

Parliament is a product of slow, uninterrupted, and organic

growth, the w^ork of centuries. It is but a matter of course

that such institutions, while they show the influence of

manv individuals who, in the course of time, left their

mark on their shape and form, they will only in very rare

cases be reducible to the 2:)aramount influence of one man.

The influence of individuals, limited as it always is, must

needs be very much restricted and even scarcely traceable

in institutions, the very character of which is not suscepti-

ble to the impress of individual men. In France, where

l^olitical
institutions are of a rather artificial make, the in-

fluence of individuals is much more j^erceptible than in

1 *'The Constitution of England," pp. 374-5.
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England; and of many a rule, custom, and usage of French

political life, clear historical traces show that they originated
in the will, wisdom, or shrewdness of some one of the French

nobles and statesmen.

This organic growth of English institutions, which is,

as a rule, so adverse to the direct influence of some one

individual, has, however, one great exception. The House of

Commons owes its origin to the action and political insight

of a well-known French noble, to Simon de Montfort, later

Earl of Leicester. This truly great man, who, after his

martyr-death, Avas held as one of the saints of the Eng-
lish people, stood at the head of the nobles and com-

moners who refused to yield to the tyranny of Kinc

Henry III., and who finally defeated him at Lewes. ^

Simon then convened a Parliament, and for the first

time sent writs of summons to cities and boroughs. His

example being adopted by his conqueror and King Henry's

successor, Edward, it has been ever since kept up as the

legal custom of Parliament.

In order to learn more of the character of such an im-

portant personage in constitutional history, let us quote

from a recent work. "Simon had all the virtues, the

strength, the grace that Henry wanted
;
and what advan-

tages he lacked, the faults of the King supplied. If he be

credited with too great ambition, too violent a temper, too

strong an instinct of aggression, his faults will not out-

weigh his virtues. His errors were the result of what

seemed to him necessity, or of temptations that opened for

him a position from which he could not recede. Had he

lived longer, the prospect of the throne might have opened

before him, and he might have become a destroyer instead

of a saviour. If he had succeeded in such a design, he

1 21st of May, 1364.
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could ]U)t lijive made a better king than Edward
;

if he

had failed, England would have lain at the feet of Edward,
a ruler whose virtues would have made him more danjrerous

as a despot than his father's vices had made him in his

attempt at despotism, Simon cannot be called happy in

the opportunity of his death, yet it may have been best for

England that he lived no longer. lie was greater as an

opponent of tyranny than as a deviser of liberties
;
the

fetters imposed on royal autocracy, cumbrous and entangled

as they were, seem to have been an integral part of his

policy ;
the means he took for admitting the nation to self-

government wear very much the form of an occasional or

party expedient, which a longer tenure of undivided power

might have led him either to develop or to discard. The

idea of representative government had, however, ripened

under his hand
;
and although the germ of the growth

lay in the primitive institutions of the land, Simon has the

merit of having been one of the first to see the uses and

the glories to which it would ultimately grow."^

The institution so happily inaugurated by the patriotic

energy and prudence of Montford had, however, to over-

come very serious obstacles before it could command all

those resources of power which, in later centuries, fell to

its lot. Two drawbacks materially affected the rights of

Parliament : the recognition of certain 2^<^>wer on the

King's part to do by his own authority acts of the same

class as those for which he asked the counsel and consent

of Parliament; and the further fact, that certain indi-

vidual members of the assembly claimed and j^ractised the

right to concede or refuse their consent to the conclusions

of the whole legislative body. Thus, for instance, taxes

might be granted in Parliament, but the King could still

1 Stubbs: "Constitutioual History of England," Vol. II. pp. 103-4.
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take the customary aids without reference to Parliament
;

he could increase the customs by separate negotiations

with the merchants, and "
at any time raise money by

gifts negotiated with individual payers, and assessed by
the officers of the exchequer."^

The second drawback, the existence of which is fully

attested by contemporary evidence,^ will strike a modern

reader as rather strange. For it implies that in the first

Parliaments of England it was not taken for granted that

the majority rules. The authority, just quoted, asks:
" When Geoffrey of York, or Ranulf of Chester, refused to

agree to a grant, was the refusal final, or was it overborne

by the consent' of the majority ? Did the baron who

promised aid make a private promise, or authorize a gen-

eral tax ? Did the consent of a baron in council to grant

a tax bind him individually only, or did it form j)art of

such a general consent as would be held to bind those who
refused consent? "

These and similar prerogatives of the Crown and of

single nobles were great hindrances in the development of

the House of Commons, at which we will now glance.^ In

the reign of King Edward II. (1327-1377), a very im-

portant advance is noticeable
;
the formal separation of

Parliament into the two Houses of Lords and Commons. In

course of time, it was found convenient for the Commons
to have a chamber of their own, and they adjourned their

sittings to the chapter house of the abbot of Westminster,
where they continued to be held afterwards. The date of

this event is not clearly established, but is generally

assigned to the seventeenth year of Edward III.'s reign.

I Ibid. p. 252. 2 Ibid. 253.

3 In this survey, our chief authority is Sir T. Erskine May: "Con-
stitutional History of England."
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For a considerable length of time, the Commons did

not occupy a prominent position, and tliey were officially

termed "
petitioners

" whenever they submitted their ad-

vice or desire to the Crown. By degrees, however, they

became bolder. Under the minority of King Richard II.,

the Commons insisted upon the annual assembling of Par-

liament under the stringent j)rovisions of a binding law.

They claimed the right, not only of voting subsidies, but

of appropriating them, and of examining public accounts.

They inquired into public abuses, and impeached ministers

of the Crown. They increased very considerably in num-

bers. In the reign of Edw^'^rd I., there w^ere about two hun-

dred and seventy-five members ;
in that of Henry VI. (1422

-1461), three hundred. In the reign of Henry YIII.,

Parliament added twenty-seven members for Wales, and

four for the county and city of Chester
;
and in the reign of

Charles II. (1660-1685), four for the county and city of

Durham. Between the reigns of Henry YIII. and

Charles II,, one hundred and thirty members were added

by royal charter.

Prior to the reign of Charles I. (1625-1648), the con-

dition of English society was such as naturally to subor-

dinate the Commons to the Crown and the Lords. After

the Revolution of 1 688, society had so far advanced that,

under a free representation, the Commons might ha^'e

striven with both upon equal terms. But, as by far the

the greater part of representation w^as in the hands of the

King and the territorial nobles, the large constitutional

powers of the Commons were held in check. Since the

Reform Act of 1832, when the rej^resentation became a

reality, a corresponding authority has been asserted by the

Commons. The Lords soon learned that whenever the

majority of the Commons energetically insisted on a
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measure, however repugnant to the sentiments of the

upper house, the wisest thing was to yield to the pressure.

And thus it became a political axiom that the Commons
alone determined the fate of ministries and the policy of

the State.

The relations of the two houses, however, can only be

understood in connection with the action of political par-

ties. Tlxe Lords may be said, generally, to represent the

opinions prevalent before 1832, while the Commons enlisted

on the side of the progressive ideas of later generations.

Hence, under liberal administrations, the two houses have

been in frequent conflict
;
under conservative administra-

tions, they have been brought into general agreement.
The close connection of the Commons with the people,

the publicity of debate, the rapidity of communication

with all parts of the world, and the activity of the press,

have made the floor of that house the popular platform of

England. In that arena, are discussed every conceivable

grievance, complaint, opinion, project, or delusion. This

is not an unmixed good. Subjects the most trivial are

forced upon the attention of the house, by means of ques-

tions and incidental debates
; and, on the other hand, after

weary sittings, matters of the first importance fail to obtain

a hearins".

All these minor evils, however, do not outweigh the

majestic privileges of the house and its members. In

none of the continental countries of Europe, are Parlia-

mentary institutions carried to such a high degree of lib-

erty as in the House of Commons. Every member of the

house has the right of proposing a new bill containing a

new law, or an amendment of a law. This precious right

has but very rarely been granted the single members of a

legislative body. In Rome, very few of the higher magis-
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trates could submit a bill to the acceptance of the

assembly. In France, when their General Estates were

allowed to sit, their " remonstrances" were little regarded.
In Sweden, the jwwer of proposing new subjects was

lodged in an assembly, called the Secret Committee, com-

posed of nobles and a few of the clergy, now it is possessed

by the King. In Scotland, until the Union (1707), all

propositions to be laid before Parliament were framed by

persons called the " Lords of the Articles."^

It was only in the course of the present century that

the majority of European nations were granted the power
of electing their deputies to the assembly, investing them

with a power of framing and j^assing bills. We say

"granted," for this 2:)rivilege had to be extorted from the

reluctant sovereigns of the various countries, frequently by
main force, very seldom by mutual agreement. Austria

got its first Parliament in 1861, Spain in 1812, Prussia in

1850, Bavaria in 1818, France since 1815, Italy (Xaples)

1812 (and 1846), etc. These Parliaments were modelled

more or less after the English pattern, and naturally

proved abortive in many ways ; for, while Parliament in

England with its two houses was of historic and conse-

quently natural origin, the two-chamber system did not

suit other countries, and frequently failed of success.

Taking a second lesson where it could be easily learned,

the modern Greeks established a Parliament with one

chamber only. The rights of continental Parliaments are

not as extensive as those of the English archetype, and the

upper houses in Prussia, Austria, Italy, and Spain differ

essentially from the House of Lords in respect, that all the

members of the high-born aristocracy are born peers, that

they cannot vote by proxy, and that they have no judicial

1 Delolme: "Constitution of England," p. 235.
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f)ower whatever. The' power of continental Parliaments

is reduced very considerably by the great number of polit-

ical parties struggling for ascendency. While there are

only two great ^^ajties in England, there are sometimes as

many as twelve in Germany, eight in Austria, half a dozen

or so in Spain. This very fact is a fertile source of the

encroachment of the sovereignty in those countries, the

discordant parties being an unfit match for the centralized

power of the Crown.

We have arrived at the last division of our present

chapter: at a comparative view of the constitutions of

various modern countries. Here we have to regret the

extremely limited space at our command. The constitu-

tion of a country is by far the most influential of its

institutions, it is the faithful exponent of the spirit,

force or weakness, liberty or thraldom, progress or decay,

of a nation. Change its constitution, and you have

changed its innermost character
; change its innermost

character, and you have altered its constitution. The

great naturalist, Owen, said that one single tooth of an

animal was sufficient to re-construct its species, habitat, and

anatomical structure. If this be true of a single

organ of an animal, it will be found equally appli-

cable, in a metaphorical sense, to the organism of a

hiii'her beino:—of a state. Given the constitution of a

state, the rest may be easily divined. If we hear of the

Swiss making their president a mere figure-head, and the

Americans bestowing on their chief magistrate a kingly

power for the space of four years, it will be evident at once,

that although both countries claim the title of republics,

there must be a thorou^rh-^'oins; difference between them.

This one example will show us, that in studying the

constitutions of different nations, we must carefully avoid
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laying uiielue stress on names. A fuU-jfledged monarchy
sometimes goes by the name of a republic, and vice versa,

a republic vrill at times be disguised under the misleading
title (.)f a monarchy. We must, therefore, separate con-

ceptions, apparently identical, but in reality of a divergent

nature. AVe must keep strictly to the fundamental notions

underlying political constitutions. These are as follows :

all political power can be divided into three groups ; Legis-

lative, Executive, and Judicial. These powers can be

intrusted either to single persons, or to boards consisting

of several persons. These, again, can be in office for a

certain time onlv, or for life-time. . On the ri2:ht as3i2:n-

ment of these three constituent powers to the most appro-

priate system of officials and incumbents, rests the pros-

perity of a nation.

These are, in general, the leading principles of con-

stitutions. An inquiry, therefore, into the constitutions

of nations is mainly an investigation of the a^^portion-

ment of. these three powers. If the bulk of these powers

rests with what we are pleased to call
" The People," the

constitution of the nation will be democratical. If it is

possessed by a few privileged classes to the exclusion of

the other classes of a people, the constitution will be called

either an aristocratical or an oligarchical one, depending on

whether the ruling class is an aristocracy of birth, or an

aristocracy of some other description. If, finally, the

three powers are united, or greatly in the hands of an

elective or hereditary
"
king," or "

monarch," the consti-

tution will be either a monarchical or a despotical one,

according to whether the king is considered the ultimate

appeal in all cases or in a number of cases only.^ For all

purposes of investigation, it is much safer to speak of demo-

1 Vide Vol. III. p. 595 ct neq.
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cratical governments ot constitutions than of "
Republics."

Now with regard to these three powers, the first great

question is, whether they shall be united or separated. In

other words, whe-ther the executive power, for instance,

shall be severed from the legislative and the judicial

powers, and so of each of the others. In this country, as

well as in others, it belongs to the household-words of popular

politics to speak of a strict separation of these three

powers. It is considered not only the advisable and

wholesome way to democratic justness, but the only guar-

antee of enduring safety. Hence, in theory at least,

the three j^owers are held in strict separation from one

another. It is not difficult to trace up the history of this

opinion to the theories of the French "
Encyclopaedists,"

as they were called, Turgot, Guesnay, Condorcet, Voltaire,

Helvetius, Rousseau, etc. The originators of tlie consti-

tution of the United States, and more especially Jefferson

and Madison, were firm adherents of the theories of the

French thinkers. They most fervently embraced the

doctrine of the strict separation of the three j^owers. At
that time, very few politicians had a doubt about the

great efficacy of written constitutions. They thought that,

by a wise and well-made arrangement, all the powers in a

state could be kept in due balance without overlapping or

encroaching upon one another. As is shown by the

"Madison Papers," they thought that all the "medieval

misery," as they were pleased to call the feudal character

of the then empires of Europe, could be easily removed by

conscientiously framing a constitution in which the three

powers, instead of being assigned to definite classes, would

be thrown open to the competition of popular elections.

In one word, the political philosophers of the middle

of the last century, and especially the framers of the con-
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stitution of the United States, believed in being able to

make a free country by drafting a constitution in which

the three powers were to be strictly separated from one

another, and the incumbents of offices elected by the fran-

chise of all voters.

That the well-nigh incredible success of the United

States is due to this wisely-framed constitution, but very
few Americans will hesitate to declare as self-evident. On
the other hand, however, very few Americans realize how

vastly different the actual state of the constitution of the

country is from its written pattern. The strict separation

of judicial from legislative power does not exist in reiality;

on the other hand, however, its very reverse has been

sanctioned both by law and custom. ISTo American thinks

it inconsistent with the principles of liberty to have the

sui^reme courts of the single states, and also the supreme
court of the United States decide upon the " constitution-

ality of laws." But such decisions are nothing else than the

exercise of legislative power. To decide whether a cer-

tain bill shall be a law or to decide whether it shall not

be a law is essentially one and the same power. A supreme
court deciding upon the constitutionality of a bill is prac-

tically a legislative body ;
its decision in the negative is

equal to the vetoing power of the president, and nobody
will deny the legislative power of the president.

This one case will, we hoj^e, throw sufficient light on

the question of the separation of the three powers. It

shows clearly, that the theoretical separation of one polit-

ical power from the other is very far from being the only

protection from, the evils of the abuse of political power.
A country with very free institutions may permit the joint

exercise of legislative and judicial power, and a country
with very despotical institutions may, theoretically, forbid
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the union of the powers. Thus, one of the best exposi-

tors of the constitution of Enghmd, the well-know Walter

Bagehot, expresses himself as follows :

" The efficient

secret of the EngHsh constitution may be described as the

close union, the nearly complete fusion, of the executive

and legislative powers. According to the traditional theory,

as it exists in all the books, the goodness of our constitu-

tion consists in the entire separation of the legislative and

executive authorities
;
but in truth its merit consists in

their singular approximation. The connecting link is the

Cabinet. By that new word, we mean a committee of the

legislative body selected to be the executive body. The

legislature has many committees, but this is its greatest.

It uses for this, its main committee, the men in whom it

has most confidence. It does not, it is true, choose them

directly ;
but is nearly omnipotent in '

choosing them in-

directly.'"

This will be rather a novel statement to those who

believe that the separation of the three powers is the most

desirable panacea of liberty. It proves that the liberty

of a country may and may not be co-existent with the

separation or union of political powders. Liberty, indeed,

does not depend on the union or separation of these

powers. It depends solely on the greater or lesser share

of political co-operation on the part of the general people.

If the generality of the people do not take interest in,

orhaveno ri2,ht to the administration of the countrv, then

liberty is without its real foundations, no matter whether

the legislative power is united with or separated from the

judicial or executive power.

A comparative view of the different constitutions of

France, Austria, and Hungary will show this still clearer.

In France, the theoretical separation of the three powers
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has long been carried into eifect. The executive power is
'

distinct from the legislative power, not only at the summit

of the official machinery, but down to the smallest offices

of the parish. The term "
administration," in its specific

sense, means the activity of strictly executive officers. At

the head of every
"
department

"
(county) of France, there

is an executive officer, whose obligations and rights are of

a strictly executive character. Xo private litigations to

be decided by a formal judgment can come before him
;
he

can in no emergency interfere with the rights of private

persons to the actions or omissions of other private per-

sons. Nor can he pass ordinances involving j)oints of

common law, as distinct from administrative law. He is,

in the most precise form, an " administrative official."^

The position of the judiciary in France is likewise sep-

arated and marked off from the other political powers. They
can never decide on the law, they have invariably to decide

by the law, according to the existing law. They cannot

interfere with the administrative machinery of the "
depart-

ment," and, consequently, an American " writ of man-

damus "
is an impossibility in France. The legislative

power, again, is ultimately vested in the Assembly of

France
;
and no judge, no court, can overrule a bill duly

passed in both houses and confirmed by the president.

Anything thus accepted is final law, exempt fi^om further

supervision or questions. i

Here we have a clear case of the separation of the

three 2:)owers. The example of France has been faithfully

copied in the " crownlands
" and ''

provinces
"
of Austria,

and in both countries we can trace the working of the

1 Our source and cliiof guide concerning the administrations of

France, Austria, and Hungary is the excellent hook of Professor Tor-

stein: "Ver Waltungslehe," the first attempt at a scientific coustructiou

of administrative institutions.
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principle of separation. Does it really produce a larger

amount of liberty? Does it really prove the desirable

safeguard of libert;)' ? What is the answer of facts ? In

spite of her title as a republic, France is far less democrat-

ical than England. The reason of this is obvious. In

France, everything is decided at a few head-quarters. If,

in Perpignan (a city in the extreme south of France), a

bridge has to be repaired, or a mill erected, permission has

to be obtained in Paris. If a small country road has to

be brought into better shape, a petition has to be submitted

to the authorities in Paris. And this repeats itself in all

great and small departments of administration.

In one word, there is no trace of self-government, of

municipal independence in France. Everything is being-

done for the people, but nothing by the people. And, con-

sequently, the people grow remiss in the assertion and

exercise of political rights, and the life-spirit of liberty

and political energy is undeveloped and faint. The whole

machinery of the country being in the hands of a few

magistrates in Paris, it becomes fatally easy to subvert

and upset the form, or rather the name of the temporary

government without any necessity of changing the vast

bureaucracy of the whole country. Since 1791, France

has nine times changed its mode of government, and from

an empire it has become a republic, from a republic again

it changed to a monarchy, and again to an empire and a

republic. These momentous changes, which in other

countries are accompanied with complete change in the

inner structure, left the " bureaucracy
"

of France, and

hence the whole system of the French body-politic un-

touched. Whatever the name of the Parisian government

may be, the political institutions of France are decidedly

undemocratical, unrepublican.
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Not to the same extent, but equally undemocratical

are the political institutions of Austria, as distinct from

Hungary. There the sharply marked off administration

stands out in strong contrast to both the judiciary and the

legislative. But there, as well as in France, everything

is settled at headquarters in the various capitals of the

"crownlands," and "provinces;" and the mass of the

people, seldom taking an active part in the exercise of

political rights,' are inexperienced, peaceful, and of a sub-

missive character. The only reason why revolutions and

formal changes of constitutions are less frequent in Austria

than in France is to be found in the circumstance that

Austria is not like France, strongly centralized in one city.

The capitals of the various dependencies form as many
centers, and hence revolutionary movements have to start

from different points and different nationalities, and

thereby loose their intensity.

In Hungary, again, although the constitution was

thoroughly aristocratical before 1848, and is essentially so

even now, still the vast majority of the people always took

a lively interest in the exercise of political rights (the

reason of which we have already pointed out) ; and, there-

fore, the country is saturated with politically mature

minds, loyal as long as the constitution is left unimpaired,

but always bent on the most outspoken assertions of their

constitutional rights.

The tendency of democratical principles has become

very prevalent in Europe. There are states like Norway,
and even Sweden, where the rights of the "Things"

(Parliaments), are almost greater than those of the king

himself, including, amongst others, the American law,

that two-thirds of the votes of both houses may overrule

a royal veto. Such a law is entirely unknown to the con-
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stitutions of the other countries of Europe, England in-

cluded.^ This democratical tendency, the working of

which was first clearly perceived by DeTocqueville, tlie

great philosopher and political writer, has taken such a

firm hold of the modern European mind, that it is, by all

parties and on all hands, conceded to be the very element

of politics, the a b c, as it were, out of which political

speech must be constructed.

This principle, however, is essentially American, and

it is, therefore, but a matter of course that many of the

political institutions of America (we mean of the United

States of America) have been eagerly copied by European
states. This applies more particularly to those cases

where several independent states unite into one confed-

eracy, like the Swiss Rej^ublic, the German Empire, the

Austro-Hungarian Empire. In the framing of the consti-

tutions of these confederacies, the example of the Ameri-

can Union was kept constantly in view, and it thus happens

that an understanding of the American confederacy is not

only a patriotic duty of every American citizen, but also

a scientific necessity.

The idea of a confederacy of states was not unknown

to the classical ancients. The great Achaian League, as

it is called, is a well-known example of such a union of

states. The constituent parts of this league were cities,

and not " states
"

in the modern sense of the word. This,

however, does not alter its specific character as a confed-

eracy of states, for classical antiquity did not know of any
other form of states than of city-states. The cities belong-

ing to the League were so many independent states, that is

independent in internal affairs, but united for the purpose
of increasing their strength and of centralizing their rela-

1 But in England no Royal veto has been attempted for many reigus.
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tions to the outside world. In the beginning, they had

two presidents and a council. But they soon elected but

one president, who, together with the board of the Dem-

iurgoi, stood at the head of affairs. The executive power
was not vested in the president alone. Some things he

could do without the concurrent participation of the Deni-

iurgoi ; others, again, he could not do unless aided by that

council. In this, the constitution of the Achaian League
differed very materially from the American Union, where

the power of the executive is vested in the president

only.

This league of Achaian city-states is the historical

forerunner of the great Union of America. It cannot be

proved that the " fathers
"
of this country had a conscious

knowledge of imitating the constitution of the Achaian

League, it is almost certain that they had no, or very faint,

knowledge of the similarity between the Greek confederacy

and the one they were about to establish. This, however,

does not change the fact, that the Achaian League is the

historical analogue of the American Union. The union of

the Dutch states, in the seventeenth century, was far less

similar to the American confederacy.

The American Union has three leading features which

make its characteristic nature: The Presidency, the Senate,

the House of Representatives. In themselves, neither of

these three elements of the American constitution can be

considered a novel institution. There have been "
presi-

dents" in the great republics of Italy, or of Switzerland

(those of Geneva, for instance, up to the end of the last cen-

tury); there have been institutions like the Senate, and

others like the House of Representatives. But none of

these foreign institutions can be strictly identified with the

American institution, nor have they ever been made to
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work together in the precise way in which they are left to

co-operate in America.

The two houses'of the American Congress are not a

mere copy of the two houses of the English constitution.

It were a grevious mistake to think that, because this

Union has been established by men of English descent,

and because English institutions have been freely adopted

by the settlers in the colonies, therefore the two houses

of the American Congress were meant to be copies

or imitations of the English precedent. In reality,

however, the English example had nothing to do with the

establishment of the two houses
; they grew from a plain

necessity of circumstances. The American confederacy

consisted of several independent states. There were two

things to be taken into consideration
; first, the country at

large, which was to form the new union
; second, the single

states of this union. The union was evidently distinct

from the single states
;

it consisted of the union of all the

inhabitants, or rather citizens of the county. The states,

again, had interests of their own, distinct from the interests

of the whole country. If, therefore, the government of the

country was to be a representative government, it was a

mere matter of logical consequence to grant two kinds of

representatives, one for the country at large, and another

for the single states. The deputies elected by a previously
determined number of votes (forming a definite fraction of

the whole population) are united in the "
HoiLise of Rep-

resentatives." The deputies elected b}^ the states as such

(and by each state in equal numbers) form the "Senate."

That this must be considered as the real cause of the

two-fold division of the American Congress can be proved
in the most cogent way by the fact, that wherever a simi-

lar state of circumstances did exist, there a similar consti-
20
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tutioii was provided for. In the case of the Swiss confed-

eracy, it has been openl}^ acknowledged to be a free imita-

tion of the American pattern, since the circumstances of

Switzerland are little less than identical with those of the

American Union. In Switzerland as well as in America,

there are independent states, called " cantons
"

(twenty-

two in number) that in their aggregate form the Swiss

Union. Here, again, we have to meet the exigences of two

elements; first, the Swiss country at large, and, second,

the caiitons severally. Consequently, there are two houses

of dej^uties. One, the Staende-Rath^ composed of two

deputies from every canton, whether small or great (forty-

four in all) ;
and the National-Rath

^
made up of dej^uties

elected for three years, in the proportion of one for every

twenty thousand souls. The Staende-Rath and the

National-Rath are the exact equivalents of the American

Senate and House of Representatives respectively. The

same causes produced the same effects.

We have the same case in modern Germanv. The

German Empire is a union of twenty-five sovereign states

—four kingdoms, six grand-duchies, five duchies, seven

principalities, three free toAvns. Here, again, we have the

two distinct elements: the German Empire on the one

hand, the several German states on the other. In accord-

ance with this circumstance, two Houses of Dej^uties have

been established
; one, the Biindesi^ath^ the other, the

Reichstag (Diet). The former consists of fifty-nine mem-

bers, appointed for each session by the government of the

individual states. The members of the Reichstag, three

hundred and ninety-seven in number, are elected for a

space of three years by universal suffrage. One member

is elected by every one hundred thousand inhabitants.

The same law repeats itself in Austria-Hungary.
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The Austro-Hungarian Empire is a union of two inde-

pendent states : the Austrian states and the Hungarian
state. The common mterests of these two states are dis-

cussed by the "
Delegates^''' meeting in Vienna or in Buda-

Pesth, These delegates form only one house. The example
of Austria-Hungary will serve as the best illustration of

that law, the working of which called into being the

American Senate. If Austria-Hungary were one country,

one union of two independent states, there would arise the

necessity of establishing two houses of deputies ;
one for

the country at large, and another for the separate interests

of the two independent states. But Austria and Hungary
do not form one country ; they are no union, they are not

a confederacy. They are, as the political term has been

accepted in Austria,
" in personal union," that is to say,

they are united in the person of Francis Joseph, who is

both the Emperor of Austria and the King of Hungary.
Outside this personal union there is no internal union be-

tween Hungary and Austria. The latter is considered a

foreign country, and for goods imported from Austria

into Hungary, customs duties have to be paid. Hence

but one house is needed.

It will be clear now that the constitution of the United

States requires a Congress consisting of two houses as the

very element of its existence. To abolish the Senate and

govern with one chamber only, like the Greeks in modern

times, would most seriously impair the whole political

machinery of the Union. On the other hand, there is no

danger that the Senate will ever illegitimately increase

its power, and endeavor to occupy a domineering position

over the House of Representatives.

The third and most characteristic feature of the

American constitution is the presidency. The President
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of the United States is the chief magistrate of the country.

In calling him the chief magistrate of the country, we have

nearly exhausted his functions. It needs but one glance at

the presidents of other republics to see the diiference be-

tween them and the President of the United States. In

Switzerland, the president is very far from being the chief

magistrate of the country. In fact, he is infinitely less.

He is a mere chairman. The executive power in the

Swiss Republic is vested in a board of seven members,
Der Btmdesrath. The chairman of this board is the

President of the Swiss Republic. His office, his rights,

his obligations are no more and no less than the office,

rights, and obligations of a chairman of any other board.

In America, the ministers of the Cabinet are aj^pointed by
the President. They are his ministers, their actions are

his actions. He can depose them at his will. He is not

the mere chairman of the board of his ministers. He is

the ministry. He is the executive. He is responsible.

It would seem to be the height of absurdity to doubt

whether an American citizen knows the name of the

President of the United States for the time being. There

is no American citizen but knows it just as readily as he

knows his own name. In Switzerland, however, two

citizens out of ten will be found uncertain about the name

of the gentleman who haj^pens to be the chairman of the

Bundesrath and, consequently, the President of the Swiss

Republic.

The President of the United States of America is to

all intents and pur2:»oses a magistrate vested with royal

power ;
in short, a temporary king. This, unpleasant as it

may sound to the ears of democratical citizens, is the cold

fact of the matter. There is only one essential difference

between a president vested with the power of an American
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president and a king. A king can never be made person-

ally responsible for his acts
;
he cannot legally be im-

peached. He can be'deposed by main force
;
but he can

not, in due legal form, be arraigned before a court of jus-

tice. To such a procedure, however, the president can be

subjected. But, excej^ting this one point of difference,

there is, politically, for the term of his office, no difference

between an American president and a European king ; but,

of course, socially, there is an immense difference. Had
the presidents of the United States been permitted to re-

main in office "during good behaviour," (as it was sug-

gested by Alexander Hamilton) they would have occupied

the position of the Florentine Gonfalo^iiei^s, that is, they
would have still more resembled elected kings.

It does not need much reflection to understand why
in the vastly complicated political structure of the United

States, a board of executive officers (like the Swiss Bundes-

rath) in lieu of one president would be infeasible. As

long as the states of the Union preserve the least elements

of democratical institutions, and as long as the citizens of

the Union continue to adhere to distinct political parties,

so long will the presidency of the Union be vested in one

magistrate, and the seeming contradiction and inconsistency

between the ro3'al power of the President and the repub-

lican character of the country cannot be tided over. It is

one of those inconsistencies which are necessitated by the

frailty of human nature. They are direct products of the

prevailing circumstances, and conform easily to the actual

and practical necessities of life, although they frequently

clash with the demands of theory. Theory has very little

to say in the construction of constitutions. The main-

spring of constitutions always was and always will be ex-

pediency.
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In this chapter, we have been considering the institu-

tions of Modern Society. Taken in connection with the

institutions of Ancient Society/ the thoughtful mind finds

much to consider. One truth seems to stand out with

great clearness. All our present institutions of social life.

all organizations for governmental purposes, all relations

in society, are found to he the result of a growth out of pre-

existing institutions. We have attempted to trace this

growth from pre-historic times down . For a j^art of the way,
the road was unbeaten.^ With all caution we have at-

tempted to lay down the probable line of advance. We have

little doubt that, in the main, future researches will but

strengthen the positions here advanced, though some of

the details may require modification.

What a truly great and elevating idea of man's

capacities, history, and destiny is now unfolded to view.

The progress has been ever upward, ever onward. Start-

ing from the communal band, where the only division was

along the line of sex, where the only rights, duties, and

obligations pertained to individual groups, where personal

relations were unknown, how infinitely great the progress

to the modern state, M'ith its complex series of family,

social, state, national, and international rights and duties.

Let us not. make the mistake of judging the destiny

of humanity by the aspects of our own life, times, or

nation. We must learn to judge humanity as a whole,

and bear in mind that decades, centuries, even chiliads of

years are but a trifle in the life of man.

1 Vol. II. chap. ii.

2 There has been no systematic attempt to trace the origin of tribal

society. See Vol. II.
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CHAPTER V,

MODERN EUROPEAN CULTURE.

Subject Outlixeu—Difference between Political aud Culture History
—Insignificance of the Individual—The Factors of Modern Culture
—Rise of the New Learning—Development of National Literature—
Development of Printing—Growth of Universities—The Now Learn-

ing in Europe—Colet and His Times—Luther and His Time;^— Devel-

opment of Freedom of Speech—Growth of the Idea of Toleration in

England—Elizabethan Culture—Elizabethan Writers—Shakespeare
—Toleration in Scotland—Toleration in France—Richelieu— Political

Freedom in England—The Stuart Kings—Literature in England—
Hume—Adam Smith—The Course of Events Leading to the French
Revolution—Voltaire and His School of Writers—The Revolution

and its Results—Germany, after the Thirty Years' War—Present

State of German Liberty—Growth of German Literature—German
Culture—Growth of Scientific Freedom—State of the Sciences at the

Beginning of the Sixteenth Century—Development of Astronomy—
Galileo—Influence of Bacon and Descartes — Growth of Physical
Sciences in the Seventeenth Century—Formation of Scientific So-

cieties—Sir Isaac Newton and His Discoveries—Growth of Sciences

in the Eighteenth Century—Watt and His Inventions— Spectrum
Anal^'sis—rDiscoveries in Electricity—Modern Scientific Theories—
The Development Theory in Animal and Plant Life—Lyell and

Agassiz—Darwin and Wallace—Natural Selection and the Survival

of the Fittest—Development of Weapons of War—Invention of the

Locomotive Engine—Improvement in Printing—In Book-making—
Improvements in Manufacturing Arts—Improvements in Mechanism

—The Benefits to Society of Science—Progress the

Universal Rule.

SUBJECT, as outlined some pages back,

now demands that we should consider the

present state of intellectual development
in the Old World. We want to tell the story of the

gradual unfolding of intellectual life in Europe during
the last few centuries. This, taken in connection with
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preceding chapters,^ will, we trust, make clear the fact

that man has lived a life of progress. Beginning at

the zero point, he has moved forward, perhaps with many
a halt, and here and there, perhaps a backward step,

but, on the whole, he has steadily advanced.

In no one respect, is the difference between political

history and a history of culture more strongly marked

than in the treatment of individuals. Political history

emphasizes the importance of individual men
;
it is con-

cerned with the lives and accomplishments of individual

kings, soldiers, and statesmen. In a history of culture,

the individual is simply carried along in the jirogressive

movement of the mass. Our present inquiry brings this

result out with o:reat clearness.

It is true, that to every great invention some his-

toric name is attached as its author
;
with every plan of re-

form, some man or woman is heralded as its founder. It

is further a matter of experience, that all minds are by no

means of equal cultivation and power, and that there is

such a thing as rare develoj^ment of intellect in certain

quarters ;
but further investigation shows us that, with rare

exceptions, every great advance in culture and civilization

is but the culmination of a long line of progressive steps.

As we proceed in the study of modern culture, we will

be impressed, again and again, with the force of this state-

ment. AVe will learn that Bacon alone is not the pioneer
of free speech. Columbus did not sit down in the quiet of

his study and figure out the problem that led to the discov-

ery of new lands. ^

Guttenberg alone can not claim the

1 Vol. I. ch. XV. Vol. II. ch. iii. Vol. III. chs. vi
, vii., and vili.

2 "That which imparted to the age of Columbus its peculiar character
of uniuterrupted and successful efforts toward the attainment of new
discoveries and extended geographical knowledge was prepared slowly
and in various ways."—Humboldt: "Cosmos," Vol. If. p. 240. Otte's

translation.
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honor of inventing printing/ Watt was not the sole in-

ventor of the steam-engine witli all its complicated

machinery. Morserdid by no means unaided develop the

science of telegraphy. All of these men, remarkable

though they are, learned many of the rudimentary steps

in their chosen fields, from earlier investigators.

So we might catalogue the whole list of great dis-

coveries thrown out in the development of modern culture,

and it will almost always be found that every achieve-

ment has been reached by innumerable weary steps, often

wciiinng many lives away, before the consummation is

reached. Thus new inventions and new discoveries will

arise whenever human progress has developed the neces-

sary preliminary links. For example, Columbus appeared
when the spirit of discovery was at its height ;

and eight

years after his first voyage, Cabral, by accident, discovered

the coast of Brazil. Some one would, no doubt, have

made the same voyage if Columbus had never lived.

Xewton conceived the idea of the force of gravitation as

the power that holds the planets in their orbits, and the

stars in their courses
;
but even he was forced to wait for

sixteen years until Picart had corrected the old measure-

ments of the earth, and then he was able to verify his cal-

culations.^

Then, too, the atmosphere of culture often becomes

so surcharged with develo2:)ing ideas that two or more

minds grasp the same idea at the same time. Thus
Adams and Leverrier, at the same time, though indepen-

dently, by long and complicated calculations, accurately

1 "The invention of printing was probably made simultaneously and
wholly independently by Gutenberg in Strasburg and Mayenee, and by
Lorenze Yanssen Koster at Haarlem."—Ibid. 249.

2 Vide Buckley: "History of Natural Sciences," New York, 1876,

p. 159.
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;-iipointed out the position of the planet Neptune, for whicl

astronomers had been searching for years. So, too, Weil

Cologne Cathedral.

lace and Darwin, the one in the Malay Archipelago and
the other in England, worked out, "sometimes in almost
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the same words," the Darwinian theory of " natural selec-

tion."^ From these and many other facts known to his-

torians, it has become almost an axiom, that the age makes

the man, rather than that any one man creates a new era

in culture.

The factors of modern civilization are universal re-

ligious freedom, popular government, universal tolerance,

freedom of speech, universal education, etc., which may
be all comprised under the heading of Individual Rights.

In modern civilization, we note the absence of knighthood,

chivalry, and feudalism
; slavery and serfdom have finally

disappeared from the civilization of Aryan people ;
that

undue reverence for kings and royal families, so general

in medieval times, seems to be passing away. Indeed, it

is, as we have said, the "reign of the people." In viewing
modern civilization, however, we must remember that the

germs of its leading factors were i^hmted ^^ay back in the

sterile soil of medieval times, and have only matured by
the fertilizing power of constant agitation. And, although

we must adopt some period as the dawn of modern culture,

we must remember that the tints of mornino; twilio-ht had

been growing ever brighter and more refulgent for many
generations ere we behold the brightness of the modern

sun. So, too, as the sun rises on various longitudes at dif-

ferent hours of the day, in a similar way does the modern

era dawn on various nations at different periods of time.

But we can fix no arbitrary dates.

Society, in our day, comprises the entire people.

Modern culture is enjoyed, in Aryan countries at least, by
the whole mass of mankind. It is possible now for the

individual to rise from the lowliest walks of life to a seat

among the rulers of the world. The truly educated man,
1 Ibid. 292.
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110 matter what his birth and calling, if he be free from

vices, is welcome in the most retined circles of society.

Such was not the case in medieval times. The people, as

a whole, were then subject to two classes of masters—the

nobility and the priesthood
—who either acted in unison to

oppress the people, or else, by their quarrels, ruined the

people altogether. As the latter could not be hereditary,

it was the only channel through which the private indi-

vidual could attain to j^owcr or eminence; and it is not

strange, therefore, that its ranks became filled with the

ambitious rather than the pious.

It seems to have been the policy of both of these

ruling factors to keep the people in ignorance. It was im-

pious to trade with unbelievers
;
it was much more imj^ious

to accept or listen to any of their heretical teachings. It

was heresy to study anything not from the pen of some

father of the church. It was heresy to study the forces

of Xature and learn new laws. It is not too much to state

that everything new was heresy. Aristotle contained all

that there was to be known in science, ethics, etc. If a new

theory were advanced and could not be found in or verified

by Aristotle, it was necessarily false.^

During the closing years of medieval times, therefore,

we find that all the new knowledge and advanced ideas

were locked up in the forbidden parchments of the Jews,

the Greeks, and the Mohammedans
;
and what dribblings,

fell to the laymen of the Latin Church were mere drops

from the corroded and ofttimes corrupted pens of an

1 "Never had monarch been so universal and absolute as Aristotle.

For two thousand years, he had dictated to the nations what to believe.

. . . His autocratical edict was placed bj' the side of the Gospel. His

Ten Categories, which pretend to classify every object of human appre-

hension, were held as another Revelation." Welsh: ''Development of

English Literature and Language," Vol. L p. 331
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ignorant priesthood. But the voice of knowledge could

not be thus hushed. The development of Aryan intellect

could not be thus repressed. A new learning was pressing

forward, demanding recognition. And what soil would be

more fertile to receive this new learning than that of sunny

Italy ;
and there, at length, we find the germs taking root.

Soon we behold the full plant growing luxuriantly and

sending its seeds into all Aryan lands.

When Islam began to spread its blighting influence

over the Eastern Empire and the seats of later Greek cul-

ture, some of the scholars of Alexandria and other

Grecian cities found exile homes in Italy. From the

humble dwellings of these exiles there emanated a sj^irit

of learning that spread to the shores of the Atlantic, and

not only revived the study of old authors, but set the

world ablaze with new ideas that did not cease to glow

under the ban of both Church and Crown. From that

time until Mohammed II. entered Constantinople as

conqueror, this Greek culture continued to pour into Italy,

According to Draper, the first token of intellectual eman-

cipation in Europe was the movement of the great Italian

poets led by Dante.^ We must, however, take partial ex-

ception to this statement, for Roger Bacon^ had already

broken loose from the restraints of the Church, asserting

his right to draw knowledge from any source. In order,

therefore, to fully understand the work that Dante accom-

plished, we must remember that the literary language of

Europe was Latin. As long as nations were subject to

'the rule of the church, it was for the interest of the church

to have a universal language. Latin was adopted as that

1 Vide Draper: "Intellectual Development of Europe," p. 467. Dante,

1265-1321—a Florentine poet and statesman*
^ England, 1214-1292.
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language. The church liturgy was recited in Latin. In

order that a book should receive the sanction of the Church

and meet popular favor as a literary work, it must be

written in Latin.

Notre Dame.

In what are now the Romance countries of Western

Europe, Latin had been forced upon the people in connec-

tion with Roman hiws and government. Thus the people

were bred to the use of Latin almost as a native tongue.
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After the fall of the Western Empire, there came a time

when the common dialects of France, Spain, and Italy

formed such a medley of tongues, that no one was common
to all the people. The epitaph of Pope Gregory V., who
died at the close of the tenth century, was written in three

dialects—Frankish, the vulgar, and the Latin—in order

that all might understand.'

But, whenever the literary language is different from

the common language of the people, popular ignorance is

sure to prevail. It was so in this case. Even a large

portion of the priesthood did not understand the liturgy

which they recited. It dawned upon the world, at that

time, that European nations had silently passed through
a transition period, whereby the old dialects had become

changed into new tongues. There was then no learning

among the people. The mass could neither read nor write

and dared not think for themselves. As unpromising as

this condition may seem, it was one of the most important

steps in the progress of literature. For, when the attempt
was made to again introduce letters among the j^eoi^le, it

was found advantageous to translate the Latin books into

the vulgar tongues. King Aelfred realized this at once,

and his reign is celebrated for the number of books that

appeared in the English language, even from the pen of the

king. .Still the learned clung tenaciously to Latin as the

proper vehicle for the expression of their thoughts.^

Dante was not the first to write in Italian. He wrote

in both Latin and Italian. It was, his "Divine Commedia"
that first stamj)ed the Italian as a literary language.

Then, too, Dante, was the first writer to embody in his

writings much of the new learning that had already been

1 Hallam: "Middle Ages," Vol. II. p. 482.

5* Draper, Op. cit. p. 467.
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introduced into Italy by Greek exiles.' The work that

Dante began was taken up and carried forward by his

countrymen, Boccaccio^ and Petrarch.^ But this spirit of

progress was not confined to Italy. We believe that many
authors err in giving Italy the foremost place in this early

struggle of the world for freedom. We have had occasion

to mention Roger Bacon and others.* Wycliffe^ had already

taken up the cause of popular liberty and was making the

king tremble on his throne, spreading his tracts from one

end of the kingdom to the other. He was preceded by the

mad monk, John Ball, and that friend of the poor and

oppressed, William Longland. Wycliife, however, w^asthe

first to preach directly against church rule. The great

burden of his teachings was, that "dominion in the highest

sense is in God alone", and it paved the way for a later

generation of reformers who fully established the reign of

the new learning. Contemporary w^th the above names

appears that of Chaucer,
"^ the first of England's great poets

and who like Dante established the use of a vulgar tongue

for the highest form of literature.

Now, if we turn again to Italy, we will perceive what

great strides the exiled Greek thought had made. It had

reached the home of the great Medici family, two of whom,
Cosmo^ and his grandson Lorenzo ''the Magnificent",^ lav-

ished their immense fortunes upon the promotion of letters.

They were patrons of the Greek learning that was trying

to take root in Italy. Cosmo da Medici was even willing

to console his dying moments with the promises of Platon-

ism." The great work of the Medici, however, was their

1 Dante, even in his life time, was called by some a poet; by others,
a philosopher ; by others, a theologian. Burckhardt: "Renaissance in

Italy," London, 1878. Vol. I. p. 190 2 1313-1375. 3 1304-1374.

4 This Series Vol. III. p. 425. Cf. Humboldt: "Cosmos," Vol. II. p.

241. 5 1324-1384. 6 1340-1400. ^ 1389-1464. » 1448-1492.
9 Draper, p. 467.
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attempt to collect the works of the old niitliors into libra-

ries. Lorenzo was the first patron of Michael Angelo/

whose masterpieces rh })ainting, sculpture, and architecture

brought into life a spirit of creation in art. His works,

moreover have never been equalled by more recent artists.

The forming of a library was a far more difficult task

in those days than at present. Until the later years of the

Michael Angelo.

Medici, a single fire might .destroy the entire works of

some old author, and thus would the world be robbed (jf the

life work of a great man. For it often happened that an

aulhor's works existed only in the form of a single auto-

graph manuscript of the writer. Books then were mul-

tiplied only by the slow process of copying with the pen,

i 1474-1563.
21
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and it was often difficult to find a rare book in order to

make a new copy. This was expensive work, and it did

not even pay a poor man to try to learn to read. When
Cosmo da Medici wished to form a new library, it took

forty-five writers twenty-two months to furnish about two

hundred volumes
;
and we must remember that these werj^

but single copies. Every new library required just as

much work as the first, for there was as yet no way of mul-

tiplying books by any other process. When we think of

paying five hundred dollars for a mere copy of Strabo, we

begin to realize the amount of work necessary to form a

library.^

It was considered a wonderful achievement, when

some one conceived the idea of engraving a text of scrip-

ture, and then a page of a book, upon a block of wood,

inking it, and making an impression on paper. This was,

however, only one step toward the printing-press, and the

atmosphere of the world became so filled with the demand

for a more rapid way of producing bc>oks, that movable

letters sprang into use almost simultaneously at Haarlem,

Mentz, and Venice. Letters were first cut from blocks of

wood, next from pieces of metal, and, finally, the process

of casting was introduced.^

Thus printing came to be a practical art, for a single

font of type could be used over and over again for the pur-

pose of printing all manner of manuscript. The art of

printing was soon introduced into France and England.

By the close of the fifteenth century, it is estimated that

more than ten thousand editions of books and pamphlets
had been printed by the various presses of Europe. Books

were now placed within the reach of all. Then, too, if an

1 Burchardt: ''Renaissance in Italy," Vol. I. p. 261 et seq.
2 Draper: p. 471

;
also Buckley: "History of Natural Sciences," p. 55.
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edition of a work were once printed and distributed, all

the powers of the Church could not gather all the volumes

for burning.^ The chances were, now, that no book could

become extinct unless it died a natural death. Still the

art of printing had to fight its way into common use against

both superstition and prejudice. The first printers, from

the secrecy with which they surrounded their work, were

supposed to be in league with the Devil. Then, too,

wealthy Italian scholars were ashamed to own printed

books, which contrasted very unfavorably with their

artistic and finely-bound manuscripts.^ Not so, however,

the people as we shall see.

In all this early printing, Venice took the lead. The

knowledge that had been locked up in Greek, Hebrew,

Latin, and even Arabic, became more generally known as

the favorite authors' works w^ere printed and scattered

abroad. Leonardo da Vinci^ was the scholar of his day.

He w^as a great painter, but he did not hesitate to enter

almost every field of learning, and usually led wherever

he went, gaining the title of a man of "almost preter-

natural knowledge." We must not overlook the effect

that the discoveries of the great Grenoese navigator,

Columbus, had upon the knowledge of this time. Although
he was known to be a devout Catholic, when pleading his

cause at the court of Spain, he was bitterly denounced by
some over-skeptical fathers as being on the very verge of

heresy.''

1 It was customary, if a book proved unorthodox, for the pope to

order it burned by the common executioner.
^ 2 Burkhardt, Op. cit- pp. 270-1.

3 Florence, 1452-1519.

4 Passages from Lactantitus and St. Augustine were quoted to show
that Columbus' theories were "incompatible with the historical founda-
tions of our faith." (Cf. Irving: "Columbus," Vol. I. pp. 89, 90). This

argument has, to-day, a familiar sound.
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When, however, Columbus proved by his voyages,
that the earth was round, and that there were antipodes,

these fanatics felt themselves rebuked and humiliated
;
and

Cathedral at Rheims.

they thenceforth treasured in their hearts a deep hatred

against the great navigator, which, at last, developing into
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open hostility, robbed Columbus of many of his hardly

earned honors, and embittered the closing days of his life.

But the world had iirade one great step in advance
;
and by

robbing the ocean of its terrors, Columbus had also dealt

a stunning blow to the superstition that cursed his age.

Great alarm spread among the fathers of the Church

as they noted the rapid spread of books and the accom-

panying education of the people. From the ranks of

the laymen, there now arose a few individuals who

dared to face the horrors of the Inquisition for the sake

of truth. From the ranks of the people, there arose

scholars who dared to think for themselves and brand the

superstitions of the middle ages as false. This new learn-

ing did not find the Alps an insurmountable barrier, but

climbing the mountains, it gradually embraced all Europe.

John Huss died at the stake for religious freedom
;
and

scholars, here and there, began to hear of the new learn-

ing in which the Italians excelled. Earnest pilgrims,

thirsting after truth, journeyed across the Alps to learn from

the Greek exiles the philosophy of the ancients.

But these pioneers of modern culture did not simply

glean here and there a stray head of grain, they pondered
over what they learned and bound every idea, new to them,

with modern thought and experience, carrying back with

them golden sheaves of knowledge. Thus was the study

of Greek and Hebrew extended to the universities of

Western Europe. These studies were fought by the

Church as fiercely as ever was the introduction of the vul-

gar dialects.^ In later medieval times, the great univer-
-t

1 "With a quick, a jealous suspicion, the ecclesiastics soon learned to

detect a heretic from liis knowledge of Greek and Hebrew. . . . Long
after the time of which we are speaking, the University of Paris resisted

the introduction of Greek into its course of study, not because of any
dislike to letters, l)ut because of its anticipated obnoxious bearing ou
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sities, with their thousands of students/ not only had a

leavening eifect upon the prevailing ignorance, but were

extremely aggressive in the introduction of new learning.

And these institutions increased in popularity and num-

ber as the human mind became freed from its servilitv to

past superstition.

During the two centuries immediately preceding the

Reformation, many new universities were organized,

John Locke.

prominent among which were the following : Prague (1348),

Vienna (1365), Heidelberg (1386), Cologne (1388), Erfurt

(1392), Leipzig (1409), Rostock (1419), Greifswald (1456),

Freiburg (1457), Basle (1460), Ingoldstadt (1472), Tubin-

gen (1477), Wittemberg (1502), and Frankfurt on the

Oder (1506). The first eight of these universities were

Latin theology."—Draper, Op. cit. p. 469.
^ It is estimated tliat in the time of Henry III. there were 30,000

students at Oxford, and 10,000 at Bologna. Two centuries later, the Uni-

versity of Paris accommodated 25,000
—Hallam: "Middle Ages. Vol.

II. p. 607.
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founded after the model of the University of Paris, under

the patronage of either the clergy or certain princes ;
but

the remainder were established for the purpose of advanc-

ing the study of the Classics, or of this new learning of

which we have been speaking.^ As might have been fore-

told, many of these universities became hot-beds of so-

called heresy.

Xow we must not imagine that all this new learning

was borne across the Alps and planted in sterile soil, for

such does not seem to have been the case. We have seen

how the Arabs had settled in Spain, and penetrated France

as far as Provence and Languedoc. When their teachings

became offensive to the Church, we have seen how the

Albigensians were almost exterminated by a crusade

organized for that purpose.^ It was from these semi-

Mohammedan regions that a portion of the advanced

thought began, like leaven, to permeate the whole kingdom
of France. Then, there was quite a sprinkling of Jews

throughout the kingdom. The Jewish physician combined
" with his professional skill a profound knowledge of the-

ology, mathematics, astronomy, philosophy, music, law."^

At last, these Jews were banished the kingdom because of

their heretical teachino-s.

Still, their teachings had gained root in French soil.

The lawyers gained a knowledge of true philosophy and

logic, and both lawyers and j^hysicians therefore gained the

hatred of the ecclesiastics. As Draper puts it: "The

lawyers were hated because they replaced supernatural

logic by philosophical logic; the j^hysicians, because they
broke down the profitable but mendacious system of miracle

1 Sometimes called Humanism. Vide Scberer: "History of German
Literature," Conybeare's translation, editea by F. Max Muller, Vol. I.

pp. 264-6.

2
Draper, p 433. '^ Ibid. 417.
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cures by relics and shrines."^ Then, about this same

time, there occurred the great struggle between the French

kings and the popes, which led to the so-called Second Caj)-

tivity at Avignon (1307-1377). The real point at issue,

was whether kings received their authority from God, or

from the Poj^e. The kings maintained that they were in

no way subject to the popes for their crowns. This

struggle was carried to such an extent, by a post-mortem
trial of Boniface VIII., as to reveal the corruption of the

pontiff's court.'^ Such struggles and revelations could have

no other effect than to disgust the people and alienate them

from both pope and king. In this manner, the way was

prej^ared for the new learning that was soon to cross the

Alps into France.

We have already seen how the people of England and

France were prepared/or the introduction of new culture,

and so likewise were all German speaking people by the

founding of universities for the purpose of teaching ad-

vanced ideas. Then there followed a generation of scholars

who had journeyed into Italy to study with the Greek ex-

iles, and brought back with them a knowledge of Classical

studies. Then there gathered about the halls of Oxford

great throngs of students to listen to these new and startl-

ing truths. Grocyn^ was stirring the students to greater

activity by his lectures on Greek. Linacre opened to the

Oxonians the broad fields of science as taught at Florence.

Colet^ revealed the truths of the Gospels as recorded in the

original Greek, unblemished by the mistakes of interme-

diate interpreters.

Colet also founded and endowed a school for the educa-

tion of the poor, and Lily.*^ the first teacher of Greek in

1 "Intellectual DevelopiDent of Europe," p. 408. 2 Draper, p. 395.

3 1442-lol9. 1460-1524 5 140(5-15^0 « 1466-1523.
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England, was stationed in this school as teacher. Latimer^

at this time was beginning a fearless ministry against the

errors of the religion of that day. King Henry YIII. was

a patron of this new learning and under his protection the

University of Oxford became the center of western knowl-

edge and the champion of advanced thought. Many stu-

John Stuart Mills.

dents who could not make the expensive journey across the

Alps began to quench their thirst for learning at the fount-

ains of Oxford. Erasmus,^ a poor orphan from Rotterdam,
came hither and filled his lono^ins: soul with the rich truths

1 1472-1555. 2 1467-1536.
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that flowed from the lips of Colet
;
then he went forth to

utter such burning words against the injustice of kings as

to shake their very thrones. Even the liberalism of Henry
YIII.^ could bear his utterances no longer, and Erasmus

sought safety on the continent.

Sir Thomas More^ was a student at Oxford about the

same time. In rank, he stood among the nobility, and

Henry YIII. gladly advanced him to the most responsible

positions in his government, '^o sooner had More left the

University than he became famous throughout Europe.^
There was a charm about his conversation that conquered
the king and attracted the peasant. But he was no servile

slave to royalty. He did not court the smile of his sover-

eign. Though free from servility to the dogmas of ecclesi-

astics, he was a devout Catholic. His whole soul was

filled with ideas of reform, and these he set forth in burn-

ing iron}^ and satire in his story of the kingdom of "No-

where," or Utopia.

By j)icturing forth an ideal land, he could paint happy
scenes—a peoj^le blessed with all com.forts and virtues of

life
;

the poor freed from the oppression of the rich;

crime punished only in proportion to its enormity ;
the

government most liberal and kindly ;
the religion the

purest Christianity as taught in the Gospels. Sir Thomas

More's life was in keeping with his teachings; and when

it came to the test, rather than perjure himself by false

actions, he went cheerfully to the block, and became a

martvr to this new learnins:.

1 Henry VIII. liberalism was strangely original. He rather encour-

aged than feared this new learning. He knew his own strength, while

he took little pains to cheek the extravagance of his emboldened subjects.

When any one of them became dangerous to the king's plans, it was a

few hours in the tower, then the block, and the king was freed from all

annoyance. 2 1480-1535.

3 Greene: ''History of the English People," Vol. 11. p. 97.
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The germs of this hew learning were planted in Ger-

many, when Heinrich von Langenstein went as a teacher

from the University of Paris to that of Vienna.^ By

making a vigorous attack upon the jirevailing astrological

superstitions, he paved the way for future astronomers.

Then there ajipeared the hook (well known in our own day

even) entitled, "Imitation of Christ,"Mhe authorship of

which is attributed to various German authors.' Mr.

Draper* says that "every man his own priest," would be

an appropriate title for this work. It is claimed that more

copies of it have been printed than of any other book, ex-

cej)t the Bible. Thus is manifested the degree of skepti-

cism that prevailed in Germany even at the beginning of

the fifteenth century, which was to eventuate in so much

good to the world at large.

When a new generation of scholars came into prom-

inence, we find the great Regiomontanus^ following in the

steps of Langenstein, and pushing onward the study of

science. Soon Agricola^ appeared at Heidelberg, and

spent his short life in trying to j)romote "a taste for liter-

ature among his contemporaries. No German wrote in so

j)ure a style, or possessed so large a portion of Classical

learning."'^

By the close of the fifteenth century, the Rhenish

Society, established for the advancement of new learning,

was in a very flourishing condition. Conrad Celtes,^ the

son of a German peasant, is said to have been the most

1 About 1383. Vide Scherer: "History of German Literature," p. 265.

2 "De Imitatione Cristi."

^3 Usually Thomas a Kempis (1379-1471), although there are a number
of claimants.

* "Intellectual Development of Europe," p. 470.

5 Johann Muller (1436-1476;.
6 1443-1485.

7 Hallam: "Literature of Europe," Pt. I. p. 217.

8 Crowned with laurel by Frederick III., 1487. Hallam, Op. cit. p. 218.
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celebrated member of that society. lie was called the
"
wandering preacher of Hmnanism," and spent his time

travelling from one university to another, lectm'ing and

founding literary societies. Thus, by constant agitation

of these vital subjects, the advocates of advance thought
beo-an to broaden their ideas and demand a thorouiih, svs-

tematic education. It was in this atmosphere that Erasmus

Edinburgh Castle.

was born, and started upon his noble career, drifting thence

into England. A broader education tends toward inde-

l^endent A'iews, and German scholars soon began to throw

off their servitude to Classical writers, and to think for

themselves.'

The fifteenth ccMiturv was ushered in, in Germany, ov

1 C'f. Scherer, Op. fit. i). llGo-S.
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a dispute over the proposition of burning all of the Hebrew

manuscripts in that country, except the Old Testament.

This strife brought Keuchlin^ into prominence, and led to

the organization, at Erfurt, of a band of young scholars—
the Order of Mutianus—who conjointly produced the

"
Epistles of Obscure Men," which had for its double

object the defence of the study of Hebrew and the ridicule

of ignorant, superstitious, and licentious ecclesiastics,

drawing their characters and their vicious habits from real

incidents in the surrounding social life. And now Martin

Luther appears upon the scene. But we must note the

long and tedious steps that had already been taken in the

direction of this new learning previous to Luther's time.

The spirit of reform did not jump into being at his beck,

but arose, step by step, calling upon that great leader to

take command v/hen everything was ripe for the consum-

mation of the Great Reformation.

But we are wandering from our subject. We are

here concerned with Luther and his great work only as it

affected the literature of that period. Now, it is a note-

worthy fact, that the Reformation and the resulting

struggles between the great religious factions not only

interrupted the gradual progress of new learning, but

destroyed almost all branches of culture, and even society

itself, for the population of Germany was almost annihi-

lated before the close of the ^'

Thirty Years' War." Like

a long-gathering storm, when the Reformation finally

came, it wrought more or less havoc. The great literary

work of Germany, until after the re-organization of society,

at the close of the religious wars of the seventeenth cent-

ury, was Luther's translation of the Bible from the Hebrew

and Greek manuscripts.^
1 1455-1522. 2

Seherer, Op. cit. p. 274.
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Previous to this, the literature of Germany had no

favorite dialect. There were Low German and High Ger-

man, and other dialects of minor importance. Luther

wrote in High German, and made it the literary language
of all Germany. Then his translation of the Bible "

laid

the foundation of a common culture for all ranks of society

and opened a whole intellectual world to the people.

Luther's Bible was an inexhaustible source of grand and

edifying thoughts, a noble and imperishable literary monu-

ment, a treasure often worshiped to a point of supersti-

tion and abuse."

After Luther began his fight with the Roman church,

the amount of German literature increased many-fold. It

is said that during eight years^ the number of printing-

presses increased nine-fold. But religion was the all-

absorbing topic. Newspapers had already begun to appear,^

but regularly numbered journals were not known before

the middle of the last half of the century. The reformers

entered every path of life and did not, of course, neglect

the educational. Melanchthon was the leader in organizing
the old German school system that remained in vogue for

over two centuries. He wrote the text books for many of

the best schools and colleges of that day. Copernicus,

Gesner, and Paracelsus belong to this period. They were

Germans, though the last two did not dwell in what is now

a part of the German Empire. The seventeenth century

opened uj^on Germany with the book trade' rapidly in-

creasing, and all classes on the highway to knowledge ;
but

the blighting curse of war swe2:>t down upon this people,

and its fields and homesteads were transformed into battle-

1 1516-1524.

2 "Zeitungen." The first at Augsburg, 1505. Vide Scherer, Op. cit.

p. 285; cf. Draper, Op. cit. p. 475, who fixes the date at 1563, and Venice
as the place. 3 Scherer, Op. cit. p. 315.
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fields and grave-yards, and a new culture at last arose from

these ruins.

The early literature of France seems to have aided

little in this cry for freedom that thus early rose from other

parts of Europe. Francis I. was a patron of literature,

though not as prominent a patron of advance thought as

his contemporary across the Channel, Henry VIII.

Clement Marot,^ who stands pre-eminent among the poets

of the sixteenth century, was the French king's favorite.

He did much to improve the style of French poetry.^

Etienne de la Boetie^ seems to have been the first repub-

lican agitator among the writers of France,* The burden

of his cry was against the absolute power of kings, and

the servility of subjects. This was the middle of the six-

teenth century. Ronsard had already, however, organized

the "Pleiades," a societ}^ of seven, whose main object was

the improvement of the French language. La Boetie is

even classed as one of the "minor Ronsardists."

The pioneer of political oratory, and of that tolerance

that modern culture grants both Catholic and Protestant

was L'Hopital,^ who was chancellor of the kingdom while

Catharine de Medici was in power. By his wise and noble

conduct, he was deemed worthy of being called " a second

censor (^ato." Calvinism was at its height at this time.

John Calvin^ was a Frenchman, and shortly before the

1 1497-1544.

2 Marot's royal mistress was the Queen of Navarre, who, in her cele-

brated book, "Heptameron," paints in colors true to nature the low and
indelicate condition of society in those times. The book is read more,

to-day, for its indecencies than for its literary merits. Vide Bridge:

"History of French Literature," p. 133.

3 1530-1563.

4 "La Boetie is almost the single instance of a republican character

till nearly the period of the Revolution."—Hallam, quoted in Bridge,

Op. cit. p. 208.

6 1503-1573. 6 1509-1564.
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middle of the sixteenth century had published his "
Insti-

tution sur la Religion Chretienne," the greatest work that

the Reformation had produced.^ Pamphlets first appeared

during the sixteenth century, and thus had been discovered

a new agency in the matter of agitation. Scores of pam-

phlets appeared and were scattered broadcast over the

kingdom.
Rabelais^ and Montaigne^ belong to this period also.

Of the former, w^e need simply say that he belonged to

that class of French writers (who, in fact, are not yet ex-

tinct), who, by their foulness, have been rendered unfit for

the perusal of modern readers who respect purity in

thought and action. Skepticism as to the right or justice

of existing laws or customs was one of the first stejis to-

ward toleration. Montaigne was the first skeptical writer

in the French language,^ and so we are prepared to hear

that he was the first to teach "the innocence of error and

the evil of persecution."^
- He died in the last decade of

the sixteenth century, but we shall find that his ideas were

not given to the world in vain—they lived after him and

spread over the whole of France.

We have now gained an idea of the origin of freedom

of speech. We have seen how, from solitary examples of

bold reformers, there had arisen a host of fearless talkers

and writers in every land who dared to raise their voices

in behalf of the rights of the individual to defend himself

and his family from the oppressive authority of the Church

and the nobility. But, from the first manifestations of this

spirit of freedom, the ruling factions (princes and ecclesi-

astics) took alarm, and we detect the spirit of intolerance,

1 Bridge. Op. cit. p. 115. 52 1483-1553. 3 1533-1592.
* Vide Lecky : "Rationalism in Europe," Vol. I. p. 111.

5 Op. cit. Vol. II. p. 63.

I
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luxuriating in tlio rank growth of bigotry and superstition,

that had overspread the world, watching its chance to

strike down the indivfdual who dared to raise his voice for

freedom.

We need not go back to the beginning to trace the

growth of this spirit of tokn*ance, under whose benignant
smile society has developed into its modern state of culture.

We have seen how Roger Bacon was led to prison ;
we

saw Columbus on the A'erge of heresy ;
we saw Duke Alva

murdering bis thousands of Protestants in Holland; and

when we enter the fields of science, we will see one votary
after another forfeiting his life for the sake of truths that

were first revealed to him. We have now reached a time

when the spirit of intokn-ance seemed to rule all classes of

people.

Henry YIII. was a strong and seemingi}^ tolerant

sovereign, but even the great statesmen, Cardinal Wolsey
and Sir Thomas More, could not, with impunity, oppose
his jjlans for divorcing his first wife, Catharine, without

suifering the extreme penalty of that great monarch's dis-

pleasure. England, under Mary the Catholic, was ex-

tremely intolerant. The Queen, as wife of Philip II. of

Spain, tried to co-operate with him in exterminating
Protestantism. Henry's favorite preacher, Latimer, his

archbishop, Cranmer, and many others who had been his

instruments in establishing the English Church, were

burned during her reign for heresy.^

Elizabeth, on the other hand, was more politic. She

adopted her father's course, that was a system of toler-

ation of everything that did not run counter to her own

plans. She favored the Church of England, but we do

not find her murdering her subjects on account of their

1 For this time, ssee Greene : "History of the English People."
22
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religious beliefs. In fact, the long reign of Elizabeth was

a great season of growth, not only in toleration but in

every branch of culture. At the beginning of her reign,

appeared Jewel's "Apology for the Church of England;"
near the close, Hooker's " Ecclesiastical Polity." The

names of these books will themselves indicate the freedom

with which church affairs were discussed. AVhile tlu-

former, however, bases

its arguments upon the

//
traditions of the Church

,

the latter insists upon
the exercise of reason.^

Thus, a general spirit

of inquiry and doubt

was springing up. It

became customary to

discuss religious doc-

trines and creeds, and

the bars of infallibility
Cardinal Wolsey. ^^^.^^ l^^^j been erected

about the monumental teachings of the fixthers were

ruthlessly torn down and in many cases revealed nothing

but fallacies.

Before passing on to study the growth of toleration

on the continent, we must turn aside to review the litera-

ture of England during the closing years of Elizabeth's

reign, for it ranks first in time, and had a leavenir.g in-

fluence upon the world at large. We have now reached a

period when more is known about the lives of those men

who were the most influential in shaping the course of

events in the history of the world. Literature, politics,

learning, and, to some extent, the government had been

1 Buckle: 'Civilization in England," Vol. I. pp. 250-1.
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by this time taken out ofthe hands of ecclesiastics by more

worthy subjects who had emerged from the masses of the

j^eople. It is interesting to note the condition of English

society as we enter

the Elizabethan

period.

Even at this

time, there were

herds of deer roam-

ing- the forests of

England, and no at-

tempt had been made

to convert the bogs

and marshes into

pasture lands. The

population of the

whole kingdom was

barelv live millions,

and the people in

general lived in mud-

built huts, thatched

with straw or reeds.

Chimneys were un- The Old Sun-dial.

common even in the better class of houses. The floors

were covered with reeds instead of carpets, and even the

best made houses lacked all of the comforts of our own

times. The poor had no physicians, and the physicians of

the rich tried to cure rather by the practice of magic than

by science. Manufacturing Avas carried on by the peasant

and his wife in their solitary hut, for none of the large

mills, which have made England the foremost manufactur-

ing country of the world, had been erected.^

1 Vide Vol. III. pp. 698-9.
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During Elizabeth's reign, the sj^irit of humanity had

begun to attract attention to the sufferings of the j)oor.

Hospitals and other retreats were erected for the accom-

modation of the needy. Whereas, in a previous reign,

the highways and by-ways were lined with gibbets upon
which criminals were hung in numbers, Elizabeth is said

to have founded houses of correction for the punishment
of lesser offences. In manners, even the more refined

were coarse when compared with our own times. Even

"Grood Queen Bess
" was wont to break out in torrents of

fearful oaths when her counsellors gained her disfavor.

So we see a condition of affairs where there was religion

without piety, and social life without refinement.

Then, as to the education of the English people at

this time, we often expect more than we really find.

Henry YIIL, in his endeavors to advance the new learn-

ing of his time, did not neglect his own children. Eliza-

beth is said to have read both Latin and Greek fluently.

But the people who were gaining power and imj^ortance

every day were not so fortunate. "
Many of the rank

were illiterate, the majority of the middle-class wei'e un-

educated, while the lower orders were in comparative
darkness. As late as Edward YL, there were peers of

Parliament unable to read. It is a question whether

Shakespeare's father, an alderman of Stratford, could

write his name."^

The language, itself, at this time, was in an unsettled

state. There was no system of spelling in universal use,

but every writer seems to have spelled according to his

own taste. Tyndale's translation of the Xew Testament
" did more to fashion and fix our tongue than any other

1 Welsh: "Development of English Literature and Language,
"

Chicago, 1883, Vol. I. p. 292.
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native work from Chaucer to Shakespeare."^ The advance

in commerce and manufactures, the discoveries in science,

and the great interest taken in foreign hxnguages, brought

many new words into use. Then the hinguage began

definitely to form itself and prepare for the advent and use

of the great writers who flourished at the close of Eliza-

beth's reign.

Were we to pass rapidly in review the great cluster

of eminent writers who were living when Elizabeth died,

or who were connected with her reign, we could but note

that many of them came from the lower ranks of life,

while it is gratifying to notice, also, that those who did

come from the nobility were indeed noble in every sense of

the word. Following closely after Sir Thomas More,

comes "Arcadian Sidney," whom Elizabeth called " the

jewel of her times." His short life of thirty-two years^

was filled with events, all of which point to his worth—
his younger days at Oxford, at Paris on the terrible St.

Bartholomew's day, studied the sciences at Venice and the

languages at other places in Italy, an ambassador to the

continent for the purpose of furthering Protestantism at

the age of twenty-two, knighted at twenty-nine, killed

while fighting for freedom in the ISTetherlands—still he had

the time to build for himself a monument of literary fame

that will be everlasting. His writings are noted for their

beauty and purity.

Hooker^ was a still more influential writer, though he

rose from humble parentage. He was one of the first to

break awav from the traditions of the Church and of re-

ligious teachers, and to advocate the supremacy of reason

in deciding one's religious tenets. Thus his influence

tended to establish a spirit of tolerance, for it admitted a

1 Ibid. 294. 2 1554-1586. 3 1553. 1600.
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doubt into the teachings of ecclesiastics.' In style, Hooker

was "
methodical, correct, ample, massive, and grand ;

idiomatic without vulgarity, and learned without pedantry."^
In his agC; to be " a learned divine without fanaticism

"

is, indeed, a glowing tribute to his superior mind. In

l^hilosophical thought, he stands foremost among the men
of his day ;

in daily life, a model of simplicity and

patience that remiTids one of Socrates, for his domestic

affliction was greatly similar.

But this seems to have been a season when there

were great minds, capable of excelling in a variety of ways.
We have already had occasion to refer to that elegant

courtier, Sir Walter Raleigh,^ and he now appears again,

in the field of literature. Although once he had lived

under the smile of his Queen, a single misstep had gained
her ill-will and sent the quondam favorite to the Tower.

Released, however, he was confined again by her successor,

James I., and after twelve years' confinement, was executed

on the charge of treason. While passing the weary years

of j^rison life, Raleigh busied himself in writing a " His-

tory of the World," which is not without merit as a liter-

ary work. It further has the name of being among the

first attempts at the writing of a comprehensive history,

free from much fiction and exace'eration that characterized

the history of the day.

The poet Spencer seems to have received few favors

from his queen. He was poor, and was obliged to accept

a private secretaryship to Ireland, where he dwelt in soli-

tude in a lonely castle. At last, he became poet laureate

to the Queen, but he died in obscure lodgings, though his

body found a resting place by the side of Chaucer's in

Westminster Abbey. Spencer filled English poetry with

1 Buckle, Vol. I. p. p 248-9 2 Welsh, Op. cit, p. 348. 3 1552-1618.
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harmony and imagination. A great school of followers

claim him as their teacher and model. Francis Bacon^ is

contemporary with all these writers of note. He had just

begun to write when Elizabeth closed her long reign. His
"
Essays

"
are masterpieces of jDrose writing. Baconian

philosophy, with its determination to subordinate ancient

principles to modern experience, was the heaviest blow

which had at that time " been inflicted on the theologians,

wdiose method is to begin, not with experience, but with

principles, which are said to be inscrutable, and which we

are bound to believe \v4thoat further difficulty.''' Such

was the* influence of Bacon in favor of advanced ideas.
^

We must next mention the greatest literary character

that any nation has overproduced. Those who revere the

ancients and worship any one who chanced to write well

in a lano-uaii'e that is now dead as well as those who believe

that the more modern the literature the better it must be,

are alike obliged to pay reverence to the name and works

ofWilliam Shakespeare,* the poet of Stratford on the Avon.

Shakespeare's father was at one time a prosperous trades-

man,^ but upon meeting with reverses, the son was set

adrift upon the world. He found his way to London where

he became attached to the theatres, serving in almost all

positions until he became shareholder and manager in the

Black Friars and Globe theatres.

Shakespeare owed not a little of his early success to

his ability to revise dramas. This certainly is the key to

his entire success for he is not, in one sense, an original

writer. His was a mind of varied genius. It drew its in-

formation from every source. Old dramas are revivified

1 1561-1626. -i Buckle, Vol. II. p. 324.

3 Cf. Hallam: "Literature of Europe," Pt. III. p. 59.

4 1564-1616. 6 Welsh, Op. cit. p. 373. et seq.
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by his pen; history is tlramatized and made life-like; fiction

is remodeled and filled with living characters
;
crude and

uninteresting matter is transformed into the rarest speci-

mens of literature. Such is the poets art, and in such

Shakespeare excelled. His characters are as real as life
;

and when we remember that he painted scenes from every
walk of life, wo can understand how varied and thorouah

must have been his knowledge. "He scatters metaphors

profusely over all he writes
; every instant abstract ideas

William Shakespeare.

are changed into images ;
it is a series of paintings which

is unfolded in his mind. He does not seek them, thev

come of themselves
; they crowd within him, covering his

arguments; they dim with their brightness the pure light

of logic. He dees not labor to explain or prove ; picture

on picture, image on image, he is for ever copying the

strange and splendid visions which are engendered one

after another, and are heaped upon liim".^

' Taiue: "Englisli Literature." Van Lauu Ed., New York, 1875. Vol.
I. p. 353.
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"Rare Ben Johnson'V lived to write for nearly a

quarter of a century after the time of Shakespeare. What
a difference in the characters. The former was supposed
to have been bred to the profession of a bricklayer, but

became a soldier in Flanders, "an actor, a duellist, a con-

A^ert to Romanism, a revert to the Anglican Church, a

married man, a dramatist".'^ Physically his appearance
was repelling; but "he wrote delicate, voluptuous, charm-

ing love poems".
^ Even in his age, he was noted for his

vast store of knowledge ;
he delved into the classics and

sought from original sources the minutest details of learn-

ing ;
but for all this, his writings were not cumbersome.

With this store of knowledge, however, he did not hesitate

to criticise right and left, caring neither for enmity, nor for

friendship, for rank nor ability. He struggled for the bare

necessities of life, and died in poverty and loneliness.

We have thus passed in review the rarest constella-

tion of literary men that has at any one time lived in any

land. They found a language that was barely suited for

a vehicle of thought ; they made of it a language noted for

its clearness, flexibility, and beauty. They found society

in a miserable condition, they helped elevate it. They
found the people oppressed and ignorant, they helped edu-

cate all mankind
;
as many of them were themselves of

lowly origin, they proved that the people could raise them-

selves to the highest social plain. They found the people

subject to ecclesiastical authority, they freed them from

their bonds of servitude by teaching that reason and not

tradition or superstition should be the guide of men.

The fruit of this season of instruction is undoubtedly
seen in the toleration which King James manifested in

11574-1640

^Vida Saintsbury: "A History of Elizabethan Literature." London,
1887, p 175. 3 Taine, Op: cit. p. 306 and 335.
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several instances in the administration of his government,

notably in refusing to persecute the Catholics in general

for the guilt of a few concerned in the Gunpowder Plot/

and ill his proclamation of toleration which his own bishops

Dr. Johnson

refused to read. But James had recently come from Scot-

land where the rankest intolerance was in practice. John

Knox^ had lived there and had established the strictest

form of Calvinism, so that here the reformers became the

most heartless persecutors of those who M'ould not worship

accordino^ to their dictation;

1 Above p. 88. 2 ] 505-1577.
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Thougli the followers of Knox were themselves dis-

senters from the Catholic church, they were taught to have

little tolerance for the beliefs of others. A history of the

persecutions thus engendered would fill a volume, and

would be out of place here. Strong convictions always

lead to extremes. Hence it is not strange that the Scotch

became very superstitious and were the last to abolish

persecution.^ The people at last became the slaves of

ecclesiastics. Mothers were terrified into deserting their

children, and children their parents. Never had the

priests of the Roman Church exercised a greater authority

over the laymen than did the Scotch Kirk over .the people

of that country. Early in the eighteenth century, schools

were established in every parish in Scotland.^ A few

generations later, there arose some strong minds that did

much to liberalize the national intellect. Such were Adam

Smith, Hume, etc., and they will be mentioned in due

season.

During the period of English history that we have

just reviewed, three great statesmen succeeded one another

in ruling the French people. These were, as we have

seen,^ Richelieu, Mazarin, and Louis XIV. Now the

policy of Richelieu was far in advance of his time. He
was a Catholic cardinal, but he, as chief adviser of the

king, banished all feelings of interest for the Church. He
made political authority superior to ecclesiastical, just as

he made his king superior and absolute over all his noble

subjects. His church, of course, expected favors, but found

1 The last witch was burned in Scotland 1727, although as late as.

1773, ''the divines of the associated Presbytery passed a resolution de-

claring their belief in witchcraft, and deploring the skepticism that was

general." Lecky: '-Rationalism in Europe," Vol. I. p. 151. Cf. Buckle
Vol. III. p. 176. e< seg.

2 Hittell: "History of Culture," New York, 1875, p. 291.

3 Above p. 94.
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that the hiws governing and taxing its property, were as

rigidly enforced as those governing other sects. His edicts

of toleration granted freedom of religious opinion to

Huguenots as well as Catholics; but when Huguenots be-

came themselves rebels and persecutors (for they rebelled f

against the king and persecuted the Catholics who happened
to reside in their towns) the armies of Richelieu were

speedily dispatched to quell the rebellion and to enforce

the law\

Then, too, we have noted with no little wonder the

wise policy of the great statesman during the "
Thirty

Years' War. As it was a religious war in which the

Catholics were striving to strangle the rising germs of

Protestantism, they naturally expected assistance from the

French. But such assistance was not granted them. The

Emperors were Hapsburgs and hereditary enemies of the

Bourbon kings of France. When, therefore, Richelieu

saw them gaining in power and meeting with success over

the armies of the German princes, the influence of France

was thrown upon the side of the struggling Protestants.

Gustavus Adolphus entered Germany, supported by Riche-

lieu, to whose help, no doubt, much that seems marvelous

in the young Swede's success was due.

By aiding the Lutherans against the Emperor, by

aiding the Calvinists against the king of Spain, by estab-

lishing the "
principle, that, in matters of State, no Catholic'

ought to prefer a Spaniard to a French Protestant,"^ and

by a similar system of management throughout. Cardinal

Richelieu stands out as one of the foremost, and most

powerful champions of toleration. Then Mazarin suc-

ceeded to power. As long as he and the queen regent were

left free to act for themselves, they followed, as a general
1 Buckle, Vol. I. p. 388.
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thing, the policy taught them by their master, Richelieu.

But there was another result of the great cardinal's policy

which did not so admirably redound to the well-being of

the French people. Richelieu, at the same time, placed

his vice-like grip upon the throats of the nobility, and

ground them down to utter subjection to the authority of

the king.

We have noted the rebellion of the Frondeurs during

the ministry of Mazarin, and we have seen 'its result.

When, therefore, Louis XIV. took the reins of govern-

ment, his power was as absolute as that of any Caesar.

And during his long reign, he guarded that power with a

jealous eye. He throttled every indication of freedom.

Those writers who had the misfortune to live during his

reign must needs write for the king's own pleasure or

glory. Any one who dared to criticise the government, or

to write for any other purpose than to praise his country

and his wise king, was condemned to obscurity if not to

punishment. The literature of Louis XIV. 's time is

almost a blank. Great men lived before his time and

flourished in every iield of culture. But "more than a

quarter of a century before the death of Louis XIV., most

of these eminent men had ceased to live."^

But " truth crushed to earth will rise again." The

seeds of freedom that were planted during Richelieu's wise

reign Avere neither killed nor smothered. They were

simply lying in dry and unfertile soil. Louis XIV. had

scarcely been laid in his grave before there arose a gener-

1 Buckle, Vol. I. p. 512. At the death of Louis in France, "there was

nothing but confusion, abroad there was nothing but disaster. The

spirit of France succumbed, and was laid prostrate. The men of letters

pensioned and decorated by the court, had degenerated into a fawning
and hypocritical race, who, to meet the wishes of their masters, opposed
all improvement and exerted themselves ia support of every abuse."—
Ibid. p. 575.
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ation of writers who neither reverenced God nor feared

kings, but who preached freedom and tolerance to all

mankind. Before, however, reviewing the work that they

accomjjlished, we must turn to England and note the

changes that were there transpiring. We have already

seen the way in which the current of events was tending

as expressed .by the literature of the time of Elizabeth

and James I. Now, since very early times, the spirit of

political freedom, also, had been aggressive in England.
We saw it manifesting itself again and again in the middle

ages, more strongly than usual in the time of King John,

when the barons extorted the Magna Charta from their

unwilling king.

This same spirit of freedom had grown, apace and

spread abroad throughout the kingdom. It was embodied

in the House of Commons, which could usually boast of

one or more members who guarded carefully the rights of

the people. The power of the commons grew from reign

to reign. This body freely discussed current events. It

came to control the revenue of the kingdom and of the

sovereign. It thus acted as a check upon the actions of

the king or queen. Now^ Henry VIII. raised himself to

such a degree of power that the Commons obeyed his dic-

tation. Elizabeth ruled by making concession after con-

cession, and thus gaining popularity. James I., the first

of the Stuarts, pursued another policy. He believed in

the "divine rights of kings," and used every means in his

2^ower, and planned every way j^ossible to make his j^ov/er

absolute. Charles I. carried this policy still further. He
did not wish to countenance the assumed rights of the

Commons to interfere with his goA^ernment ;
he did not

relish the manner Parliament had of discussing so freely

the actions of the king and the measures of the govern-
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ment; he tried, for a nuniber of years, to rule without the

aid of Parliament. He imprisoned the bolder and more

independent ones. We4iave seen the success of his policy
—

how his attempt to raise "ship-money" aroused such patriots

as Hampden to open resistance to the king, and we have seen

how the second Parliament that Charles summoned after the

long vacation overturned the monarchy, beheaded the king,

and established the Protectorate. The House of Peers was

abolished, and the Commons, with a commoner as chief

magistrate, ruled the kingdom. Ifwe analyze the party that

thus came into power, we will find that it was composed of

the leading dissenters from both Church and royal author-

ity, and that means that the spirit of freedom and tolerance

had conquered the kingdom. But the ambitious leader,

Cromwell, usurped the authority of a king. His son was

as incapable of ruling as the son of the ordinary king.

The people considered that they were just as badly oif as

they were under the old Stuart dynasty. Charles II. was

called to the throne.

A re-action now set in. The people had rendered

themselves powerless to check the ambition and passions of

, their king. They had, of their own free will, called the

king to rule over them. They must, of course, support

him. The old forms of tyranny were introduced. Then

the king and his court gave themselves up to every license.

The court, the government, the theatre, the literature, and

every field of culture or of life were befouled with licen-

tiousness and obscenities, that render the writings of that

period unfit for the pages of a modern book. Thus it was

during the reigns of Charles II. and his brother, James 11.

When William and Mary, at the call of the people of

England, ascended the throne, the reform party again

were enabled to arise and advance.
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It will be remembered that the Whig or progressive

party came into power with the government of Walpole
at the accession of William and Mary. Walpole was made

premier. His was a peace policy, and he was the author

of some of the great reform measures that gave the people

greater liberties and better protection. This was pre-

eminently so during the reigns of the Georges, when the

kings became accustomed to let Parliament and the minis-

try rule the country. The great work of the Whig party
in England, was to establish under the monarchy the very

principles for which the people had fought under Cromwell.

The Commons were now the supreme power in the state.

The principles of the Whigs were further freedom of con-

science, freedom of speech, and free government. During
their long reign, these became so fully established that

"Englishmen had forgotten that it was possible to perse-

cute for difference of opinion, or to put down liberty of the

press, or to tamper with the administration of justice, or

to rule without Parliament."^ Thenceforth the English

people have continued to j^rogress in all forms of culture.

To-day, England stands as an example of the most liberal

monarchy and the most enlightened people of the Old

World. The treatment of Ireland is a blot on their good
name in this respect. We may hope, however, to see the

sense of justice finally triumph, and the cause, for which

the Irish patriots have so long labored, successful in

the end.

Still the period of the Protectorate and of the restored

Stuarts can boast of a few writers who are ranked among
the best that England has ever produced. And their

writings show the steady progress, even in those dark days,
of ideas that have produced the liberty of the Eng-

1 Greene: "History of the English People," Vol. IV. p. 125 et seq.
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lish people of to-day.

'

The first two great works of

this period appeared so shortly after the Restoration that

they may with justice -be called the fruit of the Protector-

ate. In fact, the authors of both were identified with the

cause of the people in beheading Charles I. The year

following the accession of Charles II., the great master-

Charles Parnell.

piece of English poetry, "Paradise Lost," appeared. Its

author, John Milton,^ was born in London, and had all the

advantages of education and travel. He identified him-

self with the party that dethroned the Stuart kings, and

upon the Restoration was in danger of being proscribed.

1 160»-1674.
23
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At that time, be was blind, and bis pittiful condition may
have engendered some sympathy. His books, however,
were bmmed by the hangman, and he was imj^risoned for

a short time.

As a contemporary of Milton, there had arisen a poor

tinker, who joined the Parliamentary army. His only
education had been confined to the reading of one or two

deeply religious books, written for the dissenters from the

established Church. He, however, became a preacher of

some power. When Charles II. came to the throne, he,

too, W'as imprisoned for his religious views, and there he

remained for a number of years. This was John Bunyan.
While in his prison cell, he wrote his great allegory,
"
Pilgrim's Progress," which ranks to-day next to the

Bible itself, as a masterpiece of pure English, and a model

of Christian literature. These two works but voiced the

religious sentiments of those days when the very air itself

was redolent with Puritan doctrines.

To the reign of Charles II. belong also the eloquent

divine, Jeremy Taylor,^ and the great philosopher, Hobbes.^

The former is seldom surpassed in the beauty of his style

and language. He placed himself so conspicuously at the

head of the independent thinkers of his day, that he even

then gained the name of being an atheist. John Locke^

WTote in this period, and created, as much as anyone man

can, modern ideas on "
civil rule, value of money, and

liberty of the press."* Another generation of writers

appears, whom, though gifted and brilliant, though adding
much to the literature of the times, our space wdll not j)er-

mit us to review. It may only be regretted that some of

them spent a portion of their valuable time, and wasted

i 1613-1667. 2 1,588-1679. 3 1632-1704.

* Welsh: Developmeut of English Literature," Vol. II. p. 40.
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their talents in pandering to tlie licentious tastes of their

sovereign, Charles II. Of this group of writers, we will

mention only a few of "the better class. Such were Dry-

den,^ DeFoe,' Swift,' Addison,"* Steele,' and Pope.'

Carlyle.

Then we pass on to still another generation, whose
1 1631-1700. 2 1661-1731. 3 1667-1745. 4 1672-1719. 5 1671-1729.
6 1688-1644.—The English people as a whole were not in an envi*
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literary works live as monuments of those times. The
Scotch soil, though seemingly so unfertile for the growth of

independent thought, ^^roduccd two of the great minds of

the eighteenth century. These were David Hume^ and

Adam Smith. ^ Hume leads the world as a philosophical

historian. To him, history is more than a series of events

or dry annals, or tales of wars and bloodshed, though he

did not seem to have a comprehensive view of the period
he describes.^ His style is spoken of as " beautiful and

chiseled . . . polished as marble, but cold as marble, too."

In his philosophical writings, Hume seems to have been in

advance of his age. Though some of his statements were

colored by the peculiar social condition of the Scotch

people of his time—very superstitious, and in a most ser-

vile state to the Scotch Kirk, the most intolerant of all

masters, believing in witchcraft, etc.,
—he advanced ideas

as to the natural history of religion that are now gaining
in credence. He appears also as the advocate of free-trade

as theoretically the wisest commercial policT. A century

later, English statesmen made it the policy of the English

government, and are still firm advocates of its wisdom.

Adam Smith produced two books that have a world-

wide reputation. These were his "Theory of Moral Sen-

timents," and " Wealth of Nations. We have not the

space to enter into an analysis of these works. Their

names indicate their nature and show the boldness with

which laymen could at that time discuss subjects that were

wont to be proscribed. Of these two men, Hume was

able social condition during the reign of Charles II. It takes one hundred
and twenty-five pages of Macaulay's "History," (Vol. I. ch. ii.) to do

justice to the subject.
1 1711-1776. '^ 1723-1790.
3 "His imagination was not strong enough to picture the whole of

that great century
"
(the seventeenth).—Buckle, Vol. II. p. 361.
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the more accomplished reasoner as well as profound and

fearless thinker, while Smith excelled in comprehensive-
ness and imagination.^ Gribbon^ belonged to this same

generation. His history of the Roman Empire is still as

valuable an authority as the English language can boast.

Thus we see that the authors of a centurv ao-o who

T B Macaulay.

wrote in English had attained a degree of perfection and

value that renders them not at all antiquated in our own

day. Thus far we have seen that freedom of speech, free-

dom of conscience, and political freedom have followed the

1 Buckle, Vol. II. p. 360. 2 1737-1794.
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develojoment of literature, and have advanced as the great

writers have led the wav.

As we shall not again refer to English literature, it

may be w^ell, here, to notice a new departure in letters that

has gained in importance during modern times. The

modern novel, as a separate branch of literature, had its

origin in the writings of Sir Walter Scott, and has devel-

oped into such an important department, that the markets

have been glutted with fiction, ranking in character from

the merest trash to masterpieces of literary art. All this

has had a wonderful eifect upon society
—

polishing the

rude, educating the ignorant, elevating its tone even more

than the drama when the theatre was at its height of

popularity. Among very recent writers, the probabilities

are, that such men as Dickens, Thackeray, etc., will live

and influence multitudes, while Hume, Adam Smith, and

others can only now and then gain the attention of a soli-

tary student.

If we turn again to France, we will perceive that the

history of that kingdom confirms this same princij^le of

growth. We have seen how the literary spirit died out

when Louis XIV. wrested from it that freedom which a

writer must have in order to produce a work of merit.

But when that monarch died, the hand of the despot was

removed, and the drooping spirit of freedom of speech
raised its head again, and sought to overstep the bounds

of reason itself. Xow, the schooling of the French people

had been such as to deaden the relifrious sentiment

entirely. The kings had been Catholic. Henry IV. was

Protestant at heart, but turned Catholic in order to gain

his crown. Then he gave his Protestant subjects the pro-

tection of the law. There followed, at a later date, the

massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day, in which Protestants
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were murdered by thousands. Then the Catholic kings

quarreled, even to blows, with the popes, over the right of

the latter to appoint the former. Richelieu followed with

his policy of making his church subordinate to the State.

All this removed from around religion its halo of sacred-

ness, and created among the French i^eople a sentiment

adverse to any sort of religious belief.

Charles Dickens.

So, in regard to political freedom. France had grown
up from a number of petty states. From the earliest

times, internal warfare was common. The rights of princes
to rule absolutely were not as much respected as they
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were in some countries. The Frankish and Xorinan spirit

of freedom continued to live, and manifested itself in such

popular uprising as the Jacquerie and the Fronde. But

nothing of the kind had been attempted under Louis XIV.
His joower was too firmly established, and he kept the

energy of his people exhausted with his foreign wars. As

soon, however, as Louis died, the spirit of freedom showed

itself possessed of more strength than ever.

In the last vears of Louis' rei^n there had arisen

a few young spirits who were not satisfied with the advan-

tages offered them by their government for gaining an

education and for teaching and writing in their own country.

They turned their eyes across the channel where there was

freedom for all men. Finallv, there was a rush toward

England. English ideas were eagerly adopted, and Eng-
lish freedom was craved. In this way, was produced a

class of'French scholars, who were extremely uneasy under

the restraints imposed ujion everything that savored of

innovation. Among these, were Montesquieu,^ Voltaire,^

Rousseau,^ and. Diderot,^ who exerted a great influence

upon the history of France. Montesquieu, rather than

David Hume, may l)e ranked as the pioneer in treating

history as a philosophical or scientific department of liter-

ature. The remaining three writers are definitely con-

nected with that train of events t-hat, finally, culminated

in the French Revolution.

It is interesting to notice in particular the condition

of society in France about the time of the death of Louis

XIY. " If ever there existed a state of society, likely by
its crying and accumulated evils, to madden men to des-

2')eration, France was in that state. The people, despised

and enslaved, were sunk in abject poverty, and were
1 1689-1755. 2 1694-1788. 3 1712-1778. 4 1713-1784.
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curbed by laws of stringent cruelty, enforced with merci-

less barbarism. A supreme and irresponsible control was

exercised over the whole country by the clergy, the nobles,

and the Crown. The intellect of France was placed under

the ban of a ruthless proscription, its literature prohibited
and burned, its authors plundered and imprisoned,"^ Rank
was almost as riaidlv outlined as caste in India. 'No

matter how degraded one's rank might be, there were

others who were conceived as still lower, and social bar-

riers were erected and jealously guarded, distinction in

dress and manner of living marking one's rank.

Out of such a state of society sprang that class of

writers rejoresented by Voltaire and his contemporaries.

As showing the j^erils of literature, we might remark that

oifending authors were oj^enly beaten on the streets by the

servants of nobles who had felt the sting of some criticism

(Voltaire was twice thus beaten), but there was no redress.

As a consequence, authors as bold as Voltaire were

obliged to spend much of their time abroad. This perse-

cution of authors in France grew in severity even to the

very decade when the revolutionary spirit broke forth in

earnest. Books discussing questions of government were

proscribed ;^ it was made a capital offence to write books

likely to excite the public mind f death was the penalty
for attacking religion, or for speaking of matters of finance ;*

and, nine years before the Revolution, measures were in

progress to abolish all publishers, and to allow books to

be published only by a press controlled and paid by the

government.

In France at this time,
" there was neither free press,

nor free Parliament, nor free debates. There were no

1
Buckle, Vol I p. 540, also 663.

2 1764. 3 1767. 4 Buckle, 540.
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public meetings ;
there was no popular suffrage; there was

no discussion on the hustings ;
there was no habeas corpus

act
;
there was no trial by jury. The voice of liberty, thus

silenced in every department of the State, could only be

heard in the appeals of those great men who, by their writings,

Rosa Bonheur.

inspirited the people to resistance."^ It was no more pos-

sible to keep inflammatory literature out of France than it is

out of Russia to-day. The writings of these authors, printed

in other countries, found their way to every fireside, and

1 Ibid. 541.
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added fuel to the smouldering spirit of revolution. Is it at

all strange that those writers advocated radical changes in

every department of life ? In the then existing conditions

of the French peojole, where there was neither protection

from the government nor confidence in religion, is it strange

that atheism became the most popular cult ? These

authors are charged with being the instigators of the

crimes of the Revolution, When, however, there can be

found nothing good in the existing government, society, or

religion, whence shall men look for relief, except in

change ? »

Thirty years before the French Revolution, vestiges

of a great social change were j^lainly visible. The physical

sciences of which we shall speak in detail later, had

made great headway in France. People from all ranks of

social life began to meet together to listen to lectures on

scientific subjects. Ladies neglected society in order to

listen to popular lecturers. Soon rank came to be no bar-

rier to social equality in the lecture room. Society became

re-organized, with education as a mark of aristocracy.

Peculiarity, richness, and frivolity in dress no longer

marked the citizen's rank. The dress was as simple and

as plain as it could be made. Even those who were en-

titled to wear stars and orders of nobility discarded them

or wore them concealed under their coats. This passion

for simplicity was carried to such an extent that a common

frock-coat for men, and an ordinary morning gown for

women of all ranks was considered a suitable dress for the

ball-room, dinner, or supper. Thus it will be perceived,

that the French were only one step removed from the

"
equality

"
of the Revolution.

A result, probably the most important, of the rage

for attendance upon lectures was the organization of various
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clubs for the study and discussion of questions of im-

portance. In the electing of members to these clubs, the

prevailing disregard for rank was carried into practice.

As was but natural, in a club composed of members of all

ranks and social conditions, who were bound together

by ties of educational equality, the prevailing abuses in

David Livingstone.

both government and religion were topics freely discussed.

This explains the origin of the famous Jacobin Club, whose

leader, Robespierre, was the controlling sj^irit of the Rev-

olutionists during the bloodiest days of their power. The

government, at last, alarmed at the boldness of these
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clubs, took measures to suppress them altogether, but suc-

ceeded only in shortening the da^^s of the monarchy.

Thus we percefve the chain of events that produced

such a condition of society as rendered the French Rev-

olution possible. A people oppressed and burdened by an

absolute government, were maddened to rebellion
;

a

people despised by a nobility, after tasting the equality of

education, were wild in their demands for literal equality

in every way ;
a people whose religion had become corrupt,

failing to feed the spiritual nature of man, odious through

its lack of every quality that renders religion sacred, cast

the god of that religion beneath their feet, and enthroned

Reason as the only god who had accomplished great works

in their behalf. The Revolutionists of France were by
no means the scum or off-scourings of the large cities, but

they included educated men and women, prosperous mer-

chants, and, in fact, every man who was not a noble, a priest,

a prince, or dependent upon one of these classes.

The blood-curdling scenes of the Revolution, the use-

less and cruel executions, the months of terror, the rend-

ing of the social fabric throughout—all havebeen sufficiently

touched upon in a previous chapter. The example set by the

American colonists, in rebelling against Great Britain, is

said to have been a great stimulus to the French people to

rebel against kingly authority. But it is the nature of the

!• French people to go to extremes. They demanded that

the entire social fabric should be torn into shreds and re-

modeled. The Revolutionists tore it to pieces, Napoleon
and his army remodeled it. But note the change that has

taken place. In the empire established by Napoleon, the

people were, at least theoretically, the rulers. It was to

the popular vote that Napoleon subjected his constitution.

It was by a popular vote that Napoleon was made Em-
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peror. The j)eoi:)le
had then a degree of freedom of speech

and of conscience, and a political freedom never before

known in France.

Thus the cherished wishes of Voltaire and other

Frenchmen of letters became almost fully realized. But

the rulers of Europe, afraid (probably justly) of the

ambitious designs of Napoleon, did not rest until they ex-

iled him to lonely St. Helena. But the spirit of freedom

still lived, and when royalty again endeavored to reclaim

its old authority and prerogatives, another revolution

(1848) occurred, another republic was organized, and, though
still later, another empire appeared on the scene, it was

only to give place, within a score of years, to the present

republic. This government, no'sv, seems to be increasing

in stability and power. The dangers in its way have been

sufficiently outlined.^

In tracing thus the development of modern ideas

of individual liberty and freedom of speech, conscience,and

government, we have confined our study to England and

France, for the following reasons : Russia has not yet

attained a degree of civilization that will permit us to point

to her as a model of modern culture in any particular

branch. Her government is still absolute, her people

ignorant and almost barbarous, at least in sections.

Although serfdom was abolished by Alexander II., although

the nations of Europe, fearing the brute force of Russia,

are forced to respect her, yet the subjects of the Czar are

ground down under a tyranny as bitter as slavery. And
it is, perhaps, not strange that Russia, to-day, is a sleeping

volcano, and no one knows when an outbreak wdll occur,

but when it comes, wdde-spread destruction will be its

accompaniment.

1 Above, p. 310.
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Italy has, only within a score of years, become

united under one ruler, and the people are given the

social and political freedom of other limited monarchies.^

Spain has been strangely callous to the civilizing influencs

of modern thought and freedom. Having lost forever the

political ascendency over other European nations that she

enjoyed under Philip II., she has never since risen to a

level in culture with her neighbors. She seems, to-day,

to be in a pitiable condition, without the germs of ambi-

tion necessary to growth. Old and antiquated customs are

still clung to. Old systems of agriculture, mining, etc.,

are still in vogue. Therefore we need not concern our-

selves with its civilization. JN'either need we enlarge on

the culture of Scandinavia, for that country now holds

a subordinate place in Europe. Holland has ever since

enjoyed the freedom that WilUam the Silent won for her.

We are concerned more particularly with the progress

of culture in Germany, whose universities are so much

sought in our own day, and whose authors are masters in

deep and philosophical thought, and in original research.

We left the German people, at the close of the Thirty

Years' W^ar, in a deplorable social condition. It is hard

to realize the exhaustion of the country. For thirty years

the German states had been a battle-field, and thus the

country had become utterly exhausted. The population

was reduced to a very small number compared with previous

years. JS'ine hundred thousand men had fallen in Saxony

alone. In order to build up a population after the war, the

clergy, in some sections, not only permitted, but even urged

the necessity of the laymen marrying two or more wives.^

1 At the moment of present writing (1888), the franchise has just been

extended to two million more inhabitants of Italy.
2 Baring-Gould: "Germany, Present and Past," London, 1879, Vol.

I. p. 290. Burger, a Gottingen professor, did not hesitate to appear in
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It must be remembered, that thirty years represent a

generation. The rising generation knew only of the bar-

barous customs of war. They knew nothing of social life,

with its civilizing tendencies. Homes had been destroyed ;

trades and professions were forgotten ; manufacturing had

ceased.
" The peasants' dwellings differed little from

those of their animals."^ Fields that, under careful culti-

vation, were wont to yield bountiful crops, were now but

desolate scenes, presenting the aspects of uninhabited dis-

tricts. Scholars no longer flocked to the great universities.

"Medieval culture had been killed in the course of devel-

opment. . . Poetry, literature, painting were extinguished.

Religion also had expired.'"^ There was stagnation in

social life and every branch of industry. From almost

entirely new foundations, Germany has erected her modern

social structure ^

The Thirty Years' War had not only ruined the
" landed gentry," but had almost destroyed them. There

was now no connecting link between prince and peasant,

for the citizen "had nothing in common with the peasant,

and was brought into no contact with the prince."^ Ger-

many was full of petty princes, who numbered, during
the eighteenth century, between two and three hundred.

These princes grew in absolute power, and finally became

regular tyrants. In her state of exhaustion, after the

Thirty Years' War, Germany was unable to take much

public with two sisters as his two wives. Ibid. Vol. I. p. 212.

1 Hillebraud: "History of German Thought," London, 1880, p. 43.

2
Baring-Gould, Op. cit. p. 291.

^ "Germany was thrown back two hundred years (by the Thirty
Years' War), as compared with Holland, England, and France."—Hille-

brand, Op. cit. p. 42. This gives us an ideaof the terrific struggle attend-

ing the birth of the idea of toleration in religion.
4 Baring-Gould, Op. cit. p. 293.
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part in the wars of Louis XIV. But during this long-

period, she was slowly recruiting her strength.

Thus time passed "in Germany until we come to the

time of Frederick the Great, w^ho inherited the accumulated

wealth, the well-equipped army, and the strong govern-

ment of his barely less renowned ancestor, Frederick

William. In the Seven Years's War, he brought the

Prussian kingdom into European prominence. This was

more than a century after the close of the Thirty Years'

War. When we gain a true idea of the condition into

which German society had drifted, we readily understand

how such harsh masters as the Prussian kings could arise

and the important work they accomi^lished. They
checked the abuses with which Germany was then cursed.

The petty princes had grown stronger and stronger in

absolutism. They were grinding their subjects down by
taxation, and were squandering the Avealth of their over-

burdened states upon expensive courts, and licentious

court life. Frederick II. noticed this even as late as his

day, and said,
" There is not a younger son of a side line,

who does not imagine himself to be something like Louis

XIV. He builds his Versailles, has his mistresses, and

maintains his armies."^

Such habits and desires spread to all departments of

life. Subjects imitated their masters. The marriage tie

became a very loose bond of union. Every one who could

aiford to kept his one or more mistresses in imitation of

his prince. Virtue among women is said to have been the

rare exception. Then many of these states tore themselves

loose from the weakened empire. The clergy had become

tools of the petty princes. The rigorous rule of the

Prussian kings was necessary to reform this condition of

i HiUebrand: "German Thought," p. 46.

24
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society. Frederick William and Frederick the Great in-

troduced discipline into their army, frugality in their

court and government, and general reform in social life.

Only by such management could the German people be

brought back to their old condition of life.

Then, too, the successes of Frederick the Great in his

wars, inspired the German people again with their old-time

vigor and coura^-e. The French Revolution and the wars

of JS^apoleon killed feudalism in Germany,^ for at this time

the number of German states was reduced to about forty.

In 1806, the German Empire, the descendant of the

Koman Empire, was formally dissolved, Emperor Francis

II. becoming simply Empei'or ot Austria. Thirty-nine of

the Old German states were formed into a confederacv, but

the union was unsatisfactorv to both rulers and the

governed. The people were now clamoring for a share in

the governments of their respective states. The sovereigns

of Prussia and Austria were obliged to yield and grant

constitutional governments to their subjects. This contest

continued for many vears. At last, and in our own day, as

one of the results of the Franco-Prussian War, the new

German Empire, with its liberal form of government, was

established by the voluntary union of nearly all Germany
under the leadership of Prussia, with free government,
free speech, and to^leration.

But the freedom of the German people is by no

means the freedom of the citizens of such a republic as

ours, or such a monarchy as England. On the other hand

the liberty of the German people would seem to us little

short of intolerance. The government of Germany is a

military government, and the nation has been compared to

1 Sells: "Outlines of the Literature of Germany," London, 1880,

p. 161.
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one vast camp. Every stage and department or life is con-

trolled by the state. Thus, in the education of the youth,

the state examiners appoint and pay the teachers. The

state also determines the courses that shall be studied,

and the books used
;

it determines how long a child shall

go to school
; and, when he has reached the right age, the

state forces him to a certain number of months service in

the army. The education of the Grerman youth is gen-

eral and compulsory. Thus far the system is beneficial.

But a teacher, or preacher, or any professional, is obliged

to prepare for his work according to a rigorous state

program.
In religion, the antiquated ideas of the time of

Charles Y. still cling to the system by which the govern-

ment controls the beliefs of its subjects. That is to say,

in the main, the religion of a community is the same as

that of the ruler. The people are little consulted on the

subject of belief. The rulers for the time being have de-

termined their religion.
" As the rulers have changed

their shibboleths, so have the people been required to screw

their mouths." Protestant and Catholic communities stand

side by side, but there is no mingling ;

" a conversion from

one to another is almost unknown." In fact, the state does

not countenance a change of religion.^ Then, too, "the theo-

logical teachers are appointed, not by the church, but by the

state, and may represent the culture-minister rather than

the faith of the church whose pastors they prepare."^ In

1 "If a Protestant officer, say a lieutenant, should enter a Catholic
church during service, and his superior officer were to hear of it, he would
be reprimanded ;

and if he repeated the offence, punished ;
and so, if a

private or officer, who is registered in the roll as a Catholic, attends

Protestant worship, he subjects himself to reprimand and punishment."
Baring-Gould, Op. cit. p. 122, note, also Chapter xiii.

2 Vide Article in "Andover Review" Oct. 1885, p. 336.
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Prussici, the ruling state of Germany, we are told that
" absolute religious liberty is guaranteed by the constitu-

tion".^ But the Protestant Church is governed by
" con-

sistines," or boards appointed by the government, one for

every j^rovince. So, too, among the Catholics, the Crown

controls the election of bishops and prelates in all the

provinces, except the Rhenish province.^ All other re-

ligious bodies are in a great minority in Germany, as the

German Protestant Church is composed of a union of

Lutherans and Reformed, under the name of the Evan-

gelical Church.

Again, German liberty and toleration does not recog-

nize the individual and individual rights, as those ines-

timable liberties are recognized by the most advanced

nations. Says Baring-Gould,
" As every male infant is an

embryo soldier, and every female babe a prospective

mother of soldiers, they must be registered by state func-

tionaries, educated by state functionaries, married by state

functionaries, and shovelled out of the world by state

functionaries. No man is a free agent, for every man is a

soldier. He must be drilled by state corj)orals on week

days, and preached to by state chaplains on Sundays. The

State takes charge of his digestion and conscience." Such

is the freedom of the German people to-day, and no one

can claim that it is equal to the freedom of the English-

speaking branch of Teutonic people.

German literature, likewise, was almost killed by the

religious war. There were no manifestations of a revival

until nearly fifty years after its close. Then there arose

a spirit of criticism that began to promise a renewed in-

terest in literature. The cultivation of the national

dialect had been neglected from the time of Luther. Lec-

1 statesmen Year Book, 1888, p. 126. 2 Op. eit. p.l27.
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lures at the universities were still repeated in Latin until

about the middle of the eighteenth century, when that

language came to be discarded from the lectures and

manuals. The national dialect thenceforth grew in popu-

larity, although Frederick the Great harbored Voltaire and

other French scholars, encouraged the use of French as a

literary language, and even despised his own language as

a proper medium for German men of letters. Three

names of more than usual prominence are connected with

this attempt to restore the national dialect. These are

Lessing, Klopstock, and Wieland.^ Lessing^ has been

called the second father of German literature, ranking
next to Luther in importance. He founded the drama

^nd introduced a freer discussion of theological questions.

Klopstock^ owes his reputation to his great poem entitled

the "Messiah," as well as to his support of the popular
cause during the French Revolution. Wieland* was a

Swabian, but was educated at Tubingen and Zurich.

Though he tried to attain the elegance of Voltaire's style,

he was too much inclined to cater to the demands of a

baron's licentious court, where he obtained encouragement
and patronage.

The tenacity with which German teachers and Avriters

clung to an antiquated and erudite style of literature, led

(about 1772) to the formation of the "
Gottingen Dicter-

Bund," or "Poets' Club of Gottingen," which had for its

purpose the regeneration of German poetry and the sub-

stitution of an easy, popular style for an old erudite one.

"
They proposed to abjure all Latinized or Frenchified

diction, and to write in pure Teutonic."^ Prominent among
the members of this school are mentioned Burger, Voss,

1 Sells: "Literature of Germany", p. 86. 2 1729-1781. 3 1724-1803.
4 1733-1813. 5 Sells : Op. cit. p. 108.
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Claudius, Holty, and the two Counts Stolberg. They
wished to write for the people in general, and, by intro-

ducing characters drawn from German society, succeeded in

greatly i)o[)ularizing literature.

M'hile the rulers of Prussia and Austria were free

enough to patronize and protect French and other foreign

men of letters, they were, strange to say, ready to condemn

and discourage the attempts to build up a popular national

literature. Frederick the Grreat returned a book, written

in Grerman, to the author who had sent him a cop}^, with the

reply that he would not tolerate it in his library, but would

treat it as rubbish. But the ruling family of Saxe-Weimar
treated German authors quite differently. At the court of

Karl August, were gathered Wieland, Herder, Schiller, and

Goethe, who ranked at the head of German authors when

popular literature was at its zenith.^

We have mentioned the work of Wieland. Herder's^

skill as a writer attracted attention even while in attendance

at the university, but his " Cid
"
established his reputation

as a poet. The ministry was his profession, and he became

the chief clergyman at Weimar when called to the court

of Duke Karl August. It is further said,
" that he in-

spired all the writers of this period of literary history."

He was, at twenty-six, "the mentor, the initiator, the

guiding genius of Goethe."^ Of Schiller^ and Goethe^ we

can by no means speak to the extent that their fame de-

demands. Their works are known and read by every

student of the German language. Schiller's "
Mary

Stuart," "Maid of Orleans," and "William Tell;"

1 "The year 1800 niay be considered as the zenith of (Jerman Litera-

ture."—Selss, Op. c'it. p. 90.

2 1744-1803. 3 Hillebrand: "German Thought," p. 118.

* 1759-1805. 5 1749-1832.
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Goethe's *'
Faust,"

"
Iphigenia," etc., have a workl-

wide reputation as masterpieces of literature. There-

fore, we can rank these two great minds at the head of

German poetry, when that literature was in full bloom.

Their influence upon the culture of Germany was too great

to be better illustrated in the space we have to devote to

them.

After the French Revolution, German writers bec.-tnie

di\ided into two schools—one advocated conservatism and

clung to old customs, while the other was as strong a

friend of progress. It seems barely credible to us that,

within our own century, freedom of thought and of speech

liave met with bitter persecution in European countries.

But such was the case even in Germany at the dawn of the

nineteenth century ; and, among the advocates of reform,

there were "martyrs as well as champions." Of the re-

formers of this centur}^, Heinrich Heine^ was, perhaps, the

most talented and reckless. Though he was a poet, rank-

ing among the first, he did not become renowned as a

writer until he connected himself with a printer, of Ham-

burg, who owned a secret press in the suburbs of that city.

From this press were issued the most radical works on re-

i'orm that could be written
;
and these w^ere stealthily cir-

culated in Prussia and Austria. The inflammable and

caustic nature of Heine's writings early attracted attention.

He soon thought it best to take up his residence in France,

whence he continued to pour his essays into Germany. In

the presidency of Thiers, he was granted a pension by

republican France, but the sale of his books was prohibited

in Germany.
We have not, thus far, touched upon one branch of

literary culture, in wdiich the Germans have, during the

1 1799-1856.
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past century, gained great notoriety. We refer to their

philosophy, and to the world-wide reputation that Germans

have as abstract thinkers. Lecky^ says:
" It is probable

that the capacity for pursuing abstract truth for its own

sake, which has given German thinkers so great an ascend-

ency in Europe, is, in no slight degree, to be attributed

to the political languor of their nation." Leibnitz^ stands

out as the pioneer among modern German philosophers.

But Immanuel Kant' was the greatest of the philosophers

Germany has produced. Here, again, we must be satisfied

with the bare statements, that his style "is clear and con-

nected," and his "
design was to criticise the limits of the

human intellect." A review of his philosophy would

occupy pages instead of the paragraph that we can give it.

His greatest productions are his critiques on " Pure

Reason," on "Art," on "Ethics," and his "Logic."

Fichte* followed Kant, and enlarged upon the views of

his master, especially in the field of religion. While Fichte

was found pleading for religious freedom and the right of

philosophical inquiry, he taught a purer skepticism than

did Kant, or rather put a broader interpretation upon the

doctrines taught by his great master. Schelling^ was a

disciple of Fichte. He introduced a new j^hilosophy ; and,

by trying in later life to reconcile it with Revelation, made
himself the butt of the sport and ridicule of his contem-

poraries.*^

Hegel' attained great popularity as a lecturer—divines

scholars, and statesmen are said to have crowded his lec-

ture room. His reputation as a great thinker was un-

rivalled by contemporaries. His mind was versatile, for

1 "Rationalism in Europe," Vol. II. p. 133.

2 1646-1716. 3 1724-1S04. 4 1762-1814. 5 1775-1854.
e
Selss, p. 232. 1 1770-1831.
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he left works on law, theology, history, ethics, and art.

Thus was ushered in the system of fearless inquiry and

independent thought that has placed Grerman scholars at

the head of all departments of modern learning. Above
all others, they are noted for their boldness in presenting
new ideas of advance thought, for they do not hesitate to

test, by the scorching laws of criticism, all departments of

study, some of which are considered, by many a student,

as too sacred to be subjected to the light of reason. In

the field of religious thought, therefore, we find Germans

of all shades of belief, from sound orthodoxy to the rankest

materialism
; but, in much of their literature, the reader

is convinced of the earnestness of the writers
;
and the

toleration of modern times can not utterly condemn the

work of an honest mind. Before leaving the study of

Grerman literature, we must notice the new sciences that

have, within the past half century, arisen among the great

German scholars. We refer to comparative philology

and mythology, which, as we have seen, have told us so

much about the early Arvans and their culture. We need

not enlarge upon that here further than to notice that the

names of Jacob Grimm and F. Max Muller have been

immortalized by their connection with these new sciences.^

Thus far we have confined ourselves to a study of the

progress of European people in the great struggle of the

individual, no matter what the condition of his birth, for

recognition as a unit in society. We should note that

literature has usually paved the way for freedom of speecch,

toleration, and freedom of development of the physical

sciences, the inventions and discoveries in which have raised

mankind from the lowest scale of Savagism, to our present

high scale of Civilization. The naked savage, chained

1 HUlebrand: "German Thought," pp. 170-1.
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clown by the bands of ignorance, has been freed, clothed,

and taught to enjoy the works, and investigate the subtle

laws of nature, and thus fitted to hold closer coniniunion

with his Creator, This result has been brought about, in

a great measure, by his study of the physical sciences.

To this field of research, let us now turn our attention.

The imprisonment of Roger Bacon and his few con-

temporaries for their supposed heretical and magical

teachings could by no means check the spirit of investi-

gation into nature's laws that had sprung into activity

through their noble examples. Arabic, Hebrew, and Greek

thought had already begun to spread toward the shores of

the Atlantic. But the notions which even the savants of the

East had on scientific subjects now only pro\'oke a smile

from the most ignorant of our peo^^le. The astrologers

still held sway in the field of astronomy, and the stars were

consulted in order to determine the fortune or fate of a

new-born babe.^ Comets were looked upon as presaging
all sorts of misfortune to mankind. Even the shape of

the earth was a subject of doubt until Columbus j^rovcd

its spheroidal form. In medicine, sj^ells, and incantations,

the bones of saints, and other relics were considered more

meritorious than nature's remedies. The surgeon, in am-

putating a limb, could stop the bleeding only by searing the

wound with a red-hot iron, or placing it in a kettle of boil-

ing pitch. The study of chemistry, wdiile openly con-

demned by ecclesiastics,^ as savoring of witchery and

demonology, was secretly encouraged in hopes that the

long-sought philosopher's stone might be found, or that

i As illustrating the tenacity of such superstitions, we might remark
that some people still think children should be weaned according to the

"signs."
2 At one time alchemy ''could reckon among its adepts hishops and

kings—and eveuapope." lloutledge: "PopularHistory of Science," p. 75.
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the secret of turning ordinary metals into gold might be

discovered.^

From these crude beginnings, physical science had its

start. When, however, Colambus had succeeded by his

discoveries in overturning some of the old theories, a spirit

of doubt was sent abroad in the field of knowledge which,

as in all such cases, soon gave birth to a spirit of inquiry.

Nicholas Copernicus^ was still a young man when the fame

of Columbus was at its height. By close study, this son

of a Polish suro-eon rose to

be a canon of Frauenburg.

Looking from his garret

window into the starry

heavens, he saw more than

the visions of the wild

astrologer, for nature re-

vealed to him some of her

secret laws. As he watched

the stars and planets in

their various changes from

nioht to nifi'ht, and from

year to year, he studied

all the theories he could

find in the writings of the

da v. There were no tele-

scopes then, so he had to be ^^-^^-^^

guided only by the naked The Hour Glass.

eye ;
but he continued patiently his observations,

notino- his conclusions in writing. The result of his

i One Dr. Dee claimed to enjoy the power of transmutation even in

Elizabetli's time. He also was an astrologer of such note that the queen
sent the Earl of Leicester to him, to ascertain the most auspicious day
for her coronation. Vide Mackay : '-Popular Delusions," Vol. II. p. 208

et seq.
2 1473-1543.
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long life's work was a book which, as soon as it was pub-

lished, was placed under the ban of the Church, for it

taught the old Pythagorean theory of the universe.

Medieval philosophers taught that the earth was the

center of the starry system around which every heavenly /

body, even the sun itself, circled in its orbit. But

Copernicus claimed that the sun was the center of our

planetary system, and that the earth with other planets

revolved around it. He is said to have died just in time

to escape burning for heresy. His disciple, Bruno, a

Dominican friar, was burned at the stake, in the last year
of the sixteenth century, because he taught the Copernican
theorv. But the tlieorv had been enunciated, the move-

ment was started, one more

step had been taken in the

direction of truth.

In order to see the bitter

opposition to all forms of ad-

vanced thought in the six-

teenth century, w^e must turn

to another branch of science—
that of anatomy. All that was

knoAvn at this time of the

structure of the human body
had been learned from a studv

of the muscles and bones ofi

lower animals, so that w^e can

judge of the incapacity of physicians and surgeons of

medieval times. About the middle of the centurv/ An-

dreas Yesalius, a Belgian, became professor of anatomy
at the University of Padua. He taught that the only way
to obtain a correct knowledge of human anatomy was by

1 1514-1564.

Vase.
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dissecting the human body. Putting this theory into prac-

tice, he completely revolutionized the study of anatomy.

He finally published a book in which he gave correct

descrij)tions of many of the bones and organs of the body

of which little had previously been known. In this

way, he brought his teachings to the notice of the Inquisi-

tion, which, upon a false charge of dissecting a man alive,

condemned him to death. Charles V. interceded for his

old physician, and the sentence was changed to a pilgrimage

to Jerusalem. The vessel, however, was ship-wrecked and

Yesalius perished. This was the year in w^hich Shakes-

peare was born.

There are a few more names that stand out like the

giants of a forest in this early transition period between

old and new thought. Such were Gesner and Csesalpinus

in the field of botany ;
Paracelsus and Yan Helmont in

chemistry; Porta, in light; Gilbert, in electricity ; Tycho

Brahe, in astronomy ;
and then we come to the name of

the great Galileo,^ whose parents were poor and lived at

Pisa in Italy. All have heard of his discovery of the

principle of the pendulum by watching the vibrations of a

lamp, while attending service in a cathedral
;
and that

other experiment of dropping balls of different weights

from the summit of. the leaning tower at Pisa, to establish

a law of falling bodies, is also familiar to all. Even this

heretical sort of study had branded him as a man to be

carefully watched by the Inquisition. But the great work

of Galileo is in the field of astronomy, and is connected

with the first part of the seventeenth century.

Even toward the close ofthe sixteenth century, Galileo

having become professor at Padua, turned his attention to

the study of astronomy, and saw the truth of some features

1 1564-1642.
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of the Copernican theory. He came to the belief that the

pkmets moved around the sun. But with Galileo, nothing
short of proof could be satisfactory. In 1G09, however,
he heard of a discovery of Jansen, in Holland, that, by a

certain arrangement of lenses, distant objects could be

made to appear closer at hand. In other words, the mag-

nifying power of lenses had been discovered.

Galileo thereupon
went to work and

made the first telescope

to help him in his

study of astronomy.
This telescope mag-
nified eight times.

With this instrument,

Galileo set about to

j^rove the Copernican

theory. Firsthe viewed

the moon, with its hills

and valleys, and he

also saw the secondary
lio'ht which the earth

reflects upon the dark-

ened face of the moon.

Then he turned to

Jupiter, discovered the

four moons, and traced

them in their courses

around that planet. Next, Venus was the object of his

study. Xight after night he watched her as she passed

through all the phases \yhich that planet displays in her jour-

ney around the sun. His telescope could not distinguish the

rings of Saturn. The great astronomer, filled with the

Venetian Glass.
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truth of his theory, then went to Rome, in order that the

pope might see these wonderful movements of the heavenly

bodies. While there^ by watching the changing spots

upon the surface of the sun, he proved that the sun turned

upon its axis every twenty-five days.

But enough had been taught by him to alarm the

ever-watchful ecclesiastics, and Galileo was summoned be-

fore the Inquisition. He was commanded to be silent

about his new theories. But the brave old man continued

to spread his wonderful tidings far and wide, publishing a

book entitled
" The Svstem of the World of Galileo

Galilei." Again he was summoned before the Inquisition

and dressed in sackcloth, resting his hands upon the Holy

Bible, was forced to take his solemn oath, that "it was not

true that the earth moved around the sun, and that he

would never again in words or writing spread this damnable

heresy." Although seventy years of age, history accredits

him with the boldness, even in sight of the irons of torture,

of reiterating the statement, "Nevertheless it does move."

Thenceforth he was kept a prisoner in his own home, for-

bidden to leave it or see any company without the pope's

consent.^ This was a quarter of a century after Shakes-

peare had ceased to live.

At this time, Kepler^ was helping Tycho Brahe, at

Prague, to work out his great mathematical tables.^ But

when Brahe died, Kepler continued the work for himself,

and began to apply his mathematics to the study of

astronomy. He made a more powerful telescope than that

of Galileo, and, by his observations and calculations, suc-

ceeded in establishing the three laws of Kepler in regard

to the movements of planets.

1 Buckley: "History of Natural Sciences," New York, 1876, pp. 87, 94.

2 1571-1630. 3 Rudolphine Tables.
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As we have already seen, the world was beginning to

be much more tolerant. The scientific world in particular

was about this time greatly indebted to two philosophers

for this state of aifairs. These were Francis (Lord)
Bacon^ of England and Descartes^ of France. Six years

before his death, the former published his "Novum

Organum
"
(New Method), in which he boldly advocated

a new plan by which science should be studied. He
insisted, that every step ought to be proved by the student

as he went along, that a question should be studied from

every possible point of view,

and that upon the result of

such study only could a gen-

eral law be founded.

Buckle^ calls Descartes

the " most profound among
the eminent thinkers France

has produced. . . He is the

author of what is emphatic-

ally called modern philoso-

phy. . . He was the reformer

and liberator of European

Two-handed Vase. intellect." But at present,

we are concerned only with his work in the physical

sciences. Not onlv was he a great mathematician ;
not

only did he add much to the knowledge of light
—

explain-

ing the formation of an image on the retina of the eye;

not only did he detect the causes of the rainbow
;
not only

did he accept theories that are now known to be true, but

then were discarded and ridiculed
; but, by his fearless and

unhesitating attacks upon existing errors, prejudices,

superstitions, and traditions, he did more than any previous
'

1 1561-1626. 2 1596-1650. 3 Vol. I. p. 417 et seq.
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writer to remove obstacles from the path of progress, and

make it possible for scholars to advance new ideas in the

scientific field. A contemporary of Richelieu—the one

established the laws of toleration as the best policy in

government, the other introduced his daring "innovation

in the national in-

tellect," and, we might

add, in the scientific

intellect of the day as

well.^

Descartes, also,

demanded experiment

and proof for all scien

tific statements. No^^

it is plain that the in

lluence of such writer^

went a long way t >

break down the old

authority of the In-

quisition, to encourage

original research, and

to establish accuracy

and reliability in the

work of scientists.

The seventeenth cen-

tury was thus made a

time of great growth
in every branch of Art and a Lump of Clay.

knowledge. It seems strange to us to learn that the cir-

culation of the blood, from the heart to the extremities

through the arteries, and back again to the heart through
1 Stewart ''has given to Descartes a very proud title, 'Father of Ex-

perimental Philosophy of the Human Mind,' as if he were to man what
Bacon was to nature."—Hallam: ''Literature in Europe,'' Pt. III. p. 88.

25
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the veins, was altogether unknown in the time of Shakes-

peare. It was not until three years after the death of the

great English poet that Harvey^ succeeded in proving the

circulation of the blood.

Previous to Harvey's time, there had been theories

advanced to explain the beating of the arteries. Yesalius

had believed, that the arteries carried a sort of " vital

sj^irits" from the heart to all parts of the body, and that

the blood was pumped to and from the extremities by the

heart, moved by the action of breathing. A Spaniard,

Servetus, an Italian, Columbus, and Csesalpinus had sug-

2:ested that the blood from the heart flowed through the

lungs and came back to the heart again. Caesalpinus had

noticed that if vou tie a vein it will swell on the side of

the bandage from the heart. So we see that scientists

.were gradually drawing closer and closer to the truth.

Finally, Harvey, after nineteen j^ears of study and

experiment, advanced the true theory. He was at the

time physician for Charles I., but so great was the prej-

udice against innovation that he, even, was obliged to

complain that he had lost many patients on account of his

new doctrine.^ Still the connection of the arteries and the

veins at their extremities by means of capillaries was not

demonstrated until the microscope revealed them to the

eye of man.^

We can not, of course, oifer a detailed history of all

the steps by which mankind increased their knowledge of

the physical sciences. As time went by, new discoveries

w^ere made on everv hand. Galileo had noticed that water

would rise in a vacuum about thirty-four feet, but it was two

years after his death before Torricelli proved that it w^as

the weight of the atmosphere that made it rise at all.

1 1578-1657. 2 Buckley: "Op. cit. pp. 110-114. 3 About 1656.
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Then it was only one step more to the invention of the

barometer. Likewise, Galileo is said to have made the

iirst thermometer—a glass tube filled with air and inverted

in a vessel of water and partly filled with the liquid. He
observed that by heating the bulb of the tube the air w^as

made to force the w^ater out of the tube.^ Then another

used the spirits of wine. At last, mercury was used
;
but

the thermometer was of no practical use until Fahrenheit,

Celsius, and Reaumur attached the scale to the tube and

taught peoj^le how to measure the temperature in degrees.

In the middle of the seventeenth century, the air-

pump was invented by Otto Guericke, burgomaster of

Magdeburg. Then by its use he proved that the pressure

of the atmosphere is equally exerted in all directions. The

air-i:)ump was a necessary instrument in the future dis-

covery of many principles of science, and admirably illus-

trates how knowledge in the broad field of nature could be

gained only one step at a time. But, in following the

chronological order of events, we must turn to another of

Guericke's inventions, which has proved of more im-

portance than the air-pump. In 1672, he made the first

electrical machine by mounting a globe of sulphur in a

frame so that it could be turned, and using a cloth as a

rubber.

The middle of the seventeenth century witnessed a

very momentous event in the scientific world, that was

the foundation of the "
Royal Society of London."^ Thence-

forth superstition, intolerance, bigotry, and persecution
Were to meet with organized opposition, and organization,

we know, will conquer the world. The same year, the

"Imperial Academy of the Curious in Nature" was

1 Routledge: "Popular History of Science," London, 1881, p. 106.

2 Chartered by Charles II. 1662.
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founded in Germany ;
and four years later, the ^' French

Academy of Sciences," at Paris/ At the meetings of the

societies, every new discoA^ery and invention was discussed

and commented upon. No longer was a great student of

Henry Bessemer.

nature obliged to stand alone before the Inquisition, for he

had numerous powerful friends and allies whom, as a

body, no government dared persecute. As a result, the

strides which science made were so rapid that we can

1 Buckley, Op. cit. pp. 124-6.
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only mention here and there the more important discoveries.

Mayovv's' experiments on respiration and combustion

proved that lire will use uj) the same element of the air

that animals do in breathing, and that element is absolutely

necessary to the life of both fire and animal
;
and so in-

vestigation was started in this direction. The telescope

was, no doubt, early modified so as to magnify objects near

at hand. By constant improvement, this has grown into

our present powerful microscope. Malpighi,^ however,

first gave the world lessons in the science of microscopy.

He astonished the worfd with the wonders that the micro-

scope revealed. First he pointed out the minute tubes

(capillaries) that join the arteries and 'the veins, then the

air-cells in the lungs, next he showed the structure of the

human skin, then he pointed out the breathing pores and

tubes in insects.

At last, Malpighi turned to the microscopic study of

plants. Nehemiah Grew^ entered this field about the

same time, and by their study the cellular structure of

plants was made known. But by all means the greatest

discovery of the microscope at this time was under the eye

of a Dutchman, Leeuvvenhoek,^ who first saw the schools

of animalcuhie that sport in a drop of water, opening a

new world to scientists. The closing years of the seven-

teenth century witnessed the first attempt at a scientific

classification of plants and animals by two Englishmen,

Ray and Willoughby, wdio worked conjointly.

But we have said nothing as yet about the greatest of

scientists. Sir Isaac Newton,'^ whose work began in the

latter half of the seventeenth century. His father was a

farmer, and in this instance as in many others, we see

1 1645-1679. 2 1628-1694.
3 1628-1711. 4 1632-1723 5 1642-1727.
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great men rising from the lower walks of life. Newton,

however, had the advantage of a good education and began

early in life to study the great problems of nature wdiich,

by solving, have made his life famous. His work was on

three main problems—mathematics, light and color, and

gravitation. He made his discoveries in these all about

the same time, about the year 1666. In mathematics, he

presented his " Method of Fluxions," or, wdiat is about the

same, invented Differential Calculus. But Leibnitz claims

a share of the glory here for he, about the same time, in-

vented a similar process.

In his study of light, New-

ton explained the separation of

a ray of white light into seven

primary colors. He also ob-

served the different angles of

refraction. But the greatest

discovery of Newton was the

||F
laws of gravitation. Seeing an

''•1 apple fall from a tree, he asked

The Microscope. himself why it should fall ?

The result of sixteen years' study was the discovery of that

force which acts through all space and all distance upon
all bodies. By this force, the pebble falls to the earth, and

by virtue of the same, the planets are held in their orbits.

Then he worked out the laws of the force which he called

attraction of gravitation, and the scientific w^orld was

given the key with which to explain many of the phenomena
of nature. Newton himself explained the tides, and since his

time the astronomer has been able to not only explain irreg-

ular movementsoftheheavenlvbodies, but to calculate their

position in the heavens, and discover new planets and stars.
^

1 For a detailed account of the great work of Sir Isaac Newton, vide
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Enough discoveries had at that time been made to

enable Halley^ to calculate the paths of the planets in space,

and foretell just when Venus and Mercury would pass be-

tween the earth and the sun. From the transits of these

planets, have been calculated the distances of many

Sir Isaac Newton.

heavenly bodies from one another. Halley also mapped
out the courses of comets, and foretold when they might
be expected to return. Enough had also been learned to

enable scientists to ascertain the velocity of light, and the

present undulatory theory of light was advanced before

the close of this century of great men.

"Memoirs," by Sir David Brewster, London, 1855. ^ 1656-1742.
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When the eighteenth century at last opens, we \)qy-

ceive what a A'ast fuundatioh of knowledge it had to build

\\])0i\. We will not, therefore, be surprised to learn of the

much vaster results of another century of scientific study.

Then, too, we must realize that at present, though society

may condemn a man and thus persecute him for opinion's

sake, no civil or religious authority can inflict bodily tor-

ture or death for tlie mere utterance of one's belief, no

matter how much it may differ from our preconceived
ideas. Then, too, we have reached a period when the

various branches of science have become separate and in-

dividual lines of research, claiming the entire time and

attention of their various votaries. So, early in the cen-

turv, we find Boerhaave^ devotino- his life at Levden Uni-

.versify to the study of medicine and organic chemistry,

manufacturing ATgetable drugs and oils as well as analyzing

plants. Then he carried his study into animal life, and

made manv discoveries in the elements of animal tissue.

Haller^ was a ^Vl\)\\ of Boerhaave. Even in those days ctf

toleration, he was driven from Paris because he dissected

human bodies. He became at last professor of anatomy,

surgery, and botany at Gottingcn. Here he so conducted

the work of his students that he was enabled to publish

one hundred and ei^hfv volumes on science, confainino-

much that was new in the study of his specialties.

With John Hunter^ be^'an the scientific studvof com-

parative anatomy. He not only spent his whole life in

this work, but a large fortune in building a museum for

his collection of anatomical specimens. Even at this time

Buffon^ was preparing material for his " Natural History."

whicli was designed to be a history of the living world.

And Linnaeus^ was studvinii', naming", and classifvino:

J 1668-1738. 2 1708-1777. 3 ] 728-1793. < 1707-1788. 5 1707-1778.
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2)lants. Though the former was favored with rank and

fortune sufficient to enable him to pursue his studies un-

molested and to best advantage, the latter rose from a

peasant's rank, through bitterest poverty, to the highest

rank and honor as a student and a noble-minded man.

In the latter part of the seventeenth century, the

rocks with their fossils and signs of past life began to

attract the notice of students, yet geology is a comparatively

new science. It was not until the last quarter of the

eighteenth century that Abraham Werner^ began to lecture

at the Freyberg school for miners. He first told his

students of the wonderful history that the rocks revealed

to him. He pointed out the arrangement of rocks in

layers, and was enabled to tell the story that the fossils

embedded therein revealed. Then he pointed out how

some great force must have bent these rocks into hills and

valleys, or rent them asunder, revealing other rocks that

must have been formed by the action of fire. Thus, the

foundation of the study of geology
—the study that has

revolutionized the early history of the v>^orld—was laid.

Hutton andWilliam Smith took this study up and enlarged

upon the views of the founder, correcting some errors and

explaining some new features. Henceforth it became an

important branch of science.

One other branch of science is so closely connected

with <>-eolo£>-v that we will mention it here, thoua-h it belono'S

to the nineteenth century; we have reference to archaeology,

or the science of the antiquity of man. As the geologist

has shown the great age of the world, so the archa3ologist

has shown the great antiquity of man. A complete revo-

lution has been effected in this respect.^

It was in this century that the old school of alchemy
1 1750-1817. 2 This Series, Vol. I. chs. i.—v.
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and the false phlogiston theory had to give way to our

modern science of chemistry. Black discovered carbonic

acid
; Cavendish, hydrogen ; Priestly and Scheele, oxygen ;

Rutherford, nitrogen ;
and the properties of all these gases

were thoroughly studied and commented upon before the

great scientific societies. Chemists had now discovered

the gasses which compose fire, air, and water. Then La-

James Watt.

voisier,^ a Parisian, began to experiment with these elements,

and discovered the true nature of the change that occurs

when a substance burns. He also investigated manv other

chemical changes. He then adopted new names and terms

and the science of chemistry was introduced to the world.

We must now mention the most important event in

the scientific world up to this time. We refer to the in-

1 1743-1794.
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vention by which James Watt^ made steam of practical use

as a mechanical power. We must not conclude that Watt

was the inventor of the steam-engine as we now know it,

for he not even deserves the honor of being the first to try

to use steam as a motive power. Hero, an Alexandrian

Greek, used steam to turn a globe more than a century

B.C.
; Porta, in the sixteenth century, DeCau, the Marquis

of Worcester, a Frenchman named Papin, an Englishman
named Savery, in the seventeenth century

—all had tried

to make steam-engines.^

When Watt began his work on the improvement of

the steam-engine, he had a jSTewcomen engine, used for

pumping, to start w^th. Watt's great improvement on this

engine was in the shape of a condenser, by which both heat

and steam could be economized. He began with a very

crude, impractical machine, and by one invention after

another, succeeded in so j^erfecting the steam-engine that it

became a safe, satisfactory, practical agent for the use of

steam as a motive power. A Birmingham manufacturer,

named Boulton, now joined Watt in the manufacture of

steam-engines. Of such practical use did they thenceforth

become, that manufacturing in England was revolu-

tionized.

The study of electricty had attracted no particular

attention until our own countryman, Benjamin Franklin,^

turned his attention to that branch of science. When it

was known among European scholars that a resident of

Colonial America had something to tell them in regard to

science, there was occasion for all manner of sport over the

presumption that any good thing could come out of the

1 1736-1819.
2 Buckley, Op. cit. pp. 245-6; Yeats: "Technical Hist, of Com-

merce," p. 363. 3 1706-1790.
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"woods of Peiin". But, in the mean time, Franklin was

makino- bis silken kite and waiting- for a rainy dav. When
it became noised abroad that he had actually drawn elec-

tricity from the clouds and thus proved that lightning and

electricity were identical, the ridicule of scientists was

changed to the deepest respect.

Sir Robei-t Peel.

Franklin made many experiments with electricity, and

its study then attracted much attention in Europe.

Galvani/ a j^rofessor at Bologna, by the merest accident,

discoyered animal electricity. Then Volta,^ a professor

1 1737-1798. 2 1745-1827.
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at Pavia, took up the subject, and applied tlie knowledge

thus far gained to his system of experiments.
* The result

was the "Voltaic pile", an invention by which enormous

and constant quantities of electricity can be produced by

means of the metals, copper and zinc, placed in a vessel of

acidulated water/ It was likewise discovered that this

electricity could be conducted over a continuous circuit of

any length, and thus we see that the scientists of the eight-

eenth century were only a step or two removed from a

knowledge of the electric telegraph.

In astronomy, great strides were made during the

century under consideration, but it would require a techni-

cal knowledge of the science in order to understand the

greater portion of the discoveries. We must, however,

mention a portion of the work of three great astronomers—
Lagrange,^ Laplace,^ and Sir Willian Herschel.^ The

first two were Frenchmen, the latter, though a German by

birth, accomplished his great work in England, under the

patronage of the English king. Laplace and Lagrange

worked together a great deal and their work was princi-

pally mathematical, solving great astronomical problems,

such as the libration of the moon, the long inequality of

Jupiter and Saturn, the stability of the orbits of the

planets, etc. All of these questions were necessary to

establish the truth of ^N'ewton's theory that gravitation

was the controlling force of the movements of the starry

universe.

Laplace advanced the nebular hypothesis of the forma-

tion of the world, the theory which, with some modifica-

tions, is the accepted one to-day. The work of Sir Will-

1 For a description of the experiments of Galvani and Volta, vide

Routledge, Op. cit. p. 548, et seq.
2 1736-1813- 3 1749-1827. 4 1738-1822.
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iam Hcrschel, however, was in a practical line. He con-

structed his own telescope and began to study the heavens.

When it became known that he had discovered a new

planet, Uranus, his fame was established. He also dis-

covered many double stars, studied and classified the neb-

ula?, or star clusters, and finally, proved that our sun is

rushing through space at an enormous rate of speed. It

had previously been regarded as stationary, and his dis-

covery gave a new light to the grand system of the

universe.

The nineteenth century brings to our consideration

the work of men who are still living. The success in all

branches of study and investigation has been such as to

surprise and startle us. But we must again call the atten-

tion of the student of history to the much greater scientific

imj^etus with which this century opened than had any pre-

Adous one. All the knowledge that had thus far been

S'ained formed but a foundation on which our century was

to build. So great is the structure that has thus far been

erected, that a mere outline would fill volumes. We will

try, however, to follow it in brief but chronological order.

The study of astronomy was continued with unabating
interest and much greater success. Comets were named,
and their courses mapped out

;
asteroids were discovered

;

in distant space a new j^lanet, Nej^tune, was found circling

around our sun. Sir John Herschel wrote about all these

discoveries in popular language, and revealed all this

knowledge to the whole world
;
meteors were explained ;

and then the science of spectrum analysis was developed,

and it told scientists facts of which they had little dreamed.

The last of these steps in astronomy deserves more than

a passing notice. All this time, it must be remembered,

experiments with light and heat and in other departments
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of 23hysics and chemistry were in 23rogTess ; and, among
other A^aluable arts discovered, was that of photography.
In 1802, Dr. Wolloston, in experimenting wdth liglit, dis-

covered seven dark, upright lines in the solar spectrum.
A German scientist, Joseph Fraunhofer, also dis-

covered these lines, studied them, measured them, and

compared them with the spectra of star-light, and other

light. In this way, he proved that the light from the sun

Tinder Box, Etc.

and from the stars must be different, for the dark lines

would not correspond. Not to go into the technical study
of spectrum analysis, we can give the result of this plan
of study. When Bunsen and Kirchoff, professors at Heidel-

berg, took up this study, they proved that the spectrum of

every metal produces one bright line, which corresponds
with a dark line in the solar spectrum. It was further

discovered, that by 2:)assing sun-light through the flame of

a metal, it will darken the bright line of that metal.
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Therefore it became evident that the white light of the

sun must pass tlirough the incandescent vapors of various

metals before it reaches the earth, and that these vapors
must be in the atmosphere of the sun/

The result of these experiments was the revelation

that the sun and many of the stars are composed of just

such metals as is our earth. It then dawned upon the

scientific world that the Creator of this starry universe had

used the same material for making all his worlds. Of the

great service of the spectroscope in chemical analysis, we

cannot here speak, for it would lead us into a technical

study of the whole science. We must turn our attention

next to the study of electricity ; and, even here, we can

barely refer to the various steps that have been made from

time to time in the practical use of that subtle power.

The Voltaic pile, of which mention has been made,
was the first form of what are called electric batteries.

Improvements were made in the manufacture of these

batteries, and electricity became a prominent study in the

universities. One day, by accident, Professor Oersted, of

Copenhagen, discovered the effect that a current of elec-

tricity had upon a magnetic needle. Thus a new science

called electro-magnetism was introduced. Then Ampere,
a French professor, began to experiment in this new

science. Electro-magnets w^ere made. Then the great

Faraday took up the study and show^ed that an electric

current can be created by means of a magnet. Professor

Seebeck produced electricity by means of heat during the

same period. And lastly, the electric telegraph was in-

1 In this matter, we have followed the usual authorities, but it seems

that our American scientist, Dr. Draper, was the unacknowledged source

from which the German professors drew some of their ideas. This will

be shown in the next chapter.
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vented. We must now notice that the knowledge of elec-

tricity had become so generally spread throughout the

world that three electric telegraphs were invented the same

year
—one by Wheatstone and Coke, of England ;

another

by Dr. Steinheil, of Munich
;
a third by Professor Morse,

of America.

These were, of course, crude machines and almost

impracticable at first. But later study has perfected

them, making it possible to transmit messages, from

ocean to ocean, across the continents of the world. Then

the cable was made so that the electric wire might be

stretched from shore to shore beneath the intervening

oceans, and messages be made to encircle the earth in a

few moment's time. How wonderful does this appear !

But still more astonishing is the invention of the telephone,

which, by means of electricity, enables one to converse

with friends many miles distant, and distinguish their

voices. Then, too, we hear rumors of the still more won-

derful invention of the phonograph, whereby whole letters,

lectures, etc. can be transmitted to a waxen tablet, filling

the silent sheet with the voices of our distant friends, to

the music of which we can listen as soon as the cylinder

reaches us. Thus, perhaps, at no distant day, by the aid of

this subtle power, we can treasure up the voices of our de-

parted friends, and oft commune with them again in the

secret chambers of our deserted homes.

In the field of chemistry, we must not pass by un-

noticed the work of Sir Humphrey Davy and a few others.

The work of Davy continues in a measure the study of

electricity ; namely, in its application to chemical analysis.

Water had already been separated into its component

gasses by electricity, but Davy perfected this process,

which is called electrolysis. Then he applied the same
26
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prui-c'ss lu the decomposition of earths into their elemental

l^arts, discovering potassinm and one or two other metals.

It might here be remarked that Faraday was his pupil,

jind that the two names are often connected with the same

Work. Bnt we can alwavs remember the name of the for-

mer by its connection with a "safety lamp," a simple
invention whereby a light can with safety be carried into

a mine or well containing explosive

gasses.'

The name of Dalton is also con-

nected with the chemical researches of

this period. By showing that definite

chemical elements alwavs combine in

definite proportions, and by advancing
the modern atomic theory, giving
chemical analysis a definite nomencla-

ture, he showed how the composition

of any substance can be expressed

simply and definitely, and how actions

and reactions of chemicals can be simply

explained. This did much to perfect

the science of chemistry.

In botan}", the name of the great
The Davy Lamp. German poet, Goethe, comes before us

as a scientist. Here he appears as almost the first to set

forth the development theory, for he showed that all the

various organs of a plant are but peculiar transformations

of the stems and leaves—the soil and the method of culti-

vation affecting its growth to a large extent. In 1859,

appeared the last printed pages of Alexander von Hum-

boldt's
" Cosmos." He had been sixty-six years in writing

this description of the universe, travelling the world over

1 Vide Routledge : "Popular History of Science," London, 1881, p. 611.
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to gain his knowledge.^ In this work we have the founda-

tion of the study of j^thjsical geography.
As the work of Humboklt belongs to the first years of

this century, so do the labors of three great professors at

the ''Museum of Natural Historv" in Paris. These were

Lamarck, Cuvier, and Geoffrey St.-Hillaire. Lamarck

followed Goethe in the development theory, but his field

of study was among animals. He tried to point out how

all the varied forms of animal life may have been formed

Wkrw
Dean Stanley.

from simpler ones by gradual changes, subject, more or less,

to their various environments. Now Geoffrey St.-Hillaire

in part accepted this theory. His w^ork was with the

organs of various animals, and he believed that the differ-

ent organs of different animals are the same, only modified

to suit environment and general mode of life of the par-

ticular animal
; as, for example, the leg of a dog and the

1 Buckley: "History of Natural Science," p. 384.
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wing of a bird are but different modifications of the same

organ.

In this way was the comparative method of study,

which has done so much for the establishment of true

knowledge, introduced. Cuvier carried on the same

method, but reached very different conclusions. His work

was with the skeletons of animals. As he studied the

bony framework of animals, he was struck more and more

with the admirable adaptability of the various bones of

any one skeleton to the whole. So well did he understand

the necessary mechanism of a skeleton, that, it is claimed,

from a single bone or more, he could tell the probable
structure of an entire animal. N^ow he could not believe

that the various parts of the vertebrate skeleton could take

the various forms found in the different sj^ecies. To him,

every particular bone was made for every particular use

in a particular skeleton. So he discarded the development

theory.

The work of Cuvier, however, opened a mine of in-

formation to the scientist. For, by it we are told of the

various and strange animals that dwelt upon the earth in

the geological eras of the past. Cuvier visited the caves

of the continent, and pictured for us the quadrupeds that

dwelt in a temperate Europe before the Glacial Age. So,

too, he cut the fossil from the stone quarry, and told us of

other strange animals that roamed through the forests or

swam the waters of a Mesozoic Euro2:)e. Thus the study of

comparative anatomy, founded by Cuvier, has revealed to

mankind many of the secrets of nature's history.

Von Bacr next took up the study of embryology, and

show^ed how admirably it harmonized wdth the theory of

development thus far set forth
;

for he showed that " the

embryos or beginnings of an ox, a bird, a lizard, or a fish,
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are so like each other that they can only be distinguished

by their size
;
and what

|is more remarkable, they remain

alike until they have been growing for some time."^ Then

each would gradually change into its own peculiar kind.

How fitting it is that Sir Charles Lyell and Louis Agassiz

should turn their minds to the study of science just at this

time. As the former walked abroad in the fields, he began
to observe the changes that were daily occurring in the

world about us.

i... 'i^j

i te-' /#

I

Cardinal Newman.

Lyell noticed the rivulets and rills as they carried

their loads of mud down from the mountain tops through

the great river systems, thence to the ocean, and spread

these enormous cargoes of soil over the bottom of the sea.

He noticed the burial of all manner of animals in this new

made soil. He observed the action of the earthquake in

changing the surface of the earth, causing some portions

1- Buckley, p. 401.
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to rise and other portions to sink. He saw the volcano

belching forth its mountains of molten minerals. From
all this evidence, he showed how the rocks with their fossils

had been formed in the past, and how they were raised to

their j^'esent position on the mountain sides. All this was

new to scientists, and the people in general were by no

means ready to abandon the old concei:)tion that the world

in just its modern shape and condition came into form im-

mediately at the fiat of God.

But the people were soon to receive further lessons in

world-building from the great Agassiz. This scientist

dwelt in the vicinity of the great glaciers of the Alps, and

studied their courses and the etfects they had upon
the nature of the country about. Then he travelled

and observed how the great plains of Europe and the

mountains of Scotland and America, as well, showed all the

signs of having been subjected to the action of enormous

glaciers. Then he perceived how the northern hemisphere
had passed through a Glacial Age, and how the glaciers

had helped in forming much of the soil of our present

j^lains.^ In this way, by the aid of these eminent scientists,

was advanced what has been accepted as the true theory
of the j^rocess by which portions of the surface of the

earth have been improved and rendered more fertile and

better fitted for animal and vegetable life. The same pro-

cess is going on around us to day, and is further changing
the surface of the earth.

It was necessary that all these great changes should

take place, and all this new learning become spread abroad

in order to prepare the world for still greater and more

startling theories. Scientists were sorely puzzled for

many years to explain the process by which the various

1 Vide Vol. I. ch. v.
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species and kinds of animals originated from a few, as

Lamarck, St.-Hillaire, and Yon Baer had reasoned. At

last, as a key to the great development theory, Darwin

and Wallace, at about the same time, hit upon an admi-

rable explanation, which removes many of the stumbling

Charles Darwin.

blocks which w^ere constantly in the way of their prede-

cessors.

This new theory was that of " natural selection," and

may be made to explain the origin of the different families
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of animals as well as the various species of any one family.

We will endeavor to briefly interpret this theory, by means

of a few illustrations. Take for instance the rabbit. We
might ask why there are no wild white rabbits. The advo-

cate of natural selection would answer that* the grass in

which the rabbit lives, being of the same color as the or-

dinary rabbit, hides it from its enemies, wdiile the white

rabbit is made the more conspicuous by its color. There-

fore, the animals that prey upon the rabbit would be en-

abled to capture all the white ones while the grass would

hide the others. The latter by interbreeding would in

time i)roduce only brown rabbits. In a similar way,
insects were j)i'oduced that apj^ear exactly like the leaves

of the plants on which they rest.

This theory is also identical with that of the survival

of the fittest. To illustrate, the retractile claw is supposed
not to have been natural to all of the first felines, but it

enabled those that were fortunate enough to j^ossess them

to better seize their
i:>rey.

Thus they are supposed to have

flourished, while the less fortunate died, and, consequently,

in time, all the family became thus marked. So, too, we

might remark that the potato bug and locust (grass-

hopper) of our own country have increased in such

swarms as to destroy wdiole crops, because no animal has

yet been found to feed uj^on them. All of us know what

changes man has produced in domestic 2")lants and animals

by favoring certain peculiarities. Xature, too, seems to

bo pursuing the same plan in developing the life of her

kingdom.
We have traced the progress of scientific study from

the crude ideas of medieval times to the more perfect

knowledge and the more reasonable theories of our own

times. Xo one can prophesy of the future. The dis-
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coveries of the French Dr. Pasteur in the field of vaccina-

tion as the treatment for some of the diseases of mankind

that have hitherto baffled the physician's skill, may, if

found practicable, revolutionize the science of medicine.

So, too, when, we consider how great and wonderful changes

have, within a few years, been brought about by the dis-

coveries in electricity, when we consider how insignificant

is our knowledge of that subtle force, how can we foretell

what the study of science may reveal to us in the near

future ? We appear to be standing upon the threshold of

Swedi8h Leather Cannon.

a new era of progress, more promising than any that the

world has yet seen, and that may, to future generations,

be known as the "Age of Electricity."

What wonderful changes have been wrought in social

life by the study of science. We can, perhaps, get some

idea of this by a rapid review of the progress or growth of

inventive genius to satisfv the increasins; demands of so-

ciety for new inventions. Gunpowder was among the first

valuable discoveries made by the chemist. By its use in

blasting, it enabled the same number of miners to greatly

increase the produce of ores so as to render them cheaper.

By its use in war, it led to the manufacture of the first
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leather cannon, then as iron ore became more common,
cannon were made of wrought iron but were very costly

and un wieldly. The cast-iron cannon followed. Then as

machinery of other kinds came into use, such as drills run

by steam, etc., solid cannons were cast, and bores of any
caliber were drilled. The balls have been improved accord-

ine:ly, in the start stones were used. The range of the crins

has steadily grown—at the battle of Waterloo, a distance

of eigiit hundred yards was considered out of rancre. Xow
a:uns are in use that carry balls with destructive force

five miles. ^ Xew explosives have been recently introduced

whereby it is claimed that a single shot can bo thrown ten

miles, and the explosion that follows its striking an object

will shatter to fragments the largest gunboat that sails.

So, too, with small arms, there has been a steady im-

provement from the clumsy barrel with its heavy rest, its

two kinds of powder—a fine for priming and a coarse for

loading
—the burning taper for lighting the fuse, and its

usclessness after the first dischara'c ; throuah the fire lock,

flint-lock, percussion cap, needle gun, and repeating guns,

to the deadly weapon of modern times. Xowadays, rulers

regard war as quite another thing than did the knights of

feudal times. AVhen a single gunboat can anchor out of

sight of Xew York city and blow her buildings into frag-

ments in a few hours' time, it is well for nations to avoid

"wars. They are too expensive in destruction of both life

and property.

Wars have, therefore, grown of shorter duration.

Feeble nations cannot afford to begin war even to jirotect

their most cherished ri2:hts. Larire nations are ruined in

a short time. The Franco-Prussian war lasted only two

months before Xapoleon surrendered. And this surrender

1 Yeats: "Technical History of Commerce," p. 333.
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illustrates another feature of warfare unknown even in

feudal times. Napoleon III. surrendered with an army of

eighty-four thousand Tnen rather than cause any useless

loss of life. This humane spirit has grown in connection

with the spirit of toleration and freedom. Formerly, it

was considered no crime for the victorious army to butcher

the wounded enemies as they lay upon the field of battle.

Modern warfare will permit nothing of the kind. Inter-

An Eighty-Ton Gun.

national law has recently developed into a science. It de-

mands that wounded enemies shall have the same medical

and surgical attendance as wounded friends, and unneces-

sary butchery is prohibited. International law also de-

mands that prisoners meet with humane treatment from

their captors, and no longer is slavery the lot of the van-

quished in battle.

Indeed, the tendency is, in our day, to avoid war

altogether. Questions of dispute are now usually settled
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by arbitration. Commissions are appointed to determine

the facts in a case. Congresses, such as the Berlin

Congress, are convened to legislate upon international

aifjiirs. In this way, a system of international law is

forming which tends more and more to unify the nations

of the Aryan world. These cono-resses become more and

more frequent, and point to a time when Aryan nations

may become as states under one central representative

government with a code of international law which every

nation is bound to obey. Then, should the new language,

Yolapuk, become universal, the world may witness what

seems to us almost improbable—a united population, of the

same racial type, with the same language, which is the

work of the inventive genius of our time. But here we

have allowed ourselves to lapse into dreams. Let us re-

turn to more practical questions.

Society did not rest satisfied with the steam-engine as

imj^roved by James Watt, though it enabled what little

machinery there was in use in those days to do many times

the amount of work that it had been able to do with other

forms of motive power. So there was a greater demand

for crude material. More coal and ore w^ere needed. Canals

were run through the country to promote the cheap trans-

j^ortation of raw material to the centers of manufacture.

Stages were introduced as a means of rapid travel. Cai'-

riages were deemed so unsafe that Good Queen Bess pre-i

ferrcd to ride in a sedan-chair borne on the shoulders of

sturdy yeoman.
The traffic in coal became more and more important

as manufacturing in England increased, and how to trans-

port it from the mines to the factories was a great problem
in those days. Rapid transportation was demanded.

Every means possible to cheapen transportation was
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adopted It Avas found that a horse could draw a much

heavier load over a carefully graded road. The advantage

of laying wooden rails along the road was found to greatly

increase the power of a horse. To cover these rails with

iron was found to save the rails. To make the entire rail

of cast-iron proved a saving.^ Then stationary steam-

engines came into use for transporting coal up and down

inclines and over portions of these rude railways. Early
in our present century, a number of engineers were experi-

'-^/..^iSS^-^-- 111

Hin>ipy»]^.St

Queen Elizabeth in Her Chair.

menting with locomotive engines, and even used them for

transporting coal over one or two of these short railway

lines in the mining districts.

Among these engineers was George Stephenson,
" the

engine-wright of Killingworth," who made an engine in

1813 that could draw thirty tons at the rate of four miles

an hour. This he improved by the introduction of the

steam-blast^ so as to double its power and sjieed, and

1 Croal: "About Travelling," p. 455.

2 Op. cit. p. 461.
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proved the adaptability of the engine for transportation

23urposes. A few years later, the English Parliament was

asked to pass a bill authorizing the construction of the

Stocktonand Darlington railway, permitting the use of any
kind of motive 2:>ower, and the transportation of j)assengers

as well as goods. This bill met with strong opposition in

three Parliaments before it passed.

This act authorized the construction of a railway

twenty-live miles long, and opened the London market to

the colliers of Durham and Yorkshire. "Wlien the project

was under discussion, Stephenson proposed to the proprie-

tors that the steam-engine be used as a motive power.
His plan was adopted amid many prophecies that it would

fail. But at last the day was set for the trial.
-^ The road

was completed, and Stephenson's engine stood upon the

track. Crowds of people came from far and near to wit-

ness the trial. They lined the track from one end to the

other impatient to see the first- railway train. The anxious

throng crowded on board determined to ride. At last

there were six hundred passengers on board. Finally it

started aniid enthusiastic cheers. Horsemen on either

side dashed through the fields to keep it comj)any. When,
at a suitable portion of the road, the horseman who pre-

ceded the train with a banner was told to clear the track,

Stephenson turned on the steam, and the train sped over

the country at the incredible and dangerous speed of fifteen

miles an hour ! Thus was ushered in our wonderful age
of steam.

The fears that were entertained at the dangers of such

rapid transit are almost ludicrous, but were genuine among
the j^eople of those days. We cannot mention them here,

however, but would draw the comparison between the full

1 Sept. 27th, 1825.
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speed of the first engine and the ordinary speed of the

locomotive on the fast lines of our day, where a mile a

minute is no alarming'rate of travel. Then, too, we must

notice what the railroad has done for society in opening up
all portions of the world to settlement; the inventive

genius it has called forth in spanning rivers and chasms'

George Stephenson.

with bridges of steel, the mechanism of which is wonder-

ful to behold
;
in enabling mankind to obtain the com-

modities of the world to use for his comfort or luxury; in

enablins: the manufacturer to gather raw material from the

ends of the world at a low rate of expense ;
in demanding

of the manufacturing world greater and more intricate
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machinery, not only to furnish the great railways with

their rolling stock, but to convert the amount of raw

material thus brought to the doors of the factories, into

articles of use or beauty.

While we wish to give the steamboat its share of the

honor of all this change, we Avill reserve that for a

future place. We must now turn our attention to the con-

sideration of the great reA^olution in the social world

that has been brought about by our inventive genius, aided

by Watt's application of the steam-engine to manufactur-

ing and StejDhenson's application of the same to railway

transportation. We take first the printing-press. We
have seen how rude a machine the first one was. The

type was cut from blocks of wood
;
and the mechanism of

the simple machinery was thought to be the work of the

devil. Hand-made metallic type proved superior to wooden.

The demand for books increased
;
a faster mode of type

manufacture was demanded; casting was introduced; at

last machine-casting was invented, greatly increasing the

supply of type. As the demand for printed books increased

new machinery for the manufacture of paper was demanded.

The inventive genius was not found wanting here. As a

result,
"

paj^er more than four miles in length and two

yards in width has been produced in one piece. Fine

writing paper is sized with gelatine, dried, and cut into

sheets at the rate of sixty feet in length and seventy inches

in width per minute."^

To keep step with these increased facilities for supply-

ing type and paper as well as to satisfy the demand of the

more generally educated masses for reading matter, new

machinery was brought into being for every de2:)artmelnt of

the printer's art. Hand presses have been obliged to give

1 Yeats; "Technical History of Commerce," p. 374.
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way to those run by steam. Simple machines were re-

placed by the complicated revolving cylinder presses.

Newspapers have abolished the old coffee-houses of Eng-
land where every one went to learn the news. Competi-

tion in newspaper work, the introduction of telegraphy,

and the general rush of this century demand daily more and

more rapid facilities for spreading news abroad. In 1806,

Modern War Ship.

one thousand impressions per hour was rapid work, and

then it required a feeder and many assistants to produce a

newspaper folded and ready for sale.

iN'ow there are London newsj^apers that have a daily

circulation of more than a quarter of a million copies. A
speech delivered in the House of Commons at four a. m. is

often found in the six o'clock editions of the morning

papers. The machinery that does this is capable of making

thirty.nine thousand impressions an hour,
"
feeding itself

from a roll of paper four miles long, and weighing six
27
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liuiulrecl-weiglit, it dampens the jiaper, prints both sides

from vertical stereotype cylinders, finishes ofi" between

polished rollers which remove superfluous ink, dries the

paper in the process, then cuts into sheets, keeping tally

of the number, and when government stamps were enforced

upon newspapers, impressing and registering the stamp.
As a final incident, thrown in for a boon—not a trifling one—the sheets fold and arrange themselves in piles for

deliverv.^"

The book business has felt the stimulus of all this

energy. Germany, it is claimed, leads in book work.

Leipsic sends out about five million booksellers' parcels

every year. Six thousand new books appear every year
in Germany. The State printing-office at Yienna employs

eight hundred and fifty men. The British Bible Society

has sent out over one hundred million copies of the Scrip-

tures in two hundred and seventy languages and dialects,

in about three-fourths of a century. All this represents a

great improvement in the machinery used in bookbinding
and in every department of the bookmaker's art.

We next glance at the progress of inventive genius

in the fully as important arts relating to the manufacture

of clothing. The persecution of the Protestants in the

Sjlanish Xetherlands, and the revocation of the Edict of

Xantes, by Louis XIY., did much to revive manufacturing

i^J England, for thousands of these persecuted 2')eople found

homes on the freer soil of England. They were acquainted
with the manufactures of the day, and were a peaceful and

industrious people. Therefore England became the gainer

by their arrival on her shores.

The process of spinning was a very slow, tedious one

until the time of Hargreaves.- Previously, the peasant
1 Yeats, Op. cit. p. 377 and 476. 2 i764.
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in her cottage with her hard hands carded the wool into

rolls,_and spun it into thread. She could make only one

thread at a time, and reel off, after a hard day's work, per-

haps, a pound of yarn. Hargreaves invented a machine

that would produce eight threads at once. This was the

spinning-jenny. Six years later Arkwright invented a

machine that "carded, rove, and spun with astonishing

quickness and precision." Nine years later, Crompton

Ancient Distaff Spinner.

combined Hargreaves' "jenny" and Arkwright's "frame,"
and produced the spinning-mule. This machine was fitted

for the entire process of manufacture of yarn from the raw

material. And see what a change it has made in the

amount of yarn that can be produced. Arkwright's
machine could produce eight threads at a time, the modern

style of Crompton's
" mule "

will produce twenty-two
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liundretP at a time, and all these spindles can be kept in

operation by one attendant.

These spindles are now made to perform eight thou-

sand revolutions a minute, and yarn can be made so line

that one pound would extend about five hundred

miles. The process has been so perfected that almost any
kind of raw material suitable for that purpose can be made

into yarn by machinery. But see the effect that has been

brought about. The invention of the spinning-mule

enabled the mills to turn more raw material into cloth than

the world could furnish. Then Whitney produced his

cotton-o-in, bv which one machine was made to do the work

of over three thousand hands in picking the seeds from

cotton, and preparing it for the spinning machine.

Then the cultivation of cotton became an extensive

business, for there was an ever-increasing demand for it.

So, too, with flax and wool. This led the agriculturist to

adoj)t improved methods for cultivating the ground. The

inventive genius and science have helped the farmer by
the invention of new machinery, and by preparing the

soil for the 2:)roduction of better crops. The grazier was

led to take better care of his flocks, for more wool was

needed. So marshes were drained and forests were cleared,

parks were abandoned and mountains were occupied, in

order to furnish pasture lands for the increasing flocks.

Xew breeds were introduced, as were also improved
methods of stock-raising. In fact, the science of the

agriculturist has been established as one of the great occu-

pations of mankind, and the world is made to bloom like

a garden.
But now the manufacturer was supplied' with raw

material and machinery capable of manufacturing enor-

1 Am. Encyclopaedia.
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mous quantities of thread, new machinery was needed in

order to manufacture this thread into cloth. Kay's fly

shuttle had already come into use, but this was incapable
of doing the amount of work necessary. At last, Cart-

wright invented the power-loom, and the Jacquard loom

came into use. Then, as these were improved by one in-

vention after another, the weavers were abundantly
able to use all the yarn that the millions of spindles

€ould produce from the raw material at hand. And even

Arkwriglit Spinning Machine.

more, for it was found necessary to introduce methods for

saving raw material. The silk cocoon was made to fur-

nish three or four times as many yards as formerly, and

bits of cloth, etc., are now used in the manufacture of

"shoddy
"
goods that have come into pretty general use.

In order to convey to the reader some idea of the extent

of manufacturing by the new processes as compared with

the old, the statement has been made that " there are in

manufacturing districts of the British Isles at least fifty
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million spindles, jiroducing yearly, in the three rnatcrials

(cotton, wool, and flax), fifteen hundred million ])ounds of

yarn. This is equivalent to the hand-labor of forty

million spinners ;
while the number of hands actually

engaged is less than three-quarters of a million."^

By the application of steam as a motive power in

manufacturing, England has been transformed into one

vast factory. The railroad and the steamboat has enabled

her manufacturers to draw to their doors abundance of

raw material from the remotest corners of the earth.

Then the telegraphic and cable lines are also of great use
;

for the manufacturer is enabled to watch the foreign mar-

ket, and instantly notify his agents to buy his raw material

or sell a consignment of goods as the prices turn to his

advantage. Thus are both time and space conquered by
the skill and ingenuity of mankind.

We must now notice very briefly the progress in

machine construction or the changing of the ores into the

powerful and complicated machines that are everywhere
in use. Of course _a great amount of machinery is neces-

sary to enable us to produce such mechanical inventions as

the various forms of the steam-engine, the j^^'inting-press,

the various departments of cloth manufacture, etc. First,

in mining the ore great improvements have been intro-

duced. Then in smelting a rolling process has been in-

troduced that is supplanting the steam hammers, the falling

weights of some of which equalled eighty tons, in crushing-

ores. In making steel, a process of hydraulic j^rcssure is

used instead of the old process. A continuous pressure of

eight hundred to fifteen hundred tons can thus be exerted.^

Then the Bessemer and Siemen methods of converting

1 Yeats, Op. cii. p. 276.

2 Yeats, Op. cit. p. 469.
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iron into steel have rendered the hitter so cheap that it is

used for railroad rails and many ordinary ]^nrposes

Bessemer Converter.

where it was formerly considered as too expensive.

Then rolling-presses have been introduced in the pro-
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cess of traiisfoniiiiig iron into the proper shape for hand-

ling. Thus is bar-iron transformed into j^lates, and tlicse

into slieets. A rod of iron can be extended by this pro-

cess from four feet to thirty-two. Rails for railways are

thus rolled. So, too, are iron plates bent into shape for

ship-building and for boiler-making. In the j^rocess of

nail-making, machinery does the work, turning out nearly

one thousand* nails per minute. Two youths can convert

two tons of iron into six thousand screws in one ordinary

day's work.

The greatest skill in mechanism has been reached in

the manufacture of machinery by machinery. Parts are

made and adjusted that must not vary by one-thousandth

part of an inch in order to work in their places. Thus, the

chisel for filing or smothing an iron bar was a mere point,

vrorking with such precision as to almost polish the sur-

face, until it was superseded by the rotatory cutter, which

could not be adjusted with sufficient accuracy until solid

emery wheels where introduced for grinding so that the

cutters could, be sharpened "without softening, filing, and

retempering." Such elegant precision must be attained in

the manufacture of the largest and bulkiest machinery,
and such has the machinist attained.

The benefits accruing to society from all this knowl-

edge of science, and from all the mechanism of the

machine world can barely be hinted at in our 2:»resent

chapter. It has raised the agriculturist from the half

savage cowherd of early medieval times, who subsisted

upon the flesh of his flocks and depended upon their skins

for his dress, into an educated gentleman, clothed in the

finest of garments and fitted to occupy almost any sphere
in life. It has taken the laborer from the pits and slums

and drudgery of a life barely fitted for the brutes, and con-
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verted him into the skilled mechanic, supplying his former

degraded place with machinery of the most beautiful

mechanism. By furnishing abundance of books and papers,

it has made education universal, and enabled every indi-

vidual to cast off the bonds of iunorance and become in-

Baron Rothschild.

dependent of any would-be dictators or masters. Even
the ones who occupy the lowly positions formerly occupied

by servants, serfs, or slaves are enabled to gain a store

of knowledge that may place them in a better position.

They are enabled to surround themselves with comforts;

they can dress in silks that the fairest Roman matrons
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could Hot li.-no aiforded
;
new avenues of life open before

tlieni
;
and they, too, taste the sweets as well as the gall of

life.

In modern society, therefore, birth has not the signifi-

cance that it had in medieval times. There is nowadays
an aristocracy of wealth, and wealth is open to every one,

no matter what his birth. Those wlio reach this i)innacle

of fame are by no means few, but are becoming more and

more numerous with every generation. It is rarely pos-

sible for the boor to reach a position in the ranks of this

aristocracy without attaining education and polish that are

wanting in many of the modern representatives of the old*

style of aristocracy of birth. 80 v.'e find, among this new

aristocracy, the-true patrons of science and the arts. They
• own libraries and art galleries; they endow schools and

colleges ; they maintain charities
;
and they sacrifice their

lives for the benefit and the blessing of mankind.

There is also now an aristocracy of education, and edu-

cation is open to all. The learned rank high in every land,

and are even su})planting the old line of rulers in authority

in many of the nations of Europe. Where will we find

a grander historical character than Gladstone, for many

years the virtual ruler of the British Emj^ire. Prince

Bismarck is the autocrat of Germany still. Still it was

the improvement of their advantages, or their education,

rather than rank that raised them to these commanding

230sitions. So every village or hamlet in the most flourish-

ing of European countries has its educated and to a degree

polished circle, whose members enjoy a social standing

above those who neglect the advantages ofiered them u2>on

every hand. This is a real aristocracy, a proud aristocracy ;

but its raidvs are open to any who will improve to best

advantage his God-given powers. Every man, lu)wever,
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is obliged to maintain his rank in this aristocracy or else

he will soon fall below. So there is always a sufficient re-

ward to stimulate every one to work incessantly for one's

own greater improvemeiit.

jN'ow, in conclusion, we would again point to the much
better and happier condition of mankind than at any pre-

,„:-'''f'

William Gladstone.

vious period in the world's history. Then we have noticed

that the improvement in the culture of mankind has been

much more rapid during the modern era, and has ever in-

creased in geometrical ratio. If we search for the impetus
which set this o-reat world of modern wisdom and culture

in motion, we will find it in the freedom of the human in-
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tellect from serfdom or slavery to its political and religious

rulers. The nobility and the ecclesiastics were holding
the individual intellect under a bondage more terrible than

can now be conceived. As soon, however, as the intellect of

man arose and shook off its lethargy and demanded its f

natural freedom, individuals came forth to vie with the old-

time royalty for supremacy.
In every branch of culture that we have been enabled

to examine, we have noticed an almost continuous line of

progress. Here and there, human ignorance has interfered

and broken this line; but, like the broken cable on the

ocean's bed, the threads are soon caught up and the line
'

again made continuous. We would not be taken for

optimists, for many of the plans of men are unwise
;
but

.we have no sympathy for the pessimist who detects good
in nothing except the antiquated. To him who points to

the remote past as the " Golden i^ge
"
of the w^orld, this

study of the progress and development of mankind from

the ruder to the more cultured, from the rough stone to

the polished stone period, so to speak, should teach that

the real " Golden A^-e
" must be far in the future, when

the intellect of man has reached a state of perfection, of

which we now know not. When the finite shall have

drifted into the infinite. When the the human intellect

shall have attained more nearly to the divine in power.

Such a Utopian age is real only to the dreamer, however, ;

for man's motto should ever be upward and onward.





GEORGE WASHINGTON.
Faneuil Hall. Boston
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GtHAPTER VI,

AMERICAN CULTURE.

Government Id Mexico and Central America—South American Repub-
lics—Early American Settlers—The Puritans—Religious Toleration
—Condition at Ciose of Revolutionary War—Life in Southern Colo-

nies—Effect of Slavery—Manufacturing in the Colonies—British Re-

strictions—Life in the Northern Colonies—Introduction of Steam

Machinery—American Inventive Ingenuity—Printing Machines—
Telescopes— Improvements in Telegraphy— The Telephone— The

Phonograph—Electrical Motors—American Engineering— Progress
in Science—Astronomy—Medical Science—Educational Facilities—
Great Educators—Anlerican Literature—Franklin—Edwards—Amer-
ican Statesmen—Washington Irving— Longfellow—Whittier—Ec-

clesiastics—Historical Writers—Development of the Great West—
Growth in Population—Conclusions.

SCHOLAR need not possess the subtle

powers of the seer or prophet to foresee

that the American historian, a few ages

hence, will only half-tell his story if he

confines himself to the tale of the won-

derful development of our own favored country. Far to

the south, there are many young republics w^hich promise
to vie with us, if not in extent of territory, surely in cul-

''ture, enterprise, and the liberty granted to their subjects.

President Monroe was among the first legislators to recog-

nize their importance ;
he foresaw the future possibilities of

American nations, and determined to cast the influence of

the United States in their behalf. The ''Monroe Doctrine
"

Warned all foreign powers that our republic would not

countenance any scheme of conquest on the part of ambitious

kings or princes.
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This relieved the feebler American countries from the

fear of foreign conquest. In process of time, the example
set by the United States, in throwing off the yoke of

allegiance to an European country, was followed by one

after another of the various colonies in America, until this

great western world has become pre-eminently the home
of Republics. Mexico, our nearest neighbor on the south,

is still trammeled by antiquated laws and customs. But,

as modern enterprise and ideas are quietly forcing their

way into her territory, the old must give place to the new,
and the antiquated to the improved.

Further south, we come upon the republics of Cen-

tral America. There are five of them, and they are in a

very prosperous condition. The territory of these countries

is becoming covered with railroads and telegraphs., Schools

and colleges have been established. Foreign commerce is

encouraged. Foreign capitalists are invited to invest

there, and they are protected by the governments. Great

inducements are offered to immigrants, and thrift is the re-

ward of their energy. The last progressive step was but

recently taken when, by the treaty of Guatemala,^ such

mutual agreements were enacted as may tend in time to

unite the five into one large republic. Xot a bad idea of

the social stage of these states may be gathered from the

first article of this agreement, which declares, that per-

petual peace shall exist, and that all differences shall be

arranged or submitted to arbitration. Thus acknowledg-

ing one of the foremost principles of international law.

But the republics of South America are far more im-

portant still. Of the great divisions of that continent, all

except two are republics. Guiana is a dependency of

European countries, and Brazil is an empire. The latter

1 April loth, 1887.
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nation shows much less encouragement to progress than

do the others except, perhaps, Paraguay. In fact, the

signs would rather indicate a retrogression than a progress-

in commerce, agriculture, manufacturing, etc.
^

However, as

Brazil has but recently abolished slavery, we may look for

a rapid change in this respect, and even the plan of gov-

ernment may yet be changed. The greatest export of

Brazil is coffee. Of the republics, Paraguay is of the

least importance. It has no sea-coast, and gives little

encouragement to commerce and manufacturing.

Venezuela has a population of more than two millions,

and is well supplied with schools, colleges, and universities.

Railroads and telegraphs have been projected into various

parts of the country; two sub-marine cables have been

projected, one of which has been completed, connecting that

country with the United States, while an extensive and in-

creasing foreign commerce is carried on. Colombia is rather

ahead of Venezuela, having a population of three and

a-half millions. The government has shown great activity

in all departments. Modern enterprises are encouraged.

Light-houses and breakwaters are being erected. Several

thousand dollars have been voted by the government to

such steamship lines as shall make regular stoppages at

her ports. Railroad and telegraph lines have been ex-

tended
;
cables have been laid

;
electric lights and water-

works have been introduced; and the whole condition of

affairs seems to be encouraging.

Uruguay is an important commercial state on the

Atlantic coast, and Chili on the Pacific. The latter state

extends for two thousand miles along the coast. The

country is I'ich in mining products and raw materials.

Manufactories have been introduced, so that large quan-
1 Yeats: "Recent and Existing Commerce," pp. 56-7.
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titles of raw material are now imported. Wine, manufac-

tured in Chili, is even attracting European notice.

Although the republic encourages railroads and commerce,
it does not meet the neighboring Atlantic state half way
in the construction of transcontinental lines of railway.

Chili seems rather to fear that a railroad line across the

country, from the Pacific to the Atlantic, would ruin her

harbors, since much of the produce annually carried

around by the Straits of Magellan, would find a shorter and

cheaper route across the continent. Chili enjoys electric

lights and telephones as well as other evidences of modern

improvement.
But of all the republics of South America, the

Argentine Republic seems to have the brightest future.

The old state of Patagonia has been unequally divided

between Chili and the Argentine Republic, the latter re-

ceiving the lion's share. This makes it a large and power-
ful country, nearly eighteen hundred miles in length and

eight hundred in breadth. It is a great tract of land

suitable for grazing and agriculture, having stores of coal

and other minerals as well as petroleum. The government
of the Argentine Republic is one of the most enlightened

in the southern continent. It has a good standing army
and a navy with its iron-clads and torpedo boats. It enjoys

the confidence of European financiers, and is, therefore,

upon a solid basis.

The desire of the government seems to be to fill this

great region of the La Plata valley with settlers as rapidly

as possible. Immigration is not only encouraged but even

sought. It has been decided to build a number of enormous

hotels in the suburbs of Buenos Ayres, where thousands

of immigrants can be supported until they are furnished

with work or located on claims. A system of colonization
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has been introduced whereby land is given to colonists and

advances of money are^ also made them. As the result of

all this encouragement and aid, more than a hundred

thousand immigrants were received into the republic in

1886, making the entire population nearly four millions.

During the year mentioned, about three and a-half

million dollars were expended on schools, in which nearly

two hundred thousand pupils were taught. Isew industries

are encoura<>-ed on an extensive scale. Not onlv grants of

land, but large sums of money and immunity from taxation

for a term of years are freely offered large corporations

for the planting of important industries. Sugar refineries

have been established, and the annual produce of refined

cane sugar has reached fortv thousand tons. The manu-

facture of cloth is also encouraged, and the culture of the

vine. The grazing advantages may be imagined from the

following facts—one firm with a capital of two million

dollars has been organized to ship live cattle to Europe.
In 1886, over three hundred and sixty thousand carcasses

of sheep were shipped to Europe in refrigerator steamers.^

Taking all these facts into consideration, we can but

perceive the wonderful resources still to be developed in

the South American continent. We see there a number

of republics, that arc bent upon pushing forward as rapidly

as possible the development of this w41d territory. They
start out with free and representative governments, and

they offer liberty, encouragement, and assistance to just

the class of immigrants that is helping develop our own

free land. Therefore, we can hope for a great future in

the culture history of our sister continent.

But for all that can be said for these other republics,

the height of western culture is to be found only in our

1 "Annual rvclopfediu," 1887.

28
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own country, the United States. About a centurv and a

decade ago, we became a free and independent country, so-

that our cuUure history may be said tu beuin with the

Dechiration of Independence on that memorable Fourth

of July, 1776. Still it is fitting for us to examine the

foundations upon which this vast structure of culture and

enlightenment has

been erected. This

may lead us to glance

into the century and

a-half preceding our

independence, and

view the material

with which our coun-

try has had to build,

and the shaping of

that material into the

symmetrical form of

the nation of '76.

As we have seen'

in a former chapter,

Old Liberty Bell. almost every nation-

ality in Western Europe was represented among the early

American colonists. In speaking of the hardships that

these colonists, in common with all pioneers, had to-

undergo after reaching this country, the historian is apt to-

leave upon the mind of his readers the erroneous im-

pression that the pioneers in American history were

gathered exclusively from the poorer and lowlier classes

of European society. It is true that the Virginian colony

was sometimes recruited with convicts and other unpromis-

ing immio;rants. But the manly descendants of the

early settlers upon the Atlantic shores, prove that, on the
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whole, they were extracted from no mean parentage.

This becomes evident when we view the lives of some

of the characters in our early history. We find among
them men of rank and influence as well as the sturdy

yeoman. Few, if any, especially of the JN'ew England
colonists, were of mean origin. But even in Virginia, we

notice that more than half of the first settlers at James-

town bore the title of "
gentlemen,"^ while noblemen and

some of the younger sons of noblemen arrived there

within a few years. To New England, a different class of

settlers was attracted. It is a matter of common history

that our Puritan fathers first wandered to Holland, where

religious liberty was guaranteed to all mankind. It is in

our province to inquire into the standing of these people

socially.
'

The Puritans Avere English Separatists or Dissenters

from the established church. Amons; the earliest orcranized

communities of these separatists, was the church at Gains-

borough. John Smyth, a Cambridge graduate, was the

pastor in charge. There was another congregation at

Scrooby. They met in the old manor-house of William

Brewster, who, also, had been educated at Cambridge, had

served at court under " William Davidson, Elizabeth's

upright and Puritan secretary of state." From this con-

gregation, Richard Clyftonand John Robinson led a colony
into Holland, where they were assured of greater freedom.

Now John Robinson had been educated at Cambridge ;

and, by his skill in the Calvinist controversy, afterward

became a member of the Leyden University. The church

at Leyden alone came to number three hundred communi-

cants. •

1 "Narrative and C'ritieal History <»f tlie United States," Vd. JTI.

p. 128.
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Edward Wiiislow was of higher social position than

many others who emigrated to Leyden. He afterward

became governor of the Plymouth colony. The colonists

had been in this country only about twenty years before

nearly all the towns were furnished with educated clergy-

men, some of whom were Cambridge graduates.' ^len

ii:r

111
BBI'iiisiij

Mayflower Relics.

who were able to draw such leaders, nion who had the de-

termination and the means to seek freedom, first on the

continent and next in a New World, were the men who

planted the germs of our ]\^ew England colonies.

The Puritan colonists that came Qver with John Win-

throp were not " broken men, adventurers, bankrupts,

criminals, or simple poor men and artisans. . . They were

- "Narrative and Critical History," Vol. III. p. 280.
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in great part men of the professional and middle classes
;

some of them men of_ large landed estate, some of them

zealous clergymen like Cotton, Hooker, and Roger
Williams

;
some shrewd London lawyers or young scholars

from Oxford."^ It is even claimed that John Hampden
and Oliver Cromwell were, before the Civil War, upon the

point of embarking for America when they were forbidden

by a proclamation from the king.^

The White House.

We must note then that this early Puritan stock was not

selected from a poor, oppressed, insignificant body of re-

ligious enthusiasts, but were members of a sect of dissenters

from the established churchs, or reformers
;
and this was at

a time when religious reformation was spreading rapidly

over the European continent. We must remember that less

than thirty years from the date of the landing of the Pil-

grims, these reformers had overthrown the government of

England, and had jiut Charles I. to death. It is not an un-

1 Greene: "Short History of the English People," pp. 508-9.

2 Guizot: "History (*f England," Vol. II. p. 421.
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reasonable conclusion, then, to suppose that among this

early Puritan stock, there were many educated and some

wealthy families.

So, too, the sturdy followers of William Penn included

many worthy citizens of England. Penn himself had a

European reputation as well as an American one. So had

Lord Baltimore, who founded the Roman Catholic colony

of Maryland, and Avhose brother and son were, at different

times, resident governors of the colony. The Dutch

settlers along the Hudson had been attracted there by the

fur trade of that region ;
and it is only reasonable

to suppose that they consisted of many reliable and skilled

traders who were willing to risk capital in this enterj^rise.

So we are to picture the very first colonists in America as

a mixture of the educated and the yeoman, the rich and

the poor, the noble and tlie lowly—^just the element of

which all flourishing communities of the Old World were

composed, except that there was more energy in a colony
than in almost any home community, for the colonists

were dependent upon their own resources, and the exercise

of all their faculties was demanded.

In other words, the averaa-e American colonist would

compare more than favorably with the average European

resident, for there was as yet lacking in America the shift-

less and indolent element so common in the old countries.

But as to enlightenment, we can not reasonably expect to

find the colonists much ahead of the mother-countries, ex-

cept as they severally represented more strongly the

advanced ideas that were stirring the social structure of

Eurojie to its foundation. Every colony seems to have

been the champion of some feature of individual freedom,

but the spirit of universaltoleration was at that time no-

where understood. The colonists, though the representa-
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tives of Old World advanced thought, were not, as a

whole, the the champions of universal toleration. The

Puritan government, therefore, was as intolerant as the

home government, so we find it persecuting those who

chanced to differ from it in belief just as most of the sister

vcolonies were doino-.

Cotton Mather.

But there were one or two notable exceptions ; Roger
Williams proclaimed religious freedom to all who might

settle within the jurisdiction of his colony at Providence
;

and, later, the Catholic colony of Maryland passed the

"toleration act," guaranteeing religious freedom to settlers
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within iier borders. Here, then, were phinted the germs of

modern freedom and toleration. As soon as this idea was

accepted as a w4se and correct jirinci^jle of government,
America was found to be uncommonly fertile soil for foster-

ing the growth of true freedom
; for, as we have said, almost

every colony, from Plymouth to Georgia, was the champion
of some feature of freedom. Moreover, in addition to the

cravings for religious freedom among the colonists, there

was the desire for political freedom, since each colony,

being left much to itself, was often forced to supply its own

form of government. In this way, independent and repre-

sentative governments were rising in poj^ularity, and they
soon became a colonial necessity as well as convenience.

Yirginia, as well as K^ew England, longed for a purely

representative government. Such was the material out

of wdiich our American republic was constructed. The

colonial wars drew different colonies together, and taught
them to foro'et their minor differences in the interest of

their common welfare.

NoWj if we can gain an idea of the social condition of

the colonies at the time of their r^ellion against England,
we will be better able to study the progress of our

country from its birth to the present time. First we must

remember that the settled portion of this country in 1776

comprised a strip of territory along the x\tlantic coast little

more than two hundred miles in breadth. Large portions

of this territory were still a wilderness.^ There were only
a few towns in jNIaine. New York was a frontier state, and

Schenectady a frontier town open to the attacks of savages.

Although the persecutions of the French king had driven

thousands of the industrious inhabitants of the Palatinate

to settle in Eastern Pennsvlvania, Pittsburgh was still onlv

1 Lawrence iu "First Century of the Hepublic," New York, 1876, p. 18.
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a military j)()st
on the frontier. Nearly all the population

of Pennsylvania was gathered around Philadelphia.

"Woods, mountains, and morasses filled up that fair

region where now the immense wealth of coal and iron has

j^roduced the Birmingham of America." Yirginia and

the Carolinas were the most populous and the most in-

fluential of the American colonies. Pioneers from these

colonies had even penetrated to Kentucky and Tennessee.

Washington On The H-udson.

But Virginia was really, in many places, a wilderness, and

all beyond was called the "Wilderness." It was customary

then as now for energetic people to build up large estates

by purchasing thousands of acres of wild land. We often

hear of Jefferson's immense plantation. His wife is said

to have broui^ht him fortv thousand acres of land. Wash-

inoton, at his death, owned seventy thousand acres of

wild land located in the various states and territories.^ But

^ Adams: "Johns Hopkins University Studies,' Vol. III. p. 74.
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bel'ore the lievolution, Lord Fairfax, A\^ishington's early

patr(»n, possessed an estate in Virginia of over live million

acres. Upon this estate, were two fine mansions—one,

Belvoir, upon the Potomac, and the other, Greenway

Court, upon the Shenandoah. The loyalty of the old

nobleman to his king, however, resulted in this estate being

confiscated and divided into smaller plantations.^

We see, then, that the colonists had not yet concjuered

the wilderness even in the old thirteen colonial districts;

but, similar to our newer states of to-day, there was a

o-reat store of enerf>'v, culture, and enlightenment concen-

trated there for the development of the resources of the

Atlantic region. The Southern colonies were regarded as

the most fortunate regions in colonial times. Hci'e were

the larire plantations worked bv slave labor." Here the

English merchant and manufacturer came for his car-

goes of tobacco, rice, and cotton. Here were the wealth

and luxuries of Old England, and much greater freedom.

The wealthy j^lanter boasted of his hospitality. He knew

not how to labor. His numerous slaves M'ere earning for

him wealth and luxurv. He need have no care, he lived

in ease and spent the fruits of the labor of his slaves in

entertaining friends and strangers. To such an extent

was this mode of life carried, that President Jeff'erson

died in the midst of financial ruin bi'ouaht about bv his

hospitality.^

But there is another side to this picture. Of course,

all the white inhabitants of Yirninia could not own laroe

and flourishing jjlantations. There were only a few small

planters, the remainder were very poor. In early colonial

1 Lawrence, Op. cit.
j

. 21.

2 The luc'y who bceaiiK' .Jelrerson's wife owned one hundred and

thirty-five slaves.—Anieriean Cyclojiiediu.
3 Morse: "Thomas Jeff'erson." Boston, 1884, pj). 331-2.
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times, some of them were even slaves, for England had

earlv made the borders of Viro-inia a convict colony. Vir-

ginia was not the mother of colleges as she was of presidents.

The wealthy planter could either employ his own teacher

to educate his children, or send them abroad. The poor

were left basely ignorant. Sixty-five years after the found-

ing of Jamestown, Governor Berkely boasted that they

had neither printing-presses, colleges, nor schools, and

prayed that there might be none for at least a hundred

years.' However, in less than one-third of that time,

William and Mary College was chartered by the sovereigns

of England. But, through all this time, ignorance and

vice were the reigning features of social life among the

poor in Virginia. And it clung to them, until, in the days

of our Civil War, to belong to the ''

poor white trash
" was

far more deii'radino' than to be a slave.

Then further, as every planter had his gang of slave-

laborers, he could see little or no need for improved tools or

for machinery of any kind. In fact, they had to import

all manufactured articles, for they had no skilled mechanics.

Instead of a tool that would perform the work of many
men, the planter preferred to own many slaves to do the

same work. One slave could pick the seed out of a pound
of cotton in a day's time. The planter bought more slaves

as the demand for cotton increased. It was a New England

genius that invented a machine able to do the work of

hundreds of slaves ever}^ day. The planter was enriched

accordingly. But down to the close of slavery days, the

Southern planters were content to plod along with anti-

quated machinery and antiquated ideas.

The case was fortunately different with the Northern

Colonies. Shive-lal)oi- was really unprofitable in the more

1 Lawrence, Op. cit. p 20.
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northern regions. They had no products like tobacco,

rice, or cotton, which were in demand in all Euro[)ean

markets. Then further, they believed that every m.-in

should have employment. We find them, from the firs^t.

industrious above all things else. Nearly every home in

New England is said to have had its carding machine and

hand-loom. The Continental soldiers, even, were dressed

principally in hunting-shirts and home-spun clothes. Bi:t

from the first it became necessarv for the colonists in Nrw

England to manufacture more than enough articles tor

their own consumption. There were necessary imports
that they were obliged to have, and these could be pur-

chased only from the mother-country.

Only a few seasons had passed after the landing of

the Pilgrims, before they became alarmed at their loneliness

and the possibility that no more ships might return to

them from England with supplies. It was, therefore,

deemed expedient for the colonies to own their ships.

Thus, the occu^^ation of ship-building sprang up. This

was preceded, however, by the manufacture of lumbei-,

not only for the buikling of ships, but for exportation as

well. To such an extent had the occupation of ship-build-

ing grown, that surveyors were appointed to inspect vessels

in 1676, one hundred vears before the Revolution. Boston

alone had built five hundred and fifty vessels. In 1731,

Massachusetts employed six hundred vessels for her com-

merce,^
" in addition to over one thousand sail, and from

five thousand to six thousand men employed in the

fisheries."

Eff^orts were early made to force the Virginians to

turn their attention to manufacturing rather than to agri-

culture, but with no success. The slight encouragement
1 WeHs in "First Century, etc.," i)p. 151-2.
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that the home government gave the New Englander was

sufficient to induce him-to turn his whole energies in that

direction. Within twenty years of the landing of the first

colonists, saw-mills were busily converting the forests of

whiit is now New Hampshire into lumber. Water-mills

were in common use, and grist-mills had been introduced.

The printing-press was even then supplying the readers of

Massachusetts with a portion of their literature.

The Gang Saw.

One industry after another was added to the occupa-

uons of the New Englanders. Connecticut encouraged
the manufacture of cotton-woolen cloth. The manufacture

of paper was introduced
; and, just before Revolutionary
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times, there were forty paper mills in the northern

provinces. The smelting of iron-ore for the English mar-

ket was one of the first colonial industries, and this led,

also, to the manufacture of "
engines for mills to go by

water." Still the manufacture of cotton-woolen, linen, and

silken fabrics long continued a household industry.

Enough, however, was made to establish quite a trade

with the West Indies.

^ow England had encouraged her colonies, at first, to

engage in manufacturing. But, early in the eighteenth

century, manufacturing in America became so general that

English merchants became alarmed at the falling off of

colonial imports. The latter now had their own vessels,

made many articles for their own use, and had quite a

trade w^th the West Indies. Alarming reports were fre-

quently reaching the English board of trade. One reported
that the colonists were making two-thirds of the articles

of their own consumj^tion. especially the coarse sorts of

linens and woolens. Another complained of " the very
considerable manufacture of kerseys, linsey-woolseys,

flannels, buttons, etc., by which the importations of these

provinces have been decreased fifty thousand pounds

per an num. "^

This w^as enough to alarm the British, who regarded
the colonies in the light of an investment, and valued

them in accordance with the returns. Then came the

"Navigation Act,*' that restricted colonial commerce and

ruined American ship-building. One act after another fol-

lowed, forbidding the manufacture of the most profitable

lines of goods. The exportation of hats and felts was pro-

hibited
;
the colonists were forbidden to erect slitting-mills.

To such an extent was this restriction carried that the

1 Wells, Op. cit. p. 165.
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colonists complained that they had to import the very
nails with which they shod their horses. Then, too,

colonial governors were expected to report from time to

time the condition of American manufactures. And

upon such reports, new restrictions were enacted. It was not

by one or two oppressive acts that the colonists were forced

into rebellion, but it was a long series of measures, tending

to reduce them to literal serfdom, that led to the rebellion.

A board of trade was appointed to control colonial

manufactures. The exportation of manufactured articles

to foreign markets was prohibited. But the British gov-

ernment was unable to accomplish its ends. In one way
or another, the colonies circumvented them. The governor
of Puritan Xew Hampshire reported no manufactures.

Some governors refused to make reports, others made long

reports, evading the essential point of the extent of manu-

factures. Shipping, though under the ban of the law, was

continued. John Hancock, the great patriot, thus became

a contraband trader
;

"
and, with John Adams as counsel,

was on trial before the admiralty court in Boston, at the

exact hour of the shedding of blood at Lexington, to

answer half a million dollars' penalties alleged to have

been by him incurred as a smuggler."^ The colonists had

become a nation of lawbreakers, but we, with our modern

ideas of individual freedom, cannot censure them for thus

claiming the natural rights of mankind.

Even under all these embarrassments, it is refreshing

to view the picture of these industrious colonists. The

cultured New England clergymen and lawyers from the

halls of Oxford and Cambridge could not sit quietly and

allow new generations to grow up in ignorance. Schools

and colleges were among the first institutions established.

^ Wells, in "First Century, etc.," p. 158.
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The establishment ot a college was proposed within six

years of the first settlement of Boston. This school

eventually grew into Harvard College. Every father of a

family in Massachusetts and Connecticut was obliged to

see that his children were taught to read and write. And
it is even intimated " that the people in New England, in

the seventeenth centurv, were better educated than those

of any European nation."^ JS^or was this spirit permitted
to lag in the next three-quarters of a century ;

for our

country produced Franklin, who astonished the European
world as a scientist and a diplomat of the rarest ability;

such was his renown that " Voltaire from his Swiss retreat,

or in the assemblies of Paris, rejoiced over 'Franklin's

republic'
"

Jonathan Edwards, who died twenty years
before we became a nation, was one of the brightest

intellects that the world had seen. Of the tienera-

tion of revolutionists, educated in this country, Wash-

ington, Hamilton, Jay, Adams, Jeiferson, Madison, Han-

cock, and a host of others had a world-wide reputation, not

merely as rebels, but as men of ability and learning, fear-

less in time of great trial.

In the JVorthern Colonies, the humbler classes were

not despised as in the South. Large estates were the ex-

ceptions in the North. ^

Agriculture was the employment
of the many. Small farms were well cultivated. Corn

and wheat were orown in abundance. " Pennsvlvania

was the granary of the nation." "
Long Island was the

garden of America." Abundant harvests filled the barns

with grain. Every family, among the Dutch and

Huguenot settlers of the Hudson vallev, was busv from

morn till night
—the male portion with the out-door labor,

I Liawrenee, Op cit. p. 280.

- Except, perhaps, in New York.
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the female with the card and loom. Industry and

economy brought thrift^and, in a measure, opulence.

"On Sunday, labor ceased, the church-bell tolled in

Thomas Jefferson.

the distance, a hapjw calm settled upon the rural region,

and the farmer and his family, in their neatest dress, rode

•or walked to the village church. The farming class,
or.
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usually intelligent and rational, formed in the JN^ortliern

Colonies the sure reliance of freedom
;
and when the in-

vasion came, the Hessians were driven out of JS^ew Jersey
and Burgoyne was captured by the resolution of the people
rather than by the timid generalship of Gates. "^ All honor

to our English forefathers, but we must bear in mind that

Americans, in Revolutionary times, as in our own days,

were a happy mixture of the best blood and sinew of many
nationalities, in which the Teutonic element has kept the

ascendency, and furnished the language. Yet it is signifi-

cant to note that John Jay, Laurens, Boudinot (presidents

of the Continental Congress), Faneuil, Marion, and many
others were of Huguenot descent.^

Of course, the Revolutionary War put an end, for the

time being, to all j)ros23erity. The colonists were thrown

upon theirown resources, after their commerce and manufac-

tures had been greatly impaired or literally destroyed.

But the restricting hand of the oppressor had been removed,

and the energy of the new nation was free to expand in

every direction. That inventive genius, for which the

Americans have a world-wide rejmtation, began at once to

manifest itself. Within a decade of years after peace was

established, there were cotton mills erected
;

the Ark-

wright system of spinning was introduced
; and, in 1793,

Eli Whitney invented his cotton-gin. The new system of

spinning had created a demand for cheaper cotton. The

cotton-gin had rendered the growing of cotton a profitable

occupation, andgave the manufacturer a cheaj) raw material.

The planters of the South found a market for all the cotton

that they could raise, and prosperity returned to the land.

Just as we found in our study of European culture

that every great achievement was the result of many steps

^ Lawrence, Op. cit. p. 23. - Hurst, in "First Century, etc.," p. 474.
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in progress, so we shall find that our nation, beginning
life at the close of the 'eighteenth century, began to build

its structure in every branch of culture upon the founda-

tion of the Old World. Therefore, to start with, we find

enterprising spirits, in the very infancy of the new nation,

importing the most improved styles of machinery, and

learning from immigrants the most recent methods of

manufacturing. American invention always took a prac-

tical turn. After Whitney's gin, the first steps seem to

have been in the direction of improving agricultural im-

plements. A cast-iron plow with a mold board, land-slide,

and point all in one piece was made in JN'ew Jersey, in

1797. Thomas Jeiferson, even, studied the problem of

attaining the most desirable shape for the mold board.^

One hundred years ago, the scythe was the harvesting-

machine, with which the fields of ripened grain were cut.

A reaper, patented by McCormick of Virginia, drew the

medal at the world's fair in London. At a competitive trial

near Paris, in 1855, the American machine cut an acre of

oats in twenty-two minutes, just one-third the length of

time that it took an English machine (the nearest competi-

tor) to do the same work. Since then, the harvester has

been steadily improved until, by doing its own binding, it

has almost done away with mere manual labor. The hand-

flail was the only threshing machine when the Treaty of

Paris made this country a nation. The modern threshing-

machine is a Scotch invention
;
but American genius has

greatly improved it, and the American thresher in many

respects excels the foreign machine. The steam thresher

of our western grain fields is only one of the labor-saving

machines that make the lot of the farmer much more easy

than heretofore. One need only compare the old wooden

1 Knifflit, in "First Century," p. 45.
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plow with the modern steam plow ;
the old sickle with the

modern self-binder
;
the old hand-flail with the modern

steam thresher, in order to realize the diiference between

the colonial farmer and the modern agriculturist. In har-

vesting and threshing alone, the labor of one man is

equivalent to that of many in former times,^ and great

allowance must be made for the saving of seed-grain by
the improved methods of planting.

As soon as possible after American independence, the

Watt engine was introduced into the manufacturing dis-

tricts of our country. At that time, a number of persons

in various parts of the world were busy experimenting
w^ith steam as a motive power in propelling vessels. The

experiments continued during the twenty years remaining
of the eighteenth century. In 1807, our countryman,
Robert Fulton, launched upon the Hudson River, the first

really successful steamboat. His boat was named " The

Clermont." It was of one hundred and sixty tons burden,

and made regular trips during the season from New" York

to Albany. In 1818, Watt engines were made in Xcw
York. Steamboats with home-made engines were then run-

ning upon the Mississippi and the Great Lakes. The next

year,
" The Savannah," the first steamboat to cross the

Atlantic, made a voyage from America to a number of

European ports. Thus American enterprise opened a new

era in ocean navigation, and the distance between the two

continents has eventually been reduced from a three weeks'

to less than a seven-days' journey.

It would be impossible for us to give a concise history

of American inventive 2:enius. That our countrymen are

famous for their skill in this line is illustrated by the fact,

that over twenty-four thousand patents were issued in

1 Towle: "Nation iu a Nutshell," p. 115.
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1887, only about fifteen Imndred of which were foreign/

Still it is in our province to note that Americans claim credit,

in addition to those already mentioned, for "the carding

condenser, the imj^roved ax and ax helve, the cut-nail,

pin, type-casting, reaping and sewing machines, the elec-

tric telegraph, vulcanized rubber, the triction-match, the

steam fire-engine, revolving fire-arms, and the street rail-

way." Of the greatest mechanical inventions and discov-

eries, America can boast "more than all continental

Europe."^ Going slightly more into detail, it is interesting

to review a few of the achievements of our countrymen in

the mechanical line. The first mill that combined all the

processes for converting raw cotton info cloth was erected

at Waltham, Massachusetts, in 1813. To Hall of Massa-

chusetts belongs the credit of making the first breech-load-

ing fire-arm, while Colt improved upon this and also intro-

duced the method of making the various parts alike in

all dimensions, so that they will fit any individual gun.

The Gratling and Taylor guns, the former of which can

discharge four hundred shots per minute, are both Ameri-

can inventions, far superior to those of any other country.

The United States are now the fire-arm manufacturers

for many foreign countries.

The principle of "
assembling

"
has also been applied

to the manufacture of watches, sewing-machines, and

machinery of all kinds. But in the manufacture of

watches, the plan of gathering all the operations under one

roof is decidedly an American system.^ The parts are all

made by machinery, and their number reduced more than

four-fifths. The Waltham works alone can turn out

1 American Almanac, 1888.

2 HitteU: "Brief History of Culture," pp. 306-7.

3 Knight: "First Century," pp. 77-8.
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eighty thousand watches i>er aiinuni. The steam fire-

engine, as a success, comes from Cincinnati, where the first

successful ones were manufactured. Xow, nearly all the

large cities of the world have them. So, too the fire-

alarm telegraph is an Am.erican system. The first one

was
2">ut up in Boston, in 1852.

Ericsson.

The Westinghouse air-brake is another haj^py applica-

tion of American inventive genius to practical use. Any
person, now thirty-five years of age, can remember when

the railway train was stopped by the tedious process of
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applying the hand-brake to the car wheel. The brake-

man was then a necessity with every car. By the use of

compressed air, the Westinghouse brake has been known

to stop a train, running at the rate of thirty miles per

hour, upon a grade of ninety-six feet per mile, within a

distance of four hundred and twenty feet.^ Another in-

vention of great importance in facilitating commerce is

the platform balance, invented by Fairbanks of Vermont.

The manufacture of

this brand of scales

alone reaches fifty

thousand annually, and

they are shipped to all

portions of the globe.

Not only is the

present process of type-

casting an American

invention, but so is that

of electrotyping from

wood-cuts. In the man-

ufacture of printing-

presses, the Americans

have done their share.

The Hoe Machine was Franklin's Printing Machine.

for a number of years the fastest printer in use. It is an

improvement of the Hoe, known as the Walter press, that

prints both the London and the New York Times. It

has reached the astonishing rapidity of thirty thousand

complete papers per hour.^ Of much greater ingenuity is

Paige's type-setting machine, that '•
receives a column of

1 Op. cit. p. 166.

2 Vide Wilson: "
Typographic Printing Machines and Machine

Printing,' p. 154; also "Annual Cyclopaedia, 1881, p. 548.
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' dead matter
' from the press, distributes it automatically,

and sets it up anew at the rate of three thousand live hun-

dred ems per hour, including setting, justifying, and dis-

tributing, which is five times the work of the unaided hand."

The automaton throws out every defective and turned type.

That Americans are not deficient in the skill and

nicety of their workmanship is shown by a single example,
that is the manufacture of telescopes. Alvin Clark,

recently of Cambridge, Massachusetts, has had few rivals

and no superiors in this field. His objectives were eagerly

sought in Euroj^e, and the height of perfection was sup-

posed to have been reached when he completed for the

Russian government a telescope with a thirty-inch objective.

This instrument possessed a magnifying powder of two

thousand diameters, and is capable of increasing the sur-

face of the object viewed two and a-half million times its

natural size.^ Still, since his death,
^
his sons have com-

pleted a thirty-six-inch objective for the Lick Observatory,

California. In delicacy of construction, however, nothing

has yet excelled the mechanism of Rutherford's instrument

for measuring the positions and distances of heavenly

bodies in making photographic maps, of different.groups

of stars. Finally, he reached a "
delicacy which leaves

nothing to be desired."^

In the field of electricity, we can boast of some of

the greatest geniuses that the world has seen since Franklin

drew the lightning from the clouds. We have already

mentioned the electric fire-alarm system as an American

one. Of course, to claim for our countrymen the honor of

inventing the telegraph, would be the height of presump-

tion
;
but to claim that the Morse system of telegraphy is

1 "Annual Cyclopfedia," 1887. 2 August 19th, 1887.

3 Barnard, in "First Century, etc.," pp. 302-3.
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more practical than any competing system that has yet

been devised, is our privilege. Still, people were not satis-

fied with the telegraph even then. If a way could be de-

vised for sending two or more messages over the same line,

Franklin's Electrical Machine.

at the same time, in the same or opposite directions, it was

believed that the busy, hungry world would settle down

contented with the extent of human attainment in the
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rapid transmission of messages to distant parts. And this

was at last accomplished by one of our countrymen, a Mr.

Stearns, whose duplex system was even introduced into

England. This system has been further perfected, until

several messages can now be sent over the same line at

the same time.

But, having reached this point, the human mind was

not satisfied, and other inventions have been added to

those already rendering such practical service. By an in-

vention of Mr. ^^ . E. Sawyer, a method of telegraphy

has been introduced by which a fac-simile reproduction of

a letter written at one end of a line may be obtained at

the other. The letter appears traced in blue dotted lines

upon white paper. The United States Postal Telegraph
uses this system ; so, also, does the Signal Service to trans-

mit by telegraph its weather maps.^ iVnd only within the

last few months,^ we have heard of the formation of the

Telautograph Company, which proposes to introduce a

system of telegraphy, in which a person writing at one end

of the line has his message instantaneously reproduced in

fac-simile at the other end. Mr. Thomas A. Edison,

whose name occurs again and again in connection with

the study of electricity in this country, has, seemingly,

reached the height of the telegrapher's art, for he has

proved the practicability of transmitting and receiving

messages from a railway train moving at the rate of sixty

miles per hour.^

Americans can also claim the iuA^ention of the tele-

phone, for which about equal credit is due both Gray of

Chicago and Bell of Massachusetts.^ Edison's name, also,

1 "American Cyclopaedia." 2 July, 1888.

3 Vide "Whittaker's Almanack," 1888; also "Scientific American,"

February 20tli, 1886; October loth, 1887. * La Cour, of Copenliagen,

was, about the same time, experimenting in the same line.
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is connected with the perfection of the telephone, and

especially during the past few months. Under his direc-

tion, experiments are making in hopes of constructing a

sea-telephone, and some degree of success has rewarded his

labors. "If he succeeds in finding a practical and reliable

means of transmitting any kind of intelligible signal

through the water between tw^o vessels several miles apart,

a principal cause of disaster on the ocean will have been

removed. . . . Vessels would keep their telephone warn-

ing going as well as their whistles, and, while the latter

only sounded a general alarm, the telephone would give

the exact compass course

of the direction whence

each ship was advancing,

and this, too, in time to

prevent a meeting."^

Thus we see thetendency
of invention is to benefit

mankind by saving life

as well as producing

wealth, ease, and com-

fort.

Mr. Edison has re-

cently almost perfected

another of his great in-

ventions, which he calls Thomas Edison.

the phonograph. In fact, the success of this invention is

almost assured. The phonograph is a machine intended to

transmit to a waxen cylinder the impressions of the sound-

waves of the human voice. One of these instruments,

j^laced in a lecture-room, may thus record the mechanical im-

press of the speech of an orator upon this cylinder, holding
1 "Scientific American," March 26th, 1887.
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the words, tones, and modulations of the voice within its in-

animate folds, perhajDS to travel thousands of miles, and

rej^eat its good tidings to many another audience on its

Wiiy ;
for a phonogram, it is said,

" will last indefinitely,

and may be repeated a thousand times if necessary."^ It

is only necessary to reverse the cylinder and set the clock-

work going, when the speech will be repeated, word for

word. It is claimed that the whole of Nicholas Xicklel)v

might be recorded upon four cylinders, eight inches long
and four inches in diameter.^ What a blessing it. would be

to the blind and the sick, who might listen to the soothing-

voice of a reader, perhaps far away. In practical use, the

phonograph promises to supply the place of the aman-

uensis and of the stenographer, entering into every field of

work.

Electricity is coming into use as a motor-power, and

our large cities are showing their appreciation of a good

invention by adopting it at once. The cable-car is an

American invention, first used uj^on the street railroads of

San Francisco.^ But the electric railway is rapidly

succeeding even it. Though coming to us from a foreign

land, it has received many suggestions from American

genius. Electric welding, however, is the invention of

Professor Elihu Thompson, of Lynn, Massachusetts."^ By
this process, iron, brass, steel, and copper, are quickly,

safely, and cheaply welded, without the accompanying-

noise, dirt, and cinders of the forge. The practical incan-

1 "Wliittaker's Almanack," 1888, p. 538,

2 Scientific American, December 31st, 1887.

3 We must, of course, be understood to mean the cable railway as a

practical success, for like everything else It is but a growth from ruder

and more impracticable inventions.
4 The same process is announced almost simultaneously by Russian

scientists; vide "Scientific American," November 26th, 1887; also De-

cember 17th, 1887.
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descent electric-light is the result of Mr. Edison's experi-

menting, and it is rapidly supplanting other modes of

lighting. In connection with the manufacture of electricity

for lighting purposes, a new industry has s^^rung up in

America that promises to greatly benefit the smaller

manufacturers. The machinery used for furnishing light

at night is employed as a motive power during the day.

Small motors of one or more horse-powers are either owned

or rented in various parts of a city and are furnished

with electricity from the

central manufactory. Some

companies own as many
as two thousand small

motors, and sell from

twentv - five hundred to

fo u r thousand horse-

powers of electricity per

day. One horse - power
costs the consumer about

one hundred dollars per

year. Thus small print-

ing-offices and small manu-

factories are furnished

with motive power that

will enable them to com-

pete with larger companies.^

i^or are our countrymen behind in the vaster enter-

prises in mechanics and engineering. Could Cheops, who
built the Great Pyramid, visit New York harbor, and note

the ease with which a huge floating derrick grapples and

lifts a block of stone weighing one hundred tons, and

watch it glide over the water carrying its great burden as

1 'Scientific American," August 27th, 1887.

S. F. B Morse.
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easily as a child might a pebble, lowering it to its 2:)osition

in the river wall, he mio-ht naturally bewail the twenty

years' time and the brute force of thousands of his

subjects required in his day to erect his imposing
monument. Such a work as that would be an ordinary

undertaking to the modern engineer. T^owadays,
when our great engineer, Cai^tain Eads,^ undertakes to

extend the mouth of the Mississippi out into the Gulf, he

builds his wall with massive blocks of concrete stone

weiohino- two hundred and sixty-five tons, which stand

like adamant before the encroaching waves of the sea.

The building of a pyramid would be as child's play in com-

parison to such work as this.^

Captain Eads was the engineer who erected the great

steel arch bridge at St. Louis across the Mississippi. But,

in bridges, the Brooklyn suspension bridge is a greater

feat of engineering skill. Its enormous piers and immense

span are the astonishment of the world. When the enter-

prise was first proposed, the Old World mocked the

credulity of those who believed that thp work could be

done. The length of the bridge is about a mile and one-

eighth. The suspended structure is nearly thirty-five hun-

dred feet long, and weighs about six thousand, five hundred

tons. The cantilever bridge across the JS^iagara is a model

of engineering skill by which a new principle in mechanics

has been utilized. Although the principle was condemned

by foreign engineers, the success of the bridge at Xiagara
has led to the adoption of this method in the construction

of the Forth railway bridge at Queen's Ferry, in Scotland

Thus w^e see how American engineers are beginning to

lead the world in the practice X)f their profession.

1 Died March 8th, 1887.

2 "Annual Cyclopaedia," 1887, p. 229.
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We do not claim for America the invention of the

cable telegraph, for there were a number of short lines in

operation in Europe before any were laid in this country.

But it was the daring business enterprise of Cyrus W.
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Field that first projected and then constructed the Atlantic

cable. It was a number of years, even then, before any
other country dared lay a competing line. Xow there are

several lines across the Atlantic, and lines in various direc-

tions across the Pacific. And to-day the earth is girded

and bound together by the electric telegraph wire. In

comparison with other countries, the United States have

more than three-fourths as many miles of railroad as all the

rest of the world combined. In telegraph lines, our country

has one hundred and seventy thousand miles, nearly twice

as many as Russia, and four and a-half times as many as

Grreat Britain. In 1887, there were seventy million mes-

sages sent over United States lines
; forty millions, over

British lines
;
and ten millions, over Russian lines.

After this brief survey of the inventive senius of our

countrymen, we can justly claim that, during the period

that we have been a nation amo.ng nations, we have had

only one competitor in this field, and that is Great Britain.

If, finally, we were to point out three mechanical con-

trivances upon which the most extraordinary versatility of

invention has been expended, we would instance the har-

vester, the breech-loading fire-arm, and the sewing-machine;

each of these has thousands of patents, and each is a

oTOwth of the last fiftv years.
^ We must now turn to

view the progress in manufacturing in our country since the

Revolution.

Almost as soon as the smoke of the Revolutionary

cannon had raised from over our land and floated off into

space, opening to the sunshine of peace a new and inde-

pendent country, a rich growth of manufactures sprang \\\).

Our forefathers did not make the mistake of medieval

times in refusing all outside aid, but Siought at once to

1 Knight: "First Century," pp. 99.
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introduce the latest methods of manufacture together
with the most recent n:K)dels in machinery. England did

not propose to give up her experience of ages, and, there-

fore, forbade emigrants to America taking with them models

of any of her machinery. But in 1789, a young English-

man, Samuel Shiter, arrived in this country with models

and plans of the Arkwright series of machines for the

manufacture of cotton and woolen cloth. He did not run

the risk of drafting his plans upon paper, but carried them
in his mind. As soon as he reached Providence, he set to

work and made the machinery with his own hands. In a

few years, mills with this improved machinery were

springing up all over the Northern Colonies. While the

South could raise the cotton, the North were pre-eminently
the manufacturers.

Then followed Whitney's invention of the cotton-gin.

Cotton was rendered the cheapest of raw materials for

cloth manufacture, and the increase in its production and

consumption has been most startling. The cotton crop in

1791 was estimated at two million pounds for the United

States
;

in 1887 it was more than fourteen hundred times

as great. Of the last enormous growth, over two hundred

million dollars' worth of raw cotton and fifteen million

dollars' worth of cotton manufactures were exported.

More than two hundred and thirtv thousand looms, and

nearly eleven million spindles are continually run by one

hundred and eighty thousand employes in our own

country. Massachusetts alone does about three-sevenths

of this work. In 1790, the total manufactures of this

country were estimated at twenty million dollars. Com-

paring this with the amount of the cotton product alone

during the last year as given above, we can realize the

proi>;ress that has been made.
30
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We cannot stop to go into detail in regard to the

manufacturing interests of our country, for it would lead

us at once into statistics that might be wearying to our

readers. It would need a volume to enumerate the

various branches of American manufacturing industry.

The census of 1880 shows that the greatest amount of

capital is employed in our iron and steel manufacturing.^

Then follow cotton,^ lumber," flouring and grist-mill pro-

ducts,^ and the manufacture of machinery.^ JS'umerous

other enterprises employ each their millions of capital,

and show a growth during the j^ast century corresponding

to that of cotton manufacture.

In science, the United States have kept pace with the

world. Readiest of all people to adopt new and daring

ideas, the scientists of our land have developed theories

that, though discovered and ignored by Old World

scientists, have been found of the utmost value to man-

kind. This we shall find to be especially the case in

medicine and surgery. In the first place, the interest in

science is national. This is manifested in the number of

scientific enterprises that our government has from time

to time assisted. Among these, we may mention the

Wilkes expedition, sent out*' upon a four years' voyage to

exj^lore the Southern Seas. Then there was the Lynch
Dead Sea expedition that, under the sanction of our gov-

ernment, surveyed the Jordan and vicinity in 1848.

The expedition of the " Polaris
" and the later Greely

expedition belong to the more recent annals of American

science. The United States Coast and Lake Surveys are

really great scientific expeditions, adding volume after

volume to our scientific libraries. So, too, are the various

1 250.9 millions of dollars. 2 219.5 millions. 3 181.1 millions.
4 177.7 millions. 5 154.5 niilhons. 6 In 1838.
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geological surveys under the state and general governments.

Reports of these surveys contain such valuable charts and

descri23tions of the animal, mineral, and vegetable king-

doms as to render them almost priceless. Although the

government is very generous in publishing a reasonably

large edition of these reports, it often happens that they
become so rare as to bring almost fabulous prices in our

markets.

Of all the institutions of our country, the Smithsonian

Institution is the one most literally devoted to science.

Its founder was an Englishman who had never visited

America. Still, the Institution is managed largely by a

Senate committee. The income from its endowment fund

is expended in the encouragement and advancement of

original research. In this field, there has been produced

a series of valuable ^publications under the title of " Smith-

sonian Contributions to Knowledge." These are eagerly

sought by those who are interested in the branches of

science of which they treat. Then, too, this Institution

has its agents and correspondents scattered over the entire

civilized world. By this means, a system of exchanges
has been introduced whereby scientific specimens may be

rapidly and safely exchanged with all countries.

In the scientific line, Harvard College distinguished

itself by calling from the mountain-bound lakes of Switzer-

land the naturalist, Agassiz, whose fame is world-wide.

It was here that he spent the maturer years of his life,

and it was in American waters that he sought the speci-

mens to illustrate his Harvard lectures. In ^^rivate enter-

prise, tending toward the advancement of science and dis-

covery, the world can furnish none more praiseworthy
than that of our Mr. Bennett in sending Stanley to search

for the lost Livingstone. As Stanley was also an
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American, his success is gTatifjiiig to his countrymen.
In niatliematics, Natlianiel Bowditch was the first

among Americans to attract attention abroad. His great

work was a commentary upon Laplace's
"
Mecanique Ce-

leste.
"

Professor Pierce, of Harvard University, ranks

next. Then we have numerous other names of which we

may well be proud. Such are Strong, Fisher, Olney, and

others
;
but to mention their particular specialties would

render our present work far too technical. Astronomy is

intimately connected with mathematics, or dependent upon

it, so that a prominent astronomer is often as w^ell known

in the field of mathematics. , Not to go into detail, how-

ever, we can claim the most powerful telescope that has

yet been made. It has already been mentioned as the

work of Alvin Clark's Sons.

In discoveries, the Messrs. Bond, of Cambridge, first

saw the eighth satellite of Saturn. Next, Mr. Alvin G.

Clark won the Lalande medal of the Academv of Sciences,

France, by making known to the world that the star,

Sirius is a double star. The world acknowledges its debt

to a number of our astronomers for the discovery of comets

and asteroids. Of the latter, Watson has the credit for

finding sixteen, and Peters, twenty-two. The honor of dis-

covering the satellites of Mars belongs to Professor Asaph
Hall, of the United States Naval Observatory, who first

saw them in August, 1877. There are two of these satel-

lites, called Phobos and Deimos, the diameters of which

are estimated at seven and six miles respectively. In

practical astronomy, ''the automatic registration of time

observations by means of electro-magnetism" is an im-

provement due to the ingenuity of Professor Locke of

Cincinnati. A printing chronograph, which records to the

hundredths of a second, is the invention of Professor
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Hough of Dudley Observatory. The electro-magnetic

method of recording transits has been introduced into the

observatories of the Old World from the United States,

and is known as the American system.

Benjamin Franklin.

Rutherford's photographic system for the study of

astronomy and his delicate instruments have already been

mentioned. Dr. Henry Draper, however, ranks without
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a superior in the construction of instruments and in his

skill in their use. He enlarged and greatly improved the

specula for reflecting telescopes. His largest telescope is

of twenty-eight inches aperture. In the literature of

astronomy, the same names occur over and over again,

connected with all the vital questions of that science. The

annals of no country can show a brighter array of astron-

omers than ours. A history of astronomy would be incom-

plete without the names of Walker, jS^ewcomb, Stockwell,

Pierce, Alexander, W. C. and G. P. Bond, Loomis, Hunt,

Langley, Draper, Watson, and many other American dev-

otees to that branch of science.

The electric telegraph has rendered the study of

meteorology of great practical value in the United States.

Dr. Franklin had been one of the first observers of atmos-

pheric changes, but the system of calculating the courses

of storms and various atmospheric phenomena, and there-

by foretelling the condition of the weather all over our

land, originated with Professor Abbe, of Cincinnati, in

18(39.^ The practical value of the weather maps from the

Signal Oflice is illustrated in the care with which the sig-

nals are observed by our most enterprising business men.

The farmer can save his crops by watching the weather

maps at harvest time. The vessels upon our lakes are

warned of approaching storms, and the weaker ones can

seek safety in the nearest harbors. This in itself is of

great value to lake commerce, especially during the early

and late parts of the season.

The experiments of Professor Henry in acoustics, as

well as in other branches of science, have been of great aid

to the mariner in the introduction of an improved system
of fog-signals. He also gave the effect of the condition of

i Barnard, in "First Century, etc.," p. 316.
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the atmosphere iqDoii the steam-whistle a scientific study,

deducing principles that have been of great use in naviga-

tion. In light, the work of Mr. J. W. Draper needs more

than a passing notice, for it is claimed that he gave a full

discussion and a correct explanation of the dark lines in

the solar spectrum some fourteen years before the German,

Kirchoif, who has received all the credit for this discovery,

notwithstanding the great publicity that had been given

Draper's discoveries.^

So, too, in the natural sciences, the names of Ameri-

cans rank side by side with those of inhabitants of the old

countries of Europe. Associations were formed to en-

courage the study of the natural sciences in the very

infancy of our country, and they have kej^t rank with the

institutions of other lands. In botany, Professor Asa

Gray stands foremost. In zoology, Agassiz, Baird, Au-

dubon
;
in paleontology. Marsh

;
in geology, Dana,—all

stand at the head of their departments, but we can not go

into details regarding their work.

The progress of medical science is very gratifying,

and bespeaks the presence in our country of the genuine

American characteristic of grasping everything that is new,

if it seems practicable. Still, in all this application

of new ideas in the practice of medicine and surgery, Amer-

ican physicians have exercised an originality that has

insured a much greater degree of success. The dep)art-

ment of medical literature shows a steady advance since

colonial times. The colonists boasted of about twenty-

eight home publications. Since then medical journals have

been introduced, and have rapidly multiplied ;
some of

them have become standards of literature. Although
medical authors, like all other authors, have had to com-

» Barnard, Op. cit. pp. 319-320.
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pete with cheaply manufactured reproductions of English

works, it is gratifying to note that "the majority of the

works, recognized by medical schools and the j^rofessioii

as text books in the different departments of medical

education, are by American authors."^

The imjwrtance of sanitary knowledge and science is

fully recognized. Every community has its board of

health, and it is now believed that proper care in this line,

will ward off the fatal effects of nearly every epidemic dis-

ease. When Jenner made his discovery of vaccination,

the Royal Society of London refused to publish his paper
for fear that such a startling and improbable theory would

injure his rej^utation as a scientist. The next year,^ while

English physicians were fighting this method of prevent-

ing disease. Professor Waterhouse, of Boston, sent for

some of this virus, and used it in his own family. Three

years later, an institution was established in Xew York

City for the purpose of vaccinating the poor gratuitously.

In order to aj^preciate the importance of this preventive
to disease, it has been estimated that there are halt a mil-

lion fewer deaths every year from small-pox, the world

over, than would have occurred ninety years ago among
the same number of inhabitants.^

Two other examples of the readiness of American

physicians to adopt foreign discoveries may be given ; viz.,

auscultation and the use of the thermometer. The former

of these is the process of detecting a diseased condition of

certain organs, say the lungs and the heart, by listening

at the chest. It is a French discovery, but it met with

ridicule in both France and England. This process was,

however, quickly introduced into the American system of

1 Flint, in "First Century, etc." p. 418.

2 In 1799. 3 Flint, Op. cit. p. 420.
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practice. So, too, in the case of the thermometer. It was

at once introduced, a^id is now employed as a delicate

instrument for determining the nature of many diseases.

Ovariotomy was performed for the first time by Dr.

McDowell, of Kentucky, and is therefore an example of

the daring skill of the American surgeon. When the first

cases were reported in England, one of the leading Eng-
lish medical journals not onl}" expressed its doubt that the

operation had been performed, but expressed a belief that

it never would be. About a year later, the editor of

the same journal says: "A back settlement of America
—Kentucky—has beaten the mother country, nay, Europe

itself, with all the boasted surgeons thereof, in the

fearful and formidable operation of gastrotomy with ex-

traction of diseased ovaries. . . There were circumstances

in tlie narratives of some of the first three cases, that

raised misgivings in our minds, for which uncharitableness

we ask pardon of Grod and of Dr. McDowell, of Danville."^

Several hundred cases are now reported annually, and a

majority of them are successful.

The ligature of the larger arteries in treating aneurism

and hemorrhages was first practiced in America by Dr.

John Hunter, and this "
opened up a new field in practical

surgery, rendering possible operations and cures that were

formerly considered impracticable." The "
crowning event

in the history of American medical and sanitary progress,"

during the past half-century, was the application of

anaesthetics in surgery. There are many persons living

who can remember when long and painful surgical opera-

tions were performed without the use of either chloroform

or ether. It was a season of continued i:)ain for the patient,

often for hours. It was often necessary to bind the sufferer

1
"Medico-Chirurgical Keview," London, Oct , 1826, p. 620.
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to a table in order to keep him from cringing under the sur-

geon's hmcet, and thus endangering life. The use of ether

was introduced in Boston in 1846, and twelve thousand

cases had been operated upon before any serious accident

occurred.^ Since then the application of anaesthetics in

surgery has quenched the pain of many a soldier while his

Harvard College.

shattered limbs were being removed
; and, by removing

from woman's unfortunate lot the sharp and deadening

pangs, it has lightened with the sunshine of painless joy

the appearance of new life in our homes. Surely mankind

is doublv iirateful for such wonderful blessina's ns these.

1 Barnard, Op. eit. pp. 810 .820.
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Though American physicians and surgeons have taken

many minor steps m advance that ought to be recorded in

a liistory of medicine, we must hasten to otlier fields of

culture more appropriate to our present chapter. In the

general plan of education, there has been an almost steady

progress since the close of the Revolution. At the present

time, ]S^ew York expends u]3on her public schools more

money annually than any state in the Union, but the

admirable system of education that that state enjoys has

been a slow and steady growth. As we have seen, the

colonial settlers along the Hudson brought over, with their

industrial habits, their school-masters and their churches.

Still, education in New York was confined to the village

school until long after our independence. As early as

1795, however, Governor Clinton began to agitate the

question of reform in education. In fact, he is represented

as the real founder of our present common school system
of education. Under his advice, fifty thousand dollars

were appropriated by the New York legislature for the

establishment of schools in the towns and counties of the

state.

As a result of Governor Clinton's work, more than

thirteen hundred schools were established within three

years. But the burden of taxation was too great for the

state, and the schools were not given the support necessary

to make them flourish. Soon, however, Jedediah Peck of

Otsego and Adam Comstock of Saratoga became interested

in educational matters. In the course of a decade or so at

the commencement of this century, these .men threw their

combined energy in favor of the school system for the

education of the poorer classes of people. In 1813, Gideon

Hawley became superintendent of the schools of New York,

and under his guidance and care, the system grew and
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prospered. Xine years later, the secretary of state was

given control of the schools.. There were then more than

seven thousand common schools in the state.

But another step in advance was soon to follow. The

idea of "free and public education for all classes of people"

began to be openly advocated, and it is this idea that has

come to be acknowledged as the true object of our educa-

tional system. It has been proved that in pro^xjrtion to

the care that has been taken to educate all classes in our

country, anarchy, lawlessness, and crime have diminished.

DeWitt Clinton was a great cham^^ion of this popular edu-

cation. "He urged the founding of schools for teachers,

the extension of the course of study, the creation of school

libraries, the increase of teachers' salaries, careful inspec-

tion, the higher education of women. None of those im-

provements that have since been adopted seem to have

escaped his notice."^ These ideas have ever since gone
forward and they constitute the basis of our present educa-

tional system and the safeguard of our popular, rej^resent-

ative government. In addition to her common schools,

Xew York now has twenty-t\vo collegiate institutions.

We may take JN^ewYork as a fair instance of the course

of progress in educational matters in all of the K^orthern

Colonies outside of Xew England. Progress did not follow

step by step in the exact line, but similar ends have been

attained. Xew Enoland, as we have seen, had her col-

leges and renowned educators even in colonial times.

There has been no retrogression, but as other states have

moved constantly forward, the Xew England states have

moved onward at the crest of the great wave of progress.

Harvard and Yale colleges are among the best that our

land can boast in its present prosperous state. The Souths
1 Lawrence in "First Century,'' [». 284.
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as we have seen, did not encourage education, and there

ignorance and slavery reigned until blotted out by the

Civil War.

Among the most earnest and effective workers for

popular education, was Horace Mann^ of Massachusetts,

who is entitled to more credit for his native state's suprem-

Yale College.

acy in educational matters than any other one man.

Born in a poor and humble station in life, he gained his

early education amidst the most discouraging difficulties.

He prepared for college^ in six months and ever after

suffered from the effects of over study. For twelve years,

1 1776-1859. 2 Brown University.
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he was secrctMiy of the State Board of Education, and dur-

ing that time, may be said to have created the school

system of Massachusetts. In hiter life, he became pres-

ident of Antioch College (Ohio) which was at that time

poor and in debt. His struggles here for the advancement

of higher education were almost superhuman, but in the

end they were successful.^ The life of Horace Mann has

been repeated in the lives of innumerable other educators

who have made our country what it is. JSTearly every

college in our land has passed through its season of pov-

erty, and only such men as Horace Mann, J. M. Gregory,
and a host of other pioneers in education really know the

sacrifices necessary to establish a new college.

The school system established in JN'ew England and

New York has spread to every corner of the United States.

It is even j)ermeating the South, since the Civil War, and

is doing its share to \\e\^ build up that portion of our

country that was but recently the battlefield of a divided

nation. But if we glance for a moment over the newer

portions of our country, we will find them dotted over with

veritable "cottages and palaces
"
of education. The school

house is usually found among the finest buildings in every
little town

;
surrounded by a neatly trimmed lawn, shaded

by the shapely maj^le and the symmetrical pine, supplied
with maps, charts, and laboratories to illustrate every
course of study. The modern school-house is the one

building in every community, in which every citizen has

an interest. And finest among all of these, as if to form

a beautiful dome to the great educational structure of the

whole land, is the magnificant school building, near the

summit of the "Rockies," at Denver City.

When we turn to American literature, we find that

1 Underwood: ''American Authors," p. 172.
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our writers, past and present, during the century of Amer-

ican independence, have produced a literature that will

compare favorably with that of any other English-speaking

people during a like period of time. Though we have had

no Shakespeare (and what other nation than his own has?)

what period in English literature can boast a group of

George Peabody.

poets more rare than those who stirred the world with

their songs when the cause of humanity demanded noble

champions? The poetry of Bryant, Longfellow, Whittier,

Holland, and other American poets of that school, appears

unmarred by any of the indecencies with which the older
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English authors abound. In fact, for purity of thought
and language, there can not be found a cluster of writers

more eminent or more worthy of praise than the American

authors of the century just past.

As in other tields of life, during those stirring times,

so, in the field of literature, do we find the name of Ben

jamin Franklin among the first of our countrymen to gain

renown. Franklin was born in Boston,^ and so is an

American in every sense of the word. His was a romantic

life when he was working his way up as a poor printer.

In his "
Autobiograph}'," he tells us, in language beautiful

for its simplicity and purity, of his first arrival in Phila-

del23hia, and his walk up the street with a roll of bread

under each arm and eating a third. This was his first

meal in that city. Since then the "Sayings of Poor

Richard
"
have found their way over the whole world.

Jonathan Edwards was the great divine of the colo-

nial period, and he has a world-wide reputation as a

theologian. But we are more interested in the literary

men of post-Revolutionary times. Among these, Thomas
Jefferson was the great letter writer. A letter, in those

days, was much more than the hurried sentence or two in

these days of postal-cards, fast mails, and cheap postage.

The receipt of a letter was an event to be remembered in

most family circles. Jefferson was for years at the head

of a great political party, and he maintained his authority

by his skill in writing letters. He is said to have never

made a
" set speech."^ In opposition to Jefferson, there

were associated three names—Hamilton, Madison, and

Jay. They were the authors of "the political classic of

the United States," the " Federalist." Hamilton WTote

nearly three-fourths of all the articles published in the

1 1706. 2 Underwood, Oii. cit. p. 15.
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Federalist, and has left a literary reputation second only

to that of Franklin.

The Revolutionary period of American history was

not without its singers, the most prominent of whom were

John l"'rumbull and Joel Barlow. The former's poem,

^^^ \-^

a

li

H. W. Longfellow.

McFingal," is modeled after the style of Butler's

Hudibras," and, in fact, the two are so near alike that

passages from one are often attributed to the other. The

humor and "
grotesque rhvmes "

of McFingal did their
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share to cheer the patriots of '76 in their discouraging-

struggle with England. Joel Barlow was a chaplain dur-

ing the war, and afterwards spent some years in Europe.
His greatest poem is entitled "The Columbiad."

We cannot give space to many of theforemostmen of

those early times. Such were John Adams, Timothy

Dwight, Fisher Ames, J. Q. Adams, Josiah Quincy,
A'\^illiam Wirt, and others. They all played prominent

parts and have left enviable reputations among the writers

of their day. But we must pass on to a later generation,

who, born about the time of our independence, took up the

burdens of life as the Revolutionary heroes were about to

lay them down. The names of Clay, Webster, Calhoun,

Channing, and Story, follow in the course of a history of

literature. Clay was born in Virginia, Webster in Xew

Hampshire, and Calhoun in South Carolina. All three

Avere in the prime of life when the great questions, that

finally resulted in a great war, were before the American

2:>eople for discussion. For many years the halls of Con-

gress resounded with the fiery eloquence of these three

men, and the English language can furnish no passages
that will surpass the living thoughts and expressions of

these great orators. Calhoun was the advocate of ** State

Rights;" Webster raised his voice for "Liberty and

Union
;

"
while Clay pleaded for "

Comjiromise."

Channing was distinguished rather as a pulpit orator,

and was the founder of the Unitarian Church. While his

greatest efibrts were made from the pulpit, he has left a

number of critiques on Napoleon, ]Milton, etc., whose

appearance is said to have "marked a new era in Amer-

ican letters." About this time, William Allston wrote his
"
Sylphs of the Seasons," and other jjoems that show the

natural refinement of one of America's most talented
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artists. At last, we come to one name great among our

purely literary characters.

Washington Irving was born in New York, in 1783.

That city did not then cover its present area, and it con-

tained only a few thousand inhabitants,^ so that Irving had

not far to go in search of adventures. As opportunity

offered, he visited the Dutch settlers along the Hudson,
and thus became intimately acquainted with the supersti-

Washington Irving.

tions and legends of those simple people. All this is em-

bodied in his " Knickerbocker's History of New York "

and other stories of this region. His short stories are re-

markable for their simple beauty of style. In biography,
he leads American authors. His Lives of Columbus and

of Washington have furnished the facts for a score of

works on the same topics. But none of the copyists can

equal the original articles. Irving is bound to live as an

author until early American literature becomes antiquated

1
20,000 ill 1790.
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and luird to read. Even then it will be sought by the

real student of literature for its beauty and merit.

James Fenimore Cooper was born five years after

Irving. He created a new field of American literature—
that of fiction. Before his time, the only novelist of note

was Brown, who is never read in our day. After two or

three uneventful years at Yale, Cooper entered the navy
as a common sailor, but in time rose to the position of

lieutenant. Thus we see the origin of his first novels—
" The Pilot

" and " The Red Rover." His best novel is

" The Spy." Cooper is known to every school-boy in

America, and his -novels have had a wide foreign circula-

tion. His fame, however, is marred by the troubles of his

later life, and these may be learned from any biographical

sketch.

Passing rapidly over many brilliant writers, we come

to a generation with whom we are all acquainted, because

they have scarcely yet passed off the stage of active life.

William Cullen Bryant appears first among these writers,

and few of Nature's poets have equalled his beautiful and

earnest songs.
"
Thanatopsis

"
appeared first and the

world at once recognized the fact that America had a poet

of no mean genius. His songs of nature breathe out the

secret communion of his soul with the world around him,

and Bryant's world was covered by an American sky and

surrounded by a pure American atmosphere. Foreign

laurels came to him unsought.

It was not many years after the appearance of Bryant,

that Longfellow, Whittier, and Holmes came before the

world as literary lights of the highest order. Longfellow

has, perhaps, written more poetry than any other American.

Of his writings it may truly be said, that they are " linked

sweetness long drawn out." As compared with his Eng-
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lish contemporaries, we may safely affirm that wherever

there is found a copy of Tennyson's poetry, we need not

look in vain for a copy of Longfellow. The latter's poetry,

however, is founded upon American life and history. His

"Hiawatha," "Evangeline," and "Miles Standish
"

illus-

trate the loyalty of the poet to his native country ;
while

his poems on slavery show his love for humanity.
Of Whittier, we can not speak too highly. What sim-

plicity ! What purity ! What love for down-trodden

humanity ! Then, when we read his " Barefoot Boy,' and

his "Snow Bound," those simple rural pictures rise before

our vision as if painted upon canvas by the most gifted

artist. And when he took up the cause of the oppressed
and down-trodden, his pen proved far weightier than the

sword, and millions almost worship the man who spent his

best days in order to deliver them from bondage.
Holmes was different from any author of his time.

He was decidedly original,^ and manifested his originality

in all of his w^orks. In poetry, he did not manifest the

depth of Bryant nor the beauty of Longfellow, but his

patriotic poems, such as " Union and Liberty
" and " Old

Ironsides
"
are known by heart from one end of the land

to the other. The Autocrat, Professor, and Poet at the

Breakfast Table are three series of very strong essays, and

have made a name for Holmes as a writer of prose.

The poets just mentioned were followed by two others

of nearly equal renown. These were Lowell and Holland.

James Russell Lowell was born in Massachusetts in 1819.

He bears the distinction of having been "doubly doctored by
the English universities of Oxford and Cambridge.'"'' He

may be ranked among our most eminent satirical writers.

1 Underwood: "American Authors," p. 314.
2 Whipple, in "First Century," p. 375.
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His satire is embodied in a series of articles called " The

Bigelow Papers," and clothed in the Yankee dialect. But

he is also eminent as a critic, an essayist, and a poet.

Holland never reached such distinction as did Lowell. He

has, however, written more that may be found in the homes

of the mass of the American people. His poems,
" Bitter

Sweet "
and " Katrina

"
are read with interest by all. His

didactic essays, such as " Titcomb Letters," "Lessons in

Life,"
" Plain Talk on Familiar Subjects," etc., have done

much to educate the American people. His novels, and

especially
" Arthur Bonnicastle," are ver}^ popular.

There are many minor poets whom we can not men-

tion here, but we must sav a few words about one or two

more of our orators. Rufus Choate came into prominence
as an orator. He succeeded Daniel Webster in the L^nited

States Senate. While Choate had a gifted mind and great

power as an orator, he used such long and complicated

sentences that they are unwieldly in the hands of the

ordinary reader. Thus were his orations marred in the

eyes of critics. We must not forget to mention the name
of Charles Sumner who, at a later date, was our greatest

political orator. It has been said that his speeches, taken

in order, might almost form a history of the anti-slavery

movement in its connection with national politics.^ His

oratory never failed to move his audience, although it is

hard work to read some of his speeches.

As a pulpit orator of the greatest distinction, Henry
Ward Bcecher rises far above his contemporaries. He
was the educated son of educated parents. His eloquence

called him to one of the best pulpits of our land, and

people flocked to his church to hear his wonderful words.

When foreign powers were upon the point of turning
1 Underwood, Op. cit. p. 361.
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against our government, it was the eloquence of Beecher

that kept them from siding with a lost cause. Beecher

never lost control over his congregation at Brooklyn ; and,

whenever he appeared in any part of the land, he was

greeted by a larger audience than any other man could

draw.

Let us glance at later American fiction. Our chapter
would be incomplete without the names of Hawthorne,

Wallace, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Louise M. Alcott, and

Howells. Still these writers are too well known to need

much mention. Hawthorne's works are standing the test

of time and should be read by all. Mrs. Stowe's " Uncle

Tom's Cabin "
is a classic among English classics. In

addition to its vast influence in. our own country, we may
say that, translated into the language of Brazil, it proved
a powerfuLagent in bringing about the recent abolition of

slavery there. Miss Alcott is our most poj^ular writer for

young readers. Howells has his patrons and they are

numerous. But, of all recent works in American fiction,

"Ben Hur," by Wallace, has been received with the greatest

amount of popular favor. Its sale has been enormous,
and its merits seem to assure it a living place in American

literature.

In the field of history, we can mention a number of

great writers whose works need cause no blush of shame

when compared with the historical works of our English
cousins. Prescott will always have a reputation, based

upon the literary merits of his works
;
but in the delinea-

tion of early American culture, it is now conceded that he

drew his information from very unreliable sources.'

George Bancroft is, perhaps, the greatest of American

historians. His "
History of the United States "is an

1 See This Series, Vol. I. p. 676.
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authority upon the subject. Motley's
" Dutch Republic

"

won him a place by the side of the best English historians.

Hildreth and a number others rank, perhaps, lower than

those already mentioned. But it is in J. W. Draper that

Horace Greeley.

we find the philosophical historian of our country. His
" Intellectual Development of Europe

"
will rank side by

side with any work of that character that has yet appeared

in the Enfjlish lans-uao'c.

We have thus far confined ourselves to America as it
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was less than half a century ago. Forty years ago even,

the world at large kfiew nothing of our country west of the

Alleghany Mountains. It is said that Sir Robert Peel, in

1846, i^redicted in Parliament that two towns in the

interior of America would in time "rival Odessa and

Dantzic in the grain market of the world, and he mentioned

Chicago and Milwaukee." Some one inquiring what he

called them, was told that that they were "some Indian

j^laces." Ten years earlier, even the good people of Hart-

ford, Connecticut, thought of Chicago only as a western

town situated " in a great swamp back of Lake Michigan."
In 1838, that city exported forty-four sacks of wheat, in

1880, more than thirty-live and a half million bushels.^

Six years after the close of the Revolution, the first

settlers began to penetrate the Ohio Yalley, and settle

along the Ohio river. Soon after the beginning of thi&

century, Ohio, having a 2>opulation of sixty thousand, be-

caiiie a state. At the last census, the center of population
of the United States was within a few miles of Cincinnati.

Forty-five years ago, upon the Iowa side of the Mississippi,

there was a line of settlements, perhaps fifteen miles wide.

These settlements included about eighty towns. JS^ow Iowa

has about seventeen hundred post-offices. So that we can

readily see that the greater portion of our land has been

developed within the j^ast half-century.

Were we to ask what the great civilizer of America
has been, the answer would be the railroad. The first

railway train reached Chicago in 1853, and the number of

farms in Illinois have increased from about forty-six thou-

sand to more than a (piarter of a million. There really

was no inducement to draw the immense harvest from the

rich, prairie soil of Illinois until the yield could be mar-

1 Barrows: "United States of Yesterday and of To-morrow," pp. 87-8.
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ketecl ut a fair protit to the producer. This could be done

only Avheu the railwa}'' penetrated the West to gather up
this produce. Then land suddenly increased in value three-

fold, and grain and grazing produce more than doubled in

price. Thus were settlers brought into the Mississippi

rcG^ion,

Thirty years ago, it took wagons from thirty-five to

sixty days to move freight from the Missouri to Denver.

Scene in the Rocky Mountains.

Great trains of waoons with their tired beasts and sun-

burned drivers lined the route across the plains, often fall-

ing by the way, in their endeavor to reach the summit of

the "Rockies." But all that has changed. IN'ow the

wagon route has given place to the railway line, and all

along these lines nre planted beautiful villages. Thriving
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farmers and graziers are located in the vicinity of these

towns, and the rich sDil is made to yield its quota of pro-

duce for the world at large.

When the Union Pacific railroad was run across the

country ;
California had already become filled with a popu-

lation gathered from every quarter of the globe. Now it

never had occurred to our Revolutionary statesmen that

our government at Washington could hold possessions on

the far Pacific coast. The distance w^as too great in those

days. It was like Rome trying to rule Britain and other

far away provinces ;
she had finally to let them fall away.

But the Pacific railways, with their accompanying tele-

gra2;)hs, have changed all this. Distance has thus been

shortened, so that San Francisco is now not more dciys

journey distant from Washington, than was Boston for-

merly and communication is instantaneous.

It is well, perhaps, for us to fully understand the ex-

tent of the region thus opened up to civilization and joined

bv bands of iron with the East. Now this "West is char-

acterized by largeness. Mountains, rivers, railways, ran-

ches, herds, cro^^s, business transactions, ideas
;
even men's

virtues and vices are cyclopean".^ California, if on the

Atlantic coast, would cover a strip of land two hundred

and eighty miles wide and extending from Boston to Char-

leston, South Carolina. "Of the twentv-two states and

territories west of the Mississip2:)i only three are as small

as all New Eno-land."- Montana would stretch from New
York City to Cincinnati. Dakota might be placed so as

to extend from Chicago to Chattanooga or from Cincinnati

to Washington City. So we might continue to compare
and every new comparison would tend to belittle the

original colonies .-(s compared with the present extent of

1 strong: "Our Country," p. 15. 'i Ibid. p. 16.
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our country. We will give only one more comparison and

then proceed to other features of our subject.

Daniel Webster confessed before the Senate in 1838

that he knew but little of the Southwest.^ It is only

Daniel Wetster.

a few years since the first railroad was run from the Missis-

sippi to the vast plains and pasture lands of Texas, but

1 Barrows; "U. P. of Yesterday," etc p. 348.
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what an immense territory that 023enecl up. Take the "Lone

Star State" and place it upon the face of Europe, with its

head resting on the mountains of Norway, one palm would

stretch far to the east and cover Warsaw, the other would

shade London, while the state "would stretch itself down

across the kingdom of Denmark, across the empires of

Germany and Austria, across Northern Italy, and lave

its feet in the Mediterranean."^ Or if the head of Texas

were placed at Chicago, the foot would penetrate the

waters of the Gulf of Mexico, and the outstretched arms

would extend from the longitude of Washington to that

of St Louis. Still Texas in only a small part of this Great

West.

A\\ that portion of the United States east of the

Rocky Mountains is now covered by a net-work of rail-

roads, so that the produce of any section may be marketed

in the shortest possible time. Distance has been so

lessened that even the fruit and vegetable farmer may raise

his produce in Iowa and market it in Boston, and California

fruit commands a better price in the New York market

than the native fruits. The railroad furnishes good mar-

kets for all the produce of the country. Hence it draws

nearly two billion bushels of corn from the soil every year.

Of wheat, we furnish nearly half a billion bushels annually.

Of live-stock, our farmers own more than fifteen hundred

million dollars' worth.

Then the railroads make the natural products of the

land of great value. For, those portions that arc only fit

for mining or for quarrying are opened up to the workman.

The vast beds of coal in the most mountainous portions of

the country are so connected with our markets as to make

their working valuable. And our supply of coal is almost

1 strong, Op. cit. p. 16.
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inexhaustible. "
Excei^ting Minnesota, coal has been found

in every state and territory west of the Mississippi."
"
Iron-ore is to-day mined in twenty-three of our states."

Lead is found in all the western states and territories, ex-

cept three. Sulphur is abundant throughout the countr}'.

The su}>ply of salt and timber can barely be estimated.
" Nevada has borax enough to supply mankind." Texas

has gyj^sum
"
enough to supply the universe for centuries."

Some portions of the West contain enormous quantities

of tin.^

Then, again, the railroad was the great agent in bring-

ing a population into the Great West. In 1846, the Mor-

mons could reach the " Promised Land "
only by the weary

journey over the mountains with wagon and beast of bur-

den. Twenty-tliree years later, the Union Pacilic railroad

was completed. In 1840, Chicago had less than five thou-

sand population, and San Francisco about five hundred.

Now, the former has more than half a million and the

latter nearly a quarter of a million. Denver, to-day, is as

large as Brooklyn was in 1840
;
Omaha is larger than

Boston in 1830
;
Santa Fe is larger than Jersey City in

1850; Kansas City is larger than Albany in 1850. The
number of inhabitants to the square mile in Illinois, in

1880, was greater than that in any of the original thirteen

states except Rhode Island, in 1790. That of Texas, com-

paring the same respective dates, is greater than that of

Georgia or Maine."

Now, we must inquire wdiere this poj^ulation came

from, and the state of culture in this vast region. This we

can only do by glancing at here and there an indication of

the present state of affairs. If we will examine the tables

1 As authority for these statistics, see Strong: "Our Country."
2 Vide "American Ahnanac," 1888.
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of statistics, we will ascertain that nearly half a million

immigrants from foreign countries are coming to our shores

every year. Still, tins has not always been the case, for,

during the past sixty-seven years, there have not fourteen

million immigrants reached our country. Twelve millions

of these are of European origin. This will, however, ex-

plain the wonderful increase of our population from census

year to census year. These people are, many of them,

seeking homes, and go at once to those sections where they
can buy cheap land. This is especially true with the

Teutonic element
;
but the Celtic, true to their racial

characteristics, cling tenaciously to city life, and form a

great share of the laboring population of the great cities.

Two generations completely Americanize this foreign ele-

ment, and its increase, added to that of the population

already here, is furnishing us with this vast annual increase

of po]3ulation. It is this increase that is filling up the

West. But we need not be alarmed, for there are still

public lands open to settlement in nineteen states and

eight territories.

Now, while the quiet, steady, and inoifensive j)ortion

of this population has been content to settle in the East

where there are more luxuries and where the ebb and flow

in the tide in every man's life are more quiet, the energetic,

daring, venturesome spirits have pushed forward to conquer
the newer j)ortions of our land, and bring them under the

control of civilization. The more ambitious offsj^ring of

the eastern resident longs to seek fortune and fame in the

IN'ew West. So that we might say that it is the concen-

trated energy of the whole world that is developing our

land, for it is a true indication of energy in an immigrant
that he can leave friends and fatherland to find a home there.

These same pioneers havetaken with them a taste for
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literature, science, and art. The sj^irit of freedom and

education seems to be inborn in the case of the sons of

America. The bind is filled with our best periodicals.

Henry Clay.

especially the monthlies. When we consider that Xew
York alone circulates throughout the land nearly three

million copies of these magazines every month, we realize

how generally the inhabitants are educated to the standard
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of, and have the ability to choose, good literature. It is

not at all uncommon tp iind the latest numbers of our best

periodicals upon the rough tables of the pioneer.

This, again, is manifested in the numbers of well-

equipped libraries, that are already established in the

western region. Ohio has nineteen public libraries, each

containing more than ten thousand volumes, while the

Cincinnati public library alone contains more than one

hundred and forty thousand volumes. California has six-

teen libraries which average more than thirty-four thou-

sand volumes each. Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada,
and other western states have each a number of well-

equipjDed libraries of more than ten thousand volumes

each. In science, California takes such an interest that

she owns the largest telescope in the world. Then, in art,

every portion of the country west of the Alleghany
mountains is interested. Cincinnati is the center of cul-

ture in music and the other fine arts of this entire new

region, while nearly every institution of learning, as well

as the public schools, have each their special courses in

these lines of culture.

If, then, we view the American population as a whole,

we see a peculiar people arising on this Western Continent.

Here, as nowhere else, are the various branches of the

Aryan race mingling. There are but few external elements.

Still, there seems to be a new race type forming here. A
peculiar ethnical mixture assisted by a new environment,

just the conditions to evolve a new race type, are producing
a people of new and marked features, different from any
one of the European branches of the Aryan stock. The

American people are, further, different in temperament,
more energetic, more ingenious, and more volatile in dis-

position than the parent stocks.
32
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Then, too, our literature is tilled with Americanisms,

and that indicates the formation of a new dialect. The

English language proper is continually changing, and

American authors have endeavored to court English

laurels by trying to model their writing after English

style and language. The time for this seems to be fast

passing away. Americanisms seem to be finding their

way into our literature as American idioms, and we seem

to be fast approaching a time when we shall be acknowl-

edged not only as a peculiar race of people, but our litera-

ture and culture will be peculiarly American also, and

different from that of any other Teutonic speaking people.

King Philip's Arms.
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GHAPTER Vii

PRE-CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS CULTURE.

Introduction—Alexander' Expedition—Rise of Alexandria—Serapis
and Isis Worship—The Persian Supremacy—Literature of the Persian

Period—Nature of the Messianic Hope—The Jewish Kabbalah—Dis-

, persion of the Jews—Moral State of the World—Worship of Mithras
—Hellenism—The Septuagint— The Grecian Period—The Grecian

Party—The Hassidem Party—Literature of this Period—The Macca-
bean Period—Development in Belief Outside of Palestine—Alexan-
drian Philosophy—Philo and Plis Writings—Logos Doctrine—The
Sadducees—The Pharisees—The Essenes—Literature of this Period
—The Book of Enoch—Jewish Kabbalah—The Targums—State of

the World—Birth of Jesus—John the Baptist—The Apostles—Possible

Connection with Essenism—Peculiarity of the Teachings of Jesus—
The Crucifixion—Conclusion.

IS the growing religion of the

world. Its spread is co-exten-

sive with that of Aryan civili-

zation. If, then, we would

understand the civilization of

to-day, we must make a study
of this religion. There are not

wanting those who insist that

modern culture is a product of Christianity. This state-

ment is probably too strong. In fact, those who make it,

on a second thought, are ready to admit that it is so, for

Christianity is but one of the religions of the world, and

further, religion is but one of the many factors, the pro-

duct of which is civilization. Still the importance of our

present inquiry is evident at a glance. A foundation for
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this study lias already been laid.^ Yet a most difficult and

delicate task is before us.

The astronomer in his most delicate calculations makes

an allowance for
"
personal equations," that is an allowance

for errors which he might have made. It would be well

if this habit could be extended. We are all of us more or

less swayed by prejudice, and even where we intend to be

strictly impartial, we are often influenced by this "
per-

sonal equation." It is almost impossible for a people of

one nationality to form a just estimate of another people.

The case is similar in almost every department of life.

The standpoint from which we view an action or an article

of belief or a custom makes a great difference in our judg-

ment. We may well believe that this is the case in the

field of religion as well.

The Christian world is not at all willing to accept the

opinion of Mohammedan writers concerning Christianity.

We are sure they cannot give an impartial judgment. Are

we equally sure that Christian writers can give a fair and

impartial account of Mohammedanism ? Many such illus-

trations could be given, all tending to show the general

fact, that the writer who sets forth to weigh and compare
the various religions of the world, must be unusually care-

ful, lest he be influenced by personal prejudice, even though
he mean to be perfectly fair. In no other department of

culture is it more necessary for a writer to weigh well his

statements than when treating of religious culture.

It is a great thing to know the difficulties in our way.
We have candidly stated the most formidable one, and

now we propose to learn what we can of the origin of

Christianity. We understand by Christianity that system
of religious philosophy founded on the New Testament,

1 This Series, Vol. II. ch. v.; Vol. III. ch. ix.
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taken in connection with the Old. The Apostle Paul tells

us that Christ appeared
" when the fullness of time was

come." We are justified, then, in concluding that the im-

portant movements of the first century, towards the end of

which we detect the emergence of Christianity as a digested

system of ritual and belief, were preceded by a long train

of causes. Our present inquiry is what were these causes ?

Inasmuch as we cannot separate the study of Chris-

tianity from religious culture in general, we must take our

stand at some point of time preceding the first century,

and watch the ever-advancing movement of religious cul-

ture, taking belief out of the mere territorial or tribal

stage, freeing it from many superstitions, making it world-

wide in its aims, until this fullness of time, mentioned by
the apostle, had arrived. In following our statements,

we will ask the reader to remember, that no two minds

view things in quite the same light, that the duty of the

historian is to state facts as he finds them, and leave to the

theologian the task of building up theories.

When Alexander ascended the throne of Macedon,
there commenced the public career of a man who was des-

tined to exert a great influence on civilization for all time.

At the head of thirty-five thousand Greek soldiers, he set

out for the conquest of Asia. All are aware of his re-

markable success. It may not be so well known that the

great philosopher, Aristotle, was the tutor and friend of

Alexander, and that the conqueror of the world was him-

self interested in scientific pursuits. It has been remarked

of his expedition, that it was as much a scientific as a

military one.^ Under his directions, collections of plants

and animals were sent to Aristotle for study. From Baby-

lon, astronomical records running back many centuries

1 Draper: "InteUectual Development of Europe." p. 128.
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were thus forwarded. The voyages of Nearchus down the

Indus and in the Indian Ocean had other objects than

a merely political one.

At the jDresent day, we can scarcely overestimate the

imj^ortance of this expedition in furthering the intellectual

development of Greece, and, consequently, of all Europe.
The Greek intellect was aroused to a high pitch. In this

connection, it is evident, of course, that Greek philosophy,

coming in contact with the philosophy of India, could not

fail to be influenced by the same. We need not dilate

further on the importance of this conquest. It is only

necessary to remark that these results followed iri'espective

of the further fact that Alexander, in many respects, was

a heartless despot given over to drunken debauches.

The death of Alexander occurred in the year 323 B.C.

Then followed tw^enty years of confusion, w^ars, intrigues, and

counter-intrigues, before any lasting peace. Interest now

centers in the Greek empire in Egyj^t. This venerable

country with its ijyramids and sculptured relics of fully

five thousand years, its mythical philosophy, its many
trinities, passed under Greek control before the battle of

Arbella decided the fate of the Persian Empire. In the

division of Alexander's empire, it fell to the portion of

Ptolemy, to which was added, at the close of the period in

question (302 B.C.), Western Asia, excluding Asia Minor,

but including Palestine.

The capital of this new empire was Alexandria. The

site of the city had been selected by Alexander himself,

who intended it for a great commercial city, to take the

place of Tyre, which he had but recently destroyed with

fire and sword. Here sprang up a most luxuriant city,

and here were nurtured the sciences and philosophy that

to this day continue to largely sway the intellectual world.
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Let us first notice some of the ethnical elements in the

population. There was, first of all, the inquisitive Greeks.

For centuries, in their contracted home, they had been

theorizing and philosophizing. For some years, all the

resources of the Orient had been thrown open to them, and

a sudden expansion of their intellectual horizon had taken

place. In matters of faith, as pointed out in a previous

chapter, the educated class Avere, at heart, pantheists, giv-

ing their teachings in veiled mysteries, secretly despising

the mythology of the masses, and paving the way to its

downfall by a good-natured tolerance of all forms of faith,

holding all gods to be "equally fictitious and equally

valueless."

A large element of the population were, of course,

native Egyptians, and these constituted the bulk of the

citizens of the Egyptian part of the empire. The Egy2>
tians were a thoroughly superstitious people, implicitly

believing in witchcraft, magic—in short, not above the

stage of savage philosophy in general. The priests held

to a rich and varied mythology, in which we see the

beginning of a philosophical system, since every important
district in the country had cast their gods into a triad,

representative' of the masculine and femine elements and

their offspring
—father, mother, and son. For forty cent-

uries or more, the Egyptians had been familiar with the

conceptions of a divine triad. There was hardly a city of

any note without its particular trinity.
" Here it was

Am Lin, Maut, and Khonso
;
there Osiris, Isis, and Horus."^

Not mentioning for the present the Jews, let us notice

the ritual of worship at Alexandria. The Ptolemies, as if

making an effort to fuse Egyptian religion with their

philosophical skepticism, introduced the worship of an
1 Draper: "Intellectual Develojjment of Europe," p. 142.
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Oriental god into Alexandria. This was the god Serapis.

His statue and his cult are said to have been brought from

Sinope, on the south of the Black Sea. This, however,

was not his j^lace of origin. He was none other than the

Indian god, Yama, the god of death.
^ But the Ptolemies,

in introducing him to his new home, gave expression to

their pantheistic philosophy by making his image of plates

of all metals skillfully joined together. He also repre-

sented the sun,^ in other words, the mnsculine element in

nature, quite in accordance with old Egyptian idens.^

Worship cf Serapis at Rcir.e.

Alongside of the worship of the god, there was also

worship of the goddess, Isis, the female principle in nature

—the earthly.^ She was the immaculate virgin-mother,

and with her infant child, Horus, completed the trinity

1 " Bible Folk-Lore," p. 321; King: "Gnostics," i>. 165.

-King: "Gnostic Remains," p. 160.

^ This Series, Vol. II. p. 523.
i Higgins: "Anacalypsis," p. 438.
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worshiped at Alexandria/ There were no less than live

grades of priests who conducted the public worship.

Especially dear to Egyptians was the worship of Isis, the

virgin-mother. There were gorgeous j^rocessions of beard-

less and tonsured priests, wearing a kind of alb, and in her

ritual there were baptisms, confessions, bloody penances,

prayers, hymns, incense and exortation. Her female dev-

otees, pledged to a life of chastity, were styled Nuns^ a

Coptic word, which has been adopted by another cult.

"Worshipers in her temple were sprinkled with holy-water

from the Nile. The statues of this virgin-mother v.'ith

her child, Horus, in her arms, were held in great venera-

tion.^ Nor was the dead and risen Osiris of an earlier

cult forgotten. Libations of wine, poured in a sacred re-

ceiving cup were in some way considered significant of this

event.^

By way of digression, let us remark on the wide diffu-

sion of this Alexandrian (Grreek-Oriental-Egyptian) wor-

ship. When Egypt passed under the power of Rome, the

worship of Serapis and Isis, but especially of the latter,

the goddess virgin-mother and child, found a home and a

friendly reception in Italy, and thence spread extensively

throughout the Roman Empire. The lively Gauls embraced

the new faith (which yet was old) with enthusiasm. And
even one G-erman chieftain was named Serapion.^ Roman
artists found a source of income in painting pictures of

Isis, and sculpturers made statues of mother and child,

which statues wore afterwards adopted by tlio church as

1 Here notice how true it 13 that the laws of thought are everywhere
the same. People, iu the same stage of advance, come to the same con-
clusion. What is this triad but father-heaven, mother-earth, and their

offspring, divine man ?—the identical conclusion of the Hindoos and
Oriental people generally.

2 "Bible Folk-Lore," pp. 322-3.

3 Ibid. p. 353. 1 King: "Gnostics," p. 164.
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representatives of Christ and his virgin-mother.^ In fact,

so extensive was this diffusion that Oriijen, writins; in tlie

second centurv, held that all nations hud borrowed relio-ious

rites and ceremonies from E^ypt.

Alexandrian' Library.

We must now notice the «Teat intellectual activitv in

Alexandria. A state institution, afterwards known as the

^Museum, was founded. Philosophers from all j^arts of the

world were urged to make Alexandria their home, where
1 Higgins: "Anacalypsis," p. 430e^.sY(/.
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they were supported by the munificence of tlie l^ing. Here

was gathered together a famous library. It became the

boast of antiquity. It is said to have contained over seven

hundred thousand volumes. The knowledge sought was

not simply theoretical. Botanical and zoological gardens
admitted of study from nature. In the anatomical school,

arrangements were made for the study of dissection. Every
scientific instrument known to the ancient world was to be

found in connection with this museum. Here was the

birth-place of modern sciences.^ Such was Alexandria in

her palmy days ;
when she was the commercial, intellectual,

and religious center of the world. We will now turn to

consider the development of the Hebrew people at the

time in question.

In the year 334 B.C., Palestine passed under the con-

trol of Alexander. It had been for two centuries under the

dominion of Persia. That long period had been, on the

whole, a peaceful one. As before remarked, the Jewish

captives, who were permitted by Cyrus to return to Jeru-

salem, constituted an organized church. The church was

the state
;
and the high-priest the executive officer. The

fallen walls of Jerusalem were rebuilt, and once more the

temple graced the summit of Mount Moriah. The Great

Assembly convened by Ezra, known sometimes as the

Great Synagogue, constituted the sacred college which

jealously guarded all questions of faith, and became the

official expounder of their sacred books. ^ We have sug-

gested, that this sacred college was in some measure

modelled after the College of the Magi at Babylon, of

which Daniel was chief.^

1 Draper: "Intellectual Developmeut of Europe," p. 139 e< seq.
2 On this question, consult Wise: "The Hebrews' Second Common-

wealth," p. ll;Kuenen: "Religion of Israel," ch. ix.; Stapfer: "Palestine
In the Time of Christ," p. 90 This idea is modified in Ewald : "History
of Israel," Vol. V. p. 167. 3 This Series, Vol. Ill p. 767.
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The natural result of such a college would be the

formation of two parties
—the conservative and the more

progressive. We will return to the point later. One prin-

cipal duty of this assembly was the authentication of

the Law and other sacred books. Whether they felt at

liberty to make any changes in the Law we need not here

discuss.^ But as the standard of action became fixed,

l^rophecy itself died away. We are not acquainted with

the name of the last prophetical writer. He calls himself

the messenger, Malachi.

The literature of the Medo-Persian period is one of

great interest, and we detect in it the works of writers of

these two schools of thought just mentioned. The chron-

icler represents the conservative school.^ He glories in

the past history of Israel, and feels the deepest honor for

the Law, the priests, and the temples. His compilations

are made with these objects in view.^ He refers with

evident approbation to the cruel legislation of Ezra in

reference to mixed marriages,^ because it tended to separate

Israel from the surrounding people. He further copies

JSTehemiah's notes in this same connection.^ Many such

illustrations could be given ;
but this conclusion is so gen-

erally accepted by all scholars that it no longer needs

proof.

But the mere fact that Nehemiah found the same

difficulty to contend with that Ezra did, shows that there

was one party in Israel that did not agree ^\\i\\ Ezra in

1 Cf. Wise, Op. cit. p. 13; and Kuenen, Op. cit. p. 6.

2 His works are I. and II. Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiab, all of

which are largely compilations. Ewald places the Chronicles at the very
close of the Persian period ("History of Israel," Vol. I. p. 172) See also

Kuenen, Vol. III. p. 74 et seq.
3 Vide Wise: "The Hebrews' Second Commonwealth," p. 40.

4 Ezra, ix, x, and xi.

5 Nehemiali xiii : 2.S.
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this matter. And further, the Book of Ruth, probably

dating from this period, was written in praise of a Gentile

wife, who was even made one of the ancestors of David.'

In many ways, this opposition to narrow views comes out.

The Books of Jonah'^ and Job,^ probably written during

this period, both teach wider ideas as to God's providence

than the Chronicler.

In one more direction, but that a most important one,

we want to push this inquiry, that is the nature of the

Messianic hope. Some Jewish writers declare that during

the Persian period, "no Messiah was expected; no prince

of the house of David was wanted."* If this statement

be true, however, it would make the Jews an exception to

almost all people of antiquity. The aborigines of this

continent, no less than the inhabitants of the Orient, not

only had traditions of some culture-hero in the past, but

were hopefully dreaming of his return in the future, when

a new^ age of happiness would begin for his faithful

followers.

This belief shows various stages of growth. One is

the looked-for return of some national hero. We know

that when Cortez landed on the shores of Mexico, he was

at first mistaken for their national hero, Quetzalcohuatl.

And when Pizarro landed in Peru, they thought it the re-

turn of their great Inca. It is almost pathetic to read of

the longing w^atch, still maintained in some of the pueblos

of the West, for the return of Montezuma. To what a

high stage of culture such a belief survives may be seen

1 The Book of Ruth is placed somewhat earUer by Ewald ("History
of Israel," Vol. IV. p. 285), but cf. Wise, p. 36.

2 Placed much earlier by Ewald, Op. cit. 128, cf. Wise, Op. cit. p. 36.

3 Vide Ewald, IV. p. 199 et seq. ; but compare This Series, Vol. III.

p. 767, and Wise.
* Wise, Op. cit. p. 41.
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in the yet lingering tradition that the great emj^eror, Fred-

erick Barbarossa, is but sleeping the time away in some

mountain cavern until he shall come forth to save his

countr3\

Or the idea may be, not of the return of some hero of

the past, but of the arising of some national hero of the

future. However, such popular beliefs, under the influence

of religion, are remolded. The hero who is to come, be-

comes a supernatural person. Such is the Buddhist con-

conception of the Bodhiwisat. The Hindoos look for the

re-appearance, in a human form, of Vishnu, and the Per-

sians were looking for the arrival of Soshyant, the " fiend

smiter," he it is, who is to benefit the whole world. A de-

scendant of Zoroaster, yet is he to be born by a miraculous

conception from a pure maid.^ The only question is what

w^as the state of this belief among the Jews.

Some seventy-one passages in the Old Testament have

been thought to make reference to a future Messiah. The

majority of them seem to admit of a much easier and

more simple exj^lanation.^ Some of these are to be found

in the Pentateuch.'^ Some commentators think they can

trace the gradual growth of the Messianic hope from the

disruption of David's kingdom. It would certainly be

but natural that, when in the days of weakness, they thought
of the glories of David's reign, of his kingdom which they

fondly hoped was to be of everlasting duration,^ that they

would dwell on the idea of a future restoration to that

temporal grandeur and glory.

1 "Bible Folk-Lore," p. 162 and authorities there quoted.
2 Isaiah vii. 14, is a case in point. Any one taking the whole section

in view, can at once see that it is not a prophecy referring to the birth of

Christ.
3 Deut. xviii. 18, cf. Acts viii. 37; Gen. xlix. 10 (cf. Ewald, Vol.

IV. p. 19, note) ;
Numbers xxiv. 17.

4 Cf. IT. Sam. vii. 11-15.
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One of the earliest conceptions seems to have been

that David himself w-ould return and redeem his country.^

Bat from a very early time, the idea found expression that

some descendant of David would be the one to restore

Israel to all its past glories.'^ Whatever shape this hope

might have assumed among the masses of the people, we
notice the prophets early beginning to insist that the

Messiah was to bring, not simply material good, but

spiritual blessings as well. In short, the process early

began of spiritualizing this concept. In the writings of

Isaiah, though he clearly expresses the belief that the

promised Messiah^ was to be one of the descendants of

David,
^ the writer eloquently explains that he is to be a

perfect king in all his ways.^ His contemporary, Micah,

writing in the same spirit,^ even restricts the place of birth

of the future perfect king to Bethlehem, where David was

born.^

Thus apparently stood this belief when the captivity

occurred, subsequent to which the Jews were brought in

direct contact' with the Persians, and must inevitably have

absorbed some of their traditions from Babylon proper,

and even from distant India. ]^ow we have briefly glanced

at the influence of some of these traditions.^ We need only

1 Hosea iii. 5, and later, Jeremiah xxx. 9. This would seem to be
The simplest explanation of these words; however, the word, David, here

may be simply a general expression. It is well known that the inhab-

itants of Palestine confidently looked for the return of Elijah (John i

21), in fact, the last book of the Old Testament shows the presence of the

same belief (Malachi iv: 5;. Elijah even then was a national hero—he
was one whom the Jews "delighted in.'' (Malachi, iii, 1.) Cf. Ewald's

note on this point.
—"History of Israel," Vol. V. p. 178.

2 I Kings, xi. 39.

3 The word "Messiah," simply means the annointed one, hence the

king. Cf I. Sam. xxvi. 11 etc. The high-priest was also annointed.
* Isaiah, xi. 1 and ix. 7. 5

Isaiah, xxxii and xi.

6 Micah, iv. 1-1. ^ Micah, v. 2, cf. I. Sam. xvii. 12.

8 This Series Vol. III. p.767e<6'eg. Only recently do we begin to catch
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just refer to them now. Let us simply observe the olearing

\\\)
of Jewish thought as to spiritual beings. A\'e have

seen them making references, from this time on, to various

orders of angels and devils. Now is it not evident that

any change in the conception of the Messiah would be in

the direction of considering him to be a j^re-existing angelic

being? This seems to us to be the inevitable course of

events. Possibly, in the writings of EzekieV we see the

trend of the current in that direction, or at a later date in

Zechariah.^ We shall see that, in the Grecian period,

belief rapidly spread in this direction
;

hence we may
reasonably look for its beginnings in the Persian period.

'

But it must have been solely confined to the more

advanced and progressive party of thinkers. One more

thought must be considered in this connection. We refer to

the movement which gave rise, finally, to the Jewish

Kabbalah. The Kabbalah may be defined as the esoteric

Jewish doctrine. While it is generally stated that its

composition is comparatively recent, yet there apj:)ear

equally as strong evidence for supposing that though it

was not j^laced in writing until about the time of the

destruction of the second temple,^ yet as tradition it had

sight of the true state of affairs in regard to the influence of the Baby-
lonians on the Jews. This will not come out in its true strength until

we have learned more of Assyriology. Vide Sayce: "Hibbert Lectures,"
1887, p. 40.

1 Ezek. ix. Notice the six men and the one clothed with linen, etc.,
who was commanded to mark the faithful. The number seven seems to

refer to Ameshospands. The seventh one (the man clothed with linen,
is the chief one; cf. x. 2, 6. Observe his important work in

marking with a cross or tau the faithful. In Revelations, it will

be observed that the sealing of the faithful is connected with the opening
of the seals by the "Lamb," the "Lion of the Tribe of Judah," in other

words, with the Messiah, Christ.
2 Cf. the vision of the candle-stick, Zech. iv. with Rev. I. 13; also

reflect that in several passages in Zechariah we apparently see traces of

the Persian belief in the Ameshosponds. (Zech. iii. 9; iv. 10).
3 By R. Simeon B. Jochai, vide Ginsbury's Essay on the Kabbalah.
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existed for centuries.' We would naturally expect that

as soon as a priestly body was formed, and clothed with

power, such esoteric teachings would be held as secrets of

the deepest order.

In a great variety of ways, the Kabbalistic Jews

found hidden meaning in the Old Testament. We will

give a few examples to make our meaning clear. In

Deuteronomy is the prayer known as the Sitemap- beginning
^'

Hear, Israel." This was and is of very great im-

portance to the Jews.^ But in the Hebrew spelling of the

word " hear
"
{shmo), the terminal letter, o, is of unusual

size.* Herein is a Kabbalistic meaning. Written in this

large size, it has the numerical value of seventy, and shows

(say the Kabbalists) that the Law could be interpreted in

seventy ways. Also in the spelling of the word, one.

{Achad), in the same verse, the final d is of this enlarged

size. Thus written, its numerical value is four, another

Kabbalistic secret. In Isaiah occurs another instance.^

The word translated increase, as spelled in Hebrew,

{Lmbrh), has the letter m, but in this case the form of m
is not one generally used in the middle of the word. Its use

is said to be Kabbalistic. The numerical value of the word

is entirely changed by this mode of writing.^

We need not for the present speak further of the Kab-

balah, though we will return to it later. Enough has now

been said of the state of religion among the Jews, at the

close of the Persian period. We want to hold the main

1 On this point consult King: ''Gnostic Remains,'' p. 23.

'2 Deut. vi. 14.

•^ It was repeated every morning and evening. Vide Stapfer: "Pales-

tine in the Time of Christ," p. 307.

4 This can be seen in any Hebrew Bible.
^
Isaiah, ix. 7.

6 On the Kabbalah, see McGregor Mathers: "Kabbalah Unveiled,"
London, 1887. For some speculations on the peculiar use of m-tinal in

the verse just quoted, see Higgins: "Anacalypsis," p. 225.

33
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facts in our mind. We hope we have now established the

facts that at the close of the period in question there were

two schools of thought in Judea. One more progressive

than the other, and showing signs of approach towards

the general philosophy of the Orient. The other, the con-

servative element, clinging more tenaciously to the require-

ments of their ancient religion. Let us now study the

course of development during the Orecian period.

When Alexander invaded Asia he found the Jews a

widely dispersed people. Only a few had returned from

captivity. Almost every important city in Persia had its

Jewish settlement, with its synagogue, and, subsequently,

arrangelnent for sending their tribute to Jerusalem.^ We
are to notice,from this time on, that though the Jews had

the utmost aifection for Palestine, yet they were very free

to emigrate, and colonies of them were to be found in all

parts of the civilized world. Their egotistical ideas in re-

gard to their importance as a people, and the further idea

that their religion was the only one containing any elements

of truth, Jerusalem the only holy city, and other one-sided

ideas, resulted in keeping them, wherever they chanced to

settle, a separate people, having little real interest in the

welfare of the i^eople among whom they lived.^

We are, therefore, not surprised to hear of the

presence of a great many Jews in Alexandria. They
went thither at the very first founding of the city, and

were granted important privileges. In the troublous times

succeeding the death of Alexander, their number was

greatly increased. According to Philo, two out of the

1 Kuenen: "Religion of Israel," Vol. III. p. 164. Ewald: "History
of Israel," Vol. V. p. 239.

2 In this respect, they were like the Chinese in modern times. To
this trait of cliaracter is to be ascribed some of the dislike which is gen-

erally, though unjustly, visited upon them.
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five districts of the city were settled exclusively by the

Jews. Here, as else^vhere, the Jews formed a separate

people. They had there own judges, who based their de-

cision on the Jewish national laws. They had their own

executive officer, the Ethnarch or Alabarch assisted by
his council or Sanhedrim. As a rule, the Greeks were

favorably inclined towards the Jews. Hence, during the

three centuries of Greek supremacy in Western Asia, the

Jews became a very much dispersed people. In some

cities they formed a large element in the population, as for

instance, at Antioch, Damascus, and Palmyra.

Thus it is, that during the centuries immediately pre-

ceding our era, we find the Jews dispersed from Mesopo-
tamia to Egypt, from Arabia to Asia-Minor, even out upon
the Ionian Islands and over into Europe. Wherever they

went, they formed a people apart from the general mass.

They aimed to keep up religious connections with Jeru-

salem; transmitting thither their tribute to the temple,

often coming up to the feasts, and conducting their wor-

ship in their synagogues according to the admonitions of

Pharisaical school at Jerusalem.^

We must not forget the return wave, carrying Grecian

influence into the very heart of Palestine. The important
office of high-priest was, of course, filled with tools of

the reigning Greek king. As a general rule it went

to the party who would pay the most money. Greek

cities were built upon the coast such as Csesarea, and Apol-

lonia. Further south, ancient Gaza was rebuilt as a Greek

city. The more fertile province of Galilee was especially

liked by the Grecians. Ancient Dan received a new

Greek name, Paneas. Greek cities arose on the shores of

1 Kuenen has a good chapter on the dispersion. Vol. III. ch. xi;
also Ewald, V. p. 235.
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the Sea of Gralilec. The region to the east of the Jordan,

known as Perea, contained one confederation of ten cities,

known as Decapolis, the cities themselves were quite im-

23ortant. Some of them were new Greek settlements,

such as Pella, Dion, and Gerasa
;
some of them were old

Hebrew towns rebuilt, such were Philadelphia, and

Areopolis, successors to Rabbath-Amon and Ar-Moab.^

We can gather from the scanty historical notices of

the times, that the Jewish communities in foreign lands

were, on the whole, favored by the rulers. In general

they were loyal to the king,^ and as they possessed con-

siderable wealth, being then as now noted for their com-

mercial pursuits, they were handy to have around when

the hard-pressed king wanted to raise money. Other

means failing, extortion and force would procure it. But

it is equally sure they were disliked by the mass of the

people. Even in Alexandria, only with difficulty were

they at times protected from the jDrejudiced fury of the

populace.

In truth there was not so very much in common be-

tween these two classes. The Jewish colonists tacitly

assumed that they were better in all respects than the

people among whom they lived. We may smile at this

exhibition of national vanity. Unfortunately it has been

allowed to influence sober historians, and the state of

affairs in the world during the last few centuries preceding
the Christian era is often represented as at the very lowest

ebb, as far as morals was concerned.

1 Ewald: "History of Israel," Vol. V. p. 236. Stapfer: "Palestine
In the Time of Christ," p. 41. Other Creek cities wereHippiis, Gadara,
and Scythopolis.

2 Antiochus the Great, for instance, transferred two thousand Jews
from Mesopotamia to Asia Minor, relying on their example to check the

rebellious spirit of his new subjects.
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Human nature is, unfortunately much the same at all

times and places. Afid whenever we read about the utter

moral depravity of another people, or another time, we

may feel sure that there is a mistake somewhere. The

Jews were probably fully as superstitious as the people

among whom they dwelt. We know they were devout

believers in witchcraft, magic, sorcery, and the general

superstitions of the times. We have no especial reason to

believe that their lives were any more moral than the

lives of the general heathen.^ The simple fact is, the

world at that time was making rapid advance in general

intelligence. There was, of course, a feeling on the part

of the heathen world that the day of credulous belief in

their old mythologies was rapidly disappearing. This fact

had long been apparent to their scholars. The common

people had now about reached the same stage of belief,

and were now about ready to adopt some tangible form of

the expression of the philosophy, heretofore taught in the

form of mysteries.

In proof of this statement, we need only refer to the

rapid spread of religions which, in a measure, voiced the

teachings of the "mysteries." We have already made

mention of the cult of Serapis and Isis, and have seen how

it spread from Egyi^t to Europe. Another example is to

be found in the worship of Mithras. We have already

seen that in Mazdeism, Mithra, "the lord of wide pas-

tures,"^ refers to the sun. In time, this deity, who had

been but one of the inferior emanations of Ahurza Mazda,

grew in importance. Artabanes introduced his worship, as

1 Josephus writes of the Essenes: "They were afraid of the licentious-

ness of women, and were convinced that not one of them keeps her vows
of fidelity to one man." The Essenes were a Jewish sect. What sort of

a commentary is this ou Jewish morality ?

2 Vol. III. p. 749.
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a modified form of Mazdcism, into Pontus,^ from which

country, after the conquest by Pompey (in the first half of

the first century B.C.), it spread with great rapidity

throughout the Roman Empire.
Xow the peculiarity of Mithras worship was thathe did

not represent the first great principle, hut the first emanation.

Mithras.

Not the first god, but the demiurge, the creator.^ He was

called the mediator.^ The sun was his symbol, and the

twenty-fifth of December was celebrated as his birthday.*

Around his cult, gathered all the philosophy of the time.

211.

1
Wilder, Payne Knight: "Ancient Art and Mythology," p. 53, note

2 Vide Vol. in. p. 739. 3 Wilder, Op. cit. p. 123.
* This Series, Vol. III. p. 802
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The initiates into the ranks of his followers were

baptized at a holy font-, which was supposed to wash away
their sins. But before final initiation, the candidates had

to overcome twelve tortures. Then they received the bap-

tism of blood, a lamb or bull was slain and the candidate

sprinkled. They were then considered to be re-borri)' and

were known as the sons of Mithra. The initiate was then

marked in some j)art of the body with a secret mark, gen-

erally supposed to be on the forehead,^ and was given a

talisman, a small piece of white stone, on which was a

name written in signs only understood by the initiates. As

a member of the fraternity, he was now entitled to eat of

the heavenly bread or manna, a small disk of bread hav-

ing figures traced on it, and to j^artake of a consecrated

cup.^

Such was the world, dispersed in which were the many
Jewish communities we have spoken of above. However

firm set a people may be in their opinions, it is inevitable

that in the course of centuries their belief wdll slowly

change. If no other cause be at work, the general advance

of the people in intelligence will suffice. In the case of

the Jews, we have already pointed out the existence of two

parties even among those living in Palestine. "We would

naturally expect that movement to continue. The numerous

communities of Jews, dispersed in all parts of the civilized

world, could not help being influenced by the heathen be-

1 Re-birth and regeneration, implying a new beginning, were very-

frequent words and ideas throughout the Orient and Palestine at this

time. Cox: "First Century of Christianity," p. 274.
2 Cf. King: "Gnostics," p. 140.

3 On the Mithraic rites and ceremonies, consult King: "Gnostics,"
p. 115 et seq. ;

"Kible Folk-Lore," p. 326 e^ seq. ; Higgins: "Anacalypsis,"
p. 115; "Isis Unveiled, Vol. II. pp. 351, 356; Wilder, Payne, Knight:
"Ancient Art and Mythology," pp. 53, 123, 167. Justin Martyr and Ter-
tullian both speak of their ceremonies.
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liefs they were in contact with, and this influence could

not help but react, to some extent, on orthodox belief in

Jerusalem.

IS'ow that there was such an influence at work is well

known. It was called Hellenism. As might be expected,

it was esj^ecially strong at Alexandria. The name itself

is slightly misleading, unless we will take it in a general

sense and understand it* to include Oriental philosophical'

speculations in general. For the Jews in Babylon were

certainly exposed to Persian influence, and we think that

Buddhism exerted considerable influence throughout all

Western Asia. The problem now lying before us is to

consider the nature of this influence, and its course of de-

velopment during the three centuries preceding the birth

of Christ.

The literature of this period will j^rove a valuable

guide in this matter. One of the first and significant

signs of the time was the translation of the books of the

Old Testament into Greek. This was accomplished at

Alexandria. The Jews in Alexandria, formed, as we have

seen, a most important body of citizens. Though they
were a closely organized Jewish, community, and though
their isolating habits were probably as strong here as else-

where, yet, in time, they came more and more under Greek

influence. Their lani^uasfe in time became so much

Grecianized that they no longer spoke the Hebrew of

Palestine
;
which latter tongue itself, by the way, had

now departed cjuite widely from the Hebrew of the Old

Testament.

Tradition has been quite free with accounts of the

origin of this Greek translation of the Old Testament. It

is scarcely necessary for us to mention the various

accounts. It suffices to say that, feeling the need of a
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Greek translation of the Old Testament, the Jews of

Alexandria set about the work. The Pentateuch was

translated as early as 250 B.C. From time to time, subse-

quently, the remaining books were also j^laced in Greek.

On examining this translation, we notice several important

indications of the way the current of thought was setting.

Those expressions in the Old Testament about the appear-

ance and actions of Yaveh, which in any way convey an

anthropomorphic meaning, are softened down or explained

away.
One or two illustrations will explain thismatter. In

Exodus, we read about Moses and others seeing the God

of Israel.^ In the Septuagent we simply read of their

seeing the place where he stood. In Isaiah, we read about

the " skirts
"

of Yaveh filling the temple.^ In the Greek

translation, it is the "glory" of Yaveh.^ In some cases,

the Alexandrian translators felt at liberty to make consid-

erable change, and we notice the new arrangement gener-

ally expresses an advanced moral truth. ^ Thus generally,

there are these slight changes running through the Greek

version
;
so that it was long ago asserted that, as compared

with the Hebrew text, it made quite another impression

on the reader.^

Palestine remained a j^art of the Greek kingdom of

Egypt for one hundred years, and then it was annexed to

the Greek kingdom of S^a'ia. In the first half of the

second century B. c, occurred that rising, which, after

many years of varying fortune, resulted in the formation

^ Ex xxiv 9-11. 2 Isaiah, vi. 1, marginal reading.
3 Gen. vi. 6; Num. xii. 8; Exodus xix. 9-3; Exodus xxv. 8, are other

instances where similar slight alterations were made.
* Prov xi 31; I. Peter iv. 18, is the Septuagent version; quite a free

rendering.
*> Vide Prologue to the Wisdom of Jesus the sou of Sirach.
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of the Asmoneau kingdom, which we will soon describe.

During the first century and a quarter of Greek rule,^ the

relations between the subject Jews and the reigning Greeks

were, on the whole, peaceful. And during all this time,

Greek-Oriental philosophy and Judaism were in friendly

contact. The translation of the Old Testament into Greek

was only the first step in this matter. We have already

pointed out probable traces of Greek thought in this trans-

lation.

We cannot fully trace out the development in Alex-

andria. After the great rising of the Maccabean period,

Jewish-Greek literature ceased to be read, and so became

lost; but judging from the great activity of the Alexan-

drian school at a later date, Jewish thought must have

been slowly yielding, becoming more and more colored by
Greek thought during all this time. Xor are we lacking

other evidences of this fact. Jewish orthodoxy in Alex-

andria, at the close of the period in question, had reached

its allegorizing stage. This seems to be a perfectly

natural stage of development. When what has passed

as religious history begins to loose credence in a more

critical age, the effort is to explain away the meaning by

allegory. Classical mythology early reached that stage in

Greece, and we have seen one Greek philosopher after

another giving allegorical explanations of the same.

At this very day, the same process is to be seen in

some of the more advanced Mohammedan countries
;
ex-

pressions in the Koran are being explained away. Aris-

tobulus of Alexandria, who lived in the first half of the

second century B.C., wrote in explanation of the Mosaic

Law. He explains that the "voice of God" does not

mean audible words, but divine works. He asserts that

1 Roundly speaking, more exactly, from 30:2 lo 271 b. c.
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we are not to uiuierstand literally expressions about the

hands, arms, face, and feet of God.^ We are to observe

that this is but a further development of the same line of

Birth, of Christ.

thought that influenced the Septuagent translations. But

this is not all. The Alexandrian Jews had now become ae-

1 Kuenen: ''Religiou of Israel," Vol. TIT. p. 192; Ewald : "History
of Israel," Vol. II. p. 259.
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quainted with portions of Greek literature. Imitations of

the Greek j)oets sprang up. A Greek drama was com-

posed on the "March out of Egypt," and epic poems on

"Jerusalem" and "Shechem " make their appearance.^

Writers were early at work, trying to show that the great

poets and philosophers of Greece must havebeen acquainted
with the Hebrew religion. It M\as, no doubt, a sur2)rise to

the Alexandrian Jews, Avho had been trained to believe that

all of the good in the world had originated in Palestine, to

discover anything worthy of praise in the writings of the

Greeks, Hence the naive explanation just given.

The theory just enunciated was strengthened by an

artifice in keeping with the literary practices of the time.

That is, writing in the name of some eminent writer of

antiquity. Accordingly the truths of the Jewish scriptures

were expressed in poetry, said to have been written by

Orpheus or Phocylides. This was quite a favorite device,

not only at Alexandria, but in Palestine as well. Another

device, scarcely compatible with our idea of literary

honesty, was to quote genuine poetry of old writers, but

slightly change it, so as to make it express some new idea.

A false quotation from the Odyssey, for instance, serving

to show a knowledge of the Sabbath.'

Lettins^ this brief outline suffice for the state of culture

in Alexandria, let us glance at Palestine. As remarked,

the political history of the Jews of Palestine down to the

reign of Antiochus Ephiphanes was, on the whole, quiet.

The high-priest stood at the head of the Jewish state. He
was assisted in his government by a council of elders

(Gerusa). Some such a body as this must also have been

in existence in the Persian period,*' Tliis was the pre-
1 Ewald, Op. cit, p. 260,
2 Ewald: "History of Israel," Vol. \'.

j.. 2»;i2, note 2.

3 Ezra ii. 2; iv. 2-3; Xeh. vii. 7.
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curser of the Sanhedrim, perhaps it was organized in sub-

stantially the same wjry.^ The Pharisaical school continued

flourishing.^ We would, therefore, look for development
to proceed in the line already pointed out. That is, the

two parties would become more and more clearly defined.

The movement leading to the formation of two different

parties in Palestine assumed definite shape early in the

Grecian period. There was first the Grecian party.

Briefly expressed, we may say that this party included in

its ranks all those favorably impressed with Greek culture,

and who were willing to drop some of the more rigid claims of

Judaism, and coalesce, to some extent, with Greek culture.

Merchants, those in places of power, and, in general,

those brought in contact with the outside world must have

belonged to this party.

The other party was called the Hassidevi or saints.

This party endeavored in all ways to counteract the other

party. It wanted as little as possible to do with the

Grecian philosophy and culture. This school of thought

was the direct outcome of the legislation of Ezra. In-

formation as to this time is, of course, very limited. We
gather, however, that events were running their usual

course, and that Grecian influence was getting a firm hold

even in Palestine. We know that, when Jason was made

high-priest in the year 175 B.C., he oj^enly embraced the

the cause of the Grecians. He built a gymnasium at

Jerusalem, and introduced various Greek contests. He

procured the citizenship of Antioch, which carried with it

the right to witness the Greek games. He and his par-

tisans attended the heathen games held at Tyre, in honor

1
Stapfer: "Palestine in the Time of Christ," p. 90; cf. Ewald, Op.

cit. p. 168.

2 Wise: "The Hebrews' Second Commonwealth," p. 61.
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of Hercules, and carried thither a present of money.*

This great change in one direction implies advance in

the other as Avell. The party of the Saints probably grew
more and more rigid and intolerant, and secret prepara-

tions were making to resist by force this Grecianizing ten-

dency.^ But first let us consider the literature of the

period. Solomon's Song (Canticles)^ is supposed by some^

to be ''an allegory written in behalf of the Hassidem and

against the Grrecian Hebrews."^ The book of Esther may
have been written with the same object in view.^ Esther

representing the congregation of Israel; Mordecai, the

watchful Hassidem, etc. The Book of Ecclesiastes seems

to be but another presentation of the same subject.' The

author calls himself the Koheleth, the congregation of the

faithful, "which in better times was supreme in Israel. He

represents King Solomon as calmly arguing the claims of

philosophy. He apparently refers to them all, he denies

the ability of gnosis or wisdom to explain the enigmas of

life. He is displeased with the general course of events,

all is vanity.^

We must refer also to one apocryphal work of this

1 Wise: "The Hebrews' Second Commonwealth," pp. 60-70; Kueneu,
Op cit. Vol. III. p. 96; Ewald, Op. eit. Vol. V. pp. 274, 294.

2 Wise, Op. cit. p. 70.

3 This book is considered by Ewald to have been written shortly
after Solomon's time, Vol. IV. p. 42.

4 Cf. Wise, Op. eit. p. 80.

5 As is well known, this book was only reluctantly granted a place in

the Canon: vide Stapfer: "Palestine in the Time of Christ," p. 364.

6 It is generally agreed that this book belongs to the Greek Age. We
are here following Rabbi Wise. The general idea is that Esther was
written to account for the introduction of the feast of Purim (Kuenen,
Vol. III. p. 80; Ewald, Vol. V. p. 230). It is Avell known, that there were
several versions of this story. The Alexandrian Jews worked it up en-

tirely different.
"
Placed by Ewald at the very close of the Persian supremacy, by

Kuenen, at the close of the third century.

^
8 Wise, Op. cit. p. 84.
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period : the Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach. This work was

written about the middle of the third century. Jesus ben

Sirach was a practical man, who had evidently thought a

good deal on the questions of the day. His general con-

clusion was that true gnosis was to be had only in follow-

ing the laws of God. One figure of speech or conception

of his we want to notice. He personalizes Wisdom.^ "I

came out of the mouth of the most high," says Wisdom.
" He created me from the beginning, before the world,"

she continues.^ Here we have apparently a reference to a

Kabbalistic belief. In their belief, Wisdom was the first

emanation, and we shall see afterwards that this Wisdom
was the same as the Logos of Philo.^

This brings us down to the troublous times of Anti-

ochus Epiphanes. W^e have seen that the political sky in

Judea was rapidly overcasting with clouds. The storm

was finally precipitated by the action of the Greek king,

Antiochus Ephiphanes. The period, on which we have

now entered, is one full of stirring adventures, and conse-

quently of much historical interest. Lack of space, how-

ever, compels us to be content with only a most general

outline. Afi^airs had reached such a pitch between the

two parties in Jerusalem that civil war was but a question

of time. In this matter, Antiochus was directly concerned,

since he must in the first place keep order, and in the next

place the Grecian party was in many respects the royal

party. The king was most anxious to fuse the many
people subject to him into one homogeneous whole.

1 Wisdom, xxiv. 2 Cf. Prov. viii. 22.

3 According to the Jerusalem Targums, Maimonides and other

ancient authorities, including Origen, Clement of Alexandrina, and St.

Augustine, the words of Genesis i., ''In the beginning," should be trans-

lated, "By Wisdom." The interested student should examine Higgins:
"Anacalypsis," p. 73 et seq.; ''Isis Unveiled," Vol. II. p. 35; Wise:
"Hebrews' Second Commonwealth," p. 82.
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In the case of Jiidea, the first and most essential" step

was to subvert the national religion. Hence began that

train of events which, in the year 167 B.C., led to the

apparent overthrow of the Hassidem. The temple at

Jerusalem was converted into a temple to Zeus Olympus,
and pagan rites were celebrated there. And, similarly,

throughout Palestine. The sacred books were burned
;

the observation of the Law j^rohibited under pain of death
;

heathen altars were erected in all the principal towns.

The overthrow of the Hassidem was in appearance only.

Hidden from sight, the flames burned on until the oppor-

tune moment arrived, when they suddenly burst forth

with unquenchable fury.

The little town of Modin, between Jerusalem and

Joppa, was the place where the insurrection broke out.

An aged priest, Mattathias, had sought that quiet place

where he could worship the God of his fathers. He was

the father of five boys, at this time men grown. But the

commissioners of Antiochus invaded that retreat, erected

their heathen altar, and demanded that sacrifices be offered

thereon. Mattathias not only refused to obey, but when

one of the inhabitants approached to lay his gift on the

altar, he rushed upon him and killed him. Then were the

commissioners themselves set upon and killed; and Matta-

thias, his sons, and adherents betook themselves to the

wilderness, where they speedily became the leaders of in-

surrectionary bands.

We can not give in detail the events that followed .

Twenty-five years of intermittent warfare now ensued. We
all know that in all warftire where religion is concerned,

even though the combatants be bigoted and fanatical, and

especially where they have wrongs to redress, the soldiers

display most desperate courage, and often win success
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against great odds. It was so in this case. The revolt at

Modin was that of a fanatical people against the encroach-

ing civilization of Antioch, though the immediate cause of

it was the impatient and contemptuous tyranny of
34
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Epiphanes.^ This did nut, however, prevent the war being
carried on with the greatest courage and galhmtry by the

Hassideni, nnder the guidance of the sons of Mattathias.

They were eventually successful, and this result was

in no little degree de2:>endent on the diplomatic actions of

Rome. That country, which knew so well how to extend

her influence at the expense of the liberty and power of

other peoi^le, had long been interfering in the affairs of the

Orient. They finally cast their influence on the side of

Judea, and in 142 B.C., Judea was acknowledged to be an

inde2:)endent kingdom, Avith Simon, the last of the sons of

Mattathias, high-priest and prince. Two years later, saw

Simon made the hereditary ruler of the land. Thus was

established the Asmonean dynasty. Then followed sixty

years of internal development, during which Palestine

was flourishing. But things took their usual course

amongst all nations in any way dependent on Rome.

Dynastic troubles, which Rome knew so well how to foster,

sprang up. The oppressive weight of Rome grew stronger
and stronger, the vassalage became more and more a de-

pendent one. Finally, in the year 37 B.C., we see Herod

the Great, supported by Roman arms, uniting Judea to

several other Roman provinces in Western Asia, and

reigning as king, but holding power directly as a tributary

king of Rome.-
' Of necessity, we have had to be extremely brief, since

we are not concerned with the i^olitical history of the Jews,

further than to give understanding to our account of the

development of belief among them. The period we have

now briefly outlined extends over nearly a century and a

1 "BibleFolkLore," p. 194.

2 This most interesting period in .Jewish liistory, to which we have

only been able to give a page or so, is fully treated in llabbi Wise: "The
Hebrews' Second Commonwealth," Cincinnati, 1880.
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half. That is quite a long time in the history of a people.

Even in times of pFofound j^eace, changes would cer-

tainly accompany the passage of that number of years.

We may confidently look, then, for a change not only in

Western Asia in general, but in Palestine as well. We
will first turn our attention to the world outside of

Palestine.

We have, as yet, abstained from saying anything
about the spread of Buddhist influence in Western Asia.

Buddhism started from India to conquer the world. We
know that it made rapid progress in all directions except

Western Asia. We are not lacking indications of its in-

fluence even there.
^ In the West, however, Buddhism

could not hope to spread as it did in the East. The

2)hilosophy it advanced, in many respects, was not new.

The most that it could do was to give added impetus
to those trains of thought it held in common with the

Western Oriental world of the day. Let us illustrate this

point. We know that Buddhism spread rapidly in China.

But in China there was nothing but primitive belief to

bar its way. In Mesopotamia, where its missionaries

must early have appeared, it found a well-developed philo-

sophical system, Mazdeism. The most it could accomplish
here was to introduce some of its peculiar ideas. Thus

they probably did succeed in introducing among them an

austere, ascetic life, contrary to the general doctrines of the

Persians.^

N^ow we know that Asoka made treaty arrangements
with the Ptolemies, and the Seleucidian kings for the

observation of Buddhist doctrines among the citizens of

their empires.^ We have every reason to suppose that

.1 This Series, Vol. III. p. 804. 2 Cf. Bunsen: "Angel Messiah," p. 81.

' King: "Gnostics," p. 51
;
Mausell: "Gnostic Heresies,'' p. 31.
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Buddhist missionaries visited Syria, Palestine, and Egypt
within a few generations of Alexander's time. We
know that under the name of "Brachman" (Bikishu), they

occasionally visited Greece, where they were regarded as

almost model philosophers.^ The movement itself does

not seem to have flourished, but still, the facts being as

stated, they must have exerted an influence, and must have

greatly helped forward all those currents of thought with

which they were in sympathy.
In the first place, they must have given added strength

to the belief which, as a mystery-doctrine, had been held by
the initiates for centuries, in a divine triad.^ They must

have given increased vigor to wide and comprehensive
views of God and his providence. Let us remember that

Buddhism was the first world-wide, humanitarian religion.

It was not bounded by tribe or race. It was not dej^endent

on forms and ceremonies. The Buddhist doctrine of a

Tathagatha, who, from time to time, comes into the world,

and the consequent worship of the coming Buddha, must

have struck the popular chord in the hearts of nearly all

people, who dream of a future ofjoy and happiness. It could

not fail to influence, to some extent, the Messianic beliefs of

the Jews. Finally their ascetic organization, and austere

life generally, would help forward and virtually reorganize
that tendency to ascetic life common to all Oriental

people.

In Egypt, for instance, and elsewhere, we find traces

of the Therapeutic organization, of which Philo is said to

have written a full description.^ The account presents
1 King, Op. cit. p. 54.
- This was a Kabbalistic doctrine. KecaU what we have already had

to say on the rapid spread of Serapis worship and the worship of Mithras.
This result largely depended on the fact that these cults gave tangible
expression to this secret doctrine.

3 "On a Contemplative Life." It is necessary to remark at once that
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many points of resemblance between the Therapeutic and

Buddhist communities* It is, however, unsafe to use this

description as evidence of Buddhist influence in Egypt;*

though it is manifest that this influence would help forward

such ascetic organizations.

Turning now to Alexandria, let us notice the further

progress of union between Judaism and Greek-Oriental

philosophy. We first refer to the apochryphal book of

Wisdom. The date and place of composition is in some

dispute, but it was probably written at Alexandria, com-

paratively late in the period just mentioned.^ The author

was evidently thoroughly acquainted with both Judaism

and Greek philosophy. We detect clear traces of Oriental

philosophy. He believes in the eternity of matter,^ in the

doctrine of transmigration,^ and holds that the soul is im-

prisoned in the body.^

The most interesting and significant passages refer to

it is questioned whether Philo ever wrote this description, or whether
there was a sect of this name and character. The discussion of this in-

teresting question will be found in Kuenen: "Religion of Israel," Vol.

III. p. 217 et seq. In "Hibbert Lectures " for 1882, Professor Kuenen
thinks it decided in the negative (p. 202). It remains to be seen whether

this confident conclusion will be accepted. In favor of the substantial

accuracy of Philo's account, we might quote Ewald: "It rests unmis-

takably upon an historical basis," (Hist, of Israel, Vol. V. p. 375). Zeller

("Phil. D. Griechen," Dritte Theil Zweite Abth. Dritte Auf. pp. 306-7) con-

eludes that it is not historical. There is probably no doubt that bodies

organized substantially as these are said to have been organized did

exist in Western Asia, possibly to some extent in Europe.
1 As is done in Mansell : "Gnostic Heresies," p. 31

;
Lillie: "Buddh-

ism in Christendom," and Kunsen: "Angel Messiah."
2 Wise thinks it was written in Judea, in Hebrew ("Hebrews' Second

Commonwealth," p. 88). Most critics decide as above. Ewald, Vol. V.

p. 480; Kuenen, Vol. III. p. 189; "Bible Folk-Lore "
(anonymous;, p.

209. Bunsen inclines to the belief that Philo was the author.—"Angel
Messiah," p. 96 et seq.

8 xi. 17. ^ viii. 19-20.

5 ix. 15. In face of these quotations, it is difficult to understand

Ewald's note, op. cit. p. 480. He thinks the author drew nothing from
Oriental sources.
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Wisdom and the Logos. We have already seen how

Wisdom had been personalized in the earlier work of

Jesus ben Sirach, and in a note we called further attention

to this matter.^ In the book of Wisdom, this idea is

clearly brought out. Wisdom is a "pure influence flowing

from the glory of the Almighty." She is the "worker of

all things." She "orders all things." She is "privy to

the mysteries of the knowledge of God." According to

the author, it was this personalized Wisdom that is to be

understood in all those Old Testament passages where

Jehovah is mentioned as talking with or appearing to the

patriarchs.^

Another most interesting circumstance is to be noted.

The Oriental world, believing in the efficacy of magical

words, had also formed a strange conception of the person-

ality of the voice or word of their god. Possibly, in an

earlier age this represented the thunder. We know that

the Greeks called thunder " the Word or messenger of

Zeus," while the Romans worshiped it as a goddess,

Fama.^ In Mazdeism, the most glorious, holy Word,
the soul of Ahurza Mazda, was to be invoked to repulse

the demons, and the angel Sraosh is sometimes called "the

incarnate Word."* These two conceptions are united in

the Book of Wisdom. The Logos (Word) was Wisdom
which sits by the throne.^ This concej^tion becomes the
"
Holy Spirit from above. ^ It is called the " Saviour of

all,"" and it is explained that the brazen serpent was but

a type of this Being.** Considering all this, we can but

1 Mazdeism worshiped, as a personified spirit, Religious Wisdom, the
first creation of Mazda.

2 X. 11, 13.

3 "Sacred Boolcs of the East," Vol. V. Introduction, p. Ixxxviii.
4 Fargad, xix. Srosh Yast Hadbokht.
" ix. 4; cf. xviii. 15-16. 6 ix, 17. 1 xvi. 7. 8 xvi. 12.
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see what an influence Oriental philosophy had already

exerted on Jewish belief in Alexandria.

Ctirist Blessing Little Children.

This brings us down to the consideration of Philo and

his writings. Philo was a native of Alexandria, and be-

longed to a distinguished family
;
the Alabarch, or Jewish
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governor, was a near relative.^ He was born a decade or

so before the Christian era.^ He gave himself to the study
of Judaism and Grreek philosophy, and apjoears to have

been at home in both. The natural consequence was, that,

in his own philosophical scheme, which he supported in

his writings, though he starts from a Jewish basis, he in-

corporates a large number of Greek elements. His writings

are highly significant, since they probably show the final

stage of pre-Christian, Alexandrian belief.

He was quite a voluminous writer, and, undoubtedly,

exerted a great influence on his people. We will here

speak of but two points in connection with his writings.

The first was his abundant use of allegory. Everything to

his mind in the Old Testament is allegorical. Every little

circumstance has some hidden meaning. This is the final

stage of that allegorical habit that we have noticed steadily

growing at Alexandria. In illustration of his method, we

might refer to his treatment of the account of the blossom-

ing of Aaron's rod. The statement in the Bible is that it

bore nuts (almonds)."^ This is highly significant to Philo,

and a long dissertation follows, not on the miracle itself,

but on the question why the rod bore almonds and not

fruit.

Philo's tlieoloofv shows us a strange union of Judaism

and Grreek-Oriental philosophy.* Though he conceived of

God as a personal being to be worshiped, yet he was a

vague, far-away being of whom nothing could really b<>

known. " He is without grief or fear, not subject to evil,

unyielding, painless, never wearied, filled with unmi.\('<l

1 Home say his brother (Kuenen), others his nephew (Ewald).
2 We do not know the exact date. In 41 a.d. he speaks of himself

as an old man.
3 Xum. xvii. 8.

4 Ueberweg: "History of Philosophy," p. 229.
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happiness." He believed in the eternal existence of

matter, but probably'in a Platonic sense, it was more or

less an illusion after all.^ Matter is regarded as

polluting in itself
;
this doctrine is an Indian one.- From

the foregoing, it follows that God must have performed his

work of creation by means of intermediary powers. And

here we come at once on traces of the influence of Persian

belief, in the doctrine of emanation. We will dwell on

only one prominent feature—the Logos doctrine. The

personalized Divine Word. We have already traced the

steady growth of this idea in Alexandrian belief; but it

assumed great prominence in Philo's system.

The Word of Philo is a spiritual creation, man is created

in his image,^ he is Grod's first-born son,^ the oldest of his an-

gels, the archangel of many names,
^ he is our advocate or

paraclete, he is "continually a suppliant to the immortal God

on behalf of the mortal race."^ The brazen serpent of Moses

was simply a representation of him.'' He is the great high-

priest of the world, or of our confession f he is the instru-

ment by means of which God created the world
;
in com-

2:)arison
with all other creations he is a god himself^ "He

liberates men from corruption and entitles them to im-

mortality ;

" " He imparts spiritual freedom
;

" " He is the

sure refuge of those who seek him
;

" " He is the heavenly

bread of the soul."" According to Philo, wherever in the

Old Testament God is spoken of as appearing to, or speak-

ing to, the patriarchs, we are to understand the Divine

Word, the Logos.

1 This Seris, Vol. III. p. 764. 2 Ibid. p. 789.

3 "Questions and Solutions," 62.

* ''Confusion of Language," xiv. 5 Ibid, xxviii.

6 On "Who is Heir," etc. xlii. "^ Ibid.

8 Ou "Dreams Sent from God," xxvii., xxxviii.

« Zeller: "Phil. D. Griechen," Vol. III. p. 370 etteq.
10 Etheridge: "The Targums," p. 23.
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We must now return to Jerusalem and briefly outline

the development of thought from Asmonean times down.

We have seen the triumph of the Hassidem. When the

clouds broke away and the Asmonean kingdom entered on

its brief career, it was found that old party lines had

shifted about considerably. The Grrecian party had disap-

peared as such, and the Hassidem had split into two divisions.

In short, there were three great parties in Palestine.

The Greek party was represented by the Sadducees.

Various etymologies have been suggested for this word,^

but it is probably derived from Tsaddik, which signifies
"
rulers, governors, and victors."" This certainly describes

the jDarty well. We can see how, as independence was

gained, the old aristocracy, the warriors, and the leaders

would naturally draw together in one party. We can

further understand why this party would be little given to

religious learning, how their attention would center more

on worldly affairs. They must study diplomacy and con-

sider their relations with surrounding people. Hence, in

religious matters, they were conservatives. They accepted
the reforms of Ezra, and were very religious in observa-

tion of all rights and ceremonies laid down in the Torah

(Law of Moses), and in regard to the temple and its sacri-

fices. It is generally stated that they denied the immortality
ot the soul

;
the more j^robable truth is that they denied

the resurrection of the bodv.^ '

Opposed to them were the Pharisees. The name is

generally supposed to be derived from a word meaning

i GeneraUy supposed to be der'ved from Zadok, a personal name;
Ewald, Vol. V. p. 275, note 6; Kuenen, Vol. III. p. 122; cf. Stapfer:
"Palestine in the Time of Christ," p. 207, note 1.

2 Wise: "Hebrews' Second Commonwealth," p. 12L note 3

3 Vide Stapfer, Op. cit. p. 18. Fisher: "History of the Christian

Church," p. 15, New York, 1888.
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separated.' This body represented the H;issidein oi earlier

times. This was the" religious party. Their religion was

everything in their eyes. Study of the law and their

sacred books was the only kind of learning they admired.

They wanted as little to do with outside nations as possible.

They were ready enough to make all and any sacrifice,

even to laying down their lives in defence of their religion,

but they cared little for national independence. They
were willing to leave that to God, if he wanted Israel to be

independent, it would be. This body included, of

course, a great number of fanatics.

Still a third party, in some respects the most interest-

ing of all, now demands attention, the Essenes. Here,

again, the etymology of the term is in dispute. As indica-

tive of their origin, it may have been derived from Hassi-

dem,^ or it may be derived from a word meaning bathers,

which would be indicative of one of their principal cus-

toms.*^ Quite a conflict has raged over the question
whether or not this sect was the outcome of Eastern, and

especially Buddhist influence. Strong assertions are

madpe on both sides of this question. Here, as elsewhere,

it seems to us that the truth lies between two extremes.

When we learn the many points of resemblance between

the Essenic life, doctrines, and other regulations, and those

of various Oriental bodies, and especially the Buddhists,

it seems ditlicult to believe they were of entirely indepen-
dent origin.^

1 But cf. This Serie.s, Vol. III. p. 768, note 3; also Kiug: "Gnostics,"
p. 33, and p. 120 where he favors the derivation from a word meaning
Persia.

2 The Syriac form of which is dhasya.
3 Stapfer: "Palestine in the Time of Christ," p. 455. Ewald, Op.

cit. Vol. V. p. 370, note 2. Wise: "Hebrews' Second Commonwealth,"
p. 122.

^ Consult Lillie: "Buddhism in Christendom," ch. vii. Bunsen:
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But now, that tendency in the human mind, in virtue

of which 2:)eople deliglit in uiystical doctrines and give

themselves over to ascetic lives and unite in celibate

societies, was present among the Jews as well as other

people. The priesthood could have been no sooner formed

than would appear the distinction between esoteric and

exoteric doctrines. Wherever this distinction is observed,

mystical doctrines flourish and mystical societies abound.

In fact, we seem to catch clear traces of similar societies

in Old Testament times. We refer to what is known as

Nazaritism. The duties of a ^azarite are laid down in

the Law.^ We are acquainted with people who were thus

set aside for the life of a Nazarite.^ There is a strong

probability that the association of prophets that we find

dwelling together in communities were Nazarites.^ The

Rechabites, founded by Jonadab, were unquestionably an

ascetic body, withdrawn from the world at large,^ and here

it is necessary to remark that according to Epiphanius
the Essenes were sometimes called Xazarines.

With these facts before us, we are not to suppose that

the Essenic body was altogether due to outside influence.

When we reflect that at the time Essenism made its

appearance in Palestine the cotmtry had long been subject to

Oriental influence coming from Persia, from Alexandria,

and even from India, it becomes exceedingly probable that

this influence revived the ascetic tendency in Judea, and

stamped on the new organization, thence arising many an

Oriental peculiarity in organization and belief."'

"Angel Messiah," pp. 119-135. He giv'es a list of twenty-five "Parallel

Doctrines and Rights of Essenes, Parsists, Buddhists and Pythagoreans.
1 Samuel, Sampson. I. Sam.i.ll, 28; Judges xiii. 5. 2 J^um. vi.1-22.

3 I. Sam. X. 5, 6, 10; II. Kings ii. 3, 5; iv. 38, cf. Amos ii. 2.

* Jer. XXXV.
5 Neander: "History of Christian Religion," Vol. I. p. 44. Kuenen
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Turning to consider the sect itself, we iiave to pick

our way through a confused field of observation. Three

ancient writers have left short descriptions of them—
Josephus, Philo, and Pliny the Elder.^ Epiphanius and

Hippolytus also speak of them
;

all modern writers, of

course, treat of them. There w^ere two j^rincipal divisions

of these people, corresponding largely to the two great

divisions of the Buddhists—the Monks and the Adherents.

The latter class were called Secular Essenes. Thev did

not abandon the society of the world. This class married,

lived in towns and cities, and probably took on themselves

only a few of the regular obligations. They probably

formed a widely-spread, semi-secret society.

The regular Essenes were, strictly speaking, monks,

and wore a distinctive dress and girdle. They generally

dwelt in monasteries. The Oasis of Engedi was a very

favorite place of resort, and the territory to the west of

the Dead Sea was also occupied. Discipline in these mon-

asteries was very strict. They supported themselves by
manual labor, dressed plainly, lived very frugally, spent

much time in meditation and religious exercises, and had

all things in common. The ceremonial bath, veritable

baptism, which cleansed them from defilement, w^as an im-

portant ceremony with them. It was taken daily before

the sacred meal. To this meal only initiates were admitted.

The members came clothed in their white robes, as though

insists that Esseuism is a purely Jewish development. "The Hibbert

Lectures," 1882, p. 199 et seq. In this he is supported by Stapfer, Op. cit.

p. 255. , Zeller, however, contends that Essenism can not be of pure
Judeau origin, and decides in favor of Neo-Pythagoreanism by way of

Alexandria. "Philosophic Der Griechen,'' Band HI. s. 308 et seq. It

seems very clear that Essenism is but the Jewish side of an extremely
general phenomenon.

^
"Antiquities of the Jews," x. 5, 9; xv. 10, 4; xviii. 1, 5. "Wars of

the Jews," ii. 8, 2-13. "Fragments of Lost Works," eh. viii. "On the
Virtuous being also Free," "Natural History, v. 17.
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going to a temple. This meal can be compared to tlie

Christ and the Penitent Woman.

Paschal meal among the Jews generally, or to the Agapte
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of the Pharisees, or better, perhaps, to the sacred meai,

which, for want of a better name, we may call the euchar-

istic meal, which was so generally celebrated in all religious

bodies of the Orient.^ There were several grades of these

monks. The initiations from grade to grade were very

solemn affairs.

Though the basis of their faith was Judaism, we catch

sight of many Oriental items of belief, and in some respects,

they departed from Judaism. They ceased to visit the

temple at Jerusalem, they condemned all bloody sacrifices,

though they sent other offerings to the temple. It is cer-

tain that they gave an allegorical significance to Scripture.

They adopted Oriental ideas as to soul and matter, believed

the soul to have lived before birth, that this life was in the

nature of an imprisonment for the soul in impure matter.

They held to a number of esoteric doctrines which were

never divulged except to the initiates. Part of their secret

doctrine had reference to angels, this was especially

guarded. Of their Messianic doctrines, we know almost

nothing. Yet if they were at all influenced by Oriental

belief, they must have looked for the coming of some

supernatural being to set up the "kingdom of heaven,"

which they believed to be near at hand. This doctrine

was probably one of their closely kept secrets.^

It is evident that this society, with its disciplined

monks and its numerous adherents, with its secret beliefs

and mystical doctrines, scattered somewhat generally

throughout Judea, must have exerted no little influence on

Jewish thought. It is easy to see, too, that their allegor-

iizing attitude in regard to the Old Testament, their opposi-

1 This subject will be traced later.

2 Bunsen: "Angel Messiah," pp. 111-119; Stapfer: "Palestine in the

Time of Christ," ch. xiv.
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tioii to tlie bloody sacTitices of the temple, their belief

that the kingdom of heaven was near at haiul, their cus-

tom in regard to baptism, which was a formal ceremonial

affiiir, must have been slowly undermining Jewish

orthodoxy. We may say, generally, that "
all those who

shared in the deep and general tendency of the religious

spirit to leave what was outward, and concentrate itself

upon the inward, were touched more or less by the Essenic

s^jirit.'"

The Essenes, of course, took no part in the political

life of the times. But the Pharisees and the Sadducees

were fierce contestants, and more than once blood flowed

like water in the streets of Jerusalem because of their

quarrels. During the first years of independence, the

Pharisees formed the principal party. But, in the reign of

John Hyrcanus,- the Sadducees came into power. From
this time until the accession of Herod the Great (37 B.C.),

the Sadducees were in general the ruling sect
; though

there were intervals of time when the Pharisees were in

power. But the larger part of the people of Israel, their

most learned men, were Pharisees.

It may help us to understand the relation of affairs in

this period, to remember that, though the Sadducees were

the conservative party in religion, yet, as being the ruling

party, the high-priest was generally a Sadducee, and, as a

consequence, the priesthood generally belonged to the same

party. The official religion of the land being thus in their

hands, it was fast drifting towards mere formalism. The

great centers of Pharisaical influence, outside of their

philosophical schools, were the synagogues. We must

recall that the great aim of the Pharisaical movement was

1 Bauer: "Church History of First Three Centuries," Vol. I. p. 22.

2 134-107 B.C.
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the interpretation and enforcement of the Law laid down

by Moses. Thus, in their system, the scribes and doctors

of the law became of more importance than the priest.

We are also aware of two schools of thought in the ranks

of the Pharisees. The one school was more narrow-

minded in their views than the other.

The literature of this period survives in the shape of

apochryphal books, with one possible exception of which we

will soon speak. Somewhat singularly, this literature

seems to emanate from without the Pharisaical ranks. Of

course the Sadducees would not busy themselves in this

matter. The Pharisees themselves were too busy in the

study of the Law and their puerile disputes to leave be-

hind them any writings of great value. We can say of

most of the books to which we shall refer, that their

waiters were no doubt influenced by the same influence

that gave vitality to the Essenian. movement. What we

are to notice, is the subject generally treated of and the

-changing nature of the Messianic hope.

The Book of Daniel is, by some scholars of acknowl-

edged ability, referred to this period, and is supposed to

have been written, or, at least, put in its present shape,

about 175 B.c.^ This, it will be remembered, was a time

of great trouble
; just when the Jews were entering on

their great struggle with Antiochus Epiphanes. Novy a

part of the Book of Daniel is what is called an apocalypse—that is to say, a series of revelations. The writer, in

visions, learns of heavenly mysteries, which are explained
to him by angelic beings. As is well known, the Book of

Revelations, in the New Testament, is an excellent example

1 We can not enter into the discussion on this point. Vide Knenen:
^'Religion of Israel," Vol. III. p. 106; Ewald: "History of Israel," Vol.

IV. p. 302; Wise, Op. cit. p. 122.

35
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of this kind of writing, but several similar passages occur

in the Old Testament.^ It was probably written outside of

Jerusalem^—perhaps, in Babylon ;
the writer certainly

shows familiarity with Persian writings and with Chaldean

superstitions.^

A point of great moment must now be noted, that is

the conception of the Messiah contained in the Book of

Daniel. In explaining the king's dream* and in the inter-

pretation of his own vision,^ we are told of the celestial

kingdom of the Messiah, and we are especially to notice

the angelic character of this being.^ It is seen at once that

this conception is different from the popular Jewish con-

ception of a victorious prince of the house of David. Now
we,have pointed out that the tendency of Oriental belief

would be to effect just such a change as this, we have seen

it brought about in Jewish belief in Alexandria, and have

seen reason to conclude that this was an Essenic doctrine

also. It is, therefore, very interesting to meet this same

conception in one of the books of the Old Testament,

probably written at Babylon, and possibly as late as the

time of the formation of the Essenic order. It throws

no uncertain light on the gradual infiltration of Oriental

and essentially Aryan ideas.
^

Turning to apochryphal literature, a wide and interest-

ing field is before us. But many of the productions of

1 Isaiah vi.
; Ezekiel viii. 10, etc.

2 Ewakl, Vol. V. p. 303.
3 Consult Bunsen: "Angel Messiah," pp. 283-295; Lenormant:

"Chaldean Magic."
* Dan. ii. 44-45. ^ Dan. vii. 6 Dan. vii. 13-14.

' This argument is not directly concerned with the date of the Book
of Daniel. Should we decide that it was written some centuries earlier,

it will simply show that this influence early exerted itself. We should
recall the old Chaldean conception of Mirri-Dugga, son of Hea, and
mediator between God and man (Vol. II. p. 696-7) ;

of the Buddhist con-

ception of the Tathagatha and worship of the future Buddha (Ibid. Vol.

III. p. 798); and, finally, the Persian belief in Soshyant.
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this period, we may pass over as not of very great im-

portance for the purpose of our inquiry.^ We now come

to a book of great importance, the "Book of Enoch."

This boolv was written by a Jew, but not in Palestine.

He must have lived in the vicinity of the Caspian Sea.

He wrote under the name of Enoch, and must have been

a very devout man, but influenced to considerable extent

by the Oriental ideas which we have just discussed. He
is supposed to have written in the first century preceding

the Christian Era. His book became a great favorite in

Palestine.^ Especially does this remark apply to the

mystically inclined classes among the Jews. Kabbalistical

writers refer to it as a book of authority.^ For this reason

it must have been a favorite with all Essenically inclii*ed

Jews.*

This book exerted a very great influence in apostolic

times. It is well known that Jude. makes a direct quota-

tion from it,^ but numerous passages occur throughout the

jS'ew Testament where the same language, used in the same

sense, is to be found as in the Book of Enoch. Doubtless,

much of this similarity is to be explained by the fact that

the Book of Enoch was so extensively read in the first

century of our era. And especially strong is this simi-

larity in the Book of Revelations.*' In later times, we find

1 In this list, we include Tobit, Baruch, Judith, Susanna, and various

additions to the Book of Daniel. Consult Wise, Op. cit. p. 125. Ewald
places the first two in this list at an earlier date.

2
Stapfer: "Palestine

in the Time of Christ," p. 361.

3 Lawrence: "The Book of Enoch the Prophet," p. ix. The great
text book of the Gnostics, "Pistis Sophia,'' makes frequent mention of

the Book of Enoch. King: "Gnostics," p. 18.

4 As was also the Book of Daniel. It is supposed, by some, that the

author of the Book of Daniel was himself an Essene (Wise, Op. cit.)

They have been called a "school of apocalyptic speculators
"
(Stapfer,

Op. cit. p. 467).

5 Jude: 14, 15; quoted from Enoch ii. and a part of Enoch xxvi. 2.

^ Professor Stuart would explain this similarity on the theory that
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Iraiianis, Clement of Alexandria, and Tertnllian citing the

Book of Enoch as an inspired production. Origen would

Christ and Nicodemus.

assio-n it to about the same scale of authority as the

the author of Enoch deliberately copied from Revelations. Almost all

scholars now admit that Enoch was written earlier than Revelations.
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Psalms. Yet, although it thus colored all the literature of

the times, and passed r-ank for a while as an inspired work,

it was gradually lost sight of, and only of late years was

it discovered in the wilds of Abyssinia.^

Turning to the Book of Enoch itself, we find it to

consist of a series of visions. The coming of the Messiah

is foretold,^ and the doom of the wicked and the joys of

the elect are mentioned.' Then follows a long account of

the descent of fallen angels to earth,* and consequent intro-

duction of evil. But the writer foresees a time when all

sin shall be driven from the world. ^
JSTineteen chapters

then follow, telling us of the journeys of Enoch in company
with angels when he has revealed to him all manner of

heavenly secrets. The next twenty-five chapters^ are

probably the most interesting part of the book. Three

parables, or series of visions, are contained in this section.

They are all concerned with the Millenium or Judgment.

They treat of the happiness of the " elect
" and the eternal

punishment of the condemned. Aside from most interest-

ing coincidence of language in which the joys and sorrows

are painted, our attention is demanded for the considera-

tion of two points.

The first one seems to be the setting forth of a trinity,

but on this point it may be well to suspend judgment until

a more complete study can be made. However, reference

is made to the "Ancient of Days," to the "Lord of

Sj^irits," and to the " Messiah." It may be that the first

two expressions refer to the same spiritual being. But we

judge not, because they are often used where they seem to

1 The edition we have had to examine is an anonymous one from the

translation of Bishop Lawrence: "The Book of Enoch the Prophet,"

London, 1883.

2 Enoch ii. 3 vi.

4 vii.—xvi. •'> X. 27. 6 xxxvii.—Ixxi.
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refer to two spiritual beings.^ The description of the

]Messiah is, of course, the most interesting one. He is the

"son of man," the "elect one," he existed from the be-

ginning in secret,^ he was invoked before the Lord of

Spirits, "before the sun and the signs were created, before

the the stars of heaven were formed."^ " He shall be the

hope of those whose hearts are troubled. All who dwell

on earth shall fall down and worship him."* He it is who
reveals to the saints the " wisdom of the Lord of Spirits,"

and,
" in his name," shall the saints be preserved.^ In the

great day ofjudgment, seated oh the " throne of his glory
"^

with the Ancient of Days,^ he shall exercise all judgment,®

separate the righteous from the wicked—sending the latter

to everlasting punishment,^ but the saints, clothed " with

the garment of life,"^° shall dwell with him,
"
eat, lie down,

and rise up for ever."^^

There is another kind of knowledge that was un-

doubtedly widely spread throughout Palestine to which

we must now refer. We have but briefly glanced at it—
the Kabbalah. It must be borne in mind, however, that

there is a dispute as to the age of the Kabbalah. However,
as secret oral doctrines, there is probably no question that

the Kabbalah is extremely ancient. This knowledge
flourished in the Oriental world

;
from Egypt to India,

from Greece to Palestine. We must remember that this

knowledge was a secret of the deepest order. Only after

^ Euoeh xlviii., Ixx. relate that when p]noc'h ascended into heaven he
saw the Lord of Spirits ;

but wlien lie ascended into the heaven of heavens,
he saw the Ancient of Days. In general it is the Lord of Spirits who
commands and punishes (Ixv. 3, Ixii. Ifi, Iviii. 14), and the one to whom
praise shall be given (Ixii. 2). In general, also, the Ancient of Days is

surrounded with more of solemn awe (xlvi. 1, xlvii. 3 and Ixx. 12).

But in liv. it seems as if the Ancient of Days and the Lord of Spirits
were the same being.

2 Ixi. 10. 3 xlviii. 3. 4 Ibid 4. 5 ibid. 6, 7. 6 ix. 10.
-

xlvi. 1. 8 ixv. 11. 9 Ix. 14 10 Ibid. 18. 11 Ibid. 17.
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many trials of courage and endurance were candidates

made acquainted witk it. Each people probably gave a

local coloring to the great secrets, which were but slightly

varying forms of Oriental philosophy.

The Jewish Kabbalah, then, was but a branch of the

Oriental Kabbalah, colored by local Jewish beliefs, but

teaching once more Oriental conceptions in regard to God.

Undoubtedly the mystically inclined Jews, especially the

Essenes, must have felt an interest in this study. Though
this whole movement was a secret one, still it forms one

important factor to be considered among the factors gradu-

ally working a change in Jewish orthodoxy.^ We have

«hown some of the Kabbalistic meanings drawn from the

Bible. It is simply impossible to convey a clear statement

of the teachings of the Kabbalah in the limited space at

our command. We can, however, affirm that it taught an

allegorical interpretation of the Bible. It further taught

that the infinite God of all was inconceivable. The

language used is as difiicult and hard to be understood

as the Hindoo description of Brahma. It teaches the

doctrine of emanation. From the inconceivable God,

emanate ten Sephirolh, which are the personalized at-

tributes of God.^ It teaches a doctrine of the trinity, or

rather a succession of triads, for the sephiroth are mas-

culine and feminine, and are grouped together in sets of

three. Of these triads, one—the crown, the king and

the queen, which in a sense includes all the other triads

—
presents many analogies to the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit.^ The reader will not fail to see that the teachings

1 For a discussion of the age of the Kabbalah, see Lillie : "Buddhism
in Christendom," ch. viii. 2 Cf. This Series, Vol. III. p. 749.

3 We should remember that in many of the Gnostic circles the Holy
Spirit was feminine. The word, spirit, was feminine in Hebrew (Mac-
Gregor Mather, Op. eit. p. 22). Tn the Apochryphal Gospel "According
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of any such system must have had a tendency to break in

on Jewish orthodoxy.

And now to show how all the foregoing had exerted

an influence in Judaism, we need only refer to the Targums.
Once more, however, we are confronted with the question

of age. The Targums are interpretations of the Scripture,

made from classical Hebrew into the Aramaic Hebrew of

Palestine, sometimes accompanied with explanatory notes.

It is undoubted that a collection of such writings existed

before the Christian Era. It is disputed, however, whether

those we now have go back further than the fourth century or

not
;
some j)utting them as far back as Philo's time. But,

it being admitted that there were pre-Christian Targums,
it is not probable that they differed very materially from

those we now have.^

Examining the Targums themselves, we are at once

struck with the fact that they also speak of the Divine

Word
;
and sometimes, at least, they mean thereby a per-

sonalized being, just as much as Philo does in his writings.

In general, all appearances of God to men, mentioned in

the Old Testament, are, in the Targums, understood to be

of the Word. It was the Word that appeared to Adam
and Eve in the Garden, to Abraham at Mamre, etc. Yet

passages occur showing a distinction between the Word
and God himself, thus " These things said the Lord. . . .

Look unto my Word and be ye saved. "^ The Targums
make frequent mention of the Messiah, but it may be

doubtful whether they expected an angelic being. Some

expressions, however, would seem to indicate that the

to the Hebrews." the Holy Spirit is spoken of as the mother of Christ.

1 Vide Etheridge: "Introduction to The Targums of Oukelos and
Jonathan ben Uzziel," p. 5.

2 Targum Jon. Isaiah xlv. 18-22.
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Messiah was none other than this Divine Word.^ But

other passages seem to imply a distinction between the

two.^

Let us pause a moment and review the ground, over

which we have now come. Briefly speaking, the history

of Jewish thought from the day of the captivity down to

the commencement of the Christian Era shows us a slow

but persistent and gradual change, impelled thereto by the

constant pressure of Oriental ideas. This change, begun
in the Persian period, went forward with equal pace in the

time of Grrecian supremacy. It shows its influence in the

apochryphal books, in the Kabbalah, in explanatory Tar-

gums, and in the great party divisions of the Jews. The

most significant feature of this change was the nature of

the Messianic hope. The expectation of the return of

David, or a warlike prince of his house, had been exchanged

by a large section of the Jewish people for the belief in the

coming of a pre-existing angelic being, and instead of a

political kingdom, there was to be set up the heavenly

kingdom of the Messiah. It is necessary to keep in mind

that, though owing to the spread of the Essenic spirit, and

the influence of the widely read Book of Enoch, this new

conception was widely extended, still it was probably com-

batted by the ruling Sadducees and the influential

Pharisees.

Looking to the world at large, we find it to be a time

of very general peace. The all-powerful arm of Rome
was everywhere triumphant. Peace, even though some

liberties be crushed, has its accompanying blessings. Gen-

1 Targum Jonathan on Malachi iii. makes the coming one to be the

Divine Word. Targ. Jon. on Isaiah xvi. 1, makes the Messiah to be the
one who was with the Israelites in the wilderness, which in other pas-

s?),ges is identified as the Word.
2 Vide Bunseu: "Angel Messiah," p. 101.
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eral intelligence and science had been making very great

strides. Rome had entered on its intellectual develop-

ment. Trade and commerce must have been flourishing.

In religion, we have seen the very general giving up of

the old mythologies, and the consequent rapid spread of

semi-mystical religions, such as Serapis and I sis worship
and Mithraicism. Nor was the influence of Buddhism

wholly lost on the Western World. Religion could no

longer be a tribal or local afl'air. It must now be world-wide

in its aim. It could no longer be a ceremonial affair, it

must enunciate the virtues of morality. Ascetic societies

had been founded, the missionary Avas not unknown, and

the infinite pity and love of the Infinite Father could now
be understood by the various nations of the world. As
far as moral life was concerned, undoubtedly the w^orld

was much the same as at present. Those writers who are

so fond of representing the world as in the very lowest

depths of moral life are drawing on their imagination.

When we consider all the foregoing, it would seem as

if the "fullness of time" mentioned by the Ajiostle was

now at hand, consequently, looking once more to Palestine,
we see a star shining in the East. In short, the Divine

founder of Christianitv was now born, and we are now to

see how all these various streams that we have been tracing

converge to form one whole, that has since rolled on in a

Volume of ever-increasing force.

In a w^ork of this character, it is not expected that

we should give with any fullness of detail the life of Jesus^

of Nazareth. We ask all to remember that we are writing

solely from an liistorical stand-point. We are more con-

1 The word translated Jesus is simply the Greek form of Joshua,
which was a common name in Palestine. See Giles: "Apostolic
Records, fiondon, 1SS(>, ]). 161.
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cerned with the interpretation put upon his teachings by
his countrymen, and the gradual spread and possible

modification of the same which eventuated in Christianityo

Neither are we called on to discuss the date and authenticity

of the Gospel memoirs of the life and teacHings of Jesus.

It is well-known that there is a great dispute on these

questions.^

We shall content ourselves with simply showing a

few of the more salient points of his life, such as every
historian is bound to notice, leaving to others the more

pleasing task of portraying his life at large. We do not

know the year of his birth. Our scholars vary in their

opinion from seven to two years b.c.^ Still more uncertain

are we as to his birthday. The usually accepted day,

Christmas, was chosen by Pope Julius I., in the fourth

century, probably in deference to popular superstition,

the reason of which we have already given.
^

We know but little about his reputed parents. His

mother, Mary, seems to have been a member of the tribe

of Levi
;
while Joseph was a member of that of Judah,

^nd a descendant of David. ^ We know virtually nothing

of the first years of his life. His home was in Nazareth

1 Amongst the host of authorities, we will mention but one on each

side. Westcott: "On the Canon of the New Testament," London, 1881,

5th edition. This writer supports the more general view as to the early

age and authenticity of the Gospels. On the other side, the latest and
most exhaustive treatise seems to be that of an anonymous writer

(evidently a German) "Supernatural Religion," in three volumes, Lon-

don, 1884.

'^ It is not necessary to explain this strange sounding statement.

Vide Zumpf: "Das Geburtsjabr Christ;" Stapfer: "Palestine in the

Time of Christ," p. 475; Ewald : "History of Israel," Vol. VI. p. 149;

•Clinton in his late exhaustive treatise: "Fasti Romani," concludes on

5 B.C.

3 Vol. III. p. 802. It could not well have been Christmas, because

at that time of the year shepherds were not watching their flocks by

night in Judea. Vide Stapfer, Op. cit. p. 225.

4 On this point see Ewald, Vol. VI. p. 18.3.
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of Galilee.^ His reputed father, Joseph, was a carpenter.

The family was hirge. In addition to Jesus, Mary was the

mother of four sons and several daughters.^ Joseph is

su2")posed, from very slight foundations however, to have

died when Jesus was comjDaratively young, after which

Mary j^robabably removed to Cana, and, later still, to

Capernaum, on the ^hores of Lake Galilee. Here, as the

oldest son of a widowed mother, Jesus was j^robably recog-

nized as the head of the family, spoken of especially as the
" son of Mary."^ The family probably belonged to the

middle walks of life, neither rich nor poor. Zebedee, a

well-to-do fisherman of Bethsaida, on the same lake, had

married Salome, the sister of Mary.
*

Galilee has been called the " New England of Pales-

tine." It was a fertile upland country. Josephus praises

its climate, its soil, and the beautiful scenerv. It was

thickly settled, and the inhabitants were as interesting as

the country. The Galileans were not of pure Hebrew

blood, indeed they were very much mixed. According to

Dr. Stapfer,
" In Galilee new faiths found ready accej^tance

. . . the people were simple, thoughtful, fond of new and

daring ideas. . . . They were an active, hardy race
; they

were no dreamers, . . . they showed independence of

mind and true freedom of spirit.''^ This result was

probably owing to their distance from the narrow in-

1 It is necessary to remark that all references to Nazareth in the New
Testament may, possibly, have quite another meaning than the one

usually given. We have not space, nor is it necessary, to discuss that

point. VideLillie: "Buddhism iu Christendom," p, 101.

2 It is now not necessary to argue this point. The early church
fathers sought to deny it, but it is so generally admitted that nothing
need be said. 3 Mark vi. 8.

* Ewald, Vol. VI. p. 181. As to Salome being the sister of Mary and
aunt of Jesus, of. John xix. 25, Matthew xxvii. 56, Mark xv. 40.

" His
mother's sister," "Salome," "mother of Zebedee's children."

5 "Palestine in the Time of Christ," p. 118.
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:fluence of tlie schools at Jerusalem and the large foreign

population in their midst. It was in the midst of such

surroundings that Jesus passed his childhood and years of

early manhood.

Another figure of great historic interest now demands

attention. He was a relative of the same family, his

mother being connected with Mary and Salome.^ This

introduces us to John the Baptist.^ Of his early years

nothing is known of certainty. As his parents were both

aged at the time of his birth, they probably died while he

was young. , The description given of him in the pages of

the N^ew Testament, when he had commenced his great

work, are very interesting. That he regarded himself as

one of the Nazarites of old, there is no doubt.^ But we

have suggested that the Essenian movement included in

its ranks the ancient Nazarites. It becomes probable, then,

that John the Baptist was an Essene, though, as there are

numerous sects of Essenes, there is nothing to forbid the

further supposition that the movement he started was in

many respects peculiar, and had features not usually held

by the Essenes.

We must now consider the locality where he worked.

It was the wilderness, to the south and east of Jerusalem,

the very home of the Essenian movement. We must

further consider his peculiar dress'' and austere life, his

plainness of speech,^ his maxims,^ the doctrine he preached,

and the symbolic rite he adopted.'' This was all Essenic,

1 Luke i. 26.

2 The word trauslated "Baptist
" may possibly stand in very close

relation to the word usually translated "Essene." Vide Bunsen: "Angel
Messiah," pp. 114, 144.

3 Luke i. 15. 4 Mark i. 6. » Luke iii. 7. 6 ibid. v. 15.
"

Baptism was a very common feature in the Orient, to mark a new
beginning, literally a new birth. It held a place in Buddha worship,
in tlie Eleusinian mysteries; and proselytes to Judaism were first im-
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though, as just stated, his movement may also have been,

and probably was, possessed of distinguishing featui-es.

It may be, that the sect of the Nazarenes, which claimed

him as their founder, have an historic right to this claim,

but in this case we may also assume that they did not

preserve his doctrines in their pristine purity.^

The movement thus inaugurated by John produced a

great effect, and seems to have moved all classes of Jewish

society.^ It was the custom of the times for any Jewish

rabbi, who was a recognized teacher, to gather around him

a band of disciples, and the relations existing between the

rabbi and his disciples were somewhat akin to those be-

tween the Hindoo guru and his followers. The rabbi was

to be preferred in honor before his parents.^ Probably in

a similar manner, John gathered about him his disciples,

taught them his doctrines, and gave them prayers to

recite.*

Let us now return to G-alilee. According to Luke,
Jesus began his public work when he "was about thirty

years of age."^ According to what we have already pointed

out, this was in all probability between the two dates, 23

and 28 a.d. Though from this time on, we have more de-

tails of his life, every one knows our sources of informa-

tion are extremely scanty. We know that he also gathered
about him a band of disciples. Twelve of them stood in

especial relation to him, and have been known in history

as his apostles. With one possible exception, Judas

mersed. The Essenes made a great deal of this rite. Vide Hommer-
sham Cox : "First Century of Christianity," p. 266 et seq.

1 This interesting point need not be further discussed, Vide Lillie:

"Buddhism in Christendom," p. 100 et seq. ;
Bunsen : "Angel Messiah,"

p. 113 et seq. and 144 et seq. ;
"Isis Unveiled," Vol. II. p. 289 et seq. See

also. Ewald, Vol. VI. p. 160, note 1.

2 Luke iii. 7-15. 3 Stapfer, Op. cit. p. 305. < Luke xi. 1.

5 Luke iii. 23.
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Iscariot/ all were from Galilee. The composition of this

little band is interesting. Possibly one, and with a less

degree of probabilit;y% two of them, James and Jude, were

brothers of Jesus.- Two of them were probably his

Christ and His Apostles.

cousins, James and John, the sons of Zebedee. Three

1 Judas of Karioth. There were two places of this name, one in

Judea and one in Galilee. Josh. xv. 25, xxi. 34; Vide Eviald, Vol. VI.

p. 303, note 8.

5J This is one of the most difficult points to decide. Cf. Gal. i. 19 and
Jude i. 1. James' name appears in all the lists of the apostles (Math. x.

2-5, Mark iii. 15-19, Luke v. 13-17, Acts i. 13-15) spoken of as the son of

Alphseus. Jude only appears in Luke and Acts. As he is there the "son

of James," perhaps this is a different Jude from the author of the Book
of Jude. It would seem, however, from a number of indications, that

the brothers of Jesus did not, at first, believe on him (Math. xiv. 55-56>
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others (Peter, Andrew, and Philip) were from the same

little town as these two, Bethsaida on Lake Galilee;^ one

other, Xathanael (or Bartholomew),^ w^as from Cana of

Galilee,^ and had thus probably not only known Jesus in

his youth, but was known to the Bethsaida diseiples.^

Of the other three—Matthew, Thomas, and Simon—nothing-

very definite is know^n. Thomas seems, also, to have been

from Bethsaida/

As far as external appearances went, the relation be-

tween Jesus and this select band was doubtless like that

of many another band in the Holy Land. His disciples

called him Rabbi or Master," and doubtless paid to him the

deference that disciples were expected to pay their master.

On his part, Jesus took pains to explain to them the doc-

trines he taught,^ and prepared them to spread abroad his

teachings.^ According to Ewald,
" The chief quarters of

the societ}" were fixed at Capernaum, where, probably, the

house of Jesus and that of Peter also, always stood open
to its members. If the society rose, in order to journey
to another place, and to stay there for a time, messengers
were dispatched from it to arrange before-hand for lodging.

The expenses of the sustenance of the community were

borne partly by the more wealthy members, and came

partly from the voluntary gifts of such as took a deep in-

terest in the work."^ In short, w^e have been considering

Mark vi. 3-4, Luke xviii. 20-21, John vii. 3-7). This question will prob-

ably never be satisfactorily settled.

1 John i. 43-44. 2 Ewald VI. p. 249. 3 John xxi. 2.

4 Jolin i. 45.

5 Ibid. Matthew and Mark have Thaddeus in the place of Jude. It

is surprising; liow little is known with certainty about the twelve

apostles; cf. Giles: '.'Apostolic Records."
6 John iv. 31. ~' Matth. xiii. 11, etc. 8 Matth. x. 5 etseq.
9 Vol. VI. p. 305.
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the preliminary organization, the first beginnings of that

movement destined to revolutionize the world.

A point of great historical interest now lies before us.

Since Jesus made use of the ordinary customs of his time,

in organizing his disciples and spreading his doctrines,

what, if any, elements did he see fit to adopt from the

earlier movement of John the Baptist and from the Essenic

movement? The preaching of John seems tohav^e afi*ected

(xalilee. He was probably well known to the inhabitants

of the lake towns, since he was related not only to Mary,

the mother of Jesus, but to Salome, the wife of Zebedee,

as well. Humanly speaking, he was cousin to Jesus

as well as to James and John. John and Andrew, Peter's

brothers, were his disciples before they were Jesus'. When
Jesus was about to commence his public work, he saw fit

to be baptized by John. There were present on that occa-

sion, or in the immediate neighborhood, Peter, Philip,

Kathaniel, and probably James, the brother of John.

This shows that they were interested in this movement

enough to come some distance from Galilee. We shall

probably not err if we conclude that they were disciples

of John, and consequently members of an Essenian sect.

We are also reasonably sure that Jesus adopted some

of the Essenic precepts and customs. The communistic

plan of life adopted with his disciples was Essenic. The

councils he gave his apostles when sending them forth were

Essenic. The words,
" Blessed are ye poor, for yours is

the kingdom of God," "It is hard for a rich man to enter

the kingdom of heaven,"
" Ye cannot serve God and man,"

" Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness,

and all these things shall be added unto you," are all say-

ings of an Essene. So, also, are his commands to the rich

young man, his precept in regard to oaths, his utterances
36
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about marriage.^ Nevertheless, further investigation shows

that in many respects the teachings of Jesus were directly

opposed to those of Essenism, and if we are to call his

movement (as to its external appearance) an Essenic one^

it is only by the further understanding that it widely

differed from Essenism proper.

As Dr. Stapfer says: "The root-idea of Essenism,

purification before God to be obtained by outward ob-

servances, was strongly combatted by Jesus. He always

protested against it. He sat down to the table without

having plunged in water to the great scandal of the Phari-

sees and Essenes who observed him
;
and when he said :

' Not that which entereth into the mouth detileth a man,
but that which proceedeth out of the mouth,' he condemned

the very principle of Essenism."^ Perhaps we have said all

that is necessary on this difficult point. If, now, we con-

clude that the outward arrangement, the external form,

the working machinery was largely Essenic
;

but the

teachings were independent from, even in some respects

opposed to, Essenism, we believe that few will take excep-

tion to the statement.^ If it is necessary from a human

historical stand-point to characterize this movement at all,

we may say that it j^artook, to some extent, of the eclecti-

cism of the age ;^ the new principle introduced was
1 Matth. xix. 11, 12. Stapfer, Op. cit. p. 468.

2 "Palestine in the Time of Christ," p. 469
;
Dr. Lightfoot in "Epistles

to the Galatians," and "Epistle to the Colossians," presents many argu-
ments against the supposed Essenic traits in the teachings of Jesus, but

of. Lillie: "Buddhism in Christendom," ch. xx.

3 According to the description of James, brother of Jesus, and head
of the church at Jerusalem, given by Hegesippus, and preserved by
Eusebius (History ii. 23), he was an Essene. This evidence, as will be

shown later, must be accepted with caution, and further it tells us nothing
of the doctrines taught. As James was the head of the church, he must

fairly represent it. This is a strong confirmation of the statement just
made.

4 Fisher: "History of the Christian Church," p. 12.
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that it made the hearty the intention^ the will of the person

the standard by which to estimate the morality of actions.

It condemned all formalism, even Essenic formalism. It

set up no new code of morals. It proscribed no minute

rules of conduct. It enunciated no creeds or dogmas. Using
a well-known figure of speech, it declared that men must

be re-born, must commence a new life, determined to love

their neighbors as themselves, to guard well the heart (the

intention or will), for out of it proceeded the issues of life

and death, that is to say, there was the standard by which

their actions were to be weighed.^

We shall give no especial outline of the teachings of

Jesus
;
but pass at once to the tragedy of his death. We

do not know the year of his death with certainty. Eminent

authorities vary in date from the year 29 to 33 a.d. ;^ we

have some slight evidence for the year 36 a.d.^ His

movement was, of course, opposed by the Sadducees and

Pharisees at Jerusalem. They dreaded greatly the de-

velopment of anything that bore any resemblance to

Essenism. The devout were expected to pray every day,
" Send thy curse, God, upon the JSTazarines."^ The

ruling classes had especially to fear any movement that

would lead to popular tumults, and give the ever-watchful

Romans a chance to exercise their cruel power. The en-

i Of. Vol. III. pp. 786-7.

2 Giles: "Apostolic Records;" Stapfer: "Palestine in the Time of

Christ," p. 474; Ewald: "History," Vol. VI. p. 152. See, also, table in

Vol. VIII. p. 366.

3 The evidence is as follows: The Emperor Tiberius died in the

spring of 37 a.d. Pilate had been ordered to appear before him on account

of the massacre of the Galileans at Tirathaba
;
but Tiberius died before

Pilate reached Rome (Josephus: "Antiquities," xvii. 4). Pilate, there-

fore, must have left Judea not earlier than the fall of 36. As this mas-

sacre was one of his latest acts, it could not have happened earlier than

the fall of 35 or the beginning of 36. It is barely possible that this mas-

sacre was the one of which Jesus was informed. Luke xiii. 1.

* Jerome, quoted by Lillie.
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thusiastie multitude in Galilee wished, on one occasion, to

make Jesus king.

When Jesus went up to Jerusalem to the passover

feast at which he was crucified, he entered the city amid

the plaudits of the multitude who cried " Blessed be the

kins: who cometh in the name of the Lord." The Roman

The Stone at the Sepulchre.

pro-consul had come to Jerusalem also, as was his custom

at this important feast. We may be well assured that when

the report of this matter was brought to him, that it pre-

sented itself to his mind as a case of incipient revolt against
Roman power, one of which he must take judicial notice

and punish accordingly. In carrying out this plan, he

would, of course, make use of the same insulting cruelty
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that he knew so well how to employ—cruelty to the haj>

less victim, insults to the Jewish nation at large. We may
be sure his spies watched every movement of Jesus from

this time. The blow had been already decided upon, he

was only waiting a fitting time.

For this purpose no better day could be selected than

the first day of the feast, when Jerusalem was crowded

with strangers. Then, indeed, was an appropriate time

to make an exhibition of Roman power, to insult a hapless

nation, and quench a possible revolt. The high-priest,

ruling Sadducees, and influential men at Jerusalem knew

of the lowering tempest ; they knew that the slightest ex-

pression of sympathy from the people at large in behalf of

Jesus and his movement, or the slightest opi^osition to the

decisions of the pro-consul, would bring on the entire

people the wrath of the Romans. They feared their

ability to hold in check the enthusiasm of the people.^

But one course was open to them. In the name of political

expediency, if nothing else, Jesus must be sacrificed.^

There is every reason, howeA^er, to conclude further that

the principal classes just mentioned were more than willing

to see this movement crushedo

All know the result. Jesus was arrested, delivered

over to Pilate, by him at once condemned to death. He
was both scourged and crucified, a punishment only meted

out to the lowest criminals of Rome. This shows us how

enormous was his offence in the eyes of the Roman pro-

consul. Over his head, was placed the insulting inscription,

"King of the Jews."

But no human power could avail to head off the move-

ment that had been started. For some centuries, it had

i Luke xxii. 1.

^ John xi. 47-54. There was a world of sad truth in the speech of

Caiaphas.
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been gathering force. In the fullness of time,the great leader

and teacher had apiDcared. In short, Christianity was now

started on its mission. The work now lying before us is

to trace the development of doctrines claimed to have been

taught by Jesus. We are to watch the growth of Chris-

tianity until it embraces the world
;
we want to notice the

conflict of ancient Christianity and the Gnostic sects, the

rise and glittering triumph of the Church, go with it into

the centuries of medieval times, and witness the growth of

those principles which finally led to that great movement

known as the Reformation.

In these pages, we have made an earnest and conscien-

tious endeavor to set forth the conflicts of various beliefs

in Western Asia, which were preparing the ground for the

reception of the truths of Christianity. We have set forth

in a kinclly spirit what seems to us to be the facts of the case.

As the pages are passing through the press, our attention has

been called to the following words from the pen of an

eminent theologian and scholar of the day,^ which seem

to us to be so true that we hasten to give them expression.

"The more the great historic religions of the world are

studied in their genesis and their relation to the people who

were influenced by them, the more truth, beauty, and good
are found in them. They had their appropriate task in

preparing the nations of the world for the higher religion

when it should come to them in the fullness of time."

1 Charles Aufjustus Briggs, D.D., Davenport professor of Hebrew in

the Uniou Theological Seminary. "Messianic Prophecy," New York,
1886, p. 4.
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THE night passes into the day, as the

Spring with its flowers and songs grows
into the fruitful Summer

;
so does the

world in one stage of culture take on

the beliefs of the succeeding and higher

plane. Old customs become modified

or absolete, bits of old superstitious belief are dropped,
clearer ideas as to the great world at large are embraced,
from new vantage ground a better understanding is obtained

of the laws of science. So, from time to time, the world

arouses to the fact that a great advance in culture has been

made. The old has passed away, and with it has gone some
of the ignorance and superstitions of former generations.
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These statements apply to every department of cul-

ture, but not to an equal degree. We have before remarked

that all relioions are conservative. Hence it is that in this

direction change is always slow. Many thousands of years

l^asscd away before just ideas of the nature of God
and his Government were enunciated. Taking our stand

on this statement, that God has at all times and places

done all that infinite wisdom saw fit to do in advancing
man in this matter, we have not hesitated in inquiring into

the history of growth in this department of culture.

In the preceding chapter we have traced the develop-

ment of the three centuries, ending with the crucifixion of

Jesus. • We have now to deal with a more im2:>ortant period

in the culture-history of the world. When the sun went

down on Calvary, and the terror-stricken apostles sought

safety in flight, bold indeed would have been the prophet
who ventured to assert that in three centuries the Roman

Empire would acknowledge the Christian religion as the

state religion. Yet that is what came to pass. What we

want to do now is to survey the marvelous develoj)ments

of those centuries, and gain a clear understanding of the

stages of growth ending with the formation of the Catholic

Church. From the Galilean Rabbi with his twelve fisher-

men apostles, to the Church at the time of Constantino

with its splendid organization plainly forshadowing its

coming greatness under the lead of the mitered bishop of

Rome, how great the change !

We must now address ourselves to a study of the

various steps of this development. We will find that c(Ui-

fusion, doubt, and contradictory statements surround

nearly every question we have to consider. Scholars,

eminent for their learning, came to directly opposite con-

clusions in many instances. We must, therefore, with
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care and consideration take our way across this debatable

ground. Let us first inquire as to the general state of the

world at large, as to both science and religion.

Tiberius was the emperor of Rome when Jesus was

crucified. The empire was then at the zenith of her

230wer. It is true her boundaries were slightly increased

afterwards, but her real power was never greater. The

Mediterranean had become a Roman lake, and the many
nations contiguous to her shores had met a common fate—
absorption in Rome. The petty national rivalries were

extinct. This represents substantially the facts of the case

during the period in question.

It is impossible to over-estimate the importance of this

state of afi'airs in the development of Christianity. The

empire included in its bounds all the civilized lands of

antiquity. Egypt, with its ruined temples and memories

of an unfathomable past ; Chaldea, whose soil had felt the

tread of disciplined armies thousands of years before the

mythical twins had established the foundations
'

of the

Eternal City ; Greece, whose poets sung long centuries

before the Latin tribes coalesced on the Tiber, were but

outlying provinces of one great empire. In fact, antiquity

was coming to its end in unity. One empire of apjDarently

irresistible strength had made its appearance.

The citizens of the conquered provinces of this vast

empire were alike in at least one respect
—the egotistical

notions of their own importance had received a crushing
blow. They were but more and more impressed with the

fact, that they were but parts of a greater wdiole. The}^ had

had rudely forced on their minds that their national gods
were powerless to serve them in times of distress. Then

there was the enlightenment that always accompanies the

expanse of trade and commerce. Traders from all parts
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of tlio empire inct at Home. There tliey must liare

learned to their surprise that the many stories of the

miracles and wonders deA^outly ascribed to their own god

were paralleled by those told of other deities, andas devoutly

believed in by their adherents. All this must have been

Offerings of the Vestal Virgins.

rapidly educating the masses up to the stage of belief long-

reached by the educated classes. In short, polytheism

was dying. The universal empire was preparing its

citizens for an universal religion.
^

1 Vide Bauer: "Churfh History,'' Vol. I. oh, i.
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Before going further, it is advisable to glance at the

general state of intellectual advance. In nothing are we

more likely to err than in imputing to the language of

ancient writers our modern meaning. We must, for the

time being, forget our modern culture, and put ourselves

in sympathy with the general intelligence of the people of

that far-away time. We must here distinguish between

the knowledge of a few scholars and that of the masses of

the people. One of the great points in which modern cul-

ture differs from the ancient is the more general and w^ide

diffusion of knowledge. But, at the beginning of the

Christian Era, and for many centuries after, the common
masses of the people were deplorably ignorant.

Books were extremely rare, and but few could make

use of them. There was 'no way of gathering or of dis-

seminating information. The people of one province of

the empire must have been almost totally ignorant of

what was going on in another. What did the inhabitants

of Palestine know about the events in Gaul or Britain ?

And so of the most ordinary branches of learning.

Geography, arithmetic, natural sciences must have been

almost unknown terms to the great masses of the people. It

is true that men eminent for learning in all these branches

were living. Pliny, for instance, wrote thirty-seven books

on natural history
—a veritable encyclopedia. This work,

though full of errors, is one of the most valuable remains

of antiquity.

Strabo, the geographer of antiquity, had both theoret-

ical and practical acquaintance with his subject. But it is

evident that only a few were acquainted with such books

as existed. The fact is, the world has made such immense

strides in these directions since the invention of printing

that it IS almost impossible for us to conceive of the real
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state of aft'airs in the earlier centuries of the world's

history.

Superstition is the handmaid of ignorance. Hence,

we are not surprised to read of the superstition of the

masses of the people. The people believed in witch-craft,

magic, and sorcery. They lived in fear of the evil spirits

everywhere swarming around them. This was suj)posed

Offerings to Jupiter.

to be the most common cause of sickness. Exorcists who

could drive away evil spirits were the doctors. Though it

is in this direction that the survival of anamistic or savage

philosophy comes most plainly to view, yet >ve need not

doubt that it colored every event of their daily lives'.

Such was the intellectual atmosphere of the first centuries

of our era. An ignorant, credulous, superstitious time.
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Just the soil in which the romantic, the wonderful, the

miraculous would be sure to take root and flourish most

luxuriantly.

Now w^e must take into consideration the state of re-

ligious belief and culture outside of Palestine at the begin-

ning of the first century, that is to say, throughout the

Roman Empire. We want to survey this field from several

points of view. Way back in old pagan times, religious

culture showed two well marked divisions or fields of study.

The private religion of the masses, and the public religion

of the leaders. The public religion was polytheism.

There were priests and temples and rituals. Certain

days were sacred to the gods, and were celebrated wMth

sacrificial offerings and festival songs. But the private

religion, even from the very earliest times, had been simply
Ancestor Worship. The household gods were the deceased

house-fathers. As far as private religion was concerned,

the great system of polytheism cut very little figure.

Now, we have seen in a former chapter how^ the better

educated classes had gradually departed in heart from the

religious culture of the people. They had adopted the

widely spreading philosophical belief of the Oriental

World. Their teachings were veiled and shrouded in

mysteries. They were not at all understood by the masses

of the people. Only by slow degrees and the exercise of

great care were candidates initiated from rank to rank.

And in some cases the deeper secrets were hid, save from

a select few, from even the most advanced candidates. We
need not doubt but that such initiates were to be found

everywhere throughout the Roman Empire.
Now the point to be noticed is, that the general mass

of the people had been slowly advancing to this same

plane of thought. The proof of this fact is the sudden
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rise and spread of those forms of religion which, in a

measure, voiced the teachings of the mysteries, such as

the worship of Serapis and Isis, and Mithraicism. These

forms of religious culture were the exact counterparts of

Essenism in Judea. They were due to the same wave of

Oriental 2)hiloso23hy spreading to the west, on the one hand

colored by polytheism, on the other influenced by Judaism.

As a consequence, we lind certain points of ritual

held in common by j^eople from one end of the Orient to

the other. It is both interesting and instructive to glance

at some of these beliefs and customs. The first that we

need notice is the wide diffusion of a belief in a trinity or

triad of gods. N^early all systems of polytheism j^ass

away in triads. In Brahmanism, for instance, we find the

active deity believed to be a trinity, viz : Brahma, Vishnu,
and Siva.^ This triad is called the Trivmrti. In the

cavern at Elephanta, is a three-headed figure springing
from one bust, to represent unity.^ The poet and the com-

mentator teach that these three persons, however, form

but one deity. Their reply to a perplexed inquirer is :

"Learn, devotee, that there is no real distinction between

us
;
what to you appears such is only semblance

;
the

single being appears under three forms, but he is one."^

We have already mentioned the trinity worshi^^ed in

Buddhism.* Passing into China, Buddha was called Fo.

Hence we understand the Chinese expression,
'' Fo is one

person, but has three forms. "^
According to Le Compte,

one of the maxims of the Taou sect in China is that "
Tao,

the Eternal Reason, produced one. One produced two, two

1 Siva is the same as Rudra; see Vol. III. p. 789, note 2.

2 Maurice: "Oriental Trinities," p. 372.

3 Allen: "India,"' p. 382. 4 Vol. III. p. 795.

5 "Bible Myths, p. 372, quoting Davis: "China," Vol. II. pp. 193, 81.
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produced three, and three produced all things."' Accord-

ing to Colonel Grant, the Tartars in Northern Asia had

also their trinity, '^hey worshij^ed one god under three

denominations—the Creator of All Things, the God of

Armies, an'd the Spirit of Heavenly Love.'"'* Turning to

Euroj^e, we find in Scandinavia Odin, Frey, and Thor. A
triune statue representing this trinity in unity was found

Heathen Temple in Ruins.

in XJpsal in Sweden.'^ In the manuscript copies of the

Edda preserved at Upsal, these three deities are represented

sitting on three thrones. The inquirer is told that the god

sitting on the lowest throne is "the lofty one," the second,
"

it is the equal to the lofty one," and he who sits on the

highest throne is simply
" the third.

"^

1 Maurice: "Oriental Trinities," p. 420.

2 Ibid. 397. a "Bible Mj^ths," p. 377.

4 Maurice: "Oriental Trinities," p. 40o.
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We have before remarked that Egypt was the hind of

trinities, ^^'e found a trinity in the Jewish Kabbalah.

We are tokl that both the Assyrians and Phoenicians wor-

shijied a trinity. In fact, there was no article of belief

more widely spread than that of a divine triad.^ Here, it

may not be out of place to make mention of the Jewish

belief. Jewish scholars insist that this doctrine of the

Trinity is nowhere tau2,-ht in the Old Testament. The

j)osition of the Christian commentators is that, though not

openly taught, it is implied in innumerable passages.

Calling the Kabbalah to our aid, it becomes very clear that

the latter are right. We must remember that the tendency
of Semitic belief w^as strictly in the direction of mono-

theism, on the one hand, and the great danger of the

Israelites of relapsing into polytheism, on the other; hence

the unity of God w^as held up to view. Probably the

triune nature of the godhead was almost wholly an esoteric

nrticle of belief.

]N'ow it will help us to a clearer understanding of this

matter to briefly consider some j^ossible explanations for

this wide-spread belief, and we will notice points of vari-

ance among diiferent people. Probably no one explana-

tion will answer all the difficulties. Probably many
reasons could be pointed out, all assisting to bring about

this conclusion. We have shown, perhaps with tiresome

emphasis, the importance of heaven and earth as fetiches.

Passing into polytheism, these become two of the greater

gods. They become the great father and mother of all

1 Lack of space prevents a more thorough investigation of this in-

teresting question. For a full discussion see Maurice: "Oriental Trin-

ities." As an esoteric doctrine, this seems to have been held by all

people of antiquity. Greeks, Romans, and Germans are seen to forni no

exception. Though nearly a century has elapsed since this book was

published, its value is unimpaired.
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things.^ It is, perhaps, not difficult to understand the

working of the human mind that nearly always placed

with these two greater gods, another god as their son.

Perhaps this was but the lowest form of this belief,

illustrated in old Chaldean, Assyrian, and Egyptian belief.''

But advancing intelligence frees itself from such a conception

of deity, and comes to consider these three gods as separate

but equal beings. This fairly represents the so-called

trinities in many cases, although even here the old idea

still retains its influence
;
one of these gods still represents

the masculine element, one the feminine, and the third holds

a mediatorial position between gods and men. Prob-

ably the so-called Scandinavian trinity belongs to this

class.
^

But as the idea of monotheism advances, these three

gods mysteriously blend into one. This was the stage

reached in nearlv all the cases we have thus far discussed.

Finally, as philosophy begins to grapple with this question,

the Infinite First Cause is conceived as Ivino- back even

of this triune god. We know this was the case in Brah-

manism.* It was probably so in the philosophical system of

Plato. ^ This was the belief of the Alexandrian school,*^

and of the Jewish Kabbalah.^ And here we should note

the doctrine of the Taou sect
;
Eternal Reason lay back of

all. Finally the doctrine of emanation springs up, the

triad of gods composing the active trinity are but emana-

tions from the First Cause. But, as showing the tenacity

of old beliefs, we need only remark that, of these successive

1 Vol. ir. p. 336 etseq.; pp. 384 and 385; p. 516; Vol. III. p. 729.

2 Vol. II. pp. 519, 695-6.

3 Wilder, Payne Knight: "Mythology," p. 169.

4 Vol. III. p. 739.

5 The Demiurge of Plato was a trinity; vide Ueberwig,Vol. J. p. 123.

' 6 Cf. "The Cherubim," Allegories of the Law, ii. 1.
"
"Kabbalah Unveiled."
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emanations, some are masculine and some feminine. This

subject will be considered again in treating of the Gnostics.

Another point of interest in regard to these ancient

trinities must be examined. Going back to the primitive

belief when the trinity was god, goddess, and offspring, it

is, perhaps, not difficult to see why the offspring, the son

of the god, should be regarded as the special protector of men.

He was the mediator between god and man. Thus, in

Chaldea, we lind prayers and supplications addressed, not

'to Ilea, but to his son, Mirri-dugga.^ This conception w^as

never lost; in all the trinities some one apj^ears as mediator,

the especial friend of man
;
Yishnu in India, Thor in Scandi-

•navia, Mithras in Persia, illustrate this point. We have

already seen that in a number of cases this person in the

trinity was called the Logos. To what was said above, we

need only add, that in Egyptian belief the Logos w^as re-

garded as a great mystery. The god Thoth was some-

times called the Logos.

Regarding this person of the trinity as the mediator

and friend of man, it is not singular that in some cases the

belief had arisen that he had from time to time consented

to become incarnate in man, and pass an earthly, life in

elevating their condition. In earlier times, it was common
to believe of any eminent personage that he was the son of

a, god. When advancing intelligence discarded these

stories, religious belief in some instances still held that

these gods had .passed a mortal life on earth. It is well

known that the Hindoos believe there have been a number

of avatars of Yishnu. Though, perhaps, only one,

Crishna, ought to be regarded as a true incarnation; in the

other cases only a part of the deity was bestowed on the

mortal. Some of these avatars are purely mythical ;
some

1 Vol. II. p. 697.
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are, perhaps, historical j^ersonages, though a vast amount

of mythical incidents has been connected with their lives.

Guatama Buddha is supposed to be the ninth incarnation

of Vishnu,

In Buddhism itself, we have seen that each Buddha

was an incarnation, not indeed of a god, but of a pre-exist-

ing angelic being. One more curious point must now be

touched upon. We have seen that in all the earlier trinities

the goddess appears. We can easily understand why this

goddess worship should tenaciously survive into higher

forms of culture. In quite a number of triads she still

retained her place. And in other cases she survived in

another form. At any rate
,
the worship of the Virgin

Goddess was one of the most wide spread worships in the

Orient. We have spoken of the worship of Isis, repre-

sented with the infant Horus in her arms. The Etruscan

worshiped a Virgin goddess with a child in her arms.^

Almost all the goddesses of 'ancient Greece and Roine were

at times and places dignified with such titles as "Virgin

Queen of Heaven," "Mother of God," etc.^ In the cases of

the incarnations we have just mentioned, of course the

mothers of the holy children were holy and sacred persons.

We need only recall what was said of the mother of Buddha,^

and state that similar beliefs were entertained in regard to

the mother of Crishna,. one of the avatars of Vishnu, and of

Myrrha, the mother of Bacchus. The latter was called

the "
Queen of Heaven," and was represented with the

infant saviour (Bacchus) in her arms.
*

Leaving this field, let us treat of some of the rites and

ceremonies common throughout the Orient. The statement

has already been made that baptism was a very common

1 Innman: "Ancient Faiths," p. 101.

2 Vide "Bible Myths," pp. 332-3, » Vol. III. p. 802.
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ritualistic act. It is interesting to note how wide-spread

this rite was. Frequently, in reading the account of the

adoption into the ranks of barbarous tribes, we note that

the candidate was thorouo-hlv washed, ijenerallv in runnins:

Josephus.

water. ^ This idea was, perhaps, the one extended to the

case of children. They were not considered full members

1 This was the custom, in most of our Indiau tribes.
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of the society in which they were born until they were

baptized. Of course, religion was the department of cul-

ture that early- secured control of this movement. A short

time after birth, the infant was baptized, and the name was

formally bestowed on him. We know this to have been

the state of affairs among nearly all the nations of Northern

Europe.
In both Greece and Rome the case was similar. The

child was not a member of the joint-family until it had

been adopted by the house-father.^ "The goddess Nun-

dina took her name from the ninth day, on which day all

male children were sprinkled with holy water, as females

were on the eighth, at the same time receiving their pagan
names. "^ The pagan priests gave a certificate of such

baptism, and spoke of the child, born "in original sin and

the wrath of God," being regenerated by the laver of bap-

tism. In Mongolia and Thibet, the Buddhist priests go

through quite a ceremony when the child is baptized.
" Candles burn, and incense is offered on the domestic

altar, the priest reads the prescribed prayers, dips the

child three times in water, and impresses on it a name.^

But baptism was not confined to childhood. In gen-

eral it tended to mark a new beginning in a moral life.

Thus, in all the heathen mysteries, the candidate on his

admission was baptised, after which he was said to be re-

generated.* In the Egyptian mysteries of Isis, the candi-

date was baptised by the attending priest, and purification

and forgiveness of sins were supposed to be the result.^ In

Egyptian hieroglyphics, a very expressive sign is used for

1 Vide Coulanges: "The Ancient City," p. 67; Hearn : "The Aryan
Household," p. 73.

2 Taylor: "Diegesis," p 233. 3 "Bible Myths," p. 317.

4 Mackey : "Encyclopedia of Freemasonry," pp. 222, 247, 341.

5 Apuleius: "Milesis," taken from "Bible Myths," p. 319.
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baptism,
" the waters of purification.'"

It was one of the

rites adopted by /ill of the religions of antiquity. The

Jewish proselyte Avas baptised before admitted to all the

rights of Judaism. When this rite had been bestowed on

him, he was said to be "born again.
"^

When a Buddhist monk was initiated, after a confession

of sin and much catechising, the candidate was baptized.

This operation is called the "Whole Birth.
"^ The candidate

into the ranks of Mithraicism ^vas also baptized.^ We
have not yet exhausted the purificatory rites of water. In

front of the heathen temples were placed marble vases con-

containing lustral water. The priest stood at the door, in

his hand a branch of laurel or olive tree, which he dipped

into the water and sprinkled all who entered the door.^ In

fact, the idea that baptism conferred some sort of virtue,

irrespective of the disposition of the candidates, proceeded

to such lenoths that such writers as Ovid and Cicero con-

demned it as an unworthy superstition.*^ We need simply

remark that in several cases we catch glimpses of baptism

by fire as well as by water. In Greece and Rome, the

child was carried three times around the sacred fire
;''

while adults jumped three times through the flames. In

this latter form, baptism by fire is still employed in India.*

Let us trace out one more custom, taking its rise in a

primitive stage of culture, but surviving into higher forms

of religious belief. In the stage of fetichism, we have

seen the people choosing various inanimate things for

1 Bonwick: "Egyptian Belief," p. 416.

2 Cox: "First Century of Christianity," p. 274.

3 Lillie: "Buddhism in Christendom/' p. 81.

4 Mackey, Op. cit. p. 503.

5 Smith :
"
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities," Art.

•'Chernips." 6 Taylor: "Diegesis," p 2 33.

7 Coulanges: "The Ancient City," p. 67.

8 "Bible Myths," p. 324.
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adoration. In some cases, plants were thus worshiped.

We know that the early-Aryans of India thus reverenced,

the soma plant. It was their god. They made from it aUr

intoxicating drink. To partake of a cup of this drink waa

a religious rite, it was really drinking their god.
"
0,

Soma, immortal, may we drink of thee and be immortal

like thee
"

is their wish.^ But we have seen that fetiches
;

could be made. We know that the Mexicans made paste.,

figures of their god, and eating that, thought that they

w^ere literally eating their god.^ Explain it how you will, .

the fact remains that this idea—that certain sacrifices,,

ofifered, become literally part of the deity, and hence amos,t

meritorious thing to eat and drink them—survived into

almost all the religions of the Orient. In the earlier be-,

lief, the earth itself was a deity. Hence, all that was
,

produced was a part of that deity. This notion was kept,

alive on certain feast days, when what was eaten was re-

garded as literally part of the god. This is the meaning
of Arnobius, when describing those who took part in the

Bacchanalian feasts, he declares, "they thought they re-

ceived the fullness of God's majesty when they tore and

ate struggling rams."

But such crude conceptions as these soon disappeared.

Wine or water, or simple cakes of bread and rice, took the

place of other victims. The point to be noticed is, that

when these simple articles were duly consecrated, they

were believed to be literally parts of the god. When the

ancient Egyptians celebrated the myth of the death and

resurrection of Osiris, little round cakes, marked with a St.

Andrew's cross, were placed upon the altar. When blessed

by the priest it was supposed to become a part of the

1 Baring-Gould: "Religious Belief," Vol. I. p. 401.

2 Bancroft: "Native Races," Vol. III. p. 299.
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veritable Osiris
;
it was then broken by the priest and given

to the assembled multitude, portions being carried to

absent members.* In extremely early sculptures from

Sanchi, we see cakes ranged by the side of a vase, and in

other cases groups are adoring rice cakes.'"' In Thibet, the

Grand Lama blesses the bread and wine, partakes of a

portion, and then it is passed around.^ Judging from the

statements just made as to early Buddhism, this conse-

crated bread and wine is regarded as a part of deity.

Prodicus tells us that the ancients worshiped bread as

Demeter, and wine as Dionysus, therefore, when they ate

the bread and drank the wine, after it had been conse-

crated, they thought they were eating the flesh and drink-

ing the blood of their god.^ It is, perhaps, sufficient to

remark that in the worship of Mithras as celebrated at

Rome, there was also a sacrament of bread and wine. The

early church fathers spoke of it as being exactly the same

as their own sacrament.'^ Among the Essenes, we might
remark that they celebrated every day this sacred meal.

Now, it may not be out of place to consider the subject

of symbols. What signs were used to express these various

ideas ? The cross was one sign in very common use. This

is so generally known and admitted on all sides that we

need not dwell on it. The probabilities are that quite a

number of new ideas found expression in the symbol of

the cross. One was probably that of the generative

powers. The Egyptian key of life and death, seen on some

of the most ancient monuments is substantially the same

1 Bonwick: "Egyptian Belief," pp. 163, 417.

2 Lillie: "Buddhism in Christendom," p. 83.

3 "Bible Myths," p. 30(>.

* Ibid. 309; vide also Taylor : "Diegesis," p. 214.

"Justin Martyr: "Apology," quoted in King: "Gnostics," and
other places.
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symbol.' The idea of a trinity in unity was represented

in a great variety ofjvays, such as the triangle, the clover

leaf, etc. Some of these, in an earlier age of the world,

undoubtedly represented Phallic symbolism.^ The various

personages of the triad received separate symbols. The

feminine element was generally represented by the dove.

Juno, Astarte, Cybele, Isis, and other important goddesses

are often represented with a dove.'' Quite a number of

symbols were connected with the second or mediatorial

members of the triad. The serpent was sometimes used

as such a symbol. Why this should be so used is useless

to discuss in the limited space at our command. Probably
a great many conceptions here combine

; primitive

mythology, ancient Phallic symbolism, alike were satisfied

by the use of this symbol. We know that the serpent was

the special symbol of the worship of Bacchus.'' In Egyp-
tian belief, though appearing in the worship of many
deities, it was the especial symbol of Thoth,^ this god was

sometimes called the Logos.^ In India the serpent is also

intimately associated with Vishnu.' And it is well to re-

call that Alexandrian j^hilosophy made the brazen serpent

of Moses significant of the Word. The tish was another

emblem referring to this same person of the triad. The

Hindoos believe that the first appearance of Vishnu was

in the form of a fish.^ In China, Buddha is sometimes

called the "Fish-Buddha."

Now that we have spent some time in considering the

externals of pagan beliefs, it may be well to glance at their

1 Vide Vol. II. cuts pp. 471, 485, 490, 498, 534, etc.
2 Vide Innman : "Ancient Pagan and Modern Christian Symbolism."
3 Lundy : "Monumental Cliristianity," p. 293.
^ Wake in: "Ancient Symbol Worship," p. 39.

5 Ibid. 40. 6 Bonwick, Op cit. p. 404.
"

Wake, Op, cit. p. 72.

8 Williams: "Religious Thought in India," p. 107.
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morals. In the first stage of culture, religion was not at

all connected with morality. But, from that point on, the

two came more and more into harmony. It is easy to talk

about the immorality of pagan beliefs, but, taken as a whole,

there is little doubt that all systems of religion have tended

to emphasize the necessity of morality. The priesthood at

Worship in the Synagogue.

all times and places, have, as a whole, been an influence for

good. Viewed at this distance, in both time and culture,

it is easy to see much in the beliefs of the pagan nations

of the first century of our era that seems to us strange,

grotesque, and even abominable. Much of this informa-

tion comes to us through prejudiced channels, and we
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ought to be candid enough to reflect on certain general

principles that were as, strong then as now.

The human heart, the heart that fears and loves and

suffers, was constituted then as now. There was certainly

philanthropy as well as philosoj^hy, love as well as selfish-

ness
;
there must have been living, here and there, pure

and gentle souls, who sorrowed with others in their sorrow,

whose lives made the world better. There was more of

good in the world than of evil. Inasmuch as what we call

paganism had been one of the factors that had served to

Conduct man from lowest savagism to a high state of civiliza-

tion, vve must admit that its tendency was not downward.

Way back in old Assyrian times there were souls who felt

oppressed by sin, and longed for deliverance. There were

such people in all periods of history, and it is not for us to

say they were denied this boon. The Infinite Father is near

to all who seek after him. The followino- fra^'ment of a beau-

tiful hymn to Venus, tells of spiritual Adctory won •}

"
Thy adoring vot'ry, I

In thv faith will live and die
;

And, when Jove's supreme command
Calls me to the Stygian strand,

I no fear of death shall know,

But with thee contented go ;

Thou, my goddess, thou, my guide,

Bear me through the fatal tide;

Land me on th' Elysian shore,

Where nor sin, nor grief is more—
Life's eternal blest abode,

Where is virtue, where is God."

Let us now leave this direction of inquiry and return

1 Taylor: "Diegesis," p. 241.
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to Palestine. We have now cleared the way and made an

earnest eifort to place ourselves in sympathy with the

thoughts of the age. Probably those who have never had

occasion to investigate this question, feel a little surprised,

if not incredulous at the results. We think we have fairly

stated the facts of the case. We must leave the result to

the good judgment of the reader. Probably the easiest

explanation is, that Christianity did not go forth claiming

to teach doctrines and ideas before unheard of, but simply

took many of the beliefs, rites, and ceremonies of the

heathen world, freed them from error, and taught a more

excellent way. We will not dwell on this suggestive

thought. Quotations could be here given from the early

fathers showing that they regarded the matter in this

light.'

Before proceeding to learn what we can of the develop-

ment of Christianity, it may be advisable to refer to the

sources of information. In the ]S"ew Testament we have

the "Acts of the Apostles," giving us some history, but

by no means a full account of events, down to about the

year 65 a.d. From the Apostolic writings, some further

details may be obtained
;
almost nothing in this way can be

gathered from Revelations, though we can gather details

of belief. As to the value of the information to be obtained

from the sources just named, there is unfortunately con-

siderable dispute among scholars whose ability and honesty.

of purpose is unquestioned. The day for blind credulity

is passed, and on all sides it is admitted that we are at

liberty to ask certain questions in regard to these books

and their authors, questions which an earlier and a more

1 St. Augustine states, that what had become known as Christianity,
was known to tlie ancients, and had not been wanting from the begin-

ning of the human race.—Taylor: "Diegesis," p. 42.
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intolerent age would not have allowed. In regard to Acts,

for instance, who was its author, when was it written ?

And similarly of the Epistles, who wrote them and when?

We shall make no efforts whatever to answer these ques-

tions. Were we qualified for the task, it would be impos-
sible to give even an outline of the same. We shall try to

make only such statements as will remain true, whatever
«

the final result may be.^

Outside of these sources, it is certainly remarkable

how little material we have, until the second century is

well under way. The fact is, Christianity is not noticed

in any of the writings of the first century. In some cases,

the only explanation we can make of their silence is, that

Christianity had nothing to distinguish it ft*om other re-

ligious sects
; they were confounded with the Essenes on

the one hand, or with some such sect as the worshipers of

Mithras on the other
;
and so escajDcd notice. A glance

at some of the writers of the first century will show this

very clearly. Philo, the Alexandrian writer and philoso-

pher, lived (luring the first half of this century. He was

a voluminous writer on Jewish beliefs. On one occasion,

at least, he visited Jerusalem
;
he went once on an embassy

to Rome. He makes not the slightest mention of the im-

portant religious movements in Palestine during this era.

Josephus, the Jewish writer and historian, died some-

where near the close of the first century. He wrote the

history of the Jews, describes their manners and customs,

1 The one opinion is, that these books were all written in the first

century, and generally by the men whose names they bear. Commenta-
tors and men of great ability support this view. On the other hand;
with the exception of the Revelations and a few Epistles of Paul, it is

claimed that the books were written late in the second century, and
some, as II. Peter, later still. On this side, consult "Supernatural Re-

ligion" (Vol. III.,) for the Acts. Rev. J. A. Giles (" Apostolic Records of

Early Christianity'') presents much historical research in this matter.
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mentions the various Jewish sects, commanded the Gali-

lean forces during the Roman war, and afterwards wrote

an account of the war, yet he nowhere mentions the Chris-

tians. In two passages^ of his works, mention is made of

Christ and his brother James, but, unfortunately, it is now

admitted on all sides that these two passages, especially

St. Paul Before the Council.

the former one, have been so interpolated by later Chris-

tian writers, that w^e do not know what the words of

Josephus were.^

1 "Antiquities," xviii. 3, 3; xx. 9, 1.

2 The first passage is given up by the vast majority of scholars. No
mention is made of it before the time of Eusebius. The second passage,
the words " who was called Christ, named James," were, perhaps, inter-
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Strabo, the geographer, who lived in the early part of

this century, traveled extensively to obtain his information.

In his twelfth book, he treats somewhat at length of Pales-

tine and the Jews, but no mention is made of the Christian

movement. Valerius Maximus, about the time of the

crucifixion, wrote extensively on the various religions and

matters therewith connected. The two Senecas were liv-

ing at this time! The younger Seneca was a famous moral

philosopher. He was living in Rome when St. Paul is

supposed to have arrived there, and this was long after a

Christian church was established in Rome
;
but Seneca

seems to have known nothing of the new movement. The

elder Pliny, the author of " Natural History," devotes con-

siderable attention to Palestine and the Jews, describes

their religious sects, etc. He took a great deal of interest

in the games of the amphitheatre. He died in the year
79. In none of his writings, does he make the slightest

mention of the Christians.

Now there is not the slightest doubt that the new

movement inaugurated by Jesus had been continued by his

apostles, and was making rapid headway, but for some

reason it failed to be noticed by such a writer as Pliny, who
was on the look-out for whatever was out of the ordinary
run of events. As far as external appearances went, the

Christians must have been confounded with the somewhat

numerous similar bodies already existing in the Roman

Empire. Josephus must have confounded them with the

Essenes. It is, to say the least, singular that he makes

not the slightest mention of such a character as Paul or

of Peter, and, probably made no mention, or at most but

a passing notice, of even Jesus of Nazareth.

polated. Giles: "Apostolic Records;" p. 285; cf. Ewald: "
History of

Israel," Vol. VI. p. 138.
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Let us trace very hurriedly the probable course of

events after the crucifixion. Of course, the apostles, in

makins: their re-or2:anization after the death of Jesus, had

to model after some body with which they were familiar.

They had to make use of existing copies, with, perhaps,

some slight changes. !N'ow, we have pointed out that

Jesus, had seen fit to adopt and emphasize quite a number

of Essenic precepts, maxims, and practices. It is not

strange, then, that we detect quite a number of Essenic

elements in the new organization. There is probably little

doubt that they adopted a communistic plan of life. Con-

verts were expected to dispose of their property and turn

the proceeds into the common fund, from which they w^ere

all sustained.^ Like the Essenes, they spent much of their

time together ;
and doubtlesss had their holy meal in

common.^

But their organization was much more centralized. In

the first place, th-e apostles were at the head, but of these

one, James, brother of Jesus, was virtually high-priest.

His decrees were to be respected, his displeasure to be

feared.^ Accordmg to Epiphanius, James even wore the

metal plate of the high-priest, and once a year entered the

Holy of Holies. The churches of the first period seem to

have recoo-nized the church at Jerusalem as their head.*

Decrees given by James through this church, were "to be

kept
"
by the other churches.^ But we must point out

that this church departed in some respects from Essenic

teachings. The Essenes did not visit the temple ;
accord-

1 Acts ii. 44-45; iv. 32-34. 2 Acts ii. 42.

3 Acts XV. 19. The true meaning of this passage is
" wherefore I de-

cree," etc. Cox: "The First Century of Christianity," p. 214: cf. Gal.

ii. 12.

< We often see them sending subsidies or collections to Jerusalem.

Acts xi. 29-30, xxiv. 17; Gal. ii. 10; Rom. xv. 26, etc.

5 Acts xiv. 4.
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ing to Acts, the apostles and leaders of this churdi did

visit the temple daily.'

In fact, however strongly some fiictors of their ex-

ternal organization point to the influence of Essenism,

they were still more strongly influenced by orthodox

Judaism. The only distinguishing doctrines of belief

were in regard to Jesus of iN^azareth. The new sect be-

lieved him to be the promised Messiah
; they believed he

would soon come again, this time in power and glory, and

usher in the Millennium age. On all other points, they seem

to have been devout Jews. They visited the temple, they

kept the feasts, they obeyed the law of circumcision. Gen-

tile converts were to be treated in the same spirit that

Judaism treated them.

As is well known, Judaism had two classes of prose-

lytes. In the tirst class, or proselytes of the gate, were the

devout or God-fearing persons mentioned in various parts

of the New Testament; they accepted Judaism, but not

all of its rules. They obeyed what the rabbis called the

commands of Noah, which were seven rules drawn

mainly from the Mosaic law.^ This w^as regarded as a

preparatory stage ; attempts were afterwards made to

induce them to submit to circumcison, in which case they
were addressed as righteous. It is interesting to observe

that a liberal party in Judaism thought that the first stage

was sufficient.^ In the case of the new community at

Jerusalem, of which James was the head, they finally con-

sented to accept the Gentile converts as proselytes of the

first class. The four rules they imposed on them* were

the only important ones out of the seven Judaism had

1 Acts ii. 46.

2 Leviticus xvii. 8-16, xviii. 27; cf. Ewald, Vol. VII. p. 311.

3 Joseph: "Antiq." xxii. 3-4. 4 Acts xv. 29.

38
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imposed.' Like orthodox Judaism, they, for a long while

at least, uro^ed them to be circumcised.^

The word,
" Christian

"
was unknown in Palestine and

elsewhere for a number of years after the crucifixion. This

new sect seem to have been called Ebioiiites^ the word

properly meaning the poor, and, perhaps, was bestowed

Arch, of Constantine.

,
in the first place by way of derision.^ We have no reason

1 The rabbis made seven rules. In adition to the four adopted by the

JerusaltMn church, they forbade tlie observance of idolatry, the blas-

phemy of the true God, and commanded them to acknowledge the courts

of justice. Ewald, VII. p. 311
;

cf. Bauer: " Church History," Vol. I.

p. 109.

2 They persisted in w anting Paul's converts to be circumcised.

Cf. Galatiaus. 3 Cf. Ewald, Vol. VIII. p. 152.
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to conclude that this body was greatly disliked by the

more orthodox party, as we will soon see. We have seen

that to this body the apostles belonged, and were, as was

but natural, the leaders. They seem to have lived in Jeru-

salem, and the most of them probably never thought of

extending their labors outside the bounds of Palestine.

In a subsequent time, this Ebionite church, from its narrow

Judaistic stand-point, became stigmatized as heretics} It

is, of course, possible that in process of time they de-

parted from some of their first practices, responding more

readilv to Jewish influence.

N'ovv this Ebionite church was quite removed from

the Catholic church. What are some of the steps of ad-

vance by which the one grew into the other? When we

reflect what an amount of ripe scholarship has been brought
to bear on this one point, we naturally suppose that all

this has been quite clearly traced out. On the contrary,

scholars eminent for their ability and learning, and whose

honesty of purpose no one need question, come to opposite

and even contradictory conclusions. Statements, there-

fore, on this point, must be made with caution and with

due allowance for opposite conclusions, and must be ac-

cepted in the same spirit.

Let us inquire from what direction this new move-

ment was liable to influence. On the one hand, there were

the customs and beliefs of the so-called pagan world. We
have just been discussing their religious culture. This

growing movement must soon come in contact with the

religious culture of the heathen world, and would inevi-

tably be influenced by thesame. The new movement must

also come in contact with the great Jewish sects, with the

Pharisees on the one hand and with Essenism on the

1 Eusebius: "History," xxvii.
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other. We all must admit that these contacts would take

place, and it is simply unreasonable to claim that nascent

Christianity would not have its course of development in-

fluenced by the same.

In the first place in regard to Phariseeism. There

are not wanting those who insist that Christianity arose

out of Phariseeism.^ This was doubtless one of the factors

of the new movement. For the Pharisees must have found

much to commend in the teachings of Jesus. They are

represented as often in his company, and interested in his

sayings.^ At times, his words met there w^arm commenda-

tion.^ When he purified the temple of the mone}'' changers,*

we need not doubt that this act met the hearty approval
of the strict Pharisees. We hear of their warning him in

time of danger.^ It is true he found much to condemn in

Phariseeism, and as if fearful of their influence on his

movement, he repeatedly w^arned his disciples against the

"leaven of the Pharisees."^

For we can easily see, that such influence would tend

to throw round the new church many Jewish notions that

would seriously cripple its usefulness. If it was to be an

universal religion, it was first of all necessary to cut free

from some Jewish customs. We think that it was this

influence that held the Ebionite Christians in the old

grooves, and, perhaps, caused a return to ideas from which,

in the first instance, they had freed themselves. Whatever

may be the facts of the case, we know that the stricter

Ebionites observed the Sabbath and other discipline of the

Jews, and thought the observance of the law was still

necessary." They furthermore thought that Jesus was the

1 Kueneu: "Hibbert Lectures," 1882.

'-2 Matth. ix. 11, xii. 2, xv. 1; Mark vii. 1; Luke vii. 26, xiv. 1; John
iii. 1, et seq.

3 Luke xx. 39. * Matth. xxi. 12. 5 Luke xiii. 31«
*» Matth. xvi. 6; Mark viii. 13, etc. ^ Eusebius xxvii.
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natural son of Joseph and Mary, and was distinguished as

the Messiah simply by liis advance in virtue. They re-

jected the writings of Paul, and accepted the G-ospel

according to the Hebrews.

We will not dwell longer on the Ebionites, nor

will we attempt to decide how many of the beliefs just laid

down are to be considered as the beliefs of the primitive

church, and how many as due to the influence of subsequent
Jewish converts. Strong assertions are made on both sides

of this interesting question. IN'either will we make further

inquiries as to the Gospel according to the Hebrews.

Quite eminent scholars think that it was the original

Hebrew form of the Gospel according to Matthew. It did

not contain the first two chapters of our Matthew, and in

many respects varied from the present gospel of Matthew.

It is generally admitted to be one of the oldest gospels

extant.^

Thus, in Judaism itself, we find this new organization

exposed on the side of Phariseeism to conservative, if not

retrogressive, influence. But when we turn to consider

Essenism, we see at once an influence tending in the other

direction. We must recall the main outlines of Essenism,
their allegorizing attitude in regard to the Old Testament;

their probable conception of the Messiah, a- supernatural

angelic being ;
and their belief that the kingdom of heaven

was near at hand. We have seen that the external organ-

ization of this new movement was largely Essenic. It is

somewhat siim'ular that the Essenes are not mentioned in

the jS'ew Testament. We have seen that, though Jesus

1 Consult Ewald: "History of Israel," Vol. VIII. p. 126-152. A good
outline of this gospel is contained in "Historyof the Christian Religion,"

by C. B. Waite, Chicago, 1884, chap. ix.
;
also vide "Superanatural Re-

ligion," Vol. I. p. 419 etseq.
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had uttered most scathing condeination of the Phaisees,^

yet the Pharisees found much to commend in his teachings.

These remarks apply with still greater force to the Essenes.

As Ewald observes,
" no other party in the old community

Interior of St. Peter's at Rome.

stood, fundamentally, so near Christianity as that of the

Essenes.'"

It is almost certain that large numbers oi the Essenes

at an early day embraced Christianity. We seem to catch

1 Math, xxiii. 13 et seq.
2 "History of Israel," Vol. VIII. p. 144.
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clear traces of this in the Acts. We read of a suddeii and

almost unaccountable increase in the church. When it was

first publicly proclaimed, that Jesus had risen from the

dead, and that he was the Messiah, we read of three thou-

sand addition to the church, and in a few days thereafter,

the number was said to be about five thousand.^ From
what body was this large accession most liable to come ?

There can be but one answer to this question, the Essenes.

Josephus tells us there were about four thousand Essenes
,

in Palestine.' .They were expecting the coming of the

kingdom of heaven. They probably claimed this whole

movement as originating in their ranks. The immediate

disciples of Jesus were claiming with great zeal and earnest-

ness that he had triumphed over death and was the ex-,,

pected Messiah. Nothing is more likely, then, than that

this large addition was mainly from the Essenes.

iVnd as if to prove the whole, matter, let us refer to

the first persecution. In those days, we are told, when the

number of believers were multiplying, there arose a dis-

pute between the Hellenistically inclined believers, and

the stricter Hebrews.^ We have seen that the word

Hellenism is a general expression meaning the movement

in favor of Oriental philosophy.'* In a true sense, the whole

mvstical movement in Palestine could be called Hellenic.

Hence it becomes almost certain these "Hellenistically in-

clined believers
" were Essenes. Continuing the investi-

gation, we next read of the introduction of a new office in

the church, stewards or serving men, afterwards called

deacons. It is suggestive to say the least, that Josephus

1 Acts ii. 41
;

iv. 4. ^ "Antiq." xviii. 1, 5.

^ We submit that this sentence correctly expresses the meaning of

Acts vi. 1.
'' Helleniston pros toun Hebraious," means "Hellenistically

inclined Hebrews."
^ Above, p. 564.
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tells us of the Essenes, that they have " stewards appointed

to take care of their common affairs."'

Let us inquire, in what direction their influence would

be thrown. Here we observe that we need not say they

would introduce new ideas, but we simply inquire as to

what ideas they would strengthen. There need be no

question on this point. They would emphasize the

divinity of Christ. They would insist on his pre-existing

life in heaven. They would transfer to him all mystical

expression regarding Wisdom, or the Logos. This one

sublime personage would draw to himself all the j^reviously

floating beliefs in this matter. In proof of this, we need

only refer to the recorded speech of Stephen. He identified

Jesus with the angel who appeared to Moses in a flame of

fire in a bush
;
he was the prophet whom Moses foretold

;

he was with the church in the wilderness
;
he was the

angel who spoke to him on Mt. Sinai; he was with the

fathers who received living oracles to give unto the people.

We have abundantly shown that this was the reasoning of

Hellenism as to the expected Messiah, and this seems to

settle whence this large accession came, and the direction

of its influence.^

Here, then, we see that in Judaism itself the new

movement was exj^osed to two counter influences
;
one con-

servative, if not reactionary, in the direction of orthodox

Judaism; the other away from this stand-point and more

in favor of the General trend of advanced religious thouuht

of the times. We must not fori>et that the Essenes were

much disliked and feared by the other parties in Palestine.

We must keep in mind the curse hurled at the mystical

' Wars, II. viii. 3.

^ To catch the fuU force of this argument, see above, \>\k o71, 578, 581,

587.
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movement by the devout Jews.^ Hence, when persecution

bi*oke out, it was not so much against the Ebionite church,

the church of the apostles, as against the Essenic wing.

In the persecution that foUowed the death of Stephen, we

read that the church was " scattered abroad," except the

apostles^ who remained at Jerusalem.^ There can be but

one explanation of this exception. The apostles and the

Ebionites generally visited the temple daily,^ and were

not regarded with great disfavor. The case was different

with the "
Hellenistically inclined believers."

Now, in approaching the consideration of the influence

likely to come from the religious culture of the outside

world, we must first make a general observ^ation. Essenism

was but the Jewish form of a general stage of religious cult-

ure at that time almost general throughout the Orient. The

waves of this movement had indeed overrun Palestine, but

the Essenic Jews were still Jewish in many respects. They
still held numerous one-sided ideas of the importance of cer-

tain Jewish customs, such as circumcision. To become a

Jew was still an important and almost necessary step in

Jpecoming a Christian. It was necessary to advance beyond
this idea. This introduces us to Paul, who accomplished the

important work of advancing Christianity to the stage of

an universal religion.

In treating of such an eminent personage as Paul, it

mav be well to ask whether we have anv information of

him outside of the New Testament. All of the contem-

porary history we have of that time is silent concerning

him. It has been thought by some Jewish scholars that

the Jewish Talmud mentions him under the name of

Acher, and it is really surprising what an amount of evi-

» Above, p. 609. 2 Acts viii. 1. 3 Acts viii. 14. 4 Acts ii. 46.
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denee is oltcrcHl on this j^oiiit.^ It is, to be sure, not very

important ; but, if this be true, some details can thus be

gathered of his early life. He had the reputation, rare at

that time in Palestine, of being a Greek scholar. " Grecian

poetry did not fail upon his lips," says the Talmud.'"*

While yet a student at college, when he rose up U) speak,
"
many books of the unbelievers dropped from his lap."^

He chose as his master Gamaliel,^ and studied to be a rabbi,

but was converted to Christianitv. The Talmud ascribes

this important event to the cruel death of an innocent person.'"'

Gathering of tjie Crusades.

The Talmud speaks of this conversion as the "apostasy
"

of Achcr. It speaks of him afterward as " known all over

the earth." It also speaks of him as being once in ecstasy

carried up into heaven.^ We might remark that the poet

Lucian, writing in the early part of the second century,
1 Vide Wise: "The Origin of Christianity," ch. ix.

2 Cf. Acts xvii. 28. 3 Wise, Op. cit. p. 314. ^ Cf. Acts xxii. 3.

5 Perhaps, here is a Talmudic reference to the death of Stephen. The
Jewisli name of tlie personage, whose death effected the conversion of

Acher, signifies the "steward." ^ Cf. II. Cor. xii. 1 etseq.
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makes one of his characters describe Paul as " The Galilean

. . . that bald-headed, long-nosed man, who trod the air

into the third heaven."^

Turning to New Testament sources, we learn that

Paul was born in Tarsus of Cilicia, and was educated at

Jerusalem.'^ He belonged to the sect of the Pharisees,^ and

was very zealous in his work. He was one of the official

witnesses of the death of Stephen,^ and was soon after con-

verted on his way to Damascus, whence he was journeying
to persecute the church. The first question coming up is,

which party in the early church was the one with which

Paul cast his influence? On investigation, we will learn

that apparently he agreed with neither. He adopted the

Essen ic teachings as far as they would go, but cut loose

from many of their one-sided views. His excellent educa-

tion, his strong mental powers, his whole past life, ren-

dered him iit to be a leader and. not a follower. He was

naturally independent, he scorned to build on another

man's foundation,^ and he was not at all afraid to sj^eak

his convictions.'^

We want to notice first, that after his sudden conver-

sion at Damascus, whither he had gone to persecute the

Essenic wing of the church, he went away at once to

N Arabia. By this phrase we are to understand Arabia

Petra, the verv home of the Essenes. Here he seems to

have spent three years/ It is extremely suggestive that

the full term of initiation into the Essenic order was three

years.^ It was not until some fourteen years after this,

or seventeen years after his conversion, that he was finally

1 Giles: "Apostolic Records," p. 410.

2 Acts xxii. 3. 3 Acts xxvi. 5.

4 Cf. Deut. xvii. 5, and Acts vii. 58-59.

5 Rom. XV. 20. 6 Gal. ii. 11.

r Gal. i. 17-18. » Josephus: "Wars," II. viii. 7.
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granted the right hand of fellowship.^ This result was

reached at a council held in Jerusalem. Paul seems

to have been anxious to do everything in his power to con-

ciliate the two wings of the church
;
and that he was largely

successful appears not only in the pages of the New Testa-
,

ment, but stands before us as an historical fact.

During the fourteen years of active work preceding

this council, Paul seems to have met with two only of the

apostles
—Peter and James—and he expressly states that

he was unknown by face to the churches in Judea.^ His

headquarters were at Antioch. Now it seems probable

that the Church at Antioch stood in about the same rela-

tion to the Essenic churches as the Jerusalem church did

to the Ebionites, save that the organization was not near

as perfected and centralized. As we shall see, it was some

time before anything approaching the Jewish organization

was adopted in the Essenic churches. As the community
at Jerusalem adopted or was known by the name of

Ebionites, so the community at Antioch adopted the name

of Christians.^ Let us ask more particularly about the

important members of this church.

There was first Barnabas, the one who induced Paul

to come to Antioch, going to Tarsus, Paul's native city, for

that purpose.'' He seems to have foreseen the important

role that Paul was destined to till, and made mention of

the wonderful work he was doing to the aj)Ostles.^ But
,

the church at Jerusalem distrusted the tendencies of^Paul's

teachings, and, as we have seen, it was not until some

years later that this distrust was removed.^ There is con-

siderable evidence to the effect that this Barnabas,
" son

1 Gal. ii. 6-10. 2 Gal. i. 18-24.

3 Acts xi. 26. i Acts xi. 24. ''. Acts ix. 27.

6 This can be the only sense in which the apostles at Jerusalem were

afraid of Paul. Acts ix. 26.
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of consolation,"^ is the same as the "Joseph, called Bar-

sabbas," who was one of the two candidates for the apostle-

ship, made vacant by the defection and death of Judas.'"'

However this may be, Barnabas ranked as an apostle, and

was one of the influential leaders in the church at Antioch.

He wrote a general epistle, which, though now ranked

as one of the apochrypha, was cited by many of the early

fathers as canonical. Examining this epistle, we find it

to be full of Essenic reasoning and teachings. It makes

great use of allegory in explaining the Old Testament.

The three hundred and eighteen men circumcised by
Abraham is a most significant number ;

the letters repre-

senting these numbers stand for Jesus and his cross.
^ He

regards the brazen serpent, the cross, the paschal lamb,

the scape goat, the red heifer, all as symbolical of Christ.

He recognizes the Messiah as existing before the worlds

were made.* Some essentially Essenic maxims are incul-

cated. " Thou shalt communicate to thy neighbor of all

thou hast, thou shalt not call any thing thine own."^

Another character in this early church was Manaen,
or Manahem.^ It has been stated that this must have

been the noted Essenic prophet who predicted the future

reign of Herod.'' Of another personage of this church,

"Simeon, called Niger," it is barely possible that this is

the same as Simon the Magus, whom the fathers regard as

the first Gnostic. It is certain that after Paul had been

accepted as an apostle, and the cause he represented was

1 Acts V. 36.

2 Buusen: "Angel Messiah," p. 327. Codex D, and the Ethiopiati
translation actually read Barnabas instead of Barsabbas in Acts i. 23.

3 Barnabas viii. 11-14. * Barn. vi. 13.

5 Barnabas xiv. 16. See this point more extensively discussed in

"Angel Messiah," p. 327 et seq.
6 Cf. Acts xiii. 1, and Ewald: "History of Israel," Vol. VII. p. 378.

"^ Josephus: "Antiq." XV. x. 5.
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about triumphing, the figure of Simon the Magician is the

one that draws to itself all the dislike of earlier years. In

the Clementine Homilies, Simon, as a general name, often

stands for Paul.^ Antioch was the center of Simon's

activity, and much of his teaching was Essenic, though he

probably went to extremes."

Preaching the Reformation.

It was among such workers that Paul was numbered.^

Now in regard to Paul's own teachings, we have his own
declaration that he now "

preached the faith of which he

1 Homily XVII. ch. xix. is unmistakable in its reference to Paul.
2 Cf. Bunseu: "Angel Messiah," p. 181 et seq. ;

and Bauer: " Church
History," Vol. I. p. 91.

3 Acts xiii. 1.
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once made hav^oc,"^ this by itself would show that he em-

braced the doctrines of the Essenic wing of the church.

In his defence before- Felix, where he was charged with
*'

being a ringleader of the sect of the JN^azarenes," he

openly confesses " that after the way which they call a

heresy so worship I the God of our fathers."^ When he

arrived at Rome, we are informed that among the Jews

the "sect" to which he belonged was "everywhere spoken
ao'ainst."^ ]^ow we have no rio-ht to assume that the

Ebionite church at Jerusalem was "
everywhere spoken

against," for they were "all zealous for the law."^ Such

a feeling as that, among the Jews, like charity, would

cover a multitude of sins.^

Then besides, in the writings and speeches of Paul,

we have abundant testimony as to his beliefs. Let us

pause to make a general observation. We have no right

to assume that truth is a monopoly of any one sect, people,

or age. W"e shall refer once more to the stand 'we have

taken. ^ God has always been near unto those who seek

him. It is no longer possible to shut our eyes to the

simple truth that a part of the theology of Christianity,

as well as its rites, ceremonies, and symbols was derived

from extra-Jewish sources. The idea, that everything must

be either traced back to Judaism, or else be shown to be a

1 Gal. i. 24. 2 Acts xxiv. 5. 3 Ibid. 14. ^ Acts xxviii. 22.

5 Acts xxi. 20.

6 In "Palestine at the time of Christ," says Stapfer, "men might
think as they lilted, provided they did what was commanded. They
might be very heretical at heart, even semi-materialistic like the iSad-

ducees, and yet be none the less good Jews, faithful Israelites, if they
fulfilled the Law, recited the Shema and observed the Sabbath "

(p. 321).

"The feelings habitual to an inhabitant of Palestine in the first century

may be summed up in two sentences : hatred of foreigners, and devotion
to the Law." (p. 371). "The Law took precedence of everything else "

(p. 372). On the other hand, "all those who failed to obey the Law were
much looked down upon "

(p. 368).
7 Above, p. 618.
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new truth first enunciated by Christ or his disciples, and

that Christianity busied itself from its start in discovering

to an astonished heathen world doctrines, beliefs, rites, and

ceremonies, of which it had never before heard, is now

seen to be an error. If allowed to use a bold figure of

speech, we might say that Christianity was a precipitate.

The life and teachings of Christ and his apostles found in

the a'eneral religious culture of the world a vast amount

of truth in solution
;

truths of doctrines and appropriate

rites, symbols, and ceremonies. From this the purest and

best coalesced as Christianity.

And herein is to be found the peculiar beauty and

power of Christianity. It always draws to itself what is best

and 23urest in the most advanced thought and culture of

the age. This is the secret of its growth, and this is why
it is, to-day, making such enormous strides in conquering
the world. It fears no criticism, it adopts as its own the

latest researches in the sciences, and asks only for truth. If

the plant took root in Jewish soil, it drew to itself nourish-

ment from the uttermost regions of the world. It is a

living, growing religion, and advances from age to age, as

general intelligence and culture advance. Some of its

faithful adherents indeed fail to perceive this truth, and

act and talk as if all advance was to be disputed, all new

inquiries headed off. Their efforts are fruitless, the current

flows on, they are forgotten.

Returning now to the case of Paul, we trust it will

pain no one to be told that he ardently supported Essenic

teachings in many respects. It is, of course, out of place
to go into details on this matter. His teachings in regard
to Christ and the spirit of God, about the Law, the alle-

gorical interpretation of Scripture, the typical explanation
of the rites of Judaism, the atonement, are examples of
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Essenic tencbings and rensoniiig. But the statement has

been made that Paul seems to have endeavored to bring

these two wings of the- early church into harmony. Let

us now inquire more particularly on that point.

How was Paul regarded by the church at Jerusalem ?

Simple honesty requires the candid statement that, for

quite a number of years at least, and even after ho was

^
^*'^ II I, f--'

'i'i)^.>'"' ";;'; (•"/ i'-.',. i, i

'•"''
i'iiUi'i' ,;',';i

The Church of St. Sophia at Constantinople.

granted the right hand of fellowship, they regarded him

with suspicion, and that there was more or less friction be-

tween them. This need occasion no surprise. Human
nature is persistently the same from age to age. Religious

factions have their disputes which, unfortunately, are not

always conducted with the best of spirit. We have no
39
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special reason to conclude that the case was different

in the first century. But few traces now remain of the

troublous movements of those far-off times.

It seems that after some fourteen years of active work

among the Gentiles, Paul and Barnabas went to Jerusalem

to counsel with the community there. Paul took occasion

to lay before the principal members of this community,

hence, of course, such of the apostles as were then living

there, the gospel he preached among the Gentiles.^ By the

word "
gospel," here, we are to understand the whole sys-

tem of doctrine he taught. In several places he makes

mention of his gospel, and we are given to understand that in

some respects it was peculiar to himself He expressly

states that he did not receive it from man, nor was he taught

it, and that the apostles "who seemed to be something"

imparted nothing to him.^ Considerable pressure was

brought to bear on the question of circumcising Titus, but

this was resisted. The result of this conference was that

Paul was given the right hand of fellowship to go unto the

Gentiles. JN"© lasting peace was made : no union brought
about. There were now two "gospels," one to the Gen-

tiles and one to the Jews. Paul appears as the represen-

tative of the one, and Peter and the church at Jerusalem

as the other. But this did not immediately remove all

diffieulties. The question of the standing of the Gentile

Christians continued to harass the church.

Some time after this there was a painful scene at

Antioch. An attempt was evidently made to force on the

Gentiles the substance of the Jewish Law. James, as head
of the church, sent certain of his delegates there for this

purpose. Fearful of their censure, Peter, who had taken

some steps in tue direction of recognizing the Gentile
1 Hal. ii. 2. 2 Gal. i. 12; ii. 6.
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Christians, withdrew from them, and even Barnabas was

not free from their influence. Their conduct called forth

pretty plain remarks' from Paul.^ This painful scene

long continued to haunt the memory of the early Chris-

tians. In the Clementine Homilies it is dwelt upon.^

Still later, there was an effort to force circumcision on the

Galatian church. This called forth the Epistle to the

Galatians, in which the whole ground is argued over.

We gain another view of this conflict in the Corinthian

epistles. In this case, the narrower points of attack such

as circumcision are abandoned. The question seems to

present itself in a new light. What right had Paul to

call himself an apostle ? What right had he to pretend
to teach as an apostle ? It seems that from Jerusalem

persons with letters of recommendation had come to

Corinth,^ and, as a result, party divisions had arisen there.*

The Apostle writes to check these divisions, and takes

occasion to defend his own apostolic authority. Here we
will not stop to analyze these letters.^ We might here re-

mark that this phase of the contest was long remembered

in the church,^ and is, perhaps, even referred to in Revela-

tions.'

We need not dwell longer on this stage of the question.

Perhaps greater importance has been attached to it- than

the subject will warrant. We have stated wherein Paul

seems to have disagreed with the Ebionite church. He
did not, on the other hand, accept all that the Essenic

teachers taught. He separated from Barnabas on the

question of admission of the Grentiles.^ Judging from the

1 Gal. ii. 11 et seq.
2 Horn. XVII. ch. xix. 3 n. Cor. iii. 1. * I. Cor. i. 11.

5 Videv Bauer: ''Church History of the First Three Centuries," Vol.
I. p. 60 et seq.

(> Horn. XVII. xix. "? Rev. ii. 2. 8 Acts xv. .39; Gal. ii. 13.
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Essenic cj^istle of Barnabas, the Essenes were inclined to

distinguish between Christ and the man Jesus. ^ This view

Paul expressly condemns, and approaches much nearer the

Ebionite church.^ The Essenic wing of the early church

was peculiarly exposed to Gnosticism (which we will soon

discuss). We have seen some slight reason to suspect

that Simon Magus was one of the workers in this church.

In some of the epistles generally accredited to Paul, almost

express warning is given against this tendency. The

divisions in the church at Corinth show^ that Paul's party

was sufficiently well defined to be distinguished from both

the strictly Jewish party (Cephas), and the Essenic party

(Christ).^

"^

Time, of course, was a great factor in removing the

diffei'ences of opinion, wdiether they were great or small,

that separated Paul from the other apostles. The mere force

of circumstances must have put an end to some points of

dispute. The binding claims of the Jewish Law, especially

those relating to circumcision must soon have been quietly

laid aside. Gentile converts w^ere becoming too numerous

to press the claims of strictly Jewish law. When this

point was reached, the position assumed by Paul gradually

came to be the leading position of the church. The

Ebionite church losing numbers and influence grew feebler,

and at last was ranked as a heresy. And, on the other

hand, the extreme wing of the Essenic church probably
drifted into the various Gnostic sects of a slightly later

date.

1 Barnabas xi. 12 et seq.\ iv.. 1
;
vide "Angel Messiah," p. 328.

2 Horn. i. 4. This point can not be further elucidated here. In point
of fact, Paul seems to liave held an intermediate view between the Chris-

tology of the Synoptic Gospels, hence the probable Christology of the
Ebionite church, and the views of the Essenic wing of the church. Cf.

Bauer: "Church History," Vol. II. p. 65 et seq.
3 j. Cor. i. 12.
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But all this took a long while to accomplish. Such

frictions and diiferences of opinion as we have spoken of

were inevitable in this formative age of the church. All

echoes of them early died away, and it is with some diffi-

culty that we have been able to gather information on this

23oint. We think we have stated the substantial facts of

the case. We know that some centuries later, when we
have full historic light to guide us, we find the greatest

The Caaba at Mecca

diversity of opinion on theological points of the highest

importance. We have no reason to suppose the case dif-

ferent in the first age, only they were on a much smaller

scale, so small, in fact, that the historians of the day failed

to notice them. We shall now glance at some of the rites

and ceremonies of the primitive church.

The early churches patterned very closely after the

synagogue. In the start, they were probabh'' called by the
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same name.' In the synagogue there was a board of

presbyters, or riders!^ This board consisted of three members,
and decided all questions of interest to the synagogue.^

The presbyters were also called bis/iops, at least in the

Gentile communities.'' One of these officials acted as

chairman or president of the board, but he was possessed

of no higher authority than his associates. Under the

control of this presbytery there was the cJiazzan or minis-

ter lie is called the attendant in the New Testament.*

His duties were quite similar to those of the deacon in the

primitive church. But the origin of the latter office is

probably to be found in another direction.*^ We might re-

mark that the ordination of presbyters, by the imposition

of hands, was the same in both svnaoooue and church."'

The officers so far named were all administrative. In

the synagogue, there were seven persons appointed to per-

form the public services on the Sabbath. In this respect,

the church appears to have varied quite widely. In order

to assist in the up-building of the church in a spiritual

capacity, a person must be possessed of a spiritual gift
—

a charisma. Paul mentions a numl)er of these gifts.
^

There was the gift of tongues—a ra[)id pouring forth of

ecstatic, unintelligible utterances.^ Interpreting these

speeches was another gift. In the chapter just mentioned,

Paul sought to discourage the speaking with tongues.

Prophecy was another gift; teachers and evangelists formed

separate classes. Inasmuch as liturgies and rituals had

1 James ii. 2. 2 Mark v. 22; Acts xiii. 15.

3 Stapfer: "Palestiue in the Time of Christ," p. 337.

4 Fisher: "History of the Christian Church," p. 36, New York, 1888.

5 Luke iv. 20.
^

<> See above, p. 649, and cf. Fislier, Op. cit. p. 35.

7 Cox: "First Century of Christianity," p. 418. « I. Cor. xii. etseq.
'J Quite a common form of phenomena in certain stages of religious

excitement; vide Giles: "Apostolic Records," p. 132.
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been in use from time immemorial in the synagogue, they

were, probably, early introduced into the church. Anal-

ogous to the readers of the synagogue, were the "readers"

in the primitive church.

Two of their rites require in their treatment plain and

candid statements
;
the rite of baptism and the Eucharist or

the Lord's Supper. Neither of these rites was in any sense

of the word a new rite. Baptism was adopted as one of the

rites of initiation, but as such it was, indeed, a very common

rite as we have seen. In regard to the Lord's Supper, we

have before us the account of the simple farewell Passover-

supper of Jesus and his disciples. This supper, as described

in the three gospels, does not differ from the usual supper,

save that a new significance may have been given to it by
the words of Jesus.

^ We have seen, that in the Gentile

world some such a ceremony as this was very common
;.

the Essenes partaking of their holy meal each day. It

would be one of the most natural things in the world, that

the Essenes, who did not 2:)artake of the Paschal meal,,

should make this last supper correspond with their ordi-

nance. Hence, in Paul's account,^ the supper appears with

out any reference to the Passover ceremonies, and the dis-

ciples were bidden to do this in remembrance of Christ, no

such monition being recorded in the gospels.

The church at Jerusalem, which was verv zealous for

the Law, must have faithfully observed the Sabbath. Our

ideas as to the strictness with which the Jews observed

the Sabbath are undoubtedly exaggerated. The Jews cer-

tainly did no work that day ;
the laws in this respect were

very minute.^ But they could invite visitors to their

1 Vide Cox: "First Century of Christianity," eli. xvi.

2 I. Cor. xi. 23 etseq, 3 Vide Stapfer, Op. cit. ch. vii.
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houses for a social meal.' The Sanhedrim met for business,

and Jose})hus, a Pharisee, mentions a political meeting,

held on the Sabb.-ith, and states that it was only dissolved

Baptism of St. Stephen.

when the noon hour came, when, according to law, they
1 Luke xiv. 1 eA seq.
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must g-oto dinner on the Sabbath.' We have no evidence

that the Jewish church ever departed from this usage.^

Only by long and sk)w degrees, did the Grentile church

transfer to Sunday some of the Jewish regulations of the

Sabbath. Barnabas, in his epistle, speaks of the observ-

ance of the "eighth day with gladness."^ Even as late as

the end of the second century, the Christians met for wor-

ship in the morning of Sunday, and then went about their

usual business.*

The one great article of belief in the primitive church

was that Christ would soon come again. The resurrection

day was rogcirded as not far otf. JN^umerous quotations

could be made from the various books of the IN'ew Testa-

ment, showing: how strono'lv this belief entered into their

life and feelings.'^ It is strange, but true, that this belief

would tend to bring them in sympathy not only with

Judaism, but the Gentile workl as well. The Jews were

expecting the advent of the Messiah, when their Mil-

lennium Age would begin. The Hindoos believe that

Yishnu w^ill appear at the end of time, riding on a white

horse, with a comet-like scimeter in his hand wherewith

to destroy the wicked. At his approach, the sun and the

moon will be darkened, the earth will tremble, and the

stars fall from the firmament.^ And so we might refer to

the Buddhists, the Parsists, etc. The Book of Daniel, the.

Book of Enoch, the Book of Revelations, show the

uniformity of belief on this point.

We must now refer to G-nosticism, but here we need

1 Life, 54.

2 See Eusebius: "History," iii. 27.

3 Barnabas xiii. 10. ^ Vide Cox, Op. cit. ch. xvii.
5 Rom. xiii. 11 ; I. Cor. xv. 51

; I. Thes. iv. 10; James v. 8; I. John ii

18, etc.
6 "Bible Myths," p. 237.
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not devote the space and time that might be expected^

since we have gone over so much of the same ground in

previous cha^^ters. Gnosticism comes from gnosis, mean-

ing knowledge. It is an extremely difficult task to set

forth in an at all readable way, and especially in a short

compass, a general outline of Gnosticism. Let us take a

Graves of the Caliphs.

general view of the field. We have tried to show, in

several chaj^ters, the gradual development of religious cult-

ure throughout the Orient. It stands out very clearly

that from India to Egypt, with many diiferences in detail,

religious culture and jdiilosophy W(>re everywhere substan-

tially the same. This result we would indeed expect since
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the laws of thought are evervwliere tlic same. Now w^e

have furthermore shown that, spreadhig to the West, this

culture had come in contact with Judaism, we have watched

the conflict of this old relmioii with the outside world at

Alexandria, have observed the peculiar religious culture

thence emerging, and, turning to Palestine, have observed

with interest the rising of Essenism. It w^as a long and

slow process before this body of religious philosophy

assumed distinct features. We have now discussed the

contact of primitive Christianity with Essenism. But

when Christianity crossed the boundaries of Palestine, it

was brought directly in contact with the general philosophy

of the Orient. It probably could not fail to be somewhat

influenced from that source. As time passed on and

Christianity grew in strength, and it came more openly to

measure strength with Serapis and Isis worship in Egypt,
with the philosophy of iVlexandria, with the ancient mys-

tery religions in Greece, and with the worshij:* of Mithras

in Rome, we can see at a glance that it had entered on a

new stage of progress.

If Christianitv was to be the universal relio'ion, it

must meet and rise superior to all these various systems.

In the conflict that must ensue, numerous systems of be-

liefs would arise, and for the time being, would be sup-

ported by numerous adherents as the ones best fitted for

meeting all the wants of the time. All such systems must

present an union of the general philosophy of the Orient

and the leading doctrine of Christianity. That is to say,

they must take account of, and explain as best they could,

the life and teachings of Christ. All such svstems were

Gnostic systems. They are usually called Gnostic heresies,

but this is an incorrect use of the word, since they did not

spring out of Christianity, but were simply schemes for
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combining Christianity and the general culture of the

pagan world. This whole series of movements shows with

great clearness that "Christianity had now become one of

the most important factors of the history of the times," and

it further shows that it possessed great attractions for "the f

hio-hcst intellectual life then to be found either in the pagan

or in the Jewish world.
"^

We shall not attempt to speak of these various sys-

tems in detail, but with some general remarks pass them

by. Our knowledge of them comes to us mainly through

prejudiced channels, that is the writings of the early

fathers. In merit and thought the schemes of course

varied. Some seem to us very absurd. In general terms

we may say that all gnostic sects started with two prin-

ciples, or antitheses as the German scholars say, spirit and

matter, and busied themselves in the endeavor to explain

the relations between them. Spirit stands in one extreme

and matter at the other. In general, matter is supposed

to arise from successive emanations or projections of spirit

from itself, each successive projection becoming more and

more gross and material. Thus they fill up the space be-

tween spirit and matter by a great number of intermediate

forms.

God being pure spirit, and thus far removed from

matter, the demiurge appearsin all systems as the artificer,

shaper, or creator of the material world. Thus far, we

have but a new presentation of the problem that con-

fronted us in India."* Now we begin to come upon traces

of the influence of Christianity. We have been consider-

ing the sinking down of spirit into matter. Christianity

has to do, according to Gnostic belief, with the re-elevation

1 Bauer: "Church History," Vol. II. p. 1.

2 Vol. III. p. 730.
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of spirit. Its office is to free spirit from matter and return

it to its original som^ce. Christ, or llie Messiah, is sup-

posed to fill, in this part of the work, an office analogous

to that of the demiurge in the descending scale. And a

distinction is drawn between the heavenly Messiah and the

man Jesus. ^

What we have now given is a general outline of

Gnosticism. We do not feel that we would be justified

in giving in detail the various systems.^ These varied, as

we would expect, from mythical, almost childish, specula-

tions to well-considered systems of thought. The conflict

with Grnosticism lasted until the close of the second century.

A question of great interest at once j^resents itself. How
was Christianity modified by Gnosticism ? In such a con-

test as this, it is idle to assume that Christianity emerged
uninfluenced. This especial point of inquiry has not yet

received sufficient study, the most we can do is to point out

the probable lines of advance. Let us recall that in the

primitive church there was no creed, no digested system
of theology. Belief in Jesus as the joromised Messiah was

the one important point.

Now when the church was confronted by well consid-

ered schemes of Gnostic speculations, it had to begin by
»

defining its own beliefs. They had to make use of ordinary,

every-day words and phrases to do this. It seems to us,

that in this direction we must search for traces of Gnostic

influence. If we will recall what we found to be the re-

ligious culture of the Orient outside of Palestine, we also

recall how similar it was to Christian beliefs, rites, cere-

monies, and symbols. It must be evident that the church
1 Vide Bauer: "Church History," Vol. I. p. 193 et seg.
2 The interested student should consult Bauer's work just mentioned,

and in addition thereto, Mansel: "Gnostic Heresies;" King: "Gnostic

Remains," etc.
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adopted many of the same from extra-Jewish sources, and

Gnosticism must have been very active in this matter.

Wycliffe.

Alexandria, the birth-phice of Gnosticism, is also the birth-

place of Christian theology.^

1 On this whole subject, consuU Bauer: "Church History, "Vol. II. p.2.
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One further issue of this long-drawn conflict, is worthy
of mention, since the results following it were very mo-

mentous. The fathers of the second century clearly per-

ceived that the source of Grnosticism was philosophy.

Hence, some of them, and especially Irenseus and Ter-

tullian, threw all their influence against philosophy, and

especially Greek philosophy. They declared that philoso-

phy and Christianity could have nothing in common.

Unfortunately, jihilosophy included science, and so the

writinos of these fathers started the church in the direc-

tion of antagonizing learning and science. This deplorable

error retarded for many centuries the development of

Europe, and, unfortunately, its influence is still felt.

The unity of the church had been furthered by this

conflict. We have already referred to organization in the

primitive church, and its close relation to the synagogue

has been observed. The general understanding is that

the chairman or president of the board of presbyters

gradually drew to himself the chief rights and functions

of the entire board, and the bishop's office, with its extra-

ordinary power became established. It was a long while,

however, before the churches lost sight of the fact that

the bishop was but one of several equals. When this

had taken place, it needed but one more step to usher in

the Catholic church. We have seen that in its conflict

with Gnosticism, it was necessary to enunciate its own be-

liefs. What authority was to settle what beliefs were

right and what wrong ? When it came to be believed, that

the bishops in council assembled represented the true

church, and that their decision was authoritative on these

points, then the Catholic church was established. This

was the central point around which its development was

to proceed.
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We have now reached a most important point in this

discussion, and will proceed with greater rapidity. Our

object is only to gain a coherent idea of the development

of Christianity. The events of the next twelve, centuries

will be considered only from a few separate stand-points.

We trust that those who have followed us in this chapter

will recognize and make allowance for the peculiar diffi-

culties under which a writer labors who proposes to treat

of this topic. W^e have not hesitated to set forth the his-

toric sequence of the facts as they appear to us, and have

treated religious culture just as we would any other depart-

ment of culture. We are convinced, that it is an error to

suppose that truth is a monopoly of any one people, place,

or time.

The trinitarian controversies will afford us an oppor-

tunity to investigate an interesting subject
—growth in doc-

trine. Whatever might have been the case in the early

church, as soon as Christianity came in contact with the

outside world, it had to give verbal expression to its articles

of belief. The doctrine of the Trinity is one which the

human intellect is not capable of understanding, and yet

countless efforts have been made to frame this article of

creed in words. We have seen that the heathen world had

its beliefs in triads and trinities. The problem lying be-

fore the church was a most difficult one. It must guard

against all theories of emanation, it must guard the unity

as well as the personality of the various persons of the

god-head. It had for this purpose to make use of words

and phrases, and, to some extent, of ideas then in use.

As the apostolic era receded in time, it was more and

more necessary for the church to clear up their conceptions

in regard to Christ. Wehave seenhow thechurch had applied

to him the various floating conceptions, the Logos doctrine,
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the Angel Messiah, etc' But now clearer views were

needed in regard to the Trinity. It is manifest that there

are two opposite ways ot" looking at this question, either of

which would clear up many difficulties. On the one side,

influenced by the strict monotheistic teaching of the

Jewish church, the tendency arises to regard all the dis-

tinction in the Trinity as accidental only. The same Being,

being now the Father, now the Son, and then the Holy

Spirit. The holders of this doctrine, however much they

differ in detail, are called Monarchians. On the other

side, influenced by Gnostic ideas of emanation, there is a

tendency to loose sight of unity ;
and dwell more on the

separate personality of the persons of the Trinity, and to

hold to ideas of subordination—the Father, for instance,

being considered superior to the Son, and both superior to

the Spirit. But orthodoxy has always refused its sanction

to the one point of view, to the exclusion of the other,

though it has steadfastly refused its adherence to any form

of subordination. The historical discussions have mostly
centered around the first and second persons of the Trinity.

When thought had cleared up in regard to their relations,

the doctrines in regard to the Holy Spirit were at once

adjusted in conformity therewith.

The Monarchian theory was supported at the begin-

ning of the third century^ by several writers, such as

Praxeas, Callistus, and Noetus
;
their teachings differ in

detail only.^ They would, for instance, deny any distinc-

tion between God, the Father, and Christ, the Son. About

the middle of the century, Sabellius advanced a modified

form of this side of the case, that is of Monarchianism.

He taught that God was simple unity, and reposed in him-

1 Crippen: "History of Church Doctrine," p. 38.

2 Cf. Bauer.Op. cit.Vol. II. p. 93, and especially on Callistus,note, p.lO,
40
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self as u "silent god" from eternitv. When about to

create the world, he came forth from himself as the Word.

During the develo[)ment of the world, this Wurd had

Leo X.

appeared in three forms
;

in the old dispensation as the

Father, in the new dispensation as the Son, in the age of the
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church as the Holy Ghost/ The interested student should

here observe the singular combination of Christian and

pagan beliefs.

It is interesting to observe that the Monarchians

claim that the views they taught had been the received

views of the church down to the time of Pope Victor,^

that is to say, the beginning of the third century.' Callis-

tus, one of the supporters of Monarchianism, was after-

wards Bishop of Rome.* This will show how fluctuating the

doctrines of the times were. In fact, the great conflict of

the third century was over this question of Monarch-

ianism. In one form or another, it engaged the pens of

the doctors of the church all through the century. In

opposition to the views set forth above, Origen^ wrote. He

propounded a theory which sought to unite the two oppos-

ing tendencies. Though he regarded the Son as person-

ally distinct from the Father, yet in one point at least, he

partakes of the same absoluteness. Though begotten, he

was not begotten in time, but in eternity ; so, in respect to

time, he is as truly without a beginning, as absolutely

eternal, as the Father. This point of view was rapidly

embraced by the church."

But all through this century, these doctrinal disputes

continued. Xear its close, we find a dispute waging which

shows the unsettled state of doctrinal belief. Paul of

Samosata was a Monarch ian. He taught, in regard to

Jesus, that he was a mere man, though supernaturally be-

gotten, became divine by the perfection of his moral life.

The Logos, in his system, is simply the divine agency

working in man. As showing the advance in church doc-

1 Crippen, Op. cit. p. 43; Bauer: Op. cit. p. 95.

2 Eusebius v. 28.

3 According to Eusebius' chronological table.

< A.D. 228. 5 About 235. «
Bauer, Op. cit. p. 108.
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trine, we need only refer to the Council of Antioch in the

year 269 a.d. This council condemned the doctrines of

Paul. The church now would listen to no scheme of belief

which did not admit the pre-existence and divine nature of

Christ; or which countenanced any form of Monarchianism.

The centur}^ ended with a triumph of the views of Origen 5

but the question of subordination remained, and it took

another century of contention to settle this point.

This great dispute goes under the name of the Arian

Controversey. Arius was a presbyter of Alexandria.

Since the church had tinally decided against Monarchian-

ism, it was in danger of going too far in the direction of

separate personality. Briefly stated, the .doctrine of Arius

runs as follows :

" God was not always a father, but be-

came so at length. The Son was not always, for, before he

was begotten, he was not. He is not of the Father, for he

was constituted out of non-existence. He is not of the

Father's proper essence, for he is created and made, and

Christ is not very God, but he was made God by partici-

pation."^ Arius had been one of the competitors for the

office of bishop at Alexandria. His successful rival,

Alexander, was now his judge," and at once challenged his

position ;
in the dispute, the entire church speedily became

involved.

This was just at the time when Christianity tirst be-

gan to bask in the sun-shine of royal favor. Constantino

the Great, when he became aware of the furious contro-

versy raging in the theological provinces of his empire,
summoned the first general council of the church to meet

at Nice. This council, which assembled in the year 325

A.D., marks an important point in church history. The

i Crippen: "History of Christian Doctrine," p. 44.
2 Gibbon: "Rome," Vol. I. ch. xxi.
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Alexandrian party, under the lead of Athanasius, had the

good fortune to enlist the emperor in their behalf, hence

they carried through the council a formula, which has

since been deemed one of the bulwarks of orthodoxy.

John Huss.

This formula declares, amongst other items of belief, that

the Son is
" of the same essence (homoousion) with the

Father." It is instructive to learn that this very point
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(using the SMine word, hoinoousion) had been expressly

denied by the Council of Antioch, tifty years previously.^

Still, this council settled nothing since that mysterious

word, homoousion, was capable of being explained differ-

ently.

Accordingly, the next sixty years were years of dis-

pute and turmoil. The whole question was complicated by

political entanglements, and by efforts for a compromise
made by Eusebius of Csesarea. Upwards of sixty councils

and synods were held,
" the members of which anathema-

tized each other with strict impartiality. With equal im-

partiality did each party, when for a time it enjoyed

imperial favor, persecute the others."^ Apparently, neither

party hesitated in resorting to bribes, or shrank from the

commission of crimes to maintain its supremacy. But the

Alexandrian belief finally gained a lasting supremacy as

far as the Roman Empire was concerned. The Council of

Constantinople, in 381, marks the definite triumph of their

principles.

But, even yet, the danger had not entirely passed, the

fire w^as smoldering in an unexpected quarter. Ulfilas,

the apostle to the Goths, had preached among them Arian

Christianity. They finally adopted that form of belief,

and among these people, the decrees of the Roman em-

peror ha'd no weight. When the so-called barbarians

came in contact with the Empire, religious fanaticism was

awakened. The Vandals, who overran Northern Africa

early in the fourth century, were Arians in belief, and

cruelly persecuted the orthodox Catholics. Similar results

followed the conquest of Spain by the Goths. For more

than a century (47o-o7o), the Catholics were persecuted.

1 Bauer: "Church History," Vol. TT. p. 107.

2 Crippen, Op. cit. p. 46.
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By the end of the fifth century, more than half of the

German race had embraced Arianism. It seemed at one

time as if the sword was to settle this question. It was at

this time (492 A.
1).),

that Clovis, the Frankish chieftain,

wedded Clotilda, the Catholic princess of Burgundy.'
The prayers of his fair and orthodox wife effected what

the most learned doctor would have failed to do. Clovis

soon became a Catholic, and the orthodox world had now

a stout defender. As as result, Arianism was soon in

decline.

Our object in the last few pages has been, not so much

to gather full information on the doctrinal point of dis-

putes of early centuries,- as to learn of the manner and form

in which articles of belief grew into creeds. Persons who

have never investigated the subject are too apt to suppose
that from the very earliest times the Christian world knew

just what it believed; in short, that the church has always
been in possession of a creed, which has remained ever sub-

stantially the same, under which it has moved on to vic-

tory, arousing itself now and then to crush some heresy.

Mature reflection would, no doubt, convince us that this

was an erroneous view, even without referring to the pages
of history.

In fact, the Christian church had to feel its way to

clearness of view just the same as all systems of philo-

sophical thought. Excluding from consideration Christ

and his apostles, we can say that the leaders of the Chrii^-

tian church, the framers of its dogmas, the writers of its

creeds, its teachers of theology, w^ere men subject to all the

1 This Series, Vol. HI. p. 346.

- We have not bei^un to speak of the Tiunierous diverging beliefs.

There were some eighteen shades of beliefs during the Arian controversy.
Gibbon: " Rome," (Bohn's ed.) Vol. II. p. 412. There were numerous
diverse beliefs anmn'r the ^lonarr-hians.
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frailties of humanity. Wc must take into account the

religious culture of the age. We observe them develop-

ing their doctrines in regard to certain points, which all

regard of the utmost importance, with extreme slowness

and care. Factional disputes of the greatest violence were

engendered. We observe with surprise an emperor, but

John Knox.

recently converted to Christianity, dictating to the Coun-

cil at Nice what it should believe, threatening obdurate

bishops with loss of office and banishment ;^ the vacilla-

^ On this point, consult Neander: "Churcli History," Vol. IT. p. 375.

Acconiiug to ICusebius, Constantino was far fiom being a mere passive
on-looker, ready to enforce the decrees of tlie council. Without his

powerful support, the Alexandrian party would certainly have failed to

carry their famous decree, since they were in a minority. Vide also

Crippeu, Op. cit. p. 45.
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ting conduct of this same emperor in subsequent years

abundantly sliowing that he had no real understanding of

the matter.^ We observe with astonishment, the petty

court intrigues, the bribing of court eunuchs, yes, even the

crimes committed bv one faction to sustain itself when in

power, or to regain power when out of it. We read with

amazement the prayer of the Bishop of Constantinople,

virtually praying for the death of Arius.^ That very day,

Arius suddenly died, in all probability poisoned,^ and we

learn, not without indignation, of the unseemly exhibition

of joy over this event.

We must now glance more particularly at the external

development of Christianity. Losing sight of the develop-

ment in doctrine, let us watch it grow in strength until it

became the reli2:ion of the world. Suetonius tells us^ that

Claudius' expelled the Jews from Rome, because they were

continually in a state of tumult, their instigator being

Clirestus^ This decree was probably aimed at an Essenic

society, and not against Christians as is often supposed.''

In the reign of JSTero,*^ the first persecution began against

the Christians
;
but this was the wanton act of a despot with-

1 ft is a commonplace of history that he afterwards embraced the

Arian cause.

2 Neander, Vol. II. p. 386
3 At least, all the symptoms were those of poison. He was seized

with sudden and excrutiating pains, accompanied with relaxation of the

bowels. Neander has a curious argument on this point. The followers
of Arius claimed that he was put to death by sorcery; "this," exclaims
the worthy doctor, "shows there was no possible ground for suspecting
he was poisoned!" To the majority of people it shows no such thing.

•t Vita Claudii, c. 25. ^ 41.54.

6 Cf. Acts xviii. 2.

7 The name Chrestus, would indicate this ("Isis Unveiled," Vol. II.

p. 323). According to the "Clementines," Barnabas, the Essene, taught
in Rome, before the crucifixion ("Angel Messiah," p. 185.) Paul, who
was a member of the sect "everywhere spoken against," found brethren
in Rome (Acts xxviii. 15, 22.) 8 54-68.
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out any state reason to be pleaded in excuse. The Chris-

tians were persecuted on "
general principles," as we might

say. This is the first expression of that feeling of mutual

antipathy between Christianity and the heathen world

which marks the first stage of the conflict.

This feeling was a perfectly natural one on both sides^

The early Christians, with charming egotism, at once

assumed that they were the only people in the world de-

serving of God's care or consideration. Tertullian, in one

of the latest Apologies, explained that

for the sake of the Christians the

world was allowed to remain in exist-

ence
;
that the Roman Empire could

thank the Christians that it was not

at once blotted out.^ An unknown

writer, in a widely read epistle,- claims

that " the Christians are in the world

what the soul is in the body . . the soul

is confined in the bodv, but holds the

body together ;
the Christians are held

in the world as in a prison, but hold

together even the world itself."^ But, in point of fact, the

perso7i7iel oi the church, at first, was not of a high order.

Speaking of the first church at Rome, Renan says : "The
ancestors of the Roman prelates w^ere poor, dirty prole-

taires, without distinction, without manners, clad in filthv

gaberdines, having the bad breath of men whose food is in-

sufficient."*

This condition of things steadily improved. But

1 "Apology,"' c. 32, from Bauer, Op. cit. p. 130.

2 "Epistle 11(1 Diognetuni." This letter is given in Wordsworth:
"Church History to the Council of Nice." p. 105.

3 Bauer: "Church History," Vol. II. p. 131.

4 "Hibbert Lectures," 1880, p. 55.

Nero.
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even as late as the second half of the second century

Christianity
" found its support neither among the great

mass of the people nor among the cultivated class.
"^ The

facts just named are no reproach to Christianity. The

historian must be struck with the fact, that, if only the

right chord be struck, just such classes as these named re-

spond most readily to religious teachings. We might
refer to Methodism of to-day, which covers the land with

colleges and seminaries, and draws to its ranks its propor-

tion of the wealth and aristocracy of the land. Yet, how

was it in its beginning ? What sort of people first em-

braced it ? It is no reproach to that most splendidly organ-

ized and rapidly growing church to be told that it started

amid just such surroundings as these.

Wecan only imagine with how little relish the wealthy,

cultured, and refined classes of the world would learn of the

arrogant claims of the Christians. It is not strange that

heathenism responded to Christian claims in the same

spirit. Did Christianity teach that "heathenism as a

whole was the kingdom of demons, who, by subtilty and all

the arts of deception, induced men to worship them as

gods;" heathenism responded, that the Christians were as

a race hostile, to mankind, and that their so called religion

did not have the least riaht to that name. Did the church

doctors descant against the wickedness and immorality of

the mysteries ; the heathens responded by charging the

Christians with committing the most abominable acts in

their meetings.

All political power was in the hands of the heathen,

hence they added persecution to their denunciation of

Christianity. This however was in keeping with the spirit

of the age. We know, as is shown by their subsequent
' Bauer, O,). cit. p. 184.
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acts, that the Christians would have been delighted to

have reversed this proceeding. But *' the blood of martyrs

is the seed of the church
"
the heroism and Christian for-

titude of the martyrs undoubtedly served to rapidly ad-

vance Christianity. We have observed that the genius of

Masoacre of St. Bartholemew.

Christianity is to draw to itself the best religious culture

of the age. As time passed on antl Christianity spread,

its claims were examined bv a more advanced class of

people. We have observed that the second century was

the era of Gnostic disputes, and that the whole movement

shows that Christianity had then begun to exercise an

attraction for the tliinking classes. Tn increasing numbers
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the philosophers began to join the church, even after

becoming Christians tliey wore the philosopher's pallium.

This must have served to elevate the tone of the church

and the second stao-e of contact between the world and the

church was ushered in
;
the age of the apologists.

The result of this stage of action was conciliatory.

The apologists made the attempt to remove the prejudices

held against Christianity. They endeavored to show how

foolish were the coarse charges laid at the door of the

Christians. We cannot refrain from pointing to one signifi-

cant line of argument. It is not true, exclaims Justin,

(in the second century) that Christianity is a thing new

and unheard of, which has been suddenly ushered in the

world to oppose all that has previously passed for religion,

refinement, and culture. If men will only consider the

facts of the case they will find plain proofs that, though
called by various names, the thing itself, Christianity, is

not only now existing in heathen communities, but was

in the world Ions; before the time of Jesus. ^

It is rash at the present day, in the light of our

present researches, to deny this argument from the pen of

a man who had been a philosopher, and had been thence

drawn into the folds of the church.^ The whole move-

ment of the second century was giving force to this state-

ment, for this was the century of Gnostic disputes, during

which the church adopted, as the best expression for its

beliefs, considerable of the philosophy floating in solution

1 Apology I. 55, taken from Bauer: "Church. History," Vol. II. p.

137. These same Apologies, however, contain most severe invectives

against the whole system of heathen idolatry. Justin probably drew a

distinction between the common mythology and idolatry of the masses,
and the various philosophical faiths.

2
Justin, in "Dialogue with Trypho," ch. ii., gives an interesting

account of his conversion. See outline of same in Cox: "First Century
of Christianity," p. 435.
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in the heathen workl. It is instructive to learn that this

same converted philosopher, Justin, was the first to de-

velop the doctrine of the Logos as incarnate in Christ.*

Though persecutions continued all through this century,

still thev were now undertaken from reasons of state

policy. Christianity was considered to be in arms against

the Roman state religion, and hence, ought to be sup-

pressed.^

In the last half of the second century, we come upon
the third phase of this conflict. Christianity had now-

assumed a position of very great importance in the world

of culture. It could no longer be put aside with scorn or con-

tempt, thinking men must seriously consider its claims.

A comparison worthy of the object in view must now be

constituted between Christianity and heathenism, and the

system which could best satisfy the wants of the age would

be the one to finally triumj^h. A heathen philosopher,

Celsus, wrote a most voluminous attack against Chris-

tianity. His writings have been lost, and we only know of

them through Origen's reply. He seems to have argued
from every conceivable point against Christian belief.^

The satirist, Lucian, about the year 165, wrote an account

of the life of an imaginary philosopher, Peregrinus
Protes. He seems to have intended a parody on Uie life

of Jesus.

As neither the reasoning of Celsus nor the wit of

Lucian availed to turn the tide against the Christians, a

1 "History of the Christian Church," by G. P. Fisher (Titus Street

Professor of Ecclesiastical History iu Yale University), New York, 1888,

p. 80.

2 This is apparent in the celebrated correspondence between Pliny,
the younger, and Trajan, in regard to the Christians of Pontus and

Bithynia, about a.d. 110, for which vide Cox, Op. cit. pp. 200-4.

3 For an outline of what is known as Celsus' attack, see Bauer:
"Church History," Vol. II. pp. 140-166.
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new point of attack was assumed by Philostratus. Since

the Christians paid such high honor to Jesus, he would

show^ them that heathen history and culture knew of char-

acters every way as worthy of admiration
;
so he wrote an

account of Apollonius of Tyana.^ There is no doubt that

such an individual lived, and he was certainly a most re-

Gregory the Great,

markable personage. For some four centuries, he was

regarded by many as a divine being.^ Philostratus does

not mention Christianity or Christ, but he paints such a

1 Written about the year 210. An epitome of this history is given in

Waite: "History of the Christian Religion," p. 92 etseq.
2 See "Enclyelopedia Britannica."
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suggestive picture of the life, miracles, and death of

Apollonius, that we can only surmise that his object was to

show that Christianity could not claim that its founder,

Jesus, was a wholly exceptional, and unique character.

This shows, however, the position Christianity had now

conquered in the world. Heathenism was now on the de-

fensive. When this point had been reached, the triumph
of Christianity was not far removed.

Let us consider the growth in political power and in-

fluence of the Church of Rome. We have asserted that

the point, around which the development of the church was

to proceed, was the bishop's office. The first churches

were located in cities. As time passed on, and separate

organizations were made in the smaller towns and cities,

and outlying suburbs, one of the presbyters, from the

mother church in the city, became their pastor, he him-

self being under the jurisdiction of the bishop. Notice

the change that has taken place in this once elected board

of presbyters. The chairman has become the bishop; the

remaining presbyters, priests. This change was of slow

growth, and had not taken place before the close of the

second century.^

In case rural churches were established independently,

they had, of course, their own bishop and presbytery. The

Council of Sardica- ordained that bishops should not be

appointed in the small towns, holding that presbyters were

sufficient. A still later council ordered that visiting pres-

byters should be sent to look after the welfare *of the

smaller churches, and thus the independent churches

passed under the control of the bishop of the neighboring

city. A church then, in the third century, meant the

1 Fisher: "Church History," p. 54. a a.d. 343.
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bishop's church in the city and all the subordinate churches

under the care of his presbyters.

It would seem further as if, at this time, every bishop

was called, amongst other iii\e^, father^ papa, pope} We
miorht remark that this continued to be the custom down

to the time of Hildebrand who decreed that it should be

henceforth applied only to the Bishop of Rome.^ As was

but natural, the bishop of the metropolis city in each

province gained precedence over the other bishops. They
were styled metropolilans. There were two reasons for

this ascendency. Quite often, it had been really the case

that Christianity had spread from the provincial metrop-

olis
;
but the rank of the city probably had a greater in-

fluence in this matter. We can easily see that in provin-

cial synods they would generally be the presiding officers,

and that in all cases their influence would have great

weight. Each of the four prefectures, or political divisions

of the Roman empire in the time of Constantino, was di-

vided into two or more dioceses; thus the Prefecture of the

East contained the dioceses of Thrace, Pontus, Asia, the

East, and Egypt.^ During the third century, the bishop
in the chief city of each diocese acquired the ascendency
over the other metropolitans ; they were variously styled

arch-bishops (at first the title of every metropolitan), pri-

mates, and patriarchs.

The student can easily see the tendency of develop-

ment. From the very first, it has tended towards concen-

tration of power. We can already foresee the end. A little

later, we see some of these diocesan bishops gaining

precedence over the others
;

to them only the title of

1 Biugham, quoted from Pennington; "Epochs of the Papacy,"

p. xvi.
'•4 Barouii : "Martyrol Roman," from Pennington, Op. cit.

3 See map in Fisher: "History ot the Church," p. 104.

41
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pntriarch is applied. These were the patriarchs of Rome,

Constantinople, Alexandria, and, after the Council of

Chalcedon (451 a. d.), Jerusalem. Here we must notice

Zwingli.

the principle on which these various patriarchs ranked in

honor. The Council of Constantinople (381 a.d.) said:

"Let the Bishop of Constantinople have the precedence of
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honor next to the Bishop of Rome, because it is the new

RomeT^ Jerusalem was raised to the rank of a patri-

archate simply on account of the historic standing of the

city.

If we will consider the geographical location of the

four patriarchates, we will observe that one of them was

far more favorably situated for future development than

the other, that one favored patriarchate was Rome. But

a short time was to elapse before the disciplined armies of

the Saracens, marching under the banner of the Crescent,

were to extinguish forever the ambitious hopes of the

patriarchs of Alexandria and Jerusalem. The two remain-

ing patriarchal cities, Constantinople and Rome, were un-

equally matched for the struggle. To this day, the Roman
Catholic Church and the Greek Church still keep alive

this division. But when the Western Empire of Rome

fell,- we have seen it revived again in the Teutonic Empire.
Thus it was that by far the larger portion of Europe con-

tinued to give its adherence to Rome.^ We would, how-

ever, err in concluding that Rome owed all its unique posi-

tion to its geographical location. A wealth of tradition

was associated with Rome. It was generally held that

1 Pennington, Op. cit. p. 4.

'-* All are aware that there are two sides to the question we have just
discussed. Catholic writers, of course, insist that from the very begin-

ning of Christianity, Rome was pre-eminently the head, and that its

bishop always exercised substantially the functions of later popes. Those
who care to investigate the subject further will find Murphy:

" The
Chair of Peter," (London, 1883), to be a modei-ately written book on the

Catholic side, defending with learning and abilitj^ all the arguments on
which they rely. Pennington: "Epochs of the Papacy," (London, 1881),

may be consulted for the other side. Fisher: "History of the Christian

Church," (New York, 1888), which we have largely used, gives a good
outline history of early government. Cox: "First Century of Chris-

tianity," (London, 1886), ch. xiii. gives a good study on church govern-

ment, but he apparently pays little attention to critical study of some of

his authorities, the Ignatian Epistles, etc. It would be well to read in

connection therewith Giles: "Apostolic Records," (London, 1886.)
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two of the apostles
—Peter and Paul—had met their death

in Rome. The eifort was early made to show that Peter

had long lived at Rome, and had made that his head-

quarters for work. It was furthermore early taught that

Peter had been the recognized leader among the apostles,

and that Christ had indicated him as the one for this

office.^ Although history knows nothing of these claims,

yet their influence was very great. Then the position and

importance of Rome made her influence greatly to be de-

sired in the doctrinal disputes of the second and third cen-

turies. In the great Arian controversy, although Alexan-

dria was the leader in the light, yet the final decision of

Rome, taking her stand on the side of Alexandria, was the

all-important factor in deciding the final issue.

Here we must lift our pen and let the centuries glide

until we near the times of the Reformation. Our reasons

will be at once understood when we reflect that our object

has been simply to learn of the development of Chris-

tianity. Volumes would not suffice to fully treat of the

historv of the church. But the formative a^-e of the

church has now been considered. Doctrines had now

crystalized into the form of settled creeds, which were no

longer to be inquired into. The church, indeed, grew

greatly in power and influence, but along lines that have

been fully considered. There wafe a great deal of interest

that transpired in the interval of time which we have

allowed to pass by.

Mohammedanism had suddenly over-passed the

bounds of Arabia, and, like an irresistible torrent, had

wrested Western Asia and Northern Africa from the

church, and had only with difficulty been turned back from

Europe itself. The fanatical followers of Mohammed had
1 Cf. Matthew xvi. 13-20.
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somewhat unexpectedly developed a love for learning. The

age of reason supervened on the age of faith in the coun-

tries under their control
;

and once again Alexandria

became noted for its scientific researches
;
but alas ! it was

under the banner of the Crescent and not the Cross.

Mohammed the Prophet.

Had we time and space, we would have noticed a

darker chapter opening before the church. In the course

of a few centuries, barbarian Europe, ignorant and super-

stitious, had nominally embraced Christianity. We earn
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foresee the result. I f Cliristiaiiity in an earlier age had made
use of many terms and ideas of the Gnostics t(t express its

own ideas, and had made use of many rites and ceremonies

of the general religious culture of the age, it ended by

absorbing .-ui immense amount of pagan superstition.

Almost all forms of lower reliiiion found some form and

place of expression in the syncretic tendency of the church.

Disguise it as you will, the worship of the relics of saints

and martyrs was but fetichism
;
as the worship, or even

A^eneration of saints, was but a new application of ances-

tor worship. In short, the historian finds himself once

more surv^evini>- a scene in which the victors were " insen-

sibly subdued by the arts of their vanquished rivals."

To conciliate, or to cause the more rapid spread of

Christianity, the church adopted not oidy the many festival

days, but many of the rights and ceremonies of the heathen

world. This was clearly seen at the time. '* You have,"

says Faustus to Augustine, "substituted your Agapie for

the sacrifices of the pagans ;
for their idols, your martyrs,

whom you serve with the A'er}^ same honors. You appease
the shades of the dead with wine and feasts

; you celebrate

the solemn festivities of the Gentiles, their calends, and

their solstices
; and, as to their manners, those you have

retained without any alteration. Xothing distinguishes

you from the pagans, except that you hold your assem-

blies apart from them."^

This result is indeed but what we might expect. The

religious culture of a people can never be greatly in ad-

vance of their general culture. A more deplorable result,

to which we have already referred must be noticed.

Although the church adopted many ideas from the philoso-

phers of the day, it had unfortunately imbibed a dislike to

1 Draper: **Sciencc and Religion," p. 48.
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philosoi)hy itself. Then was begun the conflict between,

science and religion, which deepened as time went on. All

original investigations were discouraged. As the church

grew in power, it strengthened that most terrible of all

ecclesiastical weapons of defence, the Inquisition, and reso-

Death of Savonarola.

lutely opposed all knowledge that was not in strict accord

with the narrow and io-norant views of the first centuries

of our era. Briefly summed up, the situation may be de-

scribed iis follows : The church which had adopted as its.
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own all the best pliilosojiliy of the age, and which had

then conquered the world, had grown careless by success,

until it had fallen a prey to the superstition of the Avorld,

and now, too indolent to purify itself, it was striving to

hold the world in the grooves of the past, using brute-power

to accomplish its ends.

This brinirs us to consider the Reformation. We see

in the Reformation much more than is ordinarily under-

stood by that term. The chapters in which Luther and his

band of Reformers j^layed so important a part, were but

the conclusions of a long series of movements. Brute force

may for a time hold back the development of a world, but

the ever-swelling current of advance rises higher and

higher, and must in time sweep away the strongest of

opposing barriers. The world may count itself happy in

such crises if the suddenly liberated torrent does not leave

behind it wide-spread desolation and ruin. So in the case

before us, Christianity, at the close of the twelfth century

had assumed the form of an ojipressive ecclesiastical sys-

tem. It did not hesitate to call to its aid, the terrors of

superstition and the arm of political power to retain its

hold.

In its comprehensive scheme, the church and religion

were everything. The sej^arate nations of Europe were

to lose their individuality and their liberty ;
at most they

were to be but integral parts of the ecclesiastical empire
at tlii> heail of which w^as the haughty successor of the

Galilean fisherman. And in this state there was to be no

liberty of conscience. The schoolmen had painfully reared

their system of philosophy.
" The»<.loctrine of the seven

sacraments of transubstantiation, of the power of the

prie.st, of the heavenly treasure of merit, and the preroga-

tive t)f the church to dispense it, of purgator}^, of the invo-
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cation of saints, of the honor due to Mary, of her assump-

tion and immaculate conception
—were all reduced to a

system, were bound to' one another by argument and anal-

ogy, were followed out to their logical consequences."^ This

was set forth in many dreary tomes, and could be discussed

only within very narrow limits/^ So little was there of the

spirit of toleration, that heretical sects were to be remorse-

lessly crushed with fire and sword. Medieval Christianity

can never remove from the pages of history the terrible

record of the Albigensian crusade.^

Original research was not to be encouraged in any

branch of science. Theology had grasped science and

learning by the throat, and allowed them barely to live on

sufferance. "^The constant exaltation of blind faith, the

countless miracles, the childish legends, all produced a

condition of besotted ignorance, of grovelling and trembling

credulity that can scarcely be paralleled, except among the

most degraded barbarians."^ In religion, Christianity had

become largely an objective religion. By paying undue

reverence to the past, its forms of worship had stiffened

into fetters. A vast machinery of mediation—sacraments,

priesthood, discipline, ritual—had been interposed between

the individual soul and its God. Its face was towards the

1 Beard: "Hibbert Lectures," 1883, p. 33.

2 Thomas Aquinas, at the head of one branch of the schoolmen,

published his "Brief Compendium of Theology," consisting of seven

hundred and fifty folio pages, each containing over two thousand words.

He discusses such topics as: "Whether an Angel can be in more than

one place at one and the same time." "Whether angels have local mo-

tion," etc. It is a striking commentary on Catholic learning to be told

tiiat this dreary verbiage of over six centuries ago, is highly esteemed at

the present day. ("Chair of Peter," p 256, note 1).

3 1208 A.D. This sect was located principally in Languedoc, France.

In the crushing of this sect, the Inquisition first took form. Those who
care for the details of this persecution, should consult Draper: "Intel-

lectual Development of Europe," p. 371.

4 Leckey : "Rationalism in Europe," Vol. I. p. 282.
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past. It demanded only precedents, it wanted no agitation,

no discussion
;

it desired rest^ There is no question that

the machinery of the church was badly corroded with

Avorldly rust. In Provence, when a person had reached

about the lowest depths of depravity, he was said to be

"Viler than a priest.''^ Xor were these irregularities con-

fined to the lower orders of the priesthood ;
but we shall

not enlarge on this point.''

There is a side to this question which is too little

dwelt upon.
"
By consolidating the heterogeneous and

anarchical elements 'that succeeded the downfall of the

RomanEmpire, by infusing into Christendom the conception

of a bond of unity that is superior to the divisions of

nationhood, and of a moral tie that is superior to force, by

softening slavery into serfdom, and preparing the way for

the ultimate emancipation of labor, Catholicism laid the

very foundation of modern civilization."* The trouble was,

that in the course of time the world had advanced beyond
its stand-point. Its beliefs had grown rigid, and could not

change with advancing culture. It held to old and anti-

quated conceptions of the government of the universe, of

man's place and .importance in the world. The egotistical

notions of earlier centuries had grown with the passage of

time. Its views must be the only right views, its methud

of salvation the only one possible ;
and in defence of the

same, it felt justified in using the arm of power.
The church itself seems to have been aware for some

three centuries at least before the Reformation finally

dawned, that a reformation must be made. Pope Innocent

1 Beard: "Hibbert Lectures," 1883, p. 114.

2 Draper: "Intellectual Development of Europe," p. 433.
3 Those who wish to see the dark side of this picture should consult

Draper, Op. cit. p. 280 ct seq.
^ Leckey: "Rationalism in Europe." Vol. IT. p. 36.
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III/ occupied the papal throne at a time when the power
of the popes was at its greatest height. King John of

England acknowledged his kingdom to be but a fief of the

Martin Luther.

Roman See. The King of France put aside one beloved

wife, to receive in her stead the wife from whom he had

1 1198-1216.
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been div'orced, at the stern command of Innocent. Otho

of Germany was driven from his throne to make room for

Frederick, since he would do more for the papacy. As for

the Italian states, they were subject to one lord after

another according to the will of the Pope. ,

Yet, at that very time, the first signs of a yet distant

change appeared. There was a sudden and wide-spread

outbreak against the oppressive weight of ecclesiastical

authority. There were mutterings to be heard even in

cloistered halls. It took the shape of various heretical

outbreaks. There were the Albigenses in Provence,

there were the " Poor Men of Lj^ons," and in Xorthei^n

Italy, there were the Waldenses. In one resj^ect at least,

all these sects agreed.
" Hatred and contempt of the

priesthood characterized the whole movement."^ We can

only view with admiration the Waldenses. They trans-

lated the Bible into their own language, and believed that

Biblical language was to be interpreted in its- plain and

natural sense. They denied any special sanctity to the

priest, and, in general, dispensed with the complicated

machinery of the church. This movement sj^read all over

Europe, though largely as a secret society. Thus closed

the twelfth century in Europe.
But the church met this movement by a counter re-

form. In addition to various forcible means of repression,

which will forever tarnish the memorv of the medieval i

church, there were instituted the two great orders of men-'

dicant monks, the Dominicans and the Franciscans. The

discontent of the masses of the people against the reg.ular

clergy could not apply to these monks who, barefooted and

in rags, spread over Europe, preaching to the common

people wherever occasion offered. The " Poor men of

1 Beard: "Hibbert Lectures," 1883, p. 8.
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Lyons," were more than answered by the " Poor men of

the church." We need never doubt the self-sacrificing and

Christian spirit of the founders of these orders and their

immediate followers. " To reproduce the life of him who

had not where to lay his head," was the ardent wish of

Francis Assisi. Their efforts were largely successful. But

as time passed on, the monks of these orders forgot their

vows of poverty. They acquired great wealth, they

entered the paths of learning, and their influence with the

common people Steadily declined. As for the Dominican

monks, we must not forget that in 1233 the task of rooting

out heresy was intrusted to them, and, under their direc-

tions, that terrible engine of persecution, the Inquisition,

took form and shape.

The first -part of the thirteenth century was dis-

tinguished by the conflict between the Pope^ and Frederick

II. of Grermany.- Xow Frederick had spent the early

years of his life in Sicily, and his court was the home of

Saracen and Jewish philosophers. Hence the liberal ten-

dencies of his mind. We need not repeat the story of his

conflict with the Pope. But it suflices to say that the life

of Frederick had great weight in preparing Europe to

shake ofP the shackles of the church. Europe observed

with surprise an excojitinunicated em^evov succeeding in a

crusade to recover the Holy Land, for which so many em-

rperors and kings, accompanied by the prayers and bless-

ings of popes, had labored in vain. They had seen this

emperor, on his return, measure words with the pope him-

self, and, at the head of his armies, compel the recall of

his excommunication, and the signing of a treaty of peace
dictated by him.

They had further profited by the enlightened conduct

1 Gregory IX. 2 This Series, Vol. III. p. 374.
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of Frederick. In Sicily, he provided for the toleration of

all professions—Jew and Mohammedan as well as Chris-

tian. He established marts and fairs. He encouraaed

science and learning-. He collected libraries, established

Luther and Melanchthon.

menageries for natural history, founded universities, en-

couraged all the liberal arts. All this led to the renewal

of the conflict with Rome. Once more Frederick was ex-

communicated, and once more his troops were directed

against Rome. Death saved Gregory from defeat at the

hands of Frederick. Then came, a few years later, the
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last struggle of Frederick's life with the papacy. Frederick

had now to pay the penalty of being in advance of his

age. He aimed to strike a blow at the whole hierarchical

system. He declared it to be his purpose to restore the

simplicity of apostolic days.
• The whole power of the

hierarchical system was now aroused against him. He was

growing old, and finally gave up the contest, dying the

latter part of the year 1250.

Frederick, the individual, had indeed passed awa}^, but

his influence remained. A part of the old glamor had

gone. Europe now began to take a cooler and more criti-

cal view of religion and church claims. The age of faith

in the West was weakening. Soon after the events just

stated, we find Dante in Italy, and Roger Bacon in Eng-

land, putting forth their works, the harbingers of the new

age of learning w^hich was, even then, dawning.^ A new

spirit w^as abroad in Europe—the spirit of nationality
—

inspired by Frederick's example, other nations were begin-

ning to feel that they could get along in their domestic

affairs without the supervision of Rome. Just as the

thirteenth century is closing, we notice both England and

France resisting the claims of Rome, and the church dis-

covered that its formidable weapon, excommunication had

lost its old power.

The troubles with France were to lead to most im-

portant results. When Clement Y. was elected Pope,^ it

was by the intrigues of the French cardinals. One probable
condition of his election was that the seat of papal authority

should be removed from Rome to France.^ Avignon was

now chosen as the new seat of papal authority. Thus
'

1 Above, p. 345. 2 1305.

3 The sixth condition between Bernard de Goth, archbishop of Bor-

deaux, who became Clement V., was a secret one
;
but judging from after

results, it must have been the condition just named.
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was begun what is known as the "
Babylonian Captivity;'*

some seventy years were to elapse before the popes were

to again take up their residence in Rome. During all this

time the power of the church was on the decline. In the

first place, it was plain to all that they were but the tools

of the kings of France. This gave great dissatisfaction

Death of Zwingli.

to the other nations, and finally culminated in an unfort-

unate quarrel with theEmpire.
Other results flowing from this quarrel were none the

less important. Philip was assisted by eminent lawyers,

who were ready to discuss questions on the origin and
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power of the church. Books began to make their appear-

ance, that an earlier age would have regarded with horror.

Egidius de Colonna wrote to show that spiritual and tem-

poral powers were distinct and independent, each being

ordained of God. Another wrote to show that there was

no historical foundation for the extravagant claims of the

popes. Dante wrote his treatise on "Monarchy." In

short, all over Europe, discussions were started regarding

the origin of power, both civil and ecclesiastical. Several

writers ventured to assert the principle, that a general

council was the superior even of popes,
^

It was at such a time as this that Wycliffe was living

in England. He also opposed papal encroachments. He

urged that the clergy be forbidden to interfere in civil

affairs. In many points he anticipated the Reformation.

He taught that the bread and wine remained unchanged
at communion, he condemned the ecclesiastical machinery,
he denied the necessity of auricular confession. His

greatest service was in translating the Bible. His writings

were carried to Bohemia, and there exerted a great

influence.

We must hurry this sketch along. Near the close of

the fourteenth century, we witness the singular spectacle

of two riv^al popes, with two colleges of cardinals, one at

Rome, and one at Avignon. It became evident to the

whole church that steps must be taken at once to heal the

schism. Hence the fifteenth century opens with the re-

forming councils. The first one, meeting at Pisa (1409),

only aggravated the difficulties it was intended to

1 To this the whole Franciscan order assented. Its general, Michael
of Cesena, wrote against the " Errors of the Pope." Their great scholar,

Occam, composed a treatise to the same eflect. The most celehrated pro-

duction of this period was from the pen of a physician, Marsilis of Padua;
his book,

" Defensor Pacis," had great influence.
42
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heal. It deposed both the rival popes, and elected

Alexander V. as the true and lawful pope. The council

was soon after dissolved, but there were now three popes
instead of two in the field.

The Council of Constance met in 1414. The objects

of this council were to effect the union of the church under

one pope, to reform the clergy, and to suj^press heresy.

It accom[)lished the first by compelling the deposition

of two popes, and accepting the resignation of a third.

It failed in the second, except to ventilate the subject,

and the carrying of a decree embodying a few general re-

forms. It took a step in the direction of the third, by

condemning Huss to the stake, notwithstanding the solemn

promise of the Emperor Sigismund of safety. Huss was

the Bohemian agitator who had imbibed the doctrines of

Wycliffe. With the blood of an innocent martyr, the

great schism in the church had been healed.

But a new spirit had sprung up in Europe. The new

learning that we have already discussed, was now begin-

ning to bear its fruits. The discontent against church doc-

trine and church rule could not thus be checked. Eminent

men were living, who boldly attacked the antiquated learn*

ing of the age, and their voices were not in vain.
*

There

was John of Goch, born about the beginning of the fifteenth

century. He condemned Scholasticism. He maintained

the binding authority of the Bible, explained in a simple,

natural manner. He claimed for it a higher authority
than the decrees of popes or councils. He rejected the

monastic vow as useless for piety, and hostile to Christian

liberty.' There was John WesseV a teacher of theology

at several of the leading universities. He advocated so

* Vide unman : "Reformers Before the Reformation," Vol. 1.

' 1420-1489
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many of those beliefs which became the leading ones of the

Reformers, that *'Luther declared that if he had read sooner

the works of Wessel, it might have been plausibly said by
his enemies that he had borrowed everything from them."'

In Italy,there was Jerome Savonarola, the eloquent preacher
of Florence. In his exposition of the Psalms, the ideas he

expresses are almost identical with the later reformers.

Yet this eloquent preacher, this accomplished divine, met

a martyr's death just as the fifteenth century was drawing
to its close.

We have as yet said nothing of the mystical move-

ment, which had been making more or less headway in the

church for some centuries. We see at a glance that the

tendencv of such a movement would be ao-ainst the formal,

dogmatic religion
—the religion of creeds and ceremonies

—and in favor of a more spiritual religion. Mysticism
was exposed to many dangers, and gave rise to many
heretical sects. But, in another direction, they accomplished
much. Such an institution was "The Brethren of the Com-

mon Lot." The whole tendency of this order was reform-

atory. They were practical, every-day Christians. In

their schools, they attacked the scholasticism of the age.

We find them, one hundred years before the time of

Luther, urging that the Bible be given to the people in

German
;
we find them conducting their religious exer-

cises in Grerman. All this was accomplishing an immense

work in the direction of reform. Finally, we may men-

tion that from their ranks was produced that epoch-making
book of Thomas a Kempis, "The Imitation of Christ."^

The Reformation is now in sight. In England, Colet

and his band of reformers are lecturing, writing, laughing

» Fisher: "History of the Church," p. 276.

2 Vide Ullman, Op. cit. Vol. II.
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the philosophy, the hierarchical system, and the arrogant

claims of the church out of existence. In the mountain

fastnesses of Switzerland, Ulrich Zwingli is teaching his

hardy countrymen to exercise their common sense, to

accept the ]jible only as their authority, and to dispense

with the machinery of the church. In France, Jacques

Lefevre is prophesying of the near reformation of the

Council of Trent.

church. He is teaching that the Bible is the supreme and

sufficient authority in religion. In Bohemia, the flames

that consumed IIuss in far off Constance have in some

mysterious manner broken out at home, and threaten the

destruction of the hierarchy. Finally, in Germany itself,
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we see the monk of Wittenberg, Martin Luther, nailing

his celebrated theses to the cathedral door.

It is not necessary to pursue this subject further.

Perhaps we can now get a clearer view of the Reformation.

We have made the assertion that the power of Chris-

tianity lay in the fact that it adapted itself to the highest

and best culture of the age. That is the secret of its rapid

growth in the tirst centuries of our era. During the course

of the dark ages, it had gradually failed in this respect,

and was even trying by force to hold back the advance-

ment of the world at large. By the Reformation, we are

to understand all that series of movements which had for

its object the placing of Christianity once more in sym-

pathy with the best culture of the age.

In the main, we may say that Christianity has since

remained true to this cardinal principle. This is shown

by the simple fact, that from time to time, belief has ad-

justed itself to better agree with advancing culture. Wit-

ness the change in regard to toleration. The reformers

w^ere
j
ust as intolerant and as ready to persecute as were the

Catholics.

But, in the course of time, the practice of Christian-

ity has changed in this respect. We have also seen

Christianity adapt itself to new scientilic views. We
have further seen a softening down of creeds. Every one

knows that the orthodoxy of to-day, on many points, is

not the same as it was even fifty years ago. It will not

be the same fifty years from to-day; changelessness is an

attribute of death, not of life, and Christianity is a living

religion.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The Change in Popular Bcieuce of Late years— New Theoi'ies—Import-
ance of Our Subject—Change in Ideate as to the Antiquity of Man-
Change in Ideas of the Primitive State of Man—The Zero-point of

Humanity—Necessity of Studying the Lower Tribes of Men—The
Age of the Black Races—The Age of the Yellow Races—Geological

Illustration—Rise of the Whites to a Position of Importance—The
Hamites—The Semites—Analysis of Semitic Culture—Semitic Re-

ligion—European Origin of the Aryans— Asiatic Migrations—Grecian

Culture—Roman Culture—Teutonic Culture—Aryan Religion—Pos-

_^r^r~~^
sible Future Changes in Government— In the

^^^K1^^^^ Family—Future Advance— Present Duty.

V ^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^' ^^ ^^^^ ^P ^^® results of our

N^^iJ^^B^ work and see what general conclusions
^^'^'^^^^

can be drawn as to the life of man on the

globe. We want to present in as concise a form as possible

the most salient points of the story of his growth in cult-

ure. Let us gaze on the picture we have painted as one

whole, striving to impress on the memory the principal

features of the scene, and carry them with us into the

every-day affairs of life. From our present stand-point,

let us inquire of the future. Looking down the long vistas

of the past, let us observe the general course of events,

and thus draw some conclusions as to the development of

culture yet to be achieved.

It is not easy to realize the importance of the subject

we have been discussing, or to properly estimate the diffi-
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culties in our path. It is virtually a new field. One after

another we have observed the various branches of science

changing their teachings on most important points. In

astronomy, we have seen the old idea, that the earth was

the one important body around v/hich the starry hosts of

heaven revolved, exchanged for the well established fact

that it is but one of the smaller planets wheeling around

the sun, and hurrying with that orb through fathomless

space.

In geology, we have seen the idea of sudden cata-

clysms putting an end to the life and scenes of one geo-

logical era, quietly laid aside for the belief in slow work-

ing causes which, extending through vast reaches of time,

bring about the greatest of observed changes. jS'or have

these changes of opinion oil important branches of learn-

ing ceased. The scientist must constantly hold himself in

readiness to change his views to agree with newly ascer-

tained facts Within the last few years, the sciences of

zoology and botany have had to consider the claims of the

new theory of evolution. It is safe to say that however

modified that theory may be in the future, it has left an

indelible impress on the branches of science just named.

And who does not know that the whole world of

physics is tremulous with new and daring theories.

Chemistr}'' knows of more than three-score so-called ele-

ments
;
but it also knows that investigators of wide and

varied research are prophesying of some bold experimenter
who shall demonstrate that there is but one element

; just

as it has been all but demonstrated that there is but one

force. Nay, more than this, there are those who hope to

establish that force and matter are, in their essence, one.

What a thought for contemplation ! But not considering

these more speculative theories, bearing in mind only the
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changed opinions in the tields above set forth, it is not rash

to re-examine the history of man, and if necessary we need

not shrink from (quietly setting aside the great mass of

current opinions and teachings as to man's life on the globe,

and his growth in culture.

Thus the importance of this discussion becomes evi-

dent. The difficulties confronting us are equally evident.

Think of the extensive field of work ! And, unfortunately,

for our purposes, a vast mass of material gathered by

2)ainstaking historians is useless. They have studied his-

tory from a wrong stand-point. They give us a wonder-

fully exaggerated idea of the importance of some people.

How many histories are there that commence with the

Flood, then the Tower of Babel, and then turn at once to

the Jews, making- them the center around which the whole

historical world revolves ? Or in the field of culture history,

how many have discovered that it was necessary to go

among the lowest of existing savages and study their beliefs

and customs? Or for that matter how many have shown

a just appreciation of history at all?. Wars and battles,

expeditions and sieges, the accession or extinction of dynas-

ties fill their pages. It is of course necessary to have a

good, general idea of such facts as these, but is it not

evident that the importance of the individual is but local

and temporary ? They are but the agents by means of

which the race or the nation works out its destinv.^

Pioneers in a new field, we have been exposed to some

dangers. We have had to make new groupings of facts,

new divisions or epochs of time. Then we have had to

discuss some points not usually considered in an historical

work. It has doubtless seemed at times as if we had gone
out of our way to consider questions having, to say the

1 Vol. IV. p. 170-1.
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least, very little connection with our subject. We hope,

however, that with the whole field before us, it becomes

evident to all that in every instance some definite object

was ill view, some difficulty has been cleared away, and

thus new light obtained on the general subject. For the

same reason we have had to content ourselves with hurried

reviews of important periods in the political history of

various nations and people ;
still this was the only way to

do with the immense field lying before us.

In striving to set before ourselves the general results,

it will be most convenient to refer with especial emphasis
to a few of the more prominent ones. First in regard to

the beginning of history. A few years ago it was quite the

custom to think of man as making his appearance on the

earth about four thousand years before Christ. It was

supposed that at least one stream of history could be traced

quite continuously from that far away time. But we now

see that we have mistaken poetry for prose, and that dreamy
scenes ot parable and allegory have floated before us as

authentic pictures of the past, the reality being far different.

We have learned that the earth is a vast palimpsest;

beneath the evidence of our present culture, we have read

the dim, almost effaced, records of vanished people.

We have learned that back of the historic period of

man's life, which is not the same in different regions of the

earth, there lies a vastly more prolonged period, of which

we know but little, the prehistoric ;
and what we know of

any country in the earlier portions of its historic period is

extremely scanty. We are like tourists who view a coun-

try from a distant summit, here and there through rifts in

the clouds, we catch a distant view; but the scene is re-

peatedly interrupted, and each successiv^e lift of the clouds

shows us a different landscape, ^^o matter in what coun-
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try we begin our search, we soon come to the uncertain

period of half legendary times, beyond which lies the vast

region of the unknown.

Calling to our aid the archaeologist, we have learned

of him some slight details of the prehistoric period in some

of the regions of the earth which are now the seats of the

highest culture. In Europe, for instance, we are asked to

contemplate a time when the inhabitants were Turanians.^

We see the dense forests of Western Europe;^ we see the

strangely situated lake settlements,^ the crannog dwellings

in Ireland.'* The domestic animals are few, the cultivated

cereals and fruits are rare, the polished stone implements
and weapons show us that we are surveying savage scenes.

But when w^e ask, is this, then, the beginning of human
life in Europe, we are answered in the negative. The

scene is changed, we are taken back beyond the beginning
of our present geological age. The British Islands are

now but a northw'ard projecting promontory of Europe.
What is now^ the English Channel is the grazing ground of

animals long since banished from thesQ latitudes.^ There

are elephants and mastodons grazing on the broad savannas,

there are lions and tigers lurking in the thickets, and in

the streams the sluggish hippopotamus is disporting.*^ The

men of this period are as strange as the surroundings.

Judging from their weapons, from the few fragment-

ary bones of their skeletons, from their dwelling-places,

they were certainly as low in the scale of development as

the savages of Australia. They may have belonged to the

same race.^ When was this ? We cannot answ^er. We
are told by men eminent for their learning that this was

1 Vol. I. p. 211. 2 Vol. I. p 227. 3 Vol. T. p 175.

4 Vol 1. p. 118. 5 See map Vol 1. p. 63. 6 Vol I p 65. note 3.

7 Vol. I. p 93.
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immeasurably remote^ from the epoch of the lake dwellers

of Switzerland. We are told that between these two

periods there intervened the Glacial Age. We are asked

to realize, as best we can, the slowly lowering temperature
that finally resulted in the formation of great beds of snow,

which, increasing from year to year in the more exposed

regions of land, finally as a desolating glacier descended

on the plains.^

And then we have carefully gone over the question of

the antiquity of the Grlacial Age and from several points

of view have endeavored to come at some decision in this

matter. We found several theories supported by men of

great ability as to the causes of the low temperature of the

Glacial Age. One of them we found to be astronomical,

and if entitled to credit gives us a chance to settle the

question of time. But after all, the general conclusion

simply remains of a vast and prolonged antiquity ;
one re-

quiring many thousands of years for its expression.^

Such results attended the careful study into the antiq-

uity of man in one section of country, Western Europe.
But from a number of other places indications are not

wanting to the effect that the same course of events there

took place.^ In our own country, opinion is gradually set-

tling down to the conclusion that here, also, man has been

living for a very prolonged number of years; and further,

here, too, we find evidence that the beginning of his life

must be sought for m some of the geological eras of the

past
^ And the foregoing but receives emphasis from the

researches of the anthropologists and scholars in the closely

related fields of ethnology, philology, and sociology.

When we study the races of men, when we attempt

1 Vol. 1 p 172-3. 2 Vol I p 69.

3 Vol I, chapter V. * Vol 1 p. 91. ^ Vol. I, chapter ix.
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to estimate the time it took to produce the strongly marked

types, when we study into the origin of hxnguage, or

endeavor to give a knowledge of the origin of the institu-

tions of society, we are at once aware of the fact that man
must have made his appearance on the earth long, long ago.^

'

All this shows how very inadequate was the older

view as to the history of man. In no country, are we pre-

pared to say just when tribes of men first took up their

dwelling. Of no country, of no people, have we a full and

concise history. More than that, we can say that the his-

toric period of man's life on the globe is but a small frac-

tion of the whole. The portion in sight is but a small

arc of the circle. That Avhich we can peruse is but a short

chapter in the book of events.^

With this change of view as to the history of man, is

necessarily involved another change ;
the condition of

primitive man in culture. Here a happy scene was wont

to be painted. Primitive man, though destitute of our

modern comforts, was supj^osed to be after all quite highly

civilized; he was a cultivator of the ground and the happy

possessor of flocks and herds, with the family circle consti-

tuted much as it is now. Here again the mellow light of

tradition has been allowed to woefully distort the vision.

Far different is now seen to be the real facts of the

case. As far as we are no\y prepared to say, man has

always been distinctively human
;
has always been the

possessor of those faculties which distinguish him from the
'

most highly endowed animals.^ But that is all we can say.

At the present day advance in learning is gained only by
the exercise of natural faculties, building on the foundation

already laid. This must always have been the case. Con-

sequently there must have been a time once when man
I Vol. II. chapter i. 2 Vol I. p KU. 3 Vol. I. p. 98.
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stood at the zero-point. It is no doubt hard to clearly

realize what this expression implies. The lowest of exist-

ing savages must be considerably removed from that stage.

They possess language, have organized society, and pos-

sess implements and weapons of stone. All this, even,

primitive man had to acquire by the slow experience of

many years.'

Nor must we think that man passed rapidly through

this infantile stage, all evidence points to the fact that for

a long period of years his advance was very small in amount.^

Language itself being an invention'^ there must once have

been a time when man was destitute of it.* We can only

surmise as to the length of time it must have taken to

form even the least perfectly developed language and so-

cial institution. We have traced the origin of govern-

ment. Back of our present government we find every
where underlying it tribal government. The advance from

one to the other can be plainly traced.'^ But we have

pushed the inquiry deeper; we have sought to learn of the

origin of tribal government, and have found it taking its

rise along the line of sex.^

In fact, we have tried to show what a deep meaning
is concealed in the expression "the infancy of the race".^

The infant is almost the most helpless of animals
;
and it

takes long years of constant care, supplemented by other

long years of training, before it can make good use of its

powers. It is even so of the race in general. We are only
now beginning to rightly apprehend the long flight ofyears,

that it must have taken to advance man to even the lower

stages of culture. Even the modern family, that seems to

us to be so perfectly natural, is but the result of experience,

^ See Remarks Vol. II. p. 64-71. 2 Vol. I. p. 87. 3 Vol. II. p. 29.

4 Vol. II. p. 52, note 6. 5 Vol, II. chapter ii. 6 Vol. II. p. 263.
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passing in its development through several prior forms.*

Thus we can see from what an erroneous conception

of history the majority of writers have started. We can

see how necessary it is to lay broad and deep the founda-

tion in this respect, before proceeding to the mere politi-

cal history of various people. A history of civilization is

a history or description of the various steps by which man

passed from the lower stages of enlightenment to that ad-

vanced stage that we call civilization. It would be almost

hopeless to attempt this work, if we could not call to our

aid the experience of another branch of science. What
excellent use the astronomer now makes of those strange

nebulae in distant space ! From them he frames his theory

of world-life. Almost every stage of development he finds

illustrated.

So in our search after the stages in the development
of culture

;
we are to go among the lowest tribes of men,

study their customs and manners. Herein is to be found

the true basis for a history of culture. Here we are to

search for the beginning of governnient ;
of social life

;
of

the primary inventions such as agriculture, horticulture,

metallurgy the manufacture of implements, and weapons ;

alphabetical writing ;
and even the first stage of religious

culture. We have had to hurry over this ground,''' but we
trust that sufficient has been set forth to answer the de-

mands of those who simply desire general information on

those points.

Thus we see what erroneous views had to be overcome,
and with what care the foundation had to be laid for the

examination into the political history of individual people.
We are however to use this history simply to illustrate fur-

ther growth in culture. All advance falls into a few main
1 Vol. II. p. 150,216 2 See first four chapters of Vol. XL
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divisions. Either it is ah intellectual advance, showing itself

in art, science, or literature; or it is a social advance, in

the direction of greater personal liberty, improvement in

government, etc.; or it may be advance in the field of re-

ligion. Let us inquire what conclusions we arrived at in

each of these directions of inquiry, and what points of in-

terest we observed in the history of various people.

In discussing the various races of men, in addition to

the important conclusions as to the antiquity of man and

his primitive culture, we saw that, broadly speaking, the

races of men fall into three great groups, the Black, the

Yellow, and the White Races. We found the probabili-

ties to be that the Black Races were the oldest in point of

time. In general terms, we found them to include in their

ranks those races who are now the lowest in the scale of

culture. We found reasons for thinking that they have

very little capacity for advance.^ In various places, we

found ground for concluding that they were once widely

spread over- the earth.^ The beginning of social life and

many of the primary inventions belong to them. In the

great field of religious culture, they probably took only the

first steps.

The probabilities are that the Black Races had long
inhabited the earth, had occupied all its fairer portions,

before we notice the spread of the Yellow Races. The

home-land of the Yellow Races seems to have been to the

north of the center of Asia.^ Here for some thousands of

years they had been slowly divaricating from the Black

Races. They had become lighter in color, and owing to

climate and surroundings, perhaps, had become possessed of

greater mental endowment. A change has taken place in

1 Vol. II. chapter 1. 2 Vol. I. p. 93; Vol. II. p. 80.

3 See remarks Vol. II. p. 358-9
;
also map, p. 356.
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theirsocial organization. Tribal society has become devel-

oped. The various divisions of a tribe have assumed def-

inite shapes.

In short the Yellow Races commenced to lay the

foundation of our present culture. When this section of

country became overcharged with population, great migra-

ting bands sallied forth in search of better homes. When
these movements first began, we have no means of deter-

mining. In Euroj^ethe Glacial Age had long passed away
when they invaded the land bringing with them the do-

mestic animals and plants of their Asiatic home, but they
were yet in the Neolithic stage of culture. They had not yet

learned to make use of the metals. If we are right in our

surmises that at least a portion of our Indians came from

that same section of country,' they must have been among
the very first to leave.

W^e have found the probabilities to be that as early at

least as seven thousand b. c' the Turanian tribes had

spread widely over the earth from their Asiatic home,'

while they were as yet in the NeoHthic stage of culture.

Broadly speaking they introduced the jN'eolithic culture,

which in many respects shows us an advance over the cult-

ure of the Paleolithic Age. But their energies were by
no means exhausted. The probabilities are that they

acquired a knowledge of some of the metals. Increased

knowledge in this resjoect bespeaks advance in other

directions as well. The Turanian tribes that wandered

into the Mesopotamian Valley began at an extremely

early day to develop their picture writing.'*

Every department of social life probably became more

specialized, the rights and duties of each becoming more

1 See arguments Vol. II. p. 106. 2 Vol. I. p. 258-9.
3 Vol. I. p. 212. 4 Vol. II. p 376.
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<lefiMite. Ill short, tlio' foundations of our present culture

were laid. In religion we see the people guided by their

shamans or priests entering the stage of Polytheism. We
find great religious poems making their n ppearance,

poems on the creation and nature poems. In fact, in this

direction, no less than in various other tields, the world

to-day is still influenced by the beliefs of the Turanians of

(\-irlv Chaldea.^ Canals were dug ; tenn)les were built;

codes of law began to make their appearance ;- astronomy

began to be studied;'' mathematical computations were

made, the calendar was arranged, every seventh day was

made a Sabbath ;" government was organized ; writing

reduced to a system ;
and great collections were made of

holy songs, incantations, and religious poems. In the

Mesopotamian Valley, probably, Turanian culture reached

its culminating point. The larger portion of the Turanian

stage of the world's history belongs to the prehistoric

times. How instructive it is to learn that in Europe, in

Western Asia, in Egypt, we come upon traces of a time

when Turanians were the ruling people, and included in

their ranks the most advanced, the highest civilized tribes.

To give clearness to a thought that we wish to express

let us refer to g-eologv for an illustration. In general

terms, the geologist teaches us that various forms of life

after struggling into prominence flourish in great lux-

uriance for a wdiile, and then decline to give place to some

other form. The books tell us of the age of fishes, followed

by the age of reptiles, and still later by the age of mam-

mals. There are mammals to-day, and mammals longpre-

(teded the Tertiary Age, but mammalian life was never so

rich, never so abundant as in the Tertiary Age. In all

1 Vol. II. p. 710 r^ .seq.
2 Vol. II. p. 377, note 1. 3 Ibid, note 8. i Vol. 11. p. 378.
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forms of litV" there is a beginning, a culmination, nnd a de-

cline. And each form of life as it declines is succeeded by
another and hio-her form.

'

Tliere was first invertel)rate

life, then the lowest forms of vertebrate life. The fishes

are f()llow(Hl by amphibians, then reptiles, then birds.

The first mammals to appear were the lowest organized of

all—the marsupials.'

The same law seems to hold good with races of nien.

There seems to have been first the age of the Black Races—
the Paleolithic Age. After long preparation the age of

the Yellow Races came on. They took up the work where

the Black Races left it, and for a long term of years, they
were the enterprising, progressive races of the world. In

many ways we see we are in the presence of a higher stage

of culture. History dawns just as their decline comes on.

The history of early Chaldea, brief and fragmentary as it

is shows us a long continued contest between the White

and Yellow Races, extending over some thousands of years,^

but in which the result is ever the same—the continued

growth and increasing power of the White Race, the steady
decline of the Y'ellow Race. In Asia Minor, what few and

fragmentary notices we have of the Hittite confederacy
seem to teach the same lesson.

A further parallel presents itself. Do we not see, in

secluded localities where for some reason the lower forms of

aniirial life are saved from competition with higher forms^

a strange continuance of old life? Look at Australia that

has been isolated from the continent of Asia since very

early geological times and thus competition with higher
endowed forms of life was impossible, and there we find

those strange animal forms of earlier geological ages still

in existence. So, when four centuries ago this new world

1 Vol. I. p. 59. ^ Vol. II. chapter ix.
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of ours Wcis discovered, it was in full possession of the Yel-

low Races. But it is none the less true that in the culture

histor}^ of the world, the Yellow Races reached their

zenith of importance some thousands of years before the

Christian Era. And here once more we will ask the reader

to notice how utterly nnable the older historians are to

comprehend the importance of early historic times. Like

the ancient astronomers, their stand-point is erroneous,

and hence their narrow views and erroneous conclusions.

And here it is necessary to refer to the case of China.

The advance armies of the Yellow Races, which for a long

period of time held possession of the world, have indeed

been driven back, but they still hold the original field of

occupation. They have however long ceased to do more

than hold a defensive position. Never again will the world

tremble at the ominous march of a Genghis or Tammer-
lane. In the case of China, we see a wonderfully inert,

impassive people. Wave after wave of other people have

rolled in on them, have conquered them, only to be grad-

ually overcome by the arts of the conquered. They have

ended by becoming Chinese. Buddhism entered China,
and for a time made rapid progress, it has ended by be-

coming Confucianism. Whether the same experience be

in store for Christianity, time only will show. One ele-

ment of hope in China is to be found in the numerous so-

called barbarian tribes, which are more or less white in

ethnolog3^^

Side by side with the decline of the Yellow Races,

there is to be seen the increasing importance of the Whites.

Taking widely extended views of past time, the historic

period of the world's history corresponds to the rise of the

Whites to a commanding position in the world. Of course

1 See on this Vol. II p 413-4.50.
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there are exceptions to this statement. We hav(! just

seen how in the case of Chaldea the dim light of its early

historic period shows us the decline of the Yellow Races.

The White Races, in many respects, are more highly or-

ganized than the Yellow Races.' We are called upon to

notice the rise to power of two great divisions of the White

Races in early times, the Hamites and the Semites,

There seems to be some slight connection between the

languages of these two early stocks,^ and furthermore the

lines of miirration, as far as we can trace them, seem to

converge in the neighborhood of Abvssinia.^ But this

linguistic resemblance is so slight that they must have

parted company very early in time
;
and the subsequent

fortunes of the two divisions must have been diiferent.

Wlien the Semitic people commenced to spread, they of

course found, at least in all the favored localities of the Old

World, Turanian people.

We are reasonably sure that such must have been

the case in the valley of the Nile, though only the scantiest

light is afforded us in this respect; for in yet prehistoric

times the Nile Valley was overrun by Semitic tribes com-

ing apparently from Abyssinia.* This union of Turanian

and Semitic tribes constituted the Hamitic people f and

soon the historic period of ancient Egypt begins.

In regard to ancient Egy^it, we found a great deal of

interest. We noticed that all though Egyptian history,

from its shadowy beginning to its tragical end, plain evi-

dence that it rested on tribal society.^ We observed how

faulty was the ordinary understanding of the various

dynasties of Egypt." We learned the true meaning of

• Vol. II. p. 82. 2 Vol. II. p. 39. i Vol. II. p. 464-5 and 044, note 5.

* Vol. II, p. 464. s Vol. II. p. 466. 6 Vol. II. p. 480, 499, 506 etc.
7 Vol. II. p. 480
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those strange' laciuiae or g-a[)S in Egvptiaii history, they

always occur when the Empire had disintegrated into the

units (composing it.' In matters of religion, we observe that

strange combination of lower and higher religion due prob-

ably to the unequal union of Turanian and Semitic cultui-e.

Ancestor worship combined with the toteniic system had

resulted in the worship of aiumals.^

As far as the culture history of the world is concerned,

we found the civilization of Egypt to be full of diappoint-

ment.^ Their culture was rich, varied, in many respects

wonderful, but it was also an isolated exotic. It is surpris-

ins: how little influen(^e thev seem to have exerted on the

world at large. Perhaps from them, the Phoenicians gained

their ideas as to the formation of an alphabet, but this is

questioned.* We are furthermore startled' when we reflect

on the unchangeable features of their culture. Egyptian
life and times under the twentieth dynasty were not so

very different from wdiat they were under the fourth,

though some thousands of years intervened.''

In this case we are asked to notice a striking similarity

between Egypt and China. " Both were isoh\ted countries;

both showed a strange ability to assimilate other people;

both built up a high civilization within their borders; but

neither of them apparently exercised much influence on

the culture of the world in general ".'' Several waves

of people entered Egypt ;
sometimes they came as con-

querors, but in all cases, they sooner or later became Egyp-
tianized or were driven from the land. The same results

besj)eak the working of the same causes. We seem to be

cont(Mnplating once more the effect of inborn race quali-

ties.

' Vol. II. p. 503. 2 Vol. II. p 514 3 Vol. II. p. 638.
4 Vol. II. p. 246, 251. ' Vol. II. p 622. ^ Vol II p. 627.
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In tracinir «»ut the fortuiios of the Semitic people of

Western Asia, we entered on a most interesting period.

As far as we can now trace tlieir movements, tliey convergi'

to Arabia. We have no idea of tlio leiiuth of time they

led their nomadic life on the arid plains of this peninsula

before thev commenced to send out ureat streams of miii'ra-

ting people. We know that that portion of Arabia border-

ing on the upper part of the Persian Cxulf seems to be the

center of dispersion for what is known as the northern

branch of the Semitic people which includes l)y far the

most im})ortant members of the race.' Even in prehistoric

times tliev commence to move out from this common home.

We see the Svrians moving to the north and deboucli-

ing on the fertile ])lains of Aram between the Euphrates

and the Orontes Rivers. Coming somewhat later and

bearing more to the west, occupying the seashore and the

uphind region of Palestine, came the Phoenicians and

Canaanites, and following in theii' wakecame the four closely

related Hebrew divisions
;

the Ammonites, Moabites,

Edomites, and Israelites. The earlv movements of most of

these people are completely lost in the night of time.

Some had traditions of their former home in the vicinity

of the Persian Gulf,- and. the Hebrew |)eople seem to have

known of a migration from the east.

But the evidence of languaue cannot be irainsaid.

These various people were closely connected, and must

have had a common origin. As soon as the}' left the arid

plains of Arabia, they must have come in contact with

Turanian tribes, and thev must either have driven them

away or amalgamated with them.' The Israelites, after

unknown years of nomadic^wandering to the south and

' Vol. II. p. 646. 2 The PhoeniciaiKs. Vol II p 724.
a Vol I. p. 721, 736.
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west of the Dead Sea and one sojouri! of unknown length

ot time 111 Egypt, forced themselvx'S among the various

Canaanite tribes of "'Palestine, with wliom they finally

<5oa]esc('d.'

In the East most im[)()rtant movements of Semitic^

peo[)le liad taken place; and liere fortunately we have some

means of testing the probable date of the migrations. W(^

have noticed that in Mesopotiimia the Turanian tribes had

risen to a hiuh stai^e of culture and influence."^ For a lonii"

time at least, tliev must liave lield back the slowly risiiiii:

Semitic tide. P)iit a lodgement was at l(Migth obtained in

Noi'therii C'haldea. Accad became the center of j>olitical

]»ower and intluence." We have seen that, as early as

3SI)() u. ('., all the northern portion of Chaldea had passed

under Semitic intluence. J>iit many centuries were to

elapse before Southern Chaldea was to likewise yield to

Semitic iiiflueiice. Finally in Mesopotamia we have? seen

the Assyrians taking their rise, destined to become the

most powerful Semitic people, holding all other branches

to tribute.

We must notice that in the case of the Semitic and

Ilamitic people there is every reason to suppose a most

prcdonged prehistoric period. Who can estimate the length

of time it must have taken to develop their peculiar system
of language,"* or their strongly marked race features ? We
€atch plain evidence of a mixture with surrounding people

as tlu'V mov(^ awav from their ori^'inal home. In the case

of the Semitic invaders of Mesopotamiii, we know that it

took a \ery |)rolonged time to fully com})lete the subjuga-

tion of the country and to assimilate their culture.'' The

1 Vol. n. p 748-755 - Vol. II. )».
HBO it neq.

:» \^)1 II. 1).
()()4. 4 Vol. II.

)). ?,5.

•> From some centuries before 3HO0 li. c, to about J^OOO B. c, Vol. II.

p. 667, 676.
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Stime course of events must liave t.-ikeii ]»lnce in Kgy}>t and,

in fact, in the case of all the migrating branches.

Hence in estimating the importance of the Semitic

people in the culture history of the world, we have to learn

first of their primitive culture, and then observe the union

of this culture and tlie culture of the Yellow Races wliich

thev assimilated. In regard to the Semites in general we

tbiind them to be possessed of great energy and capacit}"

of endurance and good mental endowments with iireat

practical abilities, but their imaginative faculties are

deficient.^ Hence we see how thev were esi)eciallv well

adapted to cany to practical ends the inventions of others.

They are not great artists nor great inventors, but they are

splendid developers. This being the case, we can under-

stand the work thev performed in advancino- man.

InChaldea, we see them at once assimilatiiiLithe culture

of the Turanian tribes, but carrying it forward to a higher

stage. We pointed out how the* resulting culture shov/ed

plain traces of this mixture
;
in some directions showing

more traces of one previous condition of culture than of

the other. In social and political organization, we saw a

happy blending of these two cultures, and thus strongly

organized aovernmeiits took form.^ In the fields of arts

and sciences in one direction only, that of astronomy, could

the Semites give information to their Turanian subjects.'^

But they could carry forward the ideas advanced by them

in other fields. For instance take the subject of writing

and literature. Thev adortted the cuneiform system of u rit-

ing of the Turanians and consequently the Turanian litera-

ture. But we notice not only great improvement in the

writinu-, but a great increase in learning. Followina- in

the wake of the Semitic conquest, we note the formati^»n of

1 Vol. n. p. 099 i Vol. 11. p. 704. 3 Il»i(i. 705.
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grent libraries in all the royal cities. In short, Semitic

influence in Chaldea was the medium by means of which

the Turanian culture was revived, enlarged, and trans-

mitted to the workl at large.

In the case of the Phoenicians, we found that owing
to their peculiar surroundings they were pre-eminently the

traders of antiquity. Early European civilization owes a

great debt to the Phoenicians They were not the invent-

ors of the pottery art, nor of glass, and perhaps not of the

purple dye, but they did know how to carry the manufact-

ure of pottery, bronze, glass, and dyed woolen goods to a

great extent; and, not satisfied with their home market or

overland trade, they sent their ships to all the countries

bordcrino; on the Mediterranean, and thus awoke in them

a knowledge of, and consequently a desire for, the comforts

and luxuries of civilization. The alphabet we use to-day

can be traced back to the Phoenicians. Thev were hot the

inventors of the idea, but they knew how to develop the

clumsy hieroglyphics of the Egyptians, perhaps applying
to this question the knowledge they had gained of the sys-

tem of writing in use in Mesopotamia/ the result being

our alphabet.

In the case of the Phoenicians, we found an excellent

illustration of the fact that trade and commerce are power-
ful agents in advancing civilization; it was Phoenician

trade and commerce that flooded Europe with the products
of civilization. It is a striking comment on the Phoeni-

cian culture that though they must have been intimately

acquainted with foreign lands and customs, and thus must

have gathered great stores of information, yet they produced
no scholar who sought to make the information so obtained

of value to mankind Yet in Phoenicia itself, one of the

i Vol. U. p 251.
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tincst flowers of civilizMtioii first hurst into bloom, the

iiulividual first made his ap[)eMraiK-i', rights and duties

were no longer eoufined to groups.^

The Semitic tribes who invaded the valley of the Nile

at an extremelv early dav nu't a sliiihtlv different fate than

was the ease in Chaldea. Though conquering the country,

thev were not strong enouuh to overcome the tendencies of

race. Advance in culture may have been very rapid for

a while, but it soon reached a nearly stationary stage.

This, together with their isolated position and the natural

advantages of their location, made Egyptian history and

oulture what it was. But in this connection we must ru)t

forget the singular position of women, so different from

the ordinary Oriental treatment of women.^

There is a department of culture in whicli the Semitic

people exercised considerable influence on the woi-ld, the

field of religion. We examined the question of Semitic

Monotheism, and found that owing to their strong, practi-

cal cast of mind and their lack of imaginative power, on

the one side, and their strongly developed tribal system on

the other,^ they had approached Monotheism through the

stage of ancestor worshij).* They had no richly developed

system of Polytheism.

We can then understand the result. The Turanian

people possessed great mythological systems, vast collec-

tions of incantations, holv sonus, and reliaious poems. In

Chaldea, where these two people coalesced, we find that the

Semitic coiujuerors ;uloptcd the greater portion of Turan-

ian religion.
^

P)ut we also notice Semitic influence at work.

Monotheistic tendencies are satisfied by elevating one god
to the supremacy, as for instance Asshur among the As-

• Vol ir p 734 -i Vol 1 p. 037.

3 Vol II. p G!)9. * Ibid U02 •' Ibid 706
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Syrians.^ As we have seen, great collections of sacred

writings were made. In the case of Egypt, Semitic in-

fluence was unable to accomplish as much, but we have

reason to believe that, as an esoteric doctrine, Semitic

Monotheism was held by the priests.

Results similar to those worked out in Chaldea con-

front us in the religious culture of Phoenicia, Syria, and

the Canaan ites. But the four divisions of the Hebrew

people, coming at a later date, were not exposed to Tu-

ranian influence and probably remained much truer to the

Semitic type. We know this to be true of the Moabites

wh(^ worshiped Chemosh as their god.'-^ The Israelites are

the one important people in this respect. We have re-

ferred to the very exaggerated ideas of their importance

<2:iven them by many older writers. But it remains true

that in the field of religious culture they held quite strongly

to this qualified Monotheism of which we have spoken.

Tlieir prophets and leaders in religious thought seem to

have early been led up to a higher standard, and we have

referred to their efforts to advance the mnss of the people

to this same plane.^

Let us refer to (Uir geoloiiical illustration once more.

We spoke of the Mge of the Black Races followed in time

by the age of the Yellow Races. We saw that this latter

stage was just passing away as the uncertain light of early

history dawns. Hence broadly speaking, the historic

period of man's life on the glol^e falls in the age of the

White Races. But this later period is itself capable of

subdivisions. It falls naturally into the x\ncient, Medie\'a],

and Modern periods. The civilization and culture of the

Hamitic and Semitic people belong to the ancient period.

Their beginning falls in prehistoric time, their culmina-

tion to the first clear liuht of historv, their decline corn-

i~Ibid. 805. 2 Vol. II. p. 745. 3 Vol. II. p. 755, 762.
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inenced a luiinber of centuries before tlie Christian Era,

Their great work in advancing the cause of civilization

consisted in building on the foundation already laid by the

Turanian [)eople.

But the inevitable hour tinaliy dawned when the

Seniitie people were to gradually ceasc^ to be the leaders

in the world. Another people were to come on the stage

of action. The civilization of the woi-hl was to enter on

still another plane of culture. The European age was at

hand. This brings us once more to the consideration of

the Arvans. On lookinu' over the entire field, we found

reason to conclude, though in opposition to our previous

opinions, that Europe was the home of the Aryan people.

This opinion must not be pressed too strongly, nor enter-

tained with too much persistence; it is not as well estab-

lished as some other conclusions, all we can say is, that the

general drift of opinion seems to be in that direction, and

that there is no good reason for coming to an opposite con-

clusion.

A i>-n\at deal remains to be settled in regard to

race. The older opinion was that the main branches of

the White Races—the Ha mites, Semites, and Aryans—
were once on a tiine co-dweMers in sonu^ common home.

\Vc can now find no scientific basis for this belief. We
have just discussed the possible relations between the

llamites and the Semites. We have seen that it is possi-

ble that at an extremely early day these two branches

formed l)ut one [)eople. l>ut that is all we can say. We
cannot trace them out of Western Asia. The lines of

migration seem to point to Abyssinia or Southern Arabia.

All eitbi-ts to show any especial connection between the

Aryan and Semitic j)c(»ple, on the side of language at least,

have failed.'

1 V ')!. II. p. iVl. note I.
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There is probably no question but that this idea has

been very influential in forming the current opinion that

the Aryans nugrateil from Asia. If we can but once per-

suade ourselves that the sense in which the branches of the

White Races are closel}^ related to each other is that they

have alike developed from the widely spread Yellow Races,

we will then feel more at liberty to deny the Asiatic origin

•of the Aryans. Almost all the nations of Europe have

met in friendly contact in America within the last few

hundred years. Owing to trade and commerce and modern

culture, the language remains English. But there is prob-

ably no question that a peculiar type of people, the Ameri-

can type, is evolving here. Some centuries may yet elapse

before the change is complete.

We may never be able to settle definitely how the

Yellow Races divaricated from the Black. We have lit-

tle doubt, however, that it was owing to the long, slow

working of substantially similar causes as are now at work

in America. And similarly in regard to the Whites. As
far as we are justified in drawing any conclusions from the

present location or earliest recorded movements of the

Semitic people, we place their origin somewhere in the

vicinity of the Red Sea. As there is no especial reason,

beyond vague tradition, to conclude that the Semites and

Aryans ever inhabited a common home, we know of no

good reason for endeavoring to establish a home in Asia,

for the Aryans.
We examined into the early movements of the Aryans,

and found that according to histor^^ and tradition on this

point, they seem to converge in Europe to the region of

country around the Southern Baltic' We can only surmise

that for long ages the new race type had been slowly form-

1 Vol. HI. cliaptiT 1
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ing Irtc. Here as elsewhere, like causes produced like

eltects. The home-land became over-crowded. In various

directions, migrating people commenced to move away
from their common home. We can at once see the result.

The various bands of migrating people came in contact with

the older settled Turanian people. Intermixture of blood

must ensue. This combined with a great many other

causes tended in time to produce the various Aryan people

in Europe.' These movements began in extremely early

times. Neolithic culture still held sway in Western Europe
when the Celts arrived in that section of the country."

In a southerly direction we know that those mysteri-
ous people the Pelasgians, more or less x\ryan in ethnology,^

had crowded into Asia Minor. At an extremely early

day we know that they crowded through the dreary passes

of the Caucasian Mountains and probably gave rise to the

Alarodian people.^ A great deal of interest centers on

the Asiatic migration of these people. Crowding into the

plains of Southern Russia they must have slowly gnthci'cd

force before entering Asia to the north of the Cas[)ian.

For a long period of time they were held back by Asiatic

tribes.

But at length they succeeded in gaining entrance into

Asia. Fortunately we can detect in the dim light of early

history the troublous movements of many peoi)le which

seem to have been caused by this invasion."^ The invaders,

probably well pleased with their new home, settled in con-

tented quietude to the east of the Caspian Sea.*' This be-

came a second center of dispersion. Or perhaps it may be,

that in the course of time the return waves of Turanian

1 Vol rri. p (57 et seq. 2 Vol. I. p. 214. Vol. III. p. 73.

3 Vol III p 18b 4 Ibid. 195. r, Vol. III. p. 683.
« Map Vol III p 50.
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people, siu'coocIlhI in dislodiiiiig n large [)r()[)C)rtion of the

inti-udors and assimilating to some extent with those re-

maining. Ije that -as it may, we know, that at a very

earlv date the Hindoos entered India from the north-west,

and the Iranians commen(;e to spread out on the plains of

Iran.^

Also at this same early time we found traces of a great

stream of at least partially Aryan people setting east

through the gates of Kashgar. We found the probable
descendants of these people in the so-called barbarian tribes

of China. '^ This eastward movement of x\ryan people is

probably the explanation of those traces of White blood

in the ethnology of \'arious people in South-easthern Asia

and even in the islands of Polvnesia.'^ In short we are ta

regard the x\ryans of Asia as exotics. Two branches of

them came to early maturity—the Hindoos and the Iran-

ians. It was the rising power of the latter wdiich linally

crushed Semitic power in Western Asia.

It is in Europe, however, that we are to look for the

full development of x\ryan life and culture. It is most

interesting to watch the intellectual development of Europe.
We have observed the culture of Mesopotamia and West-

tern Asia, we have seen how, under the influence of Semit-

ic genius, the earlier culture of the Turanian tribes had

been developed, and carried to surrounding people. Prob-

ably all Europe was proiiting by this trade wdtli the

Orient, not only through Pha3nician sources, but overland

frcnii Asia itself.'* Animated by the civilization they saw

around them the Arvan invaders of Asia Minor, entered

on their career of progress. But soon the theater of Aryan

1 Vol. III. chapter ii. 2 Vol. II. p. 435. Vol. III. p. 46.

3 Vol. til. p. 60, map. Also p. 52 et seq. Vol. II. p. 73, 450.

4 Vol. I. p. 252, Vol. III. p. 210.
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civiliz.itioii was enlarged. Greece invited teachers and

artisans across the Aegaean,' and we see Oriental culture

taking root in Hellas, springing up into a m6st vigorous

growth, and producing results not before dreamed of.

And here for some centuries Aryan culture flourished

in luxuriance. In all departments of life advance is to be

noticed. We see government passing out of its tribal

state,'^ codes of well considered laws make their appear-

ance, modern sciences are seen to be taking their rise,

literature of all kinds flourishes, and systems of philosophic-

al thought begin to take the place of the older mythologies.'

But along with ail this, we must not fail to notice the ex-

ceedingly contracted area which enjoyed this new^ culture

and learning. But the time at length dawned when another

people were to claim the supremacy and a new phase of

European culture was to ensue.

We traced the gradual rise of the Romans. We have

to notice what a singular ethnical mixture laid the founda-

tion of the Roman tribes.'' We must observe the several

centuries of slow growth in power, and tlien the resistless

spread of their arms and influence until all the countries

contiguous to the Mediterranean had passed under their

control. We also studied Roman civilization and have

observed wherein it diifered from that of the Greeks. We
might say that the culture of Greece was intense, polished,

and refined, fitted only for a nation of scholars, artists, poets

and philosophers. The civilization of Rome was more of

the practical every day sort; government, law, and practi-

cal inventions engrossed their attention.

But still a third staire of medieval culture remained to

be considered: the Teutonic. Although we have but very

1 Vol. III. p. 205.

2 Vol. 1 1, p. 178. et seq.
' Vol. III. chapter vi. * Vol. III. p. 265.
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little light to guide us, we are reasonably sure that the

various tribes of Europe, who had been slowly passing

through the stages of barbarism, were drawing near to the

eoniines of civilization. But the time Unallv came that

Rome could no longer protect her immense empire from

their wandering assaults, and we notice the development of

Europe enter on its third phase. We must notice liow^

the area subject to culture has been enlarged, in each

case. Its beginning was the extremely limited area of

Greece, it finally included Europe.

To-day Aryans include in their ranks the progressive

nations of the world, and modern culture is altogether

Aryan, but it, also, rests on a Turanian foundation, very

largely influenced* from a Semitic source. As the Aryans
are not at all lacking in imaginative faculties, they have

been inventors as well a developers ;
and thus it is that in

all directions advance has been made. However, there

was one long period of years when the Aryan advance was

retarded by the unfortunate attitude of the church in re-

gard to learning. It took a long while for this retarding
influence to be removed, and even yet it is felt in certain

directions.

It was the co-working of several causes that ushered

in the Modern Age of the world. The discovery of

America by Columbus, which gave a great impetus to

trade and commerce, greatly advanced our knowledge of

the world on which we live, and afforded room for the fur-

ther development of the Aryan 2:)eople. This was followed

by the invention of printing. It is impossible to over-

estimate the marvelous influence this invention has had

in advancing the world in culture. It is not too much to

say that modern civilization would be impossible without

the aid of printing. Bv its aid, the accumulated knowl-
44
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edge, no less than the dMily experiences of the world, is laid

before the student, who is thus made the recipient of a

vast store of information denied to the ancients. The two>

factors thus far named gave rise to modern learning, and

the modern age was begun. One of the first fruits of this

new age was the Protestant Reformation, which shook off

the shackles of scholastic theology, and took the first steps

in bringing modern Christianity into full agreement with

the highest learning and culture of the day.

Thus far we have been considering the past, what of

the future? We have little doubt that, as the years pass-

by, Aryan civilization will continue to gTow\ Think for a

moment of the advance in practical arts and sciences of the

last tw^enty five years—ocean cables, electric lights and

railways, cable-raihvays, telephones, phonographs, not to

mention the hundreds of minor inventions all contributing

to the physical comfort of nvxn. Beyond the shadow of a

doubt, the near future has as irreat if not creator discov-

eries in store for man.

Looking to the j^ast, we see certain very great changes

taking place in various directions that have wonderfully

influenced advancing culture. In government, we have,

for instance, seen tribal society taking its rise, after a long
series of years giving place to modern political govern-
ment. Is this the final stage, or w'ill future wants and ex-

igencies call forth some other plan of government? Time

only can answer such a query as this. One thing is evi-

dent that grave dangers are now confronting organized so-

ciety, not only in Europe but in this country as well.

The wisest prophet can not tell just how the future will

deal with these various social problems. The early Greeks

and Romans had to meet and solvt^ problems relatively

quite similar. They succeeded in their task, and political
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society arose. We ought to have little doubt that, if it

becomes necessary, society in the future will not hesitate

to reorganize itself in its attempt to solve the social prob-

lems crowding upon it. And we need have as little doubt

that, when this is done, progress will Ijccome more rapid than

ever. But here observe, we do not savsuch re-arrancrement

is in store for us. All we want to say is, that some way
will be found of dealing w^th the various problems that

now confront us and in. such a way as to further advance

the general good.

Social advance must take place along the two great

divisions already pointed out. Advance in science and

in religion. Advance in science, in the knowledge of

Nature's laws, and in practical application of the same to

the wants of humanity, who can foresee the end ! Let us

reflect that the wisest men that live are but children on

the shore, the great ocean of the unknown is before them.

In every department of science, how quickly we reach the

stage where no explanation is possible ! How much is

known about electricity ? We talk about brain force—
what do we mean, who can explain it, who knows the

limits of its power? We look for greater conquests to be

achieved in the future than have been dreamed of in the

past. All this must wonderfully enrich' the civilization of

the future.

So, too, in the field of religion. We have observed

religion passing out of its territorial or tribal stage ;
it be-

comes world wide in its aim. We need not doubt the

Infinite Father's pitying care has even been extended

to his children, men. We need not doubt his spirit

has been quick to assist those who sought 'him in sin-

cerity and truth, even those who had not learned to call

him Abba, Father. Hence we need not doubt that the
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great leaders and teachers of religion have been in some

way assisted by him. Thus advance took place in the past,

thus it will continue to take place in the future.

Hence we have faith that in the future, as in the past,

man will live a life of progress. We do not look forward

to a happy time when man shall have grown perfect in

knowledge and the exercise of all Christian virtues; from

the nature of things, that wdll never be in a finite world;

but we do look for improvement in all that goes to make

up our present civilization. We believe it is as impossible

to foresee the culture ofone thousand years hence, as it was

for a citizen of ancient Rouie to anticipate the culture of

the nineteenth century.

In bringing tl^is chapter to a close, we bring to a close

our "Historv of Civilization ". It is of course in manv

respects faulty, but we trust those who peruse even cur-

sorily its pages, will obtain some new ideas as to the antiq-

uity and past history of man. If such be the case, let us

further hope that in the history of the race may be found

an incentive to that kind of life which will most advance

man as an individual. Race advance is possible only
when the individuals of that race endeavor to advance.

Strive then to grow in knowledge; do j^oui'^share in diifus-

ing what you thus acquire; deem no subject too abstruse or

too sacred to be inquired into. But with a prayer for

guidance, with a determination to be loyal ever to Truth,

with due regard for the opinions of others, with reverence

for the beliefs of the aae, resolve to be a man and make
the most of life and its infinite j^ossibilities.
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origin of, iii, 41
; Asiatic, all

immigrants, iii. (54-5; .\siatic

center of dispersion, iii. 54-5;
Asiatic theory, fallacy of, iii.

60 et seq., 75() ; at SiuDpe, iii.

3S-9; cast-ort" tribal society,
ii. 77; cause of Asiatic dis-

turbance, 23d century b. c,
id. 56; change of system ol de-

scent, ii. 155; characteristics

of .\fglian, iii. 95; character-

istics of Galclian, iii. 96-8;

developed from Turanians,
iii. 67

;
driven from Trans-

Caspian region, ii'. !t2-(;

European center of <iispcr-

sion, Sayces theory, iii. 65-{)
;

European or gin supported
by ethnologv, iii. ()7-l( ; Eu-

ropean origin, the CDUiing

tlieory, iii. 7(3; European ori-

gin tiiet)ry discussed iii. <i7

et seq.; first api)eaiance of,

.iii. 29 30; live Asiatic brandi-

es, iii. 93-4; grapple great

problems, iii. 708
; great

branches of, iii. 24-5; Hel-

lenic, iii. 185''e< seq.; help
overthrow Assyria, ii. 796;

importance of, iii. 24; in

Asia Minor and Egypt, ii.

597-8; in China, ii. 4-{5;

inciting cans:- of commotions
of 23d century n. c, ii. ()84

;

incliid' what })eopli', ii. 82;
in India late arrivals, iii

142; Indians a"d Ir.inians

se|)arate, iii. 98-9; Indo-Ira-

nians at (hnv;i of history, iii.

78-80; in ri'iidoostan, iii.

53; in Italy, ethnology of,

iii. 265-7
;

in Xcolithic .Vge,
iii. 195 7; mention on .Assy-
rian inonunienis, ii. 797 ;
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PAGE.
modern Europe, iv. 169-70;
Neolithic Age, iii. 78; not a

pure race, iii. 22
'.i\ origin of

law among, ii. 215; origiiTof,
two theories discussed, iii. 5S
et s'.q.; physical features of,

ii.35; primitive, iii. 19 ct iteq.;

primitive, falsely described,
iii. 84; relationship to Se-

mites, ii. 37; source of infor-

mation, iii. 32-.'>; various
names iii. 28

Asia, ancient Aryans in, iii. 45;

general description iii. 88-

92; invaded by Alexander
the Great, iii. 254-5

;
scene

of commotion, 28d century
B. c ii. 682-4

Asiatic Aryans, iii. 25, 88 et ^eq.;

five branches of, iii. 93 4;
mythology of, iii. 721 et aeq.;

separate into Indians and

Iranians, iii. 728; Slavic

origin theory, iii. 55
;
united

in the Vedic Age, iii. 723
;

Vedic A ge iii.

Asiatic origin theory discussed,
iii 58-60,

Asnionean dynasty of Jndea, iv.

Asoca, Inscriptions of, iii. 156
;

reign of, iii. 150; the cham-

pion of Huddhism, iii. 791
;

llu' Constant! ne of Buddhism,
iii. 178; treaties of iv.

Aspasia, 1 be hetaira iii.

"Assembling," system of.
,

. .iv.

Asshur, city of Assyria ii.

Assbur-natsir-pal, King of As-

syria ii.

Asshur worship in Assyria . . . .ii.

Assurbanipal, reign of, ii. 794,

800; royal library of ii.

Assyria affected by Aryan incur-

sions, ii. 797; history of, ii.

765 el Req.; rise of, ii. 691-2;
rules the Orient, ii. 710-7

;

time of Thothmes III., ii.

767-8
;
two centuries of no

history ii 772

Assyrian calendar, ii. 653
;
civil

wars. ii. 779; conquest of

Judah, ii. 781 ;" culture, ii.

804; inscriptions ii. 773-1;

literature, ii. 810 11; liturgy,
ii. 8U8;. mythology, ii. 818-

14; religion, ii. 804 et seq.;
war with Asiatic League
under I ladad-idri ii. 774-5

721

75-6

574

575-6

457
493-4
766-7

772-3

806

710

PAGE.

Assyrians as historians, ii. 653;
become formidable to E^ivpt,
ii. 616, 619; in Judah .. .\ii. 786-7

Assyrio- Babylonian cotiicst lor

supremacy ii. 769

Assyrio-Egypt'an wars ii. 619
Astoria founded iv. 224 '

Astronomical inventions, Ameri-
can iv. 508-9

Astronomy, American scholars

in, iv. 5(KS-9; among Greeks,
iii. 504-5; among pre-Chi-
nese, ii. 427-8; among Indo-

Aryans, iii. 167; ancient

Egyptian, ii. 635-6; Assy-
rian, ii. 811-2; of Mexican
calendar stone, i. 740; of 18th

century . . . < iv 431
Atar worship iii. 749

Athanasius, doctrines of iv. 681-3
Atheism in Buddhism iii. 797-9'

Athenian aristocracy, iv. 257;
citizen's daily life, iii. 448;
citizenship, iii. 447-51

;
citi-

zenship, how conferred, iii.

449-50; citizenship, value of,
iii. 449; confederacy of four

tribes, ii. 188; council of

Epheta;, ii. 191; Ecclesia, iii.

477-8; government, popular,
. iii. 447

; laws, how enacted,
iii. 478-81,485; philosophers,
iii. 460; senate, iii. 488-4;
theaters, iii. 460 3; women,
iii

 

448-5, 450-1

Athens, a center of commerce,
iv. 36; and Sparta, rivalry
between, iii. 243; ancient
social organization, ii. 187;
six archons, ii. 190-1

;
taken

by Sparta, iii. 248-9; thirty

tyrants at iii. 248-9
Atilla and his Hunns iii. 338-9
Atmanof Vedanta j)hiloso[)hy,iii. 737-8

Atomi-ts, philosophy of iii. 492-3

Augsburg, League of iv. 112

Auscultation, American impetus
to practice iv. 512-15

Ans' ralia, class divisions ii. 134

Australian marriage, ii. 112-13;

society, ii. 118; system of

relationships, ii. 110 et fieq.;

tribe division-;. ii. Ill

Authoritv, Parliamentarv,grdwth
ot./. ." iv. 301

Austria-Hungary, constitution of,

iv. 826-9; government of, iv. 382-3

Austria in French Revolution,
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iv. 180; 19th oontiiry, iv.

15')-(); origin of iii. 402

Austrian succession, war of. . .iv. 127

Austro-Prn.ssiaii war iv. 159, 162-3

Avars in Ccniral Eiir()[)o, iii, 342. 353

Aveburv temple i. 240-1

Averroes, tiie Araliian philoso-

pher iii- 701

Avesta, analyzed, iii. 103, 745;

the Bible of the Iranians, iii. KK)

I'AliK.

Avicenna, tlie Arabian philoso-

jiher iii. 701

Avignon, popes at . . .iii. 387, iv. 709-10

Axes, jS'eolithic i. 187

Ayniara Indians i. 770
Aztec word fur crt^ative power, i.

712; Springs, Colorado. ... i. 435

Aztecs, i. 519, 524; arrival in

Mexico, i. 7()0; gcjvernrnent

of, i. 076; head(juarters of, i. 521

B
PAGE.

Baal worship, among theCanaan-

ites, ii. 741-3; in C'haldea, ii.

707-8
;
in Israel n. 757

Babylon, a city of merchants, iv.

30; a "holy place," ii. 688;

change of dynasty, 1700

B. c, ii. 691
;

the earliest

mention of, ii. 676; rules

Western Asia, ii. 803; taken

by Cyrus, iii. 108; the lead-

ing city of Chaldea, ii. 687-9
;

throws oir Assyrian yoke, ii. 801

Babylonia and Assyria, contest

for power ii. 709

Babvlonian Captivitv, ii. 793,
"803-4

;

" Second ""
iv. 709-10

Babylonian, Civilization before

Semitic times, ii. 661; col-

lege of Magi, iii. 767-8
;

empire, end of, ii. 804; in-

(Inence at Ilios iii. 201-2
Bacchic mysteries iii 757

Bacon, Francis, work of, iv. 373, 416

Bacon, Roger, a pioneer of New
Ijearning, iv. 345; indebted
to Arabians iii. 702, iv. 709

Bagdad, a center of commerce, iv. 41

Bajazet, the Turk iii. 358-61

"Balance-of-power" idea, iv. 101
;

problem iv. 154
Balawat gates inscription ii. 776
Baltic region suited to develop-

ment of Ai-yans, iii. 67; the
homeland of the Aryans, iii.

57 et
.ST'/./

visited by I'yth-
ens '. . .iv. 37

Bancroft, Ueorge, the iiislorian,
iv 529-30

Banking in Middle Ages, iii.

695-6; system at Rome., .iii. 587-8
Rank of St. George iii. 695

Baptism common to various peo-

ple, iv. 630-2; practice of

earlv church iv. 667

Barbarism, line of separatii)ii
from civilization, ii. 223-4;
the summit of Neolithic cnl

ture i.

Barnabas and Paul, iv. 656-7
;

and the churc^h, iv. ()62-3,

epistle of iv. 657,
Basilian dynasty at Constanti-

nople iii.

Basques compared with Neolithic

peoj)le, i. 2(i9; not Aryans, i.

Eastile stormed iv

Baths at Rome iii.

Bazaine, Marshal iv.

Becket, death of iii.

Beecher, the |)ulpit orator, . . . iv.

*Iiee-hive houses i.

Behistun, Mount, Darius' in.--crip-

tion iii.

"Being" of Parnienides. .iii. 758,

Belgiimi under Si)anisii rule. .iii.

Berlin Congress iv.

Betrothal at Ron)e iii.

"
Better-way worship

"
iii.

Bishop, growth iv.

I)ismarck, career qf iv.

Bird- Mound i.

Birth, aristocracy of iv.

B
jorn's supposed voyage to Amei*-

ica. iv.

Bjarni, voyage of i v.

Black Races, culture of, ii. 358-9;
first people of the earth, ii.

388-9; primitive home..,.ii.

Blenheim, battle of iv.

Blood, circulatory theory est-ib-

tablishcd iv.

Bodhi Satwa, the coming Buddha,
iii 798,

Bombay, Persian (light to. . . .iii.

Bone tools in Neolithic times, .i.

Bonito Pueb!o i

Boston Massacre, iv. 208 9 ; Port

Bill, iv. 209-10; Tea Party, iv.

l'A(iK.

213

669

356-7

210
136

573
164

418
528
185

116-17

763
397
168

547
747-9

694-5

162
351
256

52-4

47

359
116

420

SOI

140-1

189
46

209
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PAGE.

Boundarv, northern, qncstion set-

tled' iv. 229
Bourbon Family Compact, i\z,119, 133
Bowlder clay i. 73-4

Braddock's defeat iv. 205
Brahman caste, iii. Kii); jxjiicy,

iii 177
Brahmanism and Hindooism, iii.

KJ'.t; eifieacy of ceremonies.
iii. 727; g owth of, iii. 159-

(10
; origin of, iii. 724 el seq.;

philosopliieai, iii. 727 et i-eq;
ritual and ])hilosophy, iii.

726; sacrifice, iii. 726-7
;

trinity of iv. 624
Brail mans, origin of, iii. 165;

origin of caste of, iii. 724-5;

philosophy and religion of,

iii 725

Brain, increase in weight from
hlack to white ii 27

Brazil. em|)ire of iv. 468-9

Breccia, detined, i. 105; imple-
ments found in i. 106

Brethren of the Common Lot, iv. 713

Britain, a Roman province, iii.

325; invaded by German
tribes ." iii. 342-5

Bronze Age, i. 194; burial in, i.

238; commene, i. 237; cul-
'
ture of, i. 224-5 et seq.; de-

scribed, i. 224
; Europe, Phoe-

nicians in, ii. 730-1
; govern-

ment in, i. 236; implements
of, i. 227 et xeq.; in America,
i. 290 rtseq.; in Europe i. 216

;

manufacturers of, i. 232-3
;

ornani' nts of, i. 230-1 ; relig-

ion, i. 2.">9; lemains of Cave-
men of the, i. 109; weap-
ons of i. 234

Bronze in Fern, i. 794; in Swiss
Lak>- villages, i. 228; intro-

duction uf, i. 220-223; meth-
ods of working, i. 235; origin
of, i. 219-222

; primitive
source of i. 225

Brooklyn Bridge iv. 502
Brotherhood in Arms iii. 647

Brown,John,at Harper's Ferry, iv. 235

Bruce, Kobert
"

. iii. 420

i'AOE.

Bryant, the poet iv. 526

Buddha, a member of 8akya tribe,

iii. 779; liiith and life of, iii.

77i) et xeq ; bii'th myth, iii.

801-2; creates missionaries,
iii. 782; date of important in

Indo- Aryan history, iii. 148-9
;

deified, iii. 801-2; disciples of,

iii. 783; life of, iii. 170-1;
missionaries of, iii. 783

;

teachings of iii. 172-3
Buddhism and Catholicism com-

pared, iii. 792; and morality,
iii. 793; atheism in, iii. 797-9;

championed by Asoca, iii.

791
; develojjment of doctrine,

iii. 792-3; doctrines of, iii.

786 ct neq ; history of, iii. 789
ct »eq ; in America, iii. 803;
inlluences the beliefs of West-
ern Asia, iv. 572; northern
and southern, iii. 800-1 : origin
and progress of, iii. 779 ct seq.;

popularity of, iii. 162; saint

worship in, iii. 796; s-econd

stage of. iii. 796 et seq.;

spread of, iii. 173, 803-4, iv.

575-6; sia.ges of initiation,
iii. 787

;
the Tathagatha's of,

iii. 795-6; two forms of, iii.

151
;
two divisions, iii. 792-3;

trinity of, iii. 794 iv. 624

Buddha-gh( sa, the Buddhist
monk iii. 799

Buddhist Council of Kaniska, iii.

797
;

literature iii. 799

Bnflfbn, work of. iv. 425

Buildings at U.xmal i. 627-36
Bunker Hill, battle of i v. 210

Hiin,sen, work of iv. 433-4

Bunyan, work of iv. 384

Kurgoyne surrenders iv. 210

Burgundians, appearance of. .iii. 334-5
Burial among Cave-men, i. 133;

among Neolithic men, i. 204
;

customs at Rome, iii. 590-2
;

mounds, i. 31 y et seq.; mounds
in Ptru, i. 798-9; rites in the
Bronze Age, i. 234

;
towers at

Titicaca i. 814

Burke, the orator iv. 125

~ic

Cabots, iv. 180-1; voyages to

America iv.

Cabinet, American, iv. 325, the

PAGE. ! PA(JE.

English iv. 311 12
'1-2 Caesar, a consul, iii. 302

;
and

Pompey wars, iii. 305; as a
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<ieogr:'pher, iv ;>'^- tleatli dI,

ill. 307; gla(liulori;il games
of, iii. 5(54-5; govornor of

(i;iul, iii. 305; Julian family,
iii. 313: rise of, iii. 301-2;
rnle.s Rome iii- 30'J-7

Cahokia Mound i. 328

t .il iver.is skull i- 271

< alenihir among the Turanian

Accads, ii. 377-8; Assyrian,!!.

653; Bandelier on the Mexi-

can, i. 72ti
;
Mexican not as-

tronomifiil, i. 73(i
;
of Indo-

Aiyan inveniion, iii. 1()7
;
of

the Inoas, i. 819; stone, date

of, i. 742
; stone, from Mexico,

i. 739; system of Mexico, i. 724

(/alhoun, the orator iv. 524

California, remains found in, i.

267 ct serj.;
settled. . iv. 225

Calii)luite, Western, dissolution

xA iii.389-90

Callao Indians .i. 770

Calvin and his work iv. 365-6

Camijyses, i-eign of iii. 109-10

(anaiinites allies of Ilittites, ii.

737; Bible accounts of, ii.

737
; history of, ii. 736 et seq.;

in Palestine, ii. 736-7; re-

ligion ii. 738-41

Canals ancient, at New Madrid,
Missouri i. 387

Cancte, Valley of, Peruvian ruins

in ...i. 806

Canna', battle of iii. 290

Canoas in ]\Icxi(c), lulns at i. 533

Cantilever bridge at Niagara, .iv. 502-3

Capernaum, ciiiif quarters of

Jesus iv. 006

Capets become extinct iii; 387;

siiperceiie the K:iriings.. .iii. 383-4

Caplhi, ]H)underi.t Sankhya sys-
tem of phi]os<>phy. .... .iii. 730

Captivity, Jewisli iniluence of on
belief iv, 555-6

Caravan routes, ancient, iv. 25
;

routes, Arab iv. 42

Caravansaries established iv. 25

Caravans, origin of iv. 24-5

CHrchemish, battle of .ii. 803

Carniit, Fr. ucii general. iv. 146

Carolinas settled iv. 188

Cartliaiie, d.ite of founding, ^ii.
7.">l

; desiroyeil, iii. 2.14-5;
wars with Home iii. 28S

Cartvvriglit's jjower loom iv. 457
Carver, explorations of iv. 2'2
Casa < Jrandes i. 475

I»AOK.

("asas Clran<les of Mexico i. 534-5

Cashmere, capital of India... iii. 151

Caste of bralimans, origin of, iii.

724, origin of ludo-.\ryan

system, iii. 163 (i
;

the four

Hindoo iii. 169

Caspian Sea region, primitive

.Vryan home, theory iii. 59

Catholic League, Ma.ximiilian
leader iv. 101

Catlierine II., reign of, iii. 401, iv. 117

Catholic Church, l)irih of, iv. 675;

growth of, iv. ()9f
;
ii.Huence

iu middL; ages reviewed, iii.

(i85-7-8; of middle ages,

iii. 67() S2; separate from
(.ireek iv. 697

Catholicism and liuddiiism com-

pared, iii. 792; lays founda-
tion of moiiein civiliza-

tion .... iv. 704

Catholics in Maryland ... ..iv. 188

Caucasia, liome of the Alaro-

diaiis ii. 400

Caucasian race in Kgypt ii. 462

Cave earth defined, i. 107
,

re-

mains of men and animals
in . i. 108-9

Cave-life, two stages of i. 112-

Gave-men, i. 99 .et seq; burial

among, i. 133; cloth'ng of, i.

125(5; cidture of, i. 117 d

seq; (listingiiished from Men
of the Drift, i. Ill

;
enter '

Europe later tlian Drift men,
i. 135; li:iiUeis, i. 121, 4; gov- ,

eminent am >ng, i. iJl el xeq ;

of Palioliihic Age same as

Eskimos, i. 13^6; of Stone,
Bronze antl Ir-m ages, i. 109;
race of the, i. 134; range of,

limit('<i, i. 116-17; lelics of,

in France, i. 113 ct acq.; re-

ligion among,! 133; remains
and implements of, i. 107; re-

mains of skeletons dispused,
!. 134; remains, separation
from river Drilt i. 110

C'ave research, liistory of !. 100

Caves as houses !n Pueblo country,
i. 456 et seq ; formation oi, i.

102 3-4; men of the d ifo not

the only inhabitants, i lOO;
cf Bronze Age, i. 227; Paleo-

litliic man in, i. 99; rem.iin-i

of man and animals in, e.\-

[)lained, i. 104; results of

their explorations i. Ill
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Cave Town .i. 458
Celisus (in (Jh ristianity iv. 692

Celtic, connection of with Latin,
iii. 260; invasions of Koman
territory iii. ri6-7

Celts, ancient social organ iztit ion,
ii. 16'J; divisions of. iii. 24-5;
found V. alalia, iii. 30

; misjra-
tions of into Italy, iii. 265 8;

origin of, iii. 188; primitive
history iii. 81-4

Cenozoic time i. 40-1

Center, the French party iv. 138
Central American republics, iv.

468; ruins i. 564

Cepheren of Herodotus ii. 493-4

Ceremony, efficacy of in Brah-
manism iii. 727

Chaac-mol, statues of i. 664-5

Chaloedon, Council of iv. 695-6

Chaldea, ancient dates of, ii.

652-3
; ancient, described, ii.

646-51; ancient mythology,
ii. 097-8, 710, et Keq.; archi-

tecture time of Ur-ba'u, ii.

677-9; beginning of civiliza-

tion in, ii. 372, 049; creation

poem (if, ii. 711 etseq.; Eridu
the holy place, ii. 652-4; not
the birthplace of cuneiform

writing, ii. 309-70, 377
;

primitive writing in, ii. 240;
revival of learning in ancient,
ii. 705

; royal library of As-

surbanipal, ii. 710; ruled by
Cossaens, ii. 091

;
the Semites

in ii. 661-2,667-8, 672
Chaldean art, ancient, ii. 675

;

commerce, iv. 20
;
culture af-

fected by Semites, ii. 704-5;
culture influenced by two
ethnic elements, ii. 693 e^sc^'./

culture, tlie highest Turan-

ian, ii. 670; ethnology, an-
cient, ii. 672 3; "Fall of

Man "
tablet, ii. 714-5

;
his-

tory, summary of, ii. 692-3
;

Izdubar legends, ii. 716-7;

psalms ii. 708-9

Chaldeans in (Jhina, theory of,

ii 429-31

Chambers, underground at Xoch-
icalco i. 550-1

Chandra Gupta, reign of iii. 149

Change from Pahulithic U) Neo-
lithic Ages, i. 171-3; in the

features of a country, time

required i. 87

PAGE.

Channing, the pulpit orator., iv. 524

Chapultepec, hill of i. 526
Chariot races, Konian iii. 557-8
'
Charisma," term defined . . . . iv. 666

Charlemagne coiujiiers Saxons,
iii. 352-3; crowned Emjicror,
iii. 353

;
officials of, iv. 298-9;

reign of iii. 351
Charles I. and the English Com-

mons, iv. 380-1
;
of England,

iv 88-92
Charles II., of Spain, reign of,

iv. 92-3 100
Charles IV., Emperor iii. 376
Charles V., Emperor, iii. 390-2
diaries VI., Emperor iv. 126
Charles X., of France iv. 156
Charles XIL, career of, iv. 97-8, 116-7
Charles Martcl, iii. 346-7

;
defeais

Saracens, iii. 351
;

founds

Karling dynasty..* iii. 351
Charter form of government, .iv. 190

Charters, free city iii. 641-2
Chartered towns iii. 041-2
Chattahooche River Drift i. 288

Chaucer, the English poet. . . .iv. 348
Chazzan of early church iv. 666
Chedorlaomer

( Kudur-Lagamar)
of the Bible ii. 686

Chemistry, beginning.^ of, iv.

42-78; of the 19th cen-

tury iv. 436
Chemosh worship ii. 745-6
Chem worship ii. 535-6, 544

Cheops of history, Khufa ii. 490-1

Chicken-itza, antifjuity of, i.063;
gymnasium, i. 657

; Maya
ruins at, i. 652 et seq.; time
of conquest i. 665-6

Chief, Mexican, i. 681
; origin of,

ii 210 11

Chihuahua, ruins in i. 534

Child-training, JNIexican i. 748

Chili, condition of iv. 469-70

Chimu, headquarters of a power-
ful Peruvian tribe i. 791

China, aboriginal population of,
ii. 436-40; aristocracy of

mind in, iv. 279 ef.feq ; Clial*

deans in, theory of, ii. 429-31
;

Chow dynasty, ii. 433-5,
440-3

;
Chow dynasty,

"
pre-

siding states," ii. 443-'5
;
con-

flict of threeTaces, ii. 415-6
;

culture in, ii. 77
;
Hea dy-

nasty, ii. 431-2; invasion of

the eighteenth century, ii.

432-3
; Jung tribes, ii. 434-5

;
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litcratiiro n qnalirH-alion lor

oflioe, IV 2S1-L';
' Man '

bar_
barians. ii. 445; mixture of

rac;s in. ii 4:54 o
;

oldest

written account of, Arabian,

iv. 42; origin ot tlie Em)iire,
ii 44); pre-Chinese, Fmnic

origin, ii 425; pre-Chinese

knowledge of astronomy, li.

427-S ; pre-C'liinese, LaCou-

pt-ne's theory of, ii 42!)-;!l
;

pre-Oliinese tribes, ii. 414-10;

pre-Chinese, twelve tribes,

ii. 42(); pre-Chinese writing,
ii.

*

429-30; primitive, ii.

413-4; religion of l>re-

Chiuese, ii. 4JS-9; traces of

Aryan blood in, iii. 45-6
;

tribal society, ii. 447-8; Ts'in

tribes, ii. 446; Ts'oo state,
ii. 441

;
Turanians in,ii. 425 ;

white raees of, ii. 436-8;

writing in pre-Chinese.. .ii. 430

Chineha Islands, Peru, ruins on,
i 806

Chin<:-se Academy of Sciences, iv.

281-2; ancit?nt commerce
with Ilios, iv. 31

;
ancient his-

tory, ii. 44(5-7; "Bamboo
Records," ii. 418-9; phrenol-
ogy, ii. 417; Classics, ii. 417-9;
"Court of Censors," iv. 282;
culture, ii. 413

; dynasties, ii.

423
; Herodotus, ii. 42J; his-

torical account rejected, ii.

423; history ancient, ii. 417
et se(j.; language, monosylla-
bic, ii. 30; literature de-

stroyed, ii. 421 ; Man-tzu

tribes, ii. 437-8;
'" Shoo-

King," ii. 417-20; system of

relationships, ii. 108, 110;
tribes, ii. 152; Trinity of, iv.

624-5; writing, origin oi . .ii. 239

Chivalry, age of, iii. 644 t< netj ;

brotiierhood in arms, iii. 647 ;

influence of upon civiliza-

tion, iii. 664-6; weakness of,

iii 667

Choate, the orator. , ,..iv. 528
Choluhi famous fairs and pottery,

i. 715-6; Mexican Tower of

Babel, i. 541)
; Pyramid of, i. 542

(^honsu, ark of in Egypt ii. 611
Chosroes 1. founds ."Shapoor Uni-

versity, iii. 138; reforms of,
iii. 137

; reign of iii. 136-7
Chosroes II., palace of iii. 139-40

102

659
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Ciiow dynasty in China, ii. 433-5, 440-3

Christian I \' , Protestant leader,

iv

Christian and Moiiamiiiedan

feuds, iv. 42, beli(f change-
able, iv. ()S5 ()

; Era, culture

at beginning, iv 621
;

first

use f)f name, iv. 644; theol-

ogy born at Alexandria, iv.

674; theology from exlra-

.Jewish sources iv.

Christianity, why not noticed by
eiriy writers, iv.641

;
accord-

ing to Cinostic belief, iv.

672-3; adopts p:igan institu-

tions, iv. 700; and Es.--enism,

comj.ared, iv. 647-8; and

jihil sopy, iv. 691-2; an ob-

jective religion, iv 70.3; at

close of twelfth century, iv.

702; assimilates pagan ideas,
iv 638; attack of Celsus, IV.

692; attracts philosophers,
iv. 690 1

; contli9t of early

church, iv. 661-3; conflict

with (inosticism, iv. 673 5;
course of, after death of Je^us,
iv. 642 et seq.; defined, iv.

544 5
; development of, iv.

617 et secj.; doctrinal d s-

putes, iv. 676
; early histori-

cal notices, iv. 639-40; influ-

enced liy Essenism, iv. 642-3;
inllueiu'cd by Mohauime-
dans, iv. 698-9

;
influence of

Judaism, iv. 643-4; in Ice-

land, iv. 46-56
;
James high-

priest, iv. (^2 ; Lucian, iv.

692; mission of, ii. 272;

Mouarchianism, iv. 677 et

seq.; not traced back to Ju-

daism, iv. 659-60
;
of Philos-

tratus, iv. 692-4; Oriental

influence, iv. 653-71
; origin

of Pharlseeisru, iv. 646
; pe-

culiar power of, iv. 660
;
re-

lation of ''
feast for the dead,"

ii. 305
;
started on its mission,

iv. 612; the founder born, iv.

600-1 ;
the growing religion,

iv. 543
;
the true scope of, iv.

Christians, Ebionites, iv. 644;

egotism of early, iv. 688
;

persecuted at Kome,iv. 687-8,
692 ; social condition of

early iv.

Chrysippus, the Stoic iii.

Church begins the conflict of

715

689
502-3
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science and religion, iii. (18!)
;

divided, iii •'.')(!; early, ii.flii-

eneed by l.^seuisllI, i v. (i4'2 '3;

early, inliin' etd l>y .I'uda-

isni. iv. 64o-4; early oigani-
zatinn of, iv. 0(i5-ti

;
iuliu-

ence. Middle Ages, reviewed,
iii. (iJ^o-8

;
landed cstatis, iii.

076-9, (i80-"-'; of Rome, growth
of, iv. G94; power inereased

by exconiinunieMtion, iii. 682;

powe'', rise of, iii. t)7() el nq.;

punishment liy interdict of

religious offices, iii. ()8.'> r>
;

subject to piundtr, iii 680 8;

the patron of literature, iii.

680; wealth of.... ..iii. 678- 682

Council of Antiooh iv. 684

Constaniine defends Ciiristianitv,

iv 680-1

Cicero at Rome, iii. 801, 80!); the

author iii. 583-4

Cimmerians, ini{)ortauce of. iii.

841-2; invade
Asia^ii.7!)S 9;

movement.sof, iii. 87 ; of Teu-
tonic origin, iii. 87; origin
of iii. 240-1

Cimmerian wars with Assyria .ii. 799

Circumcision, disputt- over, in tiie

church iv. 662

Circumnavigation of the globe, iv. 74

Circus Maximus iii. 555-6

Circus of Caracal la described. .iii. 556-7

Citizenship, ancient autl modern

idea, iv. 289-2'JO; at Athens,
iii. 447-51; at Sparta. .. .iii. 451-5

Cities, free, rise of iii. 641-2

City-life, influence of iii. 438

City, in Grecian society, iii. 486-

440; of the gods in Mexico-

Teotihuacan, i. 527-8; term

explained i. 567-8

Civilization, agricultural period,
ii. 227; a mosaic, ii. 257;
ancient centers of, ii 454;
and commerce, ii. 281

;
a

process of differentiation, iv.

255; arts of, progressive

steps, ii. 252
; Aryan, founded

on all other, iii. 24; Aryan,
succession of, iii. 2(i; Bitby-

lonian, before Semitic times,
ii. 661

; beginnings of in

Chaldea, ii. 872; beginning
of in Mesopotamia, ii. 367;

development of the individ-

ual, ii. iil9; development,
the key of, ii. 253

; European,
•

I'AG K.

iii. 21
;
foundfd by Yellow

Racts, ii. 403; Hittite inilu-

ence, i'. 403; in ancient

China, ii. 425; in Assyria,
stationary, ii. 778-9

;
in

Egypt, review of, ii. 622 el

^cq.; in "Old Eu-pire,"
Egypt, ii. 479; in Russia,
modern, iv. 398; influenced

by chivalry, iii. 666-6; influ-

enced by environment, i. 765;
influenced by Phoenicians,
ii. 783-4; influerceii by [)rop-

erty, ii. 222 3; influenced by
Yellow Race-, ii. 447; line

of separation from barbarism,
ii. 223-4; ukuU rn facte rs,

iv. 343; of Esrypt on the
world at large, ii. 627-8; of

the Cave-men, i. 127; (f tlie

Finns, origin, ii. 409; origin
of Peruvian, i. 778; p inii-

tiv*- Aryans, iii. 77 et xeq.;

prirniiive Egyptians, li.

462-3; Romans, iii. 520 ft

iteq..
599 et seq.; seat of chang-

ing, iii. 20; study of ii. 21

Civilized ideas, re-^ult of educa-

tion, ii. 96-7; nations of

America, Nahuas and Mayas,
i 692

Civil Liw, Roman iii. 601-5
Civil War, American, iv. 285 et

s-eq.; close of, iv. 241; English,
iv. 91

;
heroes i v. 237

Claiivnyaiice, etc., and savage
magic ii. 329

Clark, Alvin, telescope manufact-
urer iv. 496

Classes and ranks, origin of . .iv. 258

Classificatory system of relation-

ship..." ii. 106
Class divisions of Australia. . .ii. 134-5

Clay, the orator iv. 524
Cleistlienes introduces political

society at Athens ii. 194

Cleopatra and Antony iii. 310

Clergy, position in feudal times,
iii. 631

;
service in war, feu-

dal times iii. 631-2:

Clifi' lions, s, i. 446 et seq.; of the
Rio Mancos i. 451

Climate affected by changes in

elevation of the land, i. 157;
California in the Tertiary
period, i. 266; dependent
upon orean currents, i. 156;
Glacial Age, i. 65-75

;
interior
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America in the Pliocene, i.

279; Miocene Afje mild, i.

15S ; Miocene Age, plant in-

dication, i. 445, proof of

severity in time o." Cave-men,
i. ll()-ll-7; seiiuences of in

America and Euroi>e i. 147

Clinton, DeVV^itt, and education,
iv... 518

Clinton, (xovernor, and educa-
tion iv. 517

Clive, in India iv. 123

Cloth manufacture in Neolithic

times '. .i. 199, 200
Clotilda converts Clovis iv. 685

Clovis becomes a Christian, iv.

6S5; Kin<? of the Franks, iii. 345-6

Cnut, Denmark under, iii. 414;
the Dane, conquers Eng-
land iii. 410

Coal, formation of in Paleozoic

times i. 32-5

Coast surveys iv. 506-7

Cochineal dye at Cholula i. 716
Code Napoleon iv. 151

Coins, struck at Argos iii. 233

Colbert, the financier iv. 110

Colet, Dean of St. Paul's, iii. 425
;

at Oxford, iv 356-8, 713-4

Colombia, condition of, iv. 469;
United Slates of, ancient
tribes i. 769

Colonne, Frencli minister . . . .iv. 135
Colonial cjmmerce restricted, iv.

191 el seq.; education, iv.

485 6; government, iv. 188-

190; manufacturing, iv. 482
et

ise(j.; relii;ii>us i)eistcuiion,
iv. 194-5

; shipbuildir g, iv.

482; society, condition of, iv.

472-3
; supremacy, found

claimants to, iv. 199 ; tolera-

tion, iv. 477-8
; unity, source

of, iv. 195-9; wars, French
and English iv. 200

Colonization among Incas i. 788-9
Color as a basis of racial classifi-

cation, ii. 23; of men, iiow

produced ii. 24

Colorado, Pueblo ruins in, i. 434
et sc(j ; Kiver, canons of. i. 416

Colosseum at Rome iii. 560-4
Coluinl)ia liiver discovered. . .iv. 223
Columbus and Ferdinand and

Isabella, iv. 69-70; honor
due him, iv. 177-9

;
in Portu-

gal, iv. 68-9
;

in Spain, iv.

69-70
; life of, iv. 65-9

;'
re-

PAGE
discovers America, iv. 70-1 ;

the heretic, iv. 351-2; visit

to Icelard, iv. 68; v( yages
of iv. 71

Conianches and Pec s i. 431

Comitia curiiita ii. 200
Commerce sninrg lie Mexicans,

i. 704; among the Hiltiies,
ii. 404, iv. 30; anciint Chi-
nese with Hits, iv. 31; an-

cient Syria, ii. 72 4
;
at Uios,

iv. 30 1 ; at Sparta, iii. 452
;

beginning of, iv. 23-4; be-

ginnings in Neolithic times,
i. 198

;
between North and

South Europe, iii. 691;
Bronze Age, i. 237; Chal-

dean, iv. 26
; colonial, re-

stricted, iv. 191 et sc<j.; earlv

Iron Age, i. 252-3 ; eflfect of

on civilization, ii. 230-1
;

Egypt, Middle Empire, ii.

546; maritime in Esyj>t, iv.

27
;
of ancient Egypt, iv. 30

;

of Grecian cities, iv. 36;- of

Middle Ages, iii. 689 et feq.;
of Phoenicians, ii. 728-9, 73U;
origin of. i. 193; Portugal
at the head of European, iv.

73
; problem of the 15th cen-

tury, iv. 64 5; Roman, iii.

588-9; Venetian with North-
ern Europe, iv. 60

;
with

Orient controlled by Arabs,
iv 38

Commons, English House of, iv.

314-19
; {)fetron of New Learn-

ing, iv. 380-1
; power of, iv.

318-19; relation with the

crown iv. 310-19
Communal band, ii. 95-()

;
ex-

plains origin of Africo-Poly-
nesian relationships, ii. 118-

19; government in, ii. 123-

210; jirimitive social state,

ii. 120-1; progress through
that stage, slow, ii. 121

;
size

of, ii. 121; transition period,
ii 124-5

Communal bands, union by in-

termarriage ii. 133

Communal buildings, of the Tol-

tecs i. 532
Communal family drifts into

Polygamy and individual

marriage ii. 150

Communal labor in Mexico.. . .i. 688
Communal marriage ii. 94-5
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Communal period, progress slow,
ii 142

.C^ommuDal transition period, cus-

toms prevalent it; 139-41

Commune, Frencli iv. 143

Communes of Lyons, Klieims,

Orleans, etc iv. 14G

Communism, key to ancient Mex-
ican architecture i. 670

Comparative anatomy, science

bejjun iv. 426

Comparative study of language,
ii 28

Conde, general of Louis XIV., iv. 110-11

Confederacies! explained, i. 487
;

origin of ii. 213

Confederacy and nations, defined,
ii. 161

;
of Mayas, i. 756

;
of

Mexico i. 685

Confederate States iv. 325-6

Confederation of the Kliine. . .iv. 150

Confucius ii. 417-20

Congress, American, iv. 331-5; of

Vienna iv. 154

Congresses, international iv. 448

Conrad XL, reign of iii. 371

Constance, Council of, iii. 379, iv.

712; Lake, dwellers of i. 179

Constantine, Emjieror, a patron
of Christianity iii. 316-18

Constantinople, a commercial
center, iv. 38; Council of, iv.

684, 69l)-7
;

fall of, iii. 361
;

founded iii. 316

Constitution,.\merican,discussed,
iv. 323-5; or Austria-Hun-

garv, iv. 326-9; of France,
iv." 325-7

Constitutions, modern, compared,
iv 321

Consulate, organized iv. 147-8
Continental Congress, first. . . .iv. 210
Continent building i. 155-6

Continents, development of. . . .i. 155

Contract Tablets, ii. 690; Assy-
ria. ii. 812-13

Cooper, work of iv. 526

Copan 1. 562

Copeniiagen, battle of iv. 126

Copernicus, work of . .iv. 411-12

Copper, i. 221-2; tools in Mexico,
i 708

Coptos, city of the Thebans . . .ii. 535

Corday ,
Charlotte iv. 143-4

Cordeliers, or the Mountain,
IV 138, 143

Coreans, primitive, of white stock,
in 47

PAGE.

Corinth, a center of commerce, iv.

36; conquered by Dorians,
iii ". 228

Corporations, power of iv. 285 6

Corruption of Blood iiL 623
Cortes and Montezuma, i. 684;

and the Totonaoas, i. 558;
at Mexico City, i. 521 et seq.;
at Cholula, i. 541; in Mex-
ico, i. 518 et seq.; key to his

success i f)!)6

Cosmo de Medici iv. 348-50
Cossaens rule Chaldea ii. 691
Cotton manufacture, extent of,

iv 505-6
Council among Incas, i. 786

;

house among Mexicans, i.

672; of Chalcedon, iv. 695-6 •

of Constance, iv. 712; of

Constantinople, iv. 696-7
;
of

Mazdean priests, iii. 134 5
;

of Nice, iv. 680 3, 686-7; of

Pisa, iv. 711; of Lardica, iv.

694; survival of among the

Persians, iii. 111-12; tribal,
ii. 212; tribal, at Kome, iii.

598-9; tribal in Mexico, su-

preme judiciary, i. 690-1 ; of
chiefs in Mexico, i. 680; tri-

bal "Old Empire" Egypt. ii. 505-6
Court of Censors in China. . . .iv. 282

Couvier, work of iv. 438
Crassus at Rome iii. 301-2
Creation Poem of Ciialdea. . . .ii. 711
Ci'eek Indians, traditions of mi-

gration
•

i. 508-9
Crimean War . . . iv. 161
Croesus and Solon iii. 235-6
Croll's theory of the Glacial Age,

i. 149-154; Wallace's objec-
tions i. 161

Crompton, the inventor iv. 455-6

Cromwell, Oliver iv. 91-2
Cross as a sacred emblem, i.608 9, 612
Crusaders at Constantinople, .iii. 357-8

Crusade, the first, iii. 670-2
; third,

Barbarossa's share in ... . iii. 373-4

Crusades add to the pope's power,
iii. 672-4; aid of in its advanc-

ing chivalry, iii. 645; effect

of upon Europe and Asia,
iii. 673-4

;
the cause of, iii.

668 670
;
ulterior results of,

iii . , 675-6
Cuculean of Yucatan i. 714
Culture advanced by desire for

property, i. 686-7
;

Ameri-

can, iv 467 et seq., ancient

45
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Egyptian, origin of, ii. 466-7;

Assyria, ii.M04; atln'ginning
of Christian Era, iv. 6'Jl

;
at

Chicken-jiza, i, 8();]
;
at llios,

iii. 19'.)-2()0;(lernian, modern,
iv. 39'J et se'/.; (irecian, iii.

434 f<
,s7f/.; (Ireek, two ))eri-

ods, iii. 20")
; history influ-

enced by Indo- Aryans, iii.

166-7
; history of Incas, i.

777
;
in Chaldea, 1st Semitic

period, ii. (>9.S et.
.scr/.;

in

Chaldea, higlifst Turanian,
ii. 670; influenced by city

life, iii. 438; i..t1upnccd by
environment, i. 7(io

;
influ-

enced by man's religious be-

lief, ii. '290-1
;
influenced by

Turanians, ii. 399 40O
;

in

Italy, modern, iv. 399; in

Mesopotamia, mixed, ii. 374;

Maya and Mexican com-

pared, i. 685-(); modern Eu-

ropean, i V. .>o9 et
i<e(j.;

Nahua
and Mexican compared, i.

685
;
native American, i. 417

;

Neolithic, general in Europe,
i. 192; Neolithic man, i. 174

ettset].; Neolithic, progressive,
i. 171

; Neolithic, savagism
to barbarism, i. 213; of

American Indians, i. 290 et

i<eq.; of ancient Peru
,

i. 771
;

of ancient Thracians, iii. 240;
of Arabians, middle ages,
iii. 701-2; of Black Races,
ii. 358-9; of Bronze Age, i.

225 et siij.; of Cave-men, i.

117 et i<eq.; of Chaldea, affect-

ed by Hemites, ii. 704-5
;
of

Charlemagne's Empire, iii.

354; of Chinese, ii. 77; of

civilized Tribes of America,
i. 667

;
of Egypt affected by

Hyksos, ii. 558-9; of Egypt,
Turanian andSemitic mixed,
ii. 483; oi 18th dynasty, ii.

577-8
;
of Greeks as described

bv Homer, :ii. 215-16; of In-

I'AOE.

cas, exaggerated, i. 785; of

masses, medieval times, iii.

768-9; of Middle Ages, ii'.

60(1 et Heq; of
" Middle Em-

pire," ii. 546-7; of Mound
Builders, i. 3()2 el neq., 389

;

of Neo-Persias under Chos-
rues I., iii. 137-9; of "Old
Empire," E.jrypt, ii. 505; of

Pliocene man in America,
Neolithic, i. 276 el seq.; of

primitive Black Race, ii.

74-5; of primitive man,
degradation theory, ii. 64-

70; progressive theory, ii.

65-71
;

of Pueblo people, i.

477 et srq.; tf r^aracens cf

Spain, iii. 350-1
;

of United

Slates, iv. 472 et seq.; of

Yellow Races, ii. 361-2
;

Peruvian, highest Indian, i.

765; pre-Christian religious,
iv. 543 et xcq.; primitive, ii.

20() et seq.; primitive Aryan,
iii. 32-3; progress slow, ii.

207; S,;miac and Turanian
mixed in Chaldea, ii. 662-

672; Turanian, in I\Ie?opo-
tamia ii. 369, 374

Cuneiform writing, ii. 246; in

ancient Chaldea, ii. 656-7
;

origin of ii. 369, 377
Cushites and Hittites, ii. 398-9;

in America, ii. 373
;

in

China, ii. 430; in Egypt. .11. 462

Cuzco, ai^chitecture at, i. 815;
bolson of, a home for man, i.

775; divisions of, i. 781;
fortress of, i. 818

;
llie home

of the Incas i. 776

Cyaxares, reig i of ii. 797-9

Cycle, Mexican i. 732

Cych^pean walls iii. 203-4

Cylinders, ancient Chaldean, .ii. 663-4

Cynics, doctrine of iii. 761

Cynocephalae, battle of iii. 293

Cyrus, conquests of, iii. 107 8
;

reign of, iii. 107 et seq.; takes

Babylon ii. 804, iii. 108

D
PAGE.

Dacia, the last Roman province,
iii 325-6

DaGama, voyage of to India iv. 73
Dalton's atomic theory iv. 436

PAGE.

Damascus, a center of commerce,
iv. 41

;
head of Syrian power,

ii 723

Dancing in Greece iii. 475-6
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Danes plunder England, iii. 406,

409; settle in England- . .iii. 406-7

Daniel at the head of a Magf
college, iii. 767-8; Book of,

period of-. iv. 591-2

Dante, iii. 365, iv. 706-7; a

pioneer of New Learning, iv. 345-7

Danlonists, Frencli party iv. 144

Darius I. and the Greeks, iii.

244-6; conqiie.-^ts of, iii. 114-

15; elected king of Persia,

iii. 111; invades India, iii.

149; inscription at Naksh-i-

Rustan, iii. 23; inscription
at Behistun, iii. 116-17; pal-
ace of, iii. 126-7

; reorganizes
the Persian Empire iii. 113

Dark Age«, a fallacy iii. 611-13

Darwin, theory of sexual selec-

tion, ii. 59
;
the work of. .iv. 443-4

Dates cf the Glacial Age i. 160-1

David, King of Israel ii. 755

Davis, Jefferson, career of. . . .iv 235

Davis, the exjdorer iv. 75-6

Davy, Sir Humphrey, work of, iv. 435-6

Dawn, myths of iii. 717

Death, savage theory of ii. 269
Decimal system, of Indian origin,

iii 166-7

Deciaratioa of Independence, iv. 210
Delawares' tradition of Mound

Builders i. 506

DeLeon, expedition of iv. 73-4

Delphian oracle, antiijuity of, iii. 221-3

Delta of Egypt, inhabitants of, ii.

554-5; subdued by Pepi, ii.

500-3; seat of Egyptian
power ii. 556-7, 581-2

Democratical government de-

fined iv. 322

Democritus, philosophv of, iii.

492-3 ..." 759
Demon ry, savage theory of... .ii. 319-20
Demosthenes at Athens iii. 251-2

Denmark, mounds of, Neolithic, i. 193

Descartes, work of iv. 416-19

Descent, discussion of, ii. 154-7;

governedby property idea. ii. 225

DeSoto, at Etowah Mound, i. 136
;

expedition of, iv. 73-4
;

in

America i. 489

Despotism of recent origin.. . .ii. 214

Development of Christianity, iv.

617 et seq.; of the United «

States. iv. 172

DeWitt, John, of Holland iv. 97

I'AGK

Dhamma, doctrine of.. . .iii. 789. 803

Dining customs at Rome iii. 573-6
Diocletian establishes new gov-

ernment at Rome iii. 316

Diogenes, of Apollonia. .iii. 487, 759

Diogenes, the Cynic iii. 761

Directory, French, established, iv. 145

Disciples of Jesus iv. 605 6

Discoveries, history of, iv. 19
et seq.; mostly rediscoveries,
iv 22

Discovery, John, of Portugal, a

patron iv. 69

Dispersion of Semites ii. 645-7
Disraeli iv. 160-1

District of Louisiana iv. 215
Doctrine in Buddhism iii. 792-3
Dolmens i. 202
Domestic animals, Bronze Age, i.

233; Neolithic times i. 192
Domestic life. Middle Ages. . .iii. 696
Dominicans iv. 706-7

Don John, of Austria iv. 100
Dorian migration iii. 39-40, 227-8
Dorians in the Peloponnesus, .ii. 183
Dove as a symbol iv. 635

Draco, code of laws...ii. 219, iii. 234

Drake, Sir Francis iv. 74-6

Draper, as an author iv. 530

Draper'sstudy tif (hespectrum,iv. 511

Dravidian efi'ect on Indo- Aryan
religions iii. 723-5

Dravidians enter India, ii. 363-4
;

language agglutinate ii. 42

Dreams, the origin of "another-
self" belief ii. 264

Dress, Roman habits of iii. 578-82

Drinking customs at Rome. . .iii. 576-7

Drinking wine in Greece iii. 474-5

Druids, an aristocracy of mind,
iv. 271-4; altars of, i. 202;

Buddhists, iii. 804; of West-
ern Europe , iii. 778

Drusus, measures of iii. 296-7
Dualism in Greek philosophy,

iii. 759; of Brahmanism, iii.

735; Mazdeism, iii. 745;

origin of ii. 333-4

Dueling, survival of trial by bat-

tle iii. 641

Dungi, reign of ii. 680
Dutch East India Company

formed iv. 97

Dutch in America iv. 185-6

Dyaus, Indo-Aryan god iii. 719

Dynasties in Egypt ii. 480-1
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Eadgar, King of England. . . .iii. 408

Eads, the engineer iv 502-3

Eadwarcl the Confessor iii. 411

Earlh, orbit of the, i. 150-1 ;

shape of, ancient idea, iv.

37-8
; stages of its formation,

i. 28, worship iii. 718

Eastern ( hurch iii. 356

Eastern Empire, iii. 328, 355 6;
decline of, iii. 356 et seq.; fall

of, iii. S58 et seq., history of,

iii. 340 et seq.; later history,
iii. 347 cl seq.; wars of. . .iii. 357

East-Goths in Italy iii. 339

Ebionile church, decline of, iv.

664; described, iv, 645-G; ex-

planation of Mei^siah iv. 646-7

Ebionites, term originated. . . .iv. 644
Ecclesia Athenian iii. 477-8

Eclipses, savage idea of iii. 713-15

Edda, Trinity of the iv. 625
Edison's discoveries in electricity,

iv .• 498
Edmund Ironsides iii. 410

Education, American system, iv.

517 et seq.; at Rome. iii. 552 «

et seq.; at Sparta, iii. 460
;

colonial, iv. 485-6; in Eliza-

beth's time, iv. 370
;

in

Greece iii. 458
Edward III. of England iii. 420-1
Edward VI. of England iv. 84

Edwards, Joiathan, work of. .iv. 522

Effigy Mounds i. 339

Egbert, King c f England iii. 405-6

Egypt, ancient, ii. 453-5
;
ancient

commerce, iv. 80
; ancient,

field for antiquary, i. 22;
ancient maritime commerce,
iv. 27

; Apis worship, ii. 483
;

assailed by a great confeder-

acy, ii. 396
;
Eubastis supre-

macy, ii. ()14; change of re-

ligion in, ii. 568-9; confeder-
acies of, ii. 530; confusion
at close of twentieth century,
ii. 612:); conquered by As-

syria, ii. 792-3; culture af-

fected by Hykfos, ii. 558-9
;

culture mixed, ii. 483 4
;
cul-

ture of ihe "Middle Em-
pire," ii. 543,546-7; culture
of "Old Empire," ii. 605;
culture of the eighteenth dy-
nasty, ii. 577-8 : Cushites in
ji. 462; decline of, ii. 593-4;

dynasties in. ii. 480-1
;
em-

pire of the Ptolemies, iv.

546-7
;
freed from Assyrian

rule, ii. 802
; governmen' of

analyzed, ii. 624-5; history
of six dynasties reviewed, ii.

504
;

historic period, ii.

458-9, 469; Hyksos kings of,

ii. 556-7
; imj)ortancei f over-

rated, ii. 638-9
;

in fourth

dynasty, ii. 486-7
;
in fifth or

Elephantine dynasty, ii. 499
;

in sixth or Memphite dy-
nasty, ii. 498

;
in seventh and

eighth dynasties of Manetho,
ii. 530

;
in ninth and tenth

dynasties ( f Manetho, ii. 631
;

in eleventh dynasty, ii.

532-4 et seq.; in twelfth dy-
nasty, ii. 537-41

;
in thir-

teenth dynasty, ii. 553; in

fourteenth dynasty, ii. 554;
in seventeenth dynasty, ii.

560 et seq.; in nineteenth

dynasty, ii. 563, 681
;

in

twentieth dynasty, ii. 604
et seq.; in twenty-fifth dy-
nasty, ii. 616

;
in twenty-

sixth dynasty, ii. 801-2; in-

fluence of civilization on
the world at large, ii.

627-8
;
invaded by Mediter-

ranean tribes, time Kameses
Illf, ii. 605-7

;
invasion of

nomadic tribes from Asia, ii.

555-6
;

Israelites in, nine-

teenth dynasty, ii. 750-2;
land divit-ions, ii. 460

;
Lib-

yan invasion at close of

nineteenth dynasty, ii. 603
;

Manetho's fifth dynasty,. ii.

495-6; Mempliite or third

dynasty, ii. 484
; Menes, the

first historical figure, ii. 469
;

Middle Egypt, ii. 499
;

" Mid-
dle Empire," history of, ii.

534, et seq.; mistress of the

world, ii. 563
;
Monotheism

in, ii. 579-80
; monument

time of Senta, ii. 482-3;
" Old Empire

"
civilization,

ii. 479; overrun by Assyrians,
ii. 620-1

; period of civil

wars, ii. 615; period of con-
fusion closes nineteenth dy-

nasty, ii. 603
; prehistoric

PAOK.
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period, records of, ii. 467
;

priestly caste formed, ii. 610
;

priests of Amen u.-urp royal

power, ii. ()1"2; primitive'

religion, n. ol3 cf xeq.; prim-
itive writinsr in, ii. 242

; pyr-
amid of Meidoom, ii. 487;
races of, ii. 623

; religion of

the " Middle Empire," ii.

543-5; religion of eighteenth
dynasty, ii. 578 9; ruled by
three confederacies, ii. 534

;

science in ancient, ii. 634 et

seq.; Semitic element, ii.

567-74, 678-9
;
Semitic influ-

ence in, ii. 464-6
;

Semitic
influence revived, nineteenth

dynasty, ii. 581
; Theni, tlie

holy city of ancient, ii. 468-9
;

three centuries of peace
doubted, ii. 482

;
time of con-

fusion closes twelfth dynasty,
ii. 552-3

; tributary to the

Orient, ii. 621
;
two divisions.

Upper and Lawer . ii.

Egyptian
" Book of the Dead,"

ii. 524
; chronology, ii. 473-4

;

civilization, review of, ii.

622 d i\eq.; commerce, ancient

CUM van, iv. 32; Delta sub-

dued by Pepi, ii. 500-3;
double dynasties, ii. 473;
"double" (Ka) or " another-

self," ii. 628
; dynasty, fourth,

al-o Ml mpliite, ii. 486
; d}'-

nastiei* mixed, ii. 530-1
;
eth-

nology, ii. 533
; hieroglyph-

ics, ii. 242-5
; history disso-

lution of the " Old Emitire,"
ii. 529-30; history inter-

twined wiili that of Assvria
and Judah, ii. 619 et seq ;

hisf'iry, "Old Empire" pe-
riod, ii. 474 7

; history, pe-
riod of darkness, ii. 529-30,
532-3; idea of future world,
ii. 628-9

;
invasion of Jud^h,

time of Kehoboam, ii. 614;
kings, Manetho's list, ii. 470;
kirgs, papyrus list, ii. 472;
kings, temple lists, ii. 471;
manuscript of Ptab-hotep, ii.

496-7; philosophy, magic,
sorcery, otc, ii. 610-11

; pot-

tery, ii. 728; princess mar-
ried to Solomon, ii. 613; re-

ligion, local and tribal, ii.

626; society, tribal, ii. 623-4;

PAGE.

459

PAGE.
succession probably elective,
ii. 498; "Tale of Two Broth-

ers," ii. 602; tfmples, "Old
Empire," ii. 511-12; tribes

and tribal names, ii. 459-60
;

voyages to Punt, iv. 32
;
wars

with Assyria, ii. 619 el seq.;

wars with the Hittites. . . .ii. 584-9

Egyptians, ancient. Yellow Kace,
Turanians, ii. 4(il

;
and Hitt-

ites, ii. 393
;

condition of

woman among, ii. 637
;

in-

vade Syria, ii. 722-3
; primi-

tive, civilization of ii. 463
Elamite conquest of Chaldea

date .ii. 686

Elam, or Anzan, ii. 685; Turan-
ians and Aryans in ancient,
ii 388-9

Eleatic philosophy . . . iii. 489-91, 758
Election of chief, custom among

the Persians .iii. 111-12
Electrical welding iv. 500

Electricity as a motor-power, iv.

500; American work in, iv.

496-7; the science of, iv. 429-

430
;
science of iv. 434

Electric light iv. 500-1

Electro-magnetism, scienceof, iv. 434
" Elizabethan Age," authors of,

iv 84
Elizabeth and reform, iv. 367-8

et seq.; reign of iv. 84

Elephantine or fifth Egyptian
dynasty ii. 499

Eleusinian mysteries, myth of,

iii. 771-2, 775
; religious inter-

pretation iii. 776

Elevation, changes of i. 157
"EI" Semitic name for God . . ii. 740

Eltekeh, battle of ii. 788

Emancipation of Roman slaves,
iii. 539-40

; proclamation, iv. 239

Embryology, the study of . . . .iv, 438-41

Empfdocles, philosophy of, iii.

492 760

Empire of Charlemagne divided,
iii 362-4

Empire, the ancient described, ii. 503

Encyclop;edists, P^'rench iv. 323

Engis Cave i. 101-2

England and Holland, war of, iv.

93; early history, Saxon pe-

riod, iii. 405; in Elizabeth's

time, iv. 369-70; in 18th

century, iv. ll!)-20; 19th

century, iv. 159-()0
;

under

Elizabeth, iv. 84-5; under
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Janu's I., iv. S7 8 war^with
France in. o87 8

English civil war, iv. ill ;
forts

in the West, iv 202, in

America, iv 180 et sei/., in

India, iii lo;;-4, opposition
to colonial manuiacturing,
iv. 484-5, Parliament, growth
of, iv. 309 et )<cq ; rule in

India iv. 128

Engineering, American, iv. 501

d se*/ ,
ancient Egyptian

knowledge of... ii. 037

Enoch, Book of, dii-cussed. . iv 593-5

Environment, tflect on man, ii.

55; effect on race type. . . .ii. 59

Eocene epoch, plants of, .'j)read

from Polar region, i. 44
;

first division of Tertiary Age,
i 41

Epaminonda-! at Thebes iii. 249-50

Ephors at Sparta ii. 184-5

Epicureanism iii. 500-1

Epicurus, philosophy of iii. 600-1

Epistles, author:ihip of iv. 089

Epochs, glacial and interglacial,
i 96

Equestrian order at Rome. . . .iv. 204-5

Erasmus, iii. 425; at Oxford, .iv. 356-8

Eratosthenes, geography of- . .iv. 38

Erech, seat of Chaldean power,
ii 662

Eric Upsi. Bishop of Greenland,
iv 57

Eridu of Chaldea, ancient seat

of commerce, iv. 28
;

the
holv plnce of Chaldea. . . .ii. 652-4

Erik, Haga of iv. 47

Erikson, Leif, v(»yage of iv. 48

Esarhaddon, King of Assvria,
overruns Egypt, ii. 620-1

;

reigns in Assyria ii. 791

E.skimo, age of, i. 305
;
environ-

ment of, ii. 58
;

in United

Stiles,), 302; of American
origin, i. 300, it seq.; pre-In-
diiu, i. 300; same as Cave-
men of the Paleolithic Age,
i. 1.85-6; system of relation-

tionship ii. 109
Esoteric beliefs, 1st century, iv.

623; Hralimanism, iii. 725;
knowledge, iii. 770; term dt-

tiiied, iii. 725; traditions in
Judaism iii. 7C,8

"
EstHbiishments" of St. Loui.-,

iii. 619-20, 640; on ex-com-
munication iii. 688

i»AOi;.

Es.'-enes and C'liristianity, iv

641 -3
; converted to Christi-

anity, iv 648-9
, described,

iv 583-4 et
,^e(i ; disfipline,

dress, etc., iv 585-6
;
disliked

in Pah stine, iv. 650, doc-

trines of, iv 587 . influence

on Jewish thought, iv. 587-8
;

sacred meal of, iv. 585-7 ;

two divisions... iv. 585
Essenic ciiurch drifts into (Jnos-

tic sects, iv. 664
; monaster-

ies, iv. 585; prophet, Mana-
hem .iv. 657

Essenisni and Christianity com-
pared, iv. 647-8; and Jesus,
iv. 607-8; dreaded by Phari-
sees and Saddiicees, iv. 609;
due to outside influence., -iv 584

Ethiopia, place of refuge for ex-

pelled P^gyptian priest-kings,
ii. 618-14; subjugated by
Usuriasen ii. 589

Ethnical and linguistic traits,

distinction between ii. 28

Ethnology, a ]iroof of Eurojiean
origin theory, iii. 67-9, 71-2;
of ancient Chaldea, ii. (172-3

;

of Indo-Aryans, iii. 154; of

people conquered bv Pii me,
iii ". 323-4

Etowah Ml und i. 885

Etruria, extent of the ancient,
iii. 26;); liislory of iii. 272-4

Eiruscan ai;d Roman wars, iii.

274-6
;
influei ce at Rome, iii.

271-2, 279-286
;
race of i. 210

Euboeic tcale established. .. .iii. 288
Eucharistic feasts iv. 682-4

Eucharist, practice of early
church iv. 667

Eugene of Savoy, Imperial Gen-
eral i«. 115

Eupatrides ii. 188, iv. 257-8

European culture, modern, iv.

339 et secj ; history dawrs on

Greece, iii. 210; languages
connected, iii. 21

;
life in

Middle Ages iii. 438-9

Europe at beginidng of 6th cen-

tury, ill- 347; at Dawn of

History, i. 254
;
at commence-

ment if inf)dern jieriod, iv.

82-8
; geograi)by of, iii. 27-8

;

iiistory of niodtr., iv. 78 et

Keq.; in Middle Ages, iii.

667-8
;
in Neolithic times, i.

185-211 ;
lard the basis of
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kinship iti tribal times, ii.

173; Neolithic culture in

general i. !!».'>; tribal sd-

ciety in yr.

Evolution doctrine, an Indian

theory iii.

Evil, origin of iii.

Excoumiunicaiion, ancient and
modern custom, iv. 2S9-91

;

a source of churcii power, iii.

172-

1()7

I'M)
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PAGE.
Executive power iv. .'>22-3

Kxodus of Israelites ii. 751-2

Exoteric beliefs, 1st century, iv.

()2o
; Eraluuanism, iii. 72.")

;

knowledge, iii. 770
;
texiu de-

fined iii. 72.")

Kylau, battle of iv. 148

Ezra, legislation of . . . .iv. 551-o, ")t)9

Ezekiel, angels of iii. 707

F
PAGE.

" Fall of Man "
tablet, Chaldea,

ii 714-15

Familia rustica, iii. 537-9; Ur-
baua ... .iii. 537-9

Family anidug Turanian Accads,
ii. o7(); becomes unit of or-

gauizhtion, il. 216; Chinese,
ii. 152; consanguine, ii. 95;
ill communal band period,
ii. 122; Monogamian, sys-
tem of relationship, ii. 104;

starting point of society

theory, ii. 209; Syndiasmian,
constitution of, ii. 150-1

;
the

Greek, iii. 440
;
the pairing,

appears ii. 155
'" Fated children," Sargon of Ac-

cad's story il. 665

Fawkes' conspiracy iv. 88

Fayoum, location of the, ii. 541-2;
the seat of Egyptian govern-
ment ii. 532-3

Feast days among Incas i. 783-4
" Feast for the dead "

ii. 303

Feasts, cucharistic, iv. 632-4
;
of

the Nahuas i. 720

Federalist and its authors. . . .iv. 522-3

Female descent, ii. 137-8, 150-1
;

prevalent among American
Indians ii. 155-6

Feodor I., reign of iii. 400-1

Ferdinand and Isabella, iii. 390,
iv 69-70

Ferdinand II., Emperor iv. 101-2

Festivals, prevalence of . . i . . .iii. 769

Fetiches, some modern ii. 31 2

Fet;ch, the Negro's description of,

ii 311

Fetichism a form <^f idolatry, ii.

313, 316 ; among the Indians,
ii. 312; among liie j)re-Chi-

nese, ii. 428-9; an outgrowth
of ancestor-worship, ii. 312-

I'AGE.

313; feast-rite, iv. 6;)2-3;
old Turanian Accads, ii. 383

;

origin of, ii. 310; prevalance
of, ii. 310; to nature worsliip,
ii. 336; to Polytheism ancl

Monotheism, ii 333, 336,
Feudal fighting customs, iii. 639,
Feudal lords, old tribal chiefs,iii.

Feudalism," aids," iii. 623
;
alien-

ation of fiefs, iii. 622; cause
of downfall, iii. 641

;
condi-

tion of clergy, iii. 628-33;
freemen and villeins, iii. 633
et seq.; influence of in origin
of classes, iii. 625; judiciary
in, iii. 637-41

;
land as a

basis, iii. 616-7; marriage,
iii. 623-4; military serv-

ice, iii. 620-1
; origin of, iii.

613 et seq.; source of pri-
vate wars, iii. 670-71; suc-

cession to a lief iii.

Feuillants iv.

Fief, ceremonies in conferring, iii.

617-18; term of military
service iii.

Fiefs, alienation of, iii. 622; suc-

cession to iii.

Field of Cloth and (lold iii.

Finns, civilization and religion

among, ii. 409-10; race of,

i.211; Turanians ii.

Fire-;irras, improvements in, iv.

445-7; American manufact-
ure iv.

Fire-worship ii. 340, 342,
First-cause doctrine iv.

Flavian amphitheatre iii.

Fleury, Cardinal .iv.

I

Flint implements, use of, i. 88;
condition of man that used

I them, i. 8f); discussed i.

I Flint, Neolithic mining of . . . .i.

340-1

640
637

621-2

138

620

621-2
423-4

405

493
343

627-8

561-3
132

82-3

195
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Florida, attempted Huguenot
settlement, iv 74

; purchased
from Spain iv. 221

Fort Anc'itMH i. '-^"i

Fortified lieadlaiul i. -379

Fortified hill, llamilion, (J i. 374

Folk-lore, savaye iii. 709

Fort Pitt, IVencii at iv. 208-4

Foriiin, Jnlii iii. 531

Forum, the iii. 529, 530

Fox, the orator .«. iv. 125

France, chartered towns, iii. b42-

43; froDi Louis XIII. down,
iv. 94; organization of clubs,
iv. 395-6; peasant wars in,

iii. 388; under three states-

men, iv. 94; wars with Eng-
land iii. 387-8

Francis Jo.seph, Emperor iv. 157-8

Franco-Prussian war, origin of,

iv 164
Franciscans iv. 706-7

Frankish power, rise of iii. 345
Franklin and eU'ctricity, iv. 429-

30; as an author, iv. 522; as

a scientist iv. 496-7

Franks, appearance of iii. /J34-5

Fraunhofer, work of iv. 433
Frederick I>arbaro.«sa's feudal

law, iii. 618; Italian wars,
iii. 3G5

; reign iii. 372-4
Frederick the Great, iv. 127

;
in-

fluence on German culture,
iv 401-2

Frederick II., reign of, iii. 374-5;
conflict with pope iv. 707-9

Frederick V., Elector Palatine,
Protestant leader iv.88, 101

Frederick William I. of Prus-
sia iv. 126

Frederick William IV iv. 159
Free cities, rise of iii. 641-2

I'AG r'.

Freedom of speech, progress of

sentiment iv. 366
Freemen at Rome iii. 542
Freemen in fcuihil times iii. (i33

Fremont, career of in California,
iv 226-7

Frencli and English Parliaments

compared, iv. 309, tl ,s«(y/

wars ill .Vmerioii iv. 200
French and Indian War iv. 205-6
French at Fort Pitt, iv. 203-4;

authors Revolutionary pe-
riod, iv. 134-5; constitution,
iv. 325 7; early literature,
iv. 365; explorers in Amer-
ica, iv. 199-200; forts in the

West of America, iv. 201-3;
in America, iv. 73; in the

great Lake region, iv. 201-2;

kings and vassals struggle
for supremacy, iii. 384-5;
Revolution, iv. 131, et ^eq.;

Revolution, division of

spoils, iv. 154; Revolution,
wars of, iv. 138 e< s«/., 146;
settlements in America, iv.

199-200; society at death of

Louis XIV iv. 392-5

Friendship, Grecian. iii. 455-6

Frobrisher, the explorer iv. 75 6
Funeral ritesin Xeolitliic times, i. 205
Future life, a continuation of

this, ii. 282; among Chal-

dean Semites, ii. 709; Neo-
lithic "belief in, i. 205; retri-

butioii theory, modern, ii.

289-290
; savage idea of, ii.

273, 279; theory of human
sacrifice ii. 283

Future Avorld, Turanian Aocads,
or old Chaldean idea of, ii.

386-7
;
two-fold ii. 288

G
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Gadsden, ptirchase iv. 228

(jrailenieuth, cave of. i. 100

Galatia, founded by Celts. ... iii. 36

Galchans, characteristics of, iii.

96-8; typical Aryans. .. .iii. 72, 79

Galilee, description of iv. 602-3

Galileo, work of iv. 413-15
Cralvani, work of iv. 430
Games in Greece, iii. 463 9

;
Ro-

niiin iii. 5.j7

"Garden of Eden," location of, ii. 649-52

I'AUE.

Gateway at Tiahuanuco i. 812
Gathic period of A vesta iii. 745

Gaul, a Roman province, iii.

323; in the time of (a-sar,
iii. 322; ri-e of Frankish

pow^er iii. ;>45

Gauls in Rome iii. 277-8
Gautama (Builcha>, a member

of liie Sakya trilie iii. 779

Gebal, Phunician city ii. 726
Genoa as a naval power iii. 365-6
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Geneva, Lake dwellers of i. 176

Genghis Khan iii. 358

Genoa, republic of Jii. 692

Gens among Irca-, i 784; among
the Mound Builders, i. 348-

49; confound d with tribe, ii.

129; explained, i. 486; in

Europe discussed, ii. 173-4;

marriage custom, origin of,

ii. 143-5
; Mexican, i. 678

;

property ri^ht, ii. 224-5;
term defined, i. 677

;
the

property of, i 687; the unit

of tribal organization. .. .ii. 149

Geographical books, etc., appear-
ance of, iv. 37

; theory of

glacii rs, i. 154
; theory of

Glacial Age difticulties of, i. 159

Geography, Alexander's aid to,

iv. 35-6; of Aelfred, iv. 43;
of Africa developed, iv. 36

;

of Eratosthenes, iv. 38
;

of

Herodotus, iv. 34-5; of Ro-
man Empire, iv. 37

;
of Ro-

man writers, iv. 38
;
of Scy-

lax, iv. 35; of the Arabs
;
iv.

38-42; the study of affected

by New Learning iv. 62-3

Geology, a knowledge of neces-

sary to prove the antiquity
of man. i. 26; beginnings of

the science, iv. 427; just be-

ginning i. 22

Geological periods i. 30

Geometry among the Greeks, iii.

507
; among the Indo-

Aryans iii. 167

George 1. of P^ugland, reign of,
iv 120-1

George II of England iv. 121-2

George III
, reign of iv. 123-4

German culture, modern, iv. 399
et se'j.; elector^J, seven, iii.

376; Empire, early, see West-
ern Empire, iii.; Eiupire in-

terregrium( 1256-73), iii. 375;
freedom and society, iv. 402;
government, modern, iv. 332;
literature, modern, iv. 404-5,
lower classes in feudal times,
iii. 635; philo^ouiiy, iv. 408-

9; States, first half 19th cen-

tu'-y, iv. 156; tribfs enter
Britain .iii. 342-5

Germanic Aryans, ancient social

organization among ii. 171
Germans and the Western Em-

pire, iii. 332; inv".de Gaul,

PAGK
iii. 334-5; origin of name,
iii. 25

;
war with Western

Empire iii. 326-7

Germany after the Thirty Years'

War, iv 400-1; Empire re-

organized, iv. 165; religion

in, iv. 403-4
;
under the Karl-

ings iii. 369
Gerusia at Sparta ii. 185-6

Ghent, treaty of iv. 218

Gibbon, work of. iv. 389
Gila ruins compared with Tol-

fecs i 531

Gila, ruins on i. 474-5
(jila Vallev, density of popula-

tion . ." i. 475-6

Girondists, career of . ...iv. 138, 143-4
Glacial Age and Pale lithic, i.

296
; ch&nges of, i. 61 4, 74-5

;

close of different in difTerent

count'ies, i. 1(>7; date of be-

ginning, i. 163; dates assigned
to, i. 160 2e>.

.srry.; difficulties

of geographi' al theory, i.

159; duration of in America,
i. 282; duration of not affect-

ing Revelation, i. 168; dura-
tion of time since, i. 164;
glaciers of, i. 69-73

;
har-

mony of the two theories, i.

. 158
; knowledge and study

of, recent, i. 167-8; man in

the, i. 96; man's connection

with, i. 140; of immense du-

ration, i. 137; periods of

mildness as well as of cold,
i. 96; presence of man in, i.

62-75; reality, of, i. 141;
theories to explain its causes,
i. 148 9; theory of well
founded i. 141

Glacier, a description of the. . .i. 141-2

Glacier, the great continental

glacier of N. A i. 143

Glaciers, proofs of in ancient
times i. 142

Gladiatorial coraliats, iii. 563 et

seq.; contests, origin of, iii.

564; contests, slaves in, iii.

536; games, iii. 559 et seq.;

games abolished, iii. 571-2;
games at Rome, iii. 3il0;

games, women and senators

engage in, iii. 566; schools,
iii 567-8

Gladiators, clashes of, iii. 568-9;
whence obtained iii. 566-7"

Gladstone iv. 160-1
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Globe, the "Crreat Year" of.
._.i.

161

Gnostic systems defined, iv. 071
;

general doctrines iv. 671-'J

Gnosticism, iv. (i()9 ct
.xefy./

con-

flict willi Christianity. . . .iv. 075

God's hoii.se, Mexico ai d Central

America i. (173

Godwine, Earl of West-Saxonfj,
iii..... • 411-2

Goethe as a botanist, iv. 430;
work of iv 407

Gob) and Silver work in Peru, i. 7!»3

Gold in Mexico i. 70!)

Gomates or Psendo-Smerdis. .iii. 110-11

Gorges, Ferdinand iv. 183

Gospel according to the Hebrews,
iv 647

Goths cross the Danube iii. 333-4

Government, American, iv. 330-

332-5
; among the ancient

Mexicans, i. 676
; among

Cave-men, i. 131 et serj.;

among })re-('hinet^e, ii. 426;

among primitive man, ii. 89;
a result of education, ii. 89; at

Athens, ii. 191-2; at Athens,
popula"-, iii. 447; at Rome,
Pulybinson, iii. 595; Austria-

Hungary Empire, iv. 332-3:

defined, ii. 208
; executive,

legislative, atid judicial de-

partments, origin outlined,
ii. 209-12; forms of defined,
iv. 322

; growth of Englisii

Parliament, iv. 309 et seq.;
in Bronze Age, i. 236; in

communal band, ii. 123; in

Eg3'pt, "Middle Empire," ii.

546-7 ; in prehistoric Iron

Age, i. 249; judicial depart-
ment, ii. 214; legisbitive, of

Virginia, iv. 593; modern
German, iv. 332; modern,
territorial, ii. 89; of Amer-
ican colonies, iv. 188-90; of

Darius the Great, iii. 113-14;
of Egypt never united, ii.

624-5; 'if Hungary, iv. 303-

309; (if Incas, i. 780; of In-
dians and Mound Builders

compared, i. 502-3; of Mex-
ico, democratic, i. ()83; of

"0:d Empire," Ef,ypt, ii.

505; of Switzerland, iv. 331-

3/)2, 334
;

otlice becomes

hereditary, ii. 212; origin
of othcial head, Ii. 2\()-\]

;

patriarchal furm, ii. 209;

r.vciE.

property defined, i. 48()
;

rise of modern representa-

tive, iv. 302 ef
.src/.;

same

among all Abori^iines of

America, i. 48S
;

the Inca

council, i. IH'6
;
lliree })ov\efs,

di^cusst^d, iv. 323-4; lerri-

toiial, dclined, ii. 90; terri-

tory, defined, i. 486; tribal,

ancient, i. 487
; tribal, fe-

male, descent, ii 145; tribnl

organization, ii. 90-1
;
trilml

organization, onee universal,
ii. 92; two systems of i. 485

Gracchi, the. ...'.. . .iii. 296, iv. 265
Graded way at Teotihuacan. . .1.529-30

Graded way, Piketon, Ohio. . . .i. .371

Grand Alliance.. iv. 114

Grant, career of iv. 237

Grave Creek Mourd i. 324
Gravel beds, age of deposit, i. 84;

theory of their foiiufitioii. .i. 86

Gravitation, laws of, discover d,

iv 424

Grav discovers the Ccdumbia
"Kiver iv. 2.3

" Great Captivity
"

.iii. ;'>87

" Great Ireland "
iv. 55

" Great Vehicle," Buodhist .-ecr,

iii 397-8

"Great Year "
of our gloiie. . . .i. 161

Greece, a Roman province, iii.

255,^324; education in, iii.

458 ct .sf7 ; legendary his-

tory, iii. 212-13; marriage in,

iii. 443-4; Persian infinence

in, iii. 249
; politic 1 1 history,

summary uf, iii. 248-9; prizes
in contests, iii. 4(i7-S

;
witii-

out political unity iii. 220-1

Grecian and Roman systems of

education compared, iii. 554;

.history, period of darkness,
iii 217-8

Greco-Latins i'i. 25

Gregory VII., Pope, iii. 371-2;
and Emperor Henry IV-, iii. 685

Gregory' IX., conflict with Fred-

erick II iv. 707-9

Greek ancient social organiza-

tion, ii. 178; Areopagu.*, iii.

481-3; art and architecture,
iii. 508 ctstfq.; art and cult-

ure, two peri (!s, iii. 205;basi-
leiis, ii. 180; chronology,
starting point, iii. 22(); cities,

iii. 236-7
; "city," iii. 436-8,

440; civilization, iii. 433;
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colonies in Italy, iii. 264-5
;

colonization, iii. 'ioT-f^
;
con-

federacies, tribes cf, ii. 181
;

culture iii. 4o4 el
.sery./-^'

cul-

ture, Phrygian period, iii.

205; dance, iii. 475-7; din-

ing customs, iii. 470-2-3-5;

drinking iuibits, iii. 474-5;
family, iii. 440; friendsiiips,
iii. 455-6; games, iii. 463-9;

government in Heroic Age,
ii. 179; il. tauu' iii. 455-8;
influence in Paltstiiie, iv.

559-60; intellect, develop-
ment of, iii. 755-6

;
in-

tellect influenced by Alex-
ander's expedition, iv. 546;
language, dialects, iii. 220

;

leagues, ancient, iii. 224-5;

migration into Asia, iii. 39-

40
; mysteries, origin of, iii.

770-1; ravthology, decline

of, iii. 756; oHicial life, iii.

477 et, seq ; philosophy, iii.

486 ct .^cy./ philosophy, Ori-

ental influence, iii. 757-8,

764; pliilosophy, schools of,

iii. 756 ef. seq ; religion dis-

cn.ssed, iii. 755; science, iii.

503 el xeq ; society, histoiical

period, jii. 440-1
; scciety in

Homeric times, iii. 440;
Symposion, iii. 474-5

; system
of reprf sentation, iv. 302-3;
translations of Old Testa-

ment,
 

iv. 564-5
; villages,

PAGK. PAOK.

ancient, iii. 225-6; wars with

Rome, iii. 292-3, 295 ; women,
iii. 441-2, 455-S; Church, iii.

356 ; affected by crusades,
iii 673-4

Greek Ciiurch, separation from
Catholic iv. 697

Greeks, importance of, iii. 219;
influenced by Baltic people,
iii. 206-10; no priesily writ-

ings or organizfd priesthood,
iii. 755; on the move, iii.

217-18; united religiouslv,
iii .'. 221-2

Greenland, Northmen in iv. 45
Grenville iv. 124

Gripla reference to Vinland. .iv. 57
Guano deposits, relics found in, i. 806-7

Guatemala iv 468
Gucumatz of the Quiches i. 714

Gudea, reign of ii. 672, 675
Gudleif (Judlangson, voyage of,

iv 53-5

Gudrid, daugliter of I'^rik the

Red, iv. 51
; pilgrimage to

Rome iv. 52

Guericke invents the air-pump,
iv 421

Gulf-coast Mexican ruins i. 558

Gunas, Rrahnian triad of qual-
ities iii. 731

Gupta dynasty, Norther^ India,
iii 151

Gustavus Adolphus, leader of

Protestants iv. 97- 103

Gustavus Vasa, of Sweden. . .iii., 404-5

H
PAGE.

Haarlem Lake, draining of . . . .i. 49

Hadad-idri, heads league of Asiat-

ics asjainst Assyria ii. 774-6
Hadrian's law on slavery iii. 541

Hair as a basis of race clatsifl-

cation, ii. 24-5; description
of the human ii. 25

Haller, work of iv. 426

Halley, work of iv. 425
Hall of Audience iii. 130-1

Hall of One Hundred Colunuis,
iii 129-30

Hamilton as a writer iv. 522
Hamitic family, inflected lan-

guage, ii. 3S
;
members of, ii.

38; language compared with
Semitic ii. 39

PAGE.
Hammurabi reigns at Babylon,

ii 689

Hampden, John iv. 89 90

Hancock, John, a contraband
trader iv. 485

Hannibal, death of, iii. 291
;

in-

vades Italy iii. 289-90

Hanno, voyage to Arabia. . . .iv. 34

Hannu, voyage to Punt iv. 32
Hanseatic League organized, .iv. 60-2

Hap>burg crowns, disposal of.iv. 12()-7

Hapsburg dynasty, rise of . . . .iii. 375

Hapsburgs in Spain iii. 390-1

Happy Hunting-ground ii. 287

Hargreaves, the inventor iv. 455

Harold elected king of England,
iii 412
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Harper'-i Ferry, Brown at iv. 285

Harvard College and Agassiz, iv.

507; origin of iv. 485-6

Harvev discovers circulation of

hlood iv. 420

Hassidcm insurrection of Mat-

thias, iv. 57"2-4; overthrow

of, iv. 572-4
; party in Pales-

tine iv. 5(39

Hastings, battle of iii- 415

Ha-<tings in Fiuiia iv. 125

Hatsn, (^'11 en of Egypt ii. 564-5

Hawkii s, the buccaneer ... .iv. 74-5

Heaven, location of the .-javage, ii. 273

Heaven worship iii. 718

Hebrew Baal worship ii. 745

Hebrews, four brandies, ii. 744;

Gospel according to the, iv.

()47
; history of, ii. 744 et se(j.;

tribal organi^ation ii. 157-9

Hegel, work of iv. 408-9

Heimspringla iv. 55

Heine, work of iv. 407

Heinsius, Pensionary of Holland,
iv 115

Heliopolis, the ''holy city" oi *

Lower Egypt ii 521

Hellas described iii. 211

Hellenes, origin and divisions of,

iii 188

Hellenic Aryans iii. 185

Hellenism, iv. 649--",0; in Asia
Minor and Egypt iv. 564

Hellenistically inclined believ-

ers iv. 649

Hellnland, or New Foundland,
discovered by Erikson .... iv. 48-9

Helots of Sparta iv. 259-60

Henry I., of England iii. 415-17

Henry II., of England.. .... .iii. 417-19

Henry III., Emperor, reign of, iii. 371

Henry HI., of England iii. 420

Henry IV., Emperor, and Hilile-

brande iii. 371-2
Henrv IV., of France, reign of,

iV 94
Henrv IV., V., VI., of Englarul,

iii 422

Henry VII., of England iii. 422-3

Henry V^III., of Eigland, iii.

423-6; patron of New L"arri-

iiig iv. 357

llenrv, the Navigator iv. 65

lleraclitii<,of Ephesus, iii. 491-2;

j)hilosophy of. iii. 758

Herakleopolis Parva ii. 5-iO

lleraldrv, origin of ii'. (126-7

Herberii-^ts, French party iv. 144

PAGE.

Herder, work (A iv. 406

Heredity, law of, afi'ecting man's

development ii. 56 7

Herhor, priest-king of Egypt, ii. 612

Herod, King of a uni ed Judea,
iv 574

Herodotus, account of circumnav-

igation of Africa, iv. 33-4;
time of, iii. 248; ihe world
of iv. 35

Heroic .\ge iii. 212-13

IlersgJiel, Sir .b'hn, work of..iv. 432-3

Herschel, Sir William iv 431-2

Hetaine iii. 455-6

Hezekiah conquered by Assyria,
ii 7S7

Hiero2lyf)hic writing, a recent

art i. 4

Hieroglyphic writing in Egypt, ii. 242-3

Hieroglyphics at Copan, i. 573,

575; at Palenqne, i. 600; at

Uxmal, i, 64:!; Mexican and

Maya, i. 726; on calendar

stone, i. 740; "Tablet of the

Cross
"

i. 753
Hiero's great ship iv. 29

High priest at head of Jewish
state iv. 5(;S-'»

Hildebrande and Henry IV., iii.

371-2; raises, the power of

the ( hurch iii. 685

Hindoofsm and Brahmanism, iii.

1()!); modern iii. 178-80

Hipparchus, the astronomer, .iii. 505-6

Historical myths, iii. 717-18;
value. New Testament. . . . iv. 638-9

Historic and prehistoric, line of

separation ii. 20

Historic period, not the same in

all countries i- 4

History, Europe at dawn of, i.

254; of discoveries, iv. 19

et seq.; ot Maya tribes, i.

754; of modern Europe., iv. 78

Hittite and Vannic languages
related, ii. 402; commerce,
ii. 404, iv. 30; confederacy,
ii. 390 et seq; confederacy,
fall of, ii. 397-8; countrv in-

vaded by Syrian-, ii. 721-2;
influence at Ilios, iii; 201-2;
influence in Southern Eu-

rope, iv. 32; inilnence upon
civilization, ii.40."'.; the king
an Eijyptian captivi-, ii. (i(t7;

religion, ii. 404-5; wars with

Egyptians, ii. 584-9; writing,
ii.." 403
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Hittites and Egyptians, li. 393

;

and Thothiiies III., ii. 565;

antiquity of, ii. 391
;

Bible

references to, ii. 392; L'ush-

ites, ii. 398-9; disappearance
of, ii. 783-4; Egy[itian war
of extermination, ii. 894 6;

importance of, ii. 896-7; in

Egypt, ii. 556-7, 563; invent

system of weights, iv. 30
;

possible Aryan ethnic ele-

ment iii. 38

Hohenliaden, battle of iv. 148

Hohenstaufen dynasty iii. 372-5

Hohenzollern dynasty, origin of,

iii 379
Holland and England, war of, iv.

93; given Louis Bonaparte,
iv. 149

; history of iv. 96-7

Holland, J. G., works of iv. 528

Holmes, the work of iv. 527
Home among the Aryans ii. 217

Homeric heroes, divine origin of,

iv. 257; poems iii. 192-3

Hooker and his work. . . .iv. 368, 371-2

Horace, the t'oet iii. 586

Horeiu-heb, reign of ii. 577
Horn tools in Keolithic times, .i. 189

Horticulture in Neolithic times, i. 191

Horus worship at Alexandria, iv.

548-9; Egypt ii. 519
Hottentot dialects, ii. 39

; theory
of death ii. 269

House-father, authority of, ii.

216-18
;
at Rome iii. 544-5

PAGE.
Hovenweep Canon i. 444-5

Huaca, Peruvian term explained,
i 792

Hugh Capet, King of France, iii. 384
riiiatica Valley i. 798

Iluayna Capac, last Chief of the

Incas i. 778

Huguenots attempt to settle Flor-
ida iv. 74

Iluitzilopochtli deity of Mexico,
i 716

Human antiquities, science of ..i. 22

Humanism, spread of iv. 359-60
Human sacrifice among savage",

theory of, ii. 283; Nahua
and Maya, i. 721

;
to Moloch,

ii 742-3

Humboldt, Alex, von, "Cosmos,"
iv 436-7

Humboldt in Peru i. 789

Hume, can er of iv. 386
Hundred Years' War iii. 387-8

Hungary, rise of representative

government in iv. 303-4

flunter, work of i v. 426
Huns appear in Eastern Europe,

iii. 333; invade India, iii.

151-2; invade the Western

Empire iii. 338-9

Hunyadi and the Turks iii. 361-2

Huss, condemned to stake. . . .iv. 712
Hussite War iii. 379

Hyksos, duration of rule ii. 558

Hyksos kines in Egypt ii. 556

Hyrcanus, John, reign of iv. 588

PAGE.

Iberville, in Louisiana iv. 201-2

Icelandic Sagas, iv. 46, 55
;

Northmen in, iv. 44-5
;
vis-

ited by Columbus iv. 68

Ichthyosaurus i. 38

Ideas, Plato's world of iii. 764

Idolatry forbidden by Darius, iii.

123; origin of from ancestor

worship. . . . , ii. 316-18

Idols among Mound Builders.. i. 411

Iliad ...iii. 192-3

Ilios, a comnif'rcial center, iv. 30-

31
; Babylonian and Hittite

influence in, iii. 201
;
culture

in, iii. 199-200; destroyed by
Greek migration,, iii. 40-1;
fall of due to her wealth, iv.

31-2; founded by the Phry-

PAGB.

gians, iii. 191-2
;
seven settle-

ments at, iii. 193-4; unearthed

by archaeologist iii. 193
Ilium of Homer iii. 1 98

Illusion, doctrine of iii. 738-9
Imitation of Christ iv. 359, 713

Immorality, Jewish iv. 561

Imperial Academy of Germany
founded iv 421

Implements, American Paleo-

lithic, i. 292-3; Bronze Age,
i. 227 et

f<e(].; manufactories
of flint, i. 196

;
Mound Build-

ers, i. 390 et seq.; Neolithic,
i. 186 etseq.; polished stone,i. 187-8

Inca and Mexican society com-

pared, i. 786
; architecture

at Cuzco, i. 815
; art, i. 809

;
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chiefs, i. 808, civil war, i.

778
; con<iiK'st of coast tribes,

i. 8U8
; council, i. 786; cul-

ture exiiijtferated, i. 785
;

tribe divisions of govern-
ment, i. 781

; empire over-

thrown, i. 7(14; government,
i. 780; g ivernment a mon-

archy, i. 785; idea of the

sun, iii. 713; mythological
era, i. 779

; mythology, i. 781;

religious rites, i. 783; re-

in utis i. 789; storehouses, i.

787
; system of colonization,

i. 788-'.> ; temple to the sun,
i. 80'); traditional history,
i. 77il; tribute gathering, .i. 787

Incas, Bol'iin of ("uzco, the home
of, i. 77(5; calendar of, i. 81!)

;

cadle of, i. 77(5; culture of,

i 771
; culture, history of, i.

777; first chief of, i. 779;
gens ann>ng, i. 784; govern-
ment of subject tribes, i. 787-

788; home of defined, i. 770;
la-t chief of, i. 778; rise to

power, i. 777; sacred lake of,

i. 812; sun-worshi}) among,
i. 77(); zenith of power. . . .i. 778

Incarnation, idea of iv. G28-9

India, Aryan and Turanian wars

in, iii. 151-2; Cashmere the

capital of, iii. 151; descrip-
tion of, iii. 145-(); devoid of

early history, iii. 148; Dol-
mens of, i. 203

; English in,
iii. 153-4; English rule in,
iv. 123; Huns invade, iii.

151-2; invaded by Alexan-
der the (Ireat, iii. 149; in-

vaded by Darius Ilys-

taspes, iii. 149; invaded

by Mohammedans, iii. 135;
invaded by Wcyths, 6ih

century v.. c, iii. 778; joint-

family in, ii. 1()9
; language

of Aryan, iii. 21-2; ruled

by .\soca, iii. 150; three con-

federacies, 327 15.
('., iii. 149;

Turanian invasion, 2d cen-

tury n. c, iii 15(1-1
;
under

Warren Hastings, iv. 125;
village communities, ii. 1(57-

1(58; visited by Aelfred's

ships iv. 43

Indian, American,descent among,
ii. 155-(); Aryans, ancient
social organization, ii. 166;

and Ira-iian separation, iii.-

98-9; and .M .uiid lUiiider

governments compned, i.

502-3; hieratic wiiting, ii.

237-8; houses, i. 491, 4i)9
;

houses common to wIkjIc

gens, i. 491
; picture writing,

i. 743
; society, a i ecent study,

668 ; sonjjs, manner of writ-

ing, ii. 237; village, defense

of, i. 492 ct seq.; village,
Garcilasso's descriptio i of,

i. 498
;
words for creative

power, i. 712; writer, Salea-

mayhua . i. 784

Indians, .\meric in, classifi d, i.

514; American, culture of i.

2!)(( ^t>ifij.\ dwell in villages,
i. 490-1

;
Feticiiism among,

ii. 312; intrudeis, i. 23;
Mandan, pottery among, i.

408; mo'ind-burial among,
i. 501

; Ojihway,skill in pipe-

carving, i. 403
; origin of

American, i. 512 tt
stv/.,-

pottery among i. 407

Individual, in Phoenicia, ii. 734-

735
;

ill tribal society, ii. 215
;

property, ii. 220; relation to

civilization, ii. 219; rights,
iv. 343 et seq.; rise uf . . . . ii. 229

Indo-A/nerican tribes once in

same social stag^ as Austra-

lians, ii. 115
; relationships,

table, ii. 107; system rela-

tionsliips ii. 109

Indo-.\ryan alphabet, iii. 155;

architecture, iii. 174 el seq.;

ethnical mixture, iii. 154;

history begins witli Buddha,
iii. 148-9; iniluence on cul-

ture history of world, iii. !()()-

167; literature, iii. 100, 154-5;

literature, date of, iii. 156, ct

seq.; Iit:!rature, early iii.

148; literature, two classes,

iii. 160; philosojihy, iii. 168-

169; progress from morality
to philosophy, iii. 728-9

;
re-

formers, iii. 170-1; routes

into India, iii. 142-5; system
of caste, origin of, iii. 163-5

;

Vedic religion iii. 168-9

Indo-Aryans, date of arrival in

India, iii. 147-8; journey
into India, iii. 53; late ar-

rival of, iii. 142 et seq. ; prim-
itive iii. 79-80

Indo-Europeans, term defined, iii. 23
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Indo-Germans, term defined, .iii. -o

Infanticide, tiieory of marriiige

l)y capture _ ii. 1-8

Infinite, the, of (Ireek pluloso-

I)liy iii. 757
Inflected 1 uigiuif^es ii 32
Innocent 1 1

1., l\'\\e iv. 704-5

Inquisi ion iv. 701

Inscription, Kalawat gates, ii.

776
;
of Darius at iiehistun,

iii. 1 16-17
;
of In-anna-ginna,

ii. 667-8; rock, i.425; Runic,
Baffin's Bay iv. 58

Inscriptions, Hittite, ii. 403
;
in

ancient C'lialdea, ii. 372 650-

661; of Asoca, iii. 156; of

Shalnianeser II., li. 773-4;
Thracian, iii. 240

;
of Tiglath-

I'lleser 1., ii. 770-2; Semitic,
in ancient Clialdea ii. 662-3

Institutions natural division of

the subject, iv. 253; social

and political iv. 251

Interest of Middle Ages iii. 694-5

International law, development
of iv. 447-8

Invention^, history of P^uropean,
iv 445

Investiture, of two kinds iii. 618

lonians, appearance in history,
iii. 188-9

;
of Pelasgian origin,

iii 187
Ionian revolt against Persian

rule iii. 243-4

Ionic school of philosophy.. . .iii. 756-7
Iranian and Indian separation,

iii. 98-9; conquest of Persia,

etc., iii. 104-5; literature, iii. 100
Iranians and the Vedic Age, iii.

742; date of entrance into

Western Asia, iii. 740-1
;

period of highest culture, iii.

138-9
; primitive, iii. 80-1

;
re-

ligion of, iii. 100 et seq.; sep-
arate from Indo- Aryans, .iii. 54

Ireland becomes an Eoglish
province, iii. 417

;
Poets of,

an Aristocracy of Mind,
iv 275-6, 279

Irene, Empress, at Constantino-

ple iii. 353
Iron Age, commerce in, i. 252-:];

culture of the prehistoric, i.

249; government in prehis-
toric, i. 249; implements of,
i. 250-1

;
in America, i. 290

ct seq.; in Europe, i. 244;
ornaments of, i. 250

; prehis-

PAGE.

toric, i. 219; remains of

Cave-tnen of the, i. 109;
weapons of i. 251

Iron, first use of, i. 246-b
;
nre

difiicult to work, i. 246;
rare i. 245

Iroquois and Champlain, i. 493
;

burial mounds of, i. 316,

500-1; inaugurating a new
sachem, i. 743;

"
Kee[)ers of

the faith," i. 719
; long house

of, i. 491
;
mounds of, i. 381

;

nature-worshi]) among, ii.

336-7
; phratry among, i.

782-3; spirit land, ii. 277;
tradition of Mound Builders,
i. 505; tribal organ ization.i. 679-80

Irving, Washington, work of .iv. 525-6
Isabella and C(jlambns iv. 69-70
Isabella and Ferdinand iii. 390
Lshtar worship, ii. 707; in As-

syria ii. 806-7

Isis and Osiris worship united, ii.

522-3; at Alexandria, iv. 548-

549; Egypt, ii. 519--_0; west-

ward spread iv. 549

Ismi-dagon, inscription of....ii. 681-2

Isolating type of languages. . .ii. 32

Israel, Baal worship in, ii. 757
;

ciiildren of, in Egypt, ii.

592; invaded by Hheshank
I., ii. 614; literature of

Medo-Persian period, iv. 552;
Monotheism in, ii. 758-60

;

sends tribute to Assyria, ii.

777
;
two parties in ii. 780

Israelites, Biblical history of, ii.

748-9; history of, ii. 746 et

seq ;
in Egypt, 19th dynasty,

ii. 750-2; reach (Jilead and
Canaan ii. 754

Israelitish exodus, ii. 751-2; his-

tory afi'eeted by Kanieses
III.'s invasion of Palestine,
ii. 753-4; primitive W(i> hip,
ii. 757

; religion, ii. 755 et seq.;

wanderings li. 752-4
Iswara in doctrine of illusion, iii.

789; of Brahman i)hiloso-

phy iii. 731, 736

Italy and tlie New Learning,
iv 345, 348

Italy, arrival of Aryans in, iii,

264; dawn of history in, iii.

265
; ethnology of, iii. 262-4

;

ethnology of Aryans in, iii.

265-7
;
tree cities of, iii. 641

;

Greek colonies in, iii. 264-5
;
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modern culture in, iv. o!(!>
;

movements of imcient popu-
lation, iii. 3()-7

;
invaded by

Hannibal, iii. 28!)-!H)
;

in-

vaded liy I'yniius, iii. 288-9
;

Napoleon, Kiii^ "f, iv. 11!>;

primitive j)oj)iilation of, iii.

I'AOR.

2()2-;'.
;
reunion of, iv. KH,

l(i(i; the geography of .. .iii. 2r)0-.'>

Ivan the (r'eat, reign of iii. 400
Ivan the Terrible, reign of. . .iii. 40D-1

Izdubar, adventures of ii. 813-14
Izdubar legends ii. 71G-17

PAGE.
Jackson defeats the British., .iv. 218
Jacobin Club iv. 143-4

Jains of India, iii. 782-3; sect

of iii. 175

James II., reign of, iv. 93; tol-

eration of iv. 376-6

James VI., of Scotland, I. of

England iv. 87-8

James, head of the Christian

Church, iv. 662; high priest,
iv 642

Jamestown founded, iv. 184; set-

tlers, socially iv. 473
Javan—see lonians.
JefiTerson as a letter-writer, iv.

522; hospitality, iv. 480;
Pr. sident iv. 213

Jemez Pueblo of New Mexico, i. 427
Jerusalem after the captivity,

iv. 551; capital city of Is-

rael ii. 754-5
Jesus and E-senism, iv. 607-8;

and John the Baptist, re-

lations of, iv. 607
; at the

Passover, iv. 610-12; course
of events after death of, iv.

641-2; death, Roman hand
in, iv. 610-11; disciples of,
iv. 604-6; identified as Wis-
dom, Logos, etc., iv. 6-50; of

Nazareth, birth of, iv. 600-1
;

parentage and life of, iv. 601-

602; proclaimed Messiah,
effect of, iv. 649; public
work of, iv. 604; the new
principle of, iv. 609; tragedy
of his death .iv. 609-12

Jesu-» ben iSirach iv. 571
Jewel and his work iv. 368
Jewish ra|)tivity, influence of on

belief, iv. 555-6; captives
liberated by Cyrus, iii. 108;
festival, iii. 770"; immorality,
iv. 561

; orthodoxy in Alex-
andria, iv. 566-8

;
schools of

I'AOE.

thought, iv. 557-8; thought,
gradual change of, iv. 599

;

Trinity. iv. 626
Jews at clo.se of Medo- Persian

period, iv. 558; dispersion,
iv. 558-9

;
in Alexatidria, iv.

558-9; isolating habit of, iv.

558-9 560
John of England iii. 419
John of Portugal, patron of dis-

covery iv. 69

Johnson, President iv. 242-3
John tiie Baptist, iv. ()03-4

;
and

Jesus, relations of iv. 607

Johnston, surrender of iv. 241

Joint-family among the (ierrnans,
ii. 174; among the Slaves, ii.

17'J-7; and property idea, ii.

^26-7; at Rome, ii. 196, iii

542-4; defined, ii. 162; in

India, ii. 168; its posiiion in

social organization, ii. 216;

merges into feudal lord, iii.

615; Roman wife adopted,
iii. 550; throughout Europe,
ii 177

Jonson, Ben, career of i v. 375

Joseph II., Emperor iv. 129

Joseph sold to Midianites. . . .iv. 32

Josephus, references to Chris-

tianity iv. 639-40
Josiah reigns in Judah.. .ii. 800, 802
Judah con<|uered by Assyria, ii.

785-7
;
in the reign of Josiah,

ii. 800, 802; united against
Assyria, ii. 780-1

;
alliance

with Babylon ii. 784
Judaism and Greek -Oriental

philosophy, iv. 577-8; and
Mazdeisni compared, iii. 766

;

esoteric traditions, iii. 768;
influenced by Mazdeism, iii.

767; influence on Christ-

ianity, iv. 643-4; origin of,

ii. 756 iii. 7G5-6
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Judea, Asmonean dynasty, iv.

574; insurrection of Mat-

tailiias, iv. .')7'i-4
;
in time of

Antiochus JOpiplianes. . . fiv.

Judicial pnwer, iv. 322-' 1
;

in

feudal times, iii. 6.37-9, G40-

Judge in primitive society . . . . ii.

571-2

f!41

215

VMiK.

Jugglery ii. ;i29-30

^ugurthan wars iii. 29G

Jupiter, Iloman god iii. 719
Justin on Christianity iv. 091-2

Justinian "Digest" iii. ."47, 60.3-4

Justinian rpclaims Italy, iii. 342;
rules Eastern Empire. .. .iii. 342

K
I'AGK.

"K " element in Egypt, ii. 402; in

Asiatic tribal names ii. 373

Kabah, Maya ruins at, i. 044-5
;

time of conquest i. 046

Kabbalah, discussed, iv. 550-7;

Jewi-ii, iv. 590-7; Oriental,
iv. 596-7

;
references to Trin-

ity, iv. 626; widely spread,
iv 596

Kadesli, battle of, between Ram-
eses II. and Ilittites ii. 588-9

Kaffir chief 's speculations ii. 262-3

Kaniska assembles a council of

Buddhists iii. 797

Kansas border warfare iv. 234-5

Kant, work of iv. 408

Karl August, a patron of letters,

iv 406

Karl ing dynasty of France. ..iii. 380

KarLsefne, descendants of, iv. 56
;

in Vinland, iv. 51
; Saga of

Thorfinn, iv. 47, 51, 50 et mq.;
Snorri, first white child in

America iv. 51

Karrak, capital of Chaldea, ii.

081
; conquest of ii. 686-7

Karnak, palace begun ii. 538-9

Kent's Cavern i. 101, 105

Kentucky a State iv. 216

Kepler, work of iv. 415

Khafra, the Cepheren of Herod-
otus ii. 493

Khuen-aten, same as Amen-

I'AGK.

hotep IV ii. 573, 575
Khnfa, the Cheops of history. .ii. 490-1

Kirkdale Cavern i. 100

King George's War iv. 201

King Williams' War iv. 200

King^, power in ancient times, ii. 213

KirchofT, work of iv. 433-4, 511

Klopstock, work of iv. 405

Knight-errant iii. 663

Knighthood, advanced by Cru-
• sades, iii. 045

; developed
into various orders of nobil-

ity, iii. 663-4; origin of dub-

bing, iii. 644-5; the cere-

mony of conferring, iii. 0-50-

659; the page, education of,

iii. 650; the squire, educa-
tion of, iii. 650-5; successive

Ktages, iii. 649; the Tourna-
ment iii. 660-3

Knights Hospitalers, origin of,

iii. 045-0; punctiliousness of,

iii. 059; Templars, origin of,

iii. 645-6; two classes of,

iii 659, 660

Knox, and his career iv. 376-7

Konig-'gratz, battle of iv. 163

Kossuth, career of iv. 157-8

Krokis of Australia ii. 112

Kshatriya caste, iii. 109; philo.s-

ophers iii. 727

Kumites of Australia ii. 112

L
PAGE.

Labna, Maya ruins at i. 650

Labyrinthodon i. 39

Labyrinth, of Egypt ii. 542-3

Lafayette, in Amf-rica, iv. 210-11
;

in the French Revolution. iv. 146

Lagrange, work of iv. 431

Lake villages, common to differ-

ent countries and ages, i.

PAGE.

180; described, i. 179; nu-

merous i. 176

Lamarck, the work of iv. 437

Lama, the Grand, of Thibet. .iii. 791-2

Landa or Mava alphabet i. 750

Language, a culture mark, ii.52;

agglutinating class, ii. 30, 40
;

a help in the study of the

46
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origin of man, il. 60; Alaro-

(lian family, ii. 4f)
;
an in-

vention of tlie linnian intel-

lect, ii. 21)
;
as a ba^is of race

classification, ii. 28, 42-3;

ilianging, ii. 48; Chinese,

iiionosy liable, ii. SO; com-

parative study of, ii. 28 ; early
in Mesopotamia agglutina-

tive, ii. 'S(>S
;
evidence for lo-

'•ation of primitive Aryan
liome, iii. 69; faithful re-

jiository of institutions, iv.

2(>5-6
;
formation of Aryan

dialects, iii. 71
; Ore^k, dia-

lects of, iii. 220
;
lliitite and

Vannic related, ii. 40J
;
in-

flected, Aryan family, ii. 33;
inflecttd class, ii. 32; in-

flected, Hamitic group, ii.

38; inflected, Hottentot dia-

lects, ii. 39
; inflected, Semitic,

ii. 35; inHection marks

stage of development, ii. 43;
isolating type, ii. 32; Latni,

origin of, iii. 200; modern
dialect nearest primitive

Aryan, iii. 5S-9
;
cf Alaro-

dians, inflected, ii. 401
;
of

ancient Peru, i. 770
;
of Incas

forcevl upon subject tribes, i.

788; of Lake Van inflected,

ii. 40
;
Old World comprised

in three classes, ii. 3:'.
; poly-

synthetic class, ii. ol
; proof

of Slavic origin of Asiatic

Aryans, iii. 71; stages of

development, ii. 4t; Semitic

dialects, ii. 64-3
;
sentence the

basis of classitication, ii. 30;
.'^tudy of, incomplett^, ii. 46;
the classitication ol, ii. 29;
the key to primitive Aryan
culture, iii. 32-3; Vannic, ii. 401-2

Languages, dividing line indis-

tinct, ii. 44-5; of Euope, con-

nected, iii. 2i
; Komance, iii; 2;j7

Laplace, nebular theory of, i. 27;
work of iv. 431-2

La Platte Valley, ruins in i. 510
Larsa, founded by Ur-ba'u. . . .ii. 679
La Salle, explorations of. 'v. 201-

202; on the Mississippi. . .i. 490
Latin Church, iii. 356; aflected

by crusades iii. 673-4
Latin dynasty at Constantinople,

iii. 35S
; origin of, iii. 266 ;

tribes, importance of iii. 268-9

J'AfiK.

Law, undent, develo;)m;Mit of, ii.

214; extended to the com-
monalty, ii. 221-2 ; in .\ncient

Mexico,i. 689; international,
iv. 448; making in Athens,
iii. 477, 481, 4S5 ; origin codes

of, ii. 220-1
;
Roman civil, iii. 601-5

Lau-, .John iv. 131-2

Law, Mosaic, under the Pharisees,
iv 501

Laws of Manu iii. 160-1

Learned classes, origin of . . . .iii. 771-8

Lee, (ieneral, career of, iv. 237 et

.sv'/./
surrender of iv. 241

Legislative Assembly iv. 137-9

Legislative Assembly of Virginia,
first iv. 193

Legislative Power .iv. 322-3

Leibnitz, work of iv. 408
Leif P^rikson, voyage of iv. 48

Leipsic, battle of iv. 151-2

Leo I., Pope, saves Rome iii. 338-9

Leonidas, the Spartan iii. 246^^

Leopold II
, Emperor of Austria,

iv 130-1

Lessing, work of iv. 405

Leuctra, battle of iii. 250

Levi, tribe of ii. 159, iv. 270-1

Lewis and Clark Expedition, iv. 224

Lexington, battle of iv. 210

Liberty, spirit of, in America, iv. 194

Libraries, before printing came in

vogue, iv. 349-50
;
of Chaldea.

ii. 710; of United States, iv.

539 ; Roman iii. 582-.'^

Ijife, beginning of, on the globe, i.

31
; history of falls in three

periods, i. 35
;

in Europe,
new life of the Glacial Age,
i. 64 5; outline talde of, i.

41 ; progre-s of, i. 53, 59-60
;

review of during the Glacial
tAge i. 66-7

Ligature of arteries, American
work in iv. 515

Ligurians, race of i. 210

Lima, ruins at i. 798

Lincoln, assassination of, iv. 241
;

President iv. 235

Linnaeus, work of iv. 426-7

Literature, American, iv. 520 et

Kcq.; ancient Chaldean, ii. 710
et seq.; a qualification for

ofHce in China, iv. 281-2;

Assyrian, ii. 810-11
;
at begin-

ning of Christian Era, i v. 621
;

early French, iv. 365
; early

Indo-Aryan, iii. 148; English,
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Elizabeth's reign, iv. 368-9;
German language formed, iv.

362; Hindoo books, iii. 22;
Indo-Aryan, iii. 154-5; Indo-

Aryan, two classes, iii. 160;
modern German, iv. 404-5;
of Buddhism, iii. 799 et seq.;
of Indians and Iranians, iii.

53; of Indo-Iranians, iii. 100
et seq.; of Judea, apocryphal
period, iv. 591

;
of Mazdeism,

iii. 744; of Northmen, iv. 46
et seq.; origin of Vedas, iii.

157
; period of the Saints, iv.

570; Koman, iii. 582 et seq ;

the Avesta analyzed, iii. 103
;

the growth of modern tongues,
iv. 346-8

; Vedic, second stage
of growth iii. 159-60

Lithuania iii. 402-3
" Little Vehicle," Buddhist sect,

iii 797-8

Livy, the historian iii. 584-5

Locke, John, work of iv. 384-5

Loess, relics of antiquity found
in i. 286

Logos and Wisdom, iv. 571,577-8 ;

doctrine, iv. 676; identified

with Jesus, iv. 650
;
of Justin,

iv. C92
;
of Paul of Samosata,

iv. 079-80
;
of Philo, iv. 581 ;

the god Thoth, iv. 635; the

Mediator iv. 628

Lollards in England iii. 422

r-AOE.

Lombards in Italy iii. 342
London Company iv. 183

Longfellow, the poet iv. 526-7

"Long Serpent," Norse vessel, iv. 43

Lords, the English House of ..iv. 312-13

Lorenzo, the Magnificent iv. 348

Lotharingia, career of, iii. 364;
crystalizes into states ....iii. 392

Louis XIII. of France iv. 94-5

Louis XIV. and New Learning,
iv. 379-80; reign of, iv. 95-6;
wars with the Dutch, iv. 110-

112; wars with Spain iv. 109-10

Louis XV. of France iv. 131-3

Louis XVI., reign of, iv. 133 et

seq., beheaded iv. 143
Louis Phillippe, reign of iv. 156-7

Louis the Pius (St Louis), King
of France iii. 386-7

Louisburg taken by the English,
iv 201

Louisiana, French territory, iv.

200; passes to English, iv.

205; purchased by United
States Government iv. 213-15

Lowell, work of iv. 527-8
Lucian on Christianity iv. 692
Ludi Magui iii. 572
Luther and his work, iv. 361-2;

nailing his theses to cath-

edral door iv. 715

Lycurgus at Sparta iii. 226, 231-2

Lycurgus, laws of iii. 446

Lyell, Sir Charles, work of. . . . iv. 441-2

M
PA(iE.

McDowell, Dr., work in ovariot-

omy iv. 515
Macedonia conquered by Rome,

iii.293-5; rise of iii. 251-3

McElmo cafion, i. 438, 440
; story

of i. 401

Machine construction, progress
in iv. 458-9

McMahon, General iv. 164

Magellan, voyage of iv. 74

Magi, college of, at Babylon, iii."

767-8; importance of, iii.
'

743-4: rebellion in Persia,
iii. 110-11; three grades, iii. 767

Magic and Sorcery, old Turanian
Accads ii. 380

Magician and Priest, savage idea,
ii. 323; the savage ii. 323-7

Magism in Persia iii. 121-2

rAGE.

Magna Charta iii. 419

Magna Grecia iii. 265

Magyars appear in Europe. . .iii. 369-70
Mahabharata iii. 148

Malpighi, work of iv. 423
Mammalian life during Tertiary

Age i. 41

Mammals, Age of i. 41

Man, affected by law of descent, ii.

56
;
affected by environment,

ii. 55; Age of, i. 41; antiquity
of, i. 260 et seq.; antiquity
of, in America, i. 264-5, 289

;

antiquity of, intimately con-

nected with that of the

Glacial Age, i. 139-140;

antiquity of Paleolithic

in America, i. 295 et

seq.; appears after other
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animals, i. UiCt ; at dawn of

liistory, ii. 'Jd; basis of clas-

siiication, u.26; classitication

of, ii. 21, 80; common ances-

try, Wallace on, ii. 53; cul-

ture of Neolithic, i. 174 el

sc(].; disappearance of Paleo-

lilliic from Europe, i. 166
;

(iistinciion betwoenpaleolith-
ic and Neolithic, i. 172

;
ear-

liest rem lins of, i. 24; evi-

dences of antiquity accumu-

lative, i. 26; iirst appearance
of, i. H"), 16.'); government of

primitive, ii. 8'.); in America,
i. 263; in America at the

clo'se of the Glacial Age, i.

284-86; in America, Pliocene,
i. 2i>7 et seq.; inliuenced by
natural selection, ii. 64; low
condition of the first, i. 164;
Neolithic an immigrant in

Europe, i. 191-2; original

condition, ii. 55; original
home of, ii. 61-2

; origin of,'i.

277; Paleolithic, i, 171; Pale-

olithic, two tribes or races, i.

137
; presence of, in America

continuous since first appear-
ance, i. 280; primitive belief

in (jrod universal, ii. 267;
primitive, degradation the-

ory, ii. 64-70, progressive
theory, ii. 65-70; ])rimitive,

origin of religions sentiment

in, li. 2i>l
; primitive, specu-

lations of, ii. 262; primitive,
state of, ii. 04, 66-7

; primi-
tive, summary of beliefs, ii.

272; progress of primitive,
slow, ii. 87-0; question of
common ancestry, ii. 40, 51-2,

54; rank of Neoliihic, i.l74;
rank of Paleolithic, i. 174;
starting point of, ii. 71

; steps
in j)rogress, ii. 131-3; when
an(! where appeared ii. 60

Manahem, Essenic prophet. ..iv. 657-8

MancoCapac, first chief of Incas,
i 779

Mandan Village i. 495
Manetho's list of Egyptian kings.

ii 470
Mann, Horace, work in educa-

tion iv. 519-20
Mantinea, battle of iii. 250
Man.-tieid, Count Ernest of iv. 102
Manufactories in Mexico i. 709

PAGE.
Manufacture of clothing, growth

of, iv, 454-8 of iron, early, i. 248-9

Manufactures, American, amount
of, iv 505-()

,
Bronze Age, i.

232-3 Colonial, iv. 482«.'.e7 ;

of Mexicans i. 706

Manufacturing begun in Neolith-

ic times, i. 197-0; Colonial,

English opposition tOj iv.

484-5
;
in Peru i. 796

Manu, laws of iii. 160-1

Manumission— see Emancipa-
tion.

Marat, career of iv. 143-4

Marathon, the battle of iii. 245-6
Marcus Aurelius' law on slavery,

iii 541-2

Marengo, battle of iv. 148

MariaTheresa, Em press-queen, iv. 127
Marie Antoinette beheaded. . .iv. 143
Mariner's compass iii. 692-3

Marietta, Ohio, Mound Builders,
i . 369

Marius and Sulla wars iii. 288-9

Marius at Rome iii. 296
Markland or Nova Scotia dis-

covered by Erikson iv. 49

Marlborough, English general, iv. 115

Marriage among Queensland
tribes, ii. 135; among the Aus-

tralians, ii. 112-13; among
the Turanian Accads, ii. 375;
at Home, iii. 545-8, 550

; by
•

capture, among theWelsh, ii.

127; by capture, infant-

cide theory, ii. 128-9
; by cap-

ture, origin of, ii. 128; by
elopement, ii. 140; capture
of bride, ii. 126; communal,
ii. 04-5, 129; customs, ii.

97; group system, ii. 97-8,

113-14; individual, in com-
munal band period, ii. 123-4 ;

individual, wife capture, first

step, ii. 129
;
in Feudal times,

iii. 623-4; in Greece, iii. 443-

444; in Sparta, iii. 445; law
of gens regarding, ii. 149;

unequal, in Feudal times, iii. 627-8

Mary, Queen of England, iv.

84
;
the Catholic, and reform,

iv 367

Mary, Queen of Scots iv. 85

Maryland's" toleration act", .iv. 477-8

Mashita, palace of Chosroes II.,
iii 139-40

Masses, culture of in Medieval
times iii. 768-9
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Mastodon, remains of in Missouri,
i 284-5

Matiiematics, Americ:m solioliy;s,

iv, 50.S , among Greeks, iii.

504; ancient Egy ptian knowl-

edge of ii. 634-5

Mattathias, insurrection of . .iv. 572-4

Matter and Soul, Brahman jjliil-

osophy iii. 732, 735-8

Maui of Polynesian mythology,
iii 712

Maurepas, French Prime Minis-
ter iv. 134

Maximillian II., Emperor, and
toleration iv. 87

Maximillian, leader of the Catho-
lic League iv. 101-2

Maya" Ahau" and Ahaukatun,
i. 732

;
Almanac for year

"Kan,"i. 734; alphabet, i.

749
;
and Nahua war, i. 75G

;

and Nahua writing, com-

pared, i. 749, 752; calendar,
i. 724; civilization, i. 664;
confederacy, i. 756

;
word for

creative power, i. 712; cul-

ture same as Mexican, i. 686
;

dates, i. 756; hieroglyphics,

i.726; lioly )Jace, Palei.que,
i. 597

; manuscript, i. 751
;

migrations, i. 756; months,
i. 727; mythology, LePlon-

gon's version, i. 659-62;
"nameless days," i. 729;
number thirteen, i. 731-2

;

original liome of, i. 566;

palaces at Patinamit, i. 581
;

phoneti'j writing, i. 752
,

ruins ia Chiapas, i. 584
et aeq.; ruins at Chicken-

itza, i. 652 et seq.; ruins

at Copan, i. 562 et seq ; ruins

at Kabah, i. 644; ruins at

Labna, i. 650 el seq.; ruins at

Nochahab, i. 644; ruins at

Palenque, i. 585 et seq.; ruins

at Qiiii iga, i. 577 el seq.; ruins

at Ciuirigua, i. 580-1
;
ruins

at Utatlan and Patinamit, i.

581-5; ruins at Uxmal, i. 621

et stq.; ruins at Zayi, i. 649
el

.seq.; ruins, dates of vari-

ous, 1.618; ruins in Chiapes,

i, 617; at Ocosingo, 617;
ruins in Tobasco,i. 61() el seq.;

system of •umeration,i.722 ;

Tal)le of iJays, i. 725
;

tra-

ditions, i. 755; tribts, i.558,

I'AGE.

564 tribes, geograpiiical
location of, i 565, tribes,

history of, i. 754; tribes' last

stand, 1. 560; week, i. 732:

year, i. 728; year names, i. 730

Mayas and Mound Builders, i.

755; and Nahuas, resem-

blance of, i. 755: date of

arrival, i. 758; luiman s^\cri-

fice among, i. 721; "im-

perial cities" of, i. 581-2;
in the Usumacinta Valley,
i. 566 et seq ; involved in

mystery, i. 577
;

not mon-
otheistic, i. 711-12; of Yuca-

tan, i. 621
; orignators of the

calendar, i. 733
; origin of, i.

754-5 ; the mythical city of,

i 579, 580

Mayou, work of iv. 423
Mazdean Council, the great.. iii. 134-5

Mazdeism, iii. 101 et seq.; Ame-
shospands of, iii. 749; and
Judaism couipared, iii. 767;

Angra Mainvu worship, iii.

750 el seq.; Darius a patron
/ of, iii. 114-15; decline of

under Parthian rule, iii. 132-

133; discussed, iii. 741-2;
dualism of, iii. 745; influ-

enced by Turanians, iii. 742-

744; influences Judaism, iii.

767; literature of, iii. 744;
monotheism in, iii. 753; of

Darius, the, iii. 115; re-

stored by Artaxerxes, iii. 133

et seq.; (Semitic influence in,

iii. 752; subordinate deities

of, iii. 748-9; tlieology of, iii. 103-4

Median tribe reoels against As-

syrian rule ii. 797

Mediator, idea of iv. 628

jMedici family in Italy iv. 348

Medicine, ancient Egyptian
knowledge of, ii. 636"; and

surgery, American progress,
iv 511

"Medicine-men," ii. 325-6; term

explained i. 712
Medieval people subject to two

classes of masters v. 344
Medinet Aboo, temple of li. 608

Medina, Dukes of iv. 69-70

Megasthenes, leturn from li.dia,

iv 35-6

Melanchthon as an author.. . .iv. 362

Memphis, the rise of ii. 469

Memphite, or third Egyptian
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tlynasty, ii. 4S4
;

or fourth

I'^ryptian dynasty, ii. 4S()
;

or tiixtli Egyptian dynasty,
11

^'•'

Men, racfS of, ii. ID; races not

distinctly marked ii. --

Men of Kiver J>rift, Animals co-

temporary with, i. 9)
;

de-

I cription of, i. 75-7
; pre-

ghicial, i. 1)7, DS
; question

ot age, i. 94
; question of

race .i- 92-4

Mendoza collection picture writ-

insp i. 747, 756-7

Menephthah, reign of, ii. 5S8-9;
wars with Europeans, ii. 599, 600

Mencs builds and adorns Mem-
jihis, ii. 474-7; tlie first his-

torical figure in Egyi)t . . -il. 409

Menkara, builder of
" Third" or

" Ked " JVramid ii. 493-4

Menfu-hottp il il. 535-6

Mentu-holcp, name interpreted,
ii 534-5

Mentu, tiie war-god of the The-
bans ii. 535-44

Mesa Verde. i. 441

Mesopotamia, date of Turanian

migration into, ii. 371; ex-

plorations in, ii.o66; located

and described, ii. 64'.) 50
;

8emitized, ii. 3(59,71; Tura-
nians in ii. 365-6, 371-3

Mesf)zoic time i. 37-41

Messena comjuercd by Sparta,
ii -I-IG-l, 232-3

Messenian wars iii. 233

Messiah, according to Daniel, iv.

592; according to Enoch, iv.

595-6; according to Tar-

gums, iv. 598-9; Ebionite

explanation of, iv. 646-7;
effect when Jesus was pro-
claimed, iv. 649; Jesus iden-
tified as the, iv. 649-.'J0; Old
Testament references to..iv. 554-5

Messianic hope, changing nature

of, iv. 691; discu>sion of, iv.

553 e<
sciy.; eastern influence,

iv. 555; gradual cliange. .iv. 5'.I9

Metals among the Mound Build-

ers, i. 391-3; in Mexico, i.

707
; in Peru, i. 793

; origin
of, i. 219; possessed by Ary-
ans

"

. . . 'i. 218

Meteorology, an American sci-

ence ... IV. 510
M<"tlerinili I'rince iv 156

Mexican and Inca society com-

pared, i. 786
;
arts and manu-

factures, i. 706; calendar,
IJaudelier on, i. 726; calen-

dar not astronomical, i. 736-

737; calendar stone, i. 739;
calendar stone, date of, i.

742; calendar system, i 724;
commerce, i. 704; confeder-

acy, i. 685; confederacy, or-

ganization of, i. 695; confed-

eracy, powerful, i. 683; con-

federacy, purpose of trihute,
i. 698

; copper tools, i. 708
;

cycle, arrangement of years

in, i. 736; cycle of fifty- two

years, i. 732 3, 735; dates, i.

736; deity Huitzilopochtli,
i. 716; empire defined, i.

696
; executives, i. 681

;

feather mosaic, i. 710
; gentes,

organization of, i. 678
; gold

and silver, i. 709; liiero-

glyph!. .s,
i. 72'j

;
liistorieal

sheet, i. 746; history, Saha-

gun's account, i. 757; ju-

diciary, i. 690; "King" or

"Emperor," i. 682; laws, i.

ft 689; learning, i. 721
;
manu-

factories, i. 7i'.*
; ni^arkets,

i.

706; metals, i. 707; migra-
tion chart, i. 749; military

organization, i. 679; money,
i. 707

; months,i. 727 ;
"moon-

reckoning," i. 732; mythol-

ogy, Quetzalcohuatl, i. 713;
" nameless days," i. 728

;

number "thirteen," i. 731;

phonetic writing, i. 744;

phratries, i. 679; picture

writing, child training, i.

748; picture wriiing, Men-
doza collection, i. 747, 756-7

;

])icture writing, stages of, i.

743-4; ])rieslhood, qualidca-
tions of, i. 719; priests,

power of, i. 720; jiottery, i.

709; Pueblo, jiopulation of,

i. 097
; religion, i. 710; social

status, i. 692; "sun reckon-

ing," i. 732; "supreme
judge," i. 691; system of

numeration, i. 722; table of

<lavs, i. 725
; temple or House

of "God, i. 673;
"

tlapilli,"
i. 732; traders, i. 705; tradi-

tions Messianically inter-

preted, iv. r)')3-4
;
tribal

P.X^GSL
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'(•uiiiu/ll, i. nsd
; trilte, the

leaiijr (it l.ie confederiify, i.

G!t2; tribe, rise to ])()wer, i.

fiilli-.')
; tribes, com) nests ^of,

i.()!l4; tr.bute :irticles, i. 701
;

tribiue gatlierers, i. 702;

tribute-lots, i. 701
; week, i.

731-2; year, Lt'i^imiinj? of,

i. 72S-0
; year, natnes of. . .i. 7^

Mexican \V'ar witb tiie United
States iv. 22(;-,S

Mexicans c )nl'e(leracy of three

tribes, i. 677
;
in the Stone

Age, i. 706; land-lioldins^

among,). 687-0; rful power
(if, i. ().)7

;
reeor.I of wander-

ing-!, i. 7 iS et seq.; traditions

of arriv.i 1 i. 757

Mexico, arciiitecture discussed, i.

672; arrival of tlie Aztecs, i.

760; C'hichiniecas in, i. 7'i9
;

Cortez in, i. 518 et seq.; de-

clares its independence, iv.

224
; described, i. 620-1

;
na-

ture of ruins in, i. 557;
Nortliern, few ruins, i. 533

;

overrun by nomads, i. 758-9;

Ilepublic of, iv. 468
;
ruins

of, i. 23; Spanisii ])icture

writing in, i. 744; successors

to Toltecs in, i. 760; Toltecs
in i. 759

Meuse, caves of the i. 112

Miamisburg Mound i. 338

Michigan, ancient mining in. . . i. 394

Microscopy, tlie scien("e of ... . iv. 423
Middle Ages, architecture, iii.

697; banking system, iii.

695-6
;
commerce of, iii. 689 et

Keq.; culture of, iii. 608 et

"eq.; importance of traders,
iii. (i!IO-l

;
market prices, iii.

699-700; money of, iii. 694-5
;

picture of life in, iii. 6G7-8
;

religion of, iii. 676 et seq.;

wages in iii. 700
Middle Egypt ii. 499
" Middle Empire" of Egypt., .ii. 534

Migration of Aryans according
to European theory, iii. 67 :

changes wrought by, ii. 55-7
;

Indo-Aryan routes, iii. 142-

145; of Aryans into Punjab
slow, iii. 99; of Aryans,
map, iii. 50; of Yellow Race
into China, ii. 41()-17

;
routes

of Aryans according to Asi-

atic iheorv iii. <'*'

r.VGK.

Migrations into Italy, iii. 263-ti
;

of ancie.it Aryans into Asia

Minor, iii. 41-3; of ancient

Slaves, iii. 43 el st'(y./of (rreeks,
iii. 217-18; of Israelites, ii.

751-4; of Mexicans, i. 749;
of Phfcnicians, ii. 724-5; of

the Aryans, iii. 35 et seq.;
of two kinds, iii. 34-5, ViG; of

Yellow Races, li. 362 et
>'eq.;

Turanian, ii. 405 9; 23rd

century B. c ii. 6S2-4

Migratory theory, Argyll's, dis-

cussed ii. 67-8

Miltiades, the Greek genfral, iii. 245-6

Milton, .John, career of iv. 383-4

Mind, aristocracy of iv. 270

Mining, ancient, in Micliigan, i. 394

Minnesota, Paleolithic man in, i. 295
Miocene Age, appearance of man

in, i. 50-2; fragmentary con-
dition of the land in, i. 158;
plants of, spread from Polar

regions, i. 44; general de-

scription of, i. 48; mammals, i. 46
Missionaries created by Buddha,

iii. 782

Mississippi explored iv. 201-2

Mississippi Scheme iv. 132

Mississippi Territory iv. 216
Missouri Compromise iv. 232-3
Mithra worship iii. 749, iv. 561-3
Mithridatic war iii. 298

Mitla, a group of communal
buildings, i. 674; ruins at, i. 552

Mixture of races ii. 50-1

Moabite stone ii. 745-6
Modern civilization, factors of,

iv. 343; European culture, iv.

339 etseq.; European history,
iv. 79 et seq.; society iv. 462-4

Modern nations, rise of iii. 330
Mohammed II.... iii. 361
Mohammed ben Mousa iii. 701
Mohammedan and Christian

feuds iv. 42
Mohammedan conquest of East-

ern Empire iii. 356

Mohammedanism, rise of. ... .iii. 347-8
Mohammedans in Europe, iv.

698-9; in India, iii. 153; of

Middle Ages, ii'. 700-2, over-

throw Neo-Persian Empire,
iii 140-1

Moki Pueblos \ 432

Moloch, human sacrifice to . . .ii. 743
Monarchian theory, iv. ()77-8

;

Sa belli us' ideas iv. 677-8
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Monarchianism, discussions of,

iv ;.
C77-U

Monarchians, origin of .iv. 677

Monarchical eovernmcnt detiiied,

IV '^-^f

Monarchy among the Incas. . . .". 78-5

Monasteries, age of in England,
iii ^jS^

Money, at Konie. Hi. 586-7; at

Sparta, iii. 45li; rate of in-

terest, Middle Ages. . . .'. iii. 694-5

Monism in (ireek philosophy, iii. 759

Monoganiian family system of

relationship ii- 104

Monotheism among the Canaan-
ites n. 744

Monotheism and the trinity, iv.

677; first developed by the

Israelites, ii. 747
;
in Assyria,

ii. 805; in Egypt, ii. 524-5,

579; inEgvpt.iimeof Khuen-
aten, ii. 574-5; in Israel, ii.

758-60; of Buddha, iii. 795;
of Mazdeism, iii. 750-3; of

Plato, iii. 764; origin of, ii.,

346-7
; origin of, among the

Semites, ii. 701-3; origin
from Ancestor Worship and
Feiechism ii. 333

Monroe Doctrine iv. 467

Montaigne and liis work iv. 366

Moiitecuma, fifth
"
chief-of-men,"

i 747

Montesquieu, the author, iv. 135, 392

Montfort, Simon de, originator of

English Commons iv. 315-16

Montezuma and Cortez, i. 684;
''chief-of-men," power of, i.

691; office defined i. 669
Montezuma Vallej^ i. 444
Montezuma's Bath i. 524
Moors expelled from Spain . . .iv. 99

Moquis' story of McElmo Canon,
i 460

Morality and Religion discussed,
iv. '036-7, 739-40; distnict

among savages, ii. 289
;

united ii. 760-1

Morality in Buddhism, iii. 793;

f)rigin of ideas on . . . . . .iii. 72(> 7

More, vSir Thomas . . .iii. 425, iv. 358
Morse system of telegraphy, .iv. 496-7
Moscow burned iv. 151-2
Mother-in-law among some tribes,

ii 137-9

Mound, Alligator, i. 356-7; Bird,
i. 351

; conical, i. 315, et i<eq.;

elephant, 1. .''41 : P'towah, i.

PAGE.
3S5

; man-shaped, i. 346;

Marietta, i. 328; Miamis-

burg, i. 338
;
near Seltzer-

town, Mississippi, i. 334
;

serpent i. 352
Mound Builders, i. 264, 307 et

i^eq.; agriculture among, i.

409; and Indians ditlerent,
i. 484; and Indians identi-

fied, i. 5G1 et seq.; and Mayas,
i. 755; and Pueblos com-

pared, i. 508 e<
.sery.; anticjuity

of, i. 514-15; Art amon^, i.

398 et seq.; as miners, i. 394-

395; at Marietta, Ohio, i.

369 et seq.; at Newark, Ohio,
i. 364 et seq.; culture of, i.

362 et seq., 389 et seq.; de-

fined, i 308; embankments,
i. 357 et seq.; government of,

i. 362, 412-13; government
compared with Indian, i. 502-

503; houses, i. 499; human
sacrifices among, i. 384; in

Mexico, i. 758
;

in Missis-

sijjpi Valley, i. 329
;
in Mis-

souri, i. 386 et
.se(/.;

locali-

ties occupied by, i. 310 et

.^eq.; metals among, i. 391-3;
^

migrate to Mexico (?), i. 558-

559
; migration of to Mexico

discussed, i. 511 etseq.; origin
of discussed, i. 485; jwttery

among, i. 403 et seq.; religion

of, i. 331-2, 355, 360, 410;
sources of information, i.

314-15; tradition of over-

throw, i. 507
;
traditions of,

i. 505
; unity of race, i. 496-

497; villages palisaded. . .i. 496

Mound-building in Peru ..i. 799

Mound-burial, i. 316; among the

Indians i- 501

Mound I'rairie i. 314

Mounds, age of, i. 504; Altar, i_

316 el seq.; arrangement of

effigy, i. 348-9, burial, i. 319

et seq; Columbia River and

Puget's Sound, i. 313, ditler-

eut in diflcrent localities, i.

328
; etligy, i. 339 et seq.; etiigy

explained, 348 et seq.; how

constructed, i. 325; in Wis-

consin, i. 339; Indian plat-

form, i. 49H-9; Irocjuois'

burial, i. .500-1; locaiiiy of

burial, i. 322; of Dennuirk
and tiie Baltic, 1 193, of
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Iroquois Indians, i. 381
;
of

Neolithic Age, burial, i. 201
;

of the Natchez, i. 600; on
the Cahokia, i. o28-9

;
oifthe

Panuco in Mexico, i. 559;

signal, i. 336 ct sea.; terraced,
i 327

Mountain, French party iv. 13''-43

Mummies, Egyptian.. . .ii. 586-7, 590-1

Mycale, battle of iii. 246

Mycenae, Cyclopean walls, iii.

205; Phoenician influence

at iii. 205

Mysteries, origin of, iii. 770-1
;

Orphic and Bacchic iii. 757

PAGE.

Mythic stage of thought iii. 709-16

Myth of Eleusinian mysteries, iii. 771-5

Mythology among Incas, i. 781;

Aryan, iii. 708 et seq., 721
;

Assyrian, ii. 813-14; Gre< k,

decline of, iii. 756; Mexican
of Huilziloiiochtli, i.716;ot"
ancient Chaldeans, ii. 697-8,
710 et seq.; of Asiatic Ary-
ans, iii. 721 et sea.; origin of,

li 339

Myth, term detined ii. 339

Myths of the Dawn iii. 717

Myths, origin of iii. 716

I^

Nabopolassar, conquests of, ii.

803-4
; Viceroy of Babylon, ii

Nabonides, inscription of ii.

Nahua and Maya war, i. 756
;

and Maya writing compared,
i. 749, 753; calendar, i. 724;
commerce, i.705; conception
of a creative power, i. 713;
four gods, i. 713; history

—
see Mexican ;

ruins at Cholu-

la, i. 540; ruins at Mitla, i.

552 el seq.; ruins at Quemada,
i. 536

;
ruins at Querataro, i.

532-3
;
ruins at Quiotepec, i.

551 et seq.; ruins at Ranas, i.

533
;
ruins at Tusapan, i. 662

;

ruins'at Xochicalco, i. 646 et

seq.; ruins in Chihuahua, i.

534
;
ruins in Oaxaca, i. 651

;

ruin of Papantla, i. 561
;

ruins on the Panuco, i. 559
;

society same as Mexican, i.

685
; system of numeration,

i. 722; traditions of Quet-
zalcohuatl, i. 714; traditions

of the world, i. 740; tribes, i.

517 et seq.; tribes conquer
Mayas, 1.560; tribes of Mex-
ico defined, i. 519-20; tribes,

wars of, i. 695; writing
—

see Mexican.
Nahuas and Mayas, resemblance

of, i. 756, date of arrival, i.

768
;
feasts of, i. 720

;
human

sacrifice among, i. 721
;
not

monotheistic, i 71 1 -1 2
;
Mex-

ican tribe of the, i. 692
, .'•uper-

stitions:.. i.

PAGE.

801
653

720

PAGE.

Naksh-i, Rustan inscription at, iii. 23

Nalanda, Buddhist monastery, iii.

791
; monastery of iii. 177

Nantes, edict of . . .". iv. 87, 96

Naples, kingdom of iii. 366-7

Napoleon, iv. 146 et seq.; at Elba,
iv. 152; at Moscow, iv. 151-

152; at St. Helena, iv. 154;
First Consul, iv. 147-8

; gives

away tbrones, iv. 149-50;

.code of law, iv. 151; last

struggles of, iv. 153-4
;

re-

turn to Paris, iv. 152; sells

Louisiana to United Stiites,

iv. 213-15; victories of, iv.

148
;
wars of iv. 147-8

Napoleon III., decline of, iv. 163

et seq.; Emperor, iv. 157
;

surrenders iv. 164

Naramsin, cylinder of, ii. 653
;

reign of ii. 668-9

Narrso in the Pueblo country, i. 426

Narva, battle of iv. 98

Natchez, account of, i. 607 et seq.;

and Maya, language com-

pared, i. 755; and Pueblos,
i. 509; government of, i. 603;

Indians, i. 333-4; mounds of,

i. 500; same as Mound Build-

ers i. 504
National Constitutional Assem-

bly formed iv. 136-7

National Convention, French. iv. 143

Nationality, ancient idea.*. . . .iv. 288-9

Nation and Confederacy defined,
ii. 161; .and State, distinc-

tion, iv. 287 ; origin of. . . . ii. 213

Nations, formation of modern. iv. 294-5-
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Natural selection in man's devtl-

opiueut, ii. o4
; tlieory of, iv. 443-5

Nature niytlis, survival of . . . .iii. 717

Nature worship, iii. 717-18;

among Aryans, ii. 337,

among the Indo-Aryans, iii.

lo'.l
; Aryan, iii. 708; from

Felifhism, ii. 3o()-7
;
in Chal-

dea, ii. 7(»2, 70(5 7; in Egypt,
ii. o\b cl seq.; origin of, iii.

711-12, progress to Polythe-
ism, iii. 7H»-2(); Turanian,
Accads ii. 384-5

Navigation Act, iv. 484; acts, iv. 192

Navigation, beginning of, iv. 23
;

improved l)y Phunicians, iv.

27; in Neolithic times, i.

199
; river, preceded by over-

land travel iv. 23
Nazaritism iv. 584

Nearchus, voyage of iv. 35-6

Nebular Theory almost a dem-
onstrated fact i. 27

Necho II.circumnavigates Africa,
iv 33

Necho, reign of iv.
*
802

Necker, French Mini.ster iv. 134-5

Nefert, statue of Princess ii. 488-9

Negro Race capable of progress,
ii 76

Nehemiah on mixed marriages,
iv 552-3

Nelson, iv. 125-6; at Alexandria,
iv. 147-8

Neolithic Age, close of, i. 214-15
;

in America, i. 290 et s€(i.; in

Europe, i. 170; length of, i. 217
Neolithic Agriculture i. 190

Neolithic, a division of the Stone

Age, i. 7!t; and Paleolithic

Ages separated by a long
period of time, i. 172; Ary-
ans, iii. 73; buildings, i. 184-

185; commerce, i. 198; cult-

ure in pjiropp, i. 193; cult-

ure of Turanian origin, i.

212-13; culture, progressive,
i. 171; Europe, i. 185; Hint

mines, i. 195; funeral rites,!.

205; horticulture, i. 191
;
in-

habitants of Europe, Yellow
Rues, ii. 362; implements,
i. 1N6; man, antiquity of, i.

2<)0; man, culture of, i. 174
>t

.vc</.; man, race of, ii. 78
;

mui, rank of, i. 174; man,
relisiion, i. 204; manufac-
tories of (lint implements, i.
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186; men, immigrants, i.

191-2; men, race of, i 206-
211

; settlers at Troy, iii 195-

196, tools, horn and bone,
i. 189; tribes conquered by
Aryans i. 218

Neo-Persian art and architecture,
iii. 139-40; culture under
Chosroes I., iii. 137-9 Em-
pire, fall of, iii. 140 41

,
Em-

pire, Mazdeism of, iii. 135-6 ;

Empire, rise of, iii. 133, Em-
pire, Sassanian dynasty iii.

136; religious toleration, iii. 138

Neptune, origin of the name. iv. 3S

Nero, Emperor of Rome, iii. 313
;

persecutes Christians iv. 687

Netherlands, revolt of, iii. 394-7
;

vSpanish i^. 96-7

New Learning aflects geograph
ical knowledge, iv. 62-3

;
and

Louis XIV., i. .379 80; at close

of medieval time.-*, iv. 344-45;
at Oxford, iv. 356-7

; Enjilish

Commons, patron of, iv 380-

381, in Germany, iv. :!59
;

in Italy, iv. 345, under

Henry VIII., iii. 425-6
,
west-

ward spread of iv 353 4

Newark, ()hio, Moun<l Builders
at i. 364

New England, [)ictureof colonial

times, iv. 486 90; settlement
. of iv. 186-7

Newfoundland discovered by
Erikson iv. 48-9

New France iv. 181

New Madrid, Missouri, mounds,
i 386

New Orleans, battle of iv. 218

Newspapers, the ai)pearanceof,iv. 362

Newton, the career of iv. 42S-4

New World, antiquities of i. 23
New York, progress of education,

iv 517-18

Niagara cantilever bridge. .. .iv. 502-3

Nice, Council of, iv. 680-83; dic-

tated to by Constantine . . iv. G86-7

Nicholas, Czar iv. 159, 161-4

Nicopolis, battle of iii. 358
Nile Valley as a site for a civ-

ilized community ii. 455-8

Nimeguen, treaty of iv. 112
Ninevah rebuilt by Sennacherib,

ii 788

Nitocris, Queen of Egypt ii. 504

Nizir, the Olympus of Babylo-
nia '. .'.ii. 370-1
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PAGE.
!

Nobility, classes of, iii. 631 et '

se<j.; in China, iv. 280-1
;
in

|

Europe, origin of, iv._268; |

origin of iii. 625-7
j

Nobles. created, iii. G28-31
;

Greek and Roniafi, peculi-

arity of iv. 265-6 1

Noferma, tomb of ii. 488

Norman Conquest of England,
iii 412

j

Normans in Italy .... iii. 366-8, 692 •

Norsemen in America i. 302, 303 !

Norse literature iv. 46-7, 55
'

North America, great continental

glacier of i. 143-4

PAGE.
Northmen appear in European

history, iv. 42-3
;
in France,

iii 383; in Greenland, iv.

45; in Iceland, iv. 44-5; in

Russia, iii. 398-9; in South-
ern Europe, iii. .381-3

; origin
of, iii. 381 : voyages to Amer-
ica, references to i v. -55

Northwest Territory orgai ized,
iv :. ..215, 216

Nova Scotia discovered by Erik-

son iv. 49

Novel, the modern, origin of. .iv. 390

Nunki, ancient Abu Sharein..ii. 651

Nystadt, peace of iv. 117

o
PAGE.

Oaxaca, ruins in i. 551

Obelisk, Black, of Assyria.. . .- .ii. 774-6

Obelisks of 12th dynasty ii. 540-1

Ocean currents affected by geo-

graphical changes ...... .i. 157

O'Conuel, the agitator iv. 160

Ocosingo, Maya ruins at i. 617

Octavius, rise of, iii. 309-10
;
rules

Rome iii. 310

Odoacer, Patriarch of Western

Empire iii. 339

Odyssey iii. 192-3
Office becomes hereditary ii. 212

Oglethorpe in America iv. 188
Ohio Valley open to settlers. ..iv. 202
" Old Empire," culture of, ii. 505

;

Egypt, history of ii. 474-8
Old World languages, three

classes ii. 33

Olympiad, term explained, iii.

464-5
;
the first iii. 226

Olympian games iii. 464-9
"Omen Tablet "

of Naram-sin, ii. 669
Ommiade dynasty at Damascus,

iii 348-9
On or An, same as Heliopolis, ii. 521

PAGE.

Onondaga Village, stockaded, i. 493

Ophir, voyages to iv. 33

Oregon territory, dispute over, iv. 22^

Organization, the key to Budd-
ha's success iii. 787

Oriental influence in Christianity,
iv 653

Origen, theories of iv. 079-80

Original states, 1776, described,
iv 478-9

Origin of learned classes iii. 771-8

Orleans, Duke of iv. 131-2

Ornamentation at Palenque. ...i. 593

Orphic mysteries iii. 757
Osiris and Isis myth, ii. 523-4;

worship ii. 515-18

Ostracism, ancient and modern
custom compared iv. 289-91

"
OtJier self" wandering theory,

ii .'. 271

Otto I., reign of iii. 370
Otto the Great reorganizes West

tern Empire iii. 364

Ovariotomy, an American science,
iv 515

Oxford, New Learning at iv. 356-7

Pachacamac, Peruvian ruins at, i.

Pacific Coast explored, iv. 76;
isles of, evidence of prehis-
toric life in, i. 24; railway
line iv.

Pacific Fur Company organized,
iv

PAGE.
802

244 5

224

Palace at Tobasco, i. 616; at Ux-
mal, use of, i. 632; at Pa-

lenque i. 590,
Palaces of Yucatan a misnomer, i.

Palenque, a holy place, i. 597;
construction of building at,

i. 593; ornamentation at, i.

PAGE.

597
672
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693-4
; people unknown, i.

61 o-h)
; potiery, i. 012 el xcij.;

ruins of, i. 5S4 ct !<eq.; tab-

lets at, i. 1)15; "Tablet of

the Cross," i. (><••') U, 714,753;

Temple of Beau-relief, i.

(K)lo; Temple of Inscrip-

tions, i. 599
; "Temple of the

Cross," i. G0.3 it
:'c<i.,^

G08;

Temple of the Sun i. 604,

Palencjuian religions i.

I'aieolithic, a division of the

Stone Age, i. 79
;
and Neo-

lithic Ages separated by long

period of time, i. 172; im-

plements, American, i. 292-

293; implements, Chatta-

hooche River, i. 288
; imple-

menis, where fovmd i-

Paleolithic Age, ariti(iuiiy of, i.

139 et acq.; Cave-men of the,

Eskimos, i. 135-(j; close of, i.

171, 173; in America and

PvUrope compared, i. 303
;
in

America discussed, i. '290;

length of, i. 163; termina-
ti(ui of i.

Paleolithic man, i. 171; ancest-

ors of Eskimos, i. 301
;

at

close of Glacial Age, i. 84
;

in America, age of, i. 295;
in America, race of, i. 299

ciacq.; in Europe, disappear-
ance of, i. 166; race of, ii.

78; rank of, i. 174; two
tribes or r^ces i.

Paleozoic time i. 31-7,

Palestine, a dependency of Syria,
iv. 5t)5-(); formation of two

parties, iv. 569-70
;
formation

of two schools, iv. 569
;

Greek influence in, iv. 559-

560; overrun by Bal)ylo-
nians, ii. 803-4; political

history, (irccian period. . .iv.

Palmyra, ancient ii.

Palos, port of Spain iv.

Panslavixm advocated iv.

Pantheism, Greek iii.

Paris as a seat of learning, iii.

3s7
; peace of iv.

Parliament and Charles I., iv.

89
; English, growth of, iv.

309 el seq.; European, rise of,
iv. 320-1; French and En-
>;lish, compared, .

iv. 309 el

ytq.; Long, iv. 90-1
; origin

ol
. . . iji

607-8
611

90-1

167

166
41

568
723-4

70
156

758

154

419-20

I'AGK..

Parliamentary Authority, growth
of iv. 301

Parinenides, philosophy of, iii.

490 1 758

Parrhasius, the painter iii. 517
Parthian conquest of Persia, iii.

132-3; P^mpire, iii. 132 3;
wars with Home iii. 319

Passover, .lesiis' last iv. 610 12

Pasteur, Dr., work of iv. 445

Patents, number of iv. 4l»2

Patinamit, ruins at i. 581

Patriarchal form of government.ii 209
Patriarchates iv. 697
Patrician class at Rome, ii. 200-

201; iv. 262-3; tribes organ-
ized on basis of ancient soci-

ety ii. 203
Patrician.'; yield to Plebeians. iii. 295-6
Paul and Barnabas at Jerusa-

lem iv. 662
Paul and the Jerusalem Church,

iv. 661; Bible career of, iv.

655-8
;
career discussed, iv.

653 et seq.; teaches Essen ic

doctrines, iv. 660-1
;

teach-

ings of iv. 658
Paul of Saraosata. iv. 679, 680

Pa^saniu.s, the Spartan iii. 246
Peasant wars in France. . . .iii. 388

Pecos, Pueblo of i. 4.30

Peisistratus a; Athens .iii. 243

Pelasgians discussed, iii. 186-7
;

in Asia and Egypt, ii. 597-8
;

origin of iii. 187-8

Pelasgian settlers at Troy iii. 195

Pelasgic po|nilation in Thrace
and Asia Elinor iii. 189

Penn, 'Williani, in America., .iv. 188

Pentarchy of powers iv. 154

Pepi, King of Egypt ii. 499
Pericles at Athens ...iii. 247-8
Perioeci of Sparta iv. 259-60

Periplus of Scylax iv. 35

Perry, Commodore, on the lakes
iv 218

Persepolis, juins at iii. 125
Peisia Aryanized, iii. 106-7; at-

tempts to conquer Greece,
iii. 245-8

; conquered by
.\lexander the Great, iii.

119, 131; decline of Greek

power in, iii. 131-2; Mazdtan
Council, iii. 134-5; rise of

Parthian power, iii. 131-2;
the Mas i rebellion . .. iii. 110-11

Persian art and architecture, iii.

125 ((
.seq., element worship.
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PAGE.
•

iii. 122 3; Empire formed,
iii. 106-7; Empire, gerrus of

decay, iii. 117-18; Empire
under Cyrus and Ca.mb\ ses,

iii. 112; Empire under Da-

rius, iii. li;>; Empire, tiie

new, poe Neo-Fersian; re-

ligion a mixture of Magism
and Mazdeism, iii. 121-2; re-

ligion, decline of MazdeiFm,
iii. 132-3; religion,Mazdoism
restored by Artaxerxes, iii.

133 et seq ; rule restored, iii.

133 ; Persians, ancient Aryan,
see Iranians; ancient society

among, ii. 165; personal
traits of iii. 120-1

Personal equations iv. 544
Peter the Hermit iii. 670
Peter the Great conquers Charles

XII., iv. 98; reign of, iii.

401 iv. 99

Peru, ancient, i. 761 et seq ; before

Spanish possession, i. 771;
bolsons of, i. 767-8

;
bolson of

Cuzco, i. 775; culture of, i.

771
;
date of first population,

i. 774; dawn of history in,

i. 764; description of, i. 766;

empire of Inca^ overthrown,
i. 764; fauna of, i. 767; five

divisions of, i. 770; general
language of Quichua. i. 770;
Huatica Valley, i. 798-800;
manufacture of cloth in, i.

790; map of, i. 763; metals

in, i. 793; mound building in,

i. 799
; origin of the Andean

tribes, i. 777; Pizarro in, i.

764; populated slowly, i.

775; rivers of, i. 767-8; royal
roads of, i. 789; source of

information concerning, i.

772; Spanish oppression in,
i. 765; tribute in, i. 769;

valleys of, once thickly set-

tled, i 768
Peruvian art and architecture at

Titicaca, i.813; artatChimu,
i. 792-4; author, Garcillasso

De La Vega, i. 772; casting,
i. 793; desert, i. 767

; history,

conquest of coast tribes, i.

807-8; palace, i. 790-1; pot-

tery, i. 795; resources small,
i. 768-9; ruins, i. 789 el acq.;

ruins, age of, i. 807; ruins at

Ancon, i. 797 . ruins at

PAGE.

Chimu, i. 791
;
ruins at Lima,

i. 798; ruins at Pachacamac,
i. 797-802; ruins at Truxillo,
i.790; ruins,Chincha Islands,
i. 806; ruins, Stonehenge of

America, i. 811; temples, i.

800-2,805,816; term"Huaca"
explained, i. 792; ruins, Titi-

caca region, i. 809; traditions

not history, i. 773; ruins.

Valley of Canete, i. 806; word
for creative power, i. 712;
Yuncas i. 769

Peruvians, highest Indian cul-

ture, i. 765; origin of ancient,
i 773

Pharisaical influence iv. 588-9
Phariseeism source of Christi-

anity iv. 646
Pharisees described, iv. 582-3;

possible origin iii. 768
Phallic symbol of cross iv. 634-5
Phallic worship among the Mayas,

i 642
Pharos at Alexandria, erected, iv. 27-8,

Pliarsalia, battle of iii. 306

Pheidon, tyrant at Argos iii. 232-3

Phidias, tlie eculptor iii. 512-14

Philip III. and IV. of Spain,
reisrns of iv. 99

Philip V. of
Spain^

iv. 100, 117-18

Philip Augustus, King of France,
iii 385-6

Philip of Macedon, wars of ..iii. 251-3
Philo of Alexandria, career of, iv. .

579-81; no references to

Christianity iv. 639

Philology and Aryan origin the-

ories, iii. 73; the science of,
iii. 22; value of study . . . .ii. 43

Philosophical Brahmanism, iii.

727 et seq.; religions, Brah-
manism iii. 724-5

Philosophers become Christians,
iv. 690-1

;
of Alexandria, iv. 5-50-1

Philosophy and Christianity, iv.

675; German, iv. 408; Greek,
iii. 486 etseq ; Greek schools,
iii. 756 et seq.; Indo-Aryan,
iii. 168-9; influenced by
Alexander's expedition, iv.

546; Sankhya system, iii.

730 etseq ; savage, ii. 306, iii.

710-12; savage, at beginning
of Christian Era, iv 622 3;

savage, witchcraft, ii. 321
;

two Aryan systems, iii 707;
union of Judaism and Greek-
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Oriental pliilosopliy, iv. 577;
Vt'danta system iii- 7;)7

Philostraiiis on" Chrisliaiiity. . .iv. 61)2-4

Phociaiis conquered by Macedo-
nia iii- 251 2

Phoenicia creates tiie "individ-

ual" citizen, ii. 7;!4-5
;
extent

of, ii. 725 (>; nine cities of,

ii. 727 8; alpli^ibet, origin of,

ii. 250-1
;
com MHTce and art,

ii. 728 30; cunnini^workman-
sliip, ii. 730

; geographical

kno'.vledge ii. 731-2; influ-

ence at Rome, iii. 271-4;
influence in (Jre^ce, iii. 204-1) ;

influence upon civilization,

ii. 73.)-4; manufactures, ii.

728-y; supremacy, duration

of ". ii. 735

Phoenicians and Canaanites re-

lated, ii. 73(5 7; as sailors, iv. .

27; Egyptian sailois, iv. 33;
in .\merica, i. (ilO; traditions

of migrations ii. 724-5

Phonograph, inventioiTof, iv. 499, < 500

I'hraortes, leader of tlie Medes ii. 797

Phratry, a division of a tribe. .ii. 148-9

Phratry among the lucas, i. 782;

among Iroquois, i. 782-3; at

Kouie, ii. 197
; explained, i.

4S6; Mexican, i. 079; term
defined i. 678

Phrygian colony at Troy, iii. 196;

period ill Greek culture, .iii. 205-6

Phrygians, etc., lineage of, iii.

41-3; origiu of, iii. 41, 189-

190; Teutonic element in,

iii 189, 190

Phryne, the helaira iii. 457
Pianchi, King of Ethopia, con-

quers Egypt ii. 615-16
Picture writing in China, ii. 240;

Mexican historical slieet, i.

746 ; Mexican migration
chart,!. 749; efligy mounds,
i. 350; origin, ii. 234-5; origin
of wedge writing, ii. 248-9;
stages of i. 743

Pike, the explorer . iv. 224
Pilate cruciriea Jesus iv. 611, 612

l'i|.es, aurient i. 398

Pippin, King of the Franks, iii.
'

346; saves Rome from Lom-
bards iii. 351

Pisa as a naval jxiwer iii. 365-6

Pi»a, Council of, iv. 711
; Repub-

lic of iii. 692
Pitt, the great Commoner . . . .iv. 122 4

PAOE.

Pitt, the younger iv. 125

Pizaro in America, i. 762; in

Peru i. 764

Plataea, ba.tle of iii. 246

Plantagenet Kings, origin o'.ii. 416

Plato, piiilosopliy of, iii. 497-9,
761-4 765

Plebeian class at Uunie. . .ii. ^iOl, 262-3

Plebeians, ri.se of at Roiiie. . . .iii. 295-6

Pleistocene Age, Pottery un-

known, i. 58; p'esence of

man iu i. 4S-9

Pliny and Christianity, iv. 641 ;

as a geographer iv. 38

Pliocene Age, clianges d iring, i.

53
;
close of, i. 59

;
Life of, i.

54-7
; pottery not probably

known, i. 58; presence of

mail in ,
i. 55-8

Pliocene America, description of,

i. 275-7, 283
; deposit at Table

Mountain i. 270

Plymouth Company iv. 183

Poetry, American, purity of. .iv. 521-2

Poland, early history of, iii. 403
;

partitions of iv. 129

Pole, ice abnut the South i. 144 7

Polished stone imt)lements i. 187-8

P(ilitijal constitutions, three divi-

sions iv. 322

Polo, travels of iv. 63, 65

Poly bins, the historian, iii. 593-

595, 597-9; as a geographer,
iv 38

Polygamy, origin of ii. 150

Polygnoius, the p linter iii. 515

Polynesia, prrhistoric remains in,

i. 24; traces of White Race
in ..iii. 48 51

Polynesian Islanders described,
iii. 51; Maui iii. 712

Polysynthetic clnss of languages,
ii 31

Polytheisui Aryan, ii. 334; in

Egypt, ii. 515 et seq , 525;

origin from Ancestor Wor-

ship and Eetochism, ii. 333-5
;

340-1
; origin from Nature

Worship .....iii. 719-20

Pompeii, more ancient relics than,
i 4

Pomjiey and Caesar wars iii. 305

Pompey, rise of iii- 301

Poor men of Lyons . iv. 706

Popes, three rival iv. 711-12

Pope, the power of increased by
Crusades ,,

iii. 672-4

Population of the West iv. 537-40
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Portiig:il commands Or.ental

commerce, iv. 73; earlv his-

tory "_.iii. 392

Portugese in America iv. 73

Pottery araon^ tlie Indians, i. 407
ct sea.; among the Mound
Builders, i. 4{)'6ettie<j.; among
l*neblo8, i. 477 et seq.; at Az-
tec Springs, i. 437

;
at Cho-

Inla, i. 716; at Ilios, iii. 201-

202; at Palenque, i. 611 et

neq.; deterioration in Amer-
ican art, i. 482; in Mexico,
i. 709; in Peru, i. 795;
Mound Builders and Pueb-

los, compared, i. 512; not
found in remains of Cave-

men, i. 123-4; unknown in

the Pliocene and Pleistocene

Age i. 58

Pragmatic Sanction, iv. 126;
France and the iv. 133

Prakriti, mother of all things,
iii 731

Praxiteles, the artist iii. 516-17
Pre-Christian period, condition

of world iv. 599, 600
Pre-Christian religious culture, iv. 543
Prehistoric Ages, calculations of

duration, i. 258 et seq.; dura-
tion of in America, i. 282 et

seq ; length of i. 255
Prehistoric Americans, i. 483 et

seq.; and historic, line of sepa-
ration, ii. 20

; period of man's
life a lung one i. 4

Pre-Indian, Eskimo i. 300

Prescott, the historian iv. 529

President, American ..iv. 333-5

Prices, Middle Age and Modern,
compared iii. 699, 700

Priest, savage, a great magician,
ii. 324; savage, the power of,

ii 329

Priesthood, influence of, in India,
iii. 164-6

;
influence of, on

writing, ii. 236; rise of Brah-

man, iii. 157; the savage, ii. 323

Priests, no hereditary caste of in

Mexico i. 719
Primitive Aryans, iii. 19 et seq.;

culture, ii. 206 et seq.; religi-
ous sentiment, origin of, ii.

261
, religion, ii, 257 el seq.;

religion, summary of course '

of development, ii. 348-52
;

man, the speculations of, ii.

262; myths lii. 716

PAGE.
Primitive Man, a low order, i.

77-8; anti<iuity of in geolog-
ical periods, i. 4-"); govern-
ment of, ii. 89; belief in ( iod

universal, ii. 267; starting

point of ii. 71

Princes of Orange iv. 96-7

Printing, growth of, iv. 452-4
;

machinery, American inven-

tions, iv. 495-6; primitive
art, ii. 232; the invention of,
iv 350-1

Prizes in Greek contests iii. 467-S
Produce of United States iv. 535

Progress in all branches of cul-

ture slow, ii. 207; in arts of

civilization, ii. 252; laws of,
ii. 131; of man by union of

communal bands, ii. 133; of

writing ii. 249*

Property and joint-family, ii. 226-

227; as an aid to progress, i.

686; family ownership, ii.

228; idea and laws of de-

scent, ii. 225; idea of private,
ii. 220; idea, origin of, ii.'

222-3; individual, rise of, ii,

229; influence on civiliza-

tion, ii. 222-3
;
order of prec-

edence, ii. 226-7 ; possession
. of land, ii. 227-8; right of

vested in gens ii. 224-5

Proprietarv form of government,
iv...." 190-1

Proselvting established by Bud-
dlia iii. 783

Protestant League, Gustavus

Adolphus leader of iv. 97

Prussia, rise of iv. 126

Prytany, Greek institution . . . iii. 483-4

Psalms, Assyrian, ii. 808
;
of the

Chaldeans ii. 708-9
Psammetichus wars against Assy-

ria ii. 802

Psychic force iii. 736

Ptah-hotep manuscript ii. 497

Pterodactyl i. 36
Ptolemies' contributions to. geog-

raphy iv. 36

Ptolemy of Alexandria iii. 506

Ptolemy's "great ships," number
of rowers iv. 27, 29'

Pueblo Bonito, i. 466 et seq.;

Estufa, i. -IS.']; houses com-
munal, i. 491-2; in Chiiiua-

hua, i. 534-5; Jemez of New
Mexico, 1. 427; McElmo
Canon i. 438 , Moki, Arizona,
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PAGE.
i. 432

;
of Guadaloupe and

San Diego, i. 428-9
;
of Mex-

ico, rise of, i. (]\tS; of Fecos,
i. 430-1

; Tenodititlao, i. 521
;

of Tezcuco, i. 522; of Zuiii,

i. 420 ct xci] ; people agricul-
tural, i. 4ti5; people, culture

of, i. 477 et seq.; people, origin

of, i. 4()4-5; people, pottery
of, i. 477 et scq.; po})ulalion

dense, i. 403 et seq ; popula-
tion of difl'ereni stocks, i.

465; ruins, character of, i.

442-5; tribes, causes of over-

tlirow, i. 425; tribes compar-
ati%'ely recent, i.430; watch-

towers, i. 433; Xochicalco, i. 550
Pueblo country, i. 414 e< scq.;

Catholics "in, i. 430-1
;

de-

scription of, i. 415 el seq.;
history of, i. 417 ; villages in,
i ....." 474-5

Pueblos and Clifl'-houses, dates

compared, i. 405; and Mound
Builders compared, i. 508 et

seq.; and Natchez, i. 509;*
destroyed by Spaniards, i.

431
; masonry of, i. 469-70

;

of Kii) Chaco, date of, i. 470;
of Kiver Verde, i. 472 3

;
of

the Rio Cliaco, i. 465 et seq.; of

the Ilio Grande, i. 427; on
the Rio Mancos, i. 441

;
San

Juan Valley, i. 435; univer-
sal throughout New Mexico
and Arizona i. 463

Pultowa, battle of iv. 98

PAGE.
Punic wars iii 288
Punishment in Ancient Mexico,

i 690

Punt, an l-.gyptian "holy land,"
ii. 536 7

; Ejjyptian expedi-
tion to, ii. 536; expedition
of Queen Hatsu, ii. 565

;

voyasres to iv. 32
Puritans in America iv. 186-7
Puritan settlers socially consid-

ered iv. 473-5

Purusha, Brahman masculine

principle iii. 731

Pyramid at Chicken-itza, i. 654;
at Copan, i 568-9 ; at Palen-

que, i. 5HSett,eq.; at Tusapan,
i. 562

;
at Xochicalco, i. 546

et seq.; ai Uxmal. i. 622, 633,
640-1; oi Cholula, i 542-3;
of Ka-nefer, ii. 538 9; of

Meidoom, Egypt, ii. 487 ; of

Papantla, i. 561 ; "Stepped,"
built by Ata, ii. 478-9; the

Great, ii. 490-1
;
the " Third "

or "Red" ii. 493-4

Pyramids at Quemada, i. 539-40;
Aztec, i. r)'2{) et seq.\ Egyptian,
burial mounds, i. 201

;
in

I Peru, i. 810; of the Toltecs,
i. 530 1; the aichitecture of.

ii 508-10

Pyrrho, philosophy of iii. 493

Pyrrhus invades Italy iii. 288-9

Pythagoras, philosophy of . . .iii. 488-9

Pythagorean, an Indian theory,
iii. 167; philosophy iii. 757

Pytheas, voyage of iv. 37

Q
PAGE.

Quadrumana of the Miocene, i.

47-8; order below man, i. . . 43
Quadruple .\lliance iv. 118, 120

Quatenary Age i. 41

Quebec, capture of iv. 205
Queen Anne's war iv. 201
Quemada i. 53(5

Querataro, ruins at i. 532-3

Quetzalcohuatl, earthly career of,

PAGE.
i. 715; god of Palenqiie, i.

611
;
of Mexican mythology,

i. 713; worship solely Na-
huan i. 714

Quippos i. 819, ii. 232

Quiriga, ruins at i. 578

Quiches, myth of the i. 714

Quichua, language of Peru .i. 770

K
" Ra

" worship in lower Egypt,
II.

Rabelais and his work iv.

PAGE.

521
366

PAG^
Race, ii. 21 etseq.; basis of classifi-

cation, relationship, ii. 47;
Black, ii. 80; Black, mentaLO^
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• PAGE.

capacity discussed, ii. 76-7 ;

Black, was it primitive? ii.

74
; characteristics, grada-

tion of, ii. 51
;
hair as a Imsis

of classification, ii. 24-5
;
lan-

guage a basis of classiHca-

tion, ii, 28; mixture in

China, ii. 434; of Cave-men,
i. 134; of Mound Builders
a.nd Indians i. 496 c.it^eq.; of

Neolithic men, i. 206-211
;
of

Paleolithic men in America,
i. 299, et seq.; oria;in of

the American, i. 280, et

seq; skuli as a basis of

classitication, ii. 26; study
of, ii. 21-2; Turanian,
universality of, ii. 72-3

; type,
American, iv. 539-40; type,

permanence of, ii. 58; type,
which the primitive? ii. 72;
White, was it primitive? ii.

73; Yellow, was it primi-
tive? ii. 73

Haces, basis of classification, ii.

23; common ancestry of,
Wallace's opinion, ii. 53

;

mixture of, ii. 50-1, 400; of

Europe to-day, iv. 169 et seq.;
of men, ii. 19; of men not

distinctly marked, ii. 22
;
of

men, question of common
ancestry, ii. 48-9, 51-2, 54;
Paleolithic, i. 166-7; the suc-

cession of, ii. 208; White, ii.

82; Yellow ii. 81, 357

Rahotep, Prince of El^ypt . . . . ii. 488-9

Railway as a civilizer, iv. 531 et

seq.; growth of i v. 448-51

Raleigh as au author, iv. 372;
attempts tocolonize America,
iv. 181-2

;
death of iv. 88

Ramayana iii. 148
Rameses I., re gn ( f ii. 582 3
Rameses II., reign of ii. 587-8
Rameses III. in Palestine, ii. 753

;

reign of, ii. 604 ?>; ?vais of, ii. 607-8

Ramnes, tribe at Rome, ii. 198,

320; tribe, oiigin < f iii. 267-8

Ranas, ruins at i. 533
Rank'3 and elasse-s at Rome, iv.

262 et seq.; origin of iv. 253

Raphia, battle of. ii. 619

Reaping machines, etc., Amer-
ican manufacture iv. 491^2

Rebellion, war of iv. 235
Reformation considered, iv. 702

et
seq., in Germany, iv. 361-

47

PAGE.
362

; necessity of realized, iv.

704-5; scope of iv. 715

Reform, spread of iv. 86-7

Relationship, Africo-Polyntsian
system, ii. IK!; Aryan sys-

tem, ii. 99-101; Australian

system, 110 et seq.; biisis of

classification, ii. 47
;

classi-

ficatory system, ii. 106 et seq.;

descriptive system natural in
'

monogamian life, ii. 103-4
;

Indo-.-^merican and Austra-
lian shown to le difi'erent

stages of progress,
i i . 115;

systems of, ii. 46, 48; .sys-

tem of in ancient society, ii.

99; system unchanging. . .ii. 103

Relationshi(is,.\frico-Polynesian,
naturai origin of. ii. 117-19

;

Indo-American, table, ii.

107; system of, among the

Tamils, ii. 107; three sys-
tems ii. 119-20

Relic worship ii. 308-9

Religion, advance of masses, iv.

623-4; among Cave-men, i.

133; among Mound Build-

ers, i. 331-2, 410 el seq.; among
the Finns, ii. 409 10; among
the Hittites, ii. 404-5

; among
old Turanian Accads ii.

378-80; among the pre-
Chinese, ii. 428 9

; Ancestor

Worship, ii. 294-8; Ancestor

Worship earliest form of wor-

ship known, ii. 306; ancient

Egyptian, ii. 628 et seq.;
ancient Greek, iii. 221-3,
and morality, iii. 739-40;
and morality discussed, iv.

636-7; and morality distinct

amoriij savages, ii. 289; and
morality united, ii. 760-1;
and science, iii. 689; animal

worship, ii. 813; "another-
self belief, ii. 264; Aryan,
iii. 707 ef seq.; Aryan nature

worship, iii, 708 ;
at Ilios, iii.

202-3; b'^lief in numerous
souls, ii. 268; broad defini-

tion, ii. 263; Brahmariism,
origin of, iii. 724-5

;
Budd-

hism, iii. 172-3, 779, et seq.;

change of in Egypt, ii. 568-
569

; Chemosh worship, ii.

745-6
; colonial persecutions,

iv. 194-5; decline of Mazde-
ism under Parthian rule,
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iii. 132-3; development of

among the Semites, ii. 701-2,
705-7

; development of soul

idea, ii. 267
;

difl'erent ac-

cording to rank, Ist century,
iv. 623; doctrine of transmi-

gration, ii. 2S3-tj
; dualism,

origin of, ii. 333-4
;

earth

worship, ii. 3,37-8; "Feast
for the Dead," ii. 303; Fet-

ichism, ii. 310: fire worship,
ii. 340-3; Greek discussed, iii.

755; growth of Brahman-
ism, iii. 159-()0; heaven wor-

ship, ii. 337 S
; idolatry and

Ancestor ^Vorship, ii.31()-18
;

in ancient Egypt divided,

corresponding with Upper
and Lower, ii. 521

;
in As-

syria, ii. 804 e/.st'y./ in Bronze

Age, i. 239
;
in Chaldea re-

viewed, ii. 695-7
;
in Chaldea,

"Sin" worship, ii. 682; in

Egypt, local and tribal, ii.

626-7
;
in Egypt, sacred buJl

worship, ii. 483; in Mexico,
i. 710; in modern Germany,
iv. 403-4; in "Old Empire,"
Egypt, ii. .506-7, 513 et seq.;
in Western Asia, close of

Parthian period, iii. 134;
Indo-Aryan, atl'ected by Dra-
vidian beliefs, iii. 723-5; lo-

cation of the savage heaven,
ii. 273; Mazdean ('ouncil,
iii. 134-5; Mazdeism, dis-

cussed, iii. 741-2; Mazdeisin
of Neo-Persian Empire, iii.

135-6; Mazdeism restored by
Artaxer.xes, iii. 133 et neq ;

Mazdeism, theology of, iii.

103-4; modern liindooism,
iii. 178 80; modern Spiritual-

ism, ii. 330; Monotheism,
origin of, ii. 346 7

; mythol-
ogy, origin of, ii. 339

; nat-
ural and revealed, ii. 290;
of American civilized tribes,
i. 721

;
of lirahnians, doc-

trines, iii. 725
;
of Canaan-

ites, ii. 738-41
;

of Egypt,
eighteenth dynasty, ii. 578-9;
of Iranians, iii. 101 el aeq.;
of Israelites, ii. 755 et seq.;
of Judea, changed by Anti-
ochus Epiphanes, iv. 572-4

;

of Middle .\ges, iii. 676 et

.'cr/.;
of "Middle Empire,"

TAGE.

Egypt, ii. 543
;
of Neolithic

Ma'n, i. 200; of Mound
Builders, i. 355, 360; of

Persia established by Darius,
iii. 114 et

.sa/.;
of Peruvians,

i. 812; of Pharisees and Sad-

ducees, iv. 588-91 ; of the

Empires, iii. 340-1
; origin

of belief in supernatural
powers, ii. 292-4;

"
other-

.self," location of, ii. 267;
"
other-self

" wandering
theory, ii. 269-71

; Persian,

Magism and Mazdeism, iii.

121-2
; power of savage priest,

ii. 329; primitive, ii. 257;

primitive, method of study,
ii. 259-61

; primitive, sum-

mary of course of develop-
ment, ii. 348-52; relic wor-

ship, ii. 308-9; retribution

theory modern, ii. 2»9-90
;

rite of baptism, iv. 630-2;
rise of Mohammedanism, iii.

347-8
; savage explanation of

spells, etc., ii. 269; savage
idea of future life, ii. 273,

279; savage magicians, ii.

32Setseq.; Sebek or crocodile

worship in Egypt, ii. 545,
552-3

; serpent worship, prob-
able origin of, ii. 314

;
soul

after death, ii. 273-5; Sham-
anism, ii. 323; study of out-

lined, ii. 258 9
; summary of

primitive man's beliefs, ii.

272; sun worship, origm of,

ii. 34-53; tree worship, ii,

315; two Aryan systems,
iii. 707; two courses of de-

velopment, ii. 333; two-fold

future world among savages,
ii. 288; under Constatine, iii.

317-18; various systems, ii,

258; Vedic, iii. 168-9; Vedic,
not primitive, iii. 722-3;

virgin goddess worship, iv.

629; worship of elements, Per-

sia, iii, 122; Zoroasterism, iii. 101

Religious conceptions universal,

i.711; culture, 1 st century, i v.

623; culture, pre-Christian,

iv.543; interpretation ofEleu-

sinian mysteries, iii. 776;

myths, iii, 716 et seq.; rites

among Incas, i. 783; senti-

ment, primitive origin of, ii.

261
;
sentiment universal, ii. 258-?
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PAGE.

Representation, growth of the

idea iv. 301

Reptiles, age of ^. . . i. 38-9

Resources of our country iv. 535-7

Resurrection, early beliefs in, iv. 669
Retreat of the ten thousand

(Jreeks iii. 1 1 9

Retribution theory modern... .ii. 289 90

Revelation, truth of not affected

by question of the length of

geological ages i. 168

Revelations, Book of, compared
with Enoch, iv. 593

;
Book

- of, period of iv. 591-2

Revival of learning in Ancient
Chaldea ii. 705

Revolution, American iv. 210-12

Revolutionary period, 1848. . .iv. 156

Revolutionary War, devastations

of iv. 490-1

Revolution in France iv. 396-8

Revolutionists, character of., .iv. 397
Rhehoboam contjuered by She-

shank I ii. 614

Rhine, Confederation of iv. 1'50

Richard the Lion-Hearted . . .iii. 419

Richelieu, Cardinal, iv. 94-5;

policy, Thirty Years' War,
iv. 104-5

;
toleration and pol-

icy of iv. 377-9

Rimmon-nirari 1., King of Assy-
ria ii. 769

Rio Chaco, Pueblos of i. 465
Rio Grande, Pueblos of i. 427

Rio Verde, ruins of i. 472-3

Rise of Modern Nations iii. 330

Rishis or Indian priests iii. 156-8

Rishis, sacred poets iii. 723

River-beds, formation of i. 80

River of Death, universal belief

in ii. 278

Roads, ancient, at Quemada, i.

537; in Peru .i. 789

Robespierre, career of iv. 144

Robin Hood Cave i. 110

Roman and ancient society, iii.

542-4, 546; and Etruscan

wars, iii. 274-6; and Grecian

systems of education com-

pared, iii. 553-4; ancient

social organization, ii. 195
;

architecture, three styles, ii.

279-80, 284-7
; aristocracy,

iv. 262 ei seq.; Aryans, iii.

259 et seq ; averse to taxa-

tion, iii. 588-9
; banking

system, iii. 587-8
; baths,

iii. 573
; betrothal, iii. 547

;

burial customs, iii. 590-2;
chariot races, iii. 557-8;

chronology early, iii. 276-7
;

civil law, iii. 601-5
;
civiliza-

tion, iii. 520 et seq., 599 et seq.;

comitiacuriata, ii. 200; com-
merce, iii. 588-9; common-
wealth, sudden rise of, iii.

593 et seq.; conquest of Italy,
iii. 288-9; conquests reviewed,
iii. 320 el seq; cruelty, iii.

569-70; curies, ii. 198; din-

ing customs, iii. 573-6; dress,
ladies' toilet, iii. 581-2;

drinking customs, iii. 576-7
;

Empire, Constantine's divis-

ions, iii. 326-7
; Empire, de-

cline of, iii. 327-8, 335-7;
Empire divided, iii. 326 8,

311 et seq ; free-men, iii. 542
et seq.; games, iii. 557 et seq.;

games, Ludi Magni, iii. 572;
government, natural devel-

opment, iii. 595 et seq.; gov-
ernment transition from tri-

bal to political, ii. 204; hab-
its of dress, iii. 578-80

;
hand

in Jesus' death, iv. 610-11
;

history, archieological evi-

dence, iii. 271; history, au-

thentic, iii. 277-79, 288 el seq.;

history from Domitian to

Commodus, iii. 313
; history,

three periods, iii. 277
;
house-

father, iii. 544-5; houses, iii.

527-9; influence on Aryan civ-

ilization, iii. 599, 601
; joint-

family, iii. 542, 544 6; law,

origin of, iii. 347; legendary
history worthless, iii. 270-7

;

legions, strength of, iii. 314,
315

; literature, iii. 582 et seq.;

luxuries, demand for, iv.

37-8
; markets, iii. 529

;
mar-

riage, iii. 545-8, 550
; money,

iii. 586-7; moralists on glad-
iatorial games, iii. 569, 570-2

;.

nationality, iv. 293; popula-
tion, three divisions, iii. 532;
provincials, ethnology of, iii.

323-4
; provinces created, iii.

324; provinces, stages in the
creation of, iii. 326; public
life, iii. 554 et seq.; relation-

ships, ii, 103; religious fac-

tions, iii. 340-1
; slave, condi-

tion of, iii. 542; slaves, iii.

533-4, 536-40
; slaves, emanci-

PAGE.
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pation of, ili. 539-40; system
of education, iii. 552 et .se'/.;

system of representation, iv.

302-3; temple, the, iii. 531;

theatre, iii. 572-3
; titles, iv.

2()(>-7 ; titles compared with

modern, iv. 2i)5-8; unlucky
days, iii. 547-S; virtues, iii.

504 ; wars with Carthage, iii.

2S8 et seq.; wars with ( Jreece,

iii. 292-3; wars with the Ori-

ent, iii. 319 et sr(/.;
wife., .iii.

Konie and the insurrection of

Mattathias, iv. 574; Augus-
tinian Age, iii. 311-12

;
Celtic

invasions of, iii. 36-7
;

citi-

zenship conferred upon con-

quered people, iii. 297-8;
civil troubles, iii. 295-6 et

.xeg. / civil wars at, iii. 298-9;
extent and nature of her

power, iv. 619-20; gladia-
torial combats, iii. 563 et

xeq.; government divided by
Diocletian, iii. 316; gladia-
torial games, iii. 300, 559 et

feq.; guarding her borders
from Teutonic invasions, iii.

35; Gudrid's i)llgrimage to,

iv. 52-3; in tiie regal period,
iii. 526 et geq. ; Jugurthan
wars, iii. 296; overthrow of

ancient government at, ii.

550

J'AOK.

204; sacked by the Goths,
iii. 3oS

;
saved from Lom-

bards by Pippin, iii. 351
;

strugole between Patricians
and Plebeians, ii. 202; the

center of Christianity, iv.

697 8; the site of ".. .iii. 269-70

Romans, practicil in every wav,
iii. 592-3; tribes of i'i. 199

Rousseau, the author iv. 135

Royal commentaries of Peru by
Vega, i. 772; duplici'y in

colonial management, iv.

191
;
form of government, iv.

190; Society of London,
foundation of .iv. 421

Rudolph, Emperor iii. 375-6
Runic alphabet in Europe, iii.

24Q; inscription, Baffin's Bay,
iv 58

Rurik in Russia iii. 398-9
Russia a friend of the United

States, iv. 238-9; early his-

tory, iii. 398 9; modern civ-

ilization, iv. 398; under
Peter 1 he Great iv. 99

Russian lower classes, feudal

I times, iii. 635
;
in Alaska, iv. 222

Russo-Turkish war iv. 166-8

Rutennu, Egyptian name for

Syria
"

ii. 723

Ryswick, peace of iv. 114

s

PAGE.

Sabbath, Assyrian, ii. 810; obser-
vation of, iv. 667-9

;
observed

by Ebionites iv. 646
Sabeism among the Semites. . .ii. 702
Sacred Bull worship in Egypt,

ii 483
Sacrificial Pentagon . . i. 38.1-3

Sacrifice, human, among the
Mound Builiiers, i. 383-4;
importance of in Brahman-
ism iii. 726-7

Sadducees described, iv. 582; in

political power iv. 588

Sahagun's Mexican History . . .i. 757
Sails invented iv. 27
St. Augustine iv. 179, 181
St. Augustine founded iv. 74
St. Bartholomew, massacre of, iv. 84
St. llillaire, work of iv. 437
St. Lawrence region settled, .iv. 199-200

PAGE.
St. Louis Mound i. 325

Saints, party of, in Palestine, iv. 5!>9-70

St. Thomas of Aquina iii. 688
Saitic Confederacy conquering

 

Egypt ii. 615-6
Sak dynasty at Bombay iii. 151

Sakya tribe in India iii. 778-9

Saga of Erik the Red . . iv. 47

Sagas of Iceland iv. 46, 55

Saga of Thorfinn Karlsef ur,iv. 47, 51-6

Salavahana, Indian chieftain, iii. 151

Salcamayhua, Indian writer...!. 784
Sandrocottus iii. 150

Saneha, story of ii. 547-8

Sanhedrim, origin of iv. 569
San Juan Territory i. 434

Sankh-ka-ra, King of Egypt., ii. 536

Sankhya system of philosophy,
iii. 730

; philosophy. Yoga
branch iii. 735
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JSanskrit, iii. 79-80; tlie language
of the Vedas, iii. loS; the

study of iii. 22

Santa Fe founded T . . iv. 179

Sapor I., reign of iii. 13G

Sappho, the reformer iii. 457-8

Saracenic government in Spain,
iii 350-1

Saracens, iii. 348 et seq.; besiege

Constantinople, iii. 349
;
com-

merce with
,
Venice and

Amalfi, iii. (591-2
;

enter

Spain iii.o49-50

Sardica, Council of iv. 694

Sargon I., date of ii. 371

Sargon of Accad confounded with

Sargon II., ii. 667
;
date of,

ii. 653-4
; reign of, ii. 664-5

;

"Tablet of Omens" ii. 666-7

Sargon of Assyria, conques s of,

ii. 784; rules Assyria, 722,

B.C. .ii. 783

Sarmatians, iii. 1S8; same as

Scyths iii. 242-3

Sassanian dynasty iii. 136

Satan, Jewish Angra Mainyu, iii. 767

Saturnalia, liberty of slaves

during iii. 536-7

Savage belief in a two-fold future

world, ii. 2SS-9
;
fear of an-

cestor souls, ii. 307
;
idea of

eclip>es, iii. 713-15; phi-

losophy, ii. 306, iii. 710-12;
priest.luod, ii. 323

; sorcerers,

jioVer of, ii. 3U8-9
; theory

of sickness, ii. Ii70
; theory

of sickness and demonry, ii.

319; not given to specula-
tion ii. 263

Savonarola, work of iv. 713
Saxons conquered by Charle-

magne iii. 352-3, 355

Scandinavia, early history.. . .iii. 404
Scandinavian Trinity iv. 625-6

Scepti<"s, [iliilosoply of iii. 492-3

Schiller, work of iv. 406
Schleswick-Hfdstein trtjuble. .iv. 161-2

Schliemann, Dr., at Ilios. ...iii. 193

School system, spread of in Amer-
ica iv. 520

Science, American, iv. 5u6 et seq. ;
and religion, conHict, iii. 689;
at close of medieval times, iv.

409-! 1
;
in ancient Egypt, ii.

634f<sf7. ; in Greece. .. .iii. 503

Scipio Africanus iii. 290-1

Scopas, the aitist iii. 515
Scotch Kirk under Knox iv. 377

I'AGE.

Scott, Sir Walter, work of. . . iv. 390
Scottish Highlanders ii. 170

Scriptures furnish no data of

man's antiquity, i. 26
; growth

of allegoricalexplanation,iv. 566-7

Scylax, Periplus of iv. 35

Scythians invade Assyria, ii. 800-

801
;
of Herodotus, Slaves,

iii. 79; Aryans, iii. 37; crowd
into India 6th century E. c,
iii. 778; importance of, iii,

242-3; invade Caucasia. . .ii. 798

Sebek-hoteps rulers of Egypt, .ii. 553-4

Sebek worship in Egypt ii. 552-3

Secession attempted iv. 235
Semites arrive in Chaldca, ii.

661-2, 667-8, 672; Asiatic, ii,

645
; attempts to trace rela-

tionship with Aryan.s, ii. 37
;

Northern group, considered,
ii. 648

; primitive home of, ii.

38; subdivisions of, ii. 82;
Yellow Kace foundation.-?. .ii. 815

Semitic and Aryan common
home discussed, ii. 643-4

;

and Aryan thought, conHict,
iii. 765-6; dialects, li. 645; dis-

persion, ii. 645-7
;
element in

Egypt, ii. 567-74, 578 9;

home-land, ii. 644
;
inflected

language, ii. 36; influence
ii. 640

;
influence in Egypt,

ii. 464 6
;
influence in Egypt,

19th dynasty, ii. 5S0 1
;
in-

fluence in Mazdeism, iii. 752,

766; inscriptions in ancient

Chaldea, ii. 662-3; language,

pareiit speech of-, ii. 36;
peoplo, groups of, ii. 36

;

people, ])liysical fe;itnres of,

ii. 36
; religious development,

ii. 701-2, 705-7
;
rjot words,

ii. 36; tribes invade Meso-

potamia ii. 368-9

Senate, Greek iii. 483
Senatorial order at Kome iv. 264-5
Seneca on slavery iii. 540-1

Senecas and Christianity iv. 641

Seneferu, Egyptian King ii. 485-7

Sennacherib, King of Assyria,
ii. 620

; reign of, ii. 7S5
;
war

with the allied West.... ii. 785-6

Septuagent, discussion of iv. 564-6

Sepulchral Palaces i. 557

Serapis worship at Alexandria,
iv. 547-8; westward spread,
iv 549

Serfs or French villeins iii. 634
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Serosh, Persian angel iii. 12I-5-4

Serpent as a syiulx)!, iv. til)");

fayade at Uxmal, i. (S'VJ
;

mound, i. 852
; symbolism of

among the Mound Builders,
i 8.13-4

Serpent worship, probable origin
of ii. 314

Servius Tullius ii. 2(t2

Sesdstris vi Egvpt
—see Kameses

II.

Seti I., mummy of, ii. oS()-7
;

reign of ii. .^82-3

Seti II., reign ot ii. 601-2

Setnekht, reign of ii. 004
Set worship in Egypt ii. 517
Seven a sacred number through-

out the ( )rient iii. 7!»5

Seven cities of Cibola i. 418
Seven Years' War iv. 122, 128
Sex bis s c»f soeial organization,

ii 13.5-7

Sexual selection, theory of . . . .ii. 59
Shabuk of Egypt defeated by

Sargon of Assyria ii. (il9-20

Shakespeare, career of iv. 373-4
Shalmaneser I. of Assyria. .. .ii. 769
Shalmaneser II., reign of i'. 773-4
Shalmane^er IV., reign of ii. 782

Shaman, term defined ii. 323

Shamanism, ii. 323
;
in Persia, ii. 388-9

Shamans in ancient Chaldea..ii. 696-7

Shapoor University iii. 138

Shell-heaps of Scotlnnd i. 194

Sheridan, the orator iv. 125
Sherman'.^ "March to the Sea," iv. 240
Sheshank I., reign of ii. 614-15

Ship-building, colonial.. . . . . .iv. 482

Ship-building in Chaldea, iv. 26;
in the 12th century iv. 27

Ships of Ur iv. 26

Sicily, kingdoms of iii. 366-8

Sickness, evil spirit theory of in

Egvpt, ii. 611
; savage theory

of,"ii. 270, 319-20; Turanian
Accad idea and treatment, ii. 379-80

Sidney, career of .iv. 371

Sidon, head cf Phu-nician power,
ii 727

Signal Mounds i 336

Simon, M.igiis iv. 657-8

Sirgulla of Chaldea ii 6.55-8

Sir-names, adoption of iii. (526-7

Skin, description of the Jiumbn,ii. 24
Skull a.^ a basis of race cla.s»ifi-

cation, ii 26; study of...ii. 'Jil-7

Slater introduces Arkwright ma-
chines into America iv. 505

i'A(»:.

Slavery at Kome, iii. 533-4, 536.

540; in feudal limes, iii. 634,
1)36

;
in the South, the curs •

of, iv. 481
;
introiiuction of

Negro, iv. 193-4; (juesiiim

agitation in America iv. 231

Slaves, ancient social organiza-

tion, ii. 175; eastward pres-
sure of, iii. 44; first historical

appearance, iii. 43; imjiort
ancc of according to Euro-

pean theory, iii. 78; migra-
tions of ancient, iii. 43 et seq.;

origin of Asiatic Aryans, iii. .55

Slavonic Aryans iii. 25

Smith, Adam, works of iv. 386-9

Smith, Captain John iv. 183 4

Smithsonian Coatributions to

Knowledge iv. 507
Smithsonian Institution iv. 507
Snorri Karlsefne, first white .Vmer-

ican-born child iv. 51

Sobieski, iii. 403-4; drtleats the
Turks iv. 99

Social and political institutions,
iv 251

Social custom, avoioanceof moth-
er in-law, ii. 137-it; institu-

tions, the result of growth, ii.

130; life. Middle Ages, iii.

696-7; organization, first

step in advance, ii. 132; or-

ganization, laws of develop-
ment, ii. 131

; organization
on basis of sex ii. I 'Mi

Society, ancient, ii. 87
; changed

by reformatory movements,
ii. 124-5; class system, slow

to change, ii. 142 3
;
cidonial.

iv. 472-3, 477
; domestic.

Middle Ages, iii. 696; e>tab-

lishes marriage customs, ii.

97
; (ireek, in Hooiei ic times,

iii. 440; in Australia, ii. 1 13
;

in couimunal-band period
unknown, ii. 121; in France,
at death of Louis XIV., iv.

392-3, 39 j; in (reimany,
modern, iv. 4i)2-4; in Cireece,
historical period, iii. 440 1

;

Mexican and Inca cimipared,
i, 786 7; modern, iv. 4()2 4

;

mo'lern, the whole propie,
iv. 343-4; organization among
tril)Hl people not understood,
ii. 10'; primitive stage, the

communal band, ii. 120 1;

progres.s of, ii. 125; recent
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stU(Jy of Indian, i. 6()8
;
the

unit of, ancient and modern,
iv. 292; Tribal among Neo- \

lithic men, i. 174 et
.ser/.;

Tribal, Mi.rgin's stmly of, ir. 105-6

Socrates, philosophy of, iii. 4'.>o-7, 760

iSolon at Athens, iii. 234 5
;
classes

of at Athens, ii. 192-o; laws

of iii. 446

t^olonion. King of Israel, ii. 755;
receives in marriage an

Egyptian Princess ii. 613

iSoninie, ancient gravel beds of,

i. 81
; length of time re-

quired to excavate the val-

ley i. 85

Sophists of Greeic philosoj)hy,iii. 760

Sorcerer, power of ujion the sav-

age ii. 308-9

Soudan, not under the Memphite
Kings ii. 500

Soul after death, savage idea, ii.

274; and matter, Brahman
philosophy, 732-5, 736, 738;
belief in numerous, ii. 268;

departure from body, ii. 269;
home of, Happy Island idea,
ii. 275; home of, location, ii.

273-5; journey across the

River of Death, ii. 27S; jour-

ney of to spirit land, ii. 277
;

of departed ancestors, savage
fear of, ii. 307

;
of other ani-

mals, savage idea of, ii. 280;

wandering, savage idea of, ii. 270
"Soul idea" among the ancient

Egyptians, ii. 629-31 ; idea

among the Hottentots, ii.

269
; idea, develofiment of,

ii. 267; idea of Pluto, iii.

765; idea, origin of among
savages, ii. 264-6; idea,
universal to all objects. . .ii. 281

South American Republic, iv. 468
et seq.; Spanish discoveries, i. 761

South-Downs i. 184

South Sea Scheme iv. 120-1

Sovereign rights and territorial

combined iv. 297-9

Sovereignties, modern iv. 286

Sovereignty, growth of, iv. 299

300; territorial, detined . iv. 286

Spain at close of Ereuch and
Indian War, iv- 205

,
in the

17th century, iv 99, in the

19th century, fir-t half, iv.

154
.
invaded by Saracens,

iii 349-50 Josepii Bona-

I'AGE.

parte. King of, iv. 149 50;
modern culture in iv. 399

Spanish accounts of Mexico mis-

leading, i 683; iliscoveries

in South .Vmerica, i. 761
;

oppression in Peru, i. 764-5
;

succession, disputes over, iv.

100; tlirone, claimants to,

iv. 100: wars with Louis

XIV., iv. 105; writers igno
rant of American society . .i. 669

Spaniards in America, i. 517 et

sie<{.;
settle St. Augustine, iv. 74

Sparta and Athens, rivalry be-

tween, iii. 243
; confederacy,

ii. 183; C(mquers Messena,
iii. 226-7, 232-3; mistress of

Hellas, iii. 249; number of

tribes, ii. 184; public meals
at iii. 471-2

Spartacus, the gladiator iii. 300-1

Spartan aristocracy, iv. 258-9;

citizenship, iii. 451-5; coin,
iii. 452; C(Uiimerce, iii. 452;

council, ii. 185; education,
iii. 460; women .. .iii. 445-6, 451-2

Spartans, 01 igin of iii. 227-8

Spectrum analysis, science of, iv. 433-4

Spencer, career of iv. 372

Sphinx ot (iizeh ii. 512-13

Spirit land, beneath the earth, ii.

276; in the heavenly bpdies,
ii. 277; location, ii. 273-8;
soul's journey to ii. 277

Spiritualism, modern, origin of,

ii 330

Stamp Act iv. 207-8

Stanislaus of Poland iv. 133

State and Nation, distinction, iv.

287; Aryans first to institute,

ii. 90; the origin of tribal

society i v. 291-2

States-General assembled iv. 135-6

Statue of Huitzilopochtli. . . . .i. 717

Statues at Copan i. 570

Status, term defined ii. 220

Steam power, advance of in im-

portance iv. 448-9

iStephen, of England iii. 417

Stephenson, the inventor iv. 449-51

Stilicho and the Goths iii. 337-8

Stoics iii. 501-3

Stone Age, i. 194; first stage lo

the culture of any people, i.

50
, Mexico, i. 70()

;
remains

ot Cave-men of the  i- 109

Stone circles, Bronze Age i. 240

Stone graves i. 327
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Stonehenge i- '-^41

StoneliprKe^, American i. Hll

Stowe, M rs., work of iv. 529

Strabo :iii(i Cliristiiinity, iv t>-il :

as a geographer, iv. 3S
;
the

goographer iv. 621

Stiir;esoa, 8aorre, Northern He-
rodotus iv. 55

Siidra caste iii- 169

Sulla and Marias Wans iii. 288-9

Sulla at Rome, iii. 296 et .se^.;

Dictator at Rome iii. 299

Sumner, the orator iv. 528

Sun-worf;hip among Incas, i. 776;

among tlie JS'atchez, i. 508
;

origin. ii. 343

Supernatural powers, origin of

belief in ii. 292-4

Superstitions of many people, ii.

340-41
; regarding the dead

PAGE,
ancestors ii. 308

Svaroga, Slavic g(jd iii. 719
Sweden in the 17th century. . .iv. 97-8

Swiss government iv. 331-2, 334
Swiss L.ike Dwellers i. 17&
Switzerland, formation of . . . .iii. 393

Sylvester II., Pope iii. 702

SyniboLs considered iv. 634-5

Symposion iii- 474 5

Synagogue, a pattern for early
church. 'V. 665 6; of Ezra,
iii. 768; the Great, at Jeru-

salem, iv. 551-2; three grades
of scholars iii. 768

Syria, Bible hi-tory of, ii. 723;
fall of ii. 723

Syrian wars with Egyt>t ii- 722-3

Syrians enter Syria, ii. 721 et seq.;

invade Hittite territory. ..li. 721-2

yAGE.
Taa-aa-ken's success against the

Hyksos..-. li. 562

Taa Kit'trs of Ki^ypt ii- 560

Table Mountain i. 257

Tablet of the Cross, Hieroglyph-
ics i. 753

"Tablet of Omens," Sargon of

Accaa's ii 666-7

Tacitus as a geographer, iv. 38;
the liistorian iii. 585

Takln-i-Bostan, ruins of iii. 139

Tallard, French General, at

Blenheim iv. 116
Talmud mentions of Acher . . . iv. 654

Tamerlane, the Mongi 1. . . . . .iii. 361
Tanis rebuilt by Rameses II . .ii. 592

Tantrikas, Hindoo sect iii. 796-7
Tarentum wars with Rome., .iii. 288

Targums, age and description of,

iv 598

Tarsliish, Ph<enicians in, ii. 731
;

voyages to iv. 33

Tatbagatha of Buddhism . . .iii. 795-6

Taylor, Jeremy, work of iv. 384

Tecpan or council house i. 672
Telt^cliis reigns at Sparta iii. 231

Telegra|)h invented iv. 434-5

Telegraphy, Morse system, iv.

496-7; various systems. . .iv. 498

Tel-el-.\marna, headquarters of

Egyptian government. .. .ii. 576

Telescope manufacture in Amer-
ica iv. 496

PAGE.

Telephone, invention of iv. 499

Tello, inscriptions and ruins at,

ii 655-9, 673-4
*'
Temple of Beau-relief" at

Palen(ine i. 601-3

Temple in Mexico i. 673

Temple Mounds, i. 327; location

of i. 332-3

"Temple of Inscriptions" at

Palenque i. 599

Temple of the Cross, at Pa-

lenque i. 603 et seq. ,'
752-3

Temple of the Sun, Cuzc > i. 816

Temples, Egyptian ii. 511-12

Tennessee a Stat»> iv. 216

Tenochtitlan, Pueblo of i. 521

Teocalli or House of God in

Mexico i. 673

Teotihuacan i. 527-8

Tertiary Age, i. 41-:'.; close of, i.

61 ; geography of, ii. 63; the

appearaace of man in. . . .ii. 62

Terraced Mounds, i. 327

Territorial sovereignty, growth
of, iv. 286 et seq. ; titles, mod-
ern iv. 297-8

Territory, tne und Tlying princi-

ple of pultt.cal sovereign' v,

iv . . 294

Testament, New, career of Paul,
iv. 655-8; New, historical

value, iv. 638-9
; Old, trans-

lated into Greek iv. 564-5;
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PAGE.

Old, Trinity, iv. 626
;

refer-

ences to a Messiah iv. 554-5

Teuton, the Aryan par excel-

lence r. . iii. 86

Teutones conquered by M arius. iii -96

Teutonic element in Plirygian

ethnology, iii. 189; element
in Thracian ethnology, iii.

71; invasion of Roman ter-

ritory iii. 35-6

Teutons, branches of, iii. 25; im-

portance of, iii. 74-5, i/. 169-

170; primitive history,
iii

s;i-2,
84-5

Texas becomes an Americm
State, iv. 226; settled, iv.

225; size of iv. 534-5

Tezcocingo aqueduct, i. 525; hill

of i. 523

Tezcuco, Pueblo of i. 522

Thales, philosophy of iii. 487

Theatre at Athens, iii. 4()0-3
;
at

Rome iii. 572-3

Thebes, alliance with Ethiopia, ii.

615; in power the second

time, Ji. 561-2
;
rise of, ii. 532

et seq.; rise to supremacy, iii.

249, 250; rules Egypt third

time, ii. 577
;

the seat of

Egyptian power ii. 5o7

Theni, the holv city of ancient

Egypt
 

ii. 468-9

Theodoric, the East (Joth rules

Italy iii. 339

Theodosius. last Roman emporer,
iii 337

Theology of Philo iv. 580-1

Therapeutic communites, Philo's

description iv. 576-7

Thermometer made iv. 420-1

Thirty tyrants at Athens iii. 248 9

Thirtv tvrants at Rome iii. 316-17
"
Thirty Years' W:.r". .iv. 101-9, 361

Thortinn Karlsefne, Saga of, iv. 47,51-6
Thorvald, voyage of iv. 50
Thoth worship in Egypt ii. 518-19

Thothmes I '. ii. 564
Thothmes II., reign of ii. 564-5

Thothmes III, ii. 565-6
;
in Assy-

ria ii. 767-8

Thothmes IV., reign of ii. 567
Thracian culture, ancient. . . .iii. 240

Thracians, ancestors of Phrygi-
ans, etc., iii. 41

; description
of, iii. 41

; history and im-

portance of, iii. 239, 240;
invade Asia, iii. 37-8

;
Teu-

tonic element in iii. 189

PAGE.

Threshing machine?, etc., Ameri-
can manufacture iv. 491-2

Tiahuanuco, Peru, architecture
at i. 810

Tiberius, Emperer of Rome when
Jesus was crucified iv. 619

Tiglath-Pileser 1., reign of, ii. 769,
770-1

;
war with Babylon, ii. 771-2

Tii, wife of Amen-hotep III. ..ii. 567 8

Tilly, General iv. 102

Time, lapse of between Paleo-
lithic and Neolithic Ages. .i. 171-3

Tin i. 222

Tippoo Sahib, Sultan of Mysore,
iv 125

Tirhaka, King of Egypt li. 620

Tiryns, Cyclopean walls iii. 204
Titicaca Basin unfit for agri-

culture, i. 767
; Lake, i. 766

;

Lake, origin of Incas, i. 776
;

sacred lake of the Incas. . .i. 812
Titles discussed, iv.265-6

; French,
abolished, iv. 144; in China,
iv. 280-1

;
in Europe, iv.

268-9; modern and ancient

compared iv. 295-6, 298
Tobasco ruins i. 616

Toga Roman iii. 578
Toleration of Frederick II., iv.

708-9
; spread of iv. 86-7

Tollan or Tulla i. 530
Toltec traditions, significance of,

i :... 774
Toltecan family i. 769

Toltecs, i. 264
;
driven from Mex-

ico, i. 759
;
in Peru, i. 773-4

;

of Mexico i. 530

Tory party iv. 121
Totem among Indians, i. 349;

Ancestor Worship origin, ii.

313-14; term defined ii. 143
Totemic system religion in Egypt,

ii 514

Tournament, the iii. 660-3

Tours, battle of iii. 351
Traditions of arrival of Mex-

icans, i. 758; of Cholula

Mexico, i. 540-1
;
of Toltecs,

significance of i. 774

Trafalgar, battle of iv. 126

Trajan, Emperor iii. 314

Trans-Caspian region unable to

nourish such a race as the

Aryans iii. 58-9, 64

Transmigration in Brahmanism,
iii. 732

;
doctrine of ii. 283-6

Travel, overland, precedes river

uavisration iv. 23
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Tree worship ii. •^-'^

Trenton pravel deposit i. ~9i

Tres Muni of European History,
iv. 82-3

Trial by ordeal or battle iii. <»40-l

Tribal couiuil, ii. 212; cuiiiuil

at Koine, iii. 598-9; goviTn-
ment among Incas, i. 781 ;

government, ancient, i. 487;

government, female descent,
ii. 145; life among Turan-

ians, ii. 874-5; life in Aus-

tralia, ii. Ill et mi-; life in

Egypt, ii. 624-5; life in

Mexico, i. 677
;
officers elect-

ive, ii. 162-0
;
officers, passage

from election to heredity, ii.

163; organization, ii. 90-1;

organization among various

people, ii. 152-4; organiza-

tion, Hebrew ii. 157-9

Tribal societv among the Arabs,
ii. 699-701

;
and village life,

i, 488; ciumged to political
at Athens by Cleisthenes, ii.

,

194; affected by change from

pastoral to agricultural so-

i'iety, ii. 164; growth into

modern society, iv. 291-2; in

China, ii. 447-8; in (ireece,
iii. 220-1, 225; in Europe, ii.

172-3; Morgan's study of, ii.

105-6; normally, developed
at Rome, iii. 595-9; not

understood, ii. 105; preceded
by organization on basis of

sex, ii. 137; relic of among
the Persians, iii. Ill; relics

of in feudal times iii. 636-7

Tribe defined, ii. 146-7
;
firstdivis-

ion along the line of sex, ii.

94; in ^lexico, i. 680; term
defined i. 679

;
ii. 92-3

Tribes have permanent villages, i. 489

Tribonian, Justinian's law col-

lector iii. 603-4
Tribute among Peruvians, 1.769;

articles, Mexican, i. 701;
gathering among Incas . . . . i. 787

Trinitarian controversy iv. 676

Trinity according to Enoch, iv.

595; Alexandrian, iv. 547-9;
beliefs in, 1st century, iv.

624-6, blend into one, iv.

627; dispute, iv. 677 et
.seq ;

idea in Kabbalah, iv. 597-8;
Iswara. a, iii. I'M); Jewish,
iv. 626; of Buddiiism, iii.

I'AliK.

794; Old Testament, iv. 626;

prevalence of the <loctrine,
iv. 67()

; symbols of iv. 636

Triple Alliance iv. 110

Triumvirate at Kome, the first,

iii. 302 ; the second iii. 310

Troad, the iii. 190-1

Trojan War, probable explana-
tion of iii 216-17

Trojans, origin of iii. 190-2

Troy, Aryans in, iii. 42-3; col-

onized by the Phrygians, iii.

196-7; first settlers at, iii.

194-5
;
the sacking of ... iii. 214-15

Truxillo, Peruvian ruins at.. . .i. 790

Tryggvason, Olaf, History of, iv. 66
Turanian Accad religion, old, ii. 378-80

Turanian Accads, ii. 373; devel-

opment of Fetich gods, ii.

384-5; idea of future world,
ii 386-7

Turanian and Aryan wars in In-

dia, iii. 151-2; calendar, the,
ii. 377-8; culture, Chaldea,

highest development of, ii.

670; culture in Mesopotamia,
ii. 369, 374; division of Yellow

Races, ii. 362
; home-land, ii.

*
41; invasion of India, 2d

century h. c, iii. 150-1; in-

fluence on culture, ii. 400;
influence in Egyptian be-

liefs, ii.517; languages agglu-

tinate, ii. 40-1; migrations,
ii. 405 9; migration into

Mesopotamia, date of, ii. 371
;

race preceding o.her iace.s, ii.

72-3
;
tribal life ii. 374-5

Turanians develop into Aryans,
Baltic region, iii. 67; Finns
in Europe, ii. 405 et seq.; im-

migration of into Europe, i.

212; in Egypt, ii. 461
;

in

the Mesopotamian Valley, ii.

365, 371, 373; subdivisions

of, ii.81; susceptible to White
influences ii. 703-4

Turenne, General, of Louis
XIV iv. 110-12

Turgot, French Minister iv. 134

Turks invade Hungary, iv. 99;
< )ttoman, rise of iii. 358

Twenty-third century disturbance
caused by Aryans iii. 56

Twenty-third century b. c, a pe-
riod of commotion ii. 682-4

Tyler, Wat iii. 422

Tyrian purple ii. 729
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Ulfilas, Bishop to the CJoths, iii.

333; preaches Arianism.-iv. 684
United States, culture of, iv. 472

et seq ; development of, iv.

172; in 1776 described, iv.

478-9
;
national vigor. . . .iv. 243-4

Universities, foundation of in

Europe iv. 354-5

Unlucky days at Rome iii. 547-8

Upanishads, theological portion
ofVedas iii. 728

Ur of the Bible, ii. 680
;
of Chal-

dea, ii. 676-7, 679
; ships of,

iv 26
Urban II., Pope, and the first Cru-

sade iii. 670-1

Ur-ba'u, of Chaldea. . . .ii 670-1, 676-7

Ur-ghanna, reign of in Sirgulla, ii, 658

PAGE.

Uru-ka-ginna reigns at Sirgulla,
ii. . 660-1

I'Sumacinta Valley original seat
of Mayas i. ,566

Usurtasen 1. at Thebes ii. 5.39

Utopia, by Sir Thomas More,
iv 35,S

I'ruguay, condition of iv. 469

Utrecht, treaty of iv. 1 !6

Uxmal, art at, i. 627, 630-1, 638-

640; buildings at, i. 627 el

.s«y. ; hieroglyphics, i. 643;
"Nunnery," i. 633, 642-3;

"

Palace, use of, i. 632; pyra-
mid, i. 640-1

; ruins, i. 621 ef

se(j.; Serpent fajade, i. 639
;

Temple at, i. 641
; two-headed

monument at i. 626

Y
PAGE.

Vaccination, American impetus
to iv. 512

Vaisya caste iii. 169
Valentine's description of calen-

dar sione i. 740

Valerian, a prisoner to Sapor,
iii 319

Valerius Maximus and Christi-

anity iv. 641

Van, the Lake and ptople of. .ii. 401

Vandals, the iii. .338

Vannic language ii. 401-2
Varus defeated by tiermans, iii. 312

Vassal, duties of iii. ()18

Vedanta system of Hindoo phil-

osophy iii. 737

Vedas, analysis of, iii. 157-8;
basis of Brahman philoso-

pliy, iii. 7?7
; origin of, iii,

156-7; the Bible of Indians,
iii 100

Vedic Age and the Iranians, iii.

742; not primitive, iii. 722;
of Aryans iii. 721

Vedic literature, date of iii. 53
Vedic religion iii. 168-9

Vega, Garsillasso de la, Peruvian
author i. 772

Venezuela, culture in iv. 469
Venetian commerce with North-

ern Europe, iv. 60
;
commerce

with the Arabs iv. 42
Venice as a naval power, iii. 365,

PAGE.

366; intercourse with Sara-^
cens iii. 691-2

Venus, hymn to iv. 637
Vera Cruz, ruins at i. .)59-60

Versailles, Peace of iv. 125

Versaiius, work of iv. 412-13

Vespasian Emperor .iii. 313

Vespucci, voyage to America, iv. 72

Vesuvius, entombed city at, i. 4
;

eruption, 79 A. D iii. 313

Vezire, caves and valley of . . . .i. 113-15
\'ictor lOmmanuel, career of. . .iv. 161

Victoria, reign ol iv. 160

Vikramaditva, Indian chieftain,
iii

'

151

Village communities, Indian, ii.

167-8
;
life and tr ibal society,

i. 488
; Mandan, i. 495 e(

setj.;

among the Indians, i. 489;
appearance of among Neo-
lithic men, i. 175; common
tiirougliout the woihl. i. 180
it xcfj.; <lefense of Indian, i.

492 et
Ki'ij.; description of

lake, i. 174 d acq.; fortified

Neolithic, i. 182ei.ffy ; found

by Lewis and Clarke, i. 490
;

in the Pueblo country, i. 474,
475

; palisaded Indian i. 494
Villeins in feudal times iii. (i'S^

Vinci, Leonardo da iv. 351

Vinland, Adam of Bremen's ref-

erence to, iv. 57
;

of the
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United iStates discovered by
Erikson iv. oO

Virgil, the poet iii. 586

Virgin ( ioddess worshiji iv 629

\'irgiiiiiui ignorance, iv. 481 :

estates iv. 479-SO

l'AGE_
Vocal Memnon statues ii. 568
Volta, work of iv. 430-1
Voltaire at court of Frederick

tiie (ireat, iv. 40r) : the

author iv. 135

VonBaer, work of iv. 4.'^8-41

w
Wages in Middle Ages iii.

\Vagrain, battle of iv.

Waldenses of Italy iv.

Walhv'e of Scotland iii.

Wallace, theory of natural selec-

tion, ii. 53
;
work of, iv. 443-

444
Watch manufacture i\ .

Wallenstein, Catholic leader, iv.

Walpole, lord of treasury, iv.

llil
;
the friend of reform, iv.

Wampum strings ii.

War of Austrian Succession . .iv.

AVar of 1812 iv.
" War of Spanish Succession," iv.

100
Wars of the Koses iii.

Wars shortened by inventive

genius iv.

Washington, appearance of in

history, iv. 204; Comman-
der-in-Chief, iv. 210; Presi-

dent iv.

Waterloo, battle of iv.

Watt, career of iv.

Watt engines, used in America, iv.

Wealth, aristocracy of iv.

AVea|)ons of Iron Age i.

Welisier, the orator iv.

Wellesley in Spain .iv.

Wellington, Lord, in Spain., .iv.

Welsh, marriage by capture
among ii.

Werner, Abraham, work of. . .iv.

WesseljJohn, teachings of iv.

W^est, characterized by large-
ness, iv. 583; explorations in

the, iv. 222 ef seq. ;
the great,

development of, iv. 531 ct

xeq. ; the population of, iv. .

Western ("hnrch iii.

Western Em[>ire, iii. 328,355-6;
becomes a Palriarchnte, iii.

338-!); dissolved for two cen-

tnrie-', iii. 342; invaded by
the linns, iii. 338-!); revived,
iii. 353; wars wiih Gi-rmans,
iii
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invade the Empire iii. 334-5

Westinghouse air-break ....iv. 494-5

W'estphalia given Jerome Bona-

parte, iv. 14!); peace of . .iv. 105-9

Whig party iv. 121, 382
" White Man's Land," iv. 55
White men at Chioken-itza . . . . i. 663
White Race, Ancestor Worsliip

among,#ii. 299; in South-
eastern .\sia iii. 45-T

White Races, ii. 82; Alarodians
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ii. 401
;
influenced hf Yel-

lows, ii. 449; of China, ii.

436-8
;
Semitic branch. . . . ii. 643

Whitney's cotton-gin, iv. 490
;

I
eilect on manufacturing, .iv. 456

W hittier, the poet iv. 527

W^ieland, work of iv. 405 6

Wife, Roman iii. 550
Wilkes' expeilition iv. 506
W^illiam ai d Mary, leign of. -iv. 93
William 1., P^mjjeror, career of,

iv 162
"William IV., reign of iv. 160
William made Emperor of Ger-

many iv.

William Rufus, Kingof England,
iii

William the Conqueror in En-
gland iii.

William the Silent, iii. 394-7
;

and Louis XIV iv. 111-14

Williams, Roger, toleration of, iv. 477-8
Wisdom and Logos, iv. 577-8

;

Jesus identified with, iv. 650
;

of Jesus ben Sirach iv.

Witchcraft a feature of savage
philosophy, ii. 321

;
an out-

growth of Fetichism ii.

Wolfe, ('eath of iv.

Wolsey, influence of iii.

Women at Athens, iii. 443-5,
450-1

;
at Rome, iii. 545-52;

at Rome, condition of, iii.

551-2; in Greece, iii. 441-2;
455-8; relatioi s with l.ouse-
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"World of Ideas" of Plato., iii. 762-4
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et seq.; in Assyria, ii. 808;
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huatl i. 714
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'2i'i) et seq .; among theHittites,
ii. 40.); among the Ma) as, i.

749 ; among the pre-Chine.«e,
ii. 429, 430; at Ilios, iii. 199,

200; Chinese, ii. 239; cunei-

form, ii. 246
; cune^orm in

ancient Chaldea, ii. 656-7,
661

; cuneiform, origin of, ii.

369,
_

377
; Egypt, Middle

Empire, story of Saneha, ii.

547 8; Egyptian, sacred, ii.

524
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i. 573-5
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Palenque, ii. 601, 607, 610 el
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i. 643
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of the Cross, i. 753

;
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pre-Ghinese, ii. 430
;
Indian

hieratic, ii. 237-8; Indian

picture, i. 743
;

in Egypt, ii.

242; Landa or Maya alpha-
bet, i. 750; of dates in Mex-
ico, i. 736; Old World, three

systeujs, ii. 239
; origin of, ii.

234
; Maya and Naliua, com-

pared, i. 749, 753; Maya
manuscript, i. 751

;
Mexican

picture, child training, i. 748;
most ancient manuscript, ii.

496-7; phonetic among Ma-
yas, i. 752; primitive in

Chaldea, ii. 246
; progressive

development, ii. 249
;
rebus

picture writing, i. 744
; sym-

bolical, ii. 236-7
; symbolical

painting stage, i. 744
; wedge,

ii 248

Wycliffe anticipates Reformation,
iv. 711

; preaching in Eng-
land, iii. 421-2; the work of,

iv 348
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Xenophanes, philosophy of. . .iii. 490

Xenophon, leader of Greeks, iii.

119-20; on retreat of ten thou-
sand iv. 35

Xerxes 1., reign of, iii. 117-18;
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palace of, iii. 128-9
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expedition around Africa, iv. 34

Xochicalco, Mexico, ruins at. ..i. 546
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Yaveh according to Septu agent,
iv 565-6

Yaveh worship, iii. 766-7
;
in Is-

rael ii. 758
Yellow Race enters China, date

of ii. 416-17
Yellow Rices, ii. 81,357 ; Chinese

culture, ii 413; culture of,

ii. 361-2; first migrations of,
ii. 36 -'-3; importance of to

civilization, ii.449; influence

on civilization, ii. 447; influ-

ence on Whites, ii.449; origin
of, ii. 359

; primitive home.
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ii. 360

;
second to people the

earth, ii. 358-9
;
Turanian

division ii. 362
Yima, Mazdean paradise iii. 751

Yoga branch Saukhya philoso-
phy iii. 735

Yorktown surrenders iv. 211-12

Yucatan, abundance of ruins in,
i. 644; art in, i. 671-3; pub-
lic buildings discussed, i.

672; ruins in, i. 564 et seq.,

621
;
the god Cuculcan of, i. 714

Yuncas of Peru i. 769

Yuncas, territory of i. 771
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Zacatecas, niina at Quemada in, i, 5H6-7

Zama, battle of iii. 290

Zechariali, angels ol iii. 767

Zt'no, pliilosophy of, iii. 491,501 ;

rules a united empire. .. .iii. 339

Zeus, (! reek god, iii. 718-19; Olpm-
l)ian, statue by Pbidias. . .iii. 464

Zeuxis, tlie painter iii. 515-17

Zio, Teutonic god iii. 718

Zodiac of Indian invention, .iii. 167

Zoroaster discus.sed, iii. 744-5 ;

bistory of, iii. 101 ; known
to Greeks iii.

Zoroasterism same a.T Mazdeism,
111 .

Zoroaster's reform cause of schism

among Asiatic Aryans. . .ii

Zrvan Akarana, worship of., .ii

Zuiii, old

Zuni, Pueblo of

Zwingli, teachings of iv
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